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PREFACE 

The present collection of articles is the result of many years 
of research conducted by our team into various aspects of designing 
and building the component base of promising high-speed comput
ational systems. The articles deal with the following topics: 

(a) the optimal design and functioning of parallel computational 
systems, (b) the optimal recognition of optical and acoustic ftelds 
in synthesizing an optimal dynamic analyzer, and (c) the modeling 
of nonlinear transfer processes in the component base of a computer. 

We discuss new mathematical methods that can be applied in 
solYing speciftc problems arising in the construction of mathematical 
models for handling the above-mentioned three topics. Although 
various countries have developed devices and technological processes 
for creating new generations of computers, there is still no general 
theoretical approach. In this respect the present collection fills an 
important gap in the literature on the subject. 

All results set forth in this collection are new and obtained only 
recently. Here we give a brief survey. 

The article written by S.M. Avdoshin, V. V. Belov, V. P. Maslov, 
and A. M. Chebotarev is devoted to constructing a theory of the 
optimization problems that emerge in the development of the archi
tecture, the organization of parallel computations, and the design 
of flexible manufacturing systems for homogeneous multiprocessor 
computational systems. The following concept lies at the base of the 
suggested approach: all the optimization problems considered here 
are linear in a space of functions with values in semirings. Depending 
on the choice of the semi module, for instance, the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation and the Bellman equation prove to be linear in the new 
sense. For these equations analogs of the Duhamel principle and 
the Fredholm alternatives prove Yalid. This concept leads to a new 
delinition of an integral corresponding to the semigroup operation 
of the "sum" type, the concept of a measure additive in this new 
sense. and an analog of the scalar product (say, (cp 1 , cp 2 ) = 
min [qJ1 (x) + <p 2 (x)l or (cp1 , cp 2 ) = max [min cp 1 (x), cp 2 (x))), which 

X X X 

makes it possible to go over to adjoint operators and defme functions 
"generalized" in the new sense. On the basis of the "linearity" concept 
and the notion of generalized convergence in optimization problems 
dealing with homogeneous computational systems, we consider the 
passage to the limit in a natural large parameter proportional to the 
number of elementary processors in the computational system. For 
a broad rlass of problems the solutions to the limiting equations can 
he set up on the basis of Pontryagin's maximum principle. 

The article bv V. P. Belavkin and V. P. ;\laslov has a direct 
bearing on the 'problem of mathematical synthesis of an optimal 
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d~·r11tmic analyzer, a device intended for automatic sound recognition . 
.-\;; is known, establishing a verbal link between man and computer 
is one of the key problems in the design of fifth-generation com
putational systems. The article provides a systematic exposition 
of the wave theory of representations and measurements, the theory 
that is based on similarities with quantum mechanics and used to 
solve problems of detection, separation, identification, and e!'tima
tion of the parameters of acoustic and visual images within the frame
work of the noncommntative theory of wave hypothesis testing. The 
idea of applying quantum mechanics to the problem of recognizing 
wave images emerged at the beginning of the 1970s, when a seminar 
devoted to quantum mechanics and image recognition was opened 
in the Physics Department of Moscow Stale Uni\·ersity under the 
direction of Yu. P. Pyt'ev and this author. 

The article by V. G. Danilov, V. P. Maslov, and K. A. Volosov 
is directly related to the key issue of creating the component base 
of computers, namely, the calculation and design of new technological 
methods for the various stages of designing integrated circuits and 
other computer elements. Mathematical modeling in this case is 
a preliminary stage. Most of the modeling problems can be reduced 
to a quasilinear parabolic equation or a system of such equations. 

The article suggests new methods for building asymptotic equa
tions to qnasilinear parabolic equations. From the mathematical 
view the class of problems considered is characterized by two effects: 
localization of a perturbation and the fmiteness of the speed with 
which the perturbation travels. In other words, the support of the 
solution is a compact set or a semibounded set, and the bouudary 
of the support propagates with a certain speed. At the support 
boundary the solution undergoes a weak discontinuity; hence, along 
with the problem of constructing the asymptolics in a small param
eter there emerges the problem of tho propagation of the :<ingularity 
(tho weak di~continnily). The theory developed in the article is 
applied to raknlating snell processes as diffusion, heat conduction, 
turbulent I'd !ration, atlsorption (des01·pt ion), epitaxy, and frJm now. 
Application of the l"rndings to the various stage;; of tho technolo!,!ical 
processes reduces rlosigning time and production co:<l!<. 

The abundance of basically new material, that is, new methods, 
notions, definitions, etc., must have posed certain difllculties in 
proparin~ the manuscript for print. For this reason I would like to 
expn'"s my sincere gratitude to "lir Publishers for undertaking to 
inlrndnce the foreign reader to tho ac.hio,·ements in this frelrl of 
knowled~e. In particular, I would like to thank the staff of the 
mathf'malirs Pditorial office for preparing the Hussian version of the 
ma1111.<cri pi fm· 1 ranslal ion and the English phy~ics and malhern11t ics 
Pditorial ofl'ln• for till· expert trnn~lation. 

lRnnary 198fl Academician l'. P .. llaslov 



1 Design of Computational Media: 
Mathematical Aspects 

S.M. Avdoshin, V. V. Belov, V. P. Maslov, 
and A.M. Chebotarev 

1.0 A Brief Survey 

In the present article we aim at a solution of certain 
problems associated with the architecture and analysis of parallel 
programs and flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) for homogeneous 
multiprocessor computational systems (CS), which are characteristic 
of fifth-generation computers. 

These problems constitute examples of optimization problems 
containing a natural large parameter proportional to N, the number 
of elementary processors in the CS. As a rule, the complexity of the 
solution algorithms for these problems increases rapidly with N 
(at least like N 2). This brings us to the problem of the limiting tran
sition as N -+ oo, that is, a limit problem whose solution does not 
depend on N and approximates the solution of the initial problem 
all the better as N increases. In some important speci ftc cases this 
limit problem can be associated with the Uellman equation [1.1). 
As a rule, however, even for smooth initial data the limit equation 
has no difft>rentiable solutions (except for a small number of extremely 
special problems). Hence, the classical statement of the Cauchy 
problem for this equation usually has no meaning. 1\Iore than that, 
the Bellman equation does not even have generalized solutions in the 
usual sense. Hence only Pontryagin's maximum principle applied 
to such cases has a clearly defmed mathematical meaning. This 
principle has been used in solving the corresponding optimization 
problems [1.2]. 

The general approach snggested in this paper to solYing optimiza
tion problems related to multiprocessor computers can also be applied 
to optimization problems of an entirely different nature. This ap
proach is based on the fact that all optimization problems considered 
here are "linear" in function spaces whose elements have values in 
certain semi-rings. Here is what this means. Let us consider a fu nc
tion space in which the common operations of addition and multi
plication by numbers are replaced with other semi-group operations, 
EB and 0, related through the distributivity law. For instance, 
instead of the sum of two functions we take their supremum. and 
instead of the product of a function by a number we take the infimum. 
The linearity of equations in such spaces means that. if y1 (x) and 
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y 2 (x), x EX, are solutions, then sup (y 1 (x), y1 (x)) and inf (y1 (x), A) 
~X dX 

or it~f (y 2 (x), A). i. -= const, are also solutions. Next we introduce 
X:-\ 

the concept of an "integral'' corresponding to a semi-group operation 
of the "sum'' type. thl' concl'pt of measure that is additive in this 
new sense, and an analog of the scalar p1·oduct, which makes it 
possible to introduce conjugate operators and defme functions that 
are "generalized" in the nl'w sense. For example. the scalar product 
in a space of functions with values in a semi-ring A where the sum 
is replaced with min and the product with the common sum, +. 
has the form 

der r 
(!f 10 Cf 2)=mi'_l(cpr(x)+cp2 (x)) = \ cpr(x)0cr2 (x)dx. 

xU e 
In this spacl', for tie lfamillon-Jacobi equation 

au ' ( rlu ) -0 Tt'H I, at' t -

we have the supl'rposition principle for solutions, that is, if y1 and 
y 2 are solutions. then A1 0 y1 ffi A2 0 y2 , with A; = const (i = 1, ~), 
are also solutions. This leads to a formula that represents a solution 
of the equal ion in terms of a source, or 

u (x, t) = ) /,: (x, ~. t)0u0 (~) d~ 
'P 

=min(k(x, ~. t)+u0 (~)), (1.0.1) 
~EX 

whl're k (x, ~. 0) = {) (x - ~). and {) (x - ~) is understood to be 
the functional min (b (x - ~) + cp ( ~)) = cp (x), say, {) (x - ~) = 

~EX 

lim [(x- ~f El. It is easy to see that k (x, ;, t) = min \:£ dt, 
E-ll • 

where :tis the Lagrangian, and formula (1.0.1) proves to be the well
knmHt rPpre!'ent at ion of a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
(•) in the ~mall in terms of a gPnerating function. 

The "Fourier tran!'form" in a space of functions with the values 
in a ~emi-ring .1 i,.: the eigenfunction expansion of the translation (or 
shift) operntor T.\· that is. T .-.!f' (x) = cp (x + ,'l); the eigenfunctions 
1j·,, (.r) of T, hn,·e the form px: T ,..~u '"' fl (.z- + ~x) fl~ - ~1x = 
ft.-" 0 fl.L and the corresponding Pigen,·alues are f1:1. The "Fourier 

lnlll~form" of a function lf (.r) has the form .\· tp,, (.z-) 0 cp (.z-) d.z- = 

Ill j II ( ll.f 
·'"·.:_X • 

-'I (.!)) <llld in the cas!' at hand coincides with the Legendre 

I rau~form, which i~ "liul'at·" in this space. ll ha,; hel'n established 
that if II (!• . . r. I) i~ a function homogPneous of degree one iu p, 
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then the Cauchy problem for equation (*) is also "linear" in the 
space of functions with the values in the semi-ring A: EB = min, 
G = max. The Cauchy problem for the Bellman equation also proves 
to be "linear" in appropriate function spaces of functions with values 
in a semi-ring A. 

The general differential equation in spaces of functions of a con
tinuous argument that generalizes both the Bellman equation and 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is an equation for which the resolving 
operator is linear in function spaces with values in the appropriate 
semi-rings and whose solution is generalized in the above-mentioned 
new sense (that is, is a "linear" continuous functional with respect 
to the new "scalar product"). We will call this equation the gener
alized Hamilton-Jacobi equation and in the discrete case the gener
alized Bellman equation. For such equations there exists an analog 
of Fredholm alternative theorems. For a broad class of problems the 
solutions of these equations can be constructed using Pontryagin's 
maximum principle as a basis. 

The concept described above makes it possible to determine the 
limiting values when N --+ = and overcome the difficulty that arises 
from the fact that usually the solutions of such problems assume only 
two values, 0 and 1. For the sake of comparison \Te first turn to the 
linear case, where the discrete problem converges to a continuous 
one. 

Example 1. Suppose a discrete problem is described by the differ
ence scheme 

(1.0.2) 

where L is a linear difference operator with constant coeflicients on 
an integer lattice, with the initial value a~, a nonzero constant (say, c) 
for n ~ 0 and zero for n < 0. This problem has no limit in the ordin
ary sense of the word as lc --+ =· Nevertheless, the concept of a gen
eralized solution introduced by S. L. Sobolev makes it possi!Jie to 
find the weak limit of the solution to this problem. To this end we 
take a family of functions of continuous independent variables, 
vh (t, x), t E [0, T], T = const, x E R 1

, that depends on parameter 
h E (0, 1] and is such that 

v, (kh, nh) = a~. 

With the initial problem (1.0.2) we associate the problem for 
vh (t, x): 

vh (t + h, x) Lhvh (t, x), vh /t=O = v0 (x), t = lch. (1.0.2') 

Here Lh is the natural continuation of L on functions of a continuous 
independent variable. For example, if La;: 2:: c;a::+;, then 
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1. 1,t·h (t, x) = ~ c;u1, (t, x + ih). The condition k-+ oo is equivalent 
i 

to h -+ 0, since kh ~ T. Let us assume that on smooth functions 

the operator (L1.)' converges to the operator e1L• as l -+oo, lh -+t, 
where L 0 is a linear diHerential operator that, ash -+0, is approxi-

mate on smooth functions by the operator !l:h- 1)/h. Then, if the 
initial value v0 (x) is a smooth function, the family of functions 
vh (lh, x) converges (in C (Rm to the solution v (t, x) of the differen
tial equation 

(1.0.3) 

If r:t 0l (x) is a discontinuous function, the solution to the difference 
problem converges to a solution of the differential equation in the 
sense of generalized functions. Indeed, for any smooth finite function 
qJ we have 

(v,, (lh, x), crl = <<Lh)'v0
, crl = (v0

, <inz qJ) 

• dol 
h.:o (vo, etL, cp) = (e'L•vo, cp) = (v (t, x), cp) 

dol • 
= ) qJ (x) v (t, x) dx, 

where r: (t, x) is a generalized solution to problem (1.0.3). 
\\"e have therefore found that the weak limit of the solution to 

a difference problem is a generalized solution to the respective limit
ing equation, to which the initial difference equation converges only 
on smooth functions. 

Let us now study the analogy between the example just r.onsidered 
and the solution to the respective discrete optimization problem. 

Example 2. Consider the process {ah. k = 0. I, ... } with a 
dbcrete spare of states :Z. X Z, a~: Z ·.; Z -+ R 1

, and satisfying 
the Bellman equation 

a~+t (m, n) =min {a~ (m- 1, n), ak (m, n -1)}, 
11, mE Z, k = 0, 1, ... , (1.0.4) 

and the initial data of the form 

{
0 ifn=O,m~Oorm=O, n~O, 

a"(m, n)= . + oo otherw1~e. 
(1.0.5) 

:'\otl' that this equation i~ linear in the spare of function~ with tlis
l'l"l'tf' ar~lltlll'nts \\·ith values in the :<em i-ring ,1 c' (H 1 U {:::::oo }, 
EB tnin, 8 ··). where j 0 and ) · oo. \\'e may re
write it in a form quite similar to the one discussed in Example 1: 

ah +t (m, 11) -- L\-a1' (m, n), (1.0.6) 
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where the "linear" operator Lv is given by the formula 

Lva" (m, n) = E9 ciiGa" (m- i, n- j), 
(i,i) EV 

C;j= u =0, V={(O, +1), (-[-1, 0)}, 

and the initial value is 

13 

{
] ifn=O, m>Oorm=O,n;;.O, 

ao (m, n) = (1.0.7) 
'1) otlH!rwise. 

Just as in the linear case, this problem has no limit if we seud k 
to oo. Nevertheless, the concept of "generalized" solutions makes 
it possible, as in the linear case, to obtain the weak limit of problem 
(1.0.6), (1.0.7). With problem (1.0.6), (1.0.7) we associate the follow
ing problem for functions of continuous arguments (x, y) E R 2 U 
{±oo }, t E [0, Tl, T = const > 0: 

uh (t+ h, x, y) = Lh,vuh (t, x, y), t = kh, kE ?!_, (1.0.6') 

{
u if X=O, y;;;;. 0 or yc=O, x;;;;.o, 

uh (0, x, y) = uo (x, y) = J if x =;6: 0 or y =;6: 0, 

(1.0.7') 
in such a manner that uh (kh, mh, nh) = a" (m, n). 

The operator zh,V in the given case acts according to the formula 

Lh,vuh (t, x, y)=min (uh (t, x-h, y), uh (t, x, y-h)). 
(1.0.8) 

At t = kh the solution to problem (1.0.6'), (1.0.7') assumes the form 

uh (t, x, y) = (Lh,v)"u0 (x, y). 

Allowing for (1.0.8), we can calculate the right-hand side of this 
equation explicitly: 

uh(t, x, y)= min {u0 (x-h~1 , y-h~2)}. 
C.+C,=k 

t;;E:i' + 
i=l, 2 

Let us introduce the "scalar product" for A-valued functions assuming 
that 

(!p, IJl)EB= J !p(x, y)0¢(x, y)dxdy 
EB 

def 
= inf{qJ(x, y)+'l'(x, y). (1.0.9) 

x,y 

Now we wish to calculate the weak limit, as h -+ 0, of the solution 
to problem (1.0.6'), (1.0.7') on smooth functions with respect to the 
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"scalar product" introduced above (this, as noted earlier, is equiv
alent to fmding the limit ask tends to oo ). Suppose k - oo, kh - t0 , 

t0 E [0, T). Then for every smooth function q> (x, y) we have 

(uh (t0 , x, y), q> (x, y)}\B = ((Lh, l' ) 11u0 (x, y), q> (x, y))$ 

= (u0 (x, y), (L~.d1P (x, y)}e, 

where operator Lh,v is the conjugate of L11 , l' with respect to the 
scalar product ( , )\B introduced above. 

It can easily be verilied that 

Hence 

(l:, d q> (x, y) = min { q> (x + h~,. y + h~2 )}. 
t.+t,=k 
b;E~· + 

(uh Uo· I, y), q> (x, y))~ 

=(uo(x, y), min {q>(x+h~1 , y=h~2)})~ 
~.+~·=" 

;;El+ 

We denote by u0 (t0 , x, y) the weak limit of the solution to problem 
(1.0.6'), (1.0.7'): u0 (t0 , x, y) =s-lim uh (t 0 , x, y), where s is 

h-+0 
a fixed vector function whose meaning will be delined later on. 
Sending h to 0 and kh to t0 in the last equation, we get 

(u0 (t0 , x, y), q> (x, y))$ 

= lim (u11 (t0 , x, y), q> (x, y)}\B 
h-0 

=(u0 (x, y), min {cr(z+TJ1, Y+TJ2)}>. (1.0.10) 
1) 1 ...!...11.=1 0 

TJ;ER~. 

We will call the generalized function u0 (t 0 , x, y) defined by (1.0.10) 
a generalized solution to the limiting generalized Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation to which Eq. (1.0.6') converges on smooth functions. This 
limiting equation has thr form 

au 0 { iiu iiu ·~ 
--;Jt =nun -Dr, -a;; J. 

Th!' ~olution to this equation can be obtained by employing Pontrya
giH's maximum principle [l.~. t.:{). 

In contrast to the linear ca!'!'. thl' statement of smooth initial 
data for di~cr!'le optimization prohlems has no meaning, as a rule. 
For thi~ reason a ~tudv of the limiting equation of an optimization 
prohll'm i~ justifll'd oniy in constructing generalizl'd solutions to this 
equation in thl' above sense. 
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The example of the discrete optimization problem (1.0.4), (1.0.5) 
is closely related to an analysis of the activity of homogeneous 
multiprocessor computational systems (see Sec. 1.2). When the 
number of processors, N, in such a system grows, that is, N -+ oo 
(h - 1/ N -+ 0), the support of the generalized solution (1.0.10) 
to the limiting Hamilton-Jacobi equation determines, at each 
moment t > 0, the set of processors carrying out calculations at 
time t. 

The suggested approach enables considering generalized solutions 
for general optimization problems, too. But here we will give a brief 
description of the properties of discrete optimization problems that 
arise when the operation of homogeneous computational systems is 
analyzed. 

It appears that all such problems can be studied using solutions 
(generalized solutions in the limiting case of N -+ oo) to the gener
alized Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the space of functions with 
values in semi-rings. It has also been found that in problems related 
to the architecture of multiprocessor homogeneous CS, the range of 
the sought functions has the structure of a crystal lattice with certain 
symmetry properties. For instance, in the simplest case of a matrix 
processor, a draft of which was proposed in 1982 by a group of US 
scientists [ 1.4-1. 7], the common Bravais lattice [ 1.8] serves as such 
a range. 

For optimization problems connected with the estimation of the 
effectiveness of parallel programs, a discrete lattice with nontrivial 
symmetry groups (a nonempty set of nonelementary translations) 
serves as a natural range of independent variables of the functions 
involved in the problems. The symmetry of such lattices is uniquely 
determined by the text of the program, while the execution time of 
the program operators is determined by the values of the coefficients 
of the appropriate system of generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equations 
(systems of discrete generalized Bellman equations). 

In optimization problems related to the operation of CS, these 
equations are usually nonhomogeneous steady-state equations (the 
right-hand side of the equations describes the interaction of the set 
of processors in a CS with the external memory of the system). The 
solution to these equations is found as the limit, as X -+ oo, of the 
solutions of appropriate evolutionary nonhomogeneous equations. 
Solving the latter can be reduced to solving homogeneous equations, 
using an analog of Duhamel's principle. 

The difference between this case and the common linear case lies 
in the following: although for a steady-state problem there is no 
limiting generalized Ilamilton-J acobi equation, in the limit the 
corresponding nonstationary problem can be reduced to the eYolu
tionary generalized I-I amilton-J acobi equation. This makes it pos
sible, by means of Duhamel's principle, to write the limiting problem 
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in terms of generalized solutions of a certain Cauchy problem for the 
generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation. We call such a problem a 
stabilization one. Thus, a generalized solution of a stabilization 
Cauchy problem is the limit (in the new sense of the word), as t-oo, 
of the solution to the Cauchy problem for the generalized Hamilton
Jacobi equation. 

Let us illustrate the aforesaid with two examples. In the first 
example we will consider a nonhomogeneous steady-state scalar 
equation on a simple one-dimensional lattice, so as to demonstrate 
how Duhamel's principle can be employed. In the second example 
we will study an optimiznlion problem on a two-dimensional discrete 
lattice with a nontrivial symmetry group. 

Example 3. Let us consider the simplest one-dimensional "tracing" 
problem, the problem of fmding the shortest route [1.9-1.11) on a 
discrete lattice Q, = {x x n = ne. n = 0, ±1, ... } with spacing 
e, where e is a positive parameter. The following relation exists for 
the length s, (n) of the shortest route at point n: 

s, (n) = min {s, (n- 1) + ecu s. (n + 2) 
-i- ec2 , .T • (n)}, n E !, (1.0.11) 

where c1 and c2 are constants, and ~ • (n) = g (ne), with g (x), 
x E R 1

, a continuous function bounded below. 
Problem (1.0.11) is a steady-state problem with a right-hand side 

equal to !I • (n) and is linear in the space of functions with values 
in the semi-ring 

A={R 1 U{±oo}, EB=min, 0= +}, 
where a = +oo, and ·n = 0. We rewrite it in the form 

s, (n) = L,s, (n) EB J • (n) 
where operator L, acts according to the rule 

L,s, (n) = EB c, (v) 0 s. (n - v), 
vEl' 

with V = {F1 = 1, F 2 = -2}, c, (v1) = ec1 , and c, (v2) = ec2 . 

With this problem we associate the following problem for the 
family of funetions of a continuous variable u. (x), x E Rl, e E (0, 1): 

u. (x) = Z.u. (x) EB g (x), (1.0.11') 

where opera lor Z • is defined as follows: 

J,,u, (x) = min {u. (x- e) + ec1 , u, (x + 2e) --;- ec2 }. 

Obviously, u, (nf) is the solution to the initial discrete problem 
(1.0.11). The solution to problem (1.0.11') is the limit, as t-oo, 
of the solution to the C\'olutionary nonhomogeneous equation 

J.(t+e,x)-~L.f(t,x)E!)g(x), t=ke, k=0,1, ... , 
(1.0.12) 
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with the initial data 

J.(O, x) =I()= +oo. 

Just as in the linear case, by virtue of Duhamel's principle (see 
Sec. 1.1), solution f. (t, x) is the integral (in the sense of EB) of 
solution w. (t, 't, x) of the Cauchy problem 

w. (t + e, 't, x) = Z.w. (t, 't, x), t;;:;;;: ,;, 
w. (t, 't, x) It=~ = g (x). 

In the case at hand, 
[0,1] 

f. (t, x) = J w. (t, 1:, x) d,; 
ffi 

del 
min w. (t, 't, x). (1.0.13) 

Similar to the solution to problem (1.0.6'), (1.0.7') in Example 2, 
we can calculate 

W.(t, ,;, x)= min {ec 1 ~ 1 tec2~2 +g(x-e~d-2e~2)}, 
~.+~.=h-1 
~;E2+ 

where t = ke and ,; = le, k;;:;;;: l, k, l E Z+. 
Hence, from (1.0.13) and (1.0.14) it follows that 

del 
f. (t, x) = R. (t) g (x) 

(1.0.1~) 

min min {ec 1 ~ 1 +ec2~ 2 +g (x- e~1 +2e~ 2)} 
o.;;;;ea.;;;;t ·~· +•~·=•a 

t:;EZ+ 
(1.0.15) 

where we have introduced the notation k- l = a, a E ;z+· If we 
now send t to oo, we fmd the solution u, (x) to Eq. (1.0.11'): 

u. (x) =lim fe (t, x) = inf {ec 1 ~1 + ec2~2 
t-+oo ebi~O 

t:;EZ+ 

+ g (x- e~ 1 +2e~2)}. (1.0.16) 

We denote by u (x) the strong limit of the solution to problem 
(1.0.11'): 

u (x) =lim u, (x), x E Rt. 
e-o 

Sending e to 0 in this equation, we obviously arrive at 

u(x)= inf {c1rJt+c2th+g(x-tl1 +2th)}. 
TJ;ER~ 

2-0105 
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Now suppose that g (x) in Eq. (1.0.11') is a discontinuous function 
that assumes only two values, say 

{ 
n if x ;;;;;;;. o, 

g(x)= 0 if x<O. 

The concept of generalized solutions (in the new sense of the word) 
makes it possible to calculate in this case the weak limit of problem 
(1.0.11') with respect to the "scalar product" for A-valued functions 
(for the meaning of the "scalar product" see Eq. (1.0.9)). This limit 
is the generalized solution of the stabilization Cauchy problem for 
the limiting generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation, to which Eq. 
(1.0.12) is reduced on smooth functions. The stabilization Cauchy 
problem for the limiting equation has the following form: 

_!_!!__ -- . { -!.!:. --l-? ~} iJt -min cl iJx ' c2 , - iJx ' (1.0.17) 

uir=o -~ g(x), s-lim u (t, x) = n· (1"). 
r-oo 

Let us find the generalized solution IV (x) to problem (1.0.17) 
using the explicit form of the resolving operator R. (t) of problem 
(1.0.12) defmed in (1.0.15). As in Example 2, it is easy to verify that 
R: (t) is the conjugate of R e (t) with respect to the scalar product 
( , ) $ and operates according to the rule 

R; (t) If (x} = min {Ec 1 ~ 1 + EC 2 ~2 +If (x + f~1-2E~2 )}. 
o,;:;h-l.,;;;h 
;I +:z=k -l 

t;;C+ 

Combining this with (1.0.15) and (1.0.16), we fmd that for every 
smooth fmite function q; (x}, 

dd 
(IV (.r), cr (:r))$ = Jim (u, (x}, cr (1"))$ , lim lim (R. (t) g (:r), !f (.r))-:1 

e-o e-o t-oo 

~lim lim (g (.r), R: (I) cr (J·))$ 
E-0 t-oo 

= liml im (g (.r), min min { EC 1 ~ 1 ...;... FC~~ 2 _:_ cp (.r + 1::~ 1 - ~F\; 2 ))-B 
n~ea~t e; 1 +f';1=£1Z 

( 1.0.18) 

ThP gPnPralized fuuct ion lr (.r} delined by (1.0.1~) is the weak 
limit of thP initial optimization steady-stale problem (1.0.11). 

Lwmr,le 1. Let us now take a di~crete optimization problem related 
to thP choice (design) of the architel"lure of a homogeneous multi
processor CS optimal from the viewpoint of effectivene:<s of parallel 
program~ in such CS (~ee Section 1.:!..:~). For in~tanrP, for a parallel 
program P,~ 11 for multiplying two square matrirc!" this problem 
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can be reduced to solving, on the discrete lattice 

Q = !:21 U !:2 2 = {r = (p, q), P = n1 + 1/2. q = n2 + 1/2} 
U {r = (p, q), p = n1 + 113, q = n2 + 114}, n; E :Z:, i = 1, 2, 
the equation of the following form: 

u (n1 + 112, n 2 + 112) = max {.}71 (n1, n 2), u (n1 + 1/2 - 1, 

19 

n2 + 1/2) + t 0 , u (n1 + 1/3- 1, n2 + 114- 1) + t 0 } (1.0.19) 

at a point r E !:21 , and 

u (n1 + 1/3, n2 + 1/4) = max {.Y 2 (n1 , n2), 

u (n1 + 112, n2 + 1/2) + t0 , u (n1 + 1/3, n2 + 1/4- 1) + t 0 } 

at a point r E Q2 • Here (n 11 n2 ) are the coordinates of the elementary 
processors of which the CS consists, t0 = const > 0 is the time of 
execution of interprocessor data exchange operations in the PAx n 
program, and the given functions .F; (n 11 n2) > 0, i = 1,2 are deter
mined by the "loading" times of local subprograms (see p. 92). The 
value of the function u (r), r E Q, is the completion time of exe
cution of the P AXB program on then= (n1 , n2) processor. Note 
that this equation is linear in the space of functions of discrete argu
ments with values in the semi-ring A = (R1 U {±oo }, EB = max, 
0 = +),where J = -oo and ] = 0, while the range of defmition 
for the sought functions is the lattice Q in R 2 with an additive group 
of elementary translations generated by the shifts T a 1 and T a 2 
by vectors a 1 = (1, 0) and a 2 = (0, 1) and with a set of nonelement
ary translations generated by shifts by the basis vectors ~ 1 = ('1/2, 
112) and ~ 2 = (1/3, l/4). 

Let us find the weak limit of Eq. (1.0.19). With Eq. (1.0.19) we 
associate an equation for the family of functions of continuous argu
ments, vh (x), x E R 2 , the family depending on parameter hE (0 1], or 

vh (x) = Lh (x) v, (x) EB <Dh (x), (1.0.19') 

in such a manner that vh (nh) = u (n), n = (n1 , n 2 ), 

{ <D~(nh) =Ji~dn) if n+~1EQ11 
<Dh (nh) = rr-2 ( I) . .,... ( ) "f ..I.. f.\ ,-, 

'+'h n 1 = . r 2 n I n ' IJ2 E ••2 

where <D~ (.1"), i = 1, 2, are families of continuous functions, with 
<D}, (x) -+ <D6 (x) as h -+ 0, and ~ 1 = (1/2, 1/2), ~ 2 = (1/3, 1/4). 
The linear operator L h (x) depends on the point x where the result 
of its action on function v, is calculated and is determined by the 
following formulas: 

2• 

(Lh (x) v, (x) = max{<Dh (x), vh (x+ h~ 1 -lw2 ) + ht0 , 

v" (x+ h~2 -hv,) + ht0 } 
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for x E Q1, and 

(Lh (x) L'h) (x) =max {<I>h (x), vh (x + h~1) + ht0 , 

v1, (x-;- h~2 - hv3) + ht0} (1.0.20) 

for x E Q2 , where u2 = (1, 0), Va = (0, 1), and v, = (1, 1). 

Since the scalar operator lh (x) is not a regular function of x 
and h, even on smooth functions it possesses no limit ash -+0, and, 
hence, the corresponding stabilization Cauchy problem has no limit 
either. A similar situation emerges in the linear case when we wish 
to study the vibrations of atoms in a crystal lattice with a nonempty 
set of nonelementary translations [1.12). 

To overcome this difliculty, instead of the scalar equation (1.0.20) 
we consider an equivalent system of equations for a family of A-val
ued vector functions s1,: R2 -+A X A. \Ve assume that sh = 
(s~. s~)T, with s~ (x) = vh (x + h~1 ), s~ (x) = vh (x + h~ 2 ), and 
the superscript T standing for "transposition", and define A-valued 
2-by-2 matrices thus: 

a 1 = [~ ~], a2 =[ ~ ~ J, a3 = [~~],a~=[~!]. (1.0.21) 

The system of equations for the family sh corresponding to (1.0.20) 
assumes the form 

sh = Lh,rshffi$h, «Dh =(<I>~. <I>~)T, 

where the matrix operator Lh, v is defined thus: . . 
(Lh,rSh)(x)=(ht0)0( EB a(v)sh(x-vh)). 

vEV 

(1.0.22) 

(1.0.23) 

Here V is the set of vectors {v1 = (0, 0), v1 = (1, 0), v3 = (0,1), 
• der 

v, = (1, 1)}, and a (v;) = a,. i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
We will denote the "scalar product" for A-valued vector functions 

by (·, · )A'• assuming all along that 
dcr 

(cp, ~·)~ = \ (q> (x), ljJ (x))A• dx = EB . EB q>; (x) 0¢; (x) 
£L X J=l,2 

= ~ax max { q>; (x) + lj;; (x)}. 
X j=1.2 

We can easily seo that L'tv. the conjugate of operator (1.0.23) with 
respect to the scalar product we have just introduced, is defined thus: 

. . 
(1.~.1''1:) (x) - (ht 0)0( EB a (v) lj; (x+vh)). 

vEV 
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By virtue of Duhamel's principle, the solution to system (1.0.22) 
is the limit, as t --+- oo, of the integral (in the sense of EB) 

[0,1) 

Rh(t)cDh(x) = ) Wh(t, l', x)d• 
Ell 

[0,!) 

= ) (Lh,v ) 1 -~cllh (x) d•= max W h (t, l', x), 
Ell 0~~~1 

where W h (t, l', x) is the solution to the Cauchy problem on the 
segment l' E [0, tl, • = lh, for the homogeneous equation 

A ~ 

Wh (t+h, l', x)=Lh,vn\ (t, •· x), Wh (t, •· x)lt=~=cDh(x), 

(1.0.24) 

corresponding to (1.0.22). The function fh (t, x) = Rh (t) <Dh (x) 
satisfies the equation . ~ 

ih (t + h, x) = Lh, v ih (t, x) EB cDh (x), ih (0, x) = 0. 
(1.0.25) 

Employing the obvious commutation relations for the A-valued 
cr;-matrices, namely, 

(J ;U J = 0, (i, j) E { (1' 3), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 4), (4, 2) }, 

. . 
where 0 is the "null" matrix, (()) = [6ii], 6ii = 01, and the operator 
methods developed in [1.13] and, in particular, the formulas of 
[1.14] and [1.15], both (Lh, 1. ) 1 -~ and k., (t) can be calculated. The 
following equation holds true 

Rh (t) \jJ (x) = htt0 

+ max 
O<l<k 

f max max{lj; 1 (x-h(~1 +1)v2-h~2v3),l 
~.+~.=k-1-1 

t;;EZ+ 

lj;2 (x -hv4 -h~1v2-h~2 V3)} 
max max{lj; 1 (x-h~1 v2 -h~2V3), 

~.+,o=k-l-1 
t;;EZ+ 

lj;2 (x-h~1v2 -h(~2 +1) V4)} 1 

where t = kh, k- l > 0, k, l E £:+, and \jJ = (ljll, 1Jl2)T. 

(1.0.26) 
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We denote by ; (x) the generalized solution to the stabilization 
Cauehy problem for the limiting generalized Hamilton-J aeobi equ
ation to which (1.0.25) converges on smooth funetions: 

s (x)~ s-limu(x, t), u(x, t)=(ut, u2)T, 
t-oo 

here u (x, t) is the solution to the equation 

_!__ (u 1) =(max {t0 -iJu1/iJ.r, t0 -iJu2/iJx -iJu2/iJy}) 
01 u~ max {t0 - u 1, t0 - iJu2/iJy} 

with the initial data u (x, t) lt=o = <1> 0 (x) = (<D~ (x), <D~ (x))T. 
As in Example :3, formula (1.0.25) combined with k -+ oo, kh--+- t, 

and t -+ oo implies that for every smooth A-valued veetor funetion 
cp (x) = (cp 1 (.r), cp2 (x)) we have 

(s (x), cp (x))EP =lim lim (R 11 (t) cp 11 (x), cp (x))tp 

whPrP 

l!o (x) = 

h-+0 t-+oo 

= lim lim (cPh{x). Rl; (t) cp (x)) = (cp0 (x), g0 (x)),p, ( 1.0.27) 
h-+0 1-+oo 

ft0 + sup (t0 (1'J 1+1'J 2)+max{cp1 (x+lJ 1v2 -j-lh~·3), 
'l;ER~ 

q;2 (x -i·l] 1v2 -;-1J 2v3)}) 

10 + sup (t 0 (1'J 1 + 112) -1- max {ct 1 (x + IJ 1F 2 + 112v3), 
11iER~ 

cp2 (X+ 1'j1V2 + 1'J!V3)}) I 

Formula (1.0.27) del"tnes. for any right-hand side <1>" • (<11~, ![l~)T, 
the gcneralizPd function that is the limit, as h --+-0 (in the above 
i'ense), of the initial discrete optimization problem (I.U.Hl). 

1.1 The TheOJ'~· of Linear Equations 
i 11 SPm i-modull'~ 

On!' of the main diflirulties in sol\"ing optimization prob
ll'nl~ stems from the fact that these problems usually lead lo non
lillPar diffNenlial equations. llowcvcr, it has ln•en established that 
if WI' take funrlion spares with valuPs in rerlain semi-rings and intro
d nn· dPI"Ill i l (' nonari l h mclie opera\ ions, many non! in car equal ions 
i 111 port ant for a ppl ir at ions become I i near. This fact suggests the 
m•Pd for a thorongh investigation of the corresponding axiom~. This 
is do11t' in the presPnt rhaplPr and is illustralPd hy numerous exam
piP~. 
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The approach developed here enables setting up and evaluating 
integrals of a special type. We prove the theorem that the integral 
of a function semi-measurable below is independent of the choice 
of the continuation of the idempotent measure. For the generalized 
Hamilton-Jacobi and Bellman equations (i.e. generalized in the new 
sense) considered in this chapter, we lind the analogs of Duhamel's 
principle and the Fredholm alternative theorems. 

1.1.1 Introduction 

In this section we employ the examples of nonlinear Burgers and 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations to introduce the nonarithmetic operations of ad
dition and multiplication with respect to which the resolving operators of the 
equations prove to be linear. 

Let us start with the heat equation 
au h a2u 

---ar-2 ax2, xER', t>O, 

where h is a positive parameter. The linear combination 

u = A1u1 + 1.2u2 

(1.1.1.1) 

(1.1.1.2) 

of solutions u1 and u2 to Eq. (1.1.1.1) is also a solution to this equa
tion. 

Next we introduce 

u = cxp {- w (x, t)lh} (1.1.1.3) 

in Eq. (1.1.1.1) and arrive at a nonlinear equation: 

..!!!!._ ...:!._ ( f!w ) 2 _ _!:_ D
2
w = O 

at --t- 2 iJr 2 ()y2 ' 
(1.1.1.4) 

which is known as Burgers's equation. 1 Ob\'iou!:'ly, solution u; 

(i = 1, 2) to Eq. (1.1.'1.1) corresponds to solution W; = -h ln u; 

(i = 1, 2) to Eq. (1.1.1.t1). Then solution (1.1.1.2) to Eq. (1.1.1.1) 
corresponds to the fol!o,,·ing solution to Eq. (1.1.1.4): 

w ~c -h In (exp {(- w 1 + ~-t 1 )/h} + cxp {(- W 2 + ~-t 1 )/h}), 

where 1-t; = -h In A; (i = 1, 2). 
This implies that Eq. (1.1.1.4) is also linear; however, it is linear 

in the function space where semi-group operations have been intro
duced, namely, the "sum" 

a ffi b ~ -h In (exp { -alh} + exp { -b/h }) 

and the "product'' 

a 0 A~~ a+ A. 

1 Ordinarily, this name is given to the equation obtained from 
Eq. (1.1.1.4) by differentiating with respect to x and substituting v for Dw!Dx. 
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The substitution w = -h In u maps zero into oo and identity into 
zero. Thus, the semi-group zero in this new space is oo, or J = oo, 
and the semi-group identity is the common zero, or ~ = 0. The 
function space with the operations $ and 0 and the added zero 0 
and identity ] is isomorphic to the common function space with 
common multiplication and addition. 

We can therefore assume that we have become accustomed to the 
new operations $ and 0 and that Eq. (1.1.1.4) is linear. 

This example is quite simple, and we need not learn the new arith
metic operations since by substitution of functions we can transform 
from Eq. (1.1.1.4) to Eq. (1.1.1.5), which is linear in the common 
sense. However, it may so happen that equations interpreted in the 
sense of the new operations of addition and multiplication cannot 
be reduced by a substitution to the common linear case. It then be
comes expedient to consider shifting the methods developed for 
linear equations to Eq. (1.1.1.4). 

In the space of functions with values in the ring 

a$ b = -h (exp {-a/h} + exp {-b/h}), I. 0 b =I.+ b, 

we introduce the scalar product as follows: 

(w11 w2) =- h In J exp { -(w1 + w2)/h} dx, 

which, as we will show, is bilinear in this space, that is, 

(a $ b, c) = (a, c) $ (b, c), (1. 0 a, c) = I. 0 (a, c). 

Indeed, 

(a$b, c)= -hln ( J exp{-(1/h)[-hln(exp{-a/h} 

+ cxp { -b/h} +c) I} dx) 

=-h In ( J (exp {- a!h} + cxp { -b/h}) cxp {- c/h} d.r) 
= -hln ( J Pxp{-(a+c)/h}d.L· 

t- J cxp {- (b + c)lh} dx) =(a, c) EB (b, c), 

(i._:)a, c)= -hln ( J Pxp{-(a·;-i.)/h} exp{-c,/t} dx) 

= -hlu(t>xp{-i./h} J exp{-(a+c)/h}d.r) 

~ i. ·;·In J cxp {-(a-;- c)/h} c/.r = A0(a, c). 
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An example of a hermitian (or self-adjoint) operator in this space 
is the operator 

L: w -+ w 0 ( -h ln ((w')2fh2 - (w")/h)). 

Let us check the hermiticity of this operator. We have 

(w1, Lw2) = -h In J exp { -(w1 +Lw2)/h} dx 

= - h In J exp {- (1!h)(w1+w2-h ln ((w;) 2/h2-w;lh))} dx 

=- h ln J exp {- w/h} exp { -w2/h} [(w;)2/h2 - w;ll~J dx 

= -hln J exp{-w/h} :;. exp{-w2!h}dx 

=-hln) (::. exp{-w.fh}) exp{-w/h}dx 

=- h ln ~ exp { -w.fh} [(w~) 2/h2 - w;lh] exp { -w2/h} dx 

= (Lw1 , w2). 

We can also easily verify the linearity of operator L in the sense of 
operations EB and 0. 

Let us construct the resolving operator of the Burgers equation, 
:£1: w0 -+W, where w is the solution to Eqs. (1.1.1.4) satisfying 
the initial data w it=O = w0 • The solution to Eq. (1.1.1.1.) satisfying 
the initial condition u it=O = u0 has the form 

u(x, t) = V;nht ) exp{-(x-£)2/(2th)}u0 (£) d£. 

Allowing for the fact that u = exp { -wlh }, w = -h In u, we obtain 
the resolving operator :£ 1 for the Burgers equation: 

:£1w0 = -h In ( ,/" 
1 I exp {-(x-£) 212th+w0 (s)/h} ds). 

v 2nht J 
Let us show that formally :£ 1 is hermitian with respect to the new 
scalar product. Indeed, 

(w1, :£1w2)=-hln{.!"
1 lexp{-h1 

(w1-hln( 1
1 

I' 2nht J ~ 2nht 

X J (cJSexp{-(x;hs)•+ w~m)}))}ax) 

= - h ln ( r 
1 I ex p { - hi ( w I (X) 

I' 2nht J 

+hln (exp {ht a::} exp{-w2 (x);h}) )}ax) 
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= -hln{ 
1
r 2

1
nht J exp{-w1(x)/h} (exp{ht a~22 } 

:-. exp {- w 2 (x)/h}) dx) 

( 
1 J { iJZ . = -h In ---r= exp {- w2 (x)!h} (£'xp ht -.-2 l 

t· 2nht ox J 

X exp {- w 1 (x)/h}) dx) 

= -hln{ r
1 I exp{--1:-(w2 (x) 

l 2nlll J " 
-hln( r 1 I dtexp{- ( (x 2-h~)

2 

l 2nht J - t 

+- w
1,m ) } ) ) } dx) = (w~, Z 1w 1). 

If we send h to zero, the Burgers equation 2w1 1 (wx)2 - hw.u = 0 
transforms into the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

(L 1.1.5) 

The operation of "addition" a E9 b = -h (In (exp { -aih} 1 

exp { -blh})} transforms, as h .J. 0, into a E9 b = min (Q, b). The 
"product" (or the operation of "multiplication'') does not depend 
on h. Hence, we again have a 0 A.= a --:-A.. The two operations are 
distributive, that is, (a E9 b) 0 c = (a 0 c) -i- (b 0 c). 

Let us demonstrate that the Hamilton-Jacobi equal ion is linear 
in the function space with the operations a E9 b ~~ min (a, b) and 
a 8 A. c~ a - A.. Let us consider the Cauchy problem for the ll amil
ton-J acobi equal ion: 

ii~~ (.r. I) 1 ll ( ~~, I, t) =0, (1.1.1.6) 

S(.r, 0)· S0 (1'). O~t~T. xER", 

wlwre H (p • . r, t) is a function (the !Iamiltonian that is smooth on 
H~" 10. 7'] and ha;; a po>'ili,·e dclinilc second derivative with 
re~pecl to /'· Suppose that :f (r·. x, t) is the Lagrangian that currc
>'pond~ to the llamillonian /I (!• . . I', t), or 

:£ (1', .r, t).- max (up- /1 (p, .r, 1)). 
J!EU 11 

lf for l'\ery t E IU. T1 the LagrangP manifold .\' obtained from the 
t,:raph .\0 of the diffprenlial of the function S 0 through tlw action 
of the pha~P nnx gj1 1.wnerated hy the sy>'lem of Hamilton's equa-
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tions 
op oH dx iJH 
Tt= -ax (p, x, t), Tt= --ap(p, x, t) 

is mapped diffeomorphically on the subspace p = 0, then there 
exists a smooth and unique solution to problem (1.1.1.6). Here 
S (x, t) is the minimum of the functional 

I 

J (y ( · )) = S0 (y (0)) + J :t(y (T), y (1:), T) dT (1.1.1.7) 
0 

on the set <Dx, 1 of piecewise smooth functions y ( ·) defmed on [0, t) 
and satisfying the condition y (t) ··~ x. This justifies the following 
definition: a function S whose value at a point (x, t) is the greatest 
lower bound of the functional J on the set <Dx,t is called the gene
ralized solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1.1.6). 

With such a delinition problem (1.1.1.6) has a generalized solution 
for every function S 0 with values on the extended real axis ffi. 
Thus, we have defined the resolving operator .1/;H: S 0 -+S for prob
lem (1.1.1.6). 

Suppose that E9 is the operation of the pointwise minimum of two 
functions with values in R1: sl E9 s2 (x) = min (S, (x), s2 (x)). 

Theorem 1.1.1.1 Operator .ll u is additive with respect to the operation E9. 
Proof. Suppose that 

{
0 ifx=£ 

a;(x) = oo if x =;i= £. 
I 

Then .AH65 (:r, t) is the minimal value of the functional J,X(y (T), 
0 

y (T). T) dT in the class <D;,x,t of piecewise smooth functions y (·) 
that satisfy the boundary conditions y (0) ·~ £ and y (t) = x. Min
imizing functional (1.1.1.7) in the functions y (·) E <Dx.t that satisfy 
the initial condition y (0) = £ and then calculating tl1e greatest 
lower bound in s E R", we arrive at the formula 

.:!iHSo (x, t) = inf (.It H8;(x, t) + S0 (s)). 
sERn 

Hence. 
(.:!iHSo 1 E9 .16HS02 ) (x, t) =min (inf (.I/;H6s (x, t) 

s 
-f- S01 (~)), inf (.It u8s(x. t) + S 02 (~) )) 

; 
= inf min (.AH6s (x, t) +Sol m .4 H6s (x, t) 

5 
+ so2 (s)) 
~ inf (.AH65 (x, t) +min (S01 (£), S02 (£))) 

5 
= .16 H (Sol E9 S0J (x, t). 
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A similar theorem holds true for the Bellman equation 

( 
as as ) max -
01 

(x, t) + v-a (x, t)-:£ (v, .-r, t) = 0 
<EV(x,t) X 

with the initial condition S (x, 0) = S 0 (x), provided that the ge
neralized solution of this Cauchy problem is understood in the 
following sense: 

t 

S (x, t) = )1~" ( S 0 (y (0)) + J :£ (y (T), y (•), T) dT). 
• 0 
II (I)EV(x,t) 

1. 1.2 The Metric and Structure on a Semi-ring 

In this section we consider the axiomatics of abstract 
semi-group operations of addition and multiplication in a partially 
ordered metric semi-ring. Operations performed on points of a semi
ring generate in a natural manner operations performed on functions 
with values in the semi-ring A, and this makes it possible to define 
an A-valued scalar product and an A-valued delta function. We also 
discuss some examples. 

Suppose that A is an Abelian semi-ring defined by the commutative 
semi-group operations of "addition" ffi and "multiplication" with 
neutral elements 0 and ] , respectively, 

0 0 a= 0, ]0 a= a, 0 ffi a= a, 

and suppose that these operations obey the distributivity condition 
on A, that is, a 0 (b ffi c) = (a 0 b) ffi (a 0 c). 

We will assume that the partial ordering relation:=::;; has been de-
fmed on A and that this relation has the following properties: 

a0a;;;;d) 'v'aEA; 

{a:=::;; b} =?-{a ffi c :=::;; b ffi c V cE A.}; 

{a~ b} '*{a 0 c ~ b 0 c V c ~ 0}. 

lf elements a and b are not congruent, we will write a 0 b. 
Example 1. Let us take the operation max for the operation of semi

group addition ffi on the extended real axis A. = R U { -oo} and 
the operation of common addition for the operation of semi-group 
multiplication 0. Zero is the semi-group's identity ~ in this semi
ring, while the adjoined point -oo is the semi-group zero J. Indeed, 

::0a a-oo--oo 

~ 0a a--t-0 'a, Offia- max{a,- oo}=a, 

a·(b E:> c)- a--:- max (b, c) -_ max (a r b, a+ c) 

- (a 0 b) Ell (a 0 c). 
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The ordering relation on A coincides with the natural ordering 
relation on the real axis, with a;;. 0 for every a EA. 

Example 2. Let us take the operation min for the operation of semi
group addition EB on the extended real axis A = R1 U {oo} and the 
operation of common addition for the operation of semi-group multi
plication 0. Point 0 is the semi-group identity ~, while point 
{ +oo} is the semi-group zero 0: 

00 a = a + oo = oo = 0, 110 a= a+ 0 =a, 

0 ffi a = min { oo, a} = a, 

a 0 (b EB c) = a + min (b, c) = min (a + b, a + c) 

= (a 0 b) EB (a 0 c). 

The ordering relation on A is opposite to the natural ordering 
relation on the real axis. At the same time here a ;;. Ji for every 
a E A, as in the previous example. 

Example 3. Let us take the semi-ring A = R+ U {oo} generated 
by the operations ffi = max and 0 = min the neutral elements 
0 = 0 and ] = oo: 

0 0 a= min {0, a} = 0, ] 0 a= min {a, oo} =a, 

0 ffi a = max {0, a} = a, 

a 0 (b ffi c)= min {a, max {b, c}} 

=min {a, max {min {a, b}, min {a, c}}} 

= max {min {a, b }, min {a, c}} 

= (a 0 b) ffi (a 0 c). 

The ordering relation on A coincides with the natural one and 
a;;,: 0 for every a EA. 

Example 4. Suppose that A = R+ U {oo }, EB =min, 0 =max, 
10 = oo, and ] = 0. Then 

0 0 a = max { oo, a} = 0, 

0 ffi a= min {oo, a}= a, 

a 0 (b ffi c)= max {a, min {b, c}} 

]0 a= max {0, a}, 

=max {a, min {max {a, b}, max {b, c}}} 
= min {max {a, b }, max {b, c}} 

= (a 0 b) ffi (a 0 c), 

and a;;,:O VaEA. 
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Example 5. Suppose that A = R+, EB = max, i[)) = 0, 0 x, 
and ~ = 1. Then 

00 a= 0 X a= 01, ] 0 a= 1 X a= a, 

0 EB a = max {0, a} = a, 

a 0 (b EB c)=a X max {b, c} =max {a X b, ax c} 

~~ (a 0 b) EB (a 0 c). 

Let us now assume that topology on A is given via the metric 
p: .-1 ~< A -+ [0, oo) that satislies the standard axioms: 

(I} p (a, a) = 0, (2} p (a, b) = p (b, a) 

(3) p (a, b) + p (b, c) );: p (a, c) 

(4} p (a, b) = 0 <::::> a = b. 

Set A is said to be a complete structure if any subset a E A bounded 
above (below) contains the least upper (greatest lower) bound. In 
what follows we assume that the semi-ring A is complete both as 
a structure and as a metrie spaee. In addition, we assume that metric 
and structure are concordant in the sense of convergenee, that is, 
p (a n• a) -+ 0 implies lim sup an =' lim inf an = a, and vice 

N_.oo n~N N-+oo n~N 

versa. 
The following metrics are examples of metrics on R U { -oo }: 

r:xp (a, b) = exp {max (a, b)} - exp {min (a, b)}, 

p tan-' (a, b) = tan- 1 {max (a, b)} - tan-1 {min (a, b)}. 

For the metric on (R U {-oo })" we can take 

n 

P~xp (a, b) = ~ Pi·xp (ai, bJ), 
i=l 

II 

Ptan-• (a, b)= ~ Ptan-• (aj, bj), 
i=l 

when• a (a 1 , ••• , a 11 }, and b =' (b1 , ••• , bn) . 

. \11 example of a parlin! onleriug relaliou iu (Jl U {-oo ))h is 
the relation (a 1 , ••• , a,.});: (b 1 , ••. , b,.) if II;);: b; Vi. The set 
(ll U {-oo ])" equipped wilh ~urh au ordering relalion is a complete 
structure rom·ordant with the melrics !'expand Ptan-'• with a EB b =c 
max (a, b). 
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The natural metrics for the semi-ring A = (R U { oo }t are Pexp 
and Ptan-•: 

n 

Pexp (a, b) = ~ Pexp (ai, bi), 
i=l 

Pexp(ai, bi)=exp(-min{ai, bi})-exp(-max{ai, bi}). 

The metrics P~xp and Ptan-• ensure that the corresponding metric 
spaces are precompact, that is, that there exists a fmite E-mesh on 
any bounded subset. Indeed, on the set J/ = {x: p;,P (x, J) :'(;a} 
there exists a finite E-mesh with respect to the metric p;,p: .Y = 
[ale] + 1, d~ = J = -oo, dk =In (a- Ke), 0 :'(; K <X. On 
set R U {±oo }, the e-mesh with respect to metric Ptan-• is the set 
of points {gn;', with A = [nle] + 1, g~ = .J = -oo, g~ = 
tan (-:t/2 --':-- ke), 0 :'(; k < N, g'f.: = U = oo. 

Clearly, Axioms (1), (2), and (4) are satisfied for the aboYe-men
tioned metrics. Let us now verify the triangle property (3) for metric 
Pexp and Ptan-1· It is sufficient to consider only the one-dimensional 
case, since the verification of (3) for a multidimensional case can be 
reduced to one-dimensional verifi~tion. In one dimension we have 

p (a, b) + p (b, c) = p (a, c) if b E [a, cl, 

p (b, c) ? p (a, c) if b :'(; a, 

p (a, b) ? p (a, c) if b ? c, 

whereby (3) is sure to be true in all cases. 
For sets that are simultaneously structures and topological spaces 

we can define the ordering relation > as follows: a > b if a E 
int {c: c ? b }. Clearly, here the ordering relation > obeys the 
transitivity law: if a > b and b > c, then a> c. In the discussions 
below we will assume that ~ > Jl and that for every a and c such 
that a > c there exists a b: a > b > c. 

We start by giving a formal definition of a space with values in 
a semi-ring without employing the concept of idempotency. In 
Section 1.1.3 we introduce the concept of an idempotent measure, 
which will enable us to give a complete description of the functions 
belonging to this space. 

\\-e denote by C0 the set of continuous A-valued functions on a 
locally compact space X that are nonzero only inside certain com
pact metric spaces K c X. 

On set C0 we consider the structure A., which is a semi-module with 
respect to the operations (cp EB 'I:) (x) = cp (x) EB ljJ (x) and (a 0 q:) >< 
(x) = a 0 cp (x) with a zero cp (x) = J, an identity q; (x) = IT. 
and an ordering relation cp :'(; ljJ => cp (x) :'(; ljJ (x) 'Vx EX. We 
equip the ordered semi-module C 0 (X) with a uniform structure de-
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fined by the deviation 

p (~. '¢) = sup p (~ (x), '¢ (x)) 
>:EX 

with respect to which the semi-module is topological and possesses 
uniform convergence (jl,. -(jl if p (~n· qJ).j.O. We will say that a 
function '¢ (x) is semi-continuous below if the condition a<'¢ (x0 ) 

at point x 0 implies the existence of a (compact) neighborhood V c X 
of this point in which (neighborhood) a < '¢ (x) V x E V. For the 
product ~ 0 '¢ of functions (jl and '¢ we take the pointwise product 
(~ 0 '¢) (x) = (jl (x) 0 '¢ (x). Here are some defmitions of the scalar 
product. 

Example G. Let us consider the space with values in a semi-ring 
generated by the operations (inf, +). The scalar product in such 
a space has the form (q-, If) = inf (qJ (x) + '¢ (x)). 

X 

An example of a sequence converging to the delta function is 
l'ln (x - 6) = n (x - £)2 • Indeed, lim inf (n (x - 6)2 + (jl (x)) = 

71.-+00 X 

(jl (6). 
Example 7. Let us consider the space with values in a semi-ring 

generated by the operations (su~ + ). The scalar product in such 
a space has the form (~. \j-1) = sup (~ (x) + '¢ (x)). 

An example of a sequence 
l'ln (x - 6) = -n (x - 6)2• 

~ (x)) = ~ (S). 

X 

converging to the delta function is 
Indeed, lim sup (-n (x- £)2 + 

n-+oo x 

Example 8. Let us consider the semi-ring A = R + generated by 
the operations (min, max). In the space of functions with values 
in this semi-ring the scalar product has the form (~, '¢) = 
min max (~ (x), If (x)). 

X 

An example of a sequence converging to the delta function is 
l'ln (x - 6) = n (x - 6)2 . Indeed, lim inf ((x - 6)2 n, ~ (x)) = 

n-+oo x 
~ (6). Since ~ (x) ~ 0, at x = 6 we have max (n (x - 6)2 , ~ (x)) = 
~ r;). 

Example 9. Let us consider the space of functions with values in 
the semi-ring A = R + generated by the operations (max, min). 
The scalar product has the form (~. '¢) = max min (~ (x), '¢ (x)). 

X 

An example of a sequence converging to the delta funcl ion is 
6n = 1/[n (x- £)2]. Indeed, 

lim max {min (1/[n (x- £)2 ], ~ (x))} = ~ (£). 

Since qJ (x) ~ 0, at x = 6 we have 

min (1/[n (:r - £) 2 ), (j) (x)) = min (0, ~ (S)) = Cf (;). 
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Example 10. In the space with values in the semi-ring generated 
by the operation (max, X) the scalar product has the form (q>, \jJ) = 
max {rp (x), \jJ (x)}. 

An example of a sequence converging to the delta function is 
cSn (x - ~) = exp { -n (x - ~)2 }. Indeed, 

since 

Jim max {exp { -n (x- ~)2}, q> (x)} = q> (£), 
n-+oo x 

{
0 if x::;l=~, 

limexp{-n(x-~)2}= 
1 

"f _,. 
n-cx:~ 1 X- £• 

We will now consider the endomorphisms G of the semi-module 
C0 (X), that is, the mappings G of C0 (X) into itself that satisfy 
the condition G (a 0 q> EB b 0 \jJ) = a 0 G (rp) EB b 0 G (\jJ) for all 
q>, \jJ E C0 (X), with a, bE A, and that are continuous with respect 
to uniform convergence, fPn -+ q> ==? G (rpn) -+ G (q>). In what follows 
we call these endomorphisms operators. 

The conjugate of the operator G with respect to the scalar product 
defmed above, ( ·, · ), is the operator G* that satisfies the condition 
(Gq>, '¢) = (cp, G*\jJ), with q>, 1p E C 0 (X). The conjugate operator 
has values that are functions (generalized, generally speaking) and 
can be defined on any generalized function as a conjugate endomor
phism of A, which is a semi-module of the generalized functions, with 
the endomorphism continuous in the topology of weak convergence 
of these functions. 

1.1.3 Semi-group Additivity of Idempotent Measures 

Here we will show how one can construct an integral if the ad
dition operation is idempotent while the measure is not continuous at zero. 
The central role in such a construction is played by the property of semi-contin
uity of the functions being integrated. 

The set functions considered in this section are similar to measures, 
that is, are of fixed sign and additive. To give a simple but interest
ing example, we equip the set A = R U { -oo} with the natural 
ordering relation ;;;;. and the semi-group operations a EB b = 
max {a, b} and a· b = a + b. For the neutral elements of addition 
EB and multiplication 0 we take the elements Q = -oo and ] = 0, 
respectively. Then all real values prove to be nonnegative and the 
functions bounded above prove to be bounded and nonnegative in 
the sense of the structure of semi-ring A. 

The set function 

m(B)=supf(x), fEC(Rn), t:::;;;.M<oo, (1.1.3.1) 
xEB 

with B E !J9 (Rn) a Borel a-algebra on Rn, is defined for e,·ery 
function f: Rn -+R and is a monotonic nonnegative countably 

3-0105 
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additive set function: 
00 00 

m( U B;)=c :-up /(x)~~sup(!<upl(x))== ffim(B;). (1.1.3.2) 
i=l >·ELH; i xEB; 1 

If I (.r) is nonpositive in the ordinary sense, then m: ~ (R") -+ 
(J, D). The idempotency of measure m lies in the fact that m (B) = 
m (B) ffi m (B). 

l\'ote that the a-additivity in (1.1.3.2) occurs for intersecting sets 
B;, too. 

In contrast to classical (probability) a-additive measures, the 
set function (1.t.::L1) is not continuous on empty sets. For example, 
suppose that {B~ }';"is a sequence of open balls of radii 1/k with cen
ters at the points r~ = {1/k, 0, 0, ... , 0}. Then, obviously, 

n B" = 0. but lim m (Bd =lim sup I(~·)= I (0) =F 0 for every 
1 k~oo k xElih 

continuous function I (x). This result contradicts the well-known 
delinition of continuity of measure on empty sets. More than that, 
it is qear that m (0) depends on the choice of I and the sequence 
{B,}';" converging to an empty set, whereby m (0) cannot have a 
definite value in principle. Houghly, different empty sets exist. This 
is closely related to the specific restrictions on the system of sets S 
on which the idempotent measure is given. The system S must be 
closed with respect to operation U, the union of sets. This operation 
generates the addition ffi of measures and does not lead to the emer
gence of empty sets; it can be used to continue an idempotent mea
sure onto the cla~s of sets that is closed with respect to (countable) 
unions. 

In spite of the fact that idempotent measures cannot be subtracted 
(so that operations n and '-.. cannot be applied to the elements of S), 
the supply of sets in S should be sufficiently large. In particular, it 
would be desirable to have a system S that incorporates all the sets 
(except 0) of a a-algebra 1}1 generated by an algebra 1:. 

For this reason we will assume that either an idempotent measure 
is given on all nonempty sets of the a-algebra 1}1 or it can be defined 
on ~{ in such a manner that the conditions of a-additi\'ity, non
ne~ativily, and idempotency are met. 

:\n important feature of an idempotent measure that puts such 
a measure apart from the common one is the existence of various 
a-add i ti ,.e idempotent continuations from algebra 1: to the mini mal 
o-algPbra ~l{ genNated hy 1:. Suppose that }:Rand l:v are two algeb
ra~ of ~~~l>~Pl~ of H generated hy segments with rational and real end 
point~. rP~pPrtively. Uoth contain no isolated points and generate 
thP ~amP o-a)J,!ehra .!'/ (R). Since :n is irrational, the four functions 
I; (.r) (set• Figure I) equal to zero out!<ide the segment with end 
points :1 and !, ha,·e corresponding to them the same idempotent 
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measure on algebra ~R: 

mf(B)=sup/;(x), BE~R• 1~i~4. 
:r:EB 

At the same time, on the algebra ~D the functions m'f (B) = 

sup/; (x), BE ~D• are distinct. In particular, mfln, 4) =a, 
:r:EB 
~ ~ ~ m 2 In, 4) = m~ [n, 4) = b, and m 3 [n, 4) = c. 
On algebra SW(R), all measures m; (~) =sup/; (x), ~ E 2l (R), 

xEB 
are distinct. For example, m1 ( {n }) = a, m2 ( {n }) = b, m 3 ( {n }) = 
c, and m 4 ({n}) =d. 

The restriction of measures m; to algebra ~ R coincides with mR, 
and therefore each measure m; is a continuation of measure mR on 
the a-algebra .OJI (R). The arbitrariness of the choice of c and d indi
cates an infinitude of various continuations. 

Suppose that we have chosen a continuation. Our immediate goal 
is to interpret sup (j (x) + cp (x)) as a Lebesgue integral and to for
mulate the conditions under which the Yalue of the integral does not 
depend on the choice of continuation. Suppose j and cp are two real 
functions on R, with cp measureable and bounded above. By {cpD7' 
we denote the e-mesh on the set of values of cp, and by Q~ and q~ 
the following Borel sets: 

Q~ = {x: cp (x) ~ cpn, 

q~ = {x: rpf ~ cp (x) < <p~ + e}, 

Q~ :::> q~. The sets Q~ and q; cover the entire set of values of map cp, 
whereby 

I= sup (f (x) + cp (x)) =sup (sup(!+ cp)) =sup (sup (! + cp)). 
X i Q~ i q~ 

Allowing for the fact that for the function cp the two-sided bound 
cp~ ~ cp (x) < rp; + e is valid on q;, we get 

s~p (rp~ +sup !)~sup (cp~ +sup f)~ I 
1 q1 t Q~ 

~sup (cp~ + e+ sup/) ~sup (<r~+e+sup f). 
1 (}~ 1 Q~ 

Thus, 
s1~p (cp~ +sup f)~ I ~sup (q;~ +sup f)+ e, 

t q~ 'l q~ 

s~p (<p~ +sup f) ~I ~s~p (sup f + cp~) +e. 
' Q; ' Q~ 

a• 
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This implies that 
sup(/ (x) + rp (x)) =lim sup (cp1 +sup f) 
xE Rn e I 0 I xEq~ 

=lim sup (cp~ +sup/). 
•I 0 I xEQ~ 

Employing the operations 0 and EB defined earlier, we can write 
the above result in the form of a sum: 

"" 
I(cp)=sup(/(x)+cp(x))=lim .EB (rp~0m(Qm 

xERn e10 1=1 

.., ffi 

=lim EB (rp~0m(q~))= I rp(x)0m(dx), (1.1.3.3) 
ei 0 i=1 I I J 

Rn 

where m (B) = sup I (.r). The right-hand side of this equation 
xEB 

can be called an idempotent integral, since it possesses the following 
property: I (rp) EB I (cp) = I (rp). 

For each continuation mR to a a-additive idempotent set function 
m we can define a procedure for the integration of measurable func
tions according to the scheme suggested above; in its main features 
this scheme coincides with the definition of a Lebesgue integral. 

The integral of a simple bounded-above function rp (x) that assumes 
values rp; on the sets q1 is equal to 

ffi 00 

) rp(x) 0 m(dx) ~ ~ (cp1 0 m(q1)). (1.1.3.4) 

Definition (1.1.3.4) allows the following important modification. 
Using the line of reasoning similar to the one employed in deriving 
Eq. (1.1.3.3), we can write 

.., "" 
EB (Cf; 0 m (q;)) = EB (qJ; 0 m (Q;)), (1.1.3.5) 
1 1 

where Q1 U IJj• J (i) = {j: cp1 ~ cp; }. Indeed, q; ~ Q,. whereby 
H J(i) 

m (Q;) ~ m (q 1) and the right-hand side of (1.1.:~.5) is at least no 
sma ler than the lrft-hand ~ide. 

On the othrr hand, rmploying lhe a-additivity of the idempotent 
measure m, we can reprrsent m (Q;) in the form of a sum: 

m (Q;) ~. EB m (q;). 
jEJ(i) 

Hence, 
00 00 

EB (cp; 0 m (Q 1)) -·" Gl (qJ; 0 ( EB m (q;)) 
I i=1 jEJ(i) 

00 

~ EB ( EB (lf'J 0 m (qJ))). 
i--= I .iCJ(i) 
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The repetition of terms does not change the idempotent sum EB. 
This implies that the left-hand side of (1.1.3.5) is no smaller than the 
right-hand side. We have proved the validity of Eq. (1.1.3.5). 

Let us define an idempotent Lebesgue integral for a measurable 
function cp bounded above and a function f (also bounded above) with 
which measure m is associated. For such an integral it is natural to 
take the limit of a sequence of idempotent integrals of a bounded 
sequence of simple functions converging to cp: 

00 Ell 
I (cp) =lim EB (cp~ 0 m (Q~)) = J cp (x) 0 m (dx). 

e I 0 1 Rn 

The existence of the limit follows from the separability and local 
compactness of set Rn and also from the boundedness and monoto-

, (X) f 2 (X ) f
3 
(X) f4 (X) 

a- a- a- a-
.c 

g g g 

.d 

' 
3 1r 4 3 JT 4 3 JT 4 3 JT 4 

Fig. f.t 

nicity of the sequence of integrals of the simple functions for in
creasing sequences of e-meshes. These properties of R" and the se
quence I, (cp) will be used later in constructing a Lebesgue integral 
with values in a partially ordered space. 

Let us now return to the question of the possibility of distinct 
continuation of an idempotent measure. Figure 1.1 shows that the 
measures m; (x) with the same restrictions to algebra L: R correspond 
to functions with a common upper bound f 1 (x) semi-continuous 
above 

/ 1 (x) = inf {'I' (x): ~; (x) ~ /; (x), \jJ (x) E C (R)} 

~/; (x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Simple examples show that sup(/; (x) + cp (x)) =sup (/1 (x) + 
cp (x)), 1 ::;:;:;; i::;:;:;; 4, for every functfon cp semi-continuous\elow. 

Let us now consider two functions, cp1 and cp 2 • For cp1 (x) we have 
sup(/; (x) + cp1 (x)) =max (a +a, ~ +b), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 

:t 

«:p1 (x) is semi-continuous below. At the same time, for the function 
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't'z (x), which is semi-continuous above, we have 

sup (/1 + <p 2) = ~ + a, 

sup (/2 4 + q; 2) = max (a. +a, ~ + b), 

sup Ua -+- Cf2) = max (a. + a, ~ -i- c), 

sup Us + cp2) = max (a. + c, ~ + b), 

sup Us + cp2) = ~ + b. 

The natural generalization of the above reasoning is summed 
up in the following 

Theorem 1.3.1 Suppose f and <p are two real functions on Rn, 
with cp semi-continuous below. Suppose also that the function 

(cl f) (x) = inf {'ll (x): \jJ ~ /, \jJ E C (Rn)} (1.1 .3.6 

is semi-continuous above. Then 

sup U (x) + cp (x)) = sup ((cl f) (x) + cp (x)). (1.1.3. 7) 
z z 

Operation cl is known as the closure. 
Proof. We note first that cl f ~I and that for every E > 0 and an 

arbitrarily small open neighborhood U x of a point x there is a pointy 
such that (cl f) (x) - I (y) ~ E. True, since otherwise (cl f) (x) -
f (y) > E for all y E U ,., with the result that there exists a nontrivial 
nonnegative continuous function x (x) with a support belonging 
to U x and such that I (x) ~ (cl f) (x) - EX (x) < (cl /) (x) at points 
where X (x) =F 0. The existence of such a function contradicts the 
defmition (1.1.3.6). 

Let us prove the validity of (1.1.3.7). Since cl I ~I, it is clear 
that the right-hand side of (1.1.3.7) is no smaller than the left-hand 
side. Suppose that e =sup U --7- <p) <sup (cl I+ q;) = E = e -a, 
with a> 0. According to the delinition of an upper bound. for an 
arbitrarily small positive E there is always a point x, such that 
(cl /) (r ,) + <p (x,) > := - E = 0 + a - E. Since qJ (.r) is semi
continuous below, the set u• = {x: <p (x) > cp (x.)- E} is open 
and contains the point :r,, that is, U• constitutes an open nPigh
IJOrhood of point :r,. In view of the remark made in the proof of the 
theorem, on SC'l ije there exists a point y SUCh that (cl f) (x,) -
f (y) ~ f, whereby f (y) - cr (y) ~ (cl f) (x.) -+- qJ (.r,) - 2E > 8 + 
o - :~e. 

SPircting now E smaller than 3a, we arrive at a contradiction with 
tlw dPiinition 0 = sup (f + cr). which implies that e = ::::. The 

:r 

proof of thP llic>orc>m is complete. 
Rea~onin~ along the same lines, we can also pro,·e that 

inf (j (J) + q (.r)) = inf ((cl.cr) (x) +I (x)), (1.1.3.8) 
r r 
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where f is a semi-continuous-above function, and cl* stands for the 
lower closure 

(cl* qJ) (x) = sup {'ll (x): 'lJ ::( q>, 'lJ E C (Rn) }. (1.1.3.9) 

For every semi-continuous-above function 'lJ we have 

(cl o cl* 'IJ) (x} ::( 'lJ (x), 

while for every semi-continuous-below function 11 we have cl* o 

cl 11 ;;:_;;,: '11· Whence sup (11' + cl* o cl 11") ::( sup (11' + cl 1() and 
X X 

inf (cl o cl* 'IJ' + 'IJ") ;;:_;;,: inf (cl* 'IJ' + 'IJ"). Combining this with 
X X 

(1.1.3.7) and (1.1.3.8), we get 

sup (11' + 11") = sup (11' + cl* o cl 11") = sup (11' + cl1j"), 
X X X 

(1.1.3.10) 

inf N' + 'IJ") = inf (cl o cl* 'IJ' + 'IJ") = inf (cl* 'IJ' + 'IJ"). 
X X X 

For the domain of functions f and qJ we can take any normal to
pological space, since such a space allows for the existence of non
trivial continuous real functions whose support lies within an open 
neighborhood of any given point. This is the only topological prop
erty of the domain of functions employed in the proof of (1.1.3.7)
(1.1.3.10). 

In what follows we describe the procedure of constructing the 
maximal a-additive idempotent continuation of a measure from algeb
ra L: to the a-algebra generated by 2: and prove the following 

Theorem 1.1.:3.2 Let f (x): R" -+ R be a real function bounded 
aboue, 2: an algebra generating the a-algebra .'B (R"), and m (B) = 
sup f (x), B E L. Then there exists a maximal a-additive idempotent 
xEB 
continuation m* of measure m from 2: to the a-algebra .q;; (R"), with 
m* (B) = sup (cl f) (x), B E .19 (W). 

xUl 
Theorems 1.1.:3.1 and 1.1.3.2 show that if f is a bounded real 

function and qJ is a bounded semi-continuous-below function, then 
the upper bound sup (! + qJ) can be interpreted as the idempotent 

X 

Lebesgue integral 
EB 

I (CIJ) = ) qJ (x) 0 m (dx), 
Rn 

(1.1.3.11) 

where m is any a-additive idempotent continuation of measure 
m (B) = sup f (x), B E 2:, with the measure given on any algebra L: 

xEB 
generating the a-algebra !B (R"). Here the right-hand side of 
(1.1.3.11) does not depend on the choice of continuation. 
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Thus, the property of semi-continuity (below) of an integrable 
function compensates for the absence of continuity of an idempotent 
measure on empty sets and the related existence of distinct con\ inu
ations of the measure. In this sense the semi-continuity of functions 
is dual to the continuity of measures on empty sets. 

Let us now answer a question that emerges when one considers the 
integral I (<p), namely, for what functions rp is the integral I (<p) 
independent of the way one continues the measure from algebra ~ 
when the topology of the domain of <p is not known (and hence the 
c,ontinuity of cp is not defmed)? Below we show that such functions 
must possess the following property: 

{x: <p (x) > c} E G, (1.1.3.12) 

where G is the class of sets generated by countable unions of sets 
belonging to ~. By analogy with the defmition of functions semi
continuous below, we will call such functions semi-measurable below. 

\\"e will now consider several examples showing that the choice of 
measure and algebra ~ essentially determines the complexity of the 
numerical estimate of the upper bound. 

If I and cp are two real continuous-below bounded-above functions 
on R", then I =sup (f + cp) can be represented in the form of two 

X 

distinct idempotent integrals: 

t9 t9 

I = .\ I (x) 0 m'l> (dx) = } cp (x) 0 mt(dx), 

where m'~> (B) = sup cp (x), and m1 (B) = sup I (x). This implies 
B R 

the possibility of various algorithms for estimating sup (f + cp). 
n 

In one case to estimate the integral one must calculate sup (.r} on 

Q~ 
the sets Q~ = {x: f (x) > dn, where {dn is an E-mesh on the set 
of values of map I, and then estimate sup by sums ffi: I ~ EB (d~ 0 

i 

m'l> (Q~)). In the other I~ EB (g~ 0 m1 (Dm, where m == 
i 

{x: rp (.r) > g~ J, and {g~} is an E-mesh on the set of values of map rp. 
The difference between these two methods of estimation proves 

to be important when one of the functions, say rp, is simple (see below) 
and assumes a 1"111ite number of values; the use of such a function as 
the integrand makes the second estimate exact for all t:: sufliriently 
small and, hence, simplilies estimatio11 of the integral. 

It i~ important to note at this stage that computers are nnahle in 
principlr to carry out an exact calculation of sup rp (.r) on an arbitrary 
set provided hy the n-ai~-:Phra \](. Ewn if rp is monotonic, sup r~ (x} 
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can be calculated only on segments with rational end points, that is, 
on sets provided by a subalgebra of ~R- Theorem 1.1.3.2 shows that 
the estimates of sup (! + c:p) obtained numerically by the Lebesgue 
method will converge to the value of sup (! + c:p) if c:p (x) is semi
continuous (semi-measurable) below. 

The problem concerning the lack of dependence of the integral on 
the method of continuation of measure from algebra ~ R to a-algebra 
~ becomes especially important when the variable of integration 
assumes values in an infinitely dimensional space and the values 
of the measure can be given constructively only on ~. Let us show 
that different algorithms of the estimation of the integral correspond 
to different variants of the algebra that generates the a-algebra ~. 

t 

Suppose that Q = {x~: [0, t] -+R, x0 = 0, \"I;~ \2 d1: < oo }, 
0 

and the algebra ~ = ~ c consists of so-called cylinder sets 
k • • k 

S=S(£~, ... , s~JB,.)={x~: ((x~, W . ... , (x" £,))EB~t}, 

(1.1.3.13), 
t 

where Bh c .79 (R"), x~ E Q, £~ E C [0, t], and (x" £,) =, J ;,£~ d1:. 
0 

t 

Suppose also that m(S)~c -sup{-\ \~1 \d•} is the measure on 
x 1 ES •

0 
~c· Here is a method for estimating its values. Space Q can be 
represented in the form of the direct sum of the finite-dimension

h 

al space :£,. = :£ (£~, ... , £~) =c { x~: ~' = .~ A.1£~, x0 = 0} and its 
}=l 

orthogonal complement :tf. Clearly, if x~ES" and .lhE:fk, then 
x~ + x~ E S for every y E :£ t. On the other hand, 

t t t 

J ~~~Jzd•:;::;;j ll!t+~,J2d•= J. (J~,\z+IY~Iz)ch. 
0 0 0 

Whence, the upper bound on S coincides with the upper bound on 
a subset of the finite-dimensional space :£,.: 

t 

m(S)= inf f Jx,(A.)!Zd•. 
X;(A)ES ~ 
AERit 

( 1.1.3.14) 

Calculation of the lower bound of (1. 1.3.14) on subsets of ~ c 
constitutes a quadratic-programming problem. Thus, the estimate 
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of measure m (S), S E L c. can be obtained numerically. In addition 
to the algebra L c of cylinder sets, let us introduce an algebra L M 

generated by sets of the type 

S=S(t 1, ••• , t 11 !B~)={x,: (x11 , ••• , x1~)EBh}, 

0 < 11 < ... < t~ < t. 

Determining the measure m (S) on sets of this type can be reduced to 
a simpler quadratic-programming problem, whose solution does not 

t 

require scalar products of the type (£~, ~0 = ~ S~S~ dT: 
I) 

~-1 

= inf ~ !Xi+ 1 -xi! 2/(tj+t-ti), x0 =0. 
(x1 , ••• , x~;EB11 j=O 

(1.1.3.15) 

The right-hand side of (1.1.3.15) is the lower bound of a quadratic 
function given in the form of an analytical expression. Convergence 
of the estimate algorithms for idempotent integrals by virtue of 
measure values on the algebras L c and L M is a corollary of analogs 
of the Lebesgue theorem on the passage to the limit under the inte
gral ~ign. 

To describe the weak convergence of operators, we topologize the 
set of semi-continuous-below functions. Let A be a partially ordered 
metric semi-ring. To ensure the continuity of the A-valued scalar 
product (!. If) ~ sup (/ (x) -;- If (.r)). we match the topology on the 

x:x 
set of semi-continuous-below functions with the topology on ~emi
ring A. For the topologies of this type we take the topologies gen
ernted by ,·;uiou~ metrics r on A 

r(q 1• qJ=supp(lfdiJ, c:tz(x)), (1.1.3.16) 
X 

say 
~'tan-' (q 1• q 2 ) ~-sup [ tan- 1 (max {cr1 (.1·), If! (.1·)}) 

X 

-tan- 1 (min{q- 1 (.r), q~(.r)))]. 

The ~l'l of ruurlious ~emi-coulinuous-uelow (auove) is complete in 
tlu• 1111111111 i fonH-COII\-ergenre topology, and the continuous map of 
n fuHctioH ~l·mi-ronlinuou~-below (above) is also !:'emi-continHoHs
helow (abo,·e). These fart~ can he l'mployed to prove Lhal the space 
of ,;emi-rouliuHoll~-helow functiou~ in melrics r"'P and r 18n-• is 
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dense. Suppose that {qJh}i and {qJ~}z are sequencies of semi-contin
uous-below functions; these sequences are assumed to be Cauchy 
sequences in the metrics rexp and r1an-•• respectively. Then the 
sequences { exp { qJh (x)}} and {tan -l { cp~ (x)}} also consist of func
tions that are semi-continuous-below, with 

lexp{cp~(x)}-exp{cp;,.(x)}l:::;;;rexp (cp;., cp;,.), 

I tan-1 { (jl~ (x)} - tan-1 { cp~ (x)} I:::;;; rtan-1 ( cp;,, cp~). 

Thus, the sequences {exp {cp~ (x)}} and tan-1 {cp~ (x)} are also 
Cauchy sequences in the uniform-convergence metric and their limits, 

Cflexp (x) =lim {exp {cp~ (x)}} and Cfltan-1 (x) 
n-+oo 

= lim { tan-1 { cp~ (x)}}, 
n-+oo 

are semi-continuous below. The inverse functions In (((lexp (x)) and 
tan (((ltan_, (x)) are semi-continuous below, too. This implies that 
the considered metric spaces of functions continuous below are com
plete. 

The metrics r exp and r1an-• examined here possess three important 
properties: 

(a) Uniformity with respect to semi-group operations on a semi
t•ing: if R (an, bn) -+0 as n -+OO, then R (an 0 d, b, 0 d) tends 
to 0 as n -+ oo uniformly with respect to d E ::lJ for every hounder[ set 
5J, where R is one of the metrics, andO is one of the semi-group oper
ations, that is, EB or 0 or max or min. 

(b) The minimax properly: 

R ((a 0 b), (c O d)) :::;;; max {R (a, c), R (b, d)}, 

where R is one of the metrics, andO is one of the three semi-group 
operations 0 or max or min. This property implies the minimax 
inequality 

R(sup{a;), sup{bj))::(infsupR(a;, b;) 
iE I jEJ iE I jEJ 

for all sets I and J. 
(c) l\lonotonicity: if a:::;;; b:::;;; c, then 

max {p (a, b), p (b, c)} :::;;; p (a, c). 

The conditions suff1cient for the continuity of A-valued functional 
are formulated in the following 

Theorem 1.1.3.:) If a metric r on the set of A-valued functions 
qJ: X -+A i~ related to a metric of the semi-ring A through ( 1.1.3.16) 
and possesses the property of uniformity and the minimax properly, 
then the A-mlued linear functional on a metric space of A-valued june-
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tions that act~ according to the rule (f, !p) = sup (f 0 !p (x)} is con

x 
timwus in the metric of A for every bounded function !-

Proof. Suppose we have defined the limit of r (/, !pn} as n-+ oo 
and suppose that f is a bounded function: r (f, ·()) < oo. Then, by 
virtue of the properties mentioned in the hypothesis, we get 

Pn = P ((/, !pn}, (f, <p)} = P (sup (ern 0 f) (x}, sup (!p 0 f) (x)} 
X X 

~sup (p ((p, 0 f) (x), (!p 0 f) (x)} 
X 

= r ((!pn 0 /), (!p 0 /)} = r,, 

which implies that Pn tends to zero (together with r,) as n-+ oo. 
The proof is complete. 

Now let :f (h), hE [0, 1), be a family of continuous operators 
acting in a metric space of A-valued functions, while :t* (h) is a 
family of conjugate operators defmed via the A-valued scalar product 

sup (:t (h) f (x) 0 !p (x)) = sup (/ (x) 0 :t* (h) !p (x)). 
~X ~X 

If :t* (h) is continuous in h in metric r, there exists a limit lim :t* (h) 
h-+0 

X !p (x) '= (:t*rp) (x) that defines an A-valued continuous linear 
functional f* 

(f*, (p) = sup (/ 0 :l*!p). 
X 

In particular, if O = EB, then, in accordance with Theorem L 1.3.3, 
the weak limit f* coincides, to within an isomorphism, with the 
equivalence class of functions with the same closure and can be 
determined uniquely by its values on the set of semi-continuous
below functions that assume the values -oo = J and 0 = ) . If 
X = R". then for the subset of the main space that weakly separates 
the ~et of coutinuous L1-valued functionals we can use the nonnegative 
fuuclions from C""(R"). 

\\'e now wish to prove the theorem on weak separability with 
re!<pect to the scalar product (/, (p) . sup (f (J·) + (p (.r)). Suppose 

X 
that IJ is an arbitrary set of functions rp: X -+ R. \\'e call J> n /(.r) = 
inf ((/, If*)+ (p (x)), with (p* (.r) ~~ -rp (.r), the projection of 
fJl~ 11 

f,,,u·tion /: X -+ R with respect to B. \\'e then havC' 
TheorC'm 1.1.:1.'1 (/1, 1[') , (/ 2 , (!') V q E IJ if and only if Pn/ 1 = 

I' nf~ · 
Proof. Let us sPe whether (P 11 /. q) (/, (r) 

Puf > f and (P 11/, q) ~ (/, If). On thC' othC'r 
sup((/. If)- q (.r) !_ (r (x)) , (/, (r). \\'henrP, 

X 
Sufficiency ha!< hPPII provC'd _ 

V1r E IJ. ClC'arly, 
hand, (P 11 /, ![) ~ 
(Pnf, <r) ' (/, (p). 
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Necessity will be proved by contradiction. Suppose that Pnl1 =1= 
Pnl2 • Then there exists a point Xc, c > 0, such that Pnl1 (xc);;;;;. 
Pnl2 (xc) + c. By the definition of Pn, for every positive E there 
exists a function 1jJ = 1!Je,c E B such that P8 12 (xc) + E;;;;;. (/2 , 'ljJ*)+ 
1jJ (xc)· Whence, (!, 'ljJ*) + 1jJ (xc);;;;;. Pnl1 (xc);;;;;. Pnl 2 (xc) + c;;;;;. 
(/2, 1)J*) + 1jJ (xc) + c- E. 
This implies that (/1, 'ljJ*);;;;;. (/ 2 , 'ljJ*) + c- E, which contradicts 
the hypothesis for E <c. From this we conclude that Pnl1 = Pnl2 • 

The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Now we wish to formulate a theorem on the weak upper bound on 

a sequence of linear idempotent functionals. Let X be a locally com
pact topological space. C 0 (X) a set of continuous real functions on 
X with a compact support, and Un}'r a sequence of functions on X 
with values on the extended real axis R U {±oo }. By C8 (X) we 
denote the set of all semi-continuous-below real functions on X with 
values in R U {±oo }. 

For the upper envelope <1> 8 (x) of the sequence Un }'r with respect 
to set B we take the lower bound of the set of all the semi-continuous
above functions that are no smaller than all the functions of the 
sequence {Pnln (x) }'r starting from a certain function: 

<Dn,n(X)=inf{<D(x): <D(£);;;;a:Pnlk(S) V6EX, 'Vk;;;;a.n, <DECn}, 

(1.1.3.17) 
<DB (x) = inf<Dn, n (x) =lim <Dn (x). 

n n-..oo 

Remark; 1.1.3.1 Since <1> B,n t <1> n as n-+ oo and since the <1> B,n 

are semi-continuous aboYe, the function <1> n is semi-continuous above, 
too. 

Before we go over to the main theorem on weak convergence, 
let us consider an example that illustrates the essence of this 
theorem. 

Let X = [0, 1] and In (x) = a (x) cos nx, where a (x) is a con
tinuous bound function. Then <1> B (x) = I a (x) I and there exists 
a weak limit lim Un, <p) = (<1> B• <p), that is, I a (x) I is the weak 

limit of the s;'~~nce of functions In (x) = a (x) cos nx with respect 
to the sup-sum scalar product. 

Indeed, clearly <1> B (x);;;;;. I In (x) I;;;;;. In (x), whereby 

( 1.1.3.18) 

Suppose now that E > 0 and that Xe E [0, 1] is a point at which 
(<1> 8 , <p):;:;; <1> 8 (x.) + <p (x.) + E. For a function <p (x) that is semi
continuous below, the set M, = {x: <p (x) > <p (xe) - E} is open 
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and contains point x •. Where there are sufticiently large values of n, 
the set M, also contains the pointy. that is no farther from point x. 
than by 2:n/ n and at which cos (ny .) = sgn a (y .) and j n (y .) = 
I a (y,) I = <l> 8 (y.). Since a (x) is a continuous function, the set 

N. = {x: <1> 8 (x) < <1> 8 (y,) + e} 

is open and contains point y. as well as point x. for all sufficiently 
large Yalues of n. 

Thus, x., y, EM. n N. and 

(/ n • !Jl) ~ f n (yo) + !Jl n (yo) 

~ <l> B (x.) + c:p (x.) - 2e ~ (<l> 8 , c:p) - 3e. 
(1.1.3.Hl) 

Since e can be as small as desired, (1.1.3.19) yields the lower bound 

lim Un, c:p) ~ (<l> B• c:p). (1.1.3.20) 
n-o:~ 

Now (1.1.3.18)-(1.1.3.20) imply lim Un• c:p) = (<l> 8 , c:p). In general 

we haYe the following 
Theorem 1.1.3.5 For every continuous real junction c:p (x) with 

a compact support and every sequence of real junctions, {I,. (x) }~, 
there exists an upper bound 

lim sup(/,. (x) + (p (x)) =sup (<1>8 (x) + c:p (x)) 
,,_CXI X X 

(1.1.3.21) 

where <1> 8 is the upper envelope (1.1.3.17) of the sequence {In}· 
Proof. In the first place, using the fact that the support of c:p is 

compact and that c:p and <l> 8 ,,. are semi-continuous above, we arrive 
at the following upper bound: lim Un. c:p) ~ (<D 8 , ~p). Then, 

n-+oo 

employing the fact that Cl> 8 is semi-continuous above and <p is semi
continuous below, we arrive at the lower bound: lim (/,., q-) ~ 

7)-+CXI 

(<!J 8 , q.) separately for (<l> 8 , <p) < +oo and for (<D 8 • ~p) = -oo. 
The~c bound~ compri~e the assertion of the theorem, while the require
ments imposed 011 lp imply, in toto, the continuity of Ill· 

Th(' inequalities /,. (x) ~ !l> n.n (.r) a11d (/,., ctJ) ~ (<D n.n• c:p), 
whirh follow from the defmilion of an upper envelope, show that 
lhP d('rivation of the upper hound is reduced to checking the ine
qualit~· lim (!l> n,n• ctJ) ~ (<l> 8 , !p). Let us verify the assumption that 

11-"00 

1<1• n.n• ([•) > (<fl 11 , q) + 6, b > 0, contradicts the property of semi
coHtinuity ahove. 
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Indeed, in this case on the compact set K = supp cp there exists 
a sequence of points {xn,o }f such that 

<D B,n (xn,o) + !jl (xn,o) > (<II B• cp) + 6/2, Xn,O E K. 

By virtue of the compactness of set K, from the sequence {xn,o }f 
we can select a converging subsequence {xnh,o} ~ y* E K ask ~ oo. 
We denote Xnh,o by Ylt· Thus, every open neighborhood U of point 
y* contains the points Ylt• k;;;;;, k 0 (U, 6), at which <D B,nk (Y~t) + 
cp (Y~t) > (<D n. cp) + 6/2. The subsequence <D n,n" is not monotone 
increasing, so that <D n,n (Y~t) + fP (Y~t);;;;;, (cD a, cp) + 6/2 for all 
n ~ nk. By virtue of the fact that cp (y) is semi-continuous above, 
we can always select a k = k 0 (6) so large that cp (Y~t) ~ fP (y*) + 
6/4, with 

Q>B,n (Yk) + !jl (y*) ;;;;;, (<II B• cp) + 6/4, k;;;;;, ko (6), 
n~ nk. 

Since cD n,n is semi-continuous above, we obtain cD n,n (y*) ;;;;;, 
lim <Dn,n (Yk). This implies that <Dn,n (y*) + cp (y*) = 

k-+oo 

lim <D n,n (y*) + cp (y*);;;;;, (<D a. cp) + 6/4, which contradicts the 
n-+oo 

definition of a sup-sum scalar product. Thus, lim (<D n, n• cp) ~ 
n-+oo 

(<II B• cp) and 

lim Un, cp) ~(<II a, cp). (1.1.3.22) 

Suppose that (<D a. cp) < oo. Then for every positive e there is a 
point x. E X such that 

(<DB, cp) ~<DB (x.) + cp (x,) + e. (1.1.3.23) 

The set M • = {x: cp (x) > cp (x) - e} is open and contains point x •. 
Let us assume that, for a fixed positive 6, 

Pnfn (y) ~<DB (x.)- 6 Vy EM. (1.1.3.24) 

for all n's starting from a definite one. Then the function 

<D (x) = {oo, x E X'-)l!f., <D n (x.)- 6, x E .1I.} E C a(X) 

is semi-continuous above and <D (x) ;;;;;, P nf n (x) Vx E X. The 
definition (1.1.3.17) on an upper envelope and the assumption 
(1.1.3.24) lead to a contradiction: 

<Dn (x.) ~ <D (x.) = <D n (x,) - 6. 

Thus, (1.1.3.24) cannot be valid and for every positive 6 and an 
infinitude of values of n there are points Yo.n E Jlf, such that 

PBfn (Yo,n);;;;;, <DB (x,)- 6, Yo,n (AI,. (1.1.3.25) 
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Combining Theorem 1.1.3.4, inequalities (1.1.3. 23) and (1.1.3.25 ), 
and the delinition of 11! •• we find that there is an infinite number of 
values of n for which 

Un, Ill)= (Pa/n, Ill)~ Pafn (Yo,n) +Ill (Yo,n) 

~ <I>a (x.) + qJ (x.) - e + 6 
~ (<I>a, qJ) - 2e - 6. 

Since both e and 6 can be as small as desired, we have 
lim (/ n, qJ) ~ (<I> a. c:p), (1.1.3.26) 
n-+oo 

and this combined with (1.1.3.22) yields the validity of the theorem. 
The proof for (<I>a, c:p) = oo is similar. For every positive N there 

is a point Xr.· such that <I>a (Xr.·) + c:p (xs) ~ 1\". Just as in the 
preYious case, there exists a set M;..·,e = {x: c:p (x) > c:p (Xr.·)- e}. 
This set is open, contains point Xr.·, and for an infinitude of values of 
nand any positive 6 there are points Yn,o such that Pafn (Yn,o) ~ 
<I> (xs)- 6. Whence, 

Un, <p) = (Pafn, <p) ~ fn (Yn,o) + c:p (Yn,o) 

~ <I> (x x) + <p (x ;..·) - e - 6 

~N- e -6. 

Since e and 6 can be as small as desired and N can be as large, we 
haYe lim Ur.• c:p) = oo = (<I> B• c:p). The proof of the theorem is 

n-+oo 

complete. 
Corollary If the sequence {! n }j is weakly convergent with respect 

to the sup-sum scalar product on the set C 0 (X) of continuous functions 
with a compact support, its weak limit is the upper envelope (1.1.3.17). 
For stationary sequences this result coincides with the assertion of The
orem 1.3.4. 

1.1.4 Maximal Continuation of an Idempotent Measure 

In this section we will prove the constructive theorem on the 
maximal continuation of an idempotent measure. We will show that the difler
pnce betwe<'n the minimal continuation and the maximal emerges when con
tinuation on closed sets is considered. 

Let Q be a sel, .:£ the algebra of the subsets of this set, IJ{ the 
smallest a-algebra generated by 2:, and f.L: l,l{ -A an !1-Yalued 
function of the set. \Ve will assume that A is the partially ordered 
set that is an Abelian semi-group with respect to the associatiYe 
operations EB and 0 with neutral elements 0 and ] respectively. 
'We assume, iu addition, that A is a complele structure, with the 
operations sup and inf commutative with the semi-group operation~ 
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Let us consider an A-valued function of the set, 11: {}; ""'- {0}} -+ 
A, with the following properties: 

(a) nonnegativity and boundedness, or 

0 ~ !l (S) ~ a, !l (Q) = a E A, S E }; ; 

(b) additivity, or 

ft (S U S') = !l (S) E9 !l (S'), S n S' = 0, S, S' E }; ; 

(c) idempotency, or 

!l (S) E9 !l (S) = !l (S). 

By G we denote the class of subsets of Q that are countable unions 
of sets belonging to }; . We define the set function m: G -+A 
thus: 

( 

n oo 

m(g)=supsupm US;), gEG, g= U S~o S;E};. 
(Snl n I I 

(1.1.4.1) 

\\'e also wish to define the sets m (a) belonging to ~ that are non
empty countablo intersections of sets belonging to G thus: 

m(a)=infinfm( n g;), g1 EG, a= n g;EIH. (1.1.4.2) 
(gn} n I 1 

Theorem 1.'1.4.1 The set function m is bounded, nonnegative, idem
potent, and r;-additive on ~. 

The idempotent CJ-additive continuation of m is unique on G and 
maximal on ~. 

Proof. The boundedness and nonnegativity of m on G and ~ are 
obvious. Let us prove the monotonicity of m on G. Suppose that 
g' ::::>g. We take two sequences, {S~} and {Sn}. such that g' = 

us:,. and g=USn. Then USi=>(us;) n (us;), and in 
I I I 1 1 

view of the monotonicity of m on }; for every pair (n, k) we have 

m ( y Sj) >m ( ( y Sj) n ( y S;)) . 
A similar inequality holds true also for the upper bounds in n: 

" ) " m(g')>m (1( n (y S1) =m(y s;). 
Going over to upper bounds in k, we get m (g') > m (g). The mono
tonicity of m on G has been proved. 

We will now prove, in passing, that the values of m (g) are inde
pendent of the choice of the sequence {S;}. True, since if g = US;~ 
~-01 05 
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U Sj = g', we have, on the one hand, m (g) ~ m (g') and, on the 
other, m (g)~ m (g'). Whence, in definition (1.1.4.1), the upper 
bound in {Sn} will not alter the result. 

The monotonicity of m on 1}1 can be proved by reasoning along 
similar lines. However, now in definition (1.1.4.2) we cannot discard 
the lower bound in {g n }. Empty sets, which potentially can emerge 
in the passage to the limit of intersections, may transform m (a), 
a E 12J, into a constant and thus violate the properties of mono
tonicity, additivity, and idempotency. 

For example, suppose that 1:: = 1::R (see Section 1.1.3), f (x) = 
{x, x E [0, 1); 0, x f1 10, 1)}, and m (B) =sup f (x), BE ~R· If 

rEB 
~ ~ 

a = n g", gn E G, then a= n g~. where g~ = gn U (1 - 1/n, 1) E 
I I 

G. Without going over to the lower bound in {g n} we could have 
tried to determine the value of m (a) for a E I2J, a f1 G, in the follow-

ing manner: m (a) = inf m ( rl gj) . However, 
n I 

m { ~ g;) =m(g~)=sup{x: xEgnU(1-1!n, 1}==1=m(R). 

This example shows the important 
inf in the defmition (1.1.4.2). 
{gn) 

Suppose that a':::::> a, a, a' E 9!, 

role played by the lower bound 

~ .., 
and a= n gland a'= n gj, gj, 

I I 

!!]EG. Then ~ gj :::::> ( Q g;) n ( ~ g1), and in view of the already 

proven monotonicity of m on G for all finite values of n and k 
we have 

Going over to the lower bound inn and k, we llnd that m (a') ~ m (a). 
From the idempotency of m on ~ and the additivity on noninter

secting sets we conclude that m is additive on all sets belonging lo ~. 
Comhining this result with the fact that m (g U g') does not depend 
on the selection of the sequence from ~ that converges te {! U g', 
we ronclndP that m is additive on G: 

From the monotonicity of m on~( and idempotency of addition ffi 
it follows that 
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m (a U a') = m (a U a') E9 m (a U a') ~ m (a) + m (a'). (1.1.4.3) 

Cn the other hand, the definition of m on Ill implies the opposite 
inequality 

m(aUa'):(;; inf infm{(rlg;)U(rlgi)) 
{gn). {g;.J n 1 1 

= m (a) E9 m (a'). (1.1.4.4) 

The additivity and idempotency of m on ~ follows from (1.1.4.3) 
and (1.1.4.4). 

\Ve now note that, on the one hand, for every finite n we have 

whereby m ( U g;) :(;; EB m (g;), while on the other, by virtue of 
1 1 

the mono tonicity of m on Ill, we have 

m ( y g;} ~m ( y g;} ~ ~ m (g;), 

whereby m { y g;) ~ ~ m (g;). This implies the a-additivity of m 

on G. The a-additivity of m on Ill can be proved in a similar manner. 
Any idempotent a-additive continuation of t.t on G coincides with 

m. Indeed, suppose that w is some other continuation. Then 

"' "' w (g)= E9 w (S;) = E9 m (S;) = m (g), S; E ~. 
1 1 

Let us demonstrate that any idempotent a-additive continuation 
of t.t on Ill does not exceed m. Suppose that v is such a continuation. 
By virtue of its idempotency and a-additivity, v coincides with m 
011 G. The monotonicity of v implies v (a) :(;; v (g) = m (g) for every 
g => a, g E G. There is a similar inequality for inf in g: 

v(a):(;;infm( n gi) =m(a), n g;=a. 
n 1 1 

Thus, the continuation of t.t on 91 constructed here is maximal. The 
proof of the theorem is complete. 

The examples considered above show that in general smaller con
tinuations are possible. 

The theorem that we now formulate shows that A-valued idem
potent measures corresponding to functions semi-continuous above 
coincide with their maximal continuations. 

Theorem 1.1.4.2 Suppose that Q is a topological space, .'if = 
.'tf (Q) is the cr-algebra of Borel subsets, and ~ is an algebra that gener-

4* 
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ates ~. If f ts an A-valued function semi-continuous above, then 
sup f (w) = m (a), a E fJ!i, where m is the maximal continuation of the 
wE a 

idempotent measure f.L (S) =sup/ (w), S E ~
wEB 

Proof. Clearly, the restriction m to class G coincides with the con
tinuation of f.L on G, since such a continuation is unique (see The
orem 1.1.4.1). On the a-algebra j9 the measure m is maximal, whereby 

m (a) ~sup f (x), a E 13'. 
a 

Let us assume that there exists a set a E 'il such that 2 = m (a) > 
sup I (x) = e. By virtue of the semi-continuity of t (x) above, 

n 

sup! (x) = sup 1 (x), where a is the closure of set a in the topology Q. 
a jj 

Suppose, in addition, that 
del _ 

8 = m (a)= inf inf m (g1)~ inf m (g1) = inf sup f (x), 
(g1} i i i x€g

1 

"" where a= n g1• 
I 

Let us consider the set g = {x: ! (x) ~ 3 }, where 3 ~ e. By 
virtue of the semi-continuity of f above, set g is closed, whereby 

the sets G1 = g1 n g c: g1 and their intersection G0 """ n G1 =a 
are closed and nonempty. Hence, 

8~supf(x)~sup/(x) =e, 
:tEGo xEa 

which implies that e = 3. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
The assertion of this theorem also constitutes the assertion of The
orem 1.1.3.2 as a particular case. 

1.1.5 Idempotent Integration of Measurable 
and Semi-measurable Functions 

We will prove th~ theorem that th!' integral of a ruuclino that is 
semi-measurable below is independent of the choice of the continuation of the 
idempotent measure. Thus, the fact that the function is semi-measurable below 
compensates for tho absence of continuity of the measure at zero. 

Let ~ be an algebra of the subsets of Q that generales thl' cr-algl'hra 
I)( and let G be a class closed with respect to a countable union of 
elements from 2:. Suppose that /1 is a partially ordered metric semi
ring whose metric and partial ordering ohey the condition:;; cti~cu:;;sed 
in Section 1.1.~. 

A function f: Q -/1 i:;; said to he measurable helow if thl' ~et,; 
l" (a) {tJJ: f (w);;;;;. a} and Q (a) ~= {(•J: f (w) >a} helong to ~[ 
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for every a E A, and semi-measurable below if Q (a) c G. The 
ordering relation on the semi-ring A is partial, whereby the set 
W (a)= {w: I (w) ~a} is not a complement of Q (a) and we must 
distinguish between (semi)measurability above and (semi)measur
ability below. Naturally, the concept of semi-measurability depends 
on the choice of the algebra L: that defines class G. However, in what 
follows we speak only of a fixed algebra L:, whereby it becomes 
unnecessary to specify with respect to which class semi-measurability 
is defined. 

Let us give a more precise defmition of an e-mesh. A subset {If;}~ 
of set :!b c A is said to he an e-mesh if for each point dE ;:z; there 
exists an element d~ such that 

p(~, d)~ e. (1.1.5.1) 

If in addition to (1.1.5.1) we also require that d7;;;;:. d, the e-mesh 
is said to be upper, while for ~ ~ d the e-mesh is said to be lower. 
Note that although an arbitrary e-mesh may be neither an upper 
one nor a lower one, to each e-mesh there corresponds an upper 
e-mesh and a lower 2e-mesh: 

;:z;re = sup {~: p (::lJ, ~) ~ e} 
and 

g~e = inf {g: p (g, ~) ~ e}. 

Indeed, in view of the triangle property, 

p (x, .:lift) ~ p (x, ~) + p (d~, ;:vfe) ~ 2e. 

The function 1: Q -A is said to be elementary if it assumes the 
value j = const on a set a E ~ and 0 on its complement. A function I 
equal to no more than the countable sum of elementary functions 

00 

is said to be simple: Is (w) = EB li (w). 
1 

To define the concept of an A-valued idempotent integral, we will 
employ some properties of the metric and structure of the semi
ring A. These are formulated below in the form of conditions: 

(1) The matching of metric and structure: if sup an -a and 
inf an -a as n - oo, then p (an, a) -0, and vice versa. 

(2) The uniformity of metric with respect to semi-group and struc
ture operations: if p (an, bn) -0, then p (an O d, bn 0 d) - 0 
uniformly for every bound set ;:z; 3 d, where O is 0 or EB or sup or 
inf. 

(3) The minimax condition for the metric 

p (a 0 b, c 0 d) ~ max (p (a, c), p (b, d)), 

where 0 stands for EB or sup or inf. 
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(4) The monotonicity of the metric: if a ;;a. b ;;a. c, then 

p (a, c) ;;a. max {p (a, b), p (b, c)}. 

An important corollary of condilion (3) is the minimax inequality 

(1.1.5.2) 

Indeed, induction provrs that 

p { ~ a1, ~ b1 ) ~max {p (a1, b,.(l)), ... , p (an, b.,(nJ)}, (1.1.5.3) 

where n is a permutation of the indices 1, ... , n. Since (1.1.5.2) 
is valid for every permutation, we select the one for which this 
maximum is minimal and arrive at (1.1.5.2). 

The matching and uniformity conditions are met for the metric 
p = Pexp· Let us show that the minimax condition is met for Ptan-1 
and for Pexp· We start with the case R 1 U {-oo }. We put a< b 
and c < d. Then 

{ 
p (b, d) for operations sup and \B. 

p (a 0 b, c 0 d)= p (a, c) for operation inf. 

The multidimensional case can be reduced to the one-dimensional, 
since for Pexp we have 

lid 
p (a 0 b, c 0 d)= max (p ((a 0 b);, (c 0 d);) 

i 

~~maxp(a;Ob;, c;Od;). 
i 

Theorem 1.5.1 Suppose that f: Q -+A is a function with a sepa
rable set of values. If f is measurable below, then there exists a sequence 
of simple junctions that converges to f below. If Q is an A-regular set, 
A is a locally compact space, metric p is minimax, and f is a bounded 
semi-continuous-below function with a compact support, then there eri.~ts 
a sequence continuous functions {/,} converging to f below at eL'erv 
point. 

Proof. Suppose that {!~ };"" is a lower e-mesh on the set of values 
of f. By f; (w) we denote an elementary function equal to{; on the 
set Q~ = {w: f (w) ;;a. tn E 1,1( and zero on the complement of ~~~. 
Clearly, f 1 (<u) ~ f (w) and fJ ((I)) \B I (w) ~ I ((1)). 

Let f~ (w) = 'ffif, (w) be a simple function. Then 
I 
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According to the definition of an e-mesh, for each point w there 
exists a number i = i (w) such that 

e ~ p (/1, I (w)) = p (/; (w), I (w)) ~ p (/~ (w), I ((ll)). 

Hence, 

sup p ((!~ (w), I (w)) < e, I~ (w) ~I (w). 
wHl 

Let us now prove the second part of the theorem. The compactness 
of the support of a bound function I semi-continuous below implies 
the relative compactness of the open sets Q1 = {w, I (w) > gn, 
where {g~ }l" is the lower e-mesh on the set of values of I, with N = 
N (e). 

Suppose that {.2lt n} is a sequence of compact sets such that 

.21t n c .2!L and U .21t n = Q~. Since it is assumed that Q consti-
n=l 

tutes an A-regular space, there are continuous functions ln,i (w) ~ g~ 
that are equal to g~ for w E .2ltn and to ID for w ~ .21tn· Consider 

N 
the function In (w) = EB l~.i (w) le=n-'· Clearly, In,; (w) ~I (w) 

I 

implies In (w) ~I (w). The sum EB of a fmite number of functions 
continuous with respect to the minimax metric is also continuous, 
whereby In ( w) E C (Q). By virtue of the defmition of an e-mesh, 
for each point w there exists a point qt n (i = i (w) of the e-mesh 

N 
such that I (w) ~ g~ and p (! (w), gn ~e. Thus, p (! (w), EB 

I 

1;.,; (w)) ~ e, with the result that p (! (w), In (w)) ~ n-1
. The 

proof of the theorem is comp'.ete. 
The quantity 

Ell 

) let (w) 0 m (dw) =I 0 m (g) 
Q 

is said to be the integral of an A-valued elementary function let (w) = 
{f, w E g; 0, w ~ g} with respect to an A-valued finite idempotent 
measure m: 0: -+ A, while the integral of a simple bound function 

00 

Is (w) = EB het (w) is the sum 
1 

Ell 00 

) Is (w) 0 m (dw) = i~l (!i. et 0 m (g,)). 
Q 
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Corollary 1.5.1 If Is and cp8 are two simple bound functions 11nd 
f s ~ cp6 , then 

'll Ell J Is((!)) 0 m (dC!l)~ J cp8 (C!l) 0 m (dw). 

Lemma 1.5.1 If a sequence of lower e-meshes Un~ is given on 
the set of values of a simple bound function fs: Q --+-A, then 

'ffi /; 0 m (g1) = ffi /; 0 m (G1) =lim ffi n 0 m (G~). (1.1.5.4) 
I I UO I 

rrhere Is (C!l) = /; for CJl E g., G, = {w: Is (C!l) ~ /,} = U gJ and G~ = 
;: I i;;.11 

{(!): '· ((l)>~m. 
Proof. The set of values of the simple function fs is discrete, 

whereby each set G~ is a union of the sets G1 ={C!l: /6 ((1))~/;}, 
or G~ = U G; :::> G1• Hence 

f J;;.t~ 

Ea (f~ 0 m (Gm = EB (/~ 0 ( EB m (G1))) 
I i=l j: t~,;t J 

= EB m (G1) 0 ( EB /~)· 
i=l 1: /~,;' J 

which, by virtue of the definition of a lower e-mesh, implies 

P (/J, EB /~)~e. 
i: ~~,;/ J 

The minimax condition for the metric leads to a second inequality: 

p(EB/,0m(G,), $n0m(cm 
I I 

~maxp(/J0m(GJ), ( EB /~)0m(G 1))-0 (1.1.5.5) 
j i: t~,;t J 

as e --+- U, ~ince m (G;) ~ m (Q) and measure m is finite. The proof 
of the lemma is complete. 

Finally, we defme an integral of a bound measurable-below func
tion f: Q -+A with a separable range as the limit of a sequence of 
iutegrals of simple funetions converging to f below: 

'll Ell 

j! (u>) 0 m (rl<l)) ~ lim ~ !' (l•>) 0 m (d(l)), (1.1..'"i.{i) 
u e-+0 r~ 
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where f' constitute the sequence of simple functions set up in the proof 
of Theorem 1.1.5.1: 

!" (w) =c ffi n (w), 
1 

fr(w)={ft wEQ~; 0, w~Qn. 

Q~={w: f' ((l));;;;,m. 

The existence of a limit in definition (1.1.5.6) is guaranteed by 
the following 

Theorem 1.1.5.2 Let A be a partially ordered semi-ring who:;e 
metric and structure satisfy conditions (1)-(4) (see p. 30). Then for 
every finite idempotent a-additive measure and for every bound meas
urable-below function f: Q -+A with a separable range the integral 
(1.1.5.6) is finite. 

Proof. Suppose that Un~ and {tf;}~ are the lower e- and 6-meshes 
on the set of values of map f. Suppose in addition that 1; (w) and 
f~ (w) are two simple functions corresponding to the e- and 6-meshes, 
and I e = I (/~) and I 0 = I (/~) are the idempotent integrals of the 
simple functions. Our aim is to verify that p (I,, I 0) -+ 0 as e, 6 -+ 0, 
that is, {I e} is a Cauchy sequence when e -+ 0. 

Let us consider the integral I e,o = I • EB I 0 = I U: EB fZ), which 
corresponds to the union of the two meshes. Since {!~ }i:1 is the lower 
e-mesh, each point ~ belongs to the upper e-neighborhood of a 
point /t The set of numbers of points of the 6-mesh belonging to 
the upper e-neighborhood of point f~ will be denoted by J • (i): dj ;;;;;, 
fL p {ft dj) ~ e V j E J e (i). Interchanging the order of summa
tion, we get 

I,, 0 = EB {!~ 0 m (~m EB (d? 0 m (.21~)), 
1=1 iEJ

8
(i) 

where ~~={w: f(w) ;;;;,tn and ~~={w: f(w)>d~}. Since dj;;;;,f~ 
for all jEJ.(i), we have ~j~~~. Hence, 

I,, 0 ~EB {!~ EB d~)0m(~~)~ EB F~0m(.21~), 
i=1 jEJ ,(I) 1=1 

where F~=sup{f: !?fr, p{f, fn~e}. 
This result can be used to estimate the distance p (I •· I ,, 0 ). The 

minimax property of the metric yields 

p(I., I,,o)~p((EB {f~0m(.21~)), ffi (Fr0m(.21~))) 
i=l 1=1 

~sup {p {!~ 0 m (.X~), F~ 0 m (.21~)}. 
I 
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Bearing in mind that p UL n) ~ e and m (.!'Z1n ~ m (Q), we con
dude that p (I •. I •. ~) -+0 as e -+0. 

Reasoning along the same lines, we can prove that p (I~, I •. ~) -+0 
as 6 -+0. 

If now we employ the triangle property, we finally get p (I,, I~) ~ 
p (I,, I •. ~)+ p (! •. ~. I~) -+0 as e and 6 tend to zero. The proof 
of the theorem is complete. 

The following theorem constitutes the main result of the present 
section. 

Theorem 1.1.5.3 Let m be an arbitrary idempotent a-additive con
tinuation of finite measure J.l from algebra ~ to the a-algebra 12{ and 
m* the maximal continuation. Then the integrals with respect to m and 
m* of any bounded semi-measurable-below function with a separable 
range of values coincide. 

Proof. Suppose that UD:"' is the upper e-mesh on the set of map f 
nnd {.tn;"'. the lower e-mesh: §"~ ~ f;, p (/~ • .Fn ~ e. By virtue 
of Theorem 1.5.2, the sequences 

I:(fJ=ffin0m*{w: f(w)>fn 
1 

and 

J; (f)= EB .n 0 m* {w: t (w)>ffH 
1 

EB 
are convergent below to the integral J* (f)= \ f (w) 0 m* (dw), 

P. 
while the sequences 

I,(f)=ffin0m{(•J: f(w)>nJ 
1 

a uri 

J. (f)= ffi .n 0 m {w: I (w);;;,JH 
1 

are convergent below to the integral I(/) = r f (w) 0 rn (dw). 
Q 

Since m* is bounded ami p is locally uniform with respect to 0, 
the rouvergence of p (ft .TV -+0 as e -+0 and the minimax prop

ert~· of p imply p (7: (/), J~ (f)) -+0 as e -+0, with J: (!) = 

ffi J: 0 m* {<,: I (w);;;:. fn. 
I 

Combiuing the delinition of the lower e-mesh and tl1e fact that m 
aut! m* coincide on sets of class G, to which all sets of the type 
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{w: I (w) > .TD with any functions I that are semi-measurable 
below belong, we obtain 

m*{w: l(w);;:,fn::::;;;m*{w: l(w)>§r}=m{w: l(w)>.Ff} 

::::;;;m {w: 1 (w)>-.Fn 

::::;;;m* {w: t (w)>In. (1.1.5.7) 

If we multiply this chain of inequalities by §~ and integrate the 

result with respect to i, we get J; (/) ::::;;; J • (f) ::::;;; J~ (f). Since 

p (J:, J;) tends to zero as e --+ 0, we conclude that p (J • (/), J~ (/))--+ 
0. The proof of the theorem is comp' ete. 

1.1.6 Idempolent Measures and Functionals with Values 
in a Semi-ring 

We will prove the theorem of the integral representation of a linear 
continuous A-valued functional. This theorem can be used to prove the Fubini 
theorem, whose simple corollaries are Duhamel's integral formulas, which ex
press the solution to the nonhomogeneous evolution equation in terms oE inte
grals of solutions to homogeneous equations. 

Let us consider the set Ct (X) of continuous A-valued functions 
with a compact support on the locally compact A-normal topological 
space X. Here A, the normality of space X, by analogy with the 
common normality, means that for every closed set K and open set 
Jll ::::::> K there exists a continuous A-valued function equal to U on K 
and iO> outside 1vl. Suppose that m: C0~ (X) -+A is a nonnegative 
liHear (with respect to the semi-group operations EB and 8) A-valued 
functional that is continuous in the following sense: 

p (m (q;), m (f)) 
::::;;; sup p (CC/i:'8 sup (f (x), cp (x)), CJJC 8 inf (f (x) cp (.r))), 

x E e7C 

where iliC is a compact set containing A - supp f and A - supp <p, 
and Cx is a constant belonging to A and depending on ~ c X. 

In what follows we will repeatedly use the following 
Lemma 1.1.G.l Let p be a minimax metric. Then no finite number 

of operations EB, sup, and inf leads us outside the classes of continuous 
and semi-continuous-below functions with a compact support. 

Proof. We denote EB, sup, or inf by 0. Suppose that f and cp arc 
continuous. If the sequence of x,. EX converges to an x EX, Lhcn 

P (f (x) 0 cp (x), f n (x) 0 (jln (x)) 

::::;;; max {p (f (x), f (xn)), p (cp (x), cp (x,.))} -o 
n 

as n --+ oo, that is, f O cp is a continuous function. 
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lf f and IJl are semi-continuous below, there exist sequences of 
<"flnlinuous functions .F,. and <I>n that converge pointwise to f anti If' 
helow. From f ;;;;;. g; n and !p ;;;;;. <I>n it follows that 

f 0 'P ;;;;;. .:T n 0 <I>n = 1f n• 
P (/ (x) 0 IP (x), 

1f n (x)) ~ max {p (! (x), .F n (x)), p (rr (x), <I>n (x))} ->- 0 

as n->- oo. Since, by virtue of the f1rst part of Lemma 1.1.6.1, 
{If n} constitutes a sequence of continuous functions. (f O IP) (x) 
is semi-continuous below. The proof of the lemma is complete. 

We continue measure m: Ct (X) ->-A onto the set <I> A (X) of 
functions that are semi-continuous below: 

m* (/)=sup {m (IJl), IJl ~ f, <p E Ct (X)}. (1.1.6.1) 

"' 
Let us Jirst see whether this continuation is monotonic. 

Lemma1.1.6.2 l/f1 , 2 E<l>A(X) and / 1 ~/2 , then m*(/1)~ 
m* {!2). 

Proof. It is sufficient to verify that if {If!~ }:':'=t constitutes a se
quence of functions belonging to Ct (X) and convergent to f 1 below, 
there exists a sequence {IP~ }:" convergent to / 2 below such that 
IP! ;;;;;. t:p~. By Lemma 1.1.6.1 such a sequence can be obtained from 

a sequence {tF'~}:" according to the formula !fJ;, (x) =sup {If!~ (x), 

~~ (x}} or t:p~ (x} = <p~ (x} EB ~;, (x}. The proof of the lemma is com
plete. 

Let us define m* on a sefof arbitrary functions as the upper measure 

m* ('¥) = inf {m* (/), f;;;;;. '¥, f E <1>.-\ (X)}. (1.1.6.2) 
I 

Employing the monotonicity of m* on <I>A (X) and Lemma l.l.G.I, 
we can easily prove that the upper measure m* is monotonic on the 
set of all functions. 

Lemma 1.1.6.3 If '1'1 ~ '1'2 , then m* (11'1) ~ m* ('1'2). 

Let us ~ay that a partially ordered metric semi-ring A is precom
pact if on every bounrled set f£ c A there exists a linite e-ml'~h 
{cf;}~. N = 1Y (e), that is, such that Vx E Y 3£(;: p (x, d';) ~ 1:'. 

Corollary If a locally compact semi-ring A is precompact, for eL·ery 
bounded function If there exists a function f semi-continuous below 
.~uch that p (m* (If), m* (f))~ e, f;;;;;. '1'. 

lndePJ, let::£; o {m* (f): f;;::;:, If, f ~sup 11'. f E <I> A (Xl} be 
a bountl('d S('t and {d~ JiV an e-m('sh on :.£. Let us also assume that 
/f (I) nr(' !<('mi-continuous-below functions belonging to <1> A (X) 
ant! such that m (/~) = cf;. In lhis cas(' the function /e (x) 
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inf {; (x) is semi-continuous below, too (see Lemma 1.1.6.1), 
t~i~N 

!" ~ '1', since f, ~ 'I' and p (m* (!"), m* ('I'))~ e vy the definition 
of an e-mesh. 

The commutativity of the passage to the limit with a linear con
tinuous functional is ensured by the following 

Theorem 1.1.6.1 If a monotone increasing sequence of functions 'l'n 
converges below to a bounded function 'I', then m* ('l'n) t m* ('I'): 

lim sup m* ('I' n) = m* (lim sup 'I' nl· 

Proof. Clearly, 

m* ('I')~ sup m* ('l'n). (1.1.6.::3) 
n 

By virtue of the corollary to Lemma 1.1.6.3, for every positive e 
there exists a function f n E <I> A (X) semi-continuous below such 
that 'l'n~fn, m*('l'n)~m*(fn), and p(m*('l'n),m*(/n))~ 
E X 2-n. Suppose that cp, (x) = sup (/1 (x), ... , f n (x)) E <I> A (X). 
Clearly, Cfln+l ~ fn+l ~ 'l'n+l• Cfln+l ~ Cfln· Since sup {cp,, fn+d::;:;; 
<pn EB fn+l and p (a, b EB c)~ p (a, b) EB p (a, c), we have 

p(m*('l'ntt), m*(Cfln+t))~p(m*('l'n+l), m*(cp,)) 

+p(m*('l'n+l), m*(f,+t)) 

~ p (m* ("If,), m* (cpn)) + 2-"e~ .. . 
~p (rn* ('1' 1), m* (cp1)) + (2-1 + ... + 2-") e~2e. 

Hence, sup fPn ~ "If n and 
n 

P (m* ('l'n), m* (cpn)) ~ P (m* Un), m* (cpn)) ~e. 
(1.1.6.4) 

In view of the concordance of metric and structure and the arbi
trariness of the choice of e, inequality (1.1.6.4) implies 

sup m* (If n) ~ m* (sup 'I' n) = m* ('1'). 
n n 

Indeed, if we assume that the opposite is true, that is, if m* (cp) > 
sup m* (If n), the more so sup m* (cpn) > m* ('I' n), and inequality 

n 

(1.1.6.4) cannot be satisfied for an arbitrary (positive) e. If we allow 
for (1.1.6.3), the proof of the theorem is complete. 

Lemma 1.1.6.4 (Fatou's lemma) Let Un} be a uniformly bounded 
sequence of A-valued functions. Then 

m* (lim inf /n) ~lim inf m* Un)· 

Proof. Let us consider the functions .!F n (x) = inf Urn (x), m;;;;;. 
n} ~ f n· These constitute a nondecreasing sequence that con verges, 
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by definition, to lim inf In· By Theorem 1.1.6.1, 

lim sup m* (§ n) = m* (lim sup JF n) = m* (lim inf /nl· 

(1.1.6.5) 

Since fn (x)::::;:;; fm (x) form~ n, we have m* (J n (x))::::;:;; m* (/m), 
m ~ n, whereby m* (.¥n (x))::::;:;; inf m* Uml· Combining this with 

m 
(1.1.6.5) yields 

lim inf m* Un) ~ m* (lim inf /n)· 

The proof of the lemma is complete. 
A set a E X is said to be integrable if the characteristic function 

Xa of a is integrable (i.e. p (0, m* (X 0 )} < oo) and measurable if 
the characteristic functions of a n K are integrable for every compact 
metric space K. A set a is said to be locally negligible if 

m* (a)= supm* (an K)=J, 
h 

where m* (a) = m* (X 0 ), with X a locally compact topological ;:pace. 
Theorem 1.1.6.5 implies that if sets an are integraLle and m* (an)::::;:;; 

00 

C, with C a constant, the set a = U an is also integrable, Xa (x) = 
1 

EB ')(.01 (x), and 
I 

m* (Za) -~= m* (a)= lim sup m* { ~ Za,) 

= m* {lim sup ~ Xa;) . 

JJence, m* is a cr-addilive idempotent measure. 
By .'li' (X) we denote the a-algebra of Borel sets, that is, the small

est cr-algeLra with respect to which all continuous functions arC' 
measurable. 

Theorem l.l.ll.:! If cp is a bounded function .'19-measurable below 
EB 

ll'ith a separable range of values, then m* (cr) = ~ q; (x) 0 m* (dx), 
_\-

where m* (dx) is the upper measure on .'If (X) generated by the linear 
COIIiillliOIIS junr/inlla/ Til Oil Ct (X), with m* (cp) the upper continuation 
of m. 

00 

Proof. Suppose that cp~ (x) = EB crf 0 X {x: rr (x) > cp~ }, where 
1 

{If~)';" is Lhl' E-mesh on the set of values of map- cp. Then cp~ ::::;:;; cp 
and p (<j ~. 11) ~ E. Thus, cp~ t cp. Uy virtue of Theorem 1.1.6.1, 
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m* (q>~) t m* (q>), while by virtue of Theorems 1.1.5.1 and 1.1.5.2, 
ffi ffi 

~ q>~ (x) 0 m* (dx) t ~ q> (x) 0 m* (dx). 
X X 

Since for simple functions 

m* (/") = EB /; 0 m* (Xa·l = EB It 0 m* (at) 
1 ' 1 
ffi 

= J r (x) 0 m* (dx), 
X 

a similar equation holds for the limit as e -+ 0. The proof of the the
orem is complete. 

Let m1 and m 2 be two linear continuous A-valued functionals on 
ct (X1 ) and ct (X 2), respectively, with X1 and X 2 two locally com
pact A-regular topological spaces, let X = X1 X X 2 be the direct 
product of these locally compact spaces, and let ct (X) be the set 
of continuous A-valued functions on X = X1 X X 2 with a compact 
support. It is easy to see that the functions q> 1 (x1) = m 2 (qJ (x1 , • )) 

and q>z (xz) = ml (q> (.' Xz)) belong to ct (Xl) and ct (X z), respec
tively, if q> E Ct(X). Hence, the expressions m12 (cp) = m1 (m 2 (<.p)) 
and m21 (q>) = m2 (m1 (q>)) define linear continuous A-valued func-
tionals on ct(X). 

Our immediate task is to prove that m12 = m21 . 

Theorem 1.1.6.3 Let f E ct (X), X = X1 x X 2 , be a continuous 
function with a separable range of values. Then m 12 (f) = m 21 (/). 

Proof. Suppose that K 1 and K 2 are two compact subsets in X1 

and X 2 whose product contains A - supp f. The function p (! (.r1 , x2 ), 

f (x;, x;)) is continuous on the compact metric space K = (K1 ,< 
K1 ) X (K2 X K 2), whereby it is equicontinuous, and for every 
positive e there exist finite nonintersecting partitions of compact 
metric spaces K 1 and K 2 such that 

p(/(x1, x2), f(x~, x;)):::;;;e 'Vx 1 EKJ> X 2 , x;EK~.i• 

p(f(x1, X 2), /(x~, x;)):::;;e 'Vx2 EK 2 , X 1, x~EKL, 
N N 

Kt= U KL, K2 = U KL, N=N(e). 
i=l i=l 

Let us consider the sequence of simple functions f, (x" .r~) = 

~- q>1J (x1, x2), with 
'· 1 

1 

inf if (xt, x2) = <.p~i if ( .r" .r2} 

((';i (xt, x2) = 
KtixKtj 

EKLxKL. 
IC if (x" X 2 )~KL; X Kt i• 
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which converges uniformly to I (x1, x1) below. By virtue of The
orem 1.1.6.2, the sequences of the simple functions 

if 

conYerge, as e-+ 0, to the integrals 
q) 

if x2 EKtio 

if X 2 EK2.i• 

'¥ (xt) = J I (xt, X2) 0 m2 (dza) = m2 (/ (xt, • )), 
x. 
$ 

<I> (x2) = \" f (x1, x 2) 0 m1 (dx1) = m1 (/ ( ·, x2)). 

i-1 
Ell 

But for every finite N = N (e) the integrals J '¥2 (x1) 0 m1 (dx1) 

Xt 
$ N 

and f 11>2 (x2) 0 m2 (dx 2 ) are equal to the same sum, ~ cp~. 0 J f ·-1 I} x2 • ,_ 
m 1 (Kt i) 0 m2 (Kt j). Hence, a similar equality is valid in the 
limit. too. The proof of the theorem is complete. 

The result obtained for continuous functions can be extended so as 
to incorporate the cases of a set of bounded semi-continuous-below 
functions with a separable range of values and a set of all bounded 
measurable functions. 

1. t. 7 The Fourier- Legendre Transform 

We will show that with respect to the semi-group operations of 
addition and multiplication lht> Laplace transform has the !lame meaning as 
the FonriC'r transform with respect to the arithmetical operations of addition 
and multiplication. 

Let the locally convex A-regular topological space X be an Abelian 
group and let m he the linear continuous A-valued functional ct (X) 
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that is invariant with respect to the group of translations, or 
m (T q<p) = m (<p), where T q{j) (x) = <p (x + q), x, q E X. By The
orem 1.1.6.3, the functional m admits, on the set of functions on 
ct (X) with a separable set of values, the integral representation 

Ill 

m(<p)= J <p(x)0m*(dx), 
X 

where m* is the upper measure on .'lJ (X) generated by m. 
Let <p and'¥ be two functions belonging to ct (X). The convolution 

of these two functions is a function from ct (X) defined thus: 

(1.1.7.1 

\vhere <p' (x) = cp ( -x), and T q<p' (x) = <p (q - x). Clearly, 

Ty ((j! * '¥) (q) = (T_y<p * '¥) (q) = (T_y'¥ * <p) (q). 

(1.1. 7 .2) 

Let us consider the linear continuous operator . if x- P that maps 
set C~ (X) into the set of continuous bounded A-valued functions, 
CA (X), and possesses the following characteristic property: operator 
Y: x- P is the equioperator of the translation operator, or .F x-pT q = 
e (p, q) 0 f x- P• where e (p, q) is a continuous bounded A-valued 
function. The Fourier transform of functions in Rn has just this 
property, withe (p, q) = exp {±i (p, q)}. 

In general, 

Y:x-p(Tq+u<p)=e(q-j-u, p) 0.Fx- 1,cp 

= ff x-p (T,1 o T uCf') 

=e(p, g) 0 e(p, u) 0 .F ... ~pCf'• 

from which it follows that 

e (p, q) 0 e (p, u) = e (p, q + u). (1.1.7 .3) 

Another important property of the common Fourier transform 
is the formula for commutation with the convolution: 

(1.1.7.4) 

Let us show that if formula (1.1.7.4) is taken as a condition, then 
the function e satisfies condition (1.1. 7 .3) in the second independent 
variable, too, and the Fourier transform admits an integral repre
sentation of operator !F on a set of functions with a separable range 

5-0105 
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of values. Using the convolution property (1.1.7.1), we get 

(.~ :s:-p!f!) 0 (ff o:-p 'Jf) = .'f" :s:-P (!f! * 1J') 
=m(.F:s:-p(T_(·)!f!) 0 'I'(·)) 
=(Y.,-p<p) 0m(e(-p, ·) 0 '1'(·)), 

where ( ·) stands for the independent variable in which m operates. 
Hence, § x- P 'I' = m (e ( -p, ·) 0 'I' ( · )). For continuous functions 
with a separable set of values, we can write this relationship in the 
form of an integral: 

6 

fx-p'l'= )'I'(x)0e(-p, x)0m*(dx), 
X 

where (e (-p- p', x + x') = e (-p, x) 0 e (-p', x) 0 
e (-p, x') 0 e (-p', x'). 

(1.1.7 .5) 

Example. Suppose that A = R U {-oo }, X= R", EB =sup, 
0 = +. m = const, ] = 0, and J) = -oo. Then .'7 x- 1,cp = 
sup (e (p, x) + cp (x)), where e (x, p) is a continuous additive func-

x 
tion of independent variables x and p. Every continuous additive 
function is linear, whereby e (p, x) = (p, Hx), with H an n-by-n 
matrix. Thus, here the Fourier transform in the sense of semi-ring A 
coincides with the Legendre transform in the sense of group opera
tions in R. 

1.1.8 Duhamel's Theorem 

As another application of the theory of idempotent integration 
we consider the proof of Duhamel's theorem in the semi-group case, whichex
cludes subtraction and differentiation. To avoid differentiation one can go over 
to the inte'!'l'al representation and employ Fubini's theorem, which justifies the 
change in Lhe order of integration. 

Suppose that we have specified a bounded continuous-in-t family 

of linear operators L (t), t E R, acting in a normed space of A-valued 
functions, 19 (X), that is closed with respect to the operations of 
addition, EB, and multiplication by a constant, 0. Suppose that m: 
.1? (ll} -+A is an A-valued idempotent a-additive bounded measure 
and <p 1 (x), '1'1,. (x), and <1> 1 (x) are A-valued functions that belong 
to /i (X) are continuous in parameter t E R, and have separable 

ranges of values. If the operators L (t) retain the separability of the 
ranges of values (say, if the entire space iFf (X) is separable), then 

·'B !f· 

the integrals \ L ("t) rp, 0 m (d"t) and \ [, ("t) '1',, 8 0 m (d"t) 
< o,' tJ (O, tJ 

have fmite \'alues. Let us assume that the functions <rr. '1'1, ,, and 
<D 1 are solutions to the equations listed in Table 1.1.1. 
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Table 1.1.1 

Integral representation of equations for 
semi-group operations E9 and 0 

Differential representation of equations 
tor group operations + and x 

E9 

(jlt = (jlo E9 ~ (L (-c) (jlt E9 ljl,) 0 m (d-e) 
(0, t] 

E9 

'¥t,s='¥.E9 ~ (L(-c)'¥,, 8 )0m(d-c) 
(s, t] 

E9 

<l>t = (jlo E9 ~ (L (-c) <1>,) 0 m (d-e) 
(0, t] 

O(jlt • 
-at=L (t) q>t+ 'ft. 

(1.1.8.1) 

(jl I l=o = (jlo E .9.l (X) 

o'¥t.s • 
-

0
-
1
-=L (t) '¥t, 8 , 

(1.1.8.2) 

'¥ I t=s ='I' s E :JJ (X) 

o<l>t • 
-

0
-
1 
-=L (t) <l>t, 

(1.1.8.3) 

<1> I l=o = (jlo · 

Theorem 1.1.8.1 Let two functions, 1f and <1>, satisfy the integral 
equations (1.1.8.2) and (1.1.8.3). Then the function 

E9 

S1 = <1>1 EB J 1¥1,, 0 m (d•) 
(0, t] 

is a solution to Eq. (1.1.8.1). 

(1.1.8.4) 

Proof. Using the integral representations for <1> 1 and 1f 1, " we 
arrive at the following identity: 

E9 

St = q:>0 Ef) J (L (1:) <1>,) 0 m (d1:) 
(0, t) 

E9 E9 

Ef) J (1¥,Ef) J (L(s)1¥.,,)0m(ds))0m(d•). 
( 0, t] (-,;, t) 

(1.1.8.5) 

Note that the function f (s, 1:) = L (s) 1¥ •. , and the measure fl = 
m X m on R X R satisfy the hypothesis of Fubini's theorem, where
by the values of the integral over the domain Q = {(s, 1:): s;;;, 1:} 
does not depend on the order of integration: 

J m (d1:) 0 ~ (L (s) 1¥8 , ,) 0 m (ds) 
(0, t] (t, t) 

= J m(ds)0 J L(s)1¥8 ,,0m(dT). 
(0, t] (0, s] 

5* 
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Combining this with (1.1.8.5) yields 

S1 =cp0 $ J {L(-.;)(«n,$ .\ '1',_,0m(ds)$'1',)}0m(d-.;) 
(0. t] (0. 'f) 

r • 
= IJlo $ 1 (L (-.;) S, $ '1',) 0 m (d-.;). 

(O,"t] 

The proof of the theorem is complete. 

f. 1.9 The Fredholm Alternative 

In this section we show how a generalized solution can be detPr
minPd by introducing a separable scalar product and constructing a conjugate 
opprator. The condition for the uniqueness of the solution to a nonhomogenpous 
equation will hP formulatPd as the Fredholm alternative. 

Let :L be the space of bounded-above functions t•: X -+ R that 
determine the idempotent measures !.L (b) = sup v (.r) on the u

:rEb 
algebra .1i (X). Let .\/ be the set of bounded semi-measurable-below 
functions /: X-+ R U {-oo} for which, by Theorem t.t.5.1, the 

ifJ 

idempotent Lebesgue integral (/, 1') = \ f (.r) 0 !.L (dx) has a finite 
X 

value. Finally. on :f we define the equivalence relation t•1 - t·2 <;::::> 

(f. 1·1) = (/. v!) VIE J/. 
Theorem 1. 1.9.1 The equimlence relation defirzed on 'f is the coll

gruence of A. a semi-module of space :f. 
Proof. Indeed, if t· 1 - t· 2 , then a 0 t'1 - a 0 L"2 for every a E A, 

since (/, a 0 r 1) = (a 0 /. v1) = (a 0 /, t'2 ) = (/, a 0 v~). Reason
ing along the same lines. we can also verify that if ,_,., - t·; and 
L" 2 - 1·;, then 1'1 EB 1'2 - 1·; E? l"~ • 

.\"ote that this theorem holds true for even· semi-module of A
valued functions t· E :f and for the respective ·dual semi-module of 
the homomorphisms f E .lf in the semi-ring A with respect to the 
scalar product (/. I") = f (1·). with every congruence on :f being deter
mined b\· a dual :<emi-module .1/. for which we mav lake the maximal 
semi-mo.dule formed by all homomorphisms /:. :L-+ A for which 
, .• - 1·2 => f u·,l = I (1·2). 

Let us considrr the equation Tu = t' in :f. With t' running through 
:t, the set of the solutions to this equation form a quotient semi
module with respect to the congruence u1 - u 2 <;::::> Tu 1 = Tu 1 

corr!'sponding to the dual semi-module .lf = T*'f*, with T* the 
conjugate op('rator. Indeed, if Tu 1 = t· = Tu 2 , then (T*g) (u 1) = 
g (Tu 1) = g (Tu 2 ) = (T*r;!) (u 2 ) for every g E :t•, that is. f (u 1) = 
f (u 2) for ('very f E T*'.!*. and vice versa, if I (u 1) =I (u 2 ) for every 
I E r• :t•. then Tu I -~ Tl;!, that is, Ill and ll2 are solutions to 
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equations with the same right-hand side. We have therefore proven 
the following 

Theorem 1.1.9.2 Let M = T*X* be the range of values of the 
conjugate operator T*, that is, the equation T* g = f has a solution 
for every f EM. Then the solution to the equation Tu = v is unique 
to within the congruence determined by semi-module M. 

The reverse statement is also true if an additional condition is 
imposed on space M. We will say that a dual semi-module is com
pletely separating with respect to congruence - if for every proper 
subspace M 1 c: M there exist elements u1 , u2 EX that are not equiv
alent to mod M and for which f (u 1 ) = f (u 2) V f E M 1 • 

Theorem 1.1.9.3 Let the equation Tu = v ha~·e a unique solution 
to within an equivalence relation determined by a completely separating 
dual semi-module M. Then T*X* = M, that is, the equation T*g = f 
has a solution for every f EM. 

Proof. Let Tu 1 = v = Tu 2 , that is, 

T*g (u1) = gT (u1) = gT (u 2) = T*g (u 2) V g EX*. 

Then, according to the hypothesis, u1 - u2 (mod }11), that is, 
T* g E M for every g E :t*, whereby T* :f* s J\1!. Let us prove that 
T*:f* = M. Suppose thatthe opposite is true, that is, suppose that 
T*X* c: M. Then, in view of the condition that iVl be completely 
separating, there exist u1 + u 2 such that (T*g, u1 ) = (T*g, u 2 ) 

for every g E X*. But this implies that Tu 1 = Tu 2 in view of the 
arbitrariness of g E :f*, which means that the uniqueness condition 
imposed on the solution of the equation Tu = v is violated. 

1.1.10 The Generalized Discrete Bellman Equation 

Here we introduce the concept of the generalized Bellman equa
tion in a discrete medium. 

Let X= {1, ... , n} be a fmite set equipped with a discrete topol
ogy. Then continuous functions q;: X-+ A can be identified .,,·itll 
vectors a= (a1 , ••• , an) E Ax that have arbitrary components 
a; EA. The general form of the functional (measure) and the operator 
(endomorphism) m that maps functions with values in semi-ring Ax 
into functions with values with semi-sing A is established through 
the following 

Theorem 1.10.1 Every homomorphism m: Ax -+A (functional) 
has the form m (a) = m 1 0 a1 EB ... EB m" 0 an, u·here mi E A 
are arbitrary elements of semi-ring A. The positic·e measure m is deter
mined by the positive elements mi > 0. 

Proof. If we write vectors a in the form a= a1 0 e1 EB ... EB an 0 
en, where ei is a row in which all components are zeros except the 
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ith component, which is equal to unity, then, by virtue of linearity, 

fl (a)= at 0 ll (e 1) ffi ... ffi an 0 fl (e"). 

If we introduce the notation f.L.(ei) = m;, we arrive at the sought 
representation. Conversely, if m' E A are elements of semi-ring A, 
the combination f.L (a) clearly defines a measure on C0 (X) =Ax. 

Corollary Every endomorphism G: Ax --+Ax of semi-module Ax 
has the form 

G (a);= g: 0 a 1 tB ... ffi g? 0 a... 1 ~ i ~ n, 

where the g{ are arbitrary elements of A. 
Such a "source-wise representation" is obtained by applying the 

theorem on the representation of measure ll on Ax for each component 
G (a);. 

What will be called the generalized discrete Bellman equation is 
the evolution equation in discrete time, 

L1: C~ (X) --+ c: (X), 'Pt+l = Lt'Pt (1.1.10.1) 

defined by operators of the type £ 1: Ct (X) --+ c; (X). Operator L 1 
can be written, via the generalized matrix elements A.~· (x), in integral 
form thus: 

9') 

'Pt+t (xo) + J A.f0 (x) 0 'Pt (:L) 0 m (dx), 

or, in the ca~e of a finite set x, in matrix form: 

ai,t+ 1 = e},t 0 a 1,t ffi ... ffi e';,t 0 an,t· 

The solution to the Bellman equation is given by the formula 'Pt 
G, (t0 ) 'Pt,. where operator G1 (t0) = L 1 _1 o ••• o L1,+ 1 o Lt, con
stitutes a composition of operators L 1• 

Example 1. Let us consider the case of A = R U { -oo }, a ffi b = 
max (a, b), a 0 b = a+ b, a zero J = -oo, and an identity 
~ = U. Suppose that m (<p) = sup <p (x) = max <p (x) is a positive 
measure 011 C 0 (X) that determines the scalar product (<p, 'I') = 
max (!p (x) :- 1¥ (x)). Obviously, the linearity condition imposed on 
thP fu11ctional !p-+ fL (!p) is met: 

Ill (max {a+ <p, b + IJ'}) =sup max {a+ cp, u+'l') 
X 

·-~ max (a+ sup cp (x), b+ sup 1¥ (x)). 
X X 

From this follows the linearitr (with respcct to the semi-ring con
sidered hen•) of the generating operator L for the common Bellman 
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equation in discrete time, 

(jlt+1 (x) = sup ((Jlt (y) + A~ (y)), 
y 

which is determined by the family {eT} of linear functionals 

ef (qJ) = sup (qJ (y) + 'Af (y)). 
y 
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Example 2. Consider the semi-ring A = R U {±oo }, a EB b = 
max (a, b), a 0 b = min {a, b), with a zero Jl = -oo and an 
identity ] = oo. Let us assume that m (qJ) = sup qJ (x) = max rp (x) 
is the positive measure on C 0 (X), whose linearity can be veri fwd 
directly: 

m (max {min (a, qJ), min (b, \f)}) 

= sup max (min (a, (jJ (x)), min (b, 'If (x))) 
X 

= max (min (a, sup qJ (x)), min (b, sup 'I' (x))) 
X X 

= max (min (a, m (qJ)), min (b, m ('I'))). 

\Ve now write the scalar product using the measure m thus: 

(rp, 'I') = sup min (rp (x), 'I' (x)). 
X 

Substituting 'I' (x) = AY (x), where t..Y (x) is the kernel of the evolu
tion equation 

Cflt+1 (y) = sup min {(jlt (x), t..¥ (x)), 
X 

we conclude that the "minimax" Bellman equation is also linear 
in the space considered here. 

The evolution equation (1.1.10.1) for the semi-rings considered in 
Examples 1 and 2 is commonly interpreted in optimization problems 
of discrete mathematics as the equation for describing the evolution 
in a discrete medium. Let us now define the appropriate concepts for 
the case of an arbitrary semi-ring. 

We denote the elements of a fmite set X by x1 , x 2 , ••• , X;v, I x I = 
N, and call them the points of the medium. An ordered pair of 
points of the medium (x;, xi) for which L (i, j) = L (x;, xi) =1= Jl 
we will call the connection of points X; and xi. Let us denote the set 
of all connections of the points of the medium, r = {(x;, xi), 
L (x;, Xj) =I= 0} by r ~X X X. We will call map LM: r-+ A'-.. 
{ J} the characteristic of connections or the characteristic of the 
functions of the medium. The collection of objects (X, f, L, A) = c)/ 
will be called a discrete medium. 

Let us now define a neighbourhood r (x;) of a point x; as the set 
of points of the medium cJ/ with which X; is connected, that is, 
r (x;) = {y EX: (x;, y) E 1'}. The space of states If)1 of medium ;!t 
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is defined as the semi-module C (X) = {cp: X -+-A}. The one-para
meter family of states S = {S" t = 0, 1, 2, ... } is called an evolu
tion in disrrete time in medium cit (S 0 is the initial state in the evolu
tion) if states that are one step distant in time t are related thus: 

s,+1 = L.\fs,, i = o, 1, ... , (1.1.10.2) . 
where the endomorphism L M: H 111 -+- H M is determined by the 
characteristic function of the medium through the formula 

(L.,1 q>) (.r;) = E9 L (x;, xj) 0 q> (xj). 
xjEf\X;) 

(1.1.10.3) 

Equation (1.1.10.3) is called the generalized Bellman equation 
for a process S in a discrete medium df = (X, f, L, A). 

1.2 Analysis of Discrete Computational Media 
The operation of modern computational systems is based 

on thL• idea of parallelism in implementing computational operations. 
There are two ways in which computations can be parallel [1.16-1.181. 
The first involves parallel execution of computational operations on 
nonuniform calculating devices, that is, devices that differ in their 
functional characteristics. This method is widelv used in modern 
supercomputers, such as CRAY-1, CRAY-11, ·cYBER-205, and 
Elbrus. The second method employs homogeneous CS. It is most 
effective for solving problems whose algorithms of solution allow 
for a representation in the form of many identical collections of 
operations (local subprograms), whose execution can be carried out 
in parallel. Such are the problems of linear algebra (the reversal 
and multiplication of matrices, or the solution of systems of linear 
equations), adaptive and recursh·e filtration, fast discrete Fourier 
transformations, the ~olulion of systems of partial differential equa
tions, the problems of sorting. of optimization on graphs, and of 
pattern recognition. The nH'lhod is rralized in a n11mhf'r of modern 
CS. such as ILL L\C-1, PS-:WOU, PS-3000, DAP, SLI P-4. and ~y,;Lol ic 
array computers [1.17, 1.18). 

The increa~e in the speed of operation of nonuniform CS is rlosely 
Iinke<! with perferling the element basis, while the speed of homo
geneous CS dPpend" on the number .V of calrulating devicPs carr~·ing 
o11t tlw exPrnting local ~uhprograms (homogpneous elementary com
pntational syslpms). 

In this spclion wp will consider the mathematical modp\s for 
anal~·zin~ thP fnnclioning of homogL'IIl'OUs CS. \\'L• will allow for 
tile small paraml'll'f that arises quite natural\~· here, hE [0. 1). 
wliirh is invprsPiy proportional to the numhPr .V of homogeneous 
eiL•mentar~· romputatiounl sy~tems. The collection of homogeneous 
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elementary CS and the system of data exchange channels is commonly 
known as a computational medium [1.17, 1.19]. Below we give a 
formal definition of a discrete computational medium and consider 
the formulations and methods of solution of problems dealing with 
the organization of calculations in such a medium. The conditions 
(formulated in Section 1.2.1) that a discrete computational medium 
must meet ensure the possibility of passage to the limit in the small 
parameter h-+ 0 to the continuous model of a computational medium. 

1.2.1 Discrete Computational Medium 

Here we dpfme thP- concept of a discrete computational medium, 
the architecture of such a medium, and the characteristic of the medium. The 
architecture and the characteristic define in a unique manner the linear operator 
A in the space of states of the medium. 

We start by considering an ideal computational medium that 
completely fills the three-dimensional Euclidean space or a Euclidean 
plane (a flat structure). The effect that the finiteness of a medium has 
on the various processes taking place in a real computational medium 
with boundaries will be taken into account by stating the appropriate 
boundary conditions for each specific problem. 

Let us introduce Q = Q (Y, .'E), a translation-invariant lattice2 

in R 3
• This lattice can be specif1ed uniquely by iixing two sets of 

vectors, :t = {a1, a 2 , aa} and .'19 = {~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~a}. which form the base 
of the lattice. 1\'ote (see [1.20]) that the Yectors a 1 , a 2 , and aa are 
always assumed to be linearly independent; the parallelepiped built 
on these vectors is known as the elementary, or primitive, cell of 
the lattice. The lattice's base vectors drawn from the ongm, an 
apex of the primitive cell, are subjected to only one condition, 
namely, that 

3 

~ 1 = ~ r{ai=?-O::(r{::(1, j=1, 2, 3, i=l, 2, ... , q. (1.2.1.1) 
i=l 

The lattice Q (:t, .'19) is formed by all the points of the space (the 
lattice points, or sites) that are the terminal points of the following 
set of vectors: 

Q={.rlx=~i+ ± npi, ni=O, ±1, ±2, 
i=l 

i= l, 2, ... , q, j=1, 2, 3}. (1.2.1.2) 

2 For the sake of definiteness we take the three-dimensional case. 
All further discussions can be applied to two-dimensionallaLLic0s in R 2 wilh no 
modifications. 
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From the deftnition of a lattice there directly follows the invariance 
of the lattice with respect to the discrete group of translations T (Q) 
with generators Ta,. T,a., and Ta.,: the lattice transforms into itself 
under an arbitrary translation of the form T = k 1 Ta, + k 2 Ta, + 
k 3 Ta,. where k 1, k 2 , and k 3 are arbitrary integers, and Ta. a transla-
tion along the vector r:xi> j = 1, 2, 3. 

1 

Remark 1.2.1.1 A two-dimensional lattice with a pair of basis 
translation vectors a.1 and a. 2 on plane R 2 can be defmed in a similar 
manner. When base :If consists of only one vector, the lattice is called 
the Bravais lattice [1.81. This type of lattice plays and important 
role in solid state theory as the simplest model (two-dimensional 
or three-dimensional) of a crystal [1.21). 

Let M !l = (X, r, L, A) he a discrete medium (see Section 1.1.10) 
for whic·h the set of points X coincides with Q, a lattice with a given 
pair ('£, .:1f), and r = Q X Q. We introduce the following notation 
for the points of the medium: 'V x E X, x = (n, M. where n = 
(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) E ~3 , ~ E .-rl, are the "coordinates" in expansion (1.2.1.2) 
for a Yector terminating at x. The set of lattice sites K (n) = 
{x I x = (n, ~). ~ E '11} is said to he the cell of the medium with 
number n. 

The definitions that follow clarify the properties of the characteris
tic of connections L: Q X Q -A of the points of medium M !l 
depending on whether we are considering "internal" connections, 
that is, connections between the points in the medium, x = (n, M 
and x' = (n', B'). belonging to the same cell (n = n'), or"''external" 
connections, that is, connections between lattice sites belonging to 
different celles (n =1= n'). 

Definition 1.2.1.1 The map 1: l 3 - 2P possessing the property 
'Vn E l 3

, I (n) 3 0, is said to he the regulator of discrete medium .l/ !l 
if the characteristic function of the mcnium, L: r -A, satisftes the 
following condition: 

'Vn E 2.3, L ((n, ~). (n', B')) =I=.) ~ n- n' E I (n). 

(1.2.1.3) 

The• ~!'L of Yerlors l (11) -~ {1"1, t"2, ... , r;. ... , l'; E ..:::3} is said to 
he thP rPgulator of the medium in cell K (n): thr cardinal numoer, or 
po\\"l'r, of thi~ st•t, Jl (n) = If (n) I, will be railed the power of 
rpgulator f in the rPII with !lltl!lhrr 11. 

To dl'l'tne a di~crPtP romputational nn'dium let 11~ considPr the 
followin~ prnpPrtie~ of medium .l/ !l: 

(I) thP hornogl'nPity of the medium: thPre exists a map 
/. 1 : ~" 1: /.. I?__... A such that 'r/ ((n, ~). (n', B')) E r, 

/, ((11, 1~). (11', If))= /, 1 (11- n', B. B'); (1.2.1.4) 
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(2) the local property of the connections: there is a positive constant 
E such that 't/n E Z3 

I 't/v E t (n), 

II vII< E, (1.2.1.5) 
3 

with II vII the norm of vector v, say, II vII = ~ I vi I; 
i=l del 

(3) the regularity of the connections: the map f is constant, f (n) 
v 't/n E Z3

, and the power of the regulator is finite: 1 v 1 = p, 
pEN. 

Definition 1.2.1.2 A discrete computational medium is a medium 
M Q = {Q, f, L, A} for which the characteristic function (or the 
characteristic of connections) L possesses Properties (1 )-(3), that is, 
the homogeneity of the medium, the local property of the connec
tions, and the regularity of the connections. 

Remark 1.2.1.2 The given definition of a computational medium 
satisftes the requirements usually considered in the design of homo
geneous CS with a program-rearrangement structure [1.16, 1.17). 
The effectiveness of paralleling computations in such systems depends 
on the homogeneity of the medium, the local property of the connec
tions, and the regularity of the connections. By homogeneity of 
computational media we mean the similarity of the component 
structural elements (elementary processors, memory units, and data 
exchange circuits) in their functional characteristics, that is, the 
similarity of the elements proper (Property (1) with n = n') and 
the similarity of the connections between the elements (Property (1) 
with n =1= n'). The local property of connections in a computational 
medium means the property of data exchange circuits to estahlish 
connections only between close (in a certain sense) elementary pro
cessors (Property (2)), while the regularity of connections in a CS 
means that the connections are recurrent and of a single type (Prop
erties (1) and (3)). 

Let us now fix the semi-ring A and the group T a of translations 
in the lattice. Definition 1.2.1.2 implies that a discrete computational 
medium M!! is given if we have specifi.ed (a) the structural para
meters of the medium: .91 E ::t3 (the base of lattice Q), q E N (the 
number of elements in the base), V c 2?.3 (the regulator of the me
(Iium), pEN (the number of elements in the regulator), and e (the 
extent to which the connections are local); (b) the characteristic of 
these parameters: the map L 1 defmed in (1.2.1.3) and (1.2.1.4). 
Let us introduce the following notation: (15', q) = .9f q and (V, p) = 

VP" 
Definition 1.2.1.3 The pair ('.3' q• Vp) = Ar is said to be the 

architecture of the discrete computational medium, and the map 
£ 1 : V X OJl X .CJJ -A is called the architecture characteristic. 

The architecture of a medium and its characteristic defi.ne (see 
formula (1.1.10.3)) an endomorphism LJr: A-"- AX in the space 
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of the states of the medium, H 'M = Ax. In terms of coordinates 
(n, ~) of the points of the medium, this endomorphism has the form 

(LM<p) (n, ~) = (B (B L 1 (v, ~. W) 0 <p (n-v, Wl 
<EV fi'E;B 

= EB €B Lt<v, ~. Wl 0 T_vq; (n, W> V<p E A•, (1.2.1.6) 
vE V ~E.<:B . 

where T -• is the endomorphism of the shift gene;ated by the trans-

lation T -• E T (Q) by the vector -v, with (T -• (<p (n, W)) = 
<p (n - v, W)). 

If we assume the semi-module Co (X = Z 3 X .~) to be the semi
module Cc (Z3 , Aq) of functions on ;:p with values in Aq, where 
Aq is the direct sum A €B A €B ... €B A, and define, for each 

v E V, the endomorphism L (v) of semi-module Aq by the formula 

(L (u) g)(~)= EB Ldv, ~. Wl 0 g <W) Vf?E Aq, (1.2. L 7) 
lk~ 

then from formula (1.2.1.6) for L M as the endomorphism of semi
del 

~odule C( (Z3 , Aq) we obtain the following representation (L:.1 = 

L_,J): . . 
U-.,1!f) (n) = EB L (v) If (n-v). . (1.2.1.8) 

vEV 

llere cr (n) E Aq, n E .Z 3
, the column vector (!f.1 (n), !f 2 (n), ...• 

~q (n))T. In wh;~t follows the endomorphism LM = (L (~·0 ), ... , 

L (t·p- 1 )) will retain its mea?ing as the characteristic of the connec

tions in medium .1! g, with L (t';) being A-valued q-by-q "matrices" 

L (t';): Aq-+ Aq delined in (1.2.1.7); for the discrete computational 
medium .l/g we will use the following notation: .1/ 0 = (T.,. Ar, 

L~1 , A). Till' generalized Bellman (e\'olution) equation with a right
hand side .F, for the process soC {s, l c 0. I .... , s, E C( ( 3

, Aq)} 
taking place in a discrete medium .1/ Q ha!< llw form (d. ( 1.1.10.2)
(I.I.IO.:l)) . 

s1, 1 (n) " EB L (t·) s1 (n-t·) EB i' 1 (n), 
v:v 

s l1=o (n) = s0 (11). 

( 1.2.l.V) 

( 1.2.1. 10) 

IIPn• n E Z" is the Humhl•r of the l'll'l1ll'ntary rPll of Lhl' ml•dium, 
s 1 (n) is the .·1-\'alued \'ec:lor describing the slate of rell K (11) at 
tim!' I, lh1• romponl•nt sj (n), j • I, .... q, is thl~ stall' of tln• _ith 

point of the mPdium in cell K (n), endomorphism L (1·) is definPd in 
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(1.2.1.7), s0 : .l3 -+ Aq is the initial state in process s, and JFt: .l3 -+ 
A q is a given family of functions. 

We will study the steady-state Bellman equation corresponding 

to the endomorphism LM given by (1.2.1.8), or 

(1.2.1.11) 

where. ff E C_;; (.l3 , Aq) is a given function .Z.3 -+ Aq that is time 

independent. Solution s: z:a-+ Aq to Eq. (1.2.1.11) is said to be 
a steady-state process in medium M n· 

Remark 1.2.1.3 For q = 1 the base .99 = {~} is called a one-point 
base. Without loss of generality we can always assume in this case 
that'll consists of the zero vector ~ = 0. For ~ =1= 0 this can always 
be done by shifting the system of coordinates by vector ~· For a one
point base the points of a medium coincide with the vertices of 
primitive cells. Correspondingly, Eqs. (1.2.1.9) and (1.2.1.11) are 
"scalar" equatio_?-s with respect to the functions s: .Z. 3 -+A. The scalar 

endomorphism L (v) given by (1.2.1.7) will be denoted in this case 
by L (v). 

The majority of application problems considered in this section 
and in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 lead to scalar Bellman equations (q = 1, 
.'if = {0 }). The general case (q > 1) requires employing the operator 
calculus of functions of "noncommutative" linear "opera tors" that 
assume values in appropriate semi-rings and will not be considered 
here (except in specific problems discussed in Sections 1.2.4.1 and 
1.2.4.2). 

1.2.2 Solution of the Bellman Equation 
in a Discrete Computational Medium 

In this section we discuss the formulation of problems and ex
plicit formulas for the resolving operators for the evolution and steady-state 
Bellman equations in a discrete computational medium. The calculations are 
based on Duhamel's theorem (Section 1), the translation invariance of the 
equations, and, partially, on the results of Section 5. 

1.2.2.1 The Cauchy Problem 

Suppose that s1 E c0 (.Z.3 , A) satisfies the inhomogeneous 

equation 

St+ 1 (x) = EB L (v) 0 s1 (x- v) EB .Ft (x), x E Q = .Z.3 , 

t = 0, 1, ... , (1.2.2.1) 
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wilh the initial condition 

St=o (x) = s0 (x), 10 ~ So (x) ~ c 0, c0 = const, 

(1.2.2.2) 
where § 1: 71.. 3 -+A q is a given family of functions. 

Theorem 1.2.2.1 Let It. t = 0, 1, ... , be a family of functions 
uniformly bounded in t, I(]) ~ !F 1 (x) ~ c, x E Q, c = const, and let 
L (~·) ~ ~ V v E V. Then (1) problem (1.2.2.1), (1.2.2.2) has a 
unique bounded solution, and (2) solution s1 (x) can be represented in 
the form 

s1 (x) = s\01 (x) $ sf (x), x E Q, (1.2.2.3) 

where s\"' (x) and sf (x) are the solution to the homogeneous equation 
(Eq. (1.2.2.1) with S 1 (x) = 0) with the initial condition (1.2.2.2) 
and, respecti~·ely, the solution to Eq. (1.2.2.1) with a zero initial con
dition; the two solutions are given by the following formulas: 

s\"' (x) = $ X P (n) 0 s0 (x -An), 
nE:E 1 

sf (x) = $ $ :£ 1,n 0 .ifa.-t (x-An), 
o~a.~t nE:Ea. 

where u=(n1, ••• , np)E7l.!j., f_t=:Ul 

(1.2.2.4) 

(1.2.2.5) 

A=Asxp=[v1, v2 , ... , vp], 1:1 ={nE7l..!j., _i; n 1 =t}, 
1=1. 

~~ n 
Zr: 7!..~-+ A, :tp(n)=L01 (v1) 0 ... 0 L P(vp)· (1.2.2.6) 

The proof of the theorem follows fro!fl Duhamel's theorem in 

explicit form for the resolving operator R 1: s0 -+ s1 of the problem 
. 

s1+1 =LMs1, s! 1=o=s0, t=O, 1, (1.2.2.6a) 

where LM = $ L (L') T -n and T-v is the endomorphism of the 
•·E I' 

"shift" C) (Z3 ) -+C) (I") generated by the translation by vector 

(-z:): j·_,lf (x) = cr (x- z:). Obviously, 

il., ( EB /, (!') 0 T -v) 1 

n:\' 

EB EB ... $ L (~·;,) 0 !. (v;,) 0 •.• 0 L (vt,l 
it i:! it 

• • 0 

0 r_"il * r_,.;. * ... * r_,.;,· 
where f_,. * j·_" is a composition of rndomorphism~. T -u * T _,. 
• • .,~ I I 7· . .,, * T. "• - .T E 7!.. T-v. T -u I_,._,., aJH tence -u -· - -n,u-n,o• nz +. 
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u, v E 7l.3 • Therefore, if we allow for the idempotency of-EB and the 
' -· 

commutativity of 0, we can represent operator R 1 in the form 

where 

R1 = EB 
p 

Ln;=t 
i=l 

n 1ET + 

(1.2.2.7) 

nk times 

(:t' P (n) is the A-valued analog of the action integral along the 
trajectory f.!ro, 11 (n) that passes through the points ( ~. t = 0) and 
(x, t)), and 

del { P P } 
f.!ro. 11 (n)= n, x-~= ~ n 1v1, ~ n 1 = t 

i=l i=l 

(see [1.2,1.3)). 
A 

Applying operator R 1 (1.2.2.7) to s0 , we get (1.2.2.4). Formula 
(1.2.2.5) follows from Duhamel's theorem, in view of which the 
solution sf (x) to the problem 

St+ 1 = LMst EB S::n s1 (x) = lll (1.2.2.8) 
is given by the integral 

E9 del 

St = ) w (t, 1:) d•= EB w (t, 1:), (1.2.2.\:1) 
[O, I] o:;;;;~:;;;;t 

where W (t, 1:) = R (t-1:) J ~- 1 - Employing (1.2.2.7) and introduc
ing the variable a = t - 1:, 0 ::::;;; a ::::;;; t, we arrive at (1.2.2.5). The 
uniqueness of the solution to problem (1.2.2.6) follows from formula 
(1.2.2.7) and the property EB 2 = EB, while the uniqueness of repre-
sentation (1.2.2.5) for sf was proved in Section 1.1.8. 

Example. Let A be the semi-ring of the form (R 1 U {±oo }, EB = 
max, 0 = +). Let .'F (x) be independent oft, or·* 1 (x) = .'F (x). 
Finally, let s0 (x) = 0. Then (1.2.2.5) implies 

sr (x) = max nli\X 

p 

O<a:;;;;t p 

L n 1=a 
i=l 

niET+ 

where (L, n) = ~ L (v;) n 1• 
i=l 
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1.2.2.2 The Stabilization Caucby Problem 

This name is given to the following problem (see Sec
tion 1.0): lind 

lim s (x, t) ~ s• (s0), 
t-++ac 

where s (x, t) is the solution to the Cauchy problem 

s1+1 =LMs1$.if, :J:::;;;;I(x):::;;;;c, xEQ 
slt~o =So. 

(1.2.2.10) 

(1.2.2.11) 

Let us dl.'nute the resolving operator uf problem (1.2.2.10), 

(1.2.2.11) by Bso (with s0 fixed). Provided that lim L~=H"" and 
1-+oo 

. '<n . '<ndel 1 .,. 
lun L,11 = 11• ex1st, where LM = EEl LM, and that the limits are 
t-+x- h=O 

understood in the sense of strong convergence of the endomorphisms 
on the su hspace of b~unded functions taken from C J (Q), we can 

define the operator Bu.: CJ (Q) -+CJ (Q) by formula (1.5.1.8) 

(see Seetion 1.5): 

t .2.2.3 The Steady-slate Bellman Equation 

Let s satisfy the equation 

S=L_,rs$.F, o:::;;;; i'(x):::;;;;c, xER=Z3• 

( 1.2.2.12) 

(1.2.2. 13) 

Uy Yirtue of the results arrived at in Section 1.1.8, the general 
solution to Eq. (1.2.2.13ns the sum of an arbitrary solution !fo (x) 
of the appropriate homogeneous equation and a special kind of 
solution s'f of the inhomogeneous equa~ion that became known as 

the Duhamel solution. If for operator LM the conditions (1.2.1.1) 
and (1.2.1.S) art' met, s} is a solution to the stabilization Caurh~· 

prohlem nt s0 c.c j, that is, s} o~ BJ.if = H*J (see Theorem 1.5.1.1). 

Theorem I .2.2.2 The Duhamel solution to the generalized steady
state /Jell man cquat ion ( 1.2.2.1 :~) has the form 

s}(I)c ffi Y 1,(n)0f(x-An), 
uE: ~~ 

u·herc :£
1
, (n) L"' (v 1) 0 1."• (t·J 0 ... 0 L"r (vr), ,, 

~ L'jTII. 
1=1 

(1.2.2.1~) 

and .\11 = 
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Proof. From the definition of sr and formula (1.2.2.5) it follows 
that 

s}=limL<i/=lim EEl EEl Zp(n)0.F(x-An) 
t-+oo t-+oo O~a~t p 

~ n;=a 
i=l 

EEl EEl Zp(n)0fF(x-An) 
O~ct~CIO p 

~ n;=a 
i=l 

EEl Zp (n) 0 .F (x-An). 
n;EZ+ 

i=1, .•. ,p 

Example. Let A = ((R1 U {±oo W, EEl = min, 0 = +) and let 
G (x, x 0) be the solution to Eq. (1.2.2.13) with the right-hand side 
ff = ox, (x), where ox, (x) is the "delta function" with respect to the 
scalar product ( , }Ee in C 1(]1 (Q), 

{ 
] if X= x0, 

t)"'O (X)= n "f ....J-
V 1 X -r- X0 

(G (x, x0) is the analog of the Green function). Then, by virtue of 
the linearity of problem (1.2.2.13), formula (1.2.2.14) yields the 
solution sp for an arbitrary right-hand side, sp (x) = min {G (x, x0 ) + 

x, 
!T (x0)}. Say, for x E &':,if V = {1, -1} 'Vv, L (v) =] = 0, then 
G (x, x 0 ) = I x- x0 I; but if V = {1, -1 }, L (1) = +1, and 
L (-1) = -1, then G (x, x 0 ) = x - x 0 • 

1.2.2.4 The Steady-State Bellman Equation for a Restricted 
Discrete Computational Medium 

A discrete computational medium M is said to be restrict
ed if it contains an arbitrary but ftnite set of elementary cells, that 

is, I Q I < oo. We introduce the notation V = U V (n), where 
nEQ 

(the reader will recall) V (n) is the regulator of the medium at point 

n. A point n E Q for which V (n) = V is said to be an interior point 
o def ,..., 

of the medium, and Q = {n, V (n) = V} stands for the set of all 
interior points in the medium. The regulator of the interior points 

of the medium will be denoted by V. Let us define the boundary points 

of medium M as the complement aQ = Q""-Q; respectively, the 
regulator of the medium at a point n E aQ will be denoted by va (n). 

Obviously, Va (n) E V 'rJn E aQ. For all n E Q we introduce the 

set A (n) = {v E V, n- v E Q}. 
6-0105 
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Definition 1.2.2.1 A restricted discrete computational medium 
is sai!l to be regular if 

V (n) = A (n) '</ n E Q. (1.2.2.15) 

Note that for n E Q condition (1.2.2.15) is certain to be met. 

• T • 
__jv2 • ;) 

·_·, 
1
(i.J) •f .. ~ 

----

Fig. 1.2 

(~·--~--~--~---=~ 

iLl=¢. v=~o} 

Fil(. t.3 

C' 

r-

~ 

+ 

r& v 
~f.. 

3 
Q u. 

J ~ 
J. 

~ 

r3 ca Q v(n )'~'ll(n) 

v, ·---
• • 

Fil!. l.lo 

. v(n)'~'.A(n) 

o\l = ,-; 

;--.~ !.. .. .. . \. 
. ',._' , • ' .~' 3 . ~) 

ll~· thi~ d .. t",nition. a n•gnlar re~Lricted rumpulalional me!lium 
mn~· havr no boundar~· poinh and ron~i~l rnlir!'ly of inlt•rior points. 
Exa111plr~ of l'l'l.:lliar llll'dia arr ~hown in Figure~ 2 and :~. while 
FigurP ti I'I')H"I'~I'Ill~ a nonr,.gular (or irrl')o!lllnr) mr!lium. 
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Let us construct solutions to the steady-state Bellman equation 

in a regular discrete medium J;f n = (Q, Ar, LJ1 , A), wilh Ar = 

(q = 1, B = {0}; p, V = V U V0): 

s (n) = LM (V) s EfJ }:: (n), n E ~2. 
• 0 • 

LM (V) = E9 L (v) 8 T_"; 

s (n) = iM (V0) s EfJ .Fi) (n), n E aQ, 

LM(V0 )== EfJ L(v) 8 T_,. 
vEVO 

(1.2.2.16) 

For a regular discrete computational medium J/ satisfying the 
conditions that (i) Q is a convex set and (ii) L (v) ~ ~ '1:/ v E V 
we have the following 

Theorem 1.2.2.3 Let .?: Cc (2'3 ) -+A be a function obtained 

through a continuation of .F with zero :J outside Q, and let s~ be the 
fF 

Duhamel solution to the generalized Bellman equation for a discrete 

(unrestricted) computational medium !II/ CV) with regulator V, 
s~ (n) = i M (V) s*~ (n) EfJ .'i (n), n E 2'3 . g fF . (1.2.2.17} 

Then the restriction sg. In of function s*~ to Q constitutes a solution to 
Eq. (1.2.2.16). fF 

Proof. We will carry out the proof by using the discrete "continual" 
representation of solution s*~ in the form 

!F 

s*~ (X)= EfJ EfJ f (~) 8 .i (~) 1 X n:a 1 

fF ~EZ" J;:'EQ(~,x) 
where 

Q (~, x) = U Qo: (~, x), Qa(~, x) = U Q~ (~, .r), 
O~a~co nE l((J.) 

I(a)={n=(n;), i=1, ... , p, 

with 

Jl p 

x-~=-~n;V;, ~n;=a}, 
i=l i=l 

Q~ (~, x) ={~a(~, x), ~a(~, .r) 

= ( ~. ~ + v;,, ~ + v;, + v; 2 , ••. , ~ 
a. 

+~v;h)' (it, i2, ... ,i,.)Ela}· 
h=l 
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Here J a. is the set of permutations of length ct, 1-la. ( ~. x) is the trajec

tory of length a connecting points ~ and x, and 1 (1-la. ( ~. x)) = 
L"t (v1 ) 0 ... 0 L"P (vp) is the "contribution" of trajectory 

~a.(~. x) to s~ in medium M (V). By virtue of condition (ii), the 
.VF 

representation of the set of trajectories Q ( ~. x) that lead from ~ to 

x, and the delinilion of f, there exists an a 0 < oo such that 

s•- (x) c EB EB EB 8:1 I (Jl) 0 .i" (~). X E l.3 • (1.2.2.18) 
.VF CEll o.;;a.;;a.o nE I( a.) -E Qa.<" 

JJ. n •· xl 

!'\ow suppose that x E Q. Since 'rJ ~ E Q~ (~. x), we conclude that 

f (~) is independent of the interchange of the regulator vectors in
cluded in this route, and we have 

s:r (x) = EB EB l( EB I (Jl) 0 .'f (~)) 
:r CEll o.;;a..;;a.o nE irl(a.) 

EB ( EB /(!l) 0 .F (~))], (1.2.2.19) 
nEio(a.) 

where I 0 (a) is the set of all n E I (a) for which there is a trajectory 
flo ( 1;, x) E Q~ (~. x) all points of which lie in Q, and 7 0 (a) = 

I (a)'--./ 0 (a). By virtue of the condition that 'rJn E I (a), there is an 
n E I 0 (a) such that n; > n;, i = 1, ... , p, whereby, by virtue of 
the axioms of metric and structure on the semi-ring A and the con
dition that b ~ U ~ ~ EB b = ~ => 'rJa, a EB (a 0 b) = a, we 
have 

I (ft) -I (!l) 0 Lft-nt 0 ... 0 L;P-"P, 

where f! E Qr: (~. x) and Jl E Q~ (~. x). Combining this with condition 
n 

(ii), we obtain the formula 

s•- (x) -, EB EB EB I (!l) 0 .F (~), x E Q, 
.VF t;EO o.;;a..;;a.o uE Iu(a.) 

which, by virtue of the condition of regularity imposed on M 0 , can 
be transformed into 

s*,_, (x) '' EB EB f (f.l) 0 .F m. X E Q, (1.2.2.20) 
."1 ~eu 11E Q11<;. x l 

where Or1 (1;, x) is the ~et or all trajectories in medium JI o that 
connect point~ I; and x. The proof of the theorem is complete, since 
(1.2.2.20) ami the continual reprc~entation (1.2.2.16) of solution s 
(sec l 1.22-241) yil•ld s~ I 11 • s . 

. 'f 

Example. Let u~ sclerl a regular di~crcte medium .11 assuming that 
(1) Q (x E z .. 0 ~ x:::;; N), ;\'E.:+; 

(2) V (x) (0, 1 ), 1 ~ x ~ .V, V" (0) = {0}; 
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(3) A = (R1 U {±oo }, EB = max, 0 = +); 
(4) L (1) = t0 , t0 = const > 0, L (0) = {). 

85 

Then (1.2.2.16) assumes the form s (x) = max (s (x- 1) + t 0 , 

.F(x)), 1 ~ x ~ N, s (0) = .:F(O), where .F(x), 0 ~ x ~ N, is a 
given function, with -oo ~ ff(x) ~c. Computing the solution 
s_¥(x), x E 7!.., via formula (1.2.2.14), and taking its restriction to Q, 

we find that 
s(x)=s*-1 11 = max {.:F(x-~)+t0~}. 

:¥ o.;;;r..;;;x 

Remark 1.2.2.1 In what follows, if the contrary is not stipulated, 
it will be assumed that the restricted discrete medium M 11 , I Q I < 
oo, is regular and satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) and, hence, the 
assertion of Theorem 1.2.2.3. 

Remark 1.2.2.2 In the scalar case, if the contrary is not stip
ulated L (v0 = 0) = D. 

1.2.3 Activity of a Homogeneous Multiprocessor 
Computational System 

In this section we will describe the wavefront of a calculation 
process in a homogeneous computational system with an array architecture. 

For a nonrestricted computational medium M !l ~ Mcom = 

(Ta., Ar, LM, A), we defme the semi-ring A as the set {0, 1} with 
commutative semi-group operations EB = min and 0 = max and 
with neutral elements 0 = 1 and ] = 0, respectively. Let the 
base .'if of lattice Q be of the one-point type, !19 = {0}, and let the 
characteristic of connections, L 1 , admit the value ] . The evolution 
Bellman equation for medium Mcom has the form 

s1+dn)= EB st(n-v)= min {st(n-vi)}. (1.2.3.1) 
vEV t~i~p 

Suppose that the initial state of process s is 

{ 
0 if n€:w0, 

s1=o (n) = s0 (n) = ~ ·r E 
u 1 n w0, 

(1.2.3.2) 

where w0 is an arbitrary linite (compact) set in 1'.3 • Knowing the 
solution to problem (1.2.3.1), (1.2.3.2), namely, knowing St. t E 
10, T), T > 0 (see formulas (1.2.2.4) and (1.2.2.5)), we can fmd 
the set of the points of the medium, or 

(1.2.3.3) 
del 

where 11> 1 is the wavefront of process s at time t E 10, Tl, 11> 1 = 
{n, St (n) = ] }. We call W[O.TJ (Vp) the activity range of the com
putational medium Jicom over the time interval [0, Tl. 
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This model of a discrete medium Jllcom and a process {s1, t = 
0, I, ... } thar salislies (1.2.3.1) and (1.2.3.2) enallle analyzing, on 
the basis of formula (1.2.3.3), the functioning activity of a homo
geneous multiprocessor computational system controlled by a flow 
of data as a function of the architecture of the system. Within the 
framework of the model suggested here, a point n E Q of the medium 
corresponds to an elementary processor in a homogeneous computa
tional system, and the vector v E V defines the channel of data ex
change in the direction from processor n - v to processor L". The 
stale s1 (n) at timet = 0, 1, ... admits only two values: s1 (n) = l 
means that processor n is executing calculations, or is active, and 
s 1 (n) = 1()1 means that processor nisin the "wail" state. The operation 
of a multiprocessor CS (see [1.4-1.7)) presupposes that each elemen
tary proeessor functions according to its own individual (local) 
program, in which the existence is stipulated of operators of data 
exchange Lletween neighlloring processors along connections u allowed 
for in the system (v E V). It is also assumed that processor n will 
become active at time t + 1 when it receives the results of calcu
lations carried out Lly the neighboring processors, which have termi
nated their operation at timet. The latter condition is satisfied thanks 
to Eq. (1.2.3.1). For a given connection architecture Ar = (V1, {0}), 
tlw set w 1o.TJ (l'p) stipulates the processors in the computational 
system that have terminated their operation, that is, wrre actin• 
at limPs t E [0, Tl. At time zero, the set of active prorrssors. w0 

(1.::!.:t2), is drlermined by the now of data into the system at t = 0 . 
.-I model nf an array proressor. The pre\"ious model make~ it possi ule 

to drsrrihr the operation of a homogrneous computational system 
with the so-railed array structure (an arra~- processor) 11.1, l.:i, 1.71. 

;\ discrete computational medium .\/rom -= (Ta, .'\r, i_,1 , A) 
corresponding to an array processor [ l.:i, l.til is detrnni11Pd hy the 
following valtu•s of its pararnetrrs: ~~ is a two-dimensional lattice 
con;:i;:ling of .Y tirnr;: X(.\" a po;:itive inlegrr) primitivr cell,:; the 
unit yp,·tor,.: Ta i11 H~. 11·ith o: 1 -~ (0, I) and o:~- (I, 0), are thP gPnera
tor;: of thP Lranslatio11 group (see Figure:.!); the arrhitPrltii"P of the 
arra\ pi'Oce;:;:or i;: 1'1xPd h~· the oiiP-poilll hasP -II = {II 1 and thP 
rrgulalor 1" 1. (11), which as;:umrs thr follo1ving 1·aluP~: 

( il) ,, :! and 1· 
3 

d•) ror II f r!U U 1';, wherr 
i I 

r, {ti. 1), i ·• x J. 
1', :ll.j),j :!, ... ,X). I'" {tl.l!). d.:!.:l.T) 

Wl' 111111' ,, and I'" (11) (-:x~ 1 if II E r,. i' I and \'"Ill) ~ 

{'.£ 1: if 11 E 1'.,. and I' (I and \'" 111) 0 i[ 11 E 1'~: /._,/ and .1 
<Jre ti1P ;:amP il~ in SPrlion 1.:.!.1. 
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The calculation process s1, t = 0, 1, ... , in such a medium satisfies 
the following system of equations (see (1.2.3.1) and (1.2.3.2)): 

s1+1 (n) =min {s1 (n-ct1), s1 (n-a2)} 

=min{se(i-1, j), s1 (i, j-1)}, 

nEQ, n=(i, j), i, jE2, ... , N, 

s1+dn)=min{min{st{n-v)}, .!f'e(n)}, nEoQ, 
vEVa 

stlt=O (n) = s0 (n), 

(1.2.3.4) 

(1.2.3.5) 

(1.2.3.6) 

where .1F 1 is a function oQ --+A given for every value of t. 
The "source" .1F 1 (n) in the right-hand side of (1.2.3.5) describes 

the interaction of the processors lying at the boundary of the medium 
with the external memory controlling the calculation process. The 
value .1F1 (n) = TI means that at time t the processor n E DQ is 
allowed either to transform the results of its calculations to the 
memory or to receive new data from the external memory in accord
ance with the calculation algorithm. 

For example, for the case where .1Ft (n) = ] and s1 lt=o (n) = 
c'l (n - n0 ), where 

{ 
11 if n=n0 = (1, 1), 

6(n-n0)= ""f ..J... 
v 1 n -r- n 0, 

(1.2.3. 7) 

we can find the activity range of the array processor, W[o.Tl (Vp), 
by (a) soh·ing Eq. (1.2.3.5), employing Duhamel's theorem, (c) soh·
ing Eq. (1.2.3.4), and (d) employing (1.2.3.3). From the explicit 
formulas (1.2.2.4) and (1.2.2.5) for the solutions, we readily get 

_ { {(i, j), i + j = T, i~ 1} if O:o;;;;,T~2N- 2, 
W[o, TJ (VJ!)- 0 if T>2N -2. 

Remark 1.2.:·U Let the function fft (n), n E i.JQ, be such that 
Vt !Ft (i, l)c= !Ft (i, N) and .1Ft (1, j) = fft (N, j), i = 1, ... , N, 
j = 1, ... , 1\'. In this case, replacing Eq. (1.2.3.5) with the periodic 
boundary conditions 'r/t ~ 0 s1 (n+Nct1)= s1 (n) and s1 (n+Na 2 ) = 
St (n), we obtain the following Bellman equation on the torus T~: 

st+1 (n) =min {min {s1 (n-v)}, .1F1 (n)}. 
vEV 

In the c.ommon linear case, a similar problem for a crystal with 
Born-von Karman boundary conditions has been discussed in [ 1.12]. 

1.2.4 The Effectiveness of Parallel Programs 

The concept of a generalized Bellman equation applied to dis
crete computational media makes it possible, at least in principle, to solve the 
problem of designing homogeneous computational systems from the stand-
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point of the highest effectiveness of realization in such computational media 
of the necuted programs for a given class of problems. On the basis of the so
lution to the Bellman equation, we estimate the effectiveness of parallel pro
grams for matrix multiplication, LU-expansion of a matrix into two triangulu 
matrices, and solution of systems of linear equations. 

The problem of designing a computational system lies in the choice 
of the architecture corresponding to the discrete computational 
medium M 12 that provides an optimal value for the quality criterion 
y (Ar) of the architecture Ar = ( V 1., .if 9 ). It has been established 
that all such criteria are linear in spaces with values in certain semi
rings (cf. Section 1.3). For example, 

y (Ar) = ~ v (x) min T (P) or 
xEK PE_JJ(Ar, ;r) 

y (Ar) =max min T (P), 
xEK PEf/J(Ar, x) 

where K is the given class of problems being solved, T (P) is the 
time of execution of program P E ~ (Ar, x), ~ (Ar, x) is the set of 
ali programs that solve the problem x E K with a selected architec
ture of the computational system, and v (x) is the relative frequency 
of solution of problem x by the user. Thus, the problem of designing 
a CS has been reduced to estimating the time T (P) of execution of 
the problem P E ff (Ar, x) that solves problem x E K with the given 
architecture Ar (J/ 0 ) of the discrete computational medium J/ g. 

Suppose that we have selected a homogeneous computational 
system for solving problems of a given class K, that is, suppose that 

• de! 
thediscretecomputationalmedium .lf!l = (T.,.,Ar,LM,A) = .ucom 
is given. 

A program P E ~ (Ar, x) is understood to be a parallel program 
constituting a collection of local programs3 , which, generally speak
ing, depend on parameter n E Q, or P = {P 1"" (n), n E Q}, and 
interact via the operators of interprocessor data exchange operators 
"P 1 T" and "GET". Let us describe these operators. To this end, we 
use the given architecture Ar = (V 1., .iil'q) to deline the set 

v• = v u v- u {O}, ( 1.2.4.1) 

where,. i~ the regulator in medium Jtrom, and v- { -r·, L' E V}, 
and we 1'1x tile numbering of the elements in P, or l" = ko• L"p ..• , 

F~o ... , r·.J, where r·0 - 0, l- 0, 1, ... , s, s = 2p', p' <p. 
ThP numbering of the elements in set l'• 1'1xes the po~sible oper

ator~ of inlerprore.~sor data exchange, precisely, the operator GET l, 
(I): and the operator PUT /, (I); where (!) is the identilier of the 

> lien· ploc ( 11 ) is understood Lo be a program for a single-proces
sor computN. 
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variable, and l = 1, ... , s. Local programs will be described via 
the Dijkstra controlling structures IF ... FI and DO ... OD. The 
parametrization of a local program ploc (n), n E Q is carried by the 

der 
operands eli, with eli = n;, where n; is the ith coordinate in n = 
(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) E Q. 

Let us refine the statement of the problem of estimating the time 
T (P) for execution of the program P. Let P be a given program 
taken from the set of all the programs !f (Ar, x) that solve problem x 
with the selected architecture of the computational system, P = 
{Ploc (n), n E Q}, and lett (Pioc (n)) be the time of termination of 
the local program on processor n, while t0 is the time at which the 
processors in the computational system begin to be loaded with the 
local programs. Then 

T (P) =max {t (P 10
c (n))}- t0 • ( 1.2.4.2) 

nHl 

It appears that the function n-+ t (P 1oc (n)), which, by virtue 
of (1.2.4.2), determines the time T (P) of execution of the entire 
program P, may be effectively calculated on the basis of the solution 
to the generalized steady-state Bellman equation (1.2.1.11) in the space 
of functions with values in the semi-ring A = (R!, EB =max, 0 = + ). 

der P 
The discrete computational medium M Q = JJP = (T a. ArP, 

Lfr, A) that fixes the coefficients in this equation is determined by 
program P in the following manner: 

(1) T~ = Ta.; 
(2) VP (n)!:; V', where V• was defined in (1.2.4.1), n E Q; and 

(3) the base 9B P and the characteristic of connections L = 
• • • M 
Lf (v0), Lf (v2 ), ••• , Lf (v,) are determined uniquely by the text 

of local program ploc (n) and the time of execution of elementary 
operations in the program. 

Let us now describe the procedure of constructing the base fBP and 

the endomorphism iJ;. By Tr ploc (n) = { ~;.. 1 ~ i ~ M} we 
denote the trace of ploc (n), a quantity that represents the sequence 
of elementary operations carried out by processor n operating accord
ing to program ploc (n). Let the function f: Tr ploc (n)-+ R~ 
specify the time of execution of elementary operations in program 
ploc (n). Next we defme the sets Vv1 E VP"- {0} 

K-(n, vz)={i, (~;=GETZ, (J);)V(s;=PUTZ, (!);) 
l = 1, ... , s}, 
K- (n) = U K- (n, v1), K• (n) = {i, i-1 E K- (n)}, 

v1evP'\ I OJ 

K (n) = {1} UK- (n) U K• (n) U {Q + 1}, 
(1.2.4.3) 
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with Q = I Tr ploc (n) I, n E Q. On set K (n) we fix the ordering 
celation for i 0 , where i 0 : K (n)-. {1, 2, ... , I K (n) 1}, precisely, 
i 0 (i) < i 0 (i') <r=>i < i' Vi' E K (11), ViE K (n), i ¥=- i'. The pair 
(K, i 0 ) sperifle!" the base J9P via formula (1.2.1.1): 

3 

~ (m) = ~ ri (m) a.1, ri (m) = (1- i)/i, 
i=l 

i=1, ... ,q, q=IKI, 

where 111 E K, with i = i 0 (m). 

(1.2.4..4) 

Remark 1.2.4.1 Since data is exchanged between processors in 
a pair if and only if one of the two is -executing operator GET and 
the other, operator PUT, we have 

0 

IK-(n, vr)I=IK-(n+vr, -v1)1 VnEQ, l=l, ... , s, 

Vi ~11 ;¥=~11 • •• k;EK-(n, v1), kiEK-(n+v~o -vr). 
1 

that is, if ~~~;=PUT, then ~~~:=GET and, respectively, if ~~~; = 
1 

GET, then ~11 : =PUT. The characteristic of connections, LM, in 
1 

. p • • • • 
med1um M, or LM=(L(O), L(v1), l=l, ... , s), w1ll be defined 
by the following formulas: 

f "i··-1 
~ !(~;·)if i=j+1, 4 

u=v0, Lu(O, n)=) ;::hi · (1.2 .. 5) 

l u if i * j + 1, 

del • 
I (n, Vr) c~ {io (x), X E K- (n, Vr)} 

-v1), 1=1, ... ,s, 
otherwise, 

(1.2.4.6) 

is a~~umed lo he onlered in such a way that ir, < ir,¢:>1' 1 < ~'2· In 
(1.:!.1 .. -l), t, f (~),with ~=GET or \;=PUT, is the lime of 
P\l'CIItion of inlerprocessor data exchange operations. 

Rt'lllllrk 1.2.-'i.:.! ll follows from the delinition of a parallel pro
!{ram /' and fol'llllllil~ (1.2.'J.3) and (1.:!.4.6), that the meJium .1fP 

,·one~ponding to this program is generally nol homogeneous (19 q = 
/i',

1 
(II). /. /,(II, 1· (11)), n E Q). Yel it is possible (see below) Lo 

partition lht• lallin• ~~ into subregion~ {Qa, a.= 1, :.!, ... , -:t 0 } in 
such a wa~· that the corresponding media are homogeneous and, 
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hence, to reduce the solution of problem (1.2.4.2) to the consecutive 
solution of the Bellman equations in the homogeneous media 
;vJP (Qa), a E 1, ... , a 0. 

Let us use specific examples to illustrate this approach to estimat
ing the time of program execution. Suppose that we have fixed the 
architecture of a homogeneous CS. Let us assume, for the sake of 
definiteness, that we have chosen the architecture of the process 
ex ami ned in Section 1.2.3 (see p. 000), that is, Ar = (V p, .'19 = {0 }), 
where Vp = {a1 , a 2 } = {(1, 0), (0, 1)}. Then 

v- = {(-1, O), (O, -1) }, 

vs = {uo = (0, 0), VI = (-1, 0), ~·2 = (0, -1), 

v3 = (1, 0), v4 = (0, 1)}. 

Hence, the admissible operators of in terprocessor data exchange in 
the language of program description are GET l, (!);and PUT l, (!); 
with l = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let us now consider in greater detail the simple 
example of multiplication of two square (N-by-N) matrices A and B. 

1.2.4.1 A Parallel Program of Matrix Multiplication 

Let us decompose matrix A in its columns and matrix B 
in its rows: 

A= (a~> a2, ... , aN], ai =(a}, ... , af)T, i = 1, ... ,N; 

B= [b~> b2, ... , bN]T, b; = (bl, . . . , bf), i = 1, ... ,N . 

"'e represent the product of these two matrices, C =A x B, in 
the form 

N 

C=AXB= ~ a;Xb;. 
i=l 

(1.2.4. 7) 

Let us assume that the initial data in the program, the matrices A 
and B, are stored in the external memory modules: matrix A in the 
left memory modules in rows and matrix B in the right memory 
modules in columns (see Figure 1.5). Matrix C = A X B obtained 
as a result of executing the program P "1 x 8 is stored in the memory 
of the elementary processors in the CS (the matrix element C u is 
stored in the memory of processor n c= (i, j), i, j = 1, ... , N). 

Remark 1.2.4.3 In the given case, to simplify the program we 
assume that (a) the "dimensionality of the array processor" (the 
number of primitive cells in the computational medium JJcom) and 
the dimensionality of the problem being solved (the size of matrices 
A and B) coincide, and (b) on a part of the boundary of the medium, 
dQ = {(i, j) I i =Nor j ~ N} (see Figure 1.5), the operations of 
data transfer PUT 3, (!)and PUT 4, (!), respectiYely, are suppres-
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serl. In general, a special operator is required to establish the bound
ary of an array consisting of processors on which data transfer oper
ations will be suppressed. 

C.] -Processor n= ( n1 , n2 ) 

~ - Memory module 

l'ig. 1.5 

lll're is the lex l of a po~sible local program for solving problem 
( 1.:!.:\. i). 

l'rogram P~xll (n): 

(" 0; 
IHI I ~ .\ => 

( )) ) . 

I ~ I; 
<;ET I, A; 
CET :!, B; 
l'UT :l, A; 
l'UT -'t, B; 
C C A • B; 
I I I 

(1.:!."-H) 
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Using formulas (1.2.4.3)-(1.2.4.5), we can lind the base and charac

teristic of connection of the medium M~AxB = (T~. ArP, Lft, A), 
where P = {P1oc (n), n E Q }. 

Remark 1.2.4.4 In this case, as the text of the program (1.2.4.8) 
shows, the local program is independent of the number of the proces
sor n E Q. Let us now define 

Tr ploc (n) = { ~~ = "="; ~2 = "="; ~3 = "<=="; 

(~101 _6 ="GET 1"; ~101_5 ="GET 2"; 

~1 or- 4 ="PUT 3"; ~101 _ 3 ="PUT 4"; 

~101-2 = "*"; ~lOl-l = "-1-"; ~101 = "=-=="; 

~101 +1 =-= "~-"; ~101 +2 = "="; 

~101 +a ="<=";)I= 1, ... , N}, Q = 10N +3. 

Let us rlefme the function 1: Tr ploc (n) -+ R~, or 

I("=")= t=, I("<=")= t~, I("+") = t+, I("*")= t*, 

1 ("GET 1") = 1 ("GET 2") = t ("PuT :n = 1 ("PuT 4") 

~~ ln, (1.2.4.9') 

and the set (see (1.2.4.3)) 

K- (n, v1 ) = {10/-6, I= 1, N}, 

K- (n, v2 ) = {10/-5, I= 1, ... , N}, (1.2.4.9") 

K- (n, v3) = {10/-4, I= 1, ... , N} (v3 = -v1 ) 

K- (n, v4) = {10/-3, I= 1, ... , N} (v4 = -v2 ) 

and, respectively, the sets (see (1.2.4.6) and (1.2.4.3)) 

l(n, v1 ) ={51- 3, I= 1, ... , N}, j (n, v2 ) ={51- 2, 

I = 1, ... , N}, 
i(n, v3 ) ={51- 1, I= 1, ... , N}, I(n, v 4 ) = {5/, I= 1, ... , 

N}, (1.2.4.9"') 
K- (n) = {10/- j, j = 3, 4, 5, G, I= 1, ... , N}, 

K+ (n) = {10/- j, j = 2, 3, 4, 5, I= 1, ... , N}, 

K (n) = {1} U {10/- j, j = 2, 3, 4, 5, G, I = 1, ... , N} 

U {10N -1- 4}. 

Thus, the number of elements in base 'iJP is 1 K (n) 1 = 5N + 2. 
Using formulas (1.2.4.3)-(1.2.4.5), we write the characteristic of 
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connections, I'M• element by element (i, j = 1, ... , 5N + 2): 

ln' 

i=j+1, j=1, 

i=j+1, j=51-l, 
r 

2t= + t,;;;;. 

l=O, 1, 2, ~. 1=1, ... , N, 

2t=+2t++t.+t.;;. i=j+l, j=51+1, 
1=1, ... ,N, 

l,ij(Vo)=J 

l 
[,ij (vi)= { 

{,ij (v2) = { 

L;j(v3)= { 

0 

tn' 
J 

ln, 

J 

tn, 

0 

otherwise 

i =51 -2, j =51 -1, I~ 1, ... , N, 
otherwise, 

i=o 51-J, j= 51, I= 1, ... , N, 
otherwise 

(1.2.4.10) 
i =51, j=51-3, I, • 0 ., N, 

otherwise, 

{ 
tn, i=51+1, j=51-2, 1=1, ... , N, 

LiJ (v4) = 0 otherwise. 

The text of program ploc (n) is used to determine the state vector 
s,. = (s 1 , •.• , s5 N+ 2 ) of medium .lfPAxB; s1 (n) is time of'iuitiation 
of ploc (n), s2 (n) is the time when the first iteration starts, s51 _ 2 (n) 
is the eiHI of operation GET 1, A, s51 _ 1 (n) is the time of termination 
of operation GET 2, B, s51 (n) is the time of termination of operation 
PUT :1, A, s51 +1 (n) is the time of termination of operation PUT 4, B, 
and s51 +2 (n) is the time of termination of the llh operation of a 
eyrie of the program, I~., I, ... , N. 

Assertion 1.2.4.1 The time of execution T (P) of program P AXB 
(1.2.4..H) for soldng problem (1.~.4.7) of multiplication of matrices A 
and /J is giren by the formula 

(1.2.4.10') 

u·ltere ssN+t (11) is a component of solutions of the steady-slate Bellman 

t'lflllllilill for medium .1JPA dl ll'ith a right-hand side .F equal to 

{ 
t 1 (fl. ) , i = 1 , . __ 

f;(n)· .. I t--1, ... ,;)N!2, (1.2.4.11) 
..) t> ' 

whae 11 111) is the litnt' of termination of the loading of prn.~ram. 

/'~~·~~~Ill) into fii"O('t'SSI/1" II En. 
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Proof. The proof follows from (1.2.4.2) and the algorithm for the
construction of process s in the discrete computational medium 
MPAxB, (1.2.4.8)-(1.2.4.10'). 

Let us find the solution to problem (1.2.4.10'), (1.2.4.11). To 

this end we consider a discrete computational medium ill Q = 

(fa, Ar, L'M, A) for which the lattice Q and the translation group Ta. 
are the same as for an array processor (see p. 000). We select the
architecture and the characteristic of connections as follows: 

Ar ((p = 4, V), (~, q =::: 2)), ? = {v0• = (0,_0), v1.= (1, ?), F 2 = 
(0, 1), v3 = (1, 1)}, and L'M = (L (v0 ), L (u1), L (u2), L (u3 )), L (~·;) = 
t~ 0 cr;, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, where 

. 
Let R~ be the resolving operator of the problem 

M 

(1.2.4.12) 

Assertion 1.2.4.2 The solution s E Co, (Q, Aq), q = 5N + 2, 
to the Bellman equation for medium MP AxB with the right-hand side .T 
taken from (1.2.4.11) is determined uniquely by the solution to problem 
(1.2.4.13) for medium M Q; in particular, for the component s5.v. 2 (n), 
of vector s (n) the following representation holds true: 

(1.2.4.14} 

where R ~ is the resolving operator of problem (1.2.4.13), A= 
M 

[
T,2 ij ] . 
• • , and f<OJ (n)= (F~"' (n) 0 tP, F~"' (n + v1) 0 tp) 7 , with Fi"'(n) = 
T v3 Tv1 

t1 (n) + 2t= + t~, where parameters t=, t+, t~, tP, and t1 (n) have 
been defined earlier, and t~ = 2t= + 2t+ + t* + t~. 

Proof. We will prove this assertion in two stages. First in view 
of the cyclicity of rnatrix L (v), v E V (see Eq. (1.2.4.10)), the initial 
Bellman equation (1.2.1.11) with right-hand side.:T (1.2.4.11) can be 
transformed to an equiYalent one-parameter family of equations of. 
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the type 

wo> (n) = LWei> ~ Fel-l>, with I the parameter, 

I= 1, ... , N, n E Qcom, (1.2.4.15) 

pen (n) = (Wef>, J, 0, 0, 0, O)T, I ~ 1, ... , N- 1, 

Fe0> (n) = (1 1 (n) -l- 2t= i- t.;;;. J, 0, J, 0, J)T, (1.2.4.16) 

where L = {L (L·h), k = 0, 1, 2, :{, 4}, Lii (vk) = L;+1,1+1 (vk), 
i, j ~ I, 2, :1, 4, 5, 6 and Lu (uk) is defined in (1.2.4.10), while the 
components of solution wen are expressed in terms of solution 
$ E A'>N+2 thus: we~) (n) = 851 +k-4 (n), k = 1' 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Next, 
the system (1.2.4.15) can be reduced by the method of elimination 
to a system of two equations in the components wep (n) and weJ> (n): 

W~l) (n) = r/-1) 0 tn ~ W~l) (n- Vt) 0 t~ ~ W~l) (n- V3) 0 t~, 
(1.2.4.17) 

n·~0 (n) = F\1 -n(n+v1) 0 tn ~ w</>(n) 0 t~ ~ J.V~0 (n-~·2) 0 t~. 
with 

(1.2.4.17') 

Introducing the matrices cr;, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (see (1.2.4.12)) and the 
notation 

!0
> (n) = (F\ 0 (n) 0 t,., F\Il (n + v1) 0 ln), I= 0, ... , 1\' -1, 

(W~l) (n), w~l) (n))T = u<I> (n) E A2, 

we write system (1.2.4.17) in the form 

u(I)(n)=L-u<n(n)~fu-n(n), 1=1, ... ,N. (1.2A.18) 
M 

Emplo~·ing (1.2.4.16), we can easily express f< 1> in terms of JO-l> 
thus: 

fe I) -= t 0 c 0 - vo R f( l-1) 
[

T U ] • 

n I "' "' f ' 
T-va T -v1 A 

(1.2.4.19) 

wl1Prr R- is the rc>solving operator of problem (1.2.4.13), and 
M 

: [r_, .. n ] 
tlu· action of thP rndomorphism matrix ,\ = {t.ii] ~ • 

T _,., T-v, 
on thl' 11-\·a!uc>d vc>rtor u (n) ~~ (11 1, u 2)T is defined by the rela-

tion~h i I' (.\rt); (n) ~ · ~ 'A.1;u 1 (n). Then (1.2.4.19) yields t-" -ll = 
i=l 
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ef-t 0 (AR~)N-t f<0>, where c2 = tn 0 c1• Hence, u<N> = R111J<N-1l = 
M 

cf- 1 0 R111 (AR~)N-t f<0>. By virtue of (1.2.4.17') we finally es
M 

tablish that s5N+2=t~N- 1 0 tf 0 [T_v2 ]JR~(AR~)N-
1 f<0>. 

111 111 

Assertion 1.2.4.3 The resolving operator R ~ of problem 
111 

(1.2.4.13) has the form 

(1.2.4.19') 

A A 

Proof. We have R~ =lim R1, where R, is the resolving opera-
lH t--+oo 

A 

tor of the Cauchy problem v1+1 = L~v1 El1 .~. vlr=o = 0. As in the 
M 

scalar case, Duhamel's theorem yields 

EB 

Vt= j R,_,IF= El1 (.~aJ'-v;)'-"'.F, p=jVj. 
O~-c~t O~'t~i 1-l 

Using the obvious "commutation" relations for the A-valued matrices 

a;, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, a~= cr~ =:OJ, cr; = cr2 , cr; = 0' 2 , cr;cri = 5, 
(i, j) E {(0, 2), (1, 0), (1, 2), (2, 1), _{2. 3), (3, 1)}, 0' 00'1 = 0' 0 , 0' 30' 2 = 

cra, O'oO'a = 0'2, 0'10' 3 = 0'3 , where 0 is the null matrix, the operator 
methods developed in [1.13), and, in particular, formulas taken from 
[1.14), we obtain 

A (·*I) a I 2(n-(i+1)v1-(j+1)v2} 
(

max {.F 1 (n- (i + 1) v1 - jv2), ) 

R 1 ,- = max 2tn 0 max ~ . . • 
. 'I" 2 o.;;a.;;t i+i=a-1 max {c¥-_: (n- W.1 -JV2!, 

f 2 (n- w 1-(J + 1) v 2)} 

Passing to the limit as t-+oo, we get (1.2.4.19'). 
Corollary 1.2.4.1 The time T (P) of execution of pro,:;ram P AXB 

is equal to 

T (P) = t, (1, 1) + N (8tn + t.) + t1 - 2tn, t 1 = 2t= + t.;;, 
t. = tl + 2t+ + t*, 

where tt (1, 1) is the time it takes to load P~~B (n) by an optimal loader 
into processor n = ( 1, 1). 
7-0105 
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1.2.4.2 A Parallel Program of L U -upall8ion 

Statement of the problem. Given a homogeneous multi
processor computational system, specify a parallel program and 
estimate the time of its execution for solving the problem of repres
enting an N-by-N matrix A in the form ~ · 

A= Llx U ~: :·. 

(the L U-expansion), where L is the lower triangular matrix with 
units on the principal diagonal, and U is the upper triangular matrix. 
Suppose that we have decomposed the matrix L in its columns and 
matrix U in its rows, as in Section 1.2.4.1: 

N 

A=~ L 1U1• (1.2.4.20) 
i=l 

The calculation scheme of the L U-expansion is as follows: 

A<t>=A, A<i+t>=A<i>-L 1U1, i=1, ... , N-1, 
where 

U1 ={0, 0, ... , 0, aW, a~~~ 1 , ••• , a\f.J}, 
L 1 {0 0 0 (i) (i) (i)}T 

I = (';') ' ' ..• ' ' a;; ' ali+ It ••• ' a iN • 
aii 

(1.2.4.21) 

Here is the text of a possible local program for sohing problem 
(1.2.4.20). It is assumed that matrix A and the results of cale~dating 
matrices L and U are stored in the memory of elementary processors 
of the computational system. 

Program Pi"~ (n): 

IFm1<=m2=:--Q = m1-1; 
::!tm2<=rn1=>Q= rn2 -1; 
FI; 
I = 1; 

DO I<= Q =>GET ~. U; PCT 4, U; 
GET 1, L; PUT 3, L; 
A = A - L • U; I = I -i- 1; 

OU; 

!Ft:ll >rn:!=>PUT4,A; U=A; 
ctrl:ll -= t:l:!=>H = 11.4; PUT 4, R; U= A; 

(U.4.22) 

:±! l:ll < l:l:! =>GET 2, R; PUT!,, R; L =A • R; PCT ;{, L; 
Fl. 

Tl11• di~crete computational medium MPL[j for program (1.2.4.22) 
i~ dPtPrminPd h~· the general formulas (1.2.'\.:~)-(1.2."1.6). Omitting 
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the intermediate computations, which are similar to those in program 
P,1 x 8 , we note only the form of the set K (n) (see (1.2.4.3)): 

K (n) = {1} U {10I- J, J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, I= 1, ... , Q} 

U {10Q + J, J = 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, n 1 < nd 
U {10Q + J, J = 6, 8, 9, 10, n 1 = n 2 } 

U {10Q + J, J = 6, 7, 8, n1 >n2 }, 

where Q = min (np n 2 ) - 1, with (np n 2 ) the coordinates of an 
elementary processor in the computational system. Hence, the 
power of base 'll (n) of the local 
program Pt;!f; (n) is I K (n) I = 
5 min (fiu n 2 ) + sgn ( n2 - n1 ) 

and, therefore, medium .VPLu 
is nonhomogeneous. l\" ote that at 
n 1 = n 2 a new element 10Q + 6 
is included in the set K (n). 
This makes it possible, as in 
Assertion 1.2.4.1, to reduce the 
Bellman equation corresponding 
to the nonhomogeneous medium 
MPLu for a steady-state process s: 
Q-+ AIK(n) I to a system of Bell
man equations each of which 
is related to a nonhomogeneo11s 
medium. It proves possible (see 
Section 1.2.4.1) to break up 
the lattices of these media into 
subregions in such a manner that 

Fig. 1.6 

the discrete computational media corresponding to this separ
ation are homogeneous and, hence, regular (see p. 000). Let us 
consider the re~tricted nonhomogeneous media Jl1 R and Jlf G whose 

4 
lattices allow for the separations QR = U Qi and QG = Q 2 U Q4, 

j=! 
respectively, as shown-in Figure 1.6. Here 
QI = {(I, I)}, Q 2 = {(I, j), I+ 1 ~ j ~ N}, 
Qa = {(i, I), I+ 1 ~ i ~ N}, Q 4 = {(i, j), I+ 1 ~ i, j ~ NJ, 

and I is a parameter (the number of iterations in Pl0r'i (n)), with 
I = 1, ... , Q. The homogeneous computational media ~orrespond-

ing to these separations are Mi (R) = ~Qir Ari (R), Li (R), A), 

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1l'Ii (G) = (Qi, Ari (G), Li (G), A), j = 2, 4. These 
can be found in the following way (the dependence of these media on 
parameter I is not given explic.itly): 

(1) the Qi are shown in Figure 1.6; 
7• 
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(2) the dimensionality of the base, qi> and the regulators V1 are, 
respec,tively, 

q1 (R) = 4, j = 1, 2; qi (R) = 3, j = 3, 4; q2 (G) = 2, q, (G) = 4; 
l', (R) = {v0 ), j = 1, 3; l', (R) = {v0 , v2 , v,}, j = 2, 4; 

V2 (G) = {v0 }, V, (G) = {t'0 , Va, v,}, V~ (R) = {v0 , v2 ), j = 2, 4; 

t·f (R) = 0, j = 1, 3; V~ (G)= {v0 , v1 }, V~ (G)= 0; 
A (3) the characteristics of connection of the points of the medium, 

L (z:), have the form 
AR 
Lt (vo) = t1 0 [£21 ] EB tn 0 [e32] EB t~ 0 [e43 ], 

i~ (v0) = tn 0 [[£21 ] EB [£32]] EB t5 0 [e43], 

AR AR 
L2 (v2) = tn 0 [£31 ], L2 (v.) = tn 0 (e22], 

if (v0) = tn 0 [e21 ] EB t~ 0 (e32], 

if (vo) = tn 0 [[e2t] EB [e32]], 

if(v0=tn 0 (£31 ], if (v~)=tn 0 (e22], 

i~ (v0) = tn 0 (£21 ], i~ (v0) = tn 0 [[£21 ] EB [e32]]EBt1 0[et3]; 

if (v1) = tn 0 [£31 ), L~ (v3) = tn 0 [e22]. 

Here we have introduced the notation [eioiolmxn for the m-by-n 
matrix with elements 

. { ] if i= i0(\j=j0 , 

(ef•'•),,= ,., ·r '=I=. V '=I=. t 1 =2t~+2t=+t_, 
"' I l lo J lo• 

t 2 ~2t=+t* Lt_+t++f,;;;, 

tl=t/+t=, t, '1=, t5=t.+t=, 

when• I.;;, 1=, t _, I +• I*' afl(l 11 are the limes of Pxer11lion of the 
elcnH'nlar~, opPralions in program (1.2.1.22). Let 11~ 110w write the 
s~·stem,; of Bellman equation~ for thP nonhomogPneou" media .lf R 

and .1/0 , rPspPrliYel~·: 

( 1.2.4.23) 

(1.2.4.24) 

f• vn -(1) ( ,· u E uQ~, u (n) -~ ( ) II (n) EB 'I ~ 11) EB -.--~11. (1.2.4.25) 

)fpre (11, )', ~) {(Ji<l), 1, 2); (flU>, :1, It); ((;U>, 2, 't)), [ l, ... , 
Q, where JiU> 01nd (;U> arl' the "tales of IIH'dia .1/ nand .1/G, respective-
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A A 

ly, and the operators L~ ..... 1 and L 1 ...... ~ describe the "interaction" of 
homogeneous media and have the form 

Lz_,.t = t,. 0 (e31 ), Lt ..... 2 = t,. 0 (e22
), 

L4 ..... a = t,. 0 (e21 ], La-+4 = t,. 0 (e21
), 

L4-+2 = t,. 0 (e21 ), Lz_,.4 = t,. 0 (e21
). 

(1.2.4.26) 

The functions ff i (R), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and .F i (G), j = 2, 4, are gh·en 
by the following formulas: 

Ul ({t\ 1
) (n) + t1 if I= 1} ) . 

ff; (R)(n)= (I-ll . , 0, ... ,0 , J=1, 2, 3, 4, 
G4 (n) 1f l> 1 -....._........ 

qlRl-1 time 

§~n (G) (n) = (R~n (n), 0), ff~n (G) (n) = (R~11 (n), 0, 0). 

Assertion 1.2.4.4 The solution s: Q - A iK(n)i to the initial 
Bellman equation can be expressed in terms of solution RUl and GUl 
of system (1.2.4.23)-(1.2.4.25) according to the following formulas: 

Ssr+i+t (n) = R~1) (n), i = 1, 2, 3, 

SsQ+i+ 1 (n)=R~Q)(n), i=1, 2, 3, 4, n1=l, 

n2~l; i=1, 2, 3, n 1 >l, n2 =l, (1.2.4.27) 

Ssr+i+s(n)=G~I)(n), j=1, 2, 3, 4, n1 ~l, n 2 >l, 

SsQ+iH(n)=G\Q)(n), i=1, 2, n 1 =l, n 2 >l. 

The validity of (1.2.4.27) is verified by direct calculations that 
allow for (1.2.4.3)-(1.2.4.6). 

Corollary The time T (Pw) of termination of operation of program 
PLu is equal to T (PLu) = max s1K(nll(n) - t 0 , where 

nE!l 

{ 

G~Ql (n) if n2 > n 17 

s 1 K(nl, (n) = R~Ql (n) if n2 = n1, 

R~Ql (n) if n2 < nl" 

(1.2.4.28) 

In view of the last formula, to calculate T (PLu) we need only 
find the solutions to system (1.2.4.23)-(1.2.4.26) .By direct calcula
tion it can easily be demonstrated that the operators of "interaction" 
of media M n and 111 a satisfy the following "commutation" relations: 

(1.2.4.29) 
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In view of (1.2.4..29), for a fixed pair (1'• ~) the solution uy (n), n E Q1 , 

can be found from the equation 

u (n) = L.., CV) u (n) EB $~ll (n) EB L~-v~bll· (1.2.4.30) 

Substitution of the solution of Eq. (1.2.4.30) into (1.2.4.25) leads 
to an equation for u (n), n E Q~. This solution satisfies the Bellman 
equation in a restricted homogeneous medium: 

• (1) 
u (n) = Lpu (n) EB !l> ~ (n). n E Q~, (1.2.4.31) 

where 

<tJ<~> (n) = { ~bn (n), n E Q~, 
(I) • 

~~ (n) $ L1 -r,u,., nEoQp. 
(1.2.4.32) 

In view of the properties ~f the characteristics of connections, which 

determine the operators L~ for~ E {2, 4} in the media Jf Rand .lfc 
(seep. 000), all the components (u<~> (n));, i = 1, 2, ... , q (~).of 
the solution u<~> to Eq. (1.2.4.31) are expressed in terms of the 
function f<~> (n), which for each ~ E {2, 4} satisfies the one-dimen
sional Bellman equation on the half-line: 

f<I> (x) = max (tn + JU> (x + 1), g<I> (x)), x >I + 1; 

JU> (/ + 1) = g<I> (I+ 1). .(1.2.4.33) 

Here the variable x = n2 if u<~> = RU> and x = n1 if u<~> = QU>, 
where (n 1 , n 2 ) = n is the "number'' of the processor in the computa
tional system, while the function g<1> (x) is obviously determined by 
the right-hand side of (1.2.4.32). The solution to Eq. (1.2.4.3:3) 
was obtained in Section 1.2.2 (see Theorem 1.2.2.3). Substituting 
this solution into formulas (1.2.4.27)-(1.2.4.281 and assuming that 
max (1;, In) = t;, i = 3, 5, we find that 

T (Pu;) = /1 (1, 1) + N (4tn + t~ + 13 -i- t5)- 12 -7- t~ 

( 1.2.4.34) 

where 11 (1, 1) is lhe time of termination of loading program P\:."(;. (n) 
inlo processor (1, I) by an optimal loader. 

1.2.4.3 A Parallel Program for Solving a System 
o( Equntions Ax = b 

Slalement of the problc·m. Given a homogeneous multi· 
processor computational system, specify a parallel program for 
solving a system of linear equalons Ax = h (I, h E RN, A = 
loul.vxs) h~· the /,ll-l'X(HIIIsion method (see SPdion 1.2.1.2) and 
L·slimale the LiiiH' of l'.\l'culioll of such a program. 
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The calculation scheme is based on consecutively solving the 
system of equations Ly = b and Ux = y, where L and U are the 
matrices that figure in the L U-expansion of matrix A. Here is the 
text of a possible local program for solving the problem. We assume 
that the matrices L and U are stored in the memory of the elemen
tary processors, vector b is stored in the left memory modules, and 
vector x will, after the program is executed, be stored in the upper 
memory modules (see Figure 1.5). 

Program P~~=b (n): 

IF llli <Ill 2 =>GET 1, Y; GET 2, R; PUT 4, R; 
Y = Y - L * R; PUT 3, Y 

=#= llli = Ill 2 =>GET 1, Y; PUT 3, Y; PUT 4, Y; (1.2.4.3.5) 
GET 3, Y; X= YIU; PUT 2, X 

=#= lll1 >Ill 2 =>GET 1, Y; PUT 3, Y; GET 4, X; 
PUT 2, X; GET 3, Y; Y = Y- U *X; PUT 1, Y 

Fl. 

The corresponding Bellman equation for a nonhomogeneous medium 
MPAx=b with base .'11 (n), whose power is I K (n) I = 7 + 
sgn (n 1 - n 2 ) can be reduced to 
a system of equations for homo-
geneous computational media Q2 Q 3 
1li<a>, a= 1, 2, 3, whose lat
tices Q<a> are depicted in Fig
ure 1.7: 

Q (I) = {n I n1 < n2}, 

Q <2
> = {n I n1 = n 2 }, 

Q <3> = {n I n1 > n 2 }. 

We will not carry out the actual 
calculations, since they are sim-
ilar to those carried out in 111 

Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. The 
final result is as follows. The 
time T (P Ax=b) of termination 
of program P Ax=b• provided Fig. 1.7 

that program P~~=b (n) is load-
ed by an asymptotically optimal loader (see Section 1.2 .. -J 
below), is equal to 

T (P AX=b) = t1 (1, 1) + N (8t11 + 2t2 + t1) - 2t2 - 3t11 + t,;;, 
where t1 (1, 1) is the time of termination of the loading of program 
ploc . i 

Ax=b mto processor ( , 1), t1 = t1 + t=, and t2 =: t* + t_ -;- t=. 
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The Design of an Asymptotically Optimal Loader 
for a Homogeneous Computational System 

In this spction we give a program that realizes, in the minimum 
possible time, the loading of local programs into the processors of a homogPneous 
computational system when the number of such processors grows without limit. 

It follows from the formulas for solving the problems di:o:cussed 
above that the lime T (P) of execution of a parallel program P = 
{P1oc(n), n E Q} depends on the time t = t 1 (P 1oc(n)) required to 
load the local program into processor n; this means that the loading 
time is a parameter in problem (1.2.4.2); hence, with respect to this 
parameter we can optimize T (P). 

The proce~s of loading the local programs ptoc (n) is carried out 
via a special parallel program P 1 = P\oc (n), n E Q, the loader of 
the computational system, stored in the ROI\1 of each processor rz. 
It has been found that as the dimensionality of the problem increases, 
or as n--+- oo, the steady-state Bellman equation applied to a special 
discrete computational medium can be used to specify an asymptotic
ally optimal loader, that is, a program Pt for which the execution 
time is minimal with n--+- oo. 

Let us detail the statement of the problem. By d' 1 (Ar) we denote 
the set of all loading programs for a given architecture of a homo
geneous computational system, and by T (PI) we denote the time 
of execution of a parallel program P 1 E d'1 (Ar) on pr_ocessor n, 
that is, 

T (Pa) = t (P\oc (n}) - t 0 , 

where t 0 is the start time of the program Pa, 10 is a constant iudepend
ent of n, and t (P\oc(n)) is the termination lime of the operation of 
the program of loading into processor n. 

Let u~ consider the problem of choosiug the optimal loading pro
gram PT (the optimal loader) for a given homogeneous computational 
system: 

T (Pa) --+- min 'V P, E ff, (Ar). 

Fur the sake of de!initeness we will consider in what follows a model 
of a homogeneous computational system with a two-dinu·n~ional 
!attire ~2 {n ~c (n 1 , n 2 ), 1 :s;; n; :s;; X, i = 1, 2 J. Since the lime 
of loading into processor n is a linear function of the leugth ~of the 
program fJioc (11) being loaded, where ~ = I ptoc (n) 1. it is natural ., 
to as!'ume that I (Ploc(n)) does uol exceed ~! C\n; ~ (C1, 11\ 

I· I 

C\~ II, i I, :!.. Let 

1 I . :!. • ~'- 1) 
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where C2 = (C~, C~), q ;;;;:, 0, and C 3 and C 4 are constants determined 
by the times of execution of the various elementary operations that 
enter into the trace of program P 1, C~ = C~ (PJ), k = 1, 2. With 
functions of the type (1.2.5.1), the time of execution of program P1 
on processor n = (n1 , n 2) becomes 

T (P1) = ~ (C1
, n) + (C2

, n) + C3 ~ + C4 - t 0 • (1.2.5.2) 

Hence, the objective function (or criterion function) of problem 
(1.2.5.2) becomes asymptotically optimal as n-+ oo if there exists 

Fig. 1.8 

Q 1={nln1 = 1J 
Q2= { n I n1 > 1} 

a program Pf for which the following holds true: 

'r/ P1 E &1 (Ar) c~ (P1) ;;;;:, c~ (PTJ = o, c~ (P1) ;;;;:, c~ !Pt), 
i = 1' 2. (1.:2.;).:-l) 

A program Pj satisfying (1.2.5.3) is said to be the optimal loader 
for a computational system. Here is the text of such a program. 

Program Pfloc (n): 

S = (NUL); ADR = (ADR 0); 

DO S l = (EOF) * 
IF til 1 = 1 * 

GET :-l, S; PUT 4, S; 

=lftil1 >1* 
GET 1, S; 
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Fl; 
PCT ~. S: 
ADH = ADR -r 1; 
I\IE:\IORY (.\DR) = S; 
OD. 

Here (NUL) is the nil symbol, (EOF) the end-of-file (or program) 
symbol., and (ADR 0 ) is the address from which the program is loaded 
into the processor memory, MEMORY. 

The time of execution T (Pr) of the above program is determined 
by solution of the appropriate Bellman equation in a discrete medium 
(Figure 1.8). As a result of calculations similar to those carried out 
in Section 1.2.4.2, this equation can be reduced to a one-dimensional 
scalar equation of the type similar to that discussed in the example 
in Section 1.2.2.4. The final result is 

T (Pj) = t 1 + (t 2 + 3tp) ~ + (n 1 + n 2 - 2) fp - t 0 • 

Here t 1 is the total time spent on execution of the operators S = 
(:\ UL ); and ADR = (ADR 0 ); and on Yc~riiication of the relation
shipS l = (EOF), t 2 is the total time ol l'\ecution of the oper
ators ADR = ADR __:_ 1; anrll\IE!\IOH Y (ADH) = S; and of veril'l
catiou of the relationship S -~ = (EOF ). 

1.:1 Optimization Problems of Functioning 
of Computational Systems 
In this chapter we will discuss the main optimization 

problem that emerges in the funetioning of operating systems (OS) 
of computational media, that is, the optimal organization of the 
P\ ec 111 ion of the users' ins true tions. 

1.3. t EITectiwnrss Criteria of the Functioning 
of Computational Systems 

This section will formulate the general requirements of the opti
mization of systems of parallel data processing and give a general formulation 
of the problem . 

. \11 operating :-ystem is usually understood to he soflware that 
realiZl"' the• interface between the users' instruc.tions (or programs) 
a11d lliP l"l"'OIIITes of a computational systl•m. The principles of 
de.-ig-11 of operati11g s~·stems have heen discussed in great detail in 
thl' work"' of :-;o,·il'l a11d ollil'r authors [1.18, 1.25-1.281. 

\\"ii!J,III '"'·"'lllllillg a fonual approach, wo may :-:a~· that lhe problem 
li<"' in <~llo<'iil i11g I he rP~ourre~ to Lhl' set of u:<er:<' inslruc.tions so as 
to oplillli/C' <1 rnea~llfC of effl'rliVPIIC!'S of the e\"C'I'IItioll of lin• in-
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struc.tions, say, the average execution time or the maximal execution 
time. The choice of measure of effectiveness is determined by two 
trends in the organization of parallel data processing: (1) the attain
ment of high total productivity in executing various usually small 
and weakly interacting instructions and (2) the attainment of maxi
mal productivity in solving a single large problem [ 1.17, 1.18). 

Here is a formal statement of the problem. Suppose that we have 
specified a set P = {p1 , p 2 , ••• , Pm} whose elements are the resources 
of the computational medium. A system of instructions is a pair 
(X, p), where X = {xp x 2 , .•• , Xn} is a set whose elements are the 
instructions xi, j = 1, ... , n, and pis the partial ordering relation 
on X. 

Remark 1.3.1.1. For the sake of definiteness the resources of a 
computational medium are understood in what follows to be the 
processors of that computational medium. However, the discussion 
can be generalized to other types of resources. In homogeneous com
putational media the processors are identical both in functional 
capability and in speed. The partial ordering relation p on X imposes 
restrictions on the sequence in which the instructions are executed: 
X;PX/¢=> means that instruction x; precedes instruction xi if X; must 
be completed before xi. In this section we will call the relation p the 
instruct ion-precedence relation. 

Let us denote by r:u > 0 the time of execution of instruction xi, 
j = 1, ... , n, on processor P;, i = 1, ... , m. For a homogeneous 
computational medium, r:u =~ r: (xi) is the time of execution of 
instruction xi on any processor. By W;, i = 1, ... , n, we denote the 
specific cost of stay of instruction X; in the computational medium. 

Remark 1.3.1.2 The cost of stay of an instruction in a computa
tional medium depends on the parameters of the instruction. These 
may be the memory size (the number of cells) required for storing 
the instruction, for instance, or the reaction time of the system when 
the instruction is executed in real time. 

The problem of organizing the execution of instructions in a 
computational medium consists in building a schedule s, a pair of 

dcf 
mappings f: X -+ R!, g: X -+ P (s = (!,g)) for which the following 
properties hold true: 

(1) ('V x;, x1 EX, g (x;) = g (xi) = k, k E 1, ....•. n) 

=?- X /(X;J. /(x;l+-rk; (t) · Xt<xi), f(xjl+-rkj (t) = 0, 

where Xa,b (t) = 1 - 8 (t - b) - 8 ( -t + a) is the characteristic 
function of segment [a, b), with 8 (t) being Heaviside's function; and 

(2) x;pxi =?- f (x;) + 's<x;li :::;;:; f (xi). 

Remark 1.3.1.3 The value f (x;) of function f at point x; is the 
beginning time of execution of instruction x;, while g (x;) defines 
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the processor ensuring the execution of the instruction. The first 
property means that each processcr P; at a f1xed moment in time t 
can execute only a single instruction. The second property realizes 
in time the partial ordering relation p on the set of instructions X. 

The problem of optimal organization of execution of a system of 
instructions consists in building a schedules* that delivers an extrem
um to one of the following measures of effectiveness of operation of 
a computational medium: 

f1 1 = min max f (x;), the minimal possible time of 
s t~i~n 

termination of all instructions; 
n 

f.1 2 = min n- 1 ~ Wd (x;), the smallest cost-weighted 
s i=l 

mean of the time during which the executed instructions are kept 
in the computational medium; 

n 

f1 3 =min n-• ~ (/ (x;)- Tg(x;li)W i• the minimal cost-
s i=1 

weighted mean of the time during which the instructions wait to be 
executed in the computational medium; 

7l 

fl~ =min n-• L (/ (x;)-d;)+W ;, the minimal cost-weight-
s i=1 

ed-mean of delay of execution of the instructions in relation to the 
given directive times d;, i c~ 1, 0 0 ., n, in which the instructions 
were supposed to be executed (here we employ the notation <l> (x)+ 
max {0, <l> (x) )); and 

n-1 

f.1 5 =min }.-• (s) ~ (n- i) (/ (xp. )-(.f (xp.)), with f (x0) =0 
s i=O Ul l 

and /.. (o) = max I (x;), the quantity characterizing the minimal 
t~i~n 

expected demand of the system of instructions in processors. It is 
assumPd that I (xI';+ 

1
) ;;;, f (.r 1';), i = 0, ... , n - 1. 

Remark 1.3.1 A For a homogeneous computational medium, 
rriteriou flJ is equiYalent to fl 2 , while criterion f1 4 makes it possible 
to po~e the proh !em of minimizing the numbPr of processor;; that 

can eu~ure the general directiYe time limit d ~c d;, i ~: 1, ... , 11. 

for exerution of the instruetious. 
l'H>'>'age to the limit in the small parameters h1 ~ Lm and h2 

I 11 11!' m -+ oo and n-.... oo in discrete computational media yields 
llH'a!'ure~ of effectiYene;;;; of the C'xecution of a svstem of instruetions 
iu coulinuous computational media. For example. if we seud 11 to oo 
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).(s) 

in f-1 5 , we get f-1 5 = min ')..,-I (s) ~ N (t) dt, where N (t) is a smooth 
s EB 

monotonic decreasing function, the number of instructions not 
executed by time t. 

Assertion 1.3.1.1 All effectiveness criteria mentioned above are 
linear in spaces with values in one of two semi-rings, 

A1 = (R~ U { +oo }, E9 = min, 0 = max), 

A 2 = (R~ U {+oo}, E9 =min, 0 = +). 

As concrete examples we will formulate and solve three problems 
of optimal control of the resource:; in homogeneous computational 
media. The first two deal with the optimization in the given criteria 
of parallel data processing in homogeneous computational media, 
while the third deals with the control of external switching. 

1.3.2 Optimal Organization of Parallel Data Processing 

In this section we give algorithms for the solution of two main 
problems emerging in optimal parallel calculations. 

The main difficulty in parallel calculations lies in the need to 
maintain the partial order and temporal sequence in carrying out 
the separate computational instructions or assignments that are 
worked into the algorithms or programs as a result of ordered data 
processing [1.18]. The parallelism of calculations is carried out 
between the individual processors that constitute the computational 
system. Here two main problems emerge, in a sense reciprocal: 

(a) given an algorithm and a fixed time interval assigned for 
execution of the algorithm, find the minimal number of processors 
constituting a homogeneous computational system; and 

(b) given an algorithm, find the minimal time of its execution 
by a given homogeneous computational system that incorporates m 
processors united by a common main storage. 

Essentially these problems can be reduced to the problem of oplimal 
distribution of a set of data-correlated operators or, in other words, 
of a partially ordered set of the calculation assignments distributed 
between the processors. Here is a formal statement of this problem. 

Suppose that realizing an algorithm on a homogeneous CS with 
a general main storage (or memory) requires realizing a system of 
instructions (X, p). Here X= {x1 , x2 , ..• , Xn} may be, for instance, 
a set of problems, operators, or commands, while the ordering relation 
p is determined by the information correlations between the instruc
tions. Instruction x; requires -r (x;) units of time for its execution and 
may be carried out by any processor in the system. 
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Problem 1. It is required to assign the instructions to the processors 
in such a way that (1) the time of execution of all instructions assigned 
to each processor must not exceed a given time T, (2) the instruction
precedence relation p (which is determined by the data correlations 
between the instructions) must be satisfted, and (3) the number of 
processors must be minimal. 

Problem 2. It is required to assign the instructions to the processors 
in such a manner that (1) the number of processors misgiven, (2) the 
instruction-precedence relation (which is determined by 1 he data 
correlations between the instructions) must be satisfied, and (3) the 
time T = max l;, where l; is the time of execution of all instrur-

t~i~m 

tions on rrocessor i, must be mini mal. 
The requirement that the instruction-precedence relation be satis

fied ran he expressed in the form of a cyclic graph GP = (X, r p), 
which represents the instruction-precedence relation p. The vertices 
x; and xi of graph CP are connected by the arc (x;, xi) E rP if instruc
tion .1'; must precede instruction xi. We will say that a subset of 
vertices Q s::: X of graph GP is allowed if there is no arc (x;, .ri) E rP 
that leads from X"'Q to Q (~·; E X"'Q, xi E Q). The predicate 
deli ned in this manner on the set 2x will be denoted by ~. 

The solution to Problem 1 can be expressed in terms of the solution 
to the appropriate generalized Bellman equation in the space of 
function!' with Yalues in the Abelian semi-group REfJ = (R, EB) (see 
Section 1.4) for a discrete medium uniquely determined by the state
ment of the initial problem, while the coefficient!' of the- equation. 
which are endomorphi!'ms of semi-group Rr;r., are ftxed by the t em
poral parameters 't' (x;) (x; EX) and T, T > 0. __ 

Let us consider the discrete medium .lf = (X, r, H, R) with 

1'~; --_ .Y; 

(:.!) r~ u r,, f; ~ {(;·, y). ;;,;= {x;}. ;, Y'E.Y'}; 
i I 

(\) litt: c (li. EB). R = {1, 2, ... , n} :, {0, T -- 1}, and the 
~rmi-group oprration EB is determined by the relation 

{ 
(a 1, a2 ). (a 1 <h1)V (a 1 -- b 1 (\a 2 ~b2), 

(/ E: ''= (hi, IJ2), (at> btl V (a! bt 1\ 112 > b2)• 

whl'l'l' a (11 1 , a2 ). b 1/> 1 , 1> 2 ) E H. Obviou!<ly, the neutral ele
mt•nt ha~ thl' form :;, 11 = (11, T + 1). Endomorphi~m H is dPlined 
in Ill!' following mannt•r: 

II (II) { ~~ (11) 
if '' E 1'. 

if "t. r, 
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where 

VuE r,, L (u) (a)~ l (a1, a2 +-r(x;)) if a2 +'t(x;)<T, 

(a1 +1, -r(x;)) if a2 +,;(x;)>T, 
a1 <n. i=1, ... ,n, 
On if a2 +,;(x;)>T, a1 =n. 

Let us describe the algorithm for solving Problem 1· 

~ { (1, 0) 
(1) put .F (x) = 

OR 

if X= x1, 

if x*x1; 

111 

(1.3.2.1) 

(2) apply the H-scheme (see Section 1.5.2) to solve the Bellman 
equation for the discrete medium M: 

s=HsEB!F, (1.3.2.2) 

where .'F is defined in item (1); 
(3) reconstruct the route flopt from solution s (see Section 1.5.3); 
(4) terminate operation; the result is as follows: instruction X; 

is executed on processor Pi with number j = a1 over the time interval 

[a2 - 't (x;), a 2), where (a1 , a 2 ) = s (;). Heres is the solution to Eq. 

(1.3.2.2) at point';; satisfying the condition r i n [lopt = { (i/, ~) }. 
Here is the algorithm for solving Problem 2: 

n 

(1) put T1 = max •(x;)-1, T2 =~ •(x;), and T=T2 ; 

X;EX i=l 

(2) apply the algorithm for solving Problem 1; 

(3) suppose that s {;:h) = (a1 , a 2): if m < a1 , then put T 1 = T, 
otherwise put T 2 = T; 

(4) if T 2 - T 1 ~ e, where e is the required accuracy of solution, 
then go on to item (5), otherwise put T = (T1 + T2)/2 and go over 
to item (2); 

(5) terminate operation; the result is the route 1-1 found in item 
(2) of the algorithm at T = T 2 • (If 't' (x;) E 2+ and e = 1, the so!JJ
tion is exact.) 

1.3.3 Optimal Control of Switching 

Here we will discuss the organization of switching in a computa
tionRl medium. We will demonstrate that the problem of optimal control of 
external switching on the basis of w-networks with determinate servicing can 
be reduced to solving the Bellman equation with semi-group operations ffi =min 
and G=max. 
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The effecti,·eness of a computational medium depends essentially 
on the organization of switching in the medium [1.17, 1.18). Two 
types of switching are distinguished: internal and external. Internal 
switching is the program-controlled variation of connections between 
the elementary processors of the medium. External switching is the 
program-controlled variation of connections between the computa
tional medium and peripheral devices (external memory, terminals, 
data stations, and the like). 

It is natural to understand internal switching control in a com
putational medium as a transformation of the coefficients in the 
generalized Bellman equation describing the propagation of local 
data alterations in the computational system (see Section 1.2.3). 
Then the problem of optimal control of internal switching can be 
reduced to suc.h a choice of the coefficients of the equation that the 
solution to the equation will guarantee an extremal value of one 
of the objective functions of the effectiveness of CS functioning. For 
instance, the optimal value of the activity range of multiprocessor 
homogeneous CS as a function of the architecture parameters of 
the CS can be found by solving the Bellman equations constructed 
in Section 1.2.2. Other possible criteria of effectiveness of compu
tational systems were discussed in Section 1.3.1. Two main methods 
of organizing external switching are known. spatial and temporal, 
but combinations of the two are also possible [ 1.16-1.18). 

An example of temporal switching is the so-called switching with 
a common bus I 1.18). In this case all devices subject to switching 
are conneeted to a single channel, whieh makes it possib-le to con
nect. at each moment in time, only one peripheral device with a 
ginn elementary processor of the medium. In spite of the low cost 
and simplicity of realization of this type of switching, it has signifi
cant deftciencies: a low throughput and high delays in data transfer. 

An example of spatial switching is the array switching I 1.18), 
which ensures a high throughput of data transfer thanks to the pos
sibility at each moment in time of pair switching of any peripheral 
device with an elementary processor of the medium. 

Specialists now agree that the most effective and economical way 
of realizing external switching on VLSI schemes is to employ the 
so-caiiC'd to1-network II.IG, 1.18], which combine~ the merits ol 
spatial and tC'mporal ~witching. For one, the complexity of rraliza
tiou o[ a t•J-network i~ proportional to the logarithm of the number 
of de\'irp~ includC'd in thC' switr.hing prorPss 11. t~). 

The fJroblem of optimal control of 1111 w-network (with ckterminate 
serririn~). The model of operation of an <•1-lle/U'ork. The structure of an 
tol-llPlwork i~ as follow~ (Figure l.!l): an t•>-network contains (I) :2"+1 

eh•iut•ntar~· ~wilrhes X;n = {~·;, i , 0, ...• :.!." - 1} taking part 
in thP switching procrss, 2" peripheral devices at the input port 
of thP hHIPtwork. and 2" eiPmcntary proc.essors Xout = {y;. i = 
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O, ... , 2n-l} and (2) 2n-l X n elementary switches, each of which 
may be in one of two states and ensures the commutation (steady
state connection or link) of two of its inputs with two of its outputs 
(see Figure 1.9). 

Elementary s~ltch States of swltch 

Fig. 1.9 

The steady state of an w-network is given by the collection of the 
states of all of the network's elementary switches. The input port 
of an w-network is used to receive the instructions for data processing 
in the computational medium from a peripheral device. A special 
processor, which controls the operation of the w-network, must deter
mine ("commutate") the elementary processor that will receive the 
8-0105 
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instruction for data processing. In other words, this processor must 
connect the input port of the w-network (specifically, the peripheral 
device x; E X;0 ) with the output port (specifically, with one of the 
processors of the computational system), which means that it must 
lind a route for transferring the instruction through the switches 
of the w-network (i.e. through the "free" connections between the 
switches) that leads from X; E X;n to the set Xout· 

.\t each moment in time t, the set of all possible routes of data 
transfer according to the instruction at the input port of the w-net
work depends on the steady state of the w-network at time t and on 
the instructions that were at the input port of thew-network by timet 
(a fraction of the switches and steady-state connections between the 
switches are engaged in carrying out these instructions). Let us 
defme the dynamical state ["' (t, Xo (t)) of an w-network as the set 
of all routes of data transfer admissible at time t that lead from 
.r0 (t} E X in into X out (routes that do not intersect through the 
switches). Let us assume that the operation of the w-network is 
determined, that is, for each instruction recei,·ed by the w-network 
we know the time of its processing and the dynamical state 
C,. (T, x 0 (T)) of the w-network at T E [t, T 0 ], T 0 > t, where T 0 is 
the time of termination of the operation of the w-network involved 
in processing all the instructions received by time t. 

Statement of the problem. Suppose that at time t the input port of 
an w-network receives an order for a peripheral device x 0 E X;n. 
This order must be fulftlled in a minimal possible time with due 
regard for the restrictions imposed on the dynamical state of the 
network at T E [t, T0] by the system of orders received at the input 
port of the w-net work by time t. 

To solve the formulated problem, we give the appropriate Bell
man equations in the space of functions with values in the semi-ring 
A o= (R 1 U {±oo }, EB = min, EB = max) for a discrete medium 
whose architecture is depicted in Figure 1.10. This equation has the 
form 

min max {sh (i,' j'), a (i, j. i', j')} 
O~i'~2n-l 

O:s;j'~n 

k=O, 1, 2, ... , 

{ 
oo j =I= 0, i =I= i 0 , 

s0 (i,j}o- O t, j = , i = i 0 • 

(1.3.::\.l) 

(1.3.3.2) 

lll'fe i 0 is the numher of a given peripheral device .r0 E Xm. (i, j) 
an• the coordinates of a steady-state connection in the system. i is 
the nnmher of a vacant output of an elementary switch in the u)-net
wnrk po~ilimn•tl in the layer with number j (for j > U) or a peripher
al dnire (at j = !l), sh (i, j) is the moment in Lime when there is a 
frN• r01ttP of lt•n[!th k (i.e. con!<i,.:tin[! of k ,.:leady-!<tale connections) 
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leading from the peripheral device x;, specified in the order to the 
elementary switch with output i in the jth layer. The coefficients in 
Eq. (1.3.3.1) are uniquely determined by the given dynamical states 
Cw (t, x 0 (t)), 't E [t, T 0 ): 

... , ., {tuifj-j'=1,i=e+2i'(mod2n),e=0,1, 
a(t, J, t, J)= h . (1.3.3.3) 

oo ot erw1se 

where tu is the time when the switch with number (I i/21, i) is free 
from fulfilling previous orders (here [ I denotes the integral part of 
a number). 

0 n j 

Fig. 1.10 

Obviously, the solution to problem (1.3.3.1), (1.3.3.2) at k = n 
determines the optimal (i.e. the shortest in time) way of connecting 
the peripheral deYice x 0 E X in with the output port of thew-network. 
The number of the i*th processor in the system (i*, n) that receives 
the order from x ;, to process the information can be found from ·the 
equation i* = arg min sn (i, n), and the sought route fl.* = 

o:s;;;i~2n-1 
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1.1. (i 0 , 0) -+ (i*, n)) can be reconstructed uniquely from the found 
number i* as follows: if i* = (k1, k 2 , ••• , kn) is the binary represen
tation of number i*, the sequence (i 0 , 0), (2i0 (mod 2") 1 k 1 = 
i1 , 1), (2i1 (mod 2") ~ k 2 , 2), ... , (2in_1 (mod 2") + k,, n) specifies 
the vertices of the optimal route 11*. The method of reconstructing 
the route 11* and building the solution to the Bellman equation 
(1.3.3.1) follows from the algorithmic procedure (the H-scheme) 
discussed in Section 1.5.2 (see also [ 1.24]). 

1.4 Flexible Automatic Manufacturing 
of Computational Media 

As yet there is no flexible automatic manufacturing of 
computers. However, in long-term projects for designing f1fth gener
ation computers the organization of flexible automatic manufactur
ing systems has been discussed [ 1.29-1.31). There is therefore a 
need to study related mathematical problems. First, there are the 
problems pertaining to all flexible automatic manufacturing and, 
for one, the flexible automatic manufacturing of many "small"' 
components, or continuous computational media, say, the flexihle 
automatic manufacturing of the element base of fifth generation 
computers using VLSI, in which mathematical models are employed 
for manufacturing thin lilms, integrated circuits. and integral
optics elements. In what follows we consider the mathematical 
prohlems inYolved in flexihle automatic manufacturing from this 
point of Yiew bearing in mind the large parameter that appears in 
the problems arising in this connection. 

The definition of flexible automatic manufacturing. At present there 
is no uniYersally accepted defmition of flexible automatic manufac
turing. \\"e will adhere to the following, most widely accepted, for
mulation of this concept. Flexible automatic manufac.turing is a 
manufacturing unit-production line, bay, shop, or plant-that 
functions on the basis of un mannrd technology, program coni rol, 
and group organization of manufacturing. Structurally a flexible 
automatic manufacturing system consists of an executiYe system 
that incorporate~ technological, transportation. and warehouse 
subsystems, and a control system that coordinates the functioning 
of the rxrculi ,·e subsystems. The control system consists of mini
and 'or microcomputers unitrd hy data transmission links, and soft
ware that controls both the separate equipment units and the system 
as a whole (see Table 1.4.2). Prng"ram control with computers equip
ment and manufacturing proce~se~ ensures the flexibility of the auto
malic manufacturing process, that is rearrangement of all the rxecu
tiYe compmn•nts in the manufacturing s~·stem when the objects of 
manufacture arp changed. The group organization of manufacturing 
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is based on special-purpose specialization of the bays and shops and 
a unified group form of organization of the manufacturing processes 
[1.32, 1.33). 

Table 1.4.2 The Structure of Flexible Automatic \lanufacturing 
Systems 

Executive system Control system --+I 
~--~t--~~ ~----~t~--~ 

Networks of mini·/ 
and microcomputers 

Technological 
subsystem 

Transportation 
subsystem 

Warehouse 
subsystem 

Software 

1.4.1 Classificalion of the Mathematical Problems 
Associated with Flexible Automatic Manufacturing 

In this section we suggest a new classification of the mathematical 
problems associated with the design and functioning of nexible automatic man
ufacturing systems. The discussion is based on the theory put forward in the 
previous sections. 

There now exists a vast literature on work connected with flexible 
automatic manufacturing. H oweYer, a large portion is devoted to 
the manufacture-organizational principles of designing flexible 
automatic manufacturing. Practically no publications discuss the 
mathematical aspects of such design and the functioning of such 
systems. 

\V e distinguish six large mathematical problems in flexible auto
matic manufacturing. We believe that all mathematical problems 
arising in flexible automatic manufacturing at the stage of design 
of such a system and its functioning, except for problems of program 
control of production equipment, can be treated as linear problems 
in spaces with values in an abstract semi-ring, "·hich means that 
the generalized Bellman equation can be used to solve such problems, 
both in the discrete variant (see Section 1.1.10) and in the continuous 
case (see Section 1.0), when in stating a problem we can specify a 
small parameter in which passage to the limit is possible. For in
stance, in planning problems the quantity reciprocal to the number 
of performed operations can serve as s11Ch a parameter. 
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The first prolllem in designing a flexible automatic manufacturing 
system, a problem inherent in any such system, is the classification 
of the manufacture products lly tl1eir structural-production charac
teristics with the aim of their further grouping. This prolllem can lie 
sol verl by applying methods of cluster analysis [ t.:H-1.35), which 
employ concrete realizations of the abstract semi-ring, these reali
zations are determined in the ways in which the distance between 
olljects in the classification space is specifted. 

We now wish to state the classification problem. Let ( e, d) lie the 
set of objects :t ~ {x, y, z, ... }, I '£I = n, with a specified gener
alized "metric" d: :t X :£ -+ R. We wish to fmd the partition J* of 
set :£ into a given number m of groups of objects {J7, i = 1, ... , m} 
that minimizes the generalized sum of the distances between the 
objects within each group: 

m 
J* =arg min 0 0 d(x, y), 

J;;~ i=l x. !/EJ; 
(1.4.1.1) 

where ~ is the set of all possible partitions J = {J1, J 2 , ••• , J m} 
of the set :£ and 0 is the generalized multiplication sign (see Sec
tion 1.1.1). 

Problem ( 1.4.1.1) is linear in the space of functions with values 
in the semi-ring A = (R, EB = min, 0). In concrete classiftcation 
prolllem the generalized metric on the set of objects is determined 
by the numerical values of the characteristics, that is, the coordinates 
(x1 , x 2 , ••• , Xn) of object x EX in the characteristics spac·e R". For 
instance, the metric d (x, y) can be specif1ed by one of the following 
formulas: 

d(x. y) = max l.r;-y;l (Manhallan distance [1.37)), 
l~i::s;::n 

n 

d(x. y) = ~ l.r;-y;l (Hamming's distance [1.381). 
i=l 

d(x. y) .·~ V ~ (x;- y;)Z (Euclidean distance). 
1--t 

For the above cases the solution to prolllem (1.4.1.1) is given in 
[ t.:l5, t.:1!ll. 

The dassil"tralion problem remains linear even when metric d 
is induced hy a fuzzy resemblance relation T (see [1.40, 1.411. T: 
:1 :£ --..[0, II is a reflexive ('fixE:£, T (.r, x) =I) and symmetri~ 

('V .1:, y EX. T (.1·, y) = T (y, .r)) mapping. The transitive closure T 
of the resemlllanre relation Tis a similarity relation or a fuzzy equiv
all'nre relation (SCI' (l.3HI) posse!"sing the p~opPrtie!" of refl~xidty, 

symmetry, and transitivity: 'V :r, y. z E.'£, T (.r, y);;;;;:. min (T (x, z), 
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. 
-r (z, y)). We define a "minimax" metric d on :£ by the formula 

d (x, y) = 1 - ' (x, y). The problem with the "fuzzy" metric d is 
linear in the space of functions with values in the semi-ring A = 
(R = [0, 1], EB = min, 0 = max). Its solution is dete~mined in 
terms of the solution of the system of Bellman equations for the 
shortest connecting tree [1.42]. For a large number N of graded 
objects it is natural to solve the classification problem via a passage 
to the limit in the small parameter 1/N --+0 in the discrete Bellman 
equation. 

1\ote that the solution to the classification problem makes it pos
sible to design a group route and operational technology of processes 
involving the manufacture and inspection of products [1.43]. 

The second problem in the design of flexible automatic manufac
turing systems involves the planning of flexible automatic production 
lines and bays on the basis of a calculation of the optimal supply 
and timetables of delivery of resources and the optimization of the 
traff1c. The mathematical statements of problems associated with 
this aspect are known in the literature as network flow problems 
[1.9, 1.37, 1.44, 1.451. 

It has been established that all these problems are linear in spaces 
with Yalues in certain semi-rings, say, the problem of designing the 
maximum flow in a stationary transport network is linear in the 
space with values of functions in the semi-ring A = (R\ EB = max, 
0 = min). The Duhamel principle applied to the inhomogeneous 
Bellman equation describing the flow in a nonstationary transport 
network leads to a linear problem in the same space. 

The problem of constructing a maximum flow in a transport net
work is classical. An analysis of modern results in the range of its 
solution shows that for arbitrary carrying capacities of the arcs the 
algorithms listed in Table 1.4.3, with n = I X I and m = I r I, 
possess the best estimates of complexity. 

Table 1.4.3 

Nos Al!!orithm 

Edmonds-Karp (1.4G] 
2 Dinits [ 1.47] 
3 Karzanov [ 1. 48] 
4 Cherkasskii [ 1.49] 
5 Galil [ 1.5fl] 
6 Galil-Naamad (1.51] 
7 Sleator [ 1.52] 

Temporal complexity 
of algorithm 

O(nm2) 
O(n2m) 

0 (n3) 

0 (n'mli2) 
0 (n""m2!3) 
O(nm log 2 n) 
0 (nm log n) 
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In solving flow problems, algorithm designers employ various 
procedures for constructing optimal (in a certain sense) transport 
network routes that increase the magnitude of the flow. These pro
cedures are simply different ways of solving the generalized Bellman 
equation (see Eq. (1.1.10.2)) in spaces with values in one of the 
following semi-rings: (R 1 , EB = min, 0 = +), (R 1 , EB = max, 
0 = min), or (N, EB =min, 0 = +) (cf. [1.441). This viewpoint 
makes it possible to classify the algorithms of constructing a maximal 
flow in terms of the coefficients of the Bellman equation or to repre
sent the solution of the Bellman equation in the form of a "continual"" 
integral (see formula (1.2.2.18}) defined in this case on the routes of 
the transport network connecting the sources with the sinks. This 
classilication can be carried over to algorithms for solving the 
problem of constructing a maximal flow at a minimal cost and, hence, 
the transportation problem in its various modifications [t.:-37, 1.44). 

In the case of a "saturated" and regular transport network, when 
the arcs in the transport network satisfy the conditions of locality 
and regularity (see Section 1.2.1), the number of its nodes, A·, tends 
to infinity, and the carrying capacity is a slowly varying function 
on the set of arcs of the transport network, we can go over to the 
limit in the small parameter 1/N -+0 to the continuous Bellman 
equation and, hence, the method of characteristics and Pontryagin 's 
maximum principle can be employed to solve this equation [ 1.2, 
1.3). 

The third problem has to deal with designing a warehouse sub
system of the flexible automatic manufacturing system so as to 
en~ure further optimal functioning. The main mathematical problem 
here is the problem of optimal arrangement of the resources in the 
warehouse. say, by minimizing the average time for selecting the 
resources in store. The appropriate objective function is linear in 
a spare of functions with values in the semi-rings considered in 
Section ::l in connection with solution of the problem of optimal 
functioning of a computational medium. )Jere it also pron•s pos
;;ihle lo pa;;s lo the limit of a continuous Bellman equation in a 
natural small parameter reciprocal to the number of nomenclatnrt>s 
of the resources stored in the warehon;;e or the lola) rt>~ouJ-ces. 
:\ numbt>r of other problems of organizational and technological 
scope related to the 1lesign of warehouse systems ha,·e heen reported 
in the materials of international conferences [t.:i:~. L.>41. 

The fourth problem is that of in-line manufacture planning and 
rout rol, wlt irh consi~ts of optimal processing of information and 
material flow;; i11 the control and executive systems of a flrxihle 
automatic manufacturing system. The mathematical a;;pect of the 
problem;; ari;;ing ltrre is th<> same as i11 Section 1.:~ if the information 
and maiPrial flows are seen ns a sv~trm of i11;;lructions and the hard
wnre of lhP executive and rontr;>l ;;y;;lpms as thP n•;;ources of the 
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computational medium necessary for executing the system of in
structions. Thus, the optimization problems are linear in a space 
of functions with values in certain semi-rings, and there are effective 
algorithms (see [1.37, 1.55, 1.156)) for solving these problems. 

The ftfth problem is that of the functioning of the technological 
system of a flexible automatic manufacturing system. This has been 
most thoroughly studied for mechanoprocessing production. It has 
been found that for new flexible manufacturing systems, such as 
the manufacturing of computers of future generations based on the 
technology of fabrication of VLSI circuits and elements of integral 
optics and molecular electronics, the development of mathematical 
models of the manufacturing processes is a necessary prerequisite for 
solving this problem. The development of such models for processes 
of VLSI manufacturing is fully discussed in [ 1.571, while the mathe
matical models that have found application in integral optics are 
discussed in [ 1.58, 1.59). The last paper in the present collection 
discusses the statement of the problems and the algorithms of solu
tion that are encountered in modeling various stages in technological 
processes in microelectronics. 

The sixth, and final, problem is that of the optimal functioning 
of the transportation subsystem and, at present, constitutes the 
main problem in the design of flexible automatic manufacturing 
systems, since its solution largely determines the economic effec
tiveness of the flexible manufacturing system as a whole. 

It is interesting to see what has been written on this subject in 
Japan and the United States. According to statistics given in the 
review paper [1.601, only ftve percent of the time in which products 
are in the plant is devoted to the actual machining; the remainder 
is lost unproductively in transportation. Designers of 11exible auto
matic systems (e.g. designers of production systems with industrial 
robots) single out the optimization of transportation operations as 
a special problem [1.61). 

As noted by the authors of [ 1.621, the concept of a robotized bay 
is as yet only in its initial stage of development. The authors of 
[ 1.62) see the future of transportation industrial robots in the design 
of intelligent transportation robots that will carry the products 
between the bay and the principal warehouse and automatically 
perform materials handling. These intelligent transportation robots 
are beginning to be equipped with on-board microcomputers. These 
can "contact" a computer of a higher rank every time the robots are 
in the materials-handling stage and, hence, can recei \·e instructions 
to change a route or a routine. The authors of [1.62) believe that 
there is only one step from a bay with readjustable machines con
trolled by a computer linked with intelligent robots and a base 
computer that controls the entire complex to a fully integrated 
production plant with minimum personnel. 
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At present the most common transport network functioning at the 
production leYel inYolves one robot. In this case the problem of the 
optimal planning of the trajectories of the robot displacements is 
reduced to the classical problem of shortest route. This problem is 
linear in a space of functions with values in the semi-ring A = (R 1 , 

EB =min, 0 '~ --:-). Technically the transport network is realized 
in the form of directional induction lines buill into the noor of the 
bay or Yia optical recognition of passi,·e hands, painted or metallic 
[ t.:t2. 1.G3]. When the movements of the robot are organized in the 
"automatic-pilot"' mode, the problem of calculating the optimal 
trajectory in a continuum arises. In this case solution to the problem 
is provided by Pontryagin's maximum principle for the continuous 
Bellman equation in a space with values in the same semi-ring. 

Obviously, the effecth·eness of the functioning of an intrabay 
transportation system grows with the number of robots that can 
operate simultaneously on the transport network of this system in 
conditions of integrated nexible automatic manufacturing. The 
robot's optimal mo,·emenl in this case is not determined solely by 
f1xing the initial and ftnal positions of the robot. The optimal route 
must guarantee that there are no collisions with other robots. The 
importance of an optimal solution to this problem and the fact 
that the problem is not trivial since there must no collisions haYe 
been emphasized in [1.64, l.fi:il. A similar problem of collisionles,_; 
mo,·ements appears abo in robotics in connection with the planning 
of optimal t rajertories of separate elements of manipulators [ 1.11:i, 
l.(ili]. Below we examine in detail this most important and as yet 
sunolYed problem of nexible automatic manufacturing. 

1.4.2 Solution of the Problem of the Optimal Functioning 
of the Transportation Subsystem 
of a Flexible Automatic Manufacturing System Serviced 
by lnlelligl'nt Transport Robots 

\\'e nnw gi\'C the mathematical statement of the problem and its 
rPduction to threl' optimization problems of collisionless movenwnts of robots. 
IIPr•·. as in the oplimization probiPms liJll'ar in sparps of functions with valuPS 
in an :\bl'lian SPIIli-ring (SPI' St'rtions 1.~ anrl t.:3). tlw methnrl of solving thi'SP 
thr"" problems b bas('() on the fact that they arl' liJwar but in a span• of functions 
with values in an .\lwlian SPmi-group. Tlw appropriate tlwory of thl' Ul'llman 
••qual ion in such spart'S anrl thP numt'rical algorithms for solution of this Pqua-
1 inn will bt' dt'\"(•lo•pt'd in s .. rt ion l.!i. 

Llo.~.l A ~lndel fur !he Transpnrlat inn Sul!syslem 
in a Fl!'xibll' Autnmat ir Manularlurinl( System 

Thl' modPI of a lran~porl nl'lwork will hP rPprP~l'nted hy 
a o.:~·mnll'trir dirt>cll'd J{raph G (X. 1'). X X 1 U X 2 U X,.. 
I X I 11. wl11•n• X 1 io.: the o.:el of nodeo.: at which materiab handling 
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may be carried out, X 2 is the set of crossings in the transport net
work, X 3 is the set of depots, that is, the places to which robots not 
engaged in operations can recede, and (x;, xi) E r is an arc correspond
ing to an elementary displacement of the robot from node x; to node 
xi. On each arc (x;, xi) the time of motion along the arc, T;i > 0, 
is specified. 

Suppose that the transport network is serviced by N robots. The 
sen-icing amounts to fulfilling the instructions that the transportation 
system has received to transfer resources between an arbitrary pair 
of nodes belonging to X 1 • Suppose that by the time T0 that the system 
has received a specific instruction, some of the robots (and perhaps 
all) are servicing the instructions that the system received at times 
t < T 0 (a robot may service several instructions only in a series). 
In other words, it is assumed that at each moment t ;;;:;:, T 0 the state 
of any one of the N robots is known, and each robot may carry out 
materials handling at a node belonging to X 1 or may move along 
an arc belonging to r and pass through a node belonging to X 2 or 
may recede into a depot (i.e. at a node belonging to X~). Thus, for 
t;;;:;:, T 0 , (a) at each node x; EX there is defmed a set of moments b; 
at which x; is vacant, that is, moments at which there is not a single 
robot at vertex x; carrying out instructions received earlier, (b) for 
each arc (x;, xi) there is known the set of moments c;i at which a 
robot may start moving along the arc and during the time interval 
Tu of motion will not collide with the other robots. It is natural to 
assume that each node X; belonging to X 3 is vacant at any moment 
in time (b; = (T0 , +cx:>), X; E X 3). 

1.4.2.2 Statement of the Problem of Optimal Operational Control 
of Materials Handling in the Transportation Sub3y3tem 

Suppose that at time T0 an instruction Lo transfer a re
source from node x;, E X1 to node xi, E X 1 has been received by the 
transportation subsystem. Allowing for the restrictions imposed by 
servicing all the pre\'ious instrnctions, we need to ensure that one 
of the N robots in the system will carry out the instruction in such 
a manner that the servicing time will be minimal. In other words, 
we must set up a timetable for the movements of, and materials 
handling by, the robot that will realize the new instruction in the 
shortest possible time. The solution to this problem consists in 
successively so!Ying the following three problems: 

Problem 1. Find the route of the robot for which the time of arrival 
at node x;, is minimal. 

Problem 2. Find the route of the robot of Problem 2 that minimizes 
the time of transfer of a resource to node xi,· 

Problem 3. Find the route along which the robot that has carried 
out the instructions to transfer a resource from X;, to xi, can be sent 
to its depot XI,, Ex~ in the minimal possible time. 
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1.4.2.3 
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The Bellman Equation for Collisionless 
Movements of Robots in a Transport Network 

As noted earlier, the method of soh·ing the above-for
mulated problems of optimal rollisionless movements rests on the 
fact that these problems are linear in a space of functions with values 
in an Abelian semi-group (see Section 1.5). On the basis of the 
physical meaning of the problems on movements of robots in the 
transportation subsystem of a flexible automatic manufacturing 
system, we defme the respective Abelian semi-group R'J'J = (R, EB) 
as follows. Let R = {q:, q:: Rr-+ {0, 1}} be the set of all the charac
teristic functions on the half-line Rr = {I, t;;;:;. T}, where T E R! 
is a parameter, T;;;:;. T 0 , whose value in each of Problems 1 to 3 will 
be specified later. The semi-group operation EB: R X R -+ R is the 
operation of taking the pointwise maximum for two elements of R, or 
V f, g E R (fEB g) (I} = max (f (t), g (t)), tERr. and the neutral 
element of the semi-group 0 R is a function cro identically equal to 
zero on Rr (Cfo (1) = 0, IE Rr). 

Let us introduce the discrete Bellman equation that describes 
the collisionless movements of N robots in a given transport network 
G = (X, f). We defme the following mappings on G 

b: X-+Rr ('v'x;EX)(b(x;)=b1 ={1, Xb;(t)=1}), x~;ER, (1.4.~.1) 

c: f-+Rr('v'(x;, xi)Ef) (c((:r;. Xj))=cii=(t, Xcii(t)=1}), 

Xc .. E R · (1.4.~.~) 
I 1 

(here XII; (I) and Xcti (I) are the characteristic functions of the given 
sets b; and c;i), 

L: f-+ End REB 

('v'cpER)(V(x;, xi)Ef)((L((x;, xi))q;)(t) (1. 4 .~.3) 

=min (max (q: (t) min X1,. (8), Xc. (I- tjj)). 
T~'t 't~O~t-tij I 1} 

The pair of mappings (b, c) given by (1.1.2.1) and (1.4.2.~) specil"les. 
as follows from their dcfmitions, a system of restrictions imposed 
by the sen· icing of all the previous instructions concerning the 
po~siblc slates of any one of the i\" robots, starting at moment t;;;:;. T. 
The connection~ rharacteri~tic L of the medium .H = (X. r, L. HF) 
i~ rollstructed in such a manner that it rnsurr,; collisionless move
mPnt~ of a robot along the arc (.r;, .ri), specilirally, if !f (I) i,; the 
charartl'fi~tic fullrlioll of the set of momrnls of arri,·al of a certai11 
rohnl at 11odP J·;. llil'll the image of 11 (I) rPstdling from endomorphism 
( l.'t.2.:~) ha~ a support that constitutrs the set of all lht• moments 
of arri,·al of lhi~ rohot at nodP .ci alo11g arc (J·;, .ri), with the motion 
along (.c;, .ci) occurri11g without colli~ions with the olhct· robots. The 
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simplest way to establish this is to use the defmitions of sets b; 
and c ii and the isomorphism ( '"'"') of the algebra of the characteristic 
functions on Rr to the Boolean algebra of subsets of Rr. We can 
easily see that 

max (cp(<) • min Xb. ('8)) = Xa. (t) '"'"'a;, 
T~-c -c~9~t l ' 

where a; is the set of all possible moments of the beginning of move
ments from node X;. Accordingly, min (Xa:; (t), Xc;i (t)) = X~; (t) '"'"' 
~i = a; n C;j is the set of all possible moments of the beginning Of 
movements from node xi along the arc (x;, xi). The translation 
XB. (t) -+ XB. (t - Tii) in the isomorphism'"'"' yields the set of times 

of'arrival at' node xi along the arc (x;, xi). 
The state of medium M at point x will be understood to be repre

sented by the characteristic function s (x) E R. The support of func
tion s (x) represents the set of possible times of arrival at node x of 
a free robot. Then in each of the above-mentioned three problems, 
function s satisfies a Bellman equation with an appropriate right
hand side, or 

s=Hs(JJ i"" 1 =1, 2, 3, ( 1.4.2.4) 

where H, the endomorphism in the space of functions A = {s, s: 
X -+R}, is determined by the following formula (see Section 1.5.1): 

H = [hulnxn• n = jXj, 

h;j = { L (~X;, Xj)) if (x;, Xj) E r, 
I() 1f (x;, Xj) tt f. 

Here L ((x;, x1)) is delined in (1.4.2.3) and I]) is the absorbing endo
morphism of semi-group Rtf!, .J (a) = 0 R 'V a E R. For each of 
the above-mentioned three problems, the function F ;, i = 1, 2, :3, is 
defined as follows: 

where T = T 0 , k (x) is the number of the f1rst robot to lin ish servicing 
its last instruction at time tit> T at node X E xl, k (x) = 0 if there 
is not a single robot that finishes servicing the instructions by time 
that node x, n (x) is the number of robots in depot x E X 3 at time T, 
t (x) > T is the time of arrival at depot x E X 3 of the first robot to 
arrive at depot x after servicing its individual instruction (provided 
that all the previous instructions have been serviced), and 'X.a is 
the characteristic function with support [a, +ool. 
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Next, 

{ 
!:Jio if x=Fx;,, 

Y2(x) = .f 
Xr 1 X= x;,, 

where T = T1 is the moment of termination of materials handling 
at node x;, by the lirst robot to arrive at node x;, along the extremal 
of Problem 1. 

Finally, 
_ { !:Jio if x=Fxi,• 

Ja(x)= . 
Xr 1f X=Xj,, 

where T = T 2 is the moment of termination of materials handling 
at node x1,. 

The above formulas for the right-hand sides .F; of the Bellman 
equation follow directly from the model of functioning of a trans
portation subsystem and the definition of the state s of the medium. 

The soln lion to the steady-state Bellman equation (1.4.2.4) in 
each of the three optimization problems to which the probl.em of 
optimal control of robots was earlier reduced is given by the algo
rithmic procedures to be discussed in Section 1.5. Here we will only 
give the procedure for reconstructing the optimal trajectories of 
robot movements. 

Let s ~~ S; be a solution to Eq. (1.4.2.4)with right-hand side .'i"; 
and let Xq be the fmal node of the extremal J.l.;, i = 1, 2, 3; x,1 =X;, 

for J.1. 1 , Xq = x1, for fl 2 , and x'l = x" for J.L,. 
(1) Put j = q and calculate 

t(x1)=min{tl max (s(x1)(T) min Xb
1

(8))=1}. 
T~t t~8~t 

(2) Find X; from the equation 

L((x1, Xj))(s(x;))(t)lt=l(x
1
l=1. 

U3) Put 

t (x1)" t (x1) •u· 
(4) Calculate 

(1.4.2.5) 

(1.4.2.6) 

t(x;)=max{tjmax(x[T,I<x·ll(t), max (s(x;)(•) min Xh 1 (8)))=.1}. 
' 1"~t t~tl~t 

whrrl' 

{ 
1 if tE!T. _i(x 1)], 

'Xp,lr:r
1

>) (I) = 
0 if tE!T, t(x1)]. 

(1.4.2.7) 

(:-1) Put j i and rrpeat the calculations hy formulas (1.-'1.:2.5)
( 1.1.:2.7) IIIII if 

Vr 1 EX, /,((X;, Xj)) (s(X;)) (t)lt=t<x.)=F 1. 
J 
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The meaningfulness of this procedure stems from the existence of 
solutions;, formulas (1.4.2.5)-(1.4.2.7), and the model of functioning 
of a system of robots due to which (1) t (xq) is the minimal possible 
time of arrival of a robot at final node Xq, (2) solution x; to Eq. 
(1.4.2.5) is the node from which this robot traveled to xi and arrived 
at xi at timet (xi), (3) t(x;) is the time of departure of the robot from 
node x; to node xi, and (4) t (xi) is the time of arrival of the robot at 
node xi. The recursion in item (5) of the algorithm provides in sequ
ence the arcs of extremal f.l; for the solution s = s;. At the end of the 
algorithm, xi is the initial node of f.l; from which the robot departs 
at time t(xi) 

Remark 1.4.2.1 Note that the solutions of the above subproblems 
make it possible to rapidly introduce changes in the program con
trolling the movements of the robots by sending them, after they 
have finished materials handling, either to the depots or to service 
new instructions. For practical application of the above process to 
concrete transportation subsystems one must know the tern poral 
parameters of the functioning of the various parts of such a sub
system. These may be found, for example, by modeling the time of 
operation of the robots on the basis of the so-called RTI\1-method 
(robot, time, movement) [ 1.66). 

Remark 1.4.2.2 The "fuzziness" of the parameters of the problem 
may be taken into account in the above-discussed scheme of the 
solution to the problem by considering the semi-group RtfJ = (R, EB), 
where R = {qJ I rp: Rr --+ [0, 11}; here the operation EB is defined 
in a manner similar to the one considered above. 

The results obtained here in solving the problem of optimal oper
ational control of a system of robots make it possible to carry out 
an optimal design of a transport network on the basis of the worked
out procedures of control of transportation robots and the methods 
of imitation modeling. 

1.5 Algorithms for Solving the Generalized 
Bellman Equation 

When the discrete medium is irregular and, hence, no 
passage to the limit is possible in the corresponding discrete Bellman 
equation as n --+ oo, with n = I X I the number of points of the 
medium, it is natural to employ numerical methods. 

Below (in Section 1.5.2) we introduce sufflciently effective (\vith 
polynomial estimates of complexity) algorithms for sohing the 
generalized Bellman equation. The idea of constructing these algo
rithms stems from the Hnygens-Fresnel principle well-knO\m in 
mathematical physics. This principle provides an essentially algo
rithmic method for constructing a wavefront of perturbations that 
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are transmitted in the medium locally [1.671. In this section we 
consider the Uellman equation for a restricted discrete medium in 
a situation that is more general than that discussed in Sections 1.1 
and 1.2. nameh·, we will assume that the connections characteristic L 
of the medium ·is an endomorphism of an abstract Abelian semi-group 
Rff' = (R, EB), where EB is the semi-group operation. If on (R, EB) 
we have delined an additional commutath·e semi-group operation 0. 
then, defming endomorphisms as right translations onto R that realize 
a representation of semi-group (R, 0 ), we arrive in this particular 
case at the Bellman equation in spaces with values in semi-rings 
considered in the previous sections. 

1.5.1 The Generalized Bellman Equation in Spaces 
with Values in an Abelian Semi-group 

Here we introducP the inhomogeneous steady-state Bellman equa
tion in spaces of functions with values in an Abelian semi-group. We find that 
an analog of Fredholm's fir>t theorem holds true for this equation [1.68). 

Let Rff! = (R. EB) be an abstract Abelian semi-group with the 
commutative semi-group operation of "addition" EB: R 2 

- R and 
the neutral element On. It is assumed that on R a partial ordering 
relation~ and a metric p: R 2 

- [0, oo) are specified that are con
cordant with each other and the operation EB via the axioms con
sidered in Section 1.1.1. 

\\' e denote the set of endomorph isms of the Abelian semi-group 
R<fl by E = End Ra,, with E = {h: R - R I h (a EB b) = h (a) EB 
h (b)). Let us consider the semi-ring 't '= (£, EB, 0) of endomor
phi~ms equipped with the semi-group operations of "addition" EB 
and "multiplication" (or "product'') 0: V h, g E £, V a E R, 
(h EB g) (a) = h (a) EB g (a), (h 0 g) (a) ~ g (h (a)) and the neutral 
elements J E E and TI E £, respectively: J is the absorbing endo
morphism '</ a E R. :J (a) =On. and 11 is the identity endomorph
i~m V a E R, :1 (a) = a. lt can be easily ,·erilied that EB is com
mutali,·e on £: V h, g E £, h EB g = g EB h and is related to 0 
through the distrihutivity relations V/, g, hE£, 

I 0 (g EB h) = (! 0 g) EB (f 0 h), 

(g EB h) 0 I = (g 0 f) EB (h 0 f). 

Let .lf = (.\. r, I-, Htt) he a discret£> restricted (I X I ~~ n 
nwdium with a ronnPction~ charactPristic L: r -+End R::r:. (I r I = 

m) that ~ati"I'H'" the condition . 

VuE r, L (u) iOn) ·~On. ( 1.5.1.1 ) 

B~· .\ ,,.£' dPnotP the "pace of ~tate~ of medium .1/, or A {cr I cr: X--.. 
H). In .\ WP deline lhP structure of the Abelian ~emi-group £>quipped 
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with a commutative operation of "addition" EB: N -+A, Vrr, '\jJ E A, 
V x E X, (rr EB 'ljl) (x) = rr (x) EB '\jJ (x) and a neutral element 0 A E 
A, 0 A (x) = 0 R· The connections characteristic L of medium M 
will be extended on X2 '-...f via the absorbing endomorphism 0. \Ve 
denote the resultant mapping X2 -+ E by H: 

Vu ~~ (x;, xi) E X2 , H (u) = H ((x;, xi)) 

(1.5.1.2) 

We define the endomorphism H: A -+A that acts in the space A 
of states of medium llf via the formula 

n 
V'A E A, (H'A) (xi)= EB hu ('A (x;)) 

i=l 

EB L (x;, xi)( 'A (x;)), xi EX, (1.5.1.3). 
x;Enxi) 

where r (xj) = {x; EX, (x;, Xj) E f} is a neighborhood of point Xj 

In other words, endomorphism H (1.5.1.3) is represented by matrix 
[hiilnxrt that we will call the operator matrix of the medium. 

With endomorphism H (1.5.1.3) we associate the steady-state 
Bellman equation in the space of functions with values in the abstract 
Abelian semi-group for the discrete medium M: 

s=HsEB.F, (1.5.1.4) 

with .F E A a given function X -+ R. 
Our goal is to find a solution to Eq. (1.5.1.4). We assume that 

the endomorphisms h;1 (1.5.1.2) are continuous with respect to 
uniform convergence in R: an -+ b <::::> p (an, b) -+ 0, and the 
function .:Y:: (x) is bounded: V x E X, 0 R ~ .F (x) ~ const. For 
the generalized Bellman equation (1.5.1.4) we consider the following 
problem: find all the bounded solutions s = s (x), V x E X, 0 R ~ 
s (x) ~ const. We denote the set of all such solutions by B. It has 
been established that with certain conditions imposed on operator H 
the set B is not empty and, more than that, an analog of Fredholm's 
first theorem [ 1.68) holds true, in other words, the general solution 
to Eq. (1.5.1.4) can be represented in the form of a sum of an arbitrary 
solution to the homogeneous equation corresponding to Eq. (1.5.1.4) 
and a particular solution to the inhomogeneous equation. This 
particular solution of the initial steady-state problem is defmed as 
the solution to the stabilization Cauchy problem in the space of 
functions with values in the Abelian semi-group. 

The stabilization Cauchy problem corresponding to the steady
state generalized Bellman equation in the space of functions with 
values in the Abelian semi-group (R, EB) and associated with the 
9-010~ 
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discrete medium M is formulated as follows: find 

lim u (x, t) = u* (u0), 
t-oo 

(1.5.1.5) 

where u (x, t) is a bounded solution to the Cauchy problem for the 
inhomogeneous equation 

ut+1=Hu1 EB !F (1.5.1.6) 

wilh the initial condition 

u lt=o = u0 , V x EX, OR,:;;; u 0 (x),:;;; const. (1.5.1.7) 

The limit u* (u 0 ) is called the solution to the stabilization Cauchy 

problem. By R 1 (u 0) we d.enote the resolving operator of problem 

(1.5.1.5)-(1.5.1. 7), and ~y Bu, the re.solving operator of the stabiliza

tion Cauchy problem: Bu., = lim R 1 (u0), with u 0 fixed. Here and 
1-+oo 

in what follows the limit is understood in the sense of strong con
vergence of operators on the subspace of funclions that are bounded 
and belong to A. 

The structure of the semi-ring of endomorphisms End REB of the 
Abelian semi-group REB = (R, EB) induces in a natural way the 
structure of the semi-ring on the set of endomorphisms of semi-group 
A(Jl = (A, $). The respective semi-group operations of "addition" 
EB and "multiplication" 0 are defined by the formulas 

'fl A, BE End AE!l, 'fl 'A. E A, 

(A EB B) ('A.) = (A'A.) EB (BJ...), (A 0 B) ('A.) = B (A ('A.)), 

which in the matrix representation of endomorphisms have the form 

A= [atj]nxn• B = [bij]nxn. 

A EBB= [au EB bulnxn• 

A 0 B = [ ffi a;k 0 bhi] · 
h=l nxn 

By /{ 1 we denote the operator H raised to power t, that is, H0 = 
D = [6ulnx n, II' = /{t-1 0 ll, t ? 1, where 6u = 6 (i - j} is the 
generalized della function in the semi-ring ~ = (E, EB, 0 ): 611 = u 

t 
if i = j and 6; 1 = ) if i =1= j [1.G!l]. Then HC 1> = \B Hh. 

h=O 
Assertion 1.5.1.1 Srtppose that the limits lim H 1 = H""' and 

1-+oo 

lim 1/(t> II* exist. Then the operator Bu,: A -+A exists and can be 
t-"00 

represented in the form 

/1 "• - II~ II" \B H*. (1.5.1.8) 
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Proof. For a finite t, in view of the linearity of H, the solution to 
problem (1.5.1.5)-(1.5.1. 7) can be represented in the form u (x, t) = 
Htu0 $ f 1_ 1 , where ft is the solution to Eq. (1.5.1.6) with a zero 
initial condition. By Duhamel's theorem, 

EB 
/, = ) n~-~.F d-r 

[0, t] 

t 
= E9 H1-~§= $ H".F=H< 1l§. 

O~t~l k=O 

Combining this with the previous equality and passing to the limit 
as t - oo we get (1.5.1.8). A A 

Remark 1.5.1.1 Generally the operators R 1 (u0 ) and Bu, are not 
endomorphisms acting in A if operation E9 is not idempotent. 

Corollary The fact that endomorphism HAis continuous and (1.5.1.8) 

imply that for each u 0 the function s = B,.,§ = H 00 u0 E9 H* .F is 
a solution to the steady-state Bellman equation (1.5.1.4), with H 00 u 0 = 
g0 a solution to the homogeneous equation Hg = g. We denote the 
solution to the inhomogeneous equation (i.e: with H* !F) by s* and call 

it the Duhamel solution. Obviously, s* = BoA]:. Thus, with the above
formulated restrictions imposed on H, the steady-state equation (1.5.1.4) 
has among its solutions the solution to the stabilization Cauchy prob-

lem, s = B,.,!F = H
00

u 0 E9 s*. 
Theorem 1.5.1.1 Suppose the conditions of the assertion 1.5.1.1 

are met. Then on the set B of all bounded solutions to the steady-state 
Bellman equation, or V s E B, we have 

s = g $ s*, (1.5.1.9) 

where g t.> A:l. bounded solution to the homogeneous equation Hg = g, 

and s* = B,.,!F is the Duhamel solution of the stabilization Cauchy 
problem (1.5.1 :l)-(1.5.1.7). 

Proof. Consider a chain of equalities following from Eq. (1.5.1.4) 
and the definitiou of HC1l. For every finite k E Z+ we have 

s = Hs $ J * s = H (Hs E9 !F) E9 .F 

= H 2s $ H!F E9 D!F = H 2s E9 H<1l .F * ... * s 
= H"; E9 H<l<-lJ._F. 

Passing to the limit, as k - oo, in the last equality and putting 
g = H 00

S, we get (1.5.1.9). 
For optimization problems in which operation E9 is idempotent, 

the solutions to the generalized Bellman equation (1.5 .1.4) possess 
the following properties: 

9* 
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Lemma 1.5.1.1 Let the semi-group operation 61 be idempotent, 
V a E R, a 61 a = a, and let the strong limits lim H 1 = H"" and ,_ ... 
lim H(ll = H* exist. Then the following assertions are true: ,_ ... 

(1) Vu 0 E .\ B,., is an endomorphism in A~, with B., 0 B., = 

B •• ; 
(2) the Duhamel solutions*= B0 A.F is the neutral element on the 

set B of all b~unded solutions to Eq. (1.5.1.4), or V s E B s 61 s* = s; 

(3) B1 = BoA for every f satisfying the condition f ffi s* = s*; and 

(4) if fi = D ffi H, then the Duhamel solutions to the equations 

s = Hs ffi .'F and s = Hs ffi .F coincide. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the previous formulas and 

the fact that ffi is idempotent. 

1.5.2 The H-method of Numf'rical Solution 
of the G£'neraliz£'d Bellman Equation 

In this section we discuss two ~chemes for the numerical solu
tion of the Bellman equation in a space with values in an Abelian semi-group: 
the Picard method of successive approximations, and (in the case of idempotency 
of the semi-group operation EB) the more effective H-method of successive ap
proximations. 

Let us consider exact numerical alg01·ithms for constructing the 
Duhamel solution to the generalized Bellman equatioi1. 

t.5.2.t Picard Method of Successive Approximations 

Let sP = {s,. t = 0, 1, 2, ... } be the sequence of 
approximations fixed by the following recursion scheme: 

s0 = .'F', s1+I = Hs 1 ffi .7, t = 0, 1, 2, .... (1.5.2.1) 

The sequence stabilizes if 3 tf E ::":+ and V t > tf, s1+1 = s1• It is 
obvious that sequences" giYen by (1.5.2.1) stabilizes if and only if 

3 tf E l+, V t!;;;;, tr., H!1l = H 0 H!tl ffi D. (1.5.2.2) 

In this case sfo is the Duhamel solution s* to Eq. (1.5.1.4), with 
the complexity estimate T of constructing s1, being n~tf (Th + T.qJ). 
where This the complexity estimate of calculating the endomorphism 
h;1• and T'fJ is the complexity estimate of performing operation EB. 

Uelow we giYe some conditions on the medium Jll and the endo
morphisms h;1 that arc sufliciPnt for stabilization of the successiYe 
approximations in the Picard method: 

(I) Z (M) =c 0, where Z (.1/) is the set of all elementary contours 
of graph G = (X, f); 
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(2) V hE Im L, ] EB h = ]; 
(3) V v E Z (M), ] EB L (v) = U; where v = {u1 , u2, ... , uk} 

and L (v) = L (u1) 0 L (u2) 0 ... 0 L (uh) is a composition of 
endomorphisms taken along contour v; 

(4) 3 k 0 E 'l + such that for every family (i.e. a collection of 
elements not necessarily pairwise distinct) of endomorphisms h1 , 

h 2 , ••• , hh, belonging to Im L we have ] EB (h 1 0 h 2 0 ... 0 
hh,) = il. 

When the endomorphisms in lm L are commutative, the conditions 
(2)-(4) may be made weaker: 

(5) 3k0 E z., Vh E Im L, h<k.> = h<k,+o = h 0 h<h,> EB ll, where 
t 

h<1>= EB h1
, tE::Z+, h0 =TI; 

k=O 
(6) 3k

0
E2+, VvEZ(M), JY•>(v)=L<k,+t>(v). 

Let us prove, say, the sufficiency of condition (6). (The proof 
for conditions (1)-(5) is similar.) We introduce A1 = H 1 F, t = 
0, 1, 2, ... , and represent At in the form of a discrete Feynman 
"continual integral", an integral along paths [1.22, 1.23). For each 
t = 0, 1, 2, ... we defme a set of points of the medium, <Dt ~ X, 
through the relationship <D 1 = {x EX I At (x) ofo OR}· Then, in 
view of condition (1.5.1.1) and formula (1.5.1.2), we have 

A; (y) =(HAt-~) (y) =c EB EB L ((x, y)) (/>1_ 1 (x)). (1.5.2.3) 
xE<l>t-l (x. y)E r 

Enforcing recursion in (1.5.2.3) to t = 0, we get 

Ae{y)=(H1.F)(y)= EB EB L(f.t)(F(x)). (1.5.2.4) 
xE<l>o j.L( 111~-y 

Here <Do = {x E X I Ao (x) = H 0.F = .T * 0 R }, i\I~ ..... y is the set 
of routes ~t = {ui> u 2 , ••• , ut} of length t = I f.t I connecting 

t 
points x and y of the medium, L (f.t) = 0 L (u;) = L (u1) 0 

i=O 
L (u 2) 0 ... 0 L (ut) is the composition of endomorphisms along 
route I! (the characteristic of route f.t). Formula (1.5.2.4) constitutes 
a representation of H 1§. = At in the form of a discrete Feynman 
"continual integral," the integral along routes ~t in M. By direct 
substitution into (1.5.2.1) we can easily verify that each member St 

t 

of sequence sP can be represented in the form s1 = EB Ah. Hence, 
h=O 

by virtue of (1.5.2.4), we finally arrive at a representation of St 

in the form of a "sum" along routes: 

s,(y) = (H<1>.F) (y) = EB EB L (~t) ( F (x)). (1.5.2.5) 
xE<t>o L!EJII~tlu 
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, 
Here llf~}. 11 = U AI!_ u is the set of all routes f.L = {u1, u2, ••• , uk} 

k=O 
from x to y \\hose lengths arr no greater than t ( 1 f.L 1:::;;;; t), and 
L(f.L)=] at lf.LI=O. 

Any route f.L, l~tl = kEl+, can br represP.nted in the form f.L= 
r(j1,) a -

!Jo U U v ,P, where f!oEMo:-u is the elementary route from x 
P=l I 

to y, Mx-u is the set of all elementary routes from x to y, 
"" E Z (M) is an elementary contour incident to f.Lo• a.r E Z+ is the 
multiplicity of "" in f!, and r (f!0) is the number of all the ele-
mentary coutours incident to f!o• Vf!0 EMx-y• r(fl0):::;;;1Z(M)I, 

r(llo) 

with k=, lfll = lf.lol + ~ lvrla.1,. With f.Lo we associate the set 
p=l 

r(llo) Ct 

M,(f!o)={f.L, f!= f!o U U "P"' k=--lf.LI:::;;;t}. 
p=l 

By virtue of the commutativity of 0 and the distributivity of 0 
with respect to EB, we have 

(

r(llol t ) 
Lt (fl0) = EB L (f.L) = 0 L< I (vp) 0 L (f.L0}, (1.5.2.6) 

11EMt(l1ol p=l 

t 

where L< 1l (v .. ) = EB Lh (vp)· 
h=O 

Let k* = (n - 1) + I Z (M) I nk 0 • By virtue of condition (6) 
and Eq. (1.5.2.6), the latter equality yields L1+1 (fl0) = Lt (flo) 
for t ;;;;. k*. Combining this with (1.5.2.5), we obtain the following 
chain of equalities: 

s1 (y) = EB EB L (f.L) (.~ (x)) 
x£<l>o 11EM~:.y 

~ EB EB L,{f!0)(.F (x)) . 
.<E<l>o 11oEMx-y 

Tl1is, oi.J\'iously, implies that s1+1 = s1 for t;;;;. k* and, hence, the 
quantity tr required by the stabilization condition (1.5.2.2) does 
indl'eu exist, with tf:::;;;; k*. 

If the operation EB is idempotent, V a E R, a EB a = a, we have 
a nwthod of successive approximations for solving the generalized 
lkllman equation (1.5.1.1\) that is more effective than the Picard 
ml'l hod. 
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1.5.2.2 The H-metbod of Successive Approximations 

We denote by nil: A-+ A an endomorphism belonging 
to End Affi that is defined by the formula 

{ 
s (x) 

'f/s E A, (nus) (x) = s (xi) EB hii (s (x;)) if 
(1.5.2.7) 

with hii defmed in (1.5.1.2). 
Suppose that sH = {s0 , s1 , s2 , ••• , St. ... } is a sequence of 

approximations fixed by the following recursion scheme: 

_ , __ { nusr-1 if Qt =I= 0 A (i, j) E Q,, 
s0 - .F, St- 'f Q _ 

0 
(1.5.2.8) 

St-1 1 t- ' 
with 

Qt = {(i, j), St-1 =f= 'Jti}St-t}· (1.5.2.9) 

Theorem 1.5.2.1. If any one of the above conditions (1)-(6) 
is met, the sequence sH stabilizes:3t~Eif+, S 1H=S1H+t'with 

0 0 

s 1[!=s*, where s* is the Duhamel solution to Eq. (1.5.1.4). 
Proof. The proof can be carried out in the same way as in Sec

tion 1.5.2.1 and is based on the "continual" representation of s1 (see 
[1.22, 1.24)). 

By virtue of formulas (1.5.2.8) and (1.5.2.9), the sequence sH = 
{s, t = 0, 1, 2, ... } that converges, as t -+ t[!, to solution s* 
of Eq. (1.5.1.4) is not defined in a unique manner. Depending on 
which of the sufficiency conditions (1)-(6) is met, there are different 
methods (H-algorithms) of constructing the sequence sf! -+ s*, with 
complexity estimates that are better than in the Picard method. The 
reason is that for the idempotent operation EB the order in which 
the endomorphism n;i (1.5.2. 7) is chosen from the set of all admissible 
endomorphisms defmed by the sets Q1 (1.5.2.9) is not important. 
The choice of a de!inite order in which the points and connections 
in medium Jl.f are selected in an H-method of successive approxima
tions, in other words, the choice based on an analysis of the topology 
and properties of the local transformations hu, yields concrete H-algo
rithms with different complexity estimates. 

Algorithm A}J: 

Put s =f= !F, Q = {x EX, .Y: (x) =FOR}; 
while Q =I= 0 do 

od. 

select point x; E Q; 
Q = Q'--..{x;}; 
for Xj E r (x;) do 

R = nus; 
if s =F R then s = R; Q = Q U {x;} fi 

od 
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This algorithm can be applied when any one of the sufficiency con
ditions (1)-(6) is met. Let us estimate the accuracy of algorithm A H 
whrn, say, condition (2) is satisfied, assuming that the semi-group 
operation $ is induced by the linear ordering relation p (see Sec
tion 1.5.3 below). Refming the choice of point X; E Q in algorithm A~ 
in such a manner that the point satisfies the condition s (x;) = 
$ s (x) and representing medium JI by the continuity structure 
zEQ 
[1.70) for algorithm A1I, we fmd that the complexity estimate is 
n2 Tffi + mTh. llnder the same conditions but with a representation 
of set Q in the form of a sorting tree with respect to p, the complexity 
estimate for Ak is equal tom log nTffi + mTh [1.24). If medium .lf 
satisfies the sufficiency condition (1), there is an H-algorithm that 
is more effectiye than Ak, namely, 

Algorithm Ak 
for x EX do 

sT (x) =I {y EX, (y, x) Ef} I; 
od 

put s = .f; Q = {x I sT (x) = 0}; 
while Q =I= 0 do 

select point x; E Q: Q = Q-....,_ {x; }; 
for Xj E r (x;) do 

od 
od. 

s -·= nus; 
sT (xi) = sT (xi)- 1; 
if sT (xi) = 0 then Q = Q U {.ri} 11 

Thrcomplexity rstimate for A}1 is equal to m(Th + Te)· 

1.5.3 Exampll'S of Solution of Extremal Problems 
of Discrete Optimization Linear in Spacl'S with \'alut'S 
in an Abrlian Semi-group 

In this section we consider the solutions of single-iteration and 
nndli-iLPralion problt·m~ as examples of solution of extremal problems. 

The rollct'pt of a ~eneralized Uellman rqualion in !'paces with 
\'alucs iu an Abelian ~emi-group makes it possible to giYe the state
ment of, aud the ~olulion methods for, a broad cla~s of problems of 
di~crete optimization on graphs. llrre we restrict our discussion to 
the ~pecial ..\he(ian SI'IIIi-group Jloj, (li, ffi) in which the semi
group opPralion $ is indnred hy the linear ordering relation p 
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on R: 

{ 
a if apb, 

a EBb= b if l apb, (1.5.3.1) 

The choice of such a semi-group is determined, for one, by the fact 
that all known classical problems of optimization on graphs [ 1.37, 
1. 70, 1. 71), with appropriate choice of the discrete medium, prove 
to be linear in spaces of functions with values in this semi-group 
and, hence, a numerical solution for these problems can be obtained 
by employing the H-algorithms discussed in Section 1.5.2. 

From the standpoint of the generalized Bellman equations in the 
above-noted semi-group, problems of discrete optimization on graphs 
divide naturally into two classes: (1) problems whose solution can 
be found by solving the Bellman equation in a fixed medium (single
iteration problems), and (2) problems whose solution requires con
structing consecutively solutions of the Bellman equation in a me
dium that changes from iteration to iteration (multi-iteration prob
lems). 

1.5.3.1 Single-iteration Problems 

As an example of single-iteration problems we consider 
the problems of so-called discrete optimization on graphs of the 
trajectory type. The statement of these problems is naturally related 
to the continual representation of the solution to the generalized 
Bellman equation. Specifically let s* be the (Duhamel) solution to 
Eq. (1.5.1.4), s* = lim s1• Then, in the limit of t -+ oo Eq. (1.5.2.5) 

t-oo 
yields the following "continual" representation for solution s*: 

'fly EX, s* (y) = EB EB L (It) (.F (x)), (1.5.3.2) 
xE<Do !!EMx-y 

where M x-y = lim M~t.:,.Y is the set of all routes connecting points 
t-oo 

x and y of the medium, and <1> 0 = {x E X, .F (x) =I= 0 R }. By virtue 
of the definition (1.5.3.1) of operation EB formula ( 1.5.3.2) implies 
that for every vertex y E X there is a route ~lo from point x0 to point 
y, x0 E <1> 0 for which the following holds true: 

L (!l 0 ) (!F (x0)) = s* (y). 

In other words, in terms of the linear ordering relation p (1.5.3.1), 
route llo is optimal on the set of all routes Jf x->y• that is, for this 
route we have 

'f/ X E <Do, 'f/ ll E llfx-Y• L (!lo) (.F (x0 )) pL (!l) (.:F (x)). 

This naturally leads to the following statement of the problem of 
the trajectory type in the discrete medium .lf = (X, r, L, REB): 
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Let an arbitrary element .F 0 E A and an arbitrary subset <D s: X 
be given, let <D 0 = {x EX, .F 0 (x) =OR}, and let .Mtf.>o-+tt> be the 
set of all the routes connecting the points of sets <ll 0 and <D, Mtt>o-tt> = 

U U M.,-!,. We wish to establish at least one route flo E 
x e tt>, x E <I> 
JIJ tf.>o-+tt> from x0 E <ll 0 to Yo E <D that satisfies the following ordernig 
relation (!lo is the optimal route): 

\1fl E J1I tt>,-<I>• L (flo) (.F o (x0)) pL (fl) (I 0 (x)). (1.5.3.3) 

Note that in view of the above reasoning, the "length" of the optimal 
route, L (flo) (.F 0 (x0)), and the final point of the route, y 0 , can be 
determined uniquely from the solution s* to the Bellman equation 
( 1.5.1.4) with the right-hand side .F = .F 0 through the following 
formulas: 

Generally, describing the procedure of reconstructing the route flo 
from the known solution s* to Eq. (1.5.1.4) requires drawing on 
additional constructions [1.24, 1.56). Here we describe the procedure 
in a situation when the discrete medium .M and the connections char
acteristic satisfy the sufficiency conditions (1 )-(3), in view of which 
route flo is a path. We introduce the notation flo= {xr,, Xp, • ••• , 

xr,, }. The nodes xr
1

, j = 1, ... , k, can be found through the follow
ing recursion scheme 

Irk~- Yo• 

s* (x,;) ~ hpi-t~'i (s* (xr;_
1
)), i = k, k-1, ... , 2, 

\fx,1 EX, s* (x,
1

) =I= hqr
1 

(s* (xq)), 

x,,l 'Xo. 

1\ole that the optimization problems of the trajectory known from 
the literature [1.70] are "included'' in problem (1.5.3.3) under the 
following rhoire of the endornorphisms ltu. Specitically, we will 
as~ume that on (/l, @)we have defmed an additional semi-gl'Oup 
operation of multiplication 0. Then we define h ii as the right trans
lations on R that realize the representation of semi-group (/l, 0), 
that is. Va E H. h;i (a) a 0 fu. where /;i E fl. In this case 
Eq. ( t.:-l.l.!\) i>' the lh•llman equation in the space of functions with 
vallll'" in the semi-ring A (ll, @, 0). If we put .'-o = 6~- in 
(1..-,_:l.:l), with ll~. till' "delta function" in semi-ring .-1, or 

l In if x ~. 
6~ b~ (.r),' On if x=l=~ anti c!l={y), 

we a!Ti,-e at the problem of ron!<trurting the optimal path het,n•en 
two Yl'rtirp,.;, : and !I· in graph (; (X, 1'). Tahir t.5.:l.!\ li>'ts 
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examples of semi-rings and complexity estimates for H-algorithms 
for solving problem (1.5.3.3). For similar structures see [ 1. 74]. 

Table 1.5.3.4 

~I R aq)b I OR I a8b IIR I Complexity 

R' min (a, b) +Xl a+b 0 0 (n2), 0 (m log n) 

2 R' + max (a, b) 0 a+b 0 O(m) 

3 R' min (a, b) +oo max (a, b) -oo 0 (n2), 0 (m log n) 

4 R~ max (a, b) 0 min (a, b) +oo 0 (n2), 0 (m log n) 
5 [0, 1] min (a, b) 0 a X b 1 0 (n2), 0 (m log n) 
6 [0, 1] max (a, b) 1 a X b 0 (n2), 0 (m log n) 
7 {0, 1, ... , n) min (a, b) n min (n, a+b) 0 O(m) 

As another example of a problem of the trajectory type (1.5.3.3), 
let us take the problem of constructing the shortest path through 
a network with a variable transit time along the arcs [ 1. 72]. Suppose 
that to each arc u of graph G = (X, f) we assign a nonnegative 
function Cflu (t). The independent variable t is the starting time of 
motion from node X; along arc u = (x;, xi), while the value of Cflu(t) 
at time t is the transit time along arc u. We wish to construct the 
shortest (namely, "the fastest") route fl~' from a specif1ed node x0 E X 
to any other node of the graph, x EX, under the condition that 
the departure from node x0 occurs at time t 0 • This problem has been 
solved in [1.73] by the dynamic programming method employing 
a discrete time scale, with the estimates of the temporal and capacity 
complexities of calculations and the accuracy of the resulting solu
tion depending essentially on the step on the time scale. 

A more effective method of solving this problem with a complexity 
estimate equal to 0 (n2 ) or 0 (m log n) (n = I X I and m = I f I) 
[ 1.24, 1.56) is based on reducing it to the solution to the generalized 
Bellman equation (1.5.1.4). The discrete medium M = (X, f, L, R'f!) 
corresponding to this problem is defined in the following manner: 
(1) G = (X, f) representing the initial network, (2) R::e = (R, EB), 
where R = {t E R 1 , t ~ t 0 } and EB = mni, and (3) the endomor
phisms L (u) E End R® are specif1ed by the formula 'f/a E R, L (u) X 
(a) = min {• + cp 11 (•) }. Then we can easily show that the length 

't~a 

s* (x) of the shortest route fl~' from x0 E X to x E X is the solu Lion 
to the Bellman equation (1.5.1.4) with the right-hand side JF of 
the form 

{ 
to l'f X = X0, 

!F (x) = OR-= oo if x =I= x
0

• 
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1.5.3.2 Multi-iteration Problems 

The state of, and solution methods for, the problems given 
below are discussed from the standpoint of the Bellman equation 
(1.5.1.4) in the space of functions with values in the semi-ring 
(R, E9, 0) supplemented by an additional condition, the commu
tativity of the "multiplication" operation 0. 

The generalized assignment problem. Suppose that G = (X, f) 
is an arbitrary nonoriented graph. By 1' = {P} we denote the set 
of all combinations of pairs P of edges in graph G, and by n (P) 
the number of edges entering P. Then 1'0 = {P 0 E 1' IV P E 1', 
n (P 0 ) ~ n (P)} is the set of all combinations of pairs of maximal 
power. On the set of edges of the graph we specify a weighting func
tion cp with values in R, cp: f --+R. \Ve defme the weight cp (P) of 
the combination of pairs, P, thus: cp (P) = 0 cp (u). We wish to 

uEP 
find the combination of pairs P 0 E 1' 0 for which cp (P 0 ) = E9 cp (P). 

PEf/>0 
At each ith iteration, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n (P0)- 1, of the 

algorithm for constructing the optimal combination of pairs, P 0 , 

the following sequence of steps is carried out: 
(1) hy the combination of pairs P co~structed in the previous iter

ation we determine the medium AI' = (X, f, L', RGJ): 

VaER, Li(u)(a)=<pi(u)0a, 

; u = { ~ (u) if u E r-......P. 
cp ( ) cp(u) if uEP, 

where ~ (u) is listed in Table 1.5.3.5, 

Table 1.5.3.5 

~I A::;si~nnu·nt R a(Bb I On I 
Maximal [-1, 11, +tl max (a, b) -I 
power 

2 ~linimal Rt min (a, b) +oo 
weight 

3 ~laximal Ill max (a, b) -00 

\Wight 
4 ~liuimax Rl miu (a, b) +oo 
5 :\laxirnin Rl max (a, b) -oo 
() Lea~! R' + min (a, b) -1-oo 

rei iablc 
7 ~(o,;t m mux (a, b) ll 

reliable 

. ( 1.5.3.4) 

a:)b I 'n I (i(u) 

fa-1-b,a=;!=h ll -I 
l a, a=b 

a-1-b n -cr (u) 

a+b II _,1 (11) 

max (•'• I•) -00 'I (u) 
min (a, b) +oo 'f (u) 

a >< b I <f-1 (11) 

<I:< b '1-1 (u) 
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(2) in medium JJi we solve the Bellman equation corresponding 
to the problem of determining the optimal alternating chain f-1 0 , 

that is, a chain for which 

0 <pi (u) = EB 0 <pi (u), 
Ut IJ.o iJ.EcJt Ut 1J. 

where all is the set of alternating chains f.1 [ 1. 73], and 
(3) as is known, along an alternating chain the power of combi

nation of pairs P increases by unity. 
The optimality of the algorithm constructed here for the com

bination of pairs P (P = P 0 ) follows from the fact that at each 
ith iteration, i = 1, 2, ... , n (P 0)- 1, for the constructed run
ning combination of pairs P we haYe 

<p(P)= EB <p(Q), 
QE pi 

where ffi = { P E ff I n (P) = i} is the set of combinations of pairs 
of power i. 

In Table 1.5.3.5 we list, for a number of known optimal assign
ment problems in a weighted graph, the corresponding semi-rings 
and weighting functions cpi, which according to formula (1.5.3.4) 
determine the connections characteristic Li of medium Jfi. 

The generalized transportation problem. Suppose that on the arcs r 
of graph G = (X, f) we haYe specif1ed a function C: f -+ R~ 
called the carrying capacity. The graph contains two isolated subsets 
of nodes: sources X1 c X and sinks X 2 c X, with X 1 n X 2 = 0. 
The nonnegatiYe function f: r -+ R~ that satisfies the relation
ships 'VuE r, t (u) :-::;;; c (u); 'V X E xl,diYt (x);;;;:;: 0; 'V X E x2, 
div1 (x) :-::;;; 0; 'V x E X'-.,.(X1 U X 2), div1 (x) = 0, where 

div1 (x;) = ~ f (x;. xi)- L f (xi, xi) 
(X;, :r:j)Er (xi' X;)Er 

is said to be the flow [1.44], while V (f)= L div1 (x) = 
x~X1 

~ div1 (x) is said to be the magnitude of the flow. By (i, = 
rEX, 

{f} we denote the set of all admissible flows, then &o = {! 0 E 
& rv t E & , V (f 0 ) ;;;;:;: v (f)} is the set of all the flows of maximal 
magnitude. 

Let us assume that on the set of all the arcs of the graph we have 
specified a weighting function <p with values in R, cp: f -+ R. We 
define the weighting function cp (f) of flow f thus: 

<p (/) = 0 lj: (cp (u), f (u)), 
uEr 

where the function 'ljl: R X R: -+ R satisfies the following con
ditions: 'V a E R, 'V b, c E R:, 'ljl (a, b + c) = 'ljl (a, b) 0 'ljl (a, c); 
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Table 1.5.3.6 

. I 
~, Maximal Dow R I Eil I OR I 0 I IR 

I 
jp (u) I ¢(a, b), 

b > 0 

1 ~linimal cost Rl min +oo + 0 -~p(u;) axb 
2 Minimax Rl min +oo max -oo ~p(u) a 

3 Maximin Rl max -00 min +oo f¥ (u) a 

4 ~lost reliable R' + max 0 X 1 !p-1 (u) ab 

'f/ a E R, 'ljJ (a, 0) = 1 R (see Table 1.5.3.6). We wish to find the flow 
I 0 E &: 0 for which the following condition holds true: 

ff!(fo)= E9 ff!{f). 
/E (§. o 

At each ith iteration, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n (P 0}- 1, of the algo
rithm for constructing the optimal f 0 the following sequence of steps 
is carried out: 

(1} by the flow I constructed in tl_1e previous iteration i we deter~ 
mine the medium Jf' = (X, f', L', REil): to each arc u E f in f' 
there generally correspond two arcs, the "direct" (with the same 
orientation) arc u with carrying capacity C (u} - I (u} > 0 and the 
"reverse" (with the opposite orientation) arc u-with carrying capacity 
I (u} > 0; 'f/a E R, £i (u} (a} = q;; (u) 0 a, where ff'; (u} = ff! (u} 
for the direct arc and ff!; (u} = ~-(u} for the reverse are defined in 
Table 1.5.3.6; 

(2} in medium J/i we sohe the Bellman equation corresponding 
to the problem of fmding the optimal path 1-lo E JJx,-x, (see (1.5.3.3)); 

(3} along the established path 1-lo the flow increases by the mag
nitude of the carrying capacity along this path. 

The optimality of the flow algorithm constructed here follows from 
the fact that at each ith iteration we have for the constructed flow 

1~ (f) = E9 1j: (f'). 
/'Em_ i 

where G:; = {f' E &: 1 r (/') = 1· (/}) is the set of all the flows of 
magnitude 1· (/). 

In Table t.:,.:~.G we list a HU!llber of semi-rings corresponding to 
problems of opl imal !lows in transport nel works. 
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2 Design of the Optimal Dynamic Analyzer: 
Mathematical Aspects of Sound 
and Visual Pattern Recognition 

V.P. Belavkin and V.P. Maslov 

2.0 A Brief Survey 

The problem of automatic recognition of sound signals 
ha~ in the last several years come to the forefront in connection with 
one of the most important problems in building fifth generation com
putational systems, that of voice input and output. Such automatic 
recognition of sound patterns contains a number of mathematical 
subproblems, the most important of which is the (mathematical) 
design of an optimal dynamic analyzer, the device occupying the 
center of the stage in the problem of automatic recognition of sound 
patterns. An example of such a device is given in [2.11: a recl'iver 
of acoustic waves v (x - ct) whose idealized model is a point-like 
resonator (or cavity) capable of measuring the intensities of the 
vibrational (v) modes excited by the waves. The modes are the natural 
vibrations of one or several standards placed at point x · c 0 and 
are described by an orthonormal set of functions z4 (t) on a given 
interval of observation [0, T). A typical example of such a resonator 
is the spectrum analyzer, a device that measures the intensity dis
tribution over the discrete frequencies fh =kiT, kEN, and can he 
represented by a selective lilter of harmonic waves 

v4 (x- ct) -, 2 Re ~-h exp {2:njk (x- ct)/cT}, j=~l"-t, 

in the output of which one can measure the positive numbers v4 = 
I ¢4 1~ determined hy the complex-valued amplitudes ,,.h E [ 1. 
The spectrum selector de~cribed by the harmonic functions z4 (t) = 
l'X p { -:!:1jkt! T }, /,· U, I, .... which, ob\·iously, form an ortho
normal set {z.,J with respect to the scalar product 

T 

(X.; lz.,,), r-~ \ xi (t) z.,, (t) dt 
'p 

is idl'nlly ~uilrd for the discrimination of pure tones with multiple 
frrqul'ncirs {/; ), tones describl'd by tli~joint compln-valued nmpli-
tudrs 'F~ = 0 nt i =1= k corresponding to till' harmonic waves L"; (.r -

00 

cl) 2 Be,,.; (I- .r/c). where 'I"; (I) ~ 11·:'x11 (1). To establish 
h-- 0 
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which of the tones in {'¢;} with different frequencies and nonzero 
intensities v; = I'¢~ 12 =I= 0 at i = k is actually detected by such 
a receiver, it is sufficient to fmd the number i of the excited standard 
tuned to one of the harmonic modes in {X;} corresponding to the 
set {'¢; }: X; (t) = lj;; (t)/11 '¢; 11. The vibrational energy of such 
a standard will coincide with the intensity of the detected signal '¢;: 
I (X; I 'ljJ;) 12 = II'¢; W. while the other standards remain unexcited: 
(Xk I'¢;) = 0 at k =I= i. A segment of human speech of duration T 
containing a fmished sentence consists, however, not of a single pure 
tone but, generally, of an infinitude of pure tones of different amplitudes 
and frequencies (the frequencies may be assumed to be multiples of 
1/T at a fixed interval T of a single reception act). Nonharmonic 
signals, described by spectral amplitudes '¢; = ['ljJ~lk'=o or, in the 
temporal representation, by the analytic signals 

00 

¢; (t) = L; IJl~exp {-2:njkt/T}, 
k=O 

may be indistinguishable in spectral measurements, even if they are 
orthogonal. For example, if the IJ;; (t), i = 1, ... , m are disjoint 
pulses obtained through the shift by T of the pulsed signal '¢0 (t) 
of length M = Tim, these pulses have corresponding to them the 
orthogonal spectral amplitudes '¢~ = lj;~ exp {2:njik/m} with the 
same intensity distributions v~ = I 'ljJ~ 12 = I 'ljJ~ 12

, i = 1, ... , m, 
kEN. 

Orthogonal sound signals {IJ;;} on [0, Tl may be identified in 
a similar manner by selective filters matched with the signal modes 
X; (t) = '¢; (t)/11 '¢; II that measure the intensity distribution vk = 
(Xk I'¢;) 12 in the modes { x;}. a distribution that has a different form 
for different values of i, namely, v~ = II'¢; W &~. However, different 
sentences in human speech correspond ordinarily to nonorthogonal 
sound signals'¢; (t), which from the viewpoint of their meaning are 
identified if they are collinear, that is, differ only in the total energy 

II'¢; W = ~ I'¢; (t) 12 dt. For the recognition of nonorthogonal sig

nals {'¢; }~ 1 one cannot employ matched filtration since the f1lters 
described by the nonorthogonal modes X; =' '¢)11 '¢; II are noncom
mutative and, hence, cannot be matched in a single selector; other-

m 

wise, the total measured intensity ~ I (Xk I x;) 12 would exceed the 
k=l 

total energy IIIJ;; W of the received signal'¢; if (¢; IIJ:h) =I= 0 at least 
for one k =I= i. Thus, we have an indefinite situation, formally similar 
to the incompatibility of noncommutative quantum mechanical 
observables, a situation arising from Bohr's complementary prin
ciple [2.2) and Heisenberg's uncertainty relation [2.3). Typical 

10* 
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examples of noncommutative lilters are the frequency and temporal 
filters, which are incompatible, just as position and momentum mea
surements are incompatible in a quantum mechanical system. So 
which of the disjoint selectors described by orthonormal sets of 
modes {Xh} must we employ to discern the nonorthogonal sound 
signals from a given set {'t; }? It is natural to look for the answer to 
this nontrivial question in the form of a solution to an optimization 
problem by selecting a criterion of discernment quality such that 
the optimal selector does not depend on the gauge transformation 
¢; -+ A't; for every complex-valued A.. The latter condition is satislied 

"' 
by the criterion of the maximum of the total intensity~ 1 (X; IIJJ;) 1z 

i=l 
of the true received amplitudes or by the criterion of the minimum 
of the lost intensity ~ I (X; I¢;) 1~. The corresponding extremal 

L;"'k 
problem for arbitrary non orthogonal amplitudes {'Ph} describing 
quantum mechanical states normalized to a priori probabilities was 
first studied in general form in [2.4-2.61. Particular solutions of this 
problem for the case of two nonorthogonal amplitudes {1jJ 0 , ¢ 1 } 

were obtained in [2. 7, 2.8), while the case of several linearly inde
pendent amplitudes {¢;} was also considered in [2.9, 2.10]. 

The above-noted analogy between optimal recognition of sound 
signals and discernment of quantum mechanical states suggested the 
possibility of constructing a wave theory of noncommutative mea
surements within the scope of which one could solve more general 
problems of testing wave hypotheses for estimating the wave para
meters. From the formal viewpoint this theory generalizes the quan
tum theory of optimal measurements, hypothesis testing, and esti
mation of parameters [2.11, 2.12), while actually it carries the mathe
matical methods and ideas de,·eloped in [2.4-2.35] into the new, 
more realistic, lield of applications. A short author's re,·iew of 
optimal processing of quantum signals is given in [2.30]. (Additional 
literature on the quantum theory of detection, hypothesis testing, 
and parameter estimation can be found in the references cited in 
[2.11, 2.121.) 

In the presrnt paper we give a sy,tematic description of the wave 
theory of reprP~l'ntation and measurement based on analogies with 
quantum mechanics. This theory is then employed to solve the prob
lem~ of detection, discrimination, identil\cation, and estimation 
of the parameters of sound signals and visual patterns within the 
framework of the noncommutati,·e theory of testing wave hypotheses 
developed here. The idea of employing the methods of quantum 
mechanics for discerning wave patterns emerged at the beginning 
of the 1\l70s, when a seminar on quantum mechanics and pattern 
recognition was organized in the Physics Department of Moscow 
State University. The seminar was directed by one of the authors of 
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the present paper, V. P. 1\Iaslov, along with Yu. P. Pyt'ev, and the 
second author, V. P. Belavkin, attended it. Interest in problems of 
registration and reconstruction of the complete wave fteld rather 
than only the energy illumination of the image in a certain plane 
was stimulated by the rapid development of holography, which was 
invented by Gabor [2.36) and then underwent a revival [2.:37) when 
coherent sources of light, or lasers, were created. The emerging 
optimization problems of discerning wave fronts are also similar 
to the problems of discerning quantum mechanical states and cannot 
be solved by classical methods [2.38) of pattern recognition since 
it is impossible to register directly and exactly the phase and ampli
tude of a wave field by measuring the energy parameters. A detailed 
study of these problems at the time showed [2.:3\:l) that the then 
existing quasiclassical methods of solving quantum mechanical 
problems were also inadequate, and the solution had to be postponed 
until a consistent noncommutative theory of measurements was 
developed in the then rapidly advancing field of quantum theory. 

Note that some particular problems of processing optical wave 
signals, such as those of optical localization [2.40), detection, and 
discrimination of two signals from closely positioned sources of 
coherent radiation !2.41, 2.42), have been well studied by methods 
of quantum statistical and nonlinear optics [2.43-2.451. 

In addition to discussing the noncommutative theory of measure
ments common for sound signals and optical waves, we give solutions 
to a number of new problems (one of the authors, V. P. Belavkin, 
obtained these solutions earlier, when solving similar problems for 
quantum signals). Content and commentaries to the list of literature 
are presented in brief summaries at the beginning of each section. 
Similar summaries are given at the beginning of each subsection. 
The subsections are written as a series of articles of increasing com
plexity so that each can be read independently, although the best 
way to understand the material is to carefully read the articles in 
the order given. 

2.1 Representation and Measurement 
of Acoustic Signals and Optical Fields 

In this section we discuss the mathematical apparatus of 
the wave theory of representation and measurement of sound and 
visual patterns. Along with pure wave patterns, which are described 
by coherent signals and fields, we also consider the representation 
of mixed patterns, which are described by partially coherent and 
incoherent signals and ftelds. In addition to the spatial-frequency 
(coordinate) and wave-temporal (momentum) representations we 
introduce the joint canonical representation, in which the pure and 
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mixed patterns are described by enlire functions and kernels in 
a phase complex spare. We develop the mathematical theory of ideal 
filters and quasiftlters, disjoint selectors, and quasiselectors, which 
describe ordinary, successive, and indirect measurements of wave
pattern intensity distributions. Using this theory as a basis. we 
analyze coordinate .and momenta measurements as well as quasi
measurements of joint coordinate-momentum distributions. The 
mathematical tools used here are in many respects similar to those 
used in the quantum theory of representations and measurements 
[2.31. which recently received a new impetus in connection with 
problems of quantum states recognition [2.4-2.12); however, we give 
a wave rather than a statistical interpretation of the apparatus in 
accordance with the applications considered here. 

2.t.t Mathematical Description of Sound and Visual Patterns 

In this section we describe threl' basic types of representation of 
pure and mixerl wave patterns: the coordinate, or spatial-frequency, the mo
Inl'ntum, or wavl'-temporal, and the canonical, in which the wave patterns are 
represented by holomorphic amplitudes in the complex coordinate-momentum 
plane. The thirrl representation. which emerged in quantum optics [2.431, proYes 
useful in an analysis of the frequency-tl'mporal structure of sound and visual 
paltl'rns anrl in holography in an analysis of the spatial-temporal strurturl' of 
such patterns. 

2.1.1.1 Wave Patterns 

The sound and visual patterns considered here are com
monly described by wave amplitudes u (t, q) that are real-valued 
function" of I ime t and coordinates q in a spatial-temporal region 
accessible for measurement. Although the simplest wave equations 
describing the behavior of such physical ftelds are linear in ampli
tudes 1: (I, ll), for purposes of measurement of sound and visual 
patterns the most interesting are functionals quadratic in \" that 
describe the distribution of sound on the standards of the dvnamic 
analyzrr or of light on photodetectors, a distribution that in ~patial
lemporal rneasurrments is descrihPd hy the intensity function 
r~ (1, q} 2. !\lore useful information is providpd not by the intensities 
of a sound or visual pallern al points (1, q) but by the distribution 
of llrP sound inlPnsity at frequency f (a spatial-frequency distri
bution). as is common in an analysis of color patlet·ns. Suclt ad is
lrilnrlion is drll'rmined hy the intensit~· function 

t(/. q) I li' U. q) I~. I > o. (:!. 1.1.1) 

with q lirP rompll'x-valuPd spectral amplitudes, 
+oo 

'I (/, IJ) .\ .:(1. q)e~-~i' 1 dl, 
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used to represent the wave field v (t, q) in the form of a linear com
bination of harmonic oscillations at each point q: 

v(t, q)=2Re J cp(/, q)e-2 11if1df. 
0 

Bearing in mind the well-known advantage of employing complex
valued amplitudes, in what follows we consider complex-valued sig
nals cp (x) = cp (/, q) = cp (q), with x = (/, q) = q, assuming that 
in a given spatial-frequency region of measurements Q they possess 
a finite total intensity 

I(cp) = j lcp(q)l 2 dq. (2.1.1.2) 
g 

When registering sound signals for which the spatial region of mea
surements is much smaller than the characteristic length of the sound 
wave, we can take for Q a one-dimensional region, which is usually 
determined by a positive-frequency pass band <l> E R+ of the dynamic 
analyzer, assuming that x = f at the point of its localization q = 0; 
recognizing visual patterns usually requires only a three-dimensional 
region Q = <l> X S, where <l> is the optical frequency band and S 
the surface on which the pattern is localized; for static patterns 
X= q (t = 0). 

From the standpoint of physics the admissible amplitudes are 
smooth amplitudes cp (q), q E Q, with compact supports inside a 
(d 1 i)-dimensional region Q s;; Rd+l or, if Q is noncompact, ampli
tudes that fall off rapidly at infinity together with all their deriva
tiYes. Such amplitudes generate a Hilbert space 1Je = :£2 (Q) of 
amplitudes X (q) of fmite intensity II X W < oo: 

(~PIX)= J cp*(q)x(q)dq. (2.1.1.3) 
!.l 

Generally the set ::lJ of basic amplitudes cp can form an arbitrary 
complex-valued space with a positive Hermitian form I (cp) = 
(cp I cp) that is invariant with respect to complex conjugation q; _,.. q;*. 
This form de[ines a fmite intensity, I (cp) =F 0, for any nonzero q;. 
We denote the completion of this space in norm II cp II = I 112 (q:) 
by 1Jt and consider it to be a Hilbert space equipped with an iso
metric involution x >-+ x* with respect to the scalar product (2.1.1.3), 
which is linear in the second argument cp E -5/£. 

The use of complex-valued amplitudes not only considerably sim
plifies the formulas for calculating the obserYed distributions of the 
fields hut also makes it possible to employ analogies from quantum 
theory. Specifically, as in quantum theory, complex-valued ampli
tudes differing in a phase factor must be assumed "equal" since they 
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lead to the same intensities delined by Hermitian forms of c:p. Note 
that in the quantum description of optical and sound signals we 
usually take the mean number of the corresponding quanta (photons 
and phonons) as the intensity functions for light and sound, respec
tively. These quantities are determined by the same Hermitian forms 
of the complex-valued amplitudes (p as in the classical mode of de
scription, provided that the quantum mechanical states are coherent 
[2.43, 2.44), that is, are described by Poisson probability amplitudes 
1 (jl ). Thus, restricting ourselves to intensity measurements, we 
postulate that only distributions of quanta are observable, while 
the only characteristics of signals CJl of interest to physics are those 
obtained as a result of measurement of such distributions. 

2.1.1.2 ~tomentum Representation 

In problems dealing with the recognition of moving pat
terns what may be of interest is not the spatial-frequency intensity 
distribution (2.1.1.1) but the momentum-temporal distribution 
described by the function 

;:'(t, p)= l~(t. p)J 2 , (t, p)EJV•1, 

where (jl (1, p) is the involution Fourier transform, 

~ (t, p) ~c J J qJ* (/, q) (e2nj(t/+p-q) df dq. 

(2.1.1.4) 

. (::l.1.1.5) 

\\"e introduce the notation x = (t, p) = p. The representation of 

amplitudes CJl in terms of the functions ~ (x) = ~ (t, p) == ;p (p) 
is called the momentum representation. 1 Note that this representation 

differs from the common one by complex conjugation, ~· = ~*, 
but this difference is "unobservable" from the viewpoint of measuring 
intensities described by Hermitian forms (2.1.1.1) and (2.1.1.4), 
which are invariant under such conjugation. 

Allowing for Plancherel's equality 

(:!.1.1.6) 

we fmd that the total intensity described by the distribution function 
(:!.I .I . .'J) coincidrs with the lot a) intensity (2.1.1.::l) fur any amp! itude 

1 Thanks to the introduction of the involution cp,_. cp• in trans
formation (2.1.1.5), the inverse transformation to the coordinate representation 

is carried oul by the same formula (~.1.1.5), cp = q;', which can be extended onto 
g1•npraliwd amplitudes z in the standard manner. 
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<p with support in Q; 

I ;:(p)dp=l(<p)= I t(q)dq. (2.1.1. 7) 

In what follows we consider the values oft (q) and~ (p} in (2.1.1:1) 

and (2.1.1.4) as being functions of rp, denoting by 7 (rp, q) and 

'( (rp, p) the functionals connected by involutions~ (rp, p) = t (~, p) 

and 7 (rp, q) = t (rp, q), respectively. Note that the Fourier trans

formation t (q) ,_ ~ (p) of the Hermitian functional t (rp, q) = 
1 rp (q) 12 cannot be reduced to the Fourier transformation of its 
value t (rp) as a function of q. More than that, measuring the spatial 

distribution t (q) for a single value of rp does not generally make 
it possible in any way to calculate the corresponding distribution 

~ (p), and vice versa. Nevertheless, these distributions satisfy certain 
relationships, the simplest of which are (2.1.1.7) and the inequality 

I (p-p)2 ~(p)dp I (q-q) 2t(q)dq;?- (4~)· f2(rp} (2.1.1.8) 

(where p = )p7 (p) dp/1 (rp) and q = J qt (q) dq/1 (rp) for each 

of the components p = p,. and q = q,., k = 0, ... , d), which is 
known as the uncertainty relation. Using the commutation relations 

pq- qp = (2:rtj)-11 (2. L 1.9) 

for each pair of operators q, p in the p-representation, with p = 

p - p and q = olo (2:rtjp) - q, we can easily arrive at (2.1.1.8) 
as a corollary of Schwarz's inequality 

·~ ·~ ·~ ·~ ·~ ·~ 1 ~ 
II Pfll II II qrp II~ l(prplqrp) I> I Jm (prplqrp) I= 2n II <p W. (2.1.1.10) 

Indeed, according to definition (2.1.1.4) we have 

J (p-p)2 ~(p)dp= J I(P-lil~(P)I 2 dp=IIP~W 

and, similarly, allowing for (2.1.1.6), for the Fourier transform p~ 
of the function (q - q) fP (q) we obtain from (2.1.1.1) 

I (q-q)2t(q)dq= I l(q-q)<p(q)l2dq=llq·rp~~~2. 
Thus, inequality (2.1.1.8) is equivalent to (2.1.1.10), where II~ W = 
I (rp). For nonzero amplitudes rp this inequality is usually written as 

Gpuq ~ 1/4:rt, (2.1.1.11) 
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where a 1, and a q are the standard deviations, 

a~,=~.\ (p-p)2 ~p)dpll(!f!). 

a~=~ (q-(jj2 t(q) dq/1 (!fJ), (2.1.1.12) 

of momentum p and coordinate q in the wave packet <p from their 
mean Yaluesp and q. In this form (2.1.1.11) is similar to the quantum 
mechanical Heisenberg uncertainty relation; however, here the 
!'tandard deviations (2.1.1.12) have no statistical meaning but char
acterize the extent to which the intensity distributions are localized 
in the coordinate and momentum spaces. The lower bound 1/(4:t) 
in this relation is achieved only in the case of an unbounded region 
Q == _R.d+l for the Gaussian amplitudes 

<p (q) = C q exp {2:rj (q - q/2) p- I q - q l 2/(4a~)}. (2.1.1.13) 

These amplitudes, with the normalization constants Cq = 
11(:2:ra~)<d+l)f~. haYe a similar form in the p-representation: 

q, (p) = C 1, exp {2nj (p - p/2) q-- I p - p l 2/(4a~) }, 

with C1, = 1. (2:ra~)<rl+l)l~ and apaq = 1/(4n), are called standard 
canonical (Poisson) amplitudes and are denoted by 'l'a = I ex), 
with ex= (1/2) (q.'aq 7 /pial') if aq and crp are fixed. Note that for 
ex =1= ex' such amplitudes are nonorthogonal: 

(a I a') exp {-(12) I ex' 12 --:- cx'cx+- (1/2) I ex 12
}, (2.1.1.14) 

" with a'cx+ the scalar product ~ cxia;. 
i=ll 

2.1.1.3 Mixed Signals 

DuP to limits in present-day technology, only a fraction 
of the information on the intensity distribution of amplitude <p 
in t hi~ or anothPt' region can usually be obtained when analyzing 
sound and Yisual patterns. For in~tance, in sound pattern recognition 
the common method is to use only the frequency or temporal distri
bution obtained through integration 

'(/J~ j l'r(!. q)l~. diJ, '7(t)=- _\l~(t, vWdv (:2.1.1.15) 

of d i~tri hut ion~ (:2.1.1.1) and (:2. l.l.·'t) oYer the spatial or wa,·e region 
of llll'a~llrcnwnl. In Yi~11al pattl'l'll n•rognition often only black and 
whitl' patten•~ arP considered. The~e are obtained as the result of 

1(1)) .\ lq(l, IJ)i2d/, l(Jl) J ~~(/, p)l2c// (2.1.1.11\) 
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of the appropriate color patterns in the spatial or wave region of 
measurement. To obtain such incomplete distributions there is no 
need to provide a total description of the signal by amplitude c:p (f, q). 
For instance, in describing sound it is sufficient to specify only the 
Hermitian kernel 

S(f', f)=) c:p(/', q)c:p*(/, q)dq, 

for which L (/) = S (/, f) and ;'(t) = S-(t, t), where 

S(t', t)=) e2ni(ft'-/'t)S(f', /)d/' df. 

Monochrome patterns are defined by a similar kernel S (q', q), with 

L (q) = S (q, q) and -;:' (p) = S (p, p). Having in mind the possi
bility of such mixing, we will describe signals in an abridged manner 
by nonnegative defmite operators of intensity density, S, with kernels 
S (q, q') that have a nonzero trace 

TrS=) S(q, q)dq==.(S, /), (2.1.1.17) 
Q 

which determines the total intensity, L (S) ,~ (S, !), of the signal 
in Q. To each amplitude \jJ (q) we assign a one-dimensional operator 
S = I tp) (tp I with a kernel 

s (q'' q) = \jJ (q') tp* (q), (2.1.1.18) 

which defines the amplitude \jJ (q) to within a nonessential phase 
factor eie. The diagonal values L (q) = S (q, q) describe the coordinate 
distribution of the intensity of such a signal, while the momentum 

distribution is described by the diagonal values ~ (p) = S (p, p) 
of the involution Fourier transform 

S(p', p)= J e2nj(p'qT_q•pTJS(q', q)dq'dq. 

Each such kernel can be obtained as a result of mixing 

S (q', q) = J \jJ"' (q') ~J;.; (q) v (da) 

(2.1.1.19) 

( 2 .1.1.20) 

of the one-dimensional kernels corresponding to the normalized 
amplitudes {1Jl"' }, II \jJ"' II = 1, parameterized by a space A with 
a nonzero positive measure v whose mass determines the total in
tensity (S, I) = v (A). For example, the kernel S (q', q) corre
sponding to a monochrome pattern generated by amplitude c:p (f, q) 
can be written in the form (2.1.1.20) for ¢ 1 (q) = c:p (/, q)IL112 (f) 
on the set A of frequencies <D equipped with a nonzero measure 
V (df) = L (/) df. 
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In the case of an arbitrary Hilbert space iJt, mixed signals are 
described by density op2rators S obtained as a result of weak inte
gration 

(2.1.1.21) 

of one-dimensional density operators s"' = 1 ¢) ('i' 1. 

I¢) (1jJ I: X E 0Je ...... 'i' ('i' I X) = ('i' I X)¢, (2.1.1.22) 

corresponding to the normalized values 'i'a E QJt, a E A, of the vecto1· 
function a ...... 'i'a· The operators (2.1.1.21) are kernel-positive and 
have a finite trace Tr S = v (A), with each operatorS: iJt ...... dJt 
being represented in the form (2.1.1.21) via, say, the spectral decom
position 

s = ~ l'lli) ('i'il"t· (2.1.1.23) 
i 

Here {'i'i} is the maximal orthogonal set of normalized eigenvectors 
'¢i E 9t corresponding to zero eigenvalues vi: S¢i = vi'ljl;, which 
determine the trace Tr S = ~ v;. 

i 

2.1. 1.-i Gaussian Signals 

As an example let us consider the important class of mixed 
canonical signals defined by the integration 

(2.1.1.24) 

of canonical projectors corresponding to the amplitudes 'ljl~ 11 = I a), 
which in the coordinate representation have the following general 
Gaussian form (cf. (2.1.1.13)) 

1j·l.TJ(q)-==Cexp{2nj(q-+~) l]T- ~ (q-~)lll(q-~JT}. (2.1.1.25) 

llere ltl ~c (I)T is a symmetric complex-valued (d + 1)-uy-(d+ I) 
matrix with a positive dclinite real part t•l --i- ltl* = 2:t (r+ r)- 1, 

£ '~ V:!.n Hear and •1 Y2:n He ja*';, with -; ~' t·*(l)/(:!:t), are 
(d - I )-dimensional rows, ;T and 11T ar<> the corresponding rolumns, 
I C I~ del (v• r)- 1 - It' ~-~ is the normalization constant, and 
u*T r• = rT* is the Hermitian conjugate of matrix u. 

Let ~ (£, 11) he a :! (d -+- 1 )-d i men~ional row and ,. (d ~) = 
v (d£ d11) a (;aussian measure on A IP1 11 • 11 normalized to a cer
tain number J < oo (the Cau!'sian intensity) and dl'scrihed (for 
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J positive) by the following moments: 

~ = J-1 ~ £v (d~) =A, 1J = J-1 ~ 'IJ'V (d~) = x, (2.1.1.26) 

[
£T£ £T'IJ] = J-1 I ~T~v(d~)=[A:~ A:x] +crtt• (2.1.1.27) 
'I]TS 'I]TT) J X "' X X 

where a 66 =[a;; crsTJ] is a nonnegative definite 2 (d + 1)-by-2 (d+ 1) 
crTJs crTJTJ 

matrix. The signals that eorrespond to such a density operator 
(2.1.1.24) are characterized by the following first moments: 

q = J-1 ~ Q ('1Jlt) 'V (d~) =A, p = J-1 ~ p ('1h) 'V (d~) =X, 

(2.1.1.28) 

qTq= J-1 ~ (QTIP6 I 0'1\Jt) v (d~) =£T£+ (w+w*tl, 

qTp = J-1 ~ (QT¢t I P¢t) 'V (d~) -= £TTJ -i- j~:T~f(2n:), 
(2.1.1.29) 

pTq=J-1 ~ (PT'I\Jd Q'l(l 6)v(d~)=TJT£-j;+u*/(2n:), 

pTp = J-1 ~ (PT'¢6 I Pljl~) 'V (d~) = T)T'I] + (; + c:;'*tl, 

where Q and P are the rows of operators of position Qk and momentum 
Pk defined in the q-representation via multiplication by qk and 
differentiation with respect to q/, or (2nj)-l {)/{)qh, w/(2n) = 2n/w* 
and we have allowed for the fact that 

Q ('1\lt) = (¢;; I Q~Jt) = £, P (¢~;) = (IPt I p~,,) = TJ, (2.1.1.30) 

[ (~T'I\Jt I ~'1\lt) (qT_¢6 I P~t) ] = (u*, /;;)+ (u*, v)/(2n) 
(pT'I\Jt I qT'I\Jt) (pT'¢6 I P¢t) 

for the "shifted" operators q = Q - qf and p = P -pl. 
It can easily be demonstrated that for a nonsingular Gaussian 

measure described by density n (~) = v (d~)/d~ of the form 

n (~) = C exp { ---} (~- 8) cr~U~- 8)T} (2.1.1.31) 

(with 8 = (x, A) and C = J IV det 2n:a66) corresponding to a non
singular correlation matrix a 66 we can select representation (2.1.1.24) 
of the density operator S by appropriate choice of matrix w in such 
a manner that the representation will be described by density 
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(2.1.1.30) with the matrix a~~ of the form 

a;c=Re(u*, j~)+s(u*, j';)/n (2.1.1.32) 

where s is a complex-valued positive defmite (d + 1)-by-(d + 1) 
matrix. At this point it is expedient to introduce a complex-valued 
normal representation characterized by the transition made from 
2 (d + 1) real variables ~ ,_, (£, 11) to a (d + i)-dimensional com
plex variables a = (sw + 2njTJ) y- 1

, where y = (w + w*)1
'
2 in 

terms of which the density (2.1.1.:30) combined with (2.1.1.32) can be 
written in the following form: 

n(a, a*)=C exp {-(a-S)•s-l(a-S)T}, (2.1.1.33) 

where 8 = (xw + 2nj'A) y-I, and C = J/det s if density (2.1.1.33) 
is normalized to J with respect to dada* = d£ dT]. Note that, as 
in the case with (2.1.1.13), amplitudes (2.1.1.25) must be written 
in the form 

1 a) (g)= (vtV 2n)l12 exp { (qy- Rea) aT- {- qw qT} , 

(2.1.1.34) 

with the scalar product defined in (2.1.1.14). However, in contrast 
to (2.1.1.13), these amplitmies do not realize at Im w =F 0 the lower 
bound in the uncertainty relation (2.1.1.11) while they do realize 
a more exact lower bound defmed by the matrix inequality 

[
a.,'l aqp j 

det ~0, or aPP~a1,qa;Jaqp• apq app 

provided that matrix a'l'l is nonsingular. Here 

aqq =an+ v-2, a~P = a;,,1-cuv-2/ (2nj), 

apr,= a,,.,+ c•l*v-2/(2nj), a PI• 

~" a~TJ-+ C•l*y-2w/(2n)2 

arc the ell'nu•nts of the correlation matrices, 

a,,,, J-1 ~ (;T'I'a I q~'a) v (da), 

aql' J-1 ~ (qT~-a 1 p~·") v (da), 

a,q J-1 .\ (pT¢a 1 q~·a) v (da), 

a,,, o-_ J-1 ~ (pT "'a I p~·Cl) ,. (da), 

(2.1.1.35) 

(2.1.1.36) 

(2 .1.1.37) 
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which are defined for nonmixed canonical signals in (2.1.1.30) and 
satisfy, obviously, the following relation: 

crq (cr~- p*cr~pT) crq = 1/(4n)2, (2.1.1.38) 

with cr~ = aPP• cr~ = crqq, and p = w-1 lm w; at p = 0 this relation 
realizes the bound of (2.1.1. 11 ). Otherwise, it realizes the bound to 
(2.1.1.35). 

2. 1.1.5 Canonical Representations 

In problems dealing with the recognition of complicated 
sound and visual patterns, the most important information is usually 
contained in the momentum representation as well as in the coor
dinate representation. For example, in analyzing speech not only the 
frequency distribution of its intensity is important but so is its 
temporal distribution, in the same way as in color pattern recogni
tion it has proved important to know the wave structure in addition 
to the spatial structure. Although there can be no joint coordinate
momentum representation that would enable calculating such dis
tributions simultaneously (due to noncommutativity of position 
and momentum operators), the simultaneous estimate, say by the 
human ear, of the frequency and temporal structures of sound points 
to the possibility of building a mathematical model of such percep
tion, which may prove extremely important for automatic speech 
recognition. 

The simplest models of such joint coordinate-momentum repre
sentations are those whose densities are defined as the inten;,ities 

(2.1.1.39) 

of projections of amplitude <p on the canonical amplitudes (2.1.1.24) 
at ~ = z, which are parametrized at a fixed w by the estimate vectors 
; = x and r1 = y of the generalized coordinates x = (x 0 , ••• , xd) 
and momenta y = (y 0 , ••• , Yd). We can directly verify that the 
density in x has the form 

m(x)=) k(x,y)dy=lvl-112} e-:tl(x-c,)u-•1' l<p(q)l2dq, (2.1.1.40) 

which in the limit of lv I = V ctet v+v-+ oo coincides with the 
coordinate distribution t (q) = I <p (q) 12 • Similarly, in the p-repre
sentation we find the density in y: 

;;;, (y) = } k (x, y) dx 

= 1 ~ 1-1;2 ~ e-" 1 (y-p) ';;'-• I' 1 ~ (p) 1 2 dp. (2.1.1.41) 
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which in the limit of I ; I - oo coincides with the momentum dis

tribution l (p) = I !f- (p) 12• Here for every amplitude q> we have 

II Cf 11 2 = .~ m (x) dx = ) ) k (x, y) dx dy 

= ) ,~ (y) dy =II~ W. (2.1.1.42) 

which means that the set of canonical amplitudes {'i'z I z E :iFd} 
is complete for every w, with Re w positive. Thus, the 2 (d + i)
parametric set {'I:,} forms a non orthogonal base that defmes for each 
w a canonical representation in which the diagonal elements of the 
kernel ('i'z I S\jl,) of a signal described by density operator S yield 
the density of the distribution of the signal's intensity L (S) = 
(S, [). For mixed canonical signals (2.1.1.24) such a density with 
allowance madl' for (2.1.1.14) has the form 

k (x, y) =) exp {-I c- a 12} n (£, '1) d£, d!], (2.1.1.43) 

where c = (xw -i- 2rrjy) u+/2a, specifically, for Gaussian signals 
(2.1. 1.25) we arrive at the following Gaussian density: 

where 

k (z) = J exp { --}(z -8) a;,' (z-SJT}/V det 2na.., 

(2.1.1.44) 

[
a:rx axyJ - -a .. = =a::+2(u+, ju)+(u*, ju)/n 
ayx allY 

(2.1.1.45) 

is a (d ...;- 1)-by-(d ...L 1) correlation matrix (j = V -1). 
A remarkable property of canonical representations is the possi

bility of calculating the intensity distribution in any representation 
knowing only one canonical distribution by analytically continuing 
the density k (c, c*) = k (x, y) to a kernel 

k (c', c*) = (c I S I c') (2.1.1.4.6) 

that is holomorphic in c' and c* E cd•', where I c) = ,., and 
similarly, I c') = \jl,· at c' = (x'w + 2rtjy') u+!V2n for z' = 
(x', y'). For one thing, for operator (2.1.1.24) with a density of the 
form (2.1.1.33) we obtain 

k(c', c*) ~J(c I c')e-(<*- 0*J<•+l)-•(c'-O')T/I S_i. (2.1.1.47) 

Thl' tran:<i t ion ft·o•H kl'rnels of thl' (2.1.1 .46) type to, say, the coor
dinate represl'nlation of operator S is carried out by the following 
formula: 

S ') lc)(c' lk(c', c*)(clc')dcdc*dc'dc*', (2.1. US) 
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where I c) (c' 1: cp >--+ (c' I cp) I c) are one-dimensional operators de
fined by the canonical amvlitudes (2.1.1.24), respectively, at a = c 
and c' E cd+l, de de* = dx dy, de' de*' = dx' dy', 

(clc')=exp{-~ lcl 2 +c*c' -flc'l 2
}. (2.1.1.49) 

Note that the canonical kernels (2.1.1.46), as operators S, act in 
the space of entire functions 

h (c)= el c 12/2 (cp 1 c), (2.1.1.50) 

which define the representation of amplitudes X E .iJe in the Bargman 
space of all entire functions on cd +l' for which 

) lh(c)l 2 exp{-lcl 2/2}dcdc*<oo. (2.1.1.51) 

Specifically, one-dimensional operators of density S = I cp) (cp I 
have kernels 

k (c', c*) = (c I cp) (cp I c'). (2.1.1.52) 

2.1.2 Mathematical Models of Sound and Visual Analyzers 

In this section we will consecutively introduce and describe math
ematical models of an ideal filter, a quasililter, a disjoint selector, and a quasi
selector that make it possible to move to arbitrary representations necessary 
for solution of the problems of best wave-pattern recognition based on measure
ments of pattern intensities in a single representation. We will also discuss a 
theory, based on the work done by Halmos [2.46] and Neumark [2.47] for design
ing ideal filters and selectors and their realization via indirect measurements, 
an idea that nri~rinated in quantum theory [2.3]. 

2.1.2.1 Ideal Filters 

The simplest measurement of a signal is the determination 
of the intensity of the oscillations in the signal in a given mode de
scribed by a vector 'ljJ normalized to unity, II 'ljJ II = 1, belonging to 
the Hilbert space J}t? of amplitudes cp admissible at the "in" terminals 
of the receiver and having a finite intensity I (cp) = (cp I cp) < oo. 
The oscillation amplitude in mode 'ljJ is determined by the projection 
('ljl I cp) of the received amplitude cp on direction 'ljl, while the intensity 
is calculated according to the formula 

E~ (cp) = (cp I'¢)('¢ I cp) = I (cp I 'IJ) 12 , (2.1.2.1) 

similar to the transition amplitude of a quantum mechanical system 
from state cp to state 'ljl. The intensity given by formula (2.1.2.1) 
is a positive quantity, just as probability is; however, it can assume 
values greater than unity (but not greater than the total intensity 
I (cp)). The appropriate measuring device acts as an ideal filter if 
it receives a signal cp completely, provided that 'ljJ and <p are collinear, 

11-0105 
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and does not receive q> if cp and \jl are orthogonal. A mixed signal 
described by a density operator S excites in mode ljJ oscillations of 
intensity 

E¢ (S) = (S, E¢) = (ljJ I Sljl). (2.1.2.2) 

l\lore general analyzers carry out the measurement of the intensity 

E (cp) = (cp I Eq>) = II Eq> 11 2 (2.1.2.3) 

of the projection Eq> of the received signal on an arbitrary subspace 
of 1Je described by an orthoprojector E = E* E. For example, an 
audiofrequency filter with a pass band /),. is determined by an ortho
projector E = I (6.) on the subspace of amplitudes 'I!J (!) with support 
,1 = c1> acting as the operator of multiplication by the indicator 
1 (!, 6.) of set fl. In a similar manner one can define spatial optical 
filters that cut out a visual field in a certain region of aperture 6.. 

The reader will recall that an orthoprojector is any linear opera
tor E: 1Je -+ rJJe satisfying the condition E* = E = E 2

, and to each 
Hilbert space 'll s;; {It there corresponds a unique orthoprojector 
for which 'll = E1Jt. Bearing in mind this one-to-one relation, we 
will describe such analyzers by orthoprojectors and call them ideal 
filters, that is, as noted earlier, filters that pass a signal without 
distortion while measnring its intensity if q> E EQJC and that do not 
pass a signal if it is orthogonal to space EQJt. The set of all such 
lilters is partially ordered with a smallest element and a greatest 
element for which we take the null operator 0 and th-e identity 
operator I; specifically, filter A is stronger than lilter B, or A :::;;; B, 
if orthoprojector B is greater than A, or AB = A. Maximal fillers, 
with the exception of the zero filter, are described by one-dimen
sional orthoprojectors Ex = I x) (X I acting according to the formula 

I x) (X I q> = x (xI cp) =(xI cp) x (2.1.:2.4) 

and delining the normalized vector x to within a phase factor ei8 . 

Fo1· eYery filter A there is a unique complementary filter ..1-'- such 
that A + A.L =I, with A.L.L =A, and A.L ~ B.L if B ~A. The 
orl hogonal complement A -+ A .L possesses all the properties of 
lo~icalnegation: if A "passes" cp: Acp = q>, then A.L does not: A.!.<p = 
II. and Yice Ycrsa, with A A A.!. = 0 and A V A.L =I with respect 
to thC' operations of conjunction A and disjunction V, for which 
WI' I ak c I he 11 ppPr and lower bounds 

.. t A B =sup {A, B}, A A B = inf {A. B}, (2.1.2.5) 

aud with Ill(' duality formula being valid, or (A V B).!. = A.L A 
II 

(;pnerally. lilll'rs A and /J are said to be disjoint if A ...L B, that 
i~ . .-lq ~ 11 implies Bcp ~. 0 (B!f = q> * Acr ~ 0), or, which is 
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equivalent, if A.!. ~ B (Bj_ ~A); they are said to be incompatible 
if A A B = 0, that is, if there is not a single signal that can pass 
completely through filter A and filter B in the sense that Acp = cp 
and Bcp = cp. 

It can easily be shown that disjoint filters are incompatible, but 
not the other way round. For this reason the logic of filters is non
distributive, similar to the logic of quantum theory, which is also 
nond istributive. It satisfies a weaker condition of orthomodularity 

(A v Bj_) A c = A v (Bj_ A C) if A :o::;;; B :o::;;; c. 
(2.1.2.G) 

It is in this respect that the logic of filters differs from Boolean 
logic, where incompatibility and disjointness mean the same. The 
intensity of a mixed signal S measured by an ideal filter E can be 
calculated via the formula 

e (S) = (S, E) = Tr (ES). (2.1.2. 7) 

2.1.2.2 Disjoint Selectors 

Complicated analyzers measure the intensities E; (cp)= 
I (X.; I cp) 12 of the received field cp simultaneously in several standard 
modes X.; E QJt, i = 1, ... , m, which, if the normalization con
ditions II ')(, II = 1 for all i's, are necessarily orthogonal in view of 

m 

the condition ~ E; (cp) :o::;;; I (cp). Otherwise, the total received in
i=t 

m 

tensity ~ E; (cp) could be greater than the total intensity I (cp) = 
i=l 

II cp W of the received signal cp. Such analyzers act as disjoint selec
tors, or ideal selective filters that split the received signal cp into 
orthogonal components cp; = (X; I cp) ')(;, i = 1, ... , m. Signal cp 
is received completely by a selective filter if Ecp = cp, where E = 
m 

L E; is the appropriate nonselective filter defined by the one-di-
i=t 
mensional orthoprojectors E; on the subspaces generated by the 
standard modes ')(;. 

More general selective filters are specified by arbitrary sets (or 
families) {E i I i = 1, ... , m} of projectors E ;: QJt -+ QJe that satisfy 
the condition of pairwise orthogonality E;Eh = 0 for i =1= k. For 
example, a disjoint selector that measures the intensity of a signal 
in each region ~; of a Borel partition Q = ~ ~;: ~; s Q is de-

; 
scribed by an orthogonal set of E; = I(~;) of indicators I(~;) = 
{1 (q, ~;)}.Note that such a set {E;} may have an infinite number 
of members if space QJe is not finite-dimensional; in this case the re-

tt• 
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ceived intensity is determined for each «p by an absolutely convergent 
00 

series L E; (c:p):::;;; I (c:p), where 
i=l 

E; (c:p) -= (c:p I E;c:p) = II E;c:p W- (2.l.2.R) 

A selective measurement is said to be complete if the inequality 
E (c:p):::;;; I (<p) is transformed into an equality for e\·ery c:p E -f){, that 

00 

is, if ~ E; = I, in a strong operator topology (I is the identity 
1=1 

operator in :W) and is said to be maximal if all the E, are one-di
mensional. 

Complete filters are usually related to self-adjoint operators with 
a nondegenerate discrete spectrum {x;} through the spectral decom
position (or expansion) 

00 

A=~ X;E;, (2.1.2.9) 
1=1 

with each set {E;} being assigned a numbering self-adjoint operator 
N -= ~ iE;. 

; 
In addition to discrete filters there is another important class of 

filters, known as continuous filters, which are related to normal 
operators with a continuous spectrum X ~ S 1 . In accordance with 
von Neumann's theorem, to each such operator there is uniquely 
assigned a projector-valued measure E on X that speciftes the ortho-

gonal expansion (or decomposition) of unity I = J E (x}, so that 

A ~ ) xE (dx), flJ (A)= {X E f){: .~ lxi 2E (X, dx) < oo}. 

(2.1.2.10) 

Here a family {A 1 I j = 1, .•. , nj of pairwise commutative normal 
operators A 1: -w: -+ I{ ha~ corresponding to it a selective lilter 

" described by a projector-valued measure E = ® E 1 on X ~ r.;m 
i=d 

that dcliues a speelral representation A ~ ) .r£ (dx) for the vector 

operator .-1 (.1 1). It is with these vector selective li lters that the 
measurenwut of the iutensity distribution (2.l.l.l) in the coordinate 
region is carrit>d out. Surh a distribution is desc.ribed by the ortho-

gonal decompnsitiou of unity I = 1; I (dx) for the coordinate vec.tor 

operator Q (Qh, k = 0, 1, ... , ·d); the coordinates in the coor
dinate (or position) representation are given by the respective oper-
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ator of multiplication by q = (q11), so that 

I (11) <:p (q) = 1 (q, 11) <:p (q), 

165 

(2.1.2.11) 

where 1 (11) is the indicator of the Borel subset 11 s; iR,d+l: 1 (11, q) = 
1 for q E 11 and 1 (q, 11) = 0 for q E 11. The result of such a measure
ment is the continuous measure I (<:p, dx) with a density 

L (<:p, x) =I (<:p, dx)ldx = I <:p (x) 12• (2.1.2.12) 

Note that the self-adjoint position operator 

Q= 1 qi(dq), ::JJ (Ql={xE&t: 1 q2 IX(q)l 2 dq<oo} 

(2.1.2.13) 

has a domain of definition ::JJ (Q) coinciding with ?Je = :£2 (Q) 
only in the case of a bounded region Q. Generally speaking, operator 
Q is only a densely definite operator, such as the frequency operator 

00 

F ~~ J fi (df) in the case of a semi-infinite band <D = [0, oo[ of 
0 

the spectrum. 
In general, let X be an arbitrary set and .CJB (X) the Borel algebra 

of its subsets. Every measure E: 11 E .CJB ~--+ E (11) with values in the 
orthoprojectors of the Hilbert space 7}£ is said to be a disjoint selector, 
it is called a complete selector if E (X) = I. Disjoint selectors mea
sure the intensity distribution in the received signal <:p on X according 
to the formula 

E (<:p, 11) = (<:p IE (11) <:p) = II E (11) <:p W. (2.1.2.14) 

and define for each <:p a positive measure on X of finite mass 
E (<:p, X) :::;;; I (cp), coinciding with I (<:p) = II <:p W in the case of 
a complete selector. 

We will say that selector E' on X' majorizes selector E on X 
(E' ;., E) if there exists a measurable mapping f: X' -+ X with 
respect to which 

E (11) = E' (f-1 (11)) for every 11 E CJB (X) (2.1.2.15) 

where j-1 (11) = {x' E X' I f (x') E 11} is the inverse image of set 
11 s; X, and the selectors E' and E are equivalent, E' ~ E, if E' ~ E, 
too. 

2.1 .2.3 Successive Filters and Quasi filters 

The common practice in processing sound and visual pat
terns is to use analyzers that act not in the initial Hilbert space {It 
generated by the amplitudes <:p on the "in" terminals but in an exten
sion of this space. For example, temporal measurements of sound 
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l'ignals IJl (f) with a restricted frequency band <D are reduced to deter
mining the intensity of these signals in this or that temporal interval 

.1 E 1! via the orthoprojector I (.1) of multiplication of the signal 
in the temporal representation by the indicator function 1 (t, .1): 

(2.1.2.16) 

where I (.1) acts in the space of signals of unlimited bandwidth, 
:£ 2 (1). In a similar manner space 6Jt is extended to :£2 (JV) in 
the wave processing of optical fields observed on a limited aperture 
S c IIV, which results in determining the intensities of the fields 
in this or another momentum interval .1 E :!V. 

In general, such an extension is described by an isometric embed
ding F: Q]{: -+ 3)[' of Hilbert space 3J[ into another space rfiC', for 
which for examples considered here we can take the Hilbert space 
6Jt' = :£2 (Jtd+1) into which the space 3}{: = :£2 (Q) is isometrically 

embedded via the Fourier transform F: cp ....... ~. 2 An ideal filter 
described in Qk]' by the orthoprojector E measures the intensity of 
amplitude cp E fJt defined by the Hermitian form 

D (cp) = II EFcp 112 = (Fcp I EFcp) = (q; I Dcp), (2.1.2.17) 

where D = F* EF is a positive contraction operator in :)[,. Formula 
(2.1.2.17) shows that this intensity can be considered the result of 
successive action of two ideal filters, F and E, with -]'!{) being identi
fied with a subspace FJJC c {It', where filter F is described by the 
orthoprojector F that cuts subspace :7t out of Q.$'. For example, 
temporal measurement of narrow-band signals is the result of non
commutative action of a frequency filter F = I (.1/) and a temporal 

filter E =I (.11), the result is effectively described by the Hermitian 

form (2.1.2.17) defined by the operator D = I (.1/) I (.1t) I (t'lf). 
It i~, therefore, advisable to generalize the concept of a filter by de
scribing it in space 07£ by any operator D: 0{! -+':!{that satisfies the 
condition 

I ~D* = D ~0, (2.2.1.18) 

a11d calling il a quasifllter if D =1= D 2
• 

Thr basis for this extension is the Halmos theorem [2.4G], accord
ing lo which every quasifllter described by operator (2.1.2.1S) can 
he considered as a reduction (projection) D = F+EF on !{ uf an ideal 
filtPr E acli11g i11 an extPnsiun 'J{''. For the Hilbert space -,7[!' we can 
always take the doubling (.7{'' = W: EB -if{ = C2 ® '7{! of space -';{! 

2 The isomctryF may bl' antilinear rather than linear, as is the case 
with the involution Fourier transform (2.1.1.5). 
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with embedding F: cp ....... (cp, 0), selecting the operators 

E 11 =D, E 12 =YD(1-D)=E211 E 22 =1-D (2.1.2.19) 

for the blocks of orthoprojector E. Note that allowance for consecutive 
action of several noncommutative ideal filters E 1, .•• , En in the 
initial Hilbert space also leads to the notion of a quasifilter. These 
ideal filters then measure the intensity 

D(cp)=IIEn ... E 1 cpll2 ,=(cp1Dcp), 

D = E1 .•• En_1EnEn-t ... E,, 

(2.1.2.20) 

(2.1.2.21) 

and the result can be considered the effect of linear nonideal filters 
not necessarily described by Hermitian contraction operators A: 
QJe -+ iJt, II A II ~ 1, with the nonideal filters damping and distorting 
the amplitudes and with D = A* A in the formula for the appropriate 
intensity: 

D (q;) = II Acp 11 2 = (cp I Dcp). (2.1.2.22) 

2.1.2.~ Quasiselectors and Indirect Measurements 

In a similar manner we can introduce generalized selec
tors, which are defined on a Borel space X by a positive operator
valued measure M: L1 E .'Jf (X) -+ 1'\Jl (11) specifying in the Hilbert 

space 6Jt a weak decomposition D = j' M (dx) of an operator D 

satisfying condition (2.1.2.18) in the following sense: 

D(cp)=J M(cp, dx) for every cp. (2.1.2.23) 

Here, as usual, D (cp) = (cp I Dcp) is a Hermitian form defined by the 
operator of total effect D, while 

M (cp, dx) = (cp I M (dx) cp) (2.1.2.24) 

is the distribution of intensity of X corresponding to amplitude cp 
and measured by such a selector. Note that the expansion of operator 
D defined by measure M (dx) may not necessarily be orthogonal e\·en 
if the operator is a projector, that is, if the total filter is ideal, such 
nondisjoin t selective filters will be called quasiselecti ve filters, or 
simply quasiselectors. A quasiselector is said to be complete if 
M (X) =I and maximal if ,'\If~ M' ==> M' ~Min the same sense 
as in (2.1.2.15). 

An example of a complete maximal quasiselector for sound signals 
and optical fields observed in a restricted region Q of coordinates 
:R_d+l 3 q = (/, q) is the analyzer of the momentum distribution 
(2.1.1.4), which in the q-representation is defiined by formula (2.1.2.24) 
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via the operator-valued measure 

.1/ (dp) = F*l (dp) F == i(dp), (2.1.2.25) 

where F is the Fourier transform (2.1.1.5), and I (D)= {1 (p, D)} 
is the projector-valued measure on Rd+l described in the space 
QJt' = :f2 (Rd+1

) of the proper representation of the generalized
momentum operator p = (t, p) by the indicator measure 1(p, dx). 

:\' ote tha-t the momentum operator defmed in QJt = :£2 (Q) by the 
nonorthogonal ex pans ion 

PI=~ pi(dp), .!'l1 (P) = {xErWI: ~ p2 1 x(P) l2 dp< oo} 

is always unbounded with a spectrum "{d+l and, for Q =1= Jtd+l, 

non-self-adjoint, notwithstanding the fact that the form of the total 

momentum P(!f) = ~ J (cp, dp) is always Hermitian. :\evertheless, this 

operator always uniquely defines a nonorthogonal expansion I = r j (dp) via the condition 

~ p 2 (X Jl (dp) X)= (PX I Px), X E ::£ (P), 

and is a restriction to functions rr (q) = 0 for q ~ Q of the operator 
(2llj)-1 iJ iJq that is self-adjoint in :L 2 (Rd+l) with a domain of de
finition {If E :£2 (iR.d+1

): II iJ2Cf. iJq2 W < oo }. For instance, time 

operator T = rtf (dt) in the space 0Je = :t2 (Cl>) with a semi-infinite 

band QJ = [0, oo[ is a symmetric but not a self-adjoint operator 
(2llj)- 1 {},of with a domain of definition 

~ (T)={xE:t2 (0, oo):x(O)=O, ~ Jox(f)liJ/I 2 df<oo}. 
0 

Similarly, the validity of the representation 

J/ (dx) = F*E (dx) F, F*F =I, (2.1.2.26) 

for an arbitrary quasiselector M in the form of the projection of the 
disjoint selector E described in the ex tended space tilt ' by an ortho
gonal projector-valued measure E (dx) is ensured by the i\emnark 
theorem [2.471. For mixed signals the intensity, as a function of the 
deusi ly operator S, is described by a measure fl (S, dx) defiued by 
the followiug liuear form: 

11 (S, dx) = (S, .l! (dx)). (2.l.2.2i) 

Qua:-i~Pil'rlive filters also emerge a:- a rl.'sull of reclucing lhe 
de~rriplion of indirl.'d nH'a~uremeul of the received ~igual via the 
disjoint ;:eler I ion /~' 0 (dx) of II! l' ini I ially uurorrelatl.'d rl'fl'renre ~ignal 
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interacting with the received signal; this reference signal generates 
a Hilbert space QJI} 0 • Specifically, if S 0 is the density operator of the 
normalized reference signal (Tr S 0 = 1) and U is a unitary operator 
describing in the tensor product ciJt 0 QJI} 0 the result of the interaction 
S' = U(S®S 0 )U* with the received signal S, then the intensity 
distribution corresponding to such indirect measurement may be 
effectively calculated via formula (2.1.2.27) as a result of the quasi
measurement 

(S, M (dx)) = (S', I® S 0 (dx)) = ( S ® S 0 , E' (dx)) 

described by the operator-valued measure 

M (dx) = Tr {(I® S 0 ) E' (dx) I QJI}}, (2.1.2.28) 

where E' (dx) = U* (I ® E 0 (dx)) U, and Tr { · I QJI}} is the partial 
trace in QJI} ® QJ/} 0 defined for factorable density operators S ® S 0 

via the formula 

Tr {S ® S 0 I QJIJ} = S Tr S 0 • 

The indirect calculation of the intensity distribution over the fre
quency (color) f E cD of static monochrome patterns is an example of 
the above-mentioned type of measurement. It can be carried out as 
a result of the wave processing of the patterns in which the intensity 
distribution over the momenta p in such patterns is calculated. 

Using the Neumark theorem as a basis, let us give an explicit 
description of a construction that makes it possible to reduce any 
quasimeasurement to an indirect measurement. To this end we take 
for QJI} 0 the space dJ[;' of the;'\ eumark construction and for the reference 
signal a normalized amplitude 'ljJ' = F11J, II 'ljJ II = 1, and introduce 
the linear operator U in GJt ® QJI}' (which is defined by the Xeumark 
isometry F: QJI} -+ QJI}', F* F = I) in the following manner: 

U: <p ® <p' ...... F*<p' ® F<p + <p ® (1 - FF*) <p' 
(2.1.2.2\J) 

with the generating elementsbeing<p ® <p', <p E ciJC, <r' E QJC'. It can 
be directly verified that U = U* and U2 = I and, hence, U* U = 

I= UU*. Taking for E 0 (dx) the Neumark expansion E (dx)in/,/1:', 
assuming that S 0 = I 'ljJ) ('ljJ I and allowing for (2.1.2.26), we arrive 
at an indirect measurement whose reduction (2.1.2.28) yields the 
initial measure M (dx): 

Tr {(I011JJ') ('ljJ' I) E' (dx)} = ('ljJ 11JJ) F*E (dx) F 

= M(dx). 
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2.1.2.5 Canonical Operators and Measurements 

Bearing in mind the invariance of the domains of de
finitions of operators Q and P with respect to the self-adjoint oper
ators of multiplication by q and differentiation with respect to q, 
or (2:rr.j)-1 a'aq, which on QJ8 = :£2 (Q) coincide with Q and P, re
spectively, in what follows we will take for Q and P in :£2 (!!V+1) 

their extensions, while always assuming that the region where these 
operators act is Q c: IR.ct+l. Such operators are known as canonical 
and satisfy the commutation relations (2.1.1.9) in the common 
domain :Z (P) n ~ (Q). 

Let us now discuss simultaneous measurement of the coordinate 
(or position) and momentum distributions. In view of the noncom
mutativity of Q and P, there can be no joint orthogona,l decompo
sition of unity for these operators; there can even be no joint non
orthogonal decomposition of .lf (dx dy) for which the following 
would be true: 

I (dq) =I M (dq dy), 7 (dp) = I 11/ (dx dp). (2.1.2.30) 

Otherwise, in view of the Neumark theorem, there would be com
mutath·e self-adjoint operators in JJt' => :J8 coinciding on QJt with 
the noncommutative operators Q and P, which is impossible. 

Another interesting question is the relation to these operators of 
the measurements of the canonical distributions (2.1.1.39). Such 
canonical measurements are described, obv ioush·, by continuous 
with respect to dz = dx dy nonorthogonal measure; K (dz) = k (:) dz 
with projector-valued densities 

k (z) = I "ljl,) Nz I = I c) (c I= k (c, c*), (2.1.2.31) 

which are defined by canonical amplitudes (2.1.1.25) at ; = z 
and a certain w or, in complex variables, hy (2.1.1.34) at cz = c. 
The respective quasiselective filters, which are parameterized by 
s~·mmetric w matrices with a nonsingular real part co + w* and 
uow will be called canonical filters, are, obviou~ly, maximal and, 
becau~e of (2.1.1.,'J2). complete: 

J I'll\) (lj;, I d: -~I= I J I c) (c I de de*, (2.1.2.32) 

wilL·re de de* = dx dy. 
U~· lixing w and directly integrating we fmd that the quasimea

surement of an intensity distribution in x E al_ct+l is described by a 

coulinuous measure .ll (d.r) = ) K (dx dy) = m (x) dx diagonal in 

till' 't·repre,;ental ion, 

Ill (.1 I .i "(I,!/) dy I r 1-l .i e-·, llX-•j)r-l ,• I (dtJ)o (2. 1.2.:33) 
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with a Gaussian density and v+v = 2:n: (w + w*)-1, while the quasi
measurement of an intensity distribution in y E R_d+l is described 

by an operator measure .i\1 (dy) = ) K (dx dy) = ;;; (y) dy, where 

;;;(y)=) k(x, y)dx= 1:;;'1-1 J e-:t/(y-p)';;-'l'l(dp), 

(2.1.2.34) 

with a Gaussian density and:;;'+;= 2:n: (~ + ;;;*)-1 , where w/2:n: = 

2:n:/w*. The operator measures M and J.\1! on iRd+l, which define 
nonorthogonal expansions of operators Q and P, that is, 

Q = J xm (x) dx and P =) y;;;, (y) dy, (2.1.2.35) 

describe, in contrast to the spectral measures I and i, inaccurate 
measurements of position and momentum distributions, which are 
obtained by smoothing out (2.1.1.40) and (2.1. 1.41) with Gaussian 

weighting functions m and ,:;;, :\evertheless, the canonical operator 
measure K that generates the two spectral measures possesses certain 
spectral properties with respect to the complex-valued combinations 
of the two respective operators: 

A= (Qw+ 2:n:jP) v+!V2rr. (2.1.2.36) 

Namely, applying A directly to the canonical amplitudes (2.1.1.34), 
we can easily verify that it is well-defmed on these amplitudes: 

A[a)=a[a), aECd+t, (2.1.2.37) 

which, therefore, form a proper base for A in -fit = :£ 2 (Rd+l). 
Hermitian conjugate operators C = A* are diagonal in the Barg

mann representation, 

(ch) (c)= el c 1'/2 (Cx 1 c)= el c 1'/2 c (X 1 c)= ch (c), 
A A 

with a domain of definition 9J (c)= {X E 1lC: II ch II< oo }, where 

l/~h[J2=) lcl 2 1h(c) [2e-lcl'dcdc*, (2.1.2.38) 

o!l which domain there is also defined the operator A by differentiation 

(ah) (c) = Dh (c)•Dc. Thus, in the initial representation we obtain 
the spectral nonorthogonal decomposition 

A*= J c*K (dz), 9J (A*) 

={xEiie: J [cl 2 l(xlc)2dcdc*<oo}. 
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:\'ow let us describe a simple realization of a canonical measure
ment by an indirect measurement defined in the tensor product 
rfk' ® 5}{' 0 , where 3Je 0 is a copy of fJt'. To this end we take the com
mutatiYe self-adjoint operators 

(2.1.2.39) 

where Q0 = q0 , P 0 = (2nj)-1 a.aq0 , and / 0 is the identity operator 
in JJC 0 = x~ (!R.d+l). Suppose that E (dz) is the orthogonal spectral 
measure of the set Z = (X, Y) and that 

lj;0 (q0) = I (w + w*/(2n) 1114 exp { -+ q0 <uqJ} = I 0)0 

(2.1.2.40) 

is the basic canonical amplitude in{!{ 0 • \\'e take an arbitrary ampli
tude X EQ!e and the corresponding tensor produet (X ®'I'~) (q, q0 ) = 
X (q) '~':(q0 ) in !ilf' ffi 3Je 0 and define the characteristic functbn of the 
corresponding distribution thus: 

I '( T T r (u, u*) = J e1 u•c +c•u J (X® ¢o IE (dz) X® '1·6), 

(2.1.2.41) 
z= (x, y) E ;{2<d+t) 

where as usual, c = (xw -;- 2njy) v+ Y2rr and u, u* E !:_ 2<d+1>. \Ve 
write this function in terms of normal operators 

B = IcE (dz) = (X<u+ 2njY) v+fy2n =A® 10 +I® C0, 

(2.1.2.42) 

with A the operators (2.1.2.36) and C0 = (Q0<•J- 2llj P 0) 1:+/y 2n, 
in the form 

r (u, u*) = (eiB•uT X® ¢o I eiB•uT X® 'l'o) 
= (eiA•uT '/.J ei.VuT'I.,), 

whl.'re we haYe allowed for the property C 0~-~ c U for the basic 
amplitude (2.1.2.40). Emplo~·ing now the completeness properly 
(2.1.2.:12) of canonical amplitudes, we obtain 

r (u, u*) = ) (eiA.•u' I. I c) (c I ei.-\*u'x) de de* 

=) eiu•c'+jc•u'l (X I c) J2dcdc*c~k(u, u*). 

(2.t.2.·n) 

Thus, lhP rharacleristic function (2.1.2.11) of the indired measure
ml.'nt of iuleu,.:ity of amplitude z E 1Je coincides for LhP ground stale 
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'\jl~, when calculated in the z-representation of operators (2.1.2.39), 

with the characteristic function k of the canonical distribution 
k (c, c*) = I (X I c) !2 for this amplitude. 

2.2 Optimal Detection and Discrimination 
of Acoustic Signals and Optical Fields 

In this chapter we develop the wave theory of hypothesis 
testing for solving problems of optimal recognition of sound and 
visual patterns. ~'e formulate the necessary and suffi.eient conditions 
for the optimality of two-alternative and multialternative detection 
of wave patterns according to the maximum criterion for tlte measur
ed intensity of acoustic signals and optical fields. We consider prob
lems involving the discrimination of a wave pattern against an 
acoustic or optical background, problems involving the discrimina
tion of pure nonorthogonal signals and Jields, and problems involving 
the recognition of mixed patterns described by noncommutative 
density operators. Complete solution of the last type of problem is 
then obtained for the case of mixing two pure patterns. The discussed 
results of solution of the corresponding extremal problems follow 
from the methods of linear programming in Banach partially ordered 
operator spaces [2.48). These results generalize the eorresponding 
results of the quantum detection and estimation theory, which have 
been obtained for the two-a! ternative case by Helstrom [2.11] and 
for the multialternative case by Belavkin [2.4, 2.51. The necessary 
and sufficient optimality conditions for the quantum theory of 
hypothesis testing have been discussed by Kennedy [2.9], Yuen and 
Lax [2.15], Kholevo [2.24], Belavkin [2.4], and Belavkin and Vane
jan [2.271. 

2.2.1 Optimal Detection of Sound and Visual Patterns 

In this section we will discuss the problem of detecting wave pat
terns that are in a partially coherent superposition with an acoustic or optical 
background. The problem is complicated by the presence of interference. We 
start by considering the superposition principle for generalized mixed am
plitudes. We then formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions for the optim
ality of detection and give solutions to a number of problems considered in the 
quantum case in the review [2.30]. 

2.2.1.1 The Superposition Principle 

The problem of detecting a sound or visual pattern de
scribed by a wave amplitude cp (q) taken from the Hilbert space 
6Jil = :£2 (Q) can be solved in ·a trivial manner by measuring the 
total intensity I (cp) = II cp W only in the absence of an acoustic 
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or optical background consisting of other signals and fields in the 
frequency-spatial region ~~ considered. If in the region of measure
ment there is another signal or field described by amplitude Cfo E ci7f? 
the question of whether a wave pattern cp is preEent cannot generally 
he unambiguously soh-ed by simply measuring the total intensity 
of the resulting amplitude "ljl, which may he higher or lower than the 
background intensity. Such a phenomenon is called interference 
and is the result of the wave superposition principle '1-' = !f --- If 0 , 

according to which the complex-valued amplitudes of the coherent 
signals lfJ and Cfo rather than the intensities of these signals, are 
added. The intensity of the resulting signal has the form 

II 'I' W = II cp W + 2 Re (cp I cro) + II cro W. (2.::U.1) 

To describe the result of the superposition of a mixed pattern and 
a partially coherent background caused, say, by thermal flue tuations 
that have an infinite total intensity of the acoustic or optical tield, 
we can employ the correlation theory by considering generalized 
random amplitudes within the second-order statistical theory. 

Partially coherent signals and fields determined in a similar 
manner in the framework of the classical or the quantum theory are 
commonly described by bounded operators F from Jl£ to another 
Hilbert space tYf'; for ordinary nonrandom amplitudes "ljl E ak these 
operators are usually represented by the functionals F$r. = ("ljl I r.), 
denoted hy F .p = ("ljl I and ac ling from JJ£ to ~ = C. The mean 
intensity of random oscillations excited in mode X E QJ(!, II X II = 1. 
is determined by a Hermitian form in F: 

Ex (F) = (Fr. I Fr.) = (X I F+Fr.), (2.2.1.2) 

Hnd i;; ralrulated for common mixed signals via formula (2.1.2.2) 
with the aid of a (gPIJf.'rally infinite trace) density operator P ~ F+F 
of thr iuteu;;ity L(P) E [0, oo], wherr F+ is the Hermitian conjugate 
operator tYf'--+ 1/t acting for F = N I as an operator of multiplication 
c -1J·c from A [: to cilf?. The intensity (2.2.1.2) is a measmable 
quantity bounded by the norm of the positive operator P and equal, 
via the duality theorem, to 

£z (P) = (X I Pr.) :=:;;;II P II= inf {e I e/ ;;;;,-. P), (2.2.1.3) 

which for the rase of while noise P = El, described by the isometric 
operator T Fly£, T+T = I, determines the local intensity 
F f; (/'), tht• ;;amr for all modes X E 0_/(. 1\"ote that every partially 
rolH•r('nt ;;igual F cau be considered a;; lh(' result of action of a ron
lrartiou fdt('r D ~- Pill P II on while noise of local intensity 1:" = 
Ill' II if W(' ('mploy the polar decomposition F =' TP 112

, which 
delcrmiues uuiquely the isometry op('rator Ton the rauge of values 
p+:;,· of operator F+. 
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For generalized signals with infinite trace density operators P 
it proves expedient, however, to consider only such quasimeasure
ments for which the operators D of the total effect leadrto finite 
intensities: 

D (F)= Tr (FDF)+ = Tr (PD). (2.2.1.4) 

In addition to one-dimensional projectors D = Ex = I x) (X I. for 
which the intensity (2.2.1.2) is determined by the bounded form 
(2.2.1.3), we can always consider finite-dimensional operators D = 
~ I X;) (X; I as well as any trace class operator 0 ~ D <I, since 

i 
Tr (SD) ~ e Tr D if S < e/. 

Extending the superposition principle to generalized amplitudes 
F, F 0 : QJe--+ ~.we find that the result G = F + F 0 of addition of 
the generalized signal F and the background F 0 is described by a 
density operator R = G+G, that is the sum of operators P = F+F 
and P 0 = F;F0 only if Re F+F0 = 0. The latter condition, which 
defines the incoherence relation between F and F 0 , cannot be met for 
nonrandom amplitudes F = (~ I and F 0 = (~0 I since F+F0 = 
I !p} (!J)o I =f= 0 even in the event of orthogonality (~ I ~ 0 ) = 0 if 
qJ =f= 0 or !J)o =f= 0, although the total intensity (2.2.1.1) is equal to 
the sum II ~ W + II ~o W. 

Generally, the resulting density operator R can be represented 
in the form 

(2.2.1.5) 

where f = T+T 0 is the operator of mutual coherence of signal F = 
TP 112 and noise F 0 = T 0P11 2 determined by the partial isometries T: 
F+~--+ QJe and T 0 : F;~--+ QJe. 

Note that r is a contracting operator: II r II ~ II r+ II II To II = 1, 
and a partially isometric operator if F 0QJe s; FQJe. The latter con
dition determines the coherence relation between the generalized 
amplitude F 0 and amplitude F, which is always met for nonrandom 
amplitudes F = (!p I and F 0 = (!J)o I for which F 0iJ/' = C = FQJe. 
Representing the partially coherent amplitude F 0 in the form of a 
sum of the component H 0 = TfP~12 coherent with F and the com
ponent W = F 0 - H 0 that is incoherent and doing the same with 
the resulting amplitude G, or G = H 1 + W, where H 1 = F _j__ H 0 , 

we can isolate from operators P 0 and R a common density operator 
of the incoherent background N = W+W by writing the two oper
ators, with allowance made for the fact that W+H; = 0, in the form 
P 0 = S 0 +Nand R = S1 + N, where S; = HiH; are the operators 
S 0 = P~12f+fPJ 12 and 

(2.2.1.li) 
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with U the partially isometric operator of polar expansion, and 
fP// 1 = US//2

• In contrast to P 0 and R, for a trace class operator P 
the operators S; are usually also trace class operators of rank r (S ;) ~ 
r (P) and one-dimensional operators if r (P) = 1. 

lnlinite trace operators P may also be replaced with trace elass 
operators if we consider linite total intensities (2.2.1.4) with respect 
to a lixed D, assuming that S = D 112PD 112 • The effective operator D 
is then replaced with the orthoprojector E on the subspace ~ = 
D Jt that determines the total intensity e (S) = Tr S by taking the 
trace e (S) = Tr (ES) on ~. 

2.2.1.2 Classical Detection 

The simplest detection problem, that of isolating a pat
tern described by a kernel operator P > 0 from an incoherent mixture 
R = P + N of this pattern with the background N, is solved by 
measuring the intensity of one of the possible signals, R 0 = N or 
R 1 = R, by comparing this signal with the background level L (N) = 
Tr N. To this end it has proved sufficient to limit oneself to measuring 
the total degree of contrast L (C) = Tr C of the received signal by 
calculating the trace (C, E) = Tr (CE) of the appropriate operator 
C; = R;- N, i = 0, 1, on any subspace c = E1Je, CE = C, 
with the trace assuming finite values (C0 , E)= 0 in the absence of 
a pattern, i = 0, and (C1 , E) = Tr P, i = 1, in the presence of 
a pattern even for an infinitely high level of the backgronnrl-L(/11) =oo. 

In the case of a partially coherent superposition R of pallem P 
aud hackgrouud P 0 , the difference C = R - P 0 may he a non
positive trace class operator with a zero or even negative trace, with 
the result that the detection criterion, which is based on the con
dition that the total degree of contrast t(C) is positive, may lead to 
incorrect results. Eveu if L (C) is positive, which is the case when 
the superposition 'tp = (jl 0 + cp of orthogonal amp I i tudes, ((jl I cp 0 ) = 
0, is coherent, that is, L (C) = II 'tp W- II 'Po W = II (jl W, we can 
considerably increase the degree of contrast of amplitudes cp 0 and 'tp 
if we sum, say, tlw coordinate distribution of the degree of contrast, 

c (.r) 111; (.r) 1~ - I 'f'o (x) 12 = I cr (x) 1~ + 2 Re CJ'* (x) !fo (x), 
(2.2.1.7) 

not over the entire region Q but only that part of the regiou where 
c (x) is positive. As a result \\"e arrive at the followiug classical 
problem of optimal detectiou of a pattem in a coordinate (frequency
spatial) regiou Q: we must liud a moasurable subregion 1'1" ~ Q 
in which the upper bound 

x~ (C) sup (C, I (l~)) =) r (.r) d.r 
1\ _.;u ,,o 

(2.2.1.H) 
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of the integral of the contrast function c (x) = C (x, x) is attained. 
This function is determined by the diagonal values of the kernel 
C (x', x), which is the difference between the generalized matrix 
elements R (x', x) and N (x', x) of operators R and N in the coor
dinate representation. 

It is sufficient to consider the supremum (2.2.1.8) in the class of 
measurable subsets ~ ~ Q of the coordinate region Q = {x E 
iR,d+l 1 c (x) =1= 0 }, the support of the integrable function c (x), in 
which the supremum is attained only on the set 

~0 ={xEQI c(x)>O}==Q+· (2.2.1.9) 

Its value, x1 (C) = ) c (x) dx, coincides, obviously, with the inte-
Q+ 

gral over Q of the positive part 
1 

c+(x)=max {0, c(x)}=z(c(x)+ lc(x) 1), (2.2.1.10) 

where the functions c determine the solution to the duality problem 

(c)+= bi~f {) b (x) dx I b ~ c} = ) c+ (x) dx. (2.2.1.11) 
?"0 Q Q 

The lower bound (2.2.1.1'1) over all positive integra,ble functions 
b (x) E Z~ (Q), majorizing almost everywhere the function c, is 
attained at b0 = 0 V c = c+ and determines on the space of inte
grable functions c a positive gauge (c)+. which is zero only when 
c ~ 0. The set (2.2.1.9) specifies the optimal band of the frequency
spatial filter in which the best quality of detection, (2.2.1.8), is 
achieved. 

Reasoning along similar lines, we can solve the problem of optimal 
detection in the momentum (or temporal-wave) ·space X = JV+l, 

xHC) = !~x (C, 7 (/:!>)) = J. ';;(x) dx, (2.2.1.12) 

~ ~ 

where c (x) = C (x, x) are the diagonal elements of the difference 

ii (x', x) - if (x', x) of the operators R and N in the momentum 
representation; in coherent superposition the~e diagonal elements are 

(2.2.1.13) 

The quality of such detection, x!?...(C) = (c) +• based on a momentum 
I 

quasimeasurement may differ considerably from (2.2.1.'11). For 
example, the canonical amplitudes (2.1.1.25) rp 0 = 1jl00 and 1jJ = 1J;o~, 
which are similarly localized in the coordinate representation, 
differ by their momenta, lJ =I= 0, and can be thought of as two hypo
theses, corresponding to the absence and presence of a complex-
12-0105 
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valued amplitude <p = 'ljl0 .. - 'i'oo in the coherent superposition 'I' = 
<p ,- <p 0 , that cannot be distinguished by the measurement of 
I <p 0 (x) 12 = I 'I' (x) 12 (c+ = 0 since c (x) = 0 for all x E Q). At the 
same time, such wave packets are easily distinguished in the mo
mentum representation: 

(C)+= 1 ~ 1-1 ) (e-" I (x-TI) v-• 1'- e-n/ x~-· I') dx ~ 1 

- -if llJU-1 I ~ 1 since in this case c.,. (x) ~ I 'i'oTJ (x) 12
• 

In general, for every quasiselective measurement of intensity on 
a Dorel space X with a positive operator measure .11 (~) ~ l, '-" ~X, 
optimal detection is determined by the solution to the problem 

x.~I(C) =sup (C, M (M> = x (~0) (2.2.1.14) 
6s;X 

of l"mding the upper bound of the degree-of-contrast measure x (~) = 
(C, M (~)).The supremum (2.2.1.14) is attained on the I x !-meas
urable set ~0 , the support of the positive part X+ = 0 V x = 
(x - I x 1)/2 of measure x: 

~o = n {~: "+<~>=OJ=~+. (2.2.1.15) 

which realizes the lower bound in the positive measures A ~ x 
of finite variation: 

(x}.,. = inf {I. (X) I l.~x} = x+ (X), 
1-;;.o 

(2.2.1.16) 

which determines the gauge (x} + = 0 <;::::;> x ~ 0 of measure x. 

2.2.1.3 Optimal Detection 

As the e:-.ample discus~ed in Section 2.2.1.2 shows, the 
quality of detection, which is determined for a giYen intensity dis
tribution on X by the degree-of-contrast measure ~l (C, '-")= 
(C, .1! 1'-")), must be optimized not only with respect to measure
ment regions..'!. ~ X but al~o with respect to the methods of measure
ment of this quantity. These method~ are determined by the ways in 
which the positive operator-valued measure .1/ (~) ~ E is specified, 
where/:' is any orthoprojector in -"/t' satisfying the condition CE = C. 
Here it i~ suflicieut to lind at least one resoh·ing operator D = .11 \'-") 
that realiws the upper hound of the maximal degree of coutrast 
(:!.2.1.1 \): 

x0 (C)=sup{(C, D) I D~E}. (2.2.L1i) 
o;~o 

E111plo~·ing the method:; of linear progranuuing in partially ordered 
Bana,·h ~paces 12.-'181, we cau formulate the neces."ary and suflicienl 
condition~ for the optimalit~· of the detection operator D employing 
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criterion (2.2.1.17), which is determined by the trace class degree
of-contrast operator C = R - P 0 • 

Theorem 2.1.1 The upper bound (2.2.1.17) is attained on operator 
0 :::;;; D 0 :::;;; E if and only if 

(2.2.1.18) 

where B 0 > 0, C. The operator B 0 here is the solution to the duality 
problem 

(C)+= inf {(B, E) I B>C} (2.2.1.19) 
B;;;.o 

for which the conditions (2.2.1.18) for admissible D 0 are also necessary 
and sufficient, with x0 (C)= (C)+. 

Proof. The sufficiency of the optimality conditions (2.2.1.18) for 
solving problems (2.2.1.17) and (2.2.1.19) can be verified directly 
by employing the property of the monotonicity of the trace, B > C => 
Tr (BD) > Tr (CD), for every positive operator D. Allowing for the 
fact that B 0E = B 0D 0 = CD 0 for every 0:::;;; D:::;;; E, we obtain 

(C, D) = Tr (CD):::;;; Tr (B 0D):::;;; Tr (B 0E) = (C, D 0 
). 

Similarly, for every B > 0 and every C we obtain 

(B, E)= Tr (BE)> Tr (BD 0
) > Tr (CD) 0 = (8°, E). 

The necessity of the optimality conditions (2.2.1.18) follows from 
the fact that the inequality 

(C, D) = Tr (CD):::;;; Tr (BD):::;;; Tr (BE) = (B, E), (2.2.1.20) 

which is valid for all operators D and B admissible in problems 
(2.2.1.17) and (2.2.1.19), must transform into the equality (C, D 0 ) = 
(B0 , E) on the extremal operators D 0 and B 0 , in accordance with 
Lagrange's principle of duality: 

sup {(C, D) ID:s;;E}=sup inf {(C,D)+(B, E-D)} 
n;;;.o n;;;.oB;;;.o 

= inf sup {(C-B, D)+(B, E)} 
B;;;.ov;;;.o 

= inf {(B, E) I B;;;;;,C}. 
B;;;.o 

Whereby, allowing for the fact that the trace of the product of pos
itive operators is zero if and only if the product itself is zero, we 
arrive at conditions (2.2.1.18) via the following relation: 

Tr [B 0 (E - D 0)) + Tr [(B 0 - C) D 0 ) = Tr (B 0E) - Tr (CD 0 ) = 0. 

The proof of the theorem is complete. 
l\ote that the solutions to problems (2.2.1.17) and (2.2.1.19) 

exist for eYery Hermitian trace class operator C and every bounded 
12• 
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posi th·e orthoprojer lor E; the solution to problem (2.2.1.17) is 
unique only if E is the minimal of the orthoprojectors for which 
CE = C, while the solution to problem (2.2.1.19) is unique only if E 
is the maximal E = I of the orthoprojector E. Indeed, employing the 
spectral repre~enlation of operator C, we write this operator in the 
form of the orthogonal ;oum 

(2.2.1.21) 

of the positive and negative operators 

C+= ~ XniXn)(x,l, C_= ~ XniX,)(Xnlo (2.2.1.22) 
xn>O xn<O 

where we have allowed for the fact that a Hermitian trace class oper
ator has a discrete spectrum of finite multiplicity, Xn E R, which 
can be found by solving the eigenvalue problem Cx = xx. The 
orthoprojector E satisfying condition CE = C can be written in 
the form of the orthogonal sum 

E = E + + E 0 -i- E_, (2.2.1.23) 

where£+=~ lx,)(Xni,E-= ~ lxnl(Xnl,andEo=E-
xn>o xn>O 

E + - E _. The operators D 0 = E +, S 0 = C + are, obviously, 
admissible: 0:::;;;; E +:::;;;; E, C +;;;;,: 0, C and optimal: 

C + (£- E +) = C + (£0 -i- £_) = 0, 
(C + - C) E + = -C _E + = 0. (2.2.1.24) 

Every other solution D 0 to problem (2.2.1.17) satisfies conditions 
(2.2.1.18) for S 0 = C += 

c + (£ - D0
) = c + - c +D0 = 0, 

(C +-C) D 0 = -C_D 0 = 0, 

in view of which E + = E +D0 and E _D0 = 0, that is, 

E + :::;;;; D" :::;;;; E - E- = E + -!- E O• (2.2.1.25) 

Similarly, every solution B" to problem (2.2.1.19) satisfies con
ditions (2.2.1.1S) for D 0 = E +: 

IJ" (E- E 1 ) = 0, (8°- C) E + = S 0E +- C + = 0, 

which imply that n i!' commutative with E +and, hence can be re
presented in thl' form of the orlhogunal sum H" = B + + B 0 , with 

JJ+ -' B"t'+ c C+, IJ 0 (E- E+) ,~ 0, 

that is, 
(2.2.1.26) 
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Thus, the general solution to the problem of optimal detection is 
determined by the quasifilter (2.2.1.25) of the form D 0 = E + + D 0 , 

where D 0 is an arbitrary operator, 0 ~ D 0 ~ E 0 , and an ideal filter 
D 0 = E + if E = E ++ E _. The general solution to the duality prob
lem (2.2.1.19) is determined by the operator of the form (2.2.1.26), 
with B 0 = 0 at E = /. The maximal possible degree of contrast 
realized by the optimal detector D 0 is given by the expression 

(2.2.1.27) 

2.2.1.4 Coherent and Quasioptimal Detection 

Let us consider the particular problem of optimal detec
tion of a wave pattern described by a common amplitude cp E ,JJ.e 
in a partially coherent mixture with a generalized random amplitude 
H 0 : &8- ;/C. The resulting amplitude G = I£) (cp I+ H 0 , with 
£ E ;;c a normalized vector II £ II = 1, defines a density operator 
R = G+G of the form 

R = I cp) (cp I + I cp) (cpo I+ I cpo) (cp I +Po, (2.2.1.28) 

with cp 0 = F;£ E &8 and P 0 = F~F0 the background-density oper
ator. Thus, we are required to solve the extremal problem (2.2.1.17) 
for the two-dimensional degree-of-contrast operator C = R - P 0 
of the form 

C = I cp) (cp I + I cp) (cpo I -;- I cpo) (cp I 
= I 'P) N I - I cpo) (cpo I. 

which corresponds to the coherent superposition 'ljJ = cp + cp 0 of the 
common amplitudes cp and cp 0 • We will consider this problem in the 
minimal subspace ~ c: JJe generated by the amplitudes 'ljJ0 = cp 0 
and 'ljJ1 = cp 0 + cp. For its solution we fmd the eigenvectors and eigen
values of operator C by constructing the secular equation Cx = r.x 
for the coefficients of the expansion X = a 0'1jJ 0 -~- a 1'1jJ 1 in the base 
{'Po• 'ljJ1} of space ~: 

'P1 ('Pr I CGo'Po + CGr'Pr) -'Po (tpo I CGo'Po -!- CGr'Pr) = X (ao'Po + CGr~lr). 
(2.2.1.29) 

Introducing the notation V; = II 'ljJ; W, i = 0, 1, ~ = No I 'ljJ1), and 
equating the coefficients of'ljJ;, i = 0, 1, in Eq. (2.2.1.29), we arrive 
at a system of two homogeneous equations, 

(v0 + x) a 0 + ~a1 = 0, ~a0 -[- (v1 - x) a 1 = 0. 
(2.2.1.30) 
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This system has nonzero solutions only if the system determinant 
is zero, or 

(2.2.1.31) 

Solving this quadratic equation for x, we obtain the eigenvalues: 

X±= "1;"2 ± v ( ''tt"o r-IB 12' 

which are real in view of the Schwarz inequality 

I~ I!~ I No J~·,) 1
2

:::;;; I 'Po 1
2 I1J'1 I!= "o"1• 

(2.2.1.32) 

and, obviously, have opposite signs: ±x± ~ 0. At~ = 0 the ampli
tudes 1jJ0 and 1jJ1 are orthogonal, X+= v1 , x_ = v0 , and the eigen-
vectors cp + and cp_ coincide with the normalized amplitudes 1jJ11 Y~ 
and "ljl0/Y ''o• respectively. Optimal detection in this case is reduced 
to the discrimination of amplitudes "ljl1 and "¢ 0 by measuring the degree 
of contrast of oscillations in the resulting mode X+= 1jJ1• V '\• 
which is equal to the intensity of oscillations at x = v1 in this 
mode if the received signal is 1jJ1 and to zero if the received signal 
is ~· 0 . In the opposite case I ~ I! = v0v1 of the colinearity of 'lf1 and 
~· 0 , the values x± are equal, respectively, to the positive and negative 
parts of the difference v1 - v0 : 

1 
X±= 2 (vi-vo± 1\"1-vol)=(vl-vo):::· 

The corresponding optimal detection is reduced to the measurement 
of the positive degree of contrast X+ = Y1 - ''o in the mode X= 
"11-'t·Y~ = "¢ 0

1Y,·0 ifv1 >v0 , in theoppositecase,\"0 ~ v1 , the degree 
of contrast x + is zero and no measurement i!' carried out, or 'l. + = U. 
The optimal detection of a wave pattern cp of inteusity p = lllf W =I= 
0 in the coherent superposition 'lj:=Cjl --i- q 0 is therefore reduced to 
lhr measurement of the maximal degree of contrast 

x+ ~ V p '"o ( Rr 1' +VI--; }I" (Rr Y+ f i.)2 
-;- 1- I "\' 12

) , 

(~.2.1.3:{) 

whl'l'l' y ('I 0 I 'I) V p v0 is the coeflirient of roliucarity of ampli
tlldP~ 'I and c1 0 • and i. i~ the !'ignal-to-Hoise ratio. The rorrrsponding 
ide;d ldlrr /:·. I z.) (Z. I is deliHcd at x. =I= ll h~· the cigl.'ll\'l.'dor 
z. -x.cr - r.t. 11 C[ 11 with rocflirieut 

a, f~f~an(flnty--(~-+ J/(Rry ;-\11..)2 ·-1-ly1 2
), 

(2.2.1.:{4.) 
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a 0 > 0, found from the normalization condition II X+ II = 1. The 
case where x_ = 0, and therefore X+ = 0, is possible in the minimal 
subspace ~ only if IJl and IJlo are coli near, when I ~· I = 1, and 

(2.2.1.35) 

where cos 8 = Re y. The optimal filter in this case is matched with 
the signal mode X+ = (p/V;:t if cos 8 > - v~ and X = 0 in the 
opposite case if cos 8 ~ - V~ which is possible only if A.~ 1. 

The same filter Xo = ljli"V;t' matched with 'ljJ is used to describe 
the asymptotically optimal detection at large signal-to-noise ratios 
A. = 1/e ~ (Re y} 2 • The degree of contrast is then 

x0 =ft(1+ VeRey), (2.2.1.36) 

which coincides with (2.2.1.33) to within e. In the next order we 
obtain a filter matched with the resulting mode x1 = 'ljl!VV"; and 
realizing the degree of contrast 

e 1 Ve!2+v 1
2 

) 

4[1+(Vt/2)Rey+e/41 · 
(2.2.1.37) 

For an orthogonal background, IJl _l_ IJlo• we have y = 0, and the 
normalized eigenvector X+ corresponding to the eigenvalue 

x+ = V ftVo(Y 1 +A.+ VX) 
can be written in the form 

(2.2.1.38) 

X+= (IJloiV:v;; + <V 1 +A+ VX) IJl/V~)/(2 (1 +A.)+ Yi. (1 +A.)). 

For Im y =I= 1 and a low signal-to-noise ratio I.« 1 - (Im y) 2 , the 
maximal degree of contrast is realized at 

(2.2.1.39) 

with sin 8 = Im y, and is determined asymptotically by the expres
sion 

(2.2.1.40) 

with cos8,=V1-(Imy)2 • For one, at y=O we get x+~lfftv0 
X (1-i- V ~). 

In the general case of the partially coherent superposition G = 
F + F 0 , the solution of the eigenvalue problem for the degree-of
contrast operator C = c+G- F0F 0 constitutes a complicated mathe
matical problem. If we i~olate the coherent component from the 
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generalized amplitude F0 , we can represent the latter in the form 

t ·-Fo=T VeFA++ W, 

with W the incoherent component, F+JV = 0, and A is an operator 
in&£, which we assume to be bounded: II A II ::s;;; 1. Xext we select 
the positive constant e in an appropriate manner. Operator C then 
assumes the form 

(2.2.1.4 t) 

and is a trace class operator if P = F+F is an operator with a fmite 
trace. 

For high signal-to-noise ratios f...= fie» 1, the eigenvectors Xn 
and the corresponding eigem·alues Xn of operator C can be found via 
perturbation theory methods. In the first order in Ye the eigennr tors 
coincide with the eigenvectors <r>n of the signal density operator P, 
that is, P<p 0 n = fln<flon• and realize the following degrees of contrast: 

Xon = ( <flon I C<r>on) = fln ( 1 + Y ERe '\'n), (2.2.1.42) 

with l'n = (A<pn I <r>n)· The corresponding quasioptimal detection 
is reduced, therefore, to measuring the total degree of contrast 

x 0 =Tr(CE0)= ~ fln(1+VeReyn) (2.2.1.43) 
nEN+ 

matched with the signal orthogonal modes Cfn of the ideal filter 

Eo= ~ I «JJn) (<r>n 1. N+= {n: Reyn > -1/V£}. 
ntN+ 

(2.2.1.44) 

\\'hen the intensities of the signal and the noise are comparable, 
e ~ 1, the quality of such detection may be considerably lower 
than that of optimal detection. In particular, for the above example 
of orlhogoual q and <p 0 we have'\' = 0 and x0 = ~~.while the quality 
of optimal delecliou (2.2.1.38) equal to x + = fl (1 ;- yt=f) 2 > 
fl is more than twice as great as x 0 if the signal intensity is less than 
half of the intensity of the noise, allCI we have 

2.2.2 

x+/x0 = (1 + V 1 + e)/2- oo as E = v0/(4f.1)- oo. 
(2.2.1.45) 

~I ult ialternal i ve Detection and Idenlilicalion 
of \Vnve Patterns 

In this section we will consider the problem o[ deteclin~ "II<' of 
St•V<•ral ~impll' or mixP<l wan pattPrns that is in a partially coherent 5Up<•r
pusition with the background. \\'p will introduce Lhl' necc~sary and sufficient con
ditions for tlw optimali:y of such dl'IPclion, using the critl•rioo of the maximum 
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degree of contrast, and give these conditions a concrete meaning for the prob
lem of separating such patterns from an incoherent background. We wdl also 
give the complete solution to the problem of identifying nonorthogonal wwes 
of the same intensity. This solution coincides with that of the problem of optimal 
discrimination between pure quantum states obtained in [2.4, 2.5]. Finally, 
we will discuss the quasioptimal method of multialternative detection based on 
the perturbation theory for degree-of-contrast operators. 

2.2.2.1 Statement of the Problem 

The problem of m-alternative detection of sound and visu
al patterns described in a given spatial-frequency region Q by the 
wave amplitudes cp; (q), i = 1, ... , m belonging to the Hilbert 
space rflC = :£2 (Q) can be solved in a trivial manner in the absence 
of an audio or optical background, cp 0 = 0, only on the assumption 
that these amplitudes are pairwise orthogonal, (cp; I cph) = 0 for 
i =F k. It is sufficient to measure the intensity distribution £; = 
I (\jJ I x.) 12 in the received signal \jJ E {cp; }l~ 1 over the orthogonal 
modes X.h = cp1JII (Pit II, i = 1, ... , m, to determine correctly the 
pattern cp = cp; with a nonzero intensity fl.; = II cp; 11 2 by specifying 
the number of the excited mode i: e; == f.l; =F 0. The other modes 
x. 1., k =F i, remain unexcited in the process, and the case e; = 0 for 
all i = 1, ... , m means that these patterns are absent from the 
measurement region Q. 

The simplest problem of multialternative detection in noise, the 
problem of isolating one of a set of orthogonal amplitudes {cp;} 
from an incoherent mixture R; = I cp;) (Cf'; I , N with an optical 
or acoustic background not necessarily described by a trace class 
density operator N, has the same solution if we compare the inten
sities e; = (X.; I Rx.;) = f.l; + v; of the received signal R E {R; )i"=o 
not with zero but with the background level v; = (X.; I Nx.;) in the 
orthogonal modes X;= cp;lll (jl; 11. i = 1, ... , m. 

In the case of nonorthogonal amplitudes { cp; }r;, 1 there is no way 
of measuring the intensity distribution in the received signal directly 
over the modes cp;lll cp; 11. We must therefore find a set {xdi"=t c 1/t 

m 

that satisfies the condition 2J I X,;) (X; I::( I and for which a pattern 
i=l 

cp; can be confidently reconstructed from the distribution x; 
I (\jJ I 'Xi) 1

2 corresponding to the received signal ~: E { cp i }i"=t· 
The same problem emerges in the multialternative detection of 

patterns {cp; };~1 in the coherent superposition \)J; = cp; + cp 0 with 
a nonzero background amplitude cp 0 even when all the amplitudes 
{cp;}i"=t are mutually orthogonal and orthogonal to cp 0 . Although 
in the latter case we can still measure the intensities in the orthogo
nal signal modes X; = cp;//1 cp; II and this yields a total degree of 

m 

contrast x 0 = 2J f.l;, we can achieve a higher quality of detection 
i=1 
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if we minimize the expression 

where 

m m 

x = ~ (xdCtXt) = ~ I(Xd1h)I 2 -I(Xd q>o)l 2
, 

i=l i=l 

C1 = lcpt) ((jlj I+ lrpo) (cpi I+ lcpd (cpol 

= 1~·~) (~·d -lq>o) (<pol, 

(2.2.2.1) 

(2.2.2.2) 

as we did in the case with m = 1 in the example at the end of Sec
tion 2.2.1. 

Note that in the coordinate representation the wave patterns 
{cp 1 )'l'=t may be indistinguishable even if they are orthogonal, as 
is the case, say, for harmonic amplitudes q>; (/) = exp {2:n:jfi/<l>} 
which are orthogonal in the frequency interval [0, <1>] and have 
the same homogeneous distributions, I cp 1 (/) 12 = 1. The maximal 
quality of m-alternative detection achievable through measurements 
of the coordinate distribution of the degree of contrast 

ct(x)= lcp 1 (.r)I 2 ·.L2Req>f(x)cp0 (x)= l'lfldx)l 2 -lq>0 (x)l 2 (2.2.2.3) 

is determined by the solution to the extremal problem 
m m 

x~(C)= sup ~ (Ci, 1(~ 1))= ~ J c1 (x)dx, 
m i=1 i=1 .6.'! ::E ~is;Q t 

(2.2.2.4) 

i=l 

where the supremum is taken over the measurable nonintersecting 
snh~el~ ~~ c Q of a coordinate region Q that can be bound by the 
union of the supports of the integrable functions c1 (x), i = I, ... , 

"' m. This limit is attained, obviously, on the partitions Q+ = ~ ~~ 
i=l 

of Lhe measurable set Q+ in every point of which at least one of the 
functions c; (x) is positive and coincides on ~~with the upper en
velope c 1- (x) ·~ max r; (x). Thus, the total degree of contrast 

i==l, ... ,Jn 

(~-~-~.4) coincides with Lhe integral over Q of the positive part 
c+ (.r) max (U. r 1- (x)) of c 1-, which determines the solution of 
the dualit~· probh•m 

(c), ,,int. { !\: /1 (l') dxlh ~ c1, i c I, ... , m} = ~! c+ (x) dx. 

(2.2.2.5) 

Tit~• lower bound (:!.~.~.:i) O\'l'I" all positive inlcgrahle functions 
b (J) c? II, which al111osl eq•rywhere majorize e\·cry function C; (x}, 
delitll'." till' po~itiYc gaugP of the vPrlor function c = {r; }7'=t• (c)+ = 
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0 <::::> c; (x) ~ 0. The best m-alternati ve detection in the coordinate 
region Q is reduced, therefore, to a search among the ~; for the 
regions ~~ on which the measured degree of contrast c (x) is positive 
and reaches c+ (x); in the opposite case of c (x) < c+ (x) the pattern 
may not be detected for all x E Q+ and it can be assumed to be un
detected if c (x) ~ 0 for all x E Q. 

2.2.2.2 The Optimality Conditions 

Let us consider the problem of maximizing the quality 
of m-alternative detection of mixed patterns F;: 5Jt] -+ 6% with trace 
class density operators P; = F"iF;. i = 1, ... , m, in a partially 
coherent superposition G; = F; + F0 for which the mutual densities 
Fi F 0 = VeP ;A i/2 are determined by the contraction operators A;: 
QJ£ -+ Yf} (e > 0 is a parameter). The respective extremal problem is 
formulated for trace class operators of the degree of contrast, 

C;=R;-P0 =P;+-}Ye(P;At+A;P;), i=1, ... , m, 

(2.2.2.6) 

R; = GiG;, in the class of quasiselective measurements described 
by any resolving operators {D di"=t= 

xo (C)= sup {~ (C;, D;) I~ D; ~ E}, (2.2.2. 7) 
D;;;;.o 1=1 1=1 

where E is an operator for which C ;E = C; for all i = 1, ... , m. 
Theorem 2.2.2.1 The upper bound (2.2.2.7) is attained on the 

admissible operators D;, i = 1, ... , m, if and only if there is a trace 
class operator S 0 > 0, C;, i = 1, ... , m, such that 

so (E -DO)= 0, (S0 - C;) D~ = 0, i = 1, ... , m, (2.2.2.8) 
m 

with D0 == ~ Dj. The operator S 0 then is the solution to the du-
i=1 

ality problem 

(C)+= inf {(S, E)IS>C;, i=1, ... , m}, (2.2.2.9) 
a;;;.o 

for which conditions (2.2.2.8) are also necessary and sufficient 
m 

when Di > 0, ~ Di ~ E, with x0 (C)= (C)+. 
i=1 

Proof. The proof, which is similar to the proof of a particular case 
of this theorem, Theorem 2.2.1.1, will be found as a corollary of a 
more general theorem, Theorem 2.2.:).1. · 

It can also be easily proved that the solution to problem (2.2.2.7) 
exists for all trace class operators C; and determines 011 subspace 
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~ ~ E i){} for which C ;E = C 1 for all i = 1, ... , m, a unique solu
tion B0 = B0 E to problem (2.2.2.9). 

Indeed, the lower bound (2.2.2.9) determines for the vector oper
ators C = {C;}i"c 1 the gauge (C)+, a positive homogeneous sub
linear functional on the space of families {C; }i'=t of the trace class 
operators C;, i -= 1, ... , m, that possesses the property (C)+ = 
O~C; :::;;; 0 for all i's. Bearing in mind that every linear functional 
C ,__.. (C, D) satisfying the condition (C, D):::;;; (C)+ is positive 

m m 

and has the form (C, D) = ~ Tr (C;, D;), where~ D; = E, we 
i=l i=l 

lind that the set that is conjugate to {C I (C)+ :::;;; 1} consists of the 
resolving families D = {D; }~ 1 of bound operators that are admis
sible in problem (2.2.2. 7). The existence of a solution to problem 
(2.2.2.7) follows, therefore, from the Hahn-Banach theorem, accord
ing to which for every vector C0 of a calibrated space there exists a 
Sll pporting functional D0 defined by the conditions (C, D0 ) :::;;; 

(C)+ and (C0 , D0 ) = (C0 ) •• For every solution D0 to problem (2.2.2.7) 
the solution of the conjugate problem (2.2.2.9) on the subspace 't = 
E -Yt' is determined uniquely by the formula 

m 

BO£ =BODO=~ C;lll 
i=l 

(2.2.2.10) 

which is obtained by adding (2.2.2.8) over i = 1, ... , m. Note 
that the above proof of the existence of a solution to problem 
(2.2.2.7) and of the uniqueness of the solution to problem (2.2.2.9) 
remains valid for the case of an infinite number of patterns m ~ oo 
if we require that (C;, £) = Tr C; -+0 as i-+ oo. 

Conditions (2.2.2.8) can easily be met form> 1 by analogy with 
the case of m = 1 only for commutative C;, when these operators 
haYe a joint spectral representation 

m 

C; c~. ~ X;niXn)(Xnl• (XniXm)=6nm• (2.2.2.11) 
i=t 

The orthoprojector E can be resolwd into an orthogonal sum 
"' 

E '£0 --1, ~ E;, whrre 
i I 

E; ~ IX,)(Xnl• N;~{nEI'\Jix;,;;:;.O. Xhn• k=f=i) 
'•t N; 

( puilll!< 11 at whict X;r. max Xj,. Xhn refrr to any onp of 
i=l, .. ,,m 

thP uouiulcr~rding ~ets N;, ~\Jh)· The opPrator~ 

"' 
D?- E;, B0 

· ~ ~ X;,, IXnl (Xn I (2.2.2.12) 
i-1 HEN; 
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are, therefore, admissible and optimal: 

B0 (E- D0) = B0E 0 = 0, (B 0 - C;) E; = C;E;- C;E; = 0. 

Thus, optimal m-alternative detection in the commutative case 
is reduced to measuring the discrete distribution of the degree of 
contrast x in the proper representation of operators C;. The 
total maximal degree of contrast in this case is determined from the 
formula 

m 

x0 (C)=~ ~ X;n = ~ max{X;n V 0}. (2.2.2.13) 
i=l nEI'l; nEN i 

2.2.2.3 Optimal Identification 

Let us consider the important case of positive operators 
C; = H';H; = S; which occur, say, in the case of an incoherent 
superposition of wave patterns F; with a background F0 , when the 
degrees of contrast (2.2.2.6) are the density operators P; = FiF ;. 
The corresponding extremal problem (2.2.2.7) of pattern recognition, 
which is known as the optimal identiftcation problem, is not trivial 
for noncommutative S;, i = 1, ... , m, for m > 1 even if these 
patterns are pure, that is, are described by nonorthogon al amplitudes 
'ljl;, i = 1, ... , m. For the case of m = 2, however, the optimal 
identification problem can easily be solved by reducing it to the 
problem of optimal detection with one degree-of-contrast operator 
C = S 1 - S 2 . Indeed, allowing for the fact that the admissible 
operators B = L in the duality problem (2.2.2.9) are determined 
by the conditions L;;:;;. B > 0, i = 1, 2, we can proceed from (2.2.2.9) 
to (2.2.1.19) by carrying out the substitution inf (L, E) = (S 2 , E) --'
inf (8, E) where B = L - S 2 is the admissible operator of problem 
(2.2.1.19): B;;:;;. {S1 - S 2 , S 2 - S 2 } = {C, 0}. Thus, the solution 
D 0 to problem (2.2.1.17) makes it possible to represent the solution 
to problem (2.2.2.7) in the form 

X
0 (S) = (C1 D 0 ) + (S 2 , E)= (Sit D 0 ) + (S 2 , E- D 0 ), 

which yields the optimal decision operators D~ = D 0 and D~ = 
E -D 0 • 

To investigate the problem of identifying wave patterns in the 
multialternative case with m > 2, we restrict the space{![! by the 
minimal space [ 0 ~ QJt containing all the ranges of values iJe; = 
S; fit?. Since the S; ;;:;;. 0, every operator B admissible to problem 
(2.2.2.9) is determined by the conditions B;;:;;. S;, i = 1, ... , m, 
in view of which it is nonsingular on the subspace ~ 0 in the sense 
that BD = 0 => D = 0 for every operator D in ~ 0 • Otherwise, 
operator D+ (B- S;) D could be negative for at least one i E 1, ... , 
m. This last fact means that the first condition in (2.2.2.8) is met 
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only if E = D 0
, that is, the optimal decision operators D1 deter-

m 

mine the decomposition of unity £ 0 = ~ D1, the orthoprojector 
i=l 

on subspace ~0 , and operator B0 can be found uniquely by summation 
of the remaining optimality conditions in (2.2.2.8). 

When the subs paces 6'/C; = H 11Je have a low dimensionality, say, 
ordinary amplitudes H; = (¢; I for which 6'/C; = C, it has proved 
expedient to represent the solution to problem (2.2.2.7) via the 
following 

Theorem 2.2.2.2 The optimal decision operators D0 determined by 
conditions (2.2.2.8) for C; = HiH;, i = 1, ... , m, have the following 
form in space l 0 

D1 = (L0t 1HiJl~H; (L 0t 1 i = 1, ... , m, (2.2.2.14) 

where L 0 -- (? HiJl;H; = B0 is the solution to problem 
'm )1/2 
\,=1 

(2.2.2.9), and the Jl; are trace class positive operators in ~·; de
fined by the conditions 

(1; -H; (L0t 1Ht) fl~ = 0, 1;;;;;;: H; (L0t1Ht (2.2.2.15) 

(1; are the identity operators in 6'/C ;). If these conditions are met, maxi-
m 

mal intensity of graded signals x 0 = ~ Tr J.l~ is achieved. 
i=l 

Proof. l\lultiplying the remaining equations in (2.2.2.8) from the 
right by (LD)112 and from the left by (L0)-1i 2 , where L 0 = 8°, we 
can rewrite the optimality conditions in the form 

(E0 -FtF;)M~=0, £O;;;.FtF;.i=1, •.. , m, (2.2.2.16) 

where F; = H; (L0tt/2 and M~ = (L 0t 112D1 (L0) 112. Thus, 

(2.2.2.17) 

where Jl~ ~ F;.li~Fi. which leads to (2.2.2.14) if we carry out thP 
inver!"e transformation. If we substitute (2.2.2.17) into Eq. (2.2.2.16) 
and multiply the result from the right by Fj and from the left hy 
(Fi)- 1 , we arrive at (2.2.2.15) if we allow for the reversibility of the 
operators P: ~·; -+ t. The inequalities (2.2.2.15) are simply the 
inequality (2.2.2.1G) in the form F;Fi ~ 1;. The operator L0 is 

"' 
deterrnirwd hy !'lllllll1ation ~ D~ . t;o of the optimal decision 

i=l 
m 

oprrators (2.2.2.1/t), which yield~ U ~ Hjfl~/1;, and this deter-
i=l 

mines uniquely the positi\"e operator ll0 = L 0
. 

The proHd theorPm reduces the solution of the optimal identifi
cation problrrn to linding the operators p~ that satisfy conditions 
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(2.2.2.15), which in the case of fmitely mixed patterns H; constitute 
finite-dimensional algebraic equations and inequalities. For one, 
for pure patterns H; = ('\l; I, conditions (2.2.2.15) have the scalar 
form 

!l~ = ('¢; I (£0)-1 '¢;) ll~· 1 ;;:;;. ('¢; I (Lo)-1 '¢;), 

i = 1, ... , m, (2.2.2.18) 

where L0 = (I 'ljl;) fl~ ('ljl; I )1' 2 • The numerical positive solutions of 
the system of algebraic equations (2.2.2.18) determine the one
dimensional decision operators 

D~=IX;)(Xd. X;=(L0t 1 IP;Yf.l~ (2.2.2.19) 

(which are equal to zero for those i's for which ('¢; I (£0)-1 'ljl; < 1) 
m 

and the quality of the optimal solution, x0 = L ~~~. 
i=l 

Solution of the pattern identification problem makes it possible 
to establish the quasioptimal multialternative detection scheme 
using the maximum criterion of the total degree of contrast (2.2.2.6) 
as the first approximation in V£ for decision operators of the form 

(2.2.2.20) 

Assuming that F 0 ; = V f.J.~H; (£0
)-

1 and D 0 ; = F0;F0 ;, in the first 
order in the signal-to-noise ratio e <t: 1 we obtain the following 
formula for the degree of contrast of quasioptimal detection x 0 = 
m 

L S;Do; 
;=I 

x0 = ~ TrCi'C;f.l~ (1 + Ve (Y; + yi)/2), (2.2.2.21) 
i=l 

2.2.2.4 The Signal Representation 

It has proved expedient to represent solution (2.2.2 .14) 
to the problem of optimal identilication of wave patterns in the 

so-called signal space, elf"' = EB elf;, which is the direct sum of 
i=l 

Hilbert spaces elf; = H; Q)t] and which, in the case of ordinary 
amplitudes H; = (ljJ; I. is equal to sm. Such decomposition is carried 
out via the partially isometric operator V: 27£ -+ Vf"' of the polar 
expansion H = a112V, a = H fl+, for the operator H: qJ E Jt ,_.. 
[H;qJ]~ 1 from ;//' into elf111

, which is defined uniquely on the subspace 
~ 0 by the conditions V+V = E 0 and VV+ = e0 , \vhere e0 is the sup
port of the correlation matrix a = ae0• Note that the m-by-m matrix 
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a = [a 1d consisting of operator components a;h = H 1Hi., i, k = 
1. .... m (a;~ = (\jl; I 'i'h) if H; = (\jl1 1). is positive and, in the case 
of the linear independence of the signals H 1, nonsingular with support 

m 
£ 0 ~~ ffi 1; ==1m. The components V; = 11 V, i = 1, ... , m, of 

i=l 
the isometric operator V: ( 0 - ~m determined by the diagonal 
projectors 11 from ;_.rm onto c:JC 1 bring about, obviously, the decom
position of the unit element 

m m 

E·J = v•v = ~ V•1 1V = ~ ViV 1 
(2.2.2.22) 

i=l i=l 

of space '{, 0 and are orthogonal if eo= 1m: 

V;V/; = e~h = 1;e01h = ll;hfh• 

Representing the operators H 1 in the form H 1 = h1 V, with h1 = 
1 1a1i2, we can write the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
optimality of the separating operators D 1 in the following form: . . 

(A.-a 1 )ll~=0, A.~a1 =hth1 , i=1, ... , m, (2.2.2.23) 

which are simply conditions for the decomposition of the m-by-m 
m 

projection matrix e0 = ~ ll~. ll~ = VD~V+. Theorem 2.2.2.2 in 
i=l . 

this case assumes the form of 
Theorem 2.2.2.3 The optimal decomposition of the support e0 of the 

correlation matrix a defined by conditions (2.2.2.23) has the form . . 
ll~=A.- 1 hf!~hA.-•, i=1, ... , m, (2.2.2.24) 

where h -~ a 112, ~ = (h~t0h) 112 , and f1° = ffi fl; is a diagonal matrix 
i=l 

~~ 0 -~ [~t76 1 h] consisting of the positive operators fl~: ~~ -vr1 and 
defined by the conditions 

(2.2.2.25) 

"' 
or flo=t(Vaf! 0 ) if a is nonsingular (e0 =1), wheret:a>-+ ~ 11a1 1 

i=l 

is the dia;.;una/i:ation operation (au,)~ [a;~ll;h) of the m-by-m 
matrices a la 11,] cunsislingojoperatorsa 1": ~1, -vr1• The quality 
of oplimal identijicaliun is determined by the trace in ~·m, or x0 = 
Tr u0

. 

i'roof. Hepresenlalinn (2.2.2.21) can be obtained directly via the 

i~on10rphism l' of spaces E0 -il and t::0 Yf'm. Here ~-t V (L0t 1 V+, 

an m-hy-m matrix with elements (~hi}- 1 : c:JC 1 - ~ h• is the inverse 
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of matrix '!. = VL0 V+ with respect to E0: H -1 = E0 = ~ - 1t Matrix 

~ = VL0V+ consisting of operator elements ~ik: Q/C k -+ Q/C; is directly 
expressible in terms of the square root h = Va of the correlation 
matrix 

• ( m )1/2 
~ = ~ ht!l~h; = v h!l0h, 

i=1 
(2.2.2.26) 

while the conditions (2.2.2.15) for determining the operators flL 
which in the signal representation ha,·e the form 

0 

1;;;;. h;"A -lhj, (2.2.2.27) 

represent the element-by-element notation for the conditions 
(2.2.2.25) imposed on tl;e diagonal elements in vr,m. If a is non
singular (which means that h is nonsingular, too), we can rewrite 
Eq. (2.2.2.25) in the following simple form: 

~to= t (h~-1h!lO) = L (h~h-1) ,= t (1/6!-lo), (2.2.2.28) 

where we have allowed for the fact that t (a) !lo = t (a!l0
) (because 

!lois diagonal) and that a!l0 = (h'Ah-1)2 , in accordance with (2.2.2.26). 
The proof of Theorem 2.2.2.3 is complete. 

We note an important particular case when conditions (2.2.2.25) 
can be resolved explicitly. Let us assume that the diagonal part 
t (h) of matrix h = a1J2 is commutative with h. Then conditions 
(2.2.2.25) are met at ~1° = t (Va)2 , that is, at fl~ = (hu)2 , i = 
1, ... , m. Indeed, the diagonal matrix !loin this case is commutative 
with h and 

~= Vh!! 0h = Vh2!!0 = h v~ = h L (h)= Vat (Va). 
Monwver, h"i. -1h = ht (h)-1, where t (h)- 1 is the diagonal that is 

the in\'erse oft (h), which always exists because the diagonal elements 
a;; = H ;Hi of the correlation matrix a are nonsingular and, hence, 
so are the diagonal elements hu of the matrix h = Va on the spaces 
Q/C; = H;rfJ8. Thus, 

0 v'' he 
l (h"A-1h) = l (hl (ht1) = l (h) t (htl =1m, 

and conditions (2.2.2.25) are satisfied. The optimal decision operators 
then assume the form 

(2.2.2.29) 
13-0105 
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where r ~- h- 1H, while the quality of optimal separation is deter
milled by the total i11tensity: 

(2.2.2.30) 

The auove-uoted properly of commntalivity manifests itself, for 
o11e thing. i11 the rase where all diagonal operators o;; coincide and 
an• m11lliple>' of the identity elenw11l I; I ofspace?lr; = :Vf.which 
is the ~ame for all i = 1, ... , m. In view of the assumption that o;; 
is a trace class operator and, hence, 11¥ = (o;;)2 , this is possible 
o11lv for a fmite-dimensional 6)f. In Section 2.2.2 .. 1 we consider 
ron.crele equidiagoual families of ordiuary amplitudes H; :~ (¢; I, 
for which &r -~ (. 

2.2.2.5 Separation of Cyclic Systems 

Let {IJ:; n"=t he a family (or set) of nonorthogonal wave 
amplitudes lj;; E ~'][; that describe sound or visual pattento; with a 
correlation matrix a •- [(lj;; 1'1'~<)1 whose square root, h ~ Vo-; has 
the same diagonal elements h;; c= a~- h~~ for all i, k = 1, . ., m. 
The optimal ideutilication of the wave patterns {¢;} is described by 
the one-dimensioual separating operators {Dn;,n 1 of the form 
(2.2.2.12). where xl: = l';;, k = 1, ... , m. is generally an over
complete system of polar decomposition, 

111 m 

IJ:,, = ~ v;:a!i 2 = L xZh~<i• 
1=-1 1--1 

m m 

~ lx,n (x£1 = 2: v,;v,, = v·F , Eo, 
I<•= 1 h I 

in the spare 1" 0 induced hy the set {~·~ }. Bearing in mind that ~~ = 
a 2 (l'r h m)2, we ean reprrsent the maximal intensity x 0 rna2 

of oplimall~· >'eparaled amplil11des {x'!} in tlw following invaria11t 
form: 

x0 (Tr h)2/m · (Tr u 112)2/m. 

Let 11s ro11sider the followi11g example when the ahoH-mentioned 
rondition of the P!JIIidiagollality of matrix h Va i~ mrt. \\'p will 
rail the system {tl';} of amplillldPS or !'!)Ita! inlell>'it~· II~·; w = v 

,j:J!'tianglllar il' (tl'; ltl·1,) \')' l'or e\·ery i =f= k, that is, if the cosines 
_, ,.,i:~u11t11al anglPs are uq11al to i'· This i~ possible in the rase when 

1' ~ I. (I - m), sa~·. whe11 11·; ern !- !r;. where {!r; }\" n is an 
orthogonal syslPnt of amplitudes with intensities II !~ 11 W - \')' and 
II q; 1J2 v (I - v) at i =1= 0. llepresPnling lhP respective correla
tion matrix n ill the form 

o v((l-v)l"'-:~·.rT.r),.r (1, ... ,I)El"', (2.:2.:2.31) 
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and using the formula 

f(1m-j-'txTx)=f(1)1m+ x~T (f(1-j-uxT)-f(1))xTx 

to invert it and extract a square root, we can write out the optimal 
system {xn for y E I (1 - m)-1, 1 [ explicitly: 

x& = V 1 ('flk!V~-(1-(1 + my/(1-y)tt/2)__!_ ~ 'PJV~). 
1-y m i=l 

The intensity of the signals separated by this orthogonal system is 

x 0 = v (m-(1-1/m) CV 1-y +my- V1-y))2, 

and admits the maximal value x0 = mv in the event of orthogonality 
y = 0 of the family {'fl;} and the value x0 = !lin the case of colin
earity of {'fl1, }. 

For one, when the 'fl; = I a;) are canonical equiangular amplitudes 
a; delined by a (d + 1)-by-(d + 1) matrix of the scalar products of 
vectors a; E (;d+l of the form afai ~- M for i =I= k, I a; 12 'A for 
all i = 1, ... , m, the quantity y = exp {'A (6- 1)} does not vanish 
and the maximal intensity of optimal separation is always lower 
than m11 even if the vectors {a;} are orthogonal (6 = 0) and tends 
to my only as 'A-+ oo. Note that the maximal intensity of separation 
of canonical amplitudes is reached on simplex vectors a; E (;d+l 

defined by the condition 6 ~c (1 - m)- 1; for one thing, at m ~ 2 the 
intensity of separation of a pair of canonical amplitmles, 

x0 = v (1-V 1- y2) = 1-V 1 -en<o-n, 

can be attained at 6 = -1 by employing orthogonal vectors a;, 
while at 6 ~. 0 this can be done only by doubling 'A - ' I a; 1

2 • 

Equiangular systems constitute a particular case of cyclic systems, 
which are defined by the condition that the correlation matrix a; 11 
remain inYariant under translatiou<; s E :Z.: (i, k) ........ (i + s, k + s), 
that is, at au, a (i- k). Such trauslation invariant systems as 
containing only a finite number m of distinct amplitudes m11st satisfy 
also the cyclicity condition a (l) - a (l + s) for l - i - k < 0. 
Since the matrix h ,_-- Va, as any other matrix function of a, also 
depends solely on the difference in the indices, or h;,h c= h (i - k), 
the eq11idiagouality condition h;, 1, ''a-~ h (0) is certain t(\ he 
met and the solution to the problem of separating any cyclic system 
can be written explicitly. 

Let us take the case of cyclic canonical amplitudes ljJ 1, = I ak) 
defmed by complex numbers a 1, E (; whose real and imaginary parts 
can be interpreted as the mean frequency and duration of the wave 
packet I a;). There can be only two cases of the cyclicity of amplitudes 

l:i* 
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I a;) corresponding to the equidistant distribution of points a; 
along a circle or a straight line with the center at a = 0. 

(1) Optimal estimation of phase. Let a; = y'1e2:tiik/m, j = V -1. 
In thi~ case we have a cyclic system 

a;k = exp {A (e-znJ(i-kl/m- 1} = cr (i- k). 

To extract the square root of matrix cr, we must carry out a discrete 
Fourier transformation via a unitary matrix U;, = exp {2nijn'm}/ 
Vm, n = 0, ... , m- 1. A continuous analog of this problem, to 
which one can pass if m is sent to infinity, is the estimation of phase 
8 of the vector a 8 = yf exp {2nj8} of the canonical amplitude 
~'e = I a 6 ) on the interval [0. 1). Diagonalizing matrix 

cr:o:a = (a:o:lafl) ~ exp p. (e-2rrj(x-fll -1)} 

via a discrete-continuous Fourier transformation Ux 11 = exp {2;-tj.Tn }, 
n E l, we obtain its eigenvalues 

l.n = l."e- 1·, n!, n = 0, 1, .... l.n = 0, 11 < 0. 

The optimal system of decision vectors X~· x E [0, 1 I. has the form 

x~= ~ e2rrix"ln), where ln)=~(A•)"IO). 
n=O )' 11! 

with A~ the creation operator in Y(. = .:'[2(:1.). It can easily be writied 
that the system X~ d.etines the decomposition of unity. 

I o; I 

I=\ IX~Hx~ldx= ~ ln)(ml \ e~"i-'<"-mld.1"= ~ ln)(nl, 
0 11 .m=-0 .. 0 11=0 

but is not orthogoual. 
(2) Optimal estimation vf amplitude. Let u~ take a; ~ i.lei0 , 

where i E l, t3. > U, and j = V -1. In this rasP the cydicily con
dition is satisfied: 

a;k =c exp {- /). 2 (i -1.·)2/2} =a (i -k). 

The matrix a == [n;d i~ diagonalized by the discrete-coutinuous 
Fourier transformation Uil. ~ np {2l1jiA.}. "A. E [U, 11. For ~ « 1 
the problem of optimal separation of the respertin coherent ampli
tudes i~ reduced to the problem of optimal eslimation of the real 
parameter x E IR. of the coherent amplitude 'l"x - I ;rei6). This e~tima
tion is realized by measuring the intensity in the proper repre!'enta
tiou of the self-adjoint operator He ..te·io in spar!? -':,( -~ Y 2(l). 
At fJ 0 this i~ the frequency representalion. while at fl ~ :t 2 il 
is the temporal represPntation. 
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In this section we will take up the problem of testing wave hypo
theses based on measuring the appropriate intensity distributions. We will derive 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal testing of such hypotheses 
by the minimum criterion of parasitic contrast at a fixed level of the received 
signal by employing a method of linear programming in partially ordered 
Banach operator spaces. In a specific case these conditions formally coincide 
with conditions obtained earlier in [2.151 on the optimality of quantum measure
ments by the minimum criterion for the error probability. A general geometric 
solution will be given for the case of a two-dimensional space, which is suffi
cient for describing the recognition of the polarization of a plane wave. This 
solution is similar to solution of the problem of measuring quantum mechan
ical spin [2.41. 

2.2.3.1 Wave Hypotheses 

The problem of recogmzmg sound and visual pattErns 
based on measurements of the intensity of the received audio or opti
cal wave can be formulated within the framework of the wave theory 
of hypothesis testing discussed below. 

Let H;, i =' 1, ... , m, be bounded operators from the Hilbert 
space )tl to another I-1 ilbert space 0/C describing the possible general
ized random amplitudes at the "in" terminals of the receiver with 
density operators S 1 = HiH; with a trace Tr S; < oo. The reader 
will recall that at 0/C = C the operators H; correspond to ordinary 
amplitudes 1jJ 1 E ,:;e, i = 0, ... , m, which define the bounded func
tionals H; = (ljJ; 1: x E QJC ._.... (1jJ 1 I x). Each operator H,, i = 0, ... , 
m, can be thought of as a hypothesis, according to which at the 
"in" terminals of the receiver there is one of the possible simple or 
mixed patterns G1, i ~~ 1, ... , m, in a partially coherent super
position H; = G; + H 0 with an acoustic or optical background 
described by operator H 0 in the absence of wave patterns G;. The 
problem of m-alternative detection of wave patterns G;, i ~ 1, ... , 
m, may, therefore, be considered as a problem of testillg m -t- 1 
hypotheses H;, i = 0, ... , m, and vice versa. 

The optimal testing of the hypotheses H;, i = 0 .... , m, is deter
mined by the solution to the problem of fmding a quasiselertive 
measmement D = {D; }~ 0 that maximizes the quality functional 

m m 

X (R, D)=' I (R;, D;), D; ~ 0, ~ D, =c £, 
1=0 i=O 

where R = {R 1 }i''co are trace class operators with a support E: 
R;E = R; for :lll i = 0, ... , m, operators that are usually rPpre-

m 

sented by linear combinatio!ls R; =' ~ c~S 1, of density operators 
lr- 0 

S; = HiH 1• For iustauce, in the problem of m-alternative optimal 
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detection b~· the maximum criterion for the total degree of contrast 
(2.2.2.7), the operators R; are in effect the degrees of contrast R 0 = 
0, R; = S;- S 11 - C;, i ,= 1, ... , m, and the admissible operators 
{D; Ji"~o are determined by the decision operators D 0 cc E-D, 

no 

D;, i = I' ...• m, where D c= L D;. For the problem of discrimi-
1=1 

uating between the hypotheses H; we can consider more general cri
teria defined, say, by the operators 

m 

R0 = L C;, R;=~(1+1•;)C;, /,; ;:?:0, i=1, ... , m, 
;~.I 

(2.2.3.1) 

that appear in the problem of suppressing parasitic degrees of con
trast (C;, Dh) for i =fo k: 

T0 (C)~- inf { f ( C; ~ Dh) I (C;, D;);;?: e;, ~ D; ~ E} 
D;;;;,O •=I . h*l •=I 

(2.2.:i.2) 

under the condition that the useful degrees of contrast (C;, D;), 
i = I, ... , m, are not lower than given levels e;. Indeed, if we 
sohe the extremal problem 

(2.2.:~.3) 

for the operators R; ,. n:· defined iu (2.2.3.1). \H' cau write the 
solution to thl' prohlem (2.2.:{.2) in the form 

(2.2.:t4) 

pro,·idt•d that Wl' t•mplo~· Lagrang-e's rnl'thod of multiplit·r~ A., 
I . . . . . m. 
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Let us start with the classical variant 

xRr(RJ=sup {~ (R;,M(~;)>I£ ~~=x} 
L\i~o 1-o 1=0 

m 

= ~ ~I;(~~) (2.2.:~.5) 
i=O 

of the problem (2.2.3.3) of optimal testing of hypotheses H in a lixed 

measurement described by the decomposition E = J M (dx) of an 

orthoprojector E, R ;E = R i> on a Borel space X. This may be the 
coordinate selective measurement M (dx) = I (dx), X = Q, or x 

the momentum quasiselective measurement M (dx) = f (dx), X = 
IJV+l, or the canonical quasimeasurement M (dx) = I x) (x I dx, 
X ~~ ~d+I, described in Section 2.1.2. The upper bound (2.2.:1.5) 

m 

in measurable partitions X = ~ ~i reaches the gauge 
i=O 

(~)= inf{/.(X)I/·~~;,i-0, ... ,m} ~~dX) (2.2.:1.6) 

of the family ll ~ h•;}l" u of measmes ~t; (~) .~ (C;, l'ff (~)). where 
the infnnum is taken over all the measures of finite variation 
I A I (X)< oo that majorize all ~i· 

Indeed, x~1 (C) :;;;:;; x 1- (~), since for evl?ry measurable partition 
m 

Q=~ ~i sX, obviously, 
i=O 

m m 

~ ~. (~;):;;;:;; L A(~;)= A (Q) :;;;:;; /,(X). 
i=O i=O 

The lower bound (2.2.3.!i) is attained at the upper bound ~v = 
m 
V ~;of the family of~ measures{~;}:"=o: f-1 1• ~ {f-1;}:'!:0 , /,~f.I;'*A~ 
i=O 

~v. and is equal to the st1premum (2.2.2.5) rea~hed on the 
m 

partitions ~~ - ~ ~~ of the support Q s X of measure ~t 1 • into 
i=O 

regions M, on which it coincides with the respective measure f-1;: 

~" (~n = max ~h (~~) ~0 f.l; (~~). (2.2.3.7) 
h=O,., .,m 

In view of the last relationship, determiniug a hypothesis H; for 
a given measmement ill is reduced to searching for the number of 
the nonempty region ~~ on which the measured degree of contrast 
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reaches the envelope llv (.:\n of the family {f.L; }. However, this 
method does not enable us to find the wave patterns for which 
fl (M) < ft,· (~n for all i = 0, ... , m. 

2.2.3.2 Optimal Testing 

To obtain a satisfactory solution to the problem of wave 
pattern recognition one must look for the supremum (2.2.3.5) not 
only over the measurement regions .:\; but also over the ,·arious 
methods of such a measurement, which are described by the resolving 
operators D; = M (.:\;). Thus, there emerges a nonc.lassical extremal 
problem (2.2.3.3), which may be considered as part of the conditional 
problem (2.2.3.2) of testing the hypotheses H; in the degrees of 
contrast (C;, D; ), which are compared with given levels E;. i = 
·(, ... , m. Thl' necessary and sufficient conditions for solving this 
prohll'm are formulated in the following 

Theorem 2.2.3.1 The upper bound (2.2.3.3) is attained on Of'era/ors 
Dj, i = 0, ... , m. if and only if there is a trace class operator L" ~ 
R; i .~ 0, ... , rn, such that 

(LO-R;)D~~~O. i=O, ... , m. (~.:U.8) 

The operator L 0 is then the solution to the duality problem 

(R)+ o- inf {(L, E)IL ~ R;, i- 0 .... , m) (2.2.:1.9) 
L 

for u·lzich conditions (2.2.:1.8) are also necessary and sufficiellt for 
Ill 

D~ ~ 0, ~ D~ ·' E, and x0 (R) = (R )~. Solution /_;. to this 
i=O 

problem for operators ll; R~. i 0, ... , 111, of the form (:2.2.3.1) 
represents the solution to the conditionally e.rtremal problem (~.~.:1.2) 
in tlze form 

m 

T 11 (C)~ ~ ((C;. £)-T-}.;f;)-(U, E), (2.2.:UO) 
i=- I 

and the pal'lllllt'lers A :;:;:, I) can be jot/lui from 

. ),." 

).; (E;- (C;. D1)) 0, f; ::::;;; (C;, D;~). i ~~ 1. ... , m, (2.2.:1.11) 

!Citert: JJ:· are the optima/ decision operators at Jl; n:·. 
!'roof. ThP ~11flirienry of Lhl' oplimalil~· conditions (2.2.:LS) for 

(2.2.:{.i) and (2.2.:1.\l) ran Ia• Yl'ril'u~d dirPrll~· hy l•mplo~·in:-: lhe 
propPrly of monolonirit~· of a lrarl', /. ~ li; ==:> Tr ti.I>;) ~ 

'" 
Tr (li;IJ;). for /J; ;;=:- 0. :\)lowing for Lhl' l'lJIIHiil~· /. 0 f,' ~ 1/;IJ?, 

I· (I 

whirh i~ ohlainPd via ~uu1mation or (2.2.:U..;) oH'r i o ..... m, 
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for every family {Di }~0 admissible in (2.2.3.7) we have 
m m m 

~ (R;, Di)=~ Tr(RiD;) ~~ Tr(L0Di) 
i=O i=O i=O 

m 

=Tr(L0E)=~ (Ri, D~). 
i=O 

In a similar manner for every operator L admissible in (2.2.3.9) 
we have 

J,j 711 

(L. E)=Tr(LE) = 2.: Tr(LDi) ~ L RiD)=(L0 , E). 
i-=-~0 1=0 

The necessity of the optimality conditions (2.2.3.8) follows from 
Lagrange'~ duality principle 

= s11p inf{~ (R 1, D,)·~<L, E-~ Di)} 
Di~n L t=O i=.O 

f m } 
= inf sup j ~ (R 1 - L, D1) + (L, E) 

L Di~o ,=o 

o=inf{(L, E>IL~ 1? 1,i=O, ... , m}, 
L 

"' 
aci'(JI'<Iing to which L (R 1, D1)==x0 (R)=(R)=(L0 , E) 

i=O 

and 
m "' L Tri(/J 0 -R;)D'/I·=·Tr(/}'E)-L (R;, D1). 

i=----ol i=O 

The necessary and s11ffirient coudition for this sum of traces of 
products of positive operators to vanish is, obvio11sly, Eq. (2.2.:1.8). 

Employment of the d11ality principle in the conditional problem 
(2.2.:1.2) reduces this problem by the elementary Lagrange method 
to problem (2.2.:1.4), for which the necessi ly and sufliciency of con
ditions (2.2.:).11) can be verified directly. The proof of the theorem 
is complete. 

Note that the above proof remains unchanged in the case of an 
infinite numher of hypotheses, m oo. From this theory follows, 
for one thing, Theorem 2.2.2.1 if we put R 0 = 0, Ri = C 1, i = 
1 ..... m, and L c~ B. The existence of a solution to problem 
(2.2.3.7) and the uniqueness on the subspace c = E{!t] of the sol11tion 
lo problem (2.2.:-l.\l) can he obtained from the proof in Section 2.2.2.2 
of these assertions for pruhlems (2.2.2.7) and (2.2.2.9) to \Yhich 
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(2.2.:1.i) and (2.2.:i.\l) are reduced by the substitutions C; = R; - R 0 
and B = L- R 0 • 

In the case of positive R;'s the problem of testing the hypotheses 
H;. i 0, ... , m. can be solved as a problem of separating m -:- 1 
signals H; ~' R:" by applying Theorems 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.:t For 
nonposith·e R;'s it has also proved expedient to go O\'er to the ~ignal 

m 

spare ~·m +I - EB -.it';, W; - Hrlk, i 0, ... , m, via a partially 
i 0 

isometric operator l': {ii--+ iifrn+l of polar decomposition H = a 112 V, 
a = H H+ for the operator H: cp E 1Ji ....... [H;cpl/." 0 • As a result, the 
optimality conditions for the decision operators Di can be written 
in the form of conditions imposed on the decomposition e = 
m 

~ 6'!, 6~ = V DW+, of the support F0 =' VV+ of the signal correlation 
i=O 
matrix a;~=H;l/h, i. k=O, ... , m: 

(~-p;)6~~-0, ~~p;=I hi.,c':hh, i~ 0, ... , m. 
h II 

HPrP i. = V L 0V+, h; = l;h, h -~ Va. and c~ i" tlu· quality matrix, 
rn 

which dPlines thP operators R; =' ~ Hi,c:•n,, and which, for a 
/1 =-ell 

fixed 111. it has proved expedie11t to co11sider as bei11g a diagonal oper-

ator C; EB c~'1 1, in space Vfm+l because then the sig11al.matrices 
h=O 

p; = l'R; F+ ran be represented i11 the form f'; hc;h. 
EYell if the amplitudes H; are ordi11ary. that is. H; (~'; 1. and 

heun• the correlalio11 matrix is a number matrix a;h (!l'; I !l·,.), 
it i" diff1cull to write conditions of optimalit~· explicitly for 111 >I 
for a 11onsingular matrix cr. Below we will ~tudy this problem for 
the case where the rank of matrix is equal to 2 a11d, hence, all the 
operators R;. 1., and D; rau he n•pn'sPnted h~· 2-h~·-2 matrices ill 
spare t' = S 2 . 

2.2.:J.:I Two-dimensional Het·o!!nil ion 

To the operators {Il;) i11 the optimization problem 
(2.2.:U;) we a!<!<ign llcrmitian matricP!< that ran hL' ron,.idered non
nPgatin• without los>< of gL•uerality. Au~· 2-h~·-2 matrix ran hl' decom
po!<Pd iu Pauli matrin•:-;, which are 

Jl 

[ I () J a~ 
II I ' 

1.

- \' 

.r . 

: .r- jy] 
jy \'-= 

l() -j] 
j I I • C1' 

. \' · .rax \' r, 
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where v, x, y, and z are real if matrix R is Hermitian, and r = 
xa x + yay + zcr z is a vector operator t·epresented by vec~or r ~ 

(x, y, z) of three-dimensional real sp.a~e 'lP. The product of r and s, 

with r E IJP and s E JP, is equal tors= r·s + j (r X s), where r·s 
and r X s are the scalar and vector products of r and s. Note that 
Tr R = 2v and Det R = v2 

- I r 12 (with I r I = Vf.r), and that 
the nonnegativity condition R ;;;;. 0 assumes the form v ;;;;. I r 1. 
Obviously, rank R = 2 for v >I r I, rank R ~ 1 at v = I r I* 0, 
and rank R = 0 at v = 0. 

The operators R; = (v; + rd/2, i = 0, ... , m, where lv; I ;;;;. lr; I 
m 

and ~ v; = 1, can be interpreted as density operators related lo 
i=O 

the tested wave hypotheses with a priori intensities v; = Tr R; and 
represented by vectors r; E liP, which are known as polarization 
vectors. A similar problem arises when we must identify the photon 
polarization or the electron spin [2.41. Let us assume that polariz
ations {r;} satisfy the inequalities 

I r" - r; I> I''"- v; I (2.2.:).12) 

fo1 all k * i; in the opposite case, that is, I"" - v; I;;;;. I r 11 - r; 1. 
the klh hypothesis dominates the ith hypothesis or vice versa: 
R 1, > R; or R 1, ~~ R; or Rn < R;, and one of the hypotheses (witlt 
the smaller v) can be ignored. 

The decision operators D; in the Pauli representation D; = 6 1 + 
' 'I 

d; are desC!'ibed by nonnegative numbers 6;;;;;. 0 and vectors d; E :r 
m 

(I d; I ~ 0;), with the decomposition of unity ~ D; ·~ 1 as~nming 
i-=0 

the fm·m 
m m 

~ 0; = 1, ~ d; -~ 0. 
i=O i=O 

The solution of the problem of optimal recognition of polarizations 

r 1 with intensities v; can be reduced to finding a real number f. and 

a vector 1° E ip that defines the operator L0 {t.. -'-Jo)12 that satisfies 

conditions (2.2.:1.8) fot· a collection of D~ • 6~ -,- 1~, i -~ 0, ... , m. 
Theorem 2.2.:~.2 The solution to the problem of optimal recognition 

of polarizations {r;} satisfying together with {v;} condition (2.2.:).12) 
can be found if and only if there is a collection of numbers ~~~ ;;;;. 0, i = 
0, ... , m, such that 

I ~ (r;-r")~t);l + ~ (v;-vnht/:;;;;.1, i=O, ... , m, 
k=O k=O 

( 2. 2.3 .1 :)) 
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where the equality takes place at least for those i's for which ft1 =F 0. 
The optimal decision operators have the form 61 = I d~ I, d~ = 
fl~ (r; - m. where 

JO = ~ fl"r·/~ fl~ 
- I I ..,_J 1t 
i=O ' i=O 

(2.2.3.14) 

and the maximal received intensity is 

x0 = ( 1 + ~ f.l1v;}/~ fl~ = } .. 
r=ll r=O 

(2.2.::U.j) 

Proof. In terms of~. 1°, v;, and r;. the lirsl optimality co1 dition 
(2.2.:t8), L" - R; ? 0, has the form 

A? I r; - 1° I -"-- v;. (2.2.:U6) 

The equation (£0- R;) D~ = U can be \Hillen in another form 

~f we !1111lify th~ sralar and real vector parts of the product (~ + Y; 

1° - r;) (6~ __:__ d,): 

(:2.2.:~.17) 

The imaginary vector equation j (1°- r;) :< d~ ~= 0, j -~ V -1. 
follow~ from the real vector equation in (2.2.3.17), according to 
which either d~ is collinear with r; - 1° for every 6~? I dY I or 

d~ ll. Since t:- ,.; =F 0, Eqs. (2.2.:-!.17) are equh·aleui to 

(2.:2.:~. 18) 

in the opposite rase (~ - v; for a certaiu i in (2.2.3.JU)) for i ·c k 
we obtain 1° r;, with the result that inrqualities (2.2.:3.1tl) aud 
(2. 2 .:-l. I :2) become i urom paliblt•. The optimal dec is ion vector c au he 

written in the form (2.:2.:-!.14). wherE' ~~~ li~ (i. - v;) is nonnPgativE' 

in arronlanre 11·ith the inequalitie>' b';? ll. J. > \';, allll (:2.:2.:\.lli), 
while I" i~ detrrminrd hy the ~rt (pn in arcordanrr with the fart that 

'" 
~ d'i ll. Till' >'l'coud l'<Juatiou iu (:2.2.:-l.lo) implit·~ that iJH'!J''al-
i=-o 
it.it·~ (2.2.:J.Hi) ht•rollll' amplitudt>s for th<' ,·alul'S of i for which 

"' 
l\'! ft,(i.-\';•=/=0. \lultiplying (:2.:2.:-l.Hi) h~·~ fl~ aud tiuding 

l=ll 

'" 
i. from lhProuditiouthat~ ll'i I forli'i p'i(i.-\';) ftilr,-1°1 

I 01 

( ,., ) '" 
,.... II, ,., II 

I · .,...._ ft,,; /.,.... fl;. 
1- II j=:: !1 
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determining {fln· Since Tr £ 0 = ~. the maximal intensiy of (2.2.3.9) 
is equal to (2.2.3.15). The proof of the theorem is complete. 

Note that the equalities in (2.2.3.13) must be true for at least 
two indices i and k, since there is no such set {fl; }, fl; =I= 0, for only 
one subscript i that satisfies the ith inequality. For every pair r; 
and r" for which (2.2.3.12) is valid there is a unique solution of the 
ith and kth equalities in (2.2.3.13) with f!; = 0 for all j =1= i, k, 
f!; > (J, flh > 0: 

but such a set {fl;} may not satisfy the other inequalities in (2.2.3.1:3) 
for j =1= i, k. If there exists a pair r;, r" for which all the inequalities 
in (2.2.3.13) are Yalid at f!; =1= 0 only when j = i, k, then the optimal 
decision vectors d~ are zero for j =1= i, k (see (2.2.3.14)) and 

d~ = (r; - r")/2 I r 1 - r" I, d~ = (rh- r 1)i2 I rh- r 1 1. 

Here the optimal decision operators D~ = I d7 I -- d~ are orthogonal 
and correspond to an error intensity x0 = (v 1 + v")·2 ...:.._ I r; - r" I 2. 
In the case where the optimal operators D~ are nonzero for more 
than two i's, they define a nonorthogonal decomposition of unit~· 
in the two-dimensional space ~ = S 2

• We will not try to find a gener
al analytical solution to the system of equation (2.2.3. B) with 
~~~=I= 0 for more than two i's; rather, we will giw a geometric inter
pretation of such a solution. 

2.2.3.4 Geometric Interpretation 

Let us represent the Hermitian operators (2.2.:·\.10) by 
points r = (v, x, y. z) = (v, r) in the four-dimensional 1\linkow~ki 
space c\ 1

•
3

• To every nonnegative operator there corresponds a point 
iuside the light cone ,. = I r 1. In these terms a priori neitl1er the 

kth nor the ith hypothesis is dominant at H; ~~ (v; -- r;) 2 and 

H, = (vk + r1,)!2 if and ouly if the intenal r1 - r1, ~c (\'; - vh, 
r 1 - r1,) is spacelike. In accordance with (2.2.3.16), point 1° = 

(/, 1°), which repre~enls the operator £ 0 = (1. 0 --- 1°), is the apex 
of ll:e four-dimensional cone 

(2.2.:).19) 

covering all the points r 1 = (v 1, r;) and containing the subset 
{r;a} c: {r;} of the boundary points r;a satisfying (2.2.3.16). On the 
other hand, the optimal points l are only those whose projections I 
belong to the com·ex hull of the boundary subset of the spatial 
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projeclions ria• a = 0, ... , s, s ~ m: 

(2.2.3.20) 

whPre, in aceordance with (2.2.:1. 14), ni = !l; / ~ !li,. ~ 0 (!l; =-0 
a a a=O 

if r; is covPrerl by cone (2.2.:U9): V; -i- lr;-11 ~A). We will say 
that I he subset {ri,) has an apex if the points r;,. lie on the cone: 
ri,. c 'fr (l) with an apex l whose spatial projection I is a point 
on till' convex hull {ri,.}· Jn these terms Theorem 2.2.3.2 
ran be formulated as follows: 

Theorem 2.2.3.3 To solve the problem of optimal recognition of 
points r; (vio r;), i c-~ 0, ... , m, separated by spacelike interrals 
(2.2.:~.12), it is necessary and sufficient to find a subset {r1,.} u·ith an 
apex [0 belonging to a cone that covers all other points of set {r; ), that 
is. to specify a subset of Fectors ria c {r; ), a = 0 .... , s u·hose com·ex 
hull contains vector 1° with respect to which the sum I ri,. - 1° I --i- via 

is the constant ~: 

lr· - 1°1 + v· = ~ a- 0 s Ja J,. ' -- ' •.• ' ' (2.2.3.21) 

rchile I r; - 1° I -~ V; ~~for all other indices i E Ua ). The optimal 
decision operators are represented by points 011 the cone d~ '=- (67, d7), 
6~ - I d1 [, with spatial 1·ectors 

(2.::U.22) 

where n~ =c 0 fori !f {j,.}, and {n},., a= 0, ... , s} is any nrmne~Ia

tir·e solutioll to the system of equations (2.2.:1.20). The minimal intensity 
in this case is 

Ill 

x0 =~ (v;+lr;-l"l)n;. 
i=O 

(2.2.3.23) 

:\ole that every pair of points r;, r, separated by a sparelike 
inlen·al delines, via two equations from (2.2.3.21), jo. = i, k, a set 
of points IE '\ 1 +3 whose differenrl' ot' distances to lhl' points r; and 
r 1, is constant: 

II" - r,, I - II" - r; I \'i- v,,. (2.2.3.24) 

Thl'H' poi 11 ts I ie on om• of lhl' two shl'l'ls of the hyperboloid of revol
ntion wilh fori al r 1 and r 1, and ercentridty t' '" I r; - r~ If 
I v; - v1, I >I. Ilere, if v1 o · ,.,, thr hyperboloid (2.2.:1.24) beromes 
a plane normal to the segml'lll r;:-t; r 1,n, (:1 > 0, =t; ·: :t, = 1) 
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at point (r; -l- r 1,)/2, while if v; =1= v1, we select the sheet in whose 
plane lies the focus with the higher intensity, V; or vh. Obviously, 
if the subset {ria} has an apex l, the spatial projection I is the com
mon point of all the hyperboloids (2.2.3.24) corresponding to all 
the pairs of the set {ria} that belong to the convex hull {ria}· \Ve will 
call this point I the center of {ria}· The uniqueness of operator L0 

implies that the apex of set {ria} representing £ 0 is unique, which 
means that the center of {ria} is uniq11e, too. It can easily be shown 
that for every vector I of the convex hull {ria} the system of linear 
equations (2.2.3.20) has a unique solution {n~0) if and only if Yectors 
ria- rio• a ~~ 1, ... , s, are linearly independent. 

2.2.3.5 Simplex Solutions 

The reader will recall that a convex hull of a set {ri } 
a 

of points ri , a = 0, 1, 2, 3, is called an s-simplex (a segment if 
a 

s = 1, a triangle if s = 2, a tetrahedron if s - 3, and so on) if the 
vectors r1,, rirx, a = 1, ... , s, are linearly independent. It is well
known that each s-dimensional face (an s-faee) of an n-simplex 
(n;;;;. s) is a simplex, too. We will call a subset that generates a 
simplex convex hull a simplex subset. 

Theorem 2.2.3.4 The problem of optimal recognition of polariz
ations { r;, i = 0, ... , m} always has a solution that can be described 
by the simplex set {d~ , a " 0, ... , s }, s ~ m, of the nonzero ~·ectors 
(2.2.3.22) correspondi~g to the simplex subset {r1 } <;; {r;} with a cen-

a 
ter at 1° and a maximal sum 

VjaTiria-1°1=. max {v;--i-lr;-1°1}. 
1=0, .. . ,m 

This solution is unique if and only if the s-simplex generated by subset 
{ria} is an s-face of the com·ex hull of all vectors rio• ... , rim 1rith a 
common center )0 • 

Proof. By Theorem 2.2.:1.:), the solution to the problem considered 
here is reduced to fmding the cone (2.2.:1.19) that covers all points 
{r;} and has an apex )0 with a projection lying inside the convex 
hull of projections {ri } of the tangency points ri . Obviously, there 

a a 
is always such a cone. Let n ~ m be the number of tangency points 
r1 , a= 0, ... , n. If the subset {ri , a = 0, ... , s}, s = m, is a 

a a 
simplex set, the validity of Theorem 2.2.3.4 is obvious. If this 
subset is not a simplex, then the convex hull {ri } can be partitioned 

f% 

into several simplexes with a common vertex ri via diagonal planes 
(r1,,ri , ria) or diagonal line" (ri, ri ) when° all the vectors r1 a. 1.1 o a a 
are coplanar. Hence, the center 1° is an interior point of one of the 
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s-simplexP!' (s < n ~ m) with apexe~ r 1 , a = 0, ... , s, which are 
Go 

the p1·ojections of the tangency points and determine the unique 
positive :"olution {n1"} of system (2.2.3.20). The set {dj,.} of nonzero 
vectors (2.2.3.22) is a simplex ~et if anrl only if the set {r1"} is a 
simplex and determines the optimal solution with maximal quality 
(2.2.:{.21) anrl minimal error intensity (2.2.3.23). When center 1° 
is an interior point of a nonsimplex convex hull of the projections 
of tangt-ncy points, the optimal simplex solution is not unique (the 
partition into simplexes is not unique) and there are also optimal 
non:simplex solution~. But if point 1° is a boundary point of the 
conHx hull, that is, an interior point of an s-face, the optimal solu
tion is unique if the fare is an s-simplex. 

Corollar~· To solre the problem of optimal testing of sereral hypoth
eses in the two-dimensional space 'l = [; 2 , it is sufficient to limit 
oneseli to s + 1 ~ 4 solutions j 0 , ••• , js corresponding to a simplex 
subset of hypotheses r1,, ... , r18 Each such solution procedure can be 
realized in an indirect measurement described by an orthogonal decom
position in the obsermtion space {Jt = C2 ® [;2 • 

Indeed. in thP three-rlimensional space liP there is not a single 
simpiPx subset r1,, ... , r1• for s > 3 and, therefore, for every 111 

there always exists an optimal decomposition in the two-dimensional 
:;pace ( consisting of s - 1 ~ 4 nonzero decision operators D1a = 

6)' ,- d" of rank I. It is well known that each nonortlwgonal de-
" Ja 

composition of unity in operators D1,, ... , D15 of rank 1 can be 
extended to an orthogonal decomposition in an (s - i)-dimensional 
space '{ c 'Ill. lienee, we ean limit ourselves to the four-dimensional 
me<bllrPmPntspacc ,7{,whichc.analways be represented as the tensor 
prodn<'t of two-dimensional spaces 'l: ,-]!{: = ~ ® f, corresponding 
to the composition of two identical systems. 

;'\;oil' that the optimal solution may be degenerate (in the sense 
tlwt a h~·pothPsis r; may correspond to D; = 0) even if the set 
r,, .... rrn is a simplPx set (m ~ :i), for example, at m = 2, v 0 = 

\'1 = \·~· if the vectors r 0 , r 1 and r~ form an obtuse triangle. 
In conclusion of this section we will consider two particular cases. 
(I)Uf'limnl recognition of pure polarization. Here the polarizations 

arP 11nrmalized to a priori intensities: I r; I '= V;, with the represent
at in• poinls ri (\';, ri) belonging to the cone" -~ I r 1. Expre~sion 
(~.~.:l.:!l ), which drlermines the subset of points r1" of tangenr~· of 
this c·cllll' aud thP con•1·ing cone (2.2.:~.HJ), has the form 

0 

I ria -1°1-_:__ lri" I= i .. (2.2.::\.25) 

lu n•Llliou lo r 1a, thi:< is the equation of an ellipsoid of revolution 

wilh fcll'i alII and I" and rccentricil~· f' 11° I~< I. In accordance 
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with (2.2.3.16), all the other points r; ~ {ria} must lie inside the 
ellipsoid. Hence, the problem of optimal recognition of pure polariz
ation is reduced to fmding the ellipsoid described about points {r;} 
with foci at 0 and 1°, where 1° is an interior point of the convex hull 
of the points of tangency {ria}· The quality x0 of the optimal solution 

is equal to the length of the major axis of the ellipsoid, ~-
(2) Optimal recognition of equi-intensity polarizations. The a priori 

intensities v; = v0 , i = 1, ... , m, and the corresponding points 
are points of the hyperplane v = v0 • The density operators R; = 
(v ,- r;);2, all having the same trace v0 , are represented by normaliz
ed vectors, I r; I:::;:;; v0 • Theintersectionofthecoveringcone(2.2.3.19) 
and the hyperplane v = v0 is a sphere I r- 1° I = p of radius 

p = ~ - v0 • Hence, the problem of optimal recognition of equiprob
able polarizations is reduced to fmding a sphere described about all 
points ri: 1 r- 1° I:::;:;; p with radius p and centered at 1°, the center 
belonging to the convex hull of the tangency points ria: I ria - 1° I = 

f•· The radius p =f.- v0 determines the maximal intensity (2.2.3.15): 

~2.2.3.26) 

(p :::;:;; v0 since I r; I :::;:;; v0 for all i's). The mmtmum of intensity 
(2.2.3.26) is obtained at p = v0 : x0 =~ 2v0 • This corresponds to the 
typical equiprobable case I r; I ~= 1, when there is at least one sim
plex subset {ria} for which the center 1° = 0 is an interior point 
of the simplex. 

2.3 Effective Measurement 
and Estimation of Parameters of Acoustic 
Signals and Optical Fields 
In this section we develop the noncommutative theory 

of effective measurements and optimal estimation of unknown param
eters of wave patterns as applied to problems of sound and visual 
pattern recognition. We consider two variants of the lower bounds 
for the variance of the measured parameters, the variants being 
based on noncommutative generalizations [2.14, 2.31, 2.49] of the 
Rao-Cramer inequality [2.50], and introduce the notion of canonical 
states, for whieh we derive generalized uncertainty relations similar 
to the quantum meehanical uncertainty relations [2.11, 2.12, 2.:-31]. 
We then establish the neeessary and suffteient conditions for effective 
measurements, conditions that extend the eonditions of effeetiveness 
of quantum meehanical measurements obtained in [2.311 to the case 
of classieal wave signals and f1elds. We formulate the neeessary and 
sufficient eonditions for the optimality of generalized measuremPnls 

U-0105 
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of wave patterns, conditions that generalize the respective conditions 
substantiated for quantum systems in [2.32). Finally, we investigate 
the structure of optimal covariant measurements for symmetric 
wave patterns, which in the case of quantum symmetric lields has 
been studit>d in [2.12, 2.29). The exposition is based largely on the 
works of Belavkin [2.29-2.31). 

2.3.1 Invariant Bounds for the Variance of Parameters 
of Wave Patterns 

We will consider two variants of the lower bound for the variance 
of parameters of wave patterns, both based on noncommutative generalizations 
[2.14, 2.31, 2.49) of the Rao-Cramer inequality. In contrast to [2.14, 2.491, these 
bounds are represented in a form invariant under diffeomorphisms, the form 
will be u~ed to obtain generalized uncertainty relations and effective measure
ments of canonical parameters. 

2.3.1.1 Classical Bound 

In Section 2.2 we considered the problem of recognizing 
pure or mixed wave patterns taken from a given linite or denumer
able standard family. Generally, sound and visual pattern~ may 
contain unknown parameters that run through an infinite set of 
continuous values 8 E 8 of linite or denumerable dimensionality. 
For example, we may not know the mean frequency and the moment 
when the sound signal appears or the mean position and the wave 
number of the visual pattern, or we may a priori have no information 
on the expected amplitudes of the oscillations in the given linite or 
denumerable family of standard modes. 

It is natural to estimate the unknown paramett>rs by the intensity 
distributions in the representations in which the wave packets with 
distinct values of 8 are clearly separated; for example, the frequency 
ami position can be calculated as the mean values on the coordinate 
representation, while the mean time of arri,·al of a signal and the 
wave Jiumber of a wave packet can be calculated in the momentum 
representation (but not vice versa). 

We will call a family of wave packets described in a Hilbert space 
,_;!{ hy amplitudes {~· 9 ) resolvable in a representation defined by the 

decomposition of unity I = .\ .l/ (d.x) on a given Uorel space X if 

there exists a mPasurable map 8: X -+ 8 satisfying the condition 

(2.3.1.1) 

where p0 (d:r) . (~·0 I M (d.x) 'i'o) is the respective intensity distrib
ution on X. Thus, the resolvability of the family {'i'o} means that 
it is possible to calculate the unknown e E 8 in a given representation 
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given the observed distribution of the !le as the mean values of a 

function e (x) known as the unbiased estimator of parameters e. 
It is natural to define the quality of the resolvability ?f family 

{'ljle} by the size of the variance of the unbiased estimator e, assum
ing that the quality for a given e is all the higher the smaller the 
standard deviation from e in the distribution induced on E> by the 
measure !le of the wave packet 'ljle. To find the lower bound for this 
variance, we can use the classical Rao-Cramer inequality [2.50) 
if the measure ~Le possesses the appropriate differentiability prop
erties in e. For the sake of simplicity we take the case of one param
eter e E IR. If we assume that there exists a second moment for the 

logarithmic derivative '\'e = iJ ln fle;oe, which is the Radon-~iko
dym derivative of measure fle = Ofla/oe, or 

fle (dx) '\'a (x) = iJ~La (dx)/ae, 

we can easily obtain the inequality 

I ((3 (x)- 8)2 f.La (dx) ~ (~a (x) -Ye)2 f.La (dx) ~ Jt 

(2.3.1.2) 

(2.3.1.3) 

where Ja = ~~La (dx) is the to.tal intensity of the wave packet 'ljl 9 , 

and '\'a is the mean value of ya: 

Ja'\'a= ~ ~a(x)f.La(dx)=le=2Re(1J:ai'Pe). 

Inequality (2.3.1.3), which implies the inverse proportionality of 
the standard deviations O"e ~ 1/cr; or variances 

a~= J (S(x)-8)2f!a(dx)/Ja, cr~= J (Ya(x)-8)2 !la(dx)!Ja 

(2.3.1.4) 

follows in an obvious manner from the Schwarz inequality if we 
allow for the fact that the right-hand side can be represented, in 
accordance with (2.3.1.1), in the form of the square of the scalar 
product 

la= J S(x)f.le(dx)-810= J (S(x)-8)(ya(x)-ya)!la(dx). 

In a more general situation, where the estimated parameters 8 = 
[eiJT= 1 are differentiable functions 8 (a) of unknown parameters a = 
[a")~=l of the density operators of mixed wave patterns S (a), we 
can easily obtain a matrix Rao-Cramer inequality that is invariant 
with respect to the choice of the state parameters: 

(2.3.1.5) 
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where D = 1 iJ6i!iJcr.h I is the Jacobian of the cr. ....... e transformation, 
R = a •• is the covariance matrix 

9 9 

Rih (cr.)' .\ (Si (.r)- iji (cr.)) (Ilk (x) _ijh (cr.)) f.1 (cr., dx) 

(2.3.1.6) 

of unbiased estimators e; (.r) with respect to ~~ (cr., dx) = 
Tr S (cr.) .ll (dx), 

J Si (x) ~~(cr., dx) ~· ei (cr.) J (cr.), J (cr.)= Tr s (cr.), (2.3.1. 7) 

and a •• is a similar covariance matrix for the logarithmic derivatives 
• y y 

"\'h ·~a In f.1 (cr.)/iJcr.k, k ·~ 1, ... , n. We will derive the inequality 
for the general noncommutative case. 

2.3.t.2 Symmetric Bound 

The lower bound of inequality (2.:t 1.5) depends, natur
ally, on the choice of the representation detPrmined hy thP method 
of measurement. By using the noncommutative analog of the loga
rithmic derivative introduced by llelstrom, we can obtain a more 
exact bound for the variances of the unhiased estimators that does 
not depend on the choice of rPpresentatiou. 

If we assume that the family {Sa} of the \rare class density opPr
ators is strongly differentiable in e in a certain region H, wP can 
defme a symmetric logarithmic derivative by the following equation: 

. . 
gaS a-' Sage -c 2S0. (2.:U.8) 

It is easy to show (see [2.1 :11) t hal if I Tr (Sex) I~ ::::;;; c Tr (S e.r~) 

for every Hermitian operator~· the solution to this equation <'xists 

and is unique, wi lh Tr (S 9g3) < oo. 
Let us consider the operator 

;.~ .\ ll(.r)M(d.r), Tr(Sa~)=flJa, 

tletermined hy till' unbiased estimator 0 for a lixed measurenwnt .11. 
Si nCl' 

~ (flcr)-Offtu(d.r) ,Tr(Su ~ ((l(.r)-0)2 .11(d.r)). 

Tr (So \ (O(.r)- ~).1/(d.r)(fl(.r)-:r) 1-(;-0)2 ) ;_;;. Tr!Sa(;-6)21, . . 
it is suflicirntlo 1'111d thl' lowl'r hound of the variance a! of operator .r. 

X 
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By analogy with the commutative case we have 
• • 1 • • • 

J 6 = Tr (xS0- 8J0) = Tr [(x- 8) Se] = 2 Tr [(x -8) (geSe +Sage)] 

1 A A A A 

= 2 Tr [Se ((x-8) (ge- Ye) + (ge- Ye) (x- 8))] 

= (x-81ge-Ye>+· 

Thus, the total intensity J 6 is equal to. the symm__etrized scalar 

product with respect to Se of the operators x -~and ge - ye, where 

y9 = Jij/J6 is the mean value of the operator g9 of the logarithmic 

derivative, and Je = Tr (S6g6) = Tr Sij. Applying the Schwarz 
inequality 

A A A A A A 

I (x-8 I ge- Ye)+ l 2 ~(x-81 x-8)+ (ge-Ye I ge-Ye)+, 

we arrive at the sought inequality: 

o~~Tr [Sa(; -8)2]/Je= a;;;;;,J e/Tr [Sa (ge -Ye)2] = 1/a; 
9

• 

(2.3.1.9) 

Thus, the variance of any unbiased estimator cannot be smaller 
than the inverse variance of the operator of the logarithmic deriv
ative (2.3.1.8): 

(2.3.1.10) 

A similar result can !Je obtained in the case where there are seYeral . . 
parameters 8 = [8i]'f=t for the estimator 8 (x) = [8i (x)]~ 1 satisfy
ing the un!Jiasing conditions (2.3.1.1), which when met make matrix 

(2.3.1.5) the covariance matrix of estimators Si, and the mean square 
error at a lixed R 6 assumes the minimal value. 

For the covariance matrix He, Helstrom [2.14] has established 
the lower bound !Jy assuming that the operator function Se = S (8) 
is differentiable and using the concept of the operators gi of partial 
symmetrized logarithmic deriYatives of the functions S (8) in 8i. 
He defined these operators by the following equations: 

giSe + S 6gi == 2 (8Se 08i). (2.:1.1.11) 

As in the classica.l case [2.501, this bound is defined by the matrix 
Ge = II G;h (8) II of the covariauces of the solutions gi = gi (8) of 
Eqs. (2.3.1.1). This matrix for noncommulatiYe g; is taken in sym
metrized form 

(2.3.1.12) 
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(the mathematical expectations of Tr (S9g; (8)) are equal lo zero). 
The corresponding inequality has the form 

Re ~ Ga\ 8 E 8 (2.3.1.13) 

aDll is understood as the nonnegative defmitcness of matrix 
(Rih (8) - G1" (8)1. where Gil• (8) are the elements of the inverse 
matrix Ga1

: Gii (8) Gih (8) = 6l. Inequality (2.3.1.13) is the non
commutative analog of the Rao-Cramer inequality (2.50]. The matrix 
Go plays the role of a metric tensor locally defming the distance 
a (8, 8 + d8) = G ih (8) d8i d81t in the parameters space 8, similar 
to the Fisher information distance in classical statistics. 

\\"e now turn to a more general situation where the state parame
ters are not the measured parameters 8i but other parameters a = 
{a\ k = 1, ... , n ), S = S (a). The parameters 8; are differentiable 
functions 8; = 8; (a) of the unknown parameters. The respective 
generalized Helstrom inequality (2.3.1.13) represents a bound for 

the covariance matrix R = R (a) of the estimators 8; in a form 
invariant with respect to the choice of the variable~ of state S (a), 

R ~ DG-1DT, (2.3.1.14) 

where D = I 88i. iJah I, and (; = G (a) is the covariance matrix 
(2.:1.1.12) of the operators gh = gh (a) of symmetrized logarithmic 
derivatives of the operator function S (a) in a". 

Inequality (2.3.1.14), which is cqu ivalent to inequality (2.3.1.13) 
only if m = n and matrix D = D (a) is nonsingular, can be verified 
by a line of reasoning similar to the one that will lead us to inequality 
(2.3.1.17) (see Section 2.3.2.5). 

Inequality (2.3.1.14) can be reduced to the classical Rao-Cramer 
inequality only where the family {S (a)} is commutative. For non
commutative families other generalizations (2.22) of the Rao-Cramer 
inequality are possible, generalizations that are based on other 
definitions of logarithmic derivatives and that lead to other lower 
bouuds for R differing from the invariant Helstrom bound DG-LDT. 
For real-valued parameters a these generalizations may serve equally 
well as analogs of the Ran-Cramer inequality and coincide only if 
{S (a)} constitutes a commutative family, in which case the~· are 
reduced to the elassical Rao-Cramer inequality. However, in the 
eveut of complex-valued parameters a a special invariant gPneraliz
ation of the Rao-Cramer inequalit~· becomes especially important. 
It is based on tl1e notiou~ of right and left logarithmic derivatives 
and was suggested iudepcudently h~· Ilelavkin [:!.:{1) and Yucu and 
Lax 12.4!)]. 

Let us assume that the paramPter~ ah are pairs (r:t1,'. a~) represent-
<'d hy complex numhers: r:t 1' rx~' ja.~, rx c (rx"] E C". The 
<'qimatPd par:JIIH'tcr~ tli IJi (rx. ;), 1 1 .... , 111, arc a~:<umed 
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to be functions independently differentiable in a and a. 3 Let us 

define the non-Hermitian logarithmic derivatives of S = S (a, a) 
thus: 

Sh 11 = fJS!aa11 , h:S = as/aa", k = 1, ... , n. (2.3.1.15) 

The operators h11 = h11 (a, a) are called the right derivatives with 
respect to a" (and the operators hi; the left derivatives with respect 
to a) and have zero mathematical expectations. The covariance 
matrix 

H;h (a, a) = Tr [S (a, a)] h;hl; (2.3.1.16) 

is Hermitian and, assuming it is nonsingular, defines a positive 
definite metric ds2 = H; 11 dai da" in a complex domain (9 c:: Cn 
of the unknowns a E (9. 

Suppose that a joint measurement of the parameters 8: is described 

by a decomposition of unity that defines the estimator 8. This estim
ator is represented by a vector quantity that, in general, assumes 
complex values X = {xi} E em' is represented by a conditional 
distribution ll (dx I a, a)= Tr [llf (dx) S (a, a)], and satisfies the 

unbiasing condition (8;) = 8; (a, a). Then the mean square error 
of measurement is determined by the matrix R = R (a, a) of co

variances Rih = ((Si - 8;) (S" - 811)* ), for which the following 
inequality holds true: 

R ~ DH-1D+, (2.3.1.17) 

wl~ere D = D (a, a), as in (2.3.1.14), i!:! the matrix of the derivatives 
()8'/fJa", and D+ is the respective Hermitian conjugate matrix. 

Even in the real case, that is e; = 8\ inequality (2.3.1.17) leads 
to a lower bound that differs from the Helstrom bound (2.3.1.14). 
We will call the lower bound in (2.3.1.17) the right bound. Other 
bounds can also be considered, say, the left bound, which is based on 
the left logarithmic derivatives with respect to a. The proof of all 
such inequalities is similar to that of inequality (2.3.1.17), which 
is giYen in Section 2.:t2.5. The right bound in (2.3.1.17) is invariant 
under replacement of derivatives with respect to a 11 by derivatives 
with respect to new variables B" = Bh (a) only if the functions 

3 The derivatives a/ari and a/ar:x. are defined in terms of the partial 
derivatives o/iir:x.1 and a/or:x. 2 in the common manner: 

a/aa = i (a/aa1 + jo/aa2), 

- 1 . a!aa = 2 (a/aa1 - ,a!aa.2 ). 
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~h ~" (a) are analytic, that is, o~hfoa1 = U, and the matrix of 
derivatives iJ~hfoa' is nonsingular. Hence, the use of inequality 
(2.:U .17) in invariant form R > H-1

, where, as in (2.:~.1.13), we 
employ derivatives with res peel to the estimated parameters 8i 
(but, in contrast to (2.3.1.1:~). right derh·atives rather than sym
metrized arc used), is inexpedient since the condition for the equiv
alence of these inequalities includes not only the condition that 
matrix D he nonsingular but the analyticity condition cJ8 1,iJa" = 0 
as well (that is, the independence of functions 8i (a, a) on;;), which 
is not our initial assumption. A similar situation for complex-valued 
parameters a exists in the classical case. 

2.3.2 Generalized Uncertainty Relations 
and Effective Measurements of Wave Palterns 

In this section we will introduce the notion of canonical families 
of wave patterns for whose canonical parameters we will establish uncertainty 
relations that genpralize the quantum mechanical uncertainty relations obtained 
in the one-dimensional case by Helstrom [2.13) and in the case of multidimen
sional Lie algebra by Belavkin [2.31). We will then find the limit of accuracy 
in estimating the canonical Lie parameters of wave patterns and pro\·l' that 
such limits are exact only for canonical signals for which there are l'lll'clive 
measurement or quasimeasurement procedures. The discourse will follow the 
scheme suggested in [2.31); for examples of uncertainty relations for quantum 
systl.'ms the readl'r is advised to turn to [2.12, 2.131. 

2.3.2.1 Canonical Families and Uncertainty Relations 

In classical mathematical statistics an important role 
is played by canonical, or exponential, familil.'s of probability 
dislributions, for which a special selection of parametl.'r~ 0 and a 
makes the Rao-Cramer hound exact. In Section 2.:~.2.:~ we will 
prove thai in the noncommutative case a similar role i!< played by 
dcnsi t y operators of the form 

(2.:U.1) 

whl'rC the :r1, k l,. ., 11, arc linearly indepl'ndent operators in J(?, 

which ma~· he non-lll'rmilian (xt =1= x 1,) and may not rommule wilh 
A A A A 

LIH• conjugale opPrators (I;xk =I= xl:x;), and X X (B. Bl i,- I he 
gelll•rating fnnrlion of L.hc nwnu•nls of these opcralors in slale S 0 : 

wllirh is l'lnill' ("/. < oo) in a neighborhood of zt•ro B II of lhe 
cornplPx span• L". Thl' family of dl'nsity oppralors (2.:{.2.1) will he 
said lo J,p ranoniral and lhP paramPters ~". canonically conjugale 
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to the xk. In contrast to the commutative case, even for Hermitian 

operators xk it is meaningful to assume that the conjugate parameters 
~k may have complex values. 

Of special interest is the case, which has no classical analog, of 

canonical states (2.3.2.1) where the ~k are imaginary and the ;k 
are Hermitian. The parameters eh = lm ~hf(2n) acquire a dimension
ality and meaning of quantities that are dynamically conjugate to-. . 
the xk; for instance,. if X is frequency, 8 is time, if X is moment 11m. 

8 is displacement, if X is angular momentum, 8 is the angle of rotation. 
The canonical states (2.3.2.1) at ~h = 2nj8h assume the form 

(2.3.2.3} 

and are unitary equivalent to state S 0 , which corresponds to a zero. 
value of 8. It has been established that if we put a = ~ and apply 
inequality (2.3.1.17) to the canonical family (2.3.2.3), we arrive 
at the exact formulation of the generalized uncertainty principle 

for any pair of dynamically conjugate quanti lies ek and ;It' where 
the first quantity in the pair may not correspond to the Hermitian 
operator that meaningfully describes in QJe the measuremeul of this 
quantity. 4 

Differentiating (2.3.2:1) with respect to flk and comparing the 
result with (2.3.1.1), we get 

(2.3.2.4). 

• - -jik~ f) jik~ f) • -
x;(~) = e h--=-:-- e k, and 8; =--=-:- ln X ~c Tr [Sx;(~) ]. 

o~' a~' 
(2.3.1.16), therefore, is the covariance matrix. 

where 

Matrix 

• - • - a2ln x 
H;k = Tr [S (x; (~) -8;) (xk (R)- 8k)*) = ---.- (2.3.2.5) ..., · o~· a~k 

of the operators ;i (fl) analytic in ~and coinciding with ;i at~ = 0. 
The inequality (2.3.1.17) in the neighborhood of point ~ = u. 

• The Heisenberg uncertainty principle is usually proved only 
for such dynamically conjugate quantities described by noncommutatiYe opera-

tors~ and ·q that satisfy, say, the commutation relations [;, ,]') = 1!2:tj. The 

proof employs the well·known scalar inequality ((; - (~ ))2) ((;- (;)) 2);;, 

I ([;, ;] ) 12/4, which is valid for any pair of operators ; and ~. Strengthening 
and matrix multidimensional generalization of this inequality in terms of the 
covariance estimations of an arbitrary family of noncommutative operators are
suggested in [2.21). 
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therefore, can be written in the form of the uncertainty relation 

(2.3.2.6) 

which establishes the inverse proportionality between the matrix 
S = II S;h II of the covariances 

(2.3.2.7) 

<>f the operators;;. Tr [S (~, ji) ;;1 = fl;. and the covariance matrix 

R of the estimators ij; of the functions Si (~, fD of the conjugate param
t>lerl' ~ and ~- At 8 = ~. (2.3.2.6) assumes the canonical form 
R /' s- 1

• 

In the scalar case (n = 1),; (ji) =;for every~. and the uncer
tainly relation (2.3.2.6) transforms into strict inequality in the entire 
<lomain (9 3 ~- Putting 8 = Im ~/(2n) and allowing for the fact 

that u8'o~ = 114nj, we obtain at~ = ; the generalized uncertainty 
relation 

(2n)2 R 8 ~ (1/4) s-• (2.3.2.8) 

in terms of the variances R 8 = ((8 - 8)2 
) 8 , with S = Tr [~ 0 (x-;:

J-1)2], vnlid for any pair of dynamically conjugate quantities 8 aud x 
<lefining the canonical family (2.3.2.3). For the quantum case of 
pure :-tales S 0 = I "¢ 0 ) ("¢ 0 1. the scalar inequality (2.3.2.8) has been 
<lerived from inequality (2.3.1.13) by Helstrom [2.11) by a compli
~nted procedure for calculating the matrix elements of the operators 
<Of s~·m metrized logarithmic derivatives. 

In the multidimensional case, when the operators x, are pairwise 

<t·onJmlllative (but not necessarily with x: and S 0 ), the situation is 

tlu.' same: ;, (j3) = ; 11 for every [3 E (') and inequality. (2.3.2;6) is 

:;tricl. The avC't"ages p1, allll the rovariances (2.:~.2.7) at x, ='xi: and 
J3" - 2:tj011 are independent of 8 and, l~tC'refore, coincide with the 

•rC'spPdive vall!e,.: at e . - 0: fl,, = Tr (Sox,,) aJttl 
. . 

S;h ~' Tr [S0 (x;- fl;) (xh- flh)l. (2.3.2.9) 

The 1111certaint~· rC'lation (2.:t:U'I) iu this case acquire,.: a matrix 

JnPauin~: R9 i:- the ro\·ariaurc matrix of c;;timalors 0; of the canonical 
parameters I.Jl'lougiug to a trauslatiou group in st.ate Sa, nnd S 

is 1 he rovarianrP matri:\ (~.:l.2.!l) of LhP gPnerator:< :r1, of this group, 
()Pi"lllilll! Lht• lowPr hounds-· llh" for Ha uniformly in ('H'r~· 1:1 E Jl". 
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We now tak~ up the case of noncommutative {x" }. Suppose that 

the operators x,. form a Lie algebra: 

(2.3.2.10) 

where C{,. are structure constants. Here the oper~tors ;; (~) in 

(2.3.2.4) are linear combinations of the generators X;: 

;;(fl)=L-1(-fl){;,, (2.3.2.11) 

with L (£) = £" c,. (I- e-sc)_1 an n-by-n matrix that exists in 
a neighborhood G E en of zero ~ = 0, and the c,. = II c{,. II are 
the generators of the adjoint representation of the commutation 
relations (2.3.2.10). Expressing the covariance matrix H of the 
operators (2.3.2.11) in terms of the covariances (2.3.2. 7) of the 

generators ;;, we get instead of (2.3.2.6) the inequality 

R ;;;. DL+S-1LD+, (2.3.2.12) 

where L = L ( -~). In the case of (2.3.2.3), the family of S e is 
unitary hol_!logeneous with respect to the Lie group with Hermitian 

operators x,. and canonical parameters 8". Similarly to (2.3.2.8), 
we obtain a more general relationship 

(2n) 2 Re>fas- 1La. (2.3.2.13) 

where L 8 = 8iG; (/- e-;a"c"t1, G,. = 2njC,.. Inequality (2.3.2.13) 
determines in the domain G c iR" of convergence of the sPries 
expansion 

(/- e-a"cktl = ~ e-ma"c,., 8 = {8;} E G, 
m=O 

the lower bound of the mean square error in estimating the canonical 

f I . 2nie"; f L. parameters o t 1e unitary representatiOn e " o a 1e group. 

2.3.2.2 Effective Measurements and Quasimeasurements 

In classical statistics, estimations whose covariance 
matrix assumes the minimal value and thus transforms, locally or 
globally, the Rao-Cramer inequality into an equality are known as 
effective (locally or globally, respectively). In the noncommutative 
case, the concept of effectiveness introduced by analogy with the 
classical concept loses its universality because the generalization 
of the Rao-Cramer inequality is not unique and the definitions of 
locally effective estimates [2.14, 2.22, 2.49) based on different 
variants of this generalization are not equivalent. For this reason 
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we distinguish between the effective measurements (or estimates) 
for which the invariant Helstrom bound (2.3.1.14) is attained and 
those for which the right bound (2.3.1.17) is attained, with the former 
called Helstrom effective and the latter, right effective. As we 
show below, the notion of right effectiveness is more universal: 
measurements that are Helstrom effective are right effectiw, hut not 
vice versa. Let us first prove that Helstrom effective estimates rxist 
globally fo~ canonical families of density operators (2.3.2.1) if the 

operators xh are Hermitian and pairwise commutative and if for 
the estimated parameters 8 we take the derivatives 8 11 =a In z.ox" 
of the generating function X (x) = Tr (S 0e"";"), where x = ~ -- f3. 
The parameters eh selected in this manner coincide with the averages 
defined by the canonical subfamilies of the density operators, 

k4 "4 
S (x) = x-' (x) e" x,.12S0e" "'"12 , (2.3.2.14) 

with Im ~k = 0: 

8,. (x) c= Tr [S (x) ;,.) =a In xlox~<. (~.::.2.1.'i) 

Taking for parameters ah the canonical parameters xh and differenti
ating the operator functions (2.:1.2.14), we obtain the symmetrized 

logarithmic derivatives in z": g 11 = x 1, - 8,. Thus. the covariances 

(2.:1.1.12) coincide with the covariances of operators x 11 , 

• 4 ()2 In X 
G;,.= Tr[S(x) (x;-8;) (xh- 8,.)] = -.-, (2.::1.2.16) 

ilx• ilxll 

which are equal to the derivatives d8;.dxk defining matrix D in 
(2.:1.1.111). Therefore, inequality (2.:-u.t~) assume~ the form n;;;;, G, 

or II ll il• - Gil< II ;? 0, where R ih = ((~; - ~;) (8~; - 8,)) are the 

co\·ariancc of the unbiased estimators 81,: (8 1,) -~ 01,. If for these 
Pstimators we take the results x 11 of measurements of the ohsen·ahles 

x 11 (which arc compatible), then matrix H assumr,: thr miuirnal value 
II · r:. Thus, for the canonical familiPs (~.:1.~.1 11) with commutative 

operators x 1, thrre exists a Helstrom effective mpa,:urcment of the 
fuuclim1s (~.:3.2.1:•) of the canonical paranwter,: z 1., which i,: the 

usual ron1patihll' ml'asuremcnt of thr ohsl'nahlrs .r1,. Tlw domain 
of this efferli\·euc,:s, obvious)~·, coincides with thl' domain (·) c ~{" 
for which z (z) < oo, x E 0. lt has bL'l'll estahli,:ht>d that thr con\·rrse 
is true iu the followin~-r sl'nsl'. 

Lrl the estimators Oh (i.l'. till' re,;ults of a llll'ilsun•mrut) ha,·e 
averagPs 01, (a) and covariaJH'P:< liu, (a) that a1·e differentiable in 
a certain domain, and let thr matrices li lliu, (a)l, /) ~ lrltl; rJ-xhJ 
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satisfy the conditions 

a (R-1D)~/aai =a (R-1lX)!aalt (2.3.2.17) 

(the regularity conditions). We can then introduce the canonical 
parameters xh = xk (a) defined uniquely by the derivatives 
iJxi/aak = 2 (R-1D)~ if we put xk (a0 ) = 0 for a fixed a 0 • It can 
easily be veril'ted that for a family of density operators S (a) of 
canonical form (2.3.2.14), with xk = xh (a) differentiable functions 
possessing a nonzero Jacobian, the regularity conditions are met in 
an effective measurement at 8h _(a) = a In (X (x (a))/axk such that 
Ru, = G;h (x (a)) and 2 (R-1G)i. = axifaa". Proof of the converse 
assertion that under the regularity conditions the global Helstrom 
effectiveness comes into play only for canonical families (2.3.2.14) 
is given in Section 2.3.2.5 for a more general situation involving 
complex variables. 

Hence, we have proved the following 
Theorem 2.3.2.1 Under appropriate regularity conditions, in

equality (2.3.1.14) is transformed into an equality in a certain domain 
<9 c llln if and only if the family of density operators S (a) has the 

canonical form (2.3.2.14), where xh, k '~ 1, ... , n, are commutative 
Hermitian operators in ilf}, and the canonical parameters xk, k = 1, ... , 
n, are functions of parameters a defined by the equations 

2.3.2.3 

a In xlaxk = 8k (a), k = 1, ... , n. 

The Theorem Regarding the Canonical Form 
of the Family of Density Operators 

~uppose that in a certain domain (9 c en the unbiased 

estimators 8~<. possess averages 81, (a, a) and covariances R;~t (a, a) 
that satisfy the regularity conditions (2.:1.2.17), to which we adjoin 
the analyticity condition 

---!--R-ID= 0. (2.3.2.18) 
ila:k 

Here we can introduce, as we did in Section 2.:1.2.1, canonically 
conjugate parameters ~k 0~ ~It (a) via the equations a~i/oak = 

(H- 1D)k and conditions ~" (a0 ) = 0 for a fixed a 0 E (') with the 
functions ~h (a) being analytic in view of conditions (2.:1.2.18). 

Theorem 2.:1.2.2 Under the formulated regularity conditions, in
equality (2.3.1.17) is transformed into an equality in a certain domain 
<9 sen if and only if the family {S (a, a), a E <3} has the canoni:_al 

form (2.3.2.1), with S 0 = S (a0 , a0 ) for an a 0 E <3, the operators x 1, 

k 1, ... , n, simultaneously possess in .ilf] the property of the right 
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proper decomposition of unity 

I= J M(dx), xkM(dx)=x~<M(dx), x={x,.}ECn, 

(2.3.2.19) 

and the parameters ~k, k = 1, ... , n, are analytic functions ~h (a) 
determined by the equations 

a In x!aW· = 8k (a, a), a E G. 

0 ptimal estimatio";_ is then reduced to a quasimeasurement of the non• 

Hermitian operators xh described by the decomposition of unity (2.3.2.19), 
while the minimal mean square error is determined by the cor;ariance 
matrix 

(2.3.2.20) 

Proof. Sufficiency is proved in the same way as in Section 2.3.2.1. 
Employing the fact of invariance of the right bound (2.3.1.17) under 
the analytic transformations a-+ ~. we select for the variables a.~< 
determining this bound the parameters ~" of the family of density 
operators (2.3.2.1). The elements 88 1 /a~~< of matrix D then coincide 
with the elements (2.3.2.5) of matrix H if we allow for the fact that 

0; = {)In x/D~i. Since according to (2.3.2.19) the operators xh are 

commutative, ~~;,, = ~ x;xhM (dx) = ;,.;1, we ha~e 811 =c 11 1, and 

H;k = Sih• where the fl~< are the averages of the xh, and the S;h 
are the covariances (2.3.2. 7) of these operators. Hence, inequality 
(2.3.1.17) assumes the form R ~ S. What remains to be proved is 
that the measurement described by the decomposition of unity 
(2.3.2.19) leads to an estimation for which R = S even when the 
operators are not commutative with the respective conjugates: . ,... ... ... 
X;Xk =F XkX; (which occurs when decomposition (2.3.2.19) is non
orthogonal). To do this, it is sufficient to allow for the representation 

;I= J xM (dx), ;j;= = J X;x,.M (dx), .r E en, (2.3.2.21) 

which is obtained by integrating the equations in (2.3.2.19) and the 

adjoint equation lff (dx) ;: = xhM (dx). Thanks to (2.3.2.21) the 
covariances 

R ;~ = J (x;- 81) (xh- 8~<) Tr [SM (dx)) (2.3.2.22) 

of the e~timators ek oulainrd as a result of a quai<imeasurement of 

operators ;h coincide with the rovariances S 1k of these operators, 
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which proves the effectiveness of this quasimeasurement for the den
sity operators (2.3.2.1 ). The proof of the converse of Theorem 2.3.2.2: 
follows from the derivation of inequality (2.3.1.17) and will be 
discussed in Section 2.3.2.5. 

2.3.2.4 Discussion and an Example 

Thus, the condition of (right) effectiveness requires the
existence of commutative operators possessing a joint right spectral 
decomposition and playing the role of sufficient statistics, which it 
is natural to call right effective. Here it is sufficient to restrict the 
discussion to the operators in the minimal subspace generated by the-
regions S (~. 13} Ql£ with the density operators S (~, j3) for all ~(a} E 
en for which a E (9. Even if we consider only the real Yalues of 
parameters 8 (a, a), optimal estimation can be described by non
Hermitian and noncommutative (with the conjugate) operators of 
the right-effective statistics and, therefore, may not be Helstrom 
effective. However, estimates that are Helstrom effective correspond. 
according to Th~orem 2.3.2.1, to the particular case ,of right effectiYe-

ness where the x, are Hermitian. If the operators x, in (2.3.2.1) are 
non-Hermitian but commutative with the conjugate operators, the
right-effective estimates also coincide with complexificate,d .esti-

mates, which are Helstrom effective. However, commutativity x,.xt = 

xtx,. may not occur either. 

Example. Let xk = <rk (a), where the q:>" are entire functions 
cr- c, and let A = {A i• i = 1 I ••• I r} be the annihilation 
operators satisfying the commutation relations A;Ak - AhAi = 0, 
A 1A: - A:A; = 67. It is well-known that the operators A have 
right eigenvectors I a) E Q}f, a E C', that define the nonorthogonal 
decomposition of unity 

T 

I= ) I a) (a 1 II n-1 Re a;d Im a;, A; I a)= a; I a). 
i=l 

It is obvious then that the operators x = cp (A) have a right proper 
decomposition of unity (2.3.2.19), where 

T 

M (dx) = dx) 6 (x- q:> (a)) I a) (a I II n-1d Rea;d Im a; 
i=l 

(dx is the Lebesgue measure on en I and 6 (x - (jl) is the Dirac delta 
function). Hence, optimal estimation of the parameters 8" = 

8 ln xlo~k of the density operators (2.3.2.1) at ; = cp (A) is right 
effective and can be reduced to a coherent measurement and esti
mation of 8 = q:> (a) by the result a. In the particular case where q:> (a) 
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is a linear function and S 0 is a Gaussian state this fact has been estab
lished in [2.51. 

:\ole that along with right and left lower bounds one can consider 
other combined hounds Via the factorization 8 = 8+ T 8_ by 
appropriately delining the right derivatives with respect to 8+ and 
the left derivatives with respect to 8_. An interesting question aris
ing in this connection is whether the class of effective estimations is 
t'xhausled by the estimations for which at least one such bound is 
attained. 

Let us now consider the (right) effectiveness of estimating the 
parameters ~" of the canonical families (2.3.2.1). The inequality 
(2.:1.1.17) corresponding to this case with 8" = ~k has the form 
R ~ H- 1

, where H is the matrix of derivati\es (2.3.2.5). Without 

Joss of generality, we can assume that Tr (xkSo) = 0. 
Theorem 2.3.2.:1 The inequality R ~ H- 1 transforms into an 

equality if and only if the operators x 11 in (2.a.2.1) possess a right joint 
decomposition of unity (2.3.2.19), the generating function of the moments 
(2.:1.2.2) of these operators in state S 0 is Gaussian, X(~, jf) = 

exp {j}iH;k~"}, with Hil, independent of ~and j3 and linear functions 
y" c (H-1)"; X; of the results x,. of joint quasimeasurement of observ-

ables ;k are selected for the estimators ~". 
Proof. Sufflc.iency of the above-formulated conditions for the 

exi~lencc of right-effective estimation is obvious: the fact that matrix 

H coincides with the covariance matrix S of operators x" implies 
that the covariance matrix R = H-1SH-1 is equal to H-1 • l"ecessity 
follows from the necessary conditions of right effectiveness in 
Theorem 2.3.2.2, according to which the family S (~. j3) must have 
the form 

(2.3.2.23) 

- • • It 

wlu•rp ljl = Tr [S0eij'' ""ee" Y '1, ~", c 88" In lj:/88", and the operators .~" 
JlO>'SI'>'>' the joint right decornpo;;ition of unity: 

I=) Jl.f(dx), ]l.'II(dy)=lfM(dy), y ·{i/}EC". 

Comparing (2.:1.2.11) with (2.:1.2.1), we conclurle that B4i = ~";4 , 
WhPnCI' 

Thr proof of Theorem 2.:1.2.3 is complete, 
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2.3.2.5 Proof of Inequality (2.3.1.17) 

We start with the one-dimensional case. Let x be a non
Hermitian operator in die for which 

Tr [~S (a, a)]= 8 (a, a). (2.3.2.2~) 

Differentiating (2.3.2.24) with respect to a and employing definition 
(2.3.1.15) and the normalization condition Tr S (a, a) = 1, acconl
ing to which Tr (Sh*) = 0, we obtain . 

88/oa = Tr [S (x- 8) h*]. 

Since the covariance Tr [S (;- 8) h*) obeys the Schwarz inequality 
A A A 

I Tr [S (x-8) h*JI 2 :::;;;Tr [S (x- 8) (x -8)*1 Tr (Shh*), 

(2.3.2.25) 

which reflects the fact that the determinant of the 2-by-2 covariance 

matrix Tr (Shih;;), i = 0, 1, with h 0 = (~- 8) and h1 = h, is lion
negative, \Ve can write 

(2.3.2.:2(i) 

This inequality, obviously, specifies the lower bound on the variance 
of the estimation of parameter 8 = 8 (a, a) in the class of ordinary 

measurements described by normal operators x. But since the nor

mality condition, ~~* = ~*;, was not used in deriving (2.3.2.26), 

this bound is the lower one for the variance of any estimators 8 
.-.btained as a result of arbitrary generalized measurements described 

in iJC by decompositions of unity I = ~ M (dx), x E C that may be 

nonorthogonal. Indeed, the nonnegative defmi teness 
A A 

(x-x)M(dx)(x-x)*;;;;;.O (M;;;;;.O) (2.:1.2.27) 
implies 

(2.3.2.28) 

where ; = jxM (dx), and 8 = Tr (S;). Taking the mathematical 

expectations of both sides of (2.3.2.2?), allowing for the fact that 

the variance R of the estimator 8 = x is equal to Tr S X 

.~I x- 8 1
2 M (dx), and combining the result with (2.3.2.26), we 

fmd that 
A A 

R;::;;.Tr[S(x-8) (x-8)*1>1 D 12/H, (2.3.2.29) 
15-0105 
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where D = iJ6/iJa., and H = Tr (Shh*). This proves inequality 
(2.3.1.17) for the one-dimensional case. 

The equality in (2.3.2.28) occurs if, first, the averages of both sides 
of (2.3.2.28) coincide and if, second, the Schwarz inequality trans
forms into an equality. Actually, the first requirement establi!"hes 
an equality in (2.3.2.28). Specifically, we have the following 

Lemma Suppose that the ranges of values S (a., a)Qle of the density 
operators from a certain family {S (a., a), a. E B} generate the entire 
space W:. Then the fact that Tr (SA) = 0 for ez·ery nonnegatit·e definite 
operator A in QJC and all a. E 0 implies that A = 0. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that in QJe there is no vector x of the 
form x = 8 1

'
2\jl for which (X. I A I x.) =F 0. But this follows from the 

well-known inequality 
Tr (SI/2AStl2)~(¢1 St/2ASI/Z 1¢), 

which is true for every nonnegative A at N I \jl) = 1. 
Applying this result to the operator A that is equal to the differ

ence between the right- and left-hand sides of (2.3.2.28), we find 
that under the lemma's hypothesis the equality in (2.3.2.28) occurs 
only if . . . 

(x-x) M (dx) (x-x)* =-·- 0, or xM (dx)= xM (dx). 

This proves that right-effective estimation in a certain region G 3 a. 

exists if there is an operator of minimal sufficient statistics, x, 
possessing a right proper decomposition of unity in the subspace 
generated by the subspaces s (a., a)Qle. In the real case, X E 1:\, sue h 
an operator is obdously Hermitian. 

The second requirement for equality to occur in (2.3.2.28) is 
equivalent to the condition of linear dependence, Sh = 'i.S (x - 0), 
where "A = D/ R, if the ftrst condition for equality in (2.3.~.28) is 
met. Extending this condition over the enlire region ('-) 3 a. in which 
the analyticity condition (2.3.2.8), iJ'A/iJa = ll, i~ assumed tu hold 

true, we arrive at the equation 1JS iJa ~' 'i:.S (; - 8) inS = S (et, ;). 

Its "olulion combined with the boundary condition S (a. 0 , a0 ) = S 0 

has the canonical form (2.3.2.1), where ~(a.) ~ \a A (a.) de( i,.: an 
... .. Cto 

analytic funrliou, and xis the operator of right-effective stati~tic". 
This pron>.'-' thal in the oue-dimensional rase the existence of right
ef!crtive e:;timation require:< that the densit~· operators s (a., a) he 
canonical. Thi:; condition is formulated in Theorem 2.:~.2.2. For the 

real ca,e .. r* '· x, thi~ fart i" proved in Theorem ~-;~.2.1. 
Th<• multidimen~ioual gl"neralization can bl' carried out if for 

; -- e and h \\'(' tal;e the :;ums (;1 - 81) i]; and hh~h- where 1);. i ~~ 
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1' ... ' m and sk' k = 1' ... ' n, are complex numbers. If we allow 
for the fact that here Tr IS(;- 8) h*l = i11 (88;/fJa."-) £"-,then from 
(2.3.2.25) at £k = (H-1D+)kt l'J; we arrive at the inequality 

R 1"-Tl;1J~<>Tr [ S (;;_ 8;) (.i<- 8k)* YJ;YJ~<l>(DH-tD+)ikTjiTJk 

valid for an arbitrary ;; for which Tr (S;;) = 8;. Putting ;; = 

)x;Jlf (dx), where ~ M (dx) = I,_.x E em, is the decomposition of 

unity de~cribing the estimator 81 = xi, and applying inequality 

(2.:3.2.28) with x = x1~; and 0 =~ 8 1~;. we obtain for the matrix R 
of covariances of 8i the lirst inequality in (2.3.2.29), which in view 
of the arbitrariness of 1]; yields (2.3.1.17). 

Inequality (2.3.2.29) transforms into an equality at a E B only 

when ;;M(dx) = x;M (dx) and aS/oak= 'i:k;S (xi- 81), where 
l..;k = (R-1D);k, whence, if we allow for the regularity conditions 
l..ik• we arrive at (2.3.2.1). 

2.3.3 Optimal and Covariant Estimation 
of the Parameters of Wave Patterns 

In this section we will consider the necessary and sufficient con
ditions for the optimality of measuring sound and visual patterns by the criter
ion of mean square error in parameter estimation and by the maximal intensity 
criterion. To avoid substantiation of the operator integrals involved in the dis
cussion (this is done in [2.32)), we interpret them as operator-valued Radon 
measures. The solution to the optimal measurement problem will be found for 
homogeneous families of wave patterns for which it coincides with optimal 
covariant measurements of the corresponding parameters of quantized fields, 
with the latter measurements introduced in [2.29). 

2.3.3.1 Optimal !Measurements 

The problems of optimal estimation of continuous wave 
parameters constitute essentially multialternative problems with 
an infinite-dimensional solution space (or manifold) X. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that the information parameter 
space 8 coincides with X equipped with measure dl... Let us assume 
t hal a waYe signal, which in general is described by a density oper
atorS, depends in a continuous manner on real- or complex-valued 
random parameters 8 = (8 1 , ... , On),S =Sa, having a given a 
priori distribution P (d8). The deviation of the estimate x E X 
from 8 is penalized by an integrable cost function c., (8) of the form, 
say, (x- 8)2

• On X we must fmd an optimal quasimeasurement that 
(a) is described by an operator-valued measure M (dx), (b) determines 
the decomposition of unity in the Hilbert space rf!e, and (c) minimizes 
15* 
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the mean estimation cost 

(c)= J ~ J.Le (dx) c., (8) P (d8) = ~ Tr R,JII (dx), 

where fte (dx) = Tr M (dx) Sa is Lhe observed iuteusily distribution 

on X for a given e, and Rx = ~ Cx (8) SaP (dB) is the operator of 

the meau cost x EX. \Ve will no~v formulate the necessary and ~uf
firient conditions for the optimality of solution .1/0 to this extremal 
problem, whieh in [2.32] were introducerl to estimate the parameters 
of quantum states. This will he done in a manner ~imilar to that of 
Theorem 2.2.:~.1: 

Theorem 2.3.3.1 The lower bound 

inf { r (R.,, M (dx)) I r M (dx) =I} 
M;;a.O J J 

(2.3.3.1) 

is attained on measure ,~1° if and only if for almost all x E X there 
exists a minorant operator i\0 ~ R.x: such that 

(2.3.3.2) 

The operator A 0 is a trace clas;; operator, or Tr A0 = (.\0 , I)< oo, 
that determines the solution to the duality problem 

sup{(A, I) I A~R:r, xEX} 
A 

(2.3.3.:3) 

for lt'hich conditions (2.3.3.2) are also necessary and sufficient (if 1re 

allow for the fact that 11!0 ~ 0 and J J/0 (dx) = E). 

Proof. For the proof of this theorem a~ well as for the existence 
conditions for a solution see [2.321. 

Allowiug for the fact that the operators .11 (dx) can be decomposed 
into operators of Lhe form I 'l.:c) (X., I d"A (x), where the X.: are the 
geueralized elements of space "it , we lind that t hP problem of optimal 
estimation of wave parameter~ will he sohed if and uul~· if we can 
liud a family of refereure wave~. (Xx} ~atisf~·ing the rompleteue:;s 
rond ilion 

) I X:r) (X., I di. (.r) = J (2.:U.4) 

aud a llermilian operator .\ for which 

H.,- i\ >II, (II,- A) X.:= 0, IE X. (2.:U.5) 

:\otl• that, in nmlrast to problem~ of ~ignal di:<niminatiou, in 
prohiPm~ of parameter e~timatiou tl11• rommutative ra~e 11:,)1.,· = 
llx·fi.r· which ran he rc>dtH'l'd to the rla~~iral rase. is of no pral'lical 
intPrPst and will not he disru~sed lll're. 
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The solution of problem (2.3.3.5) poses no fundamental difficulties 
in the case of a single unknown real-valued parameter 8 (X = liP) 
and a quadratic penalty function 

C,., (8) = (x- 8)2. 

The mean estimation cost operator 

R., = ) (x- 8)2 S8 P (d8) 

in the case of (2.3.3.5) can be represented, v1a three Hermitian 
operators 

R<k> = ) 8kS8 P (d8), k = 0, 1, 2, 

in the form 

Rx -= x2R<O)- 2xR<1> + R<2> 
A A A 

= (x- x) RO (x -x) + R<2)_ xR<O>x, 

where x is an operator satisfying the equation 
A A 

xR<0> + R<0>x = 2R< 1>. 
If we now put 

A= R< 2>- xR< 0>x 

(2.3.3.6) 

(2.3.3.7) 

and for x., take the complete orthogonal system of generalized eigen
Yectors deAtermining the spectral decomposition of the Hermitian 

operator x, 

the conditions (2.3.3.5) are satisfied in an obvious manner: 
... A A A 

(x-x)R<0>(x-x);;.O, (x-x)R< 0>(x-x) Xx=O. 

Thus, the solution of the parameter estima~ion problem by criterion 

(2.3.3.5) is reduced to measuring operator x satisfying Eq. (2.3.3.7). 
The result of such a measurement, x, leads to the minimal error 
(c) = Tr A 0 equal to the a posteriori variance 

cr2 = Tr (R< 2>- xR<0>x). 

As an example, let us consider the estimation of the amplitude 
of a coherent signal of known shape received against a background 
of Gau~sian noise. The density operator of the corresponding mode 
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has the Gaussian form 

S (6) = ) I a.) (a. I Ti-t exp {- 1 a~e 12
} 1C1d Rea.d Im a., 

(2.3.3.8) 

where 6 is the amplitude, which assumes real values, 6 E R1• We 
assume that amplitude 0 has a Gaussian a priori density 

p (6) = (2n:S)-t12 exp { -I:J2/2s}, 

where sis the a priori variance, (6 2 ) = S: It is then easy to fmd, 
via the formulas of Gaussian integration, the operators (2.3.3.6), 
which define the mean decision cost operator 

Rx= (x- 2& Q) s (x- _ 2s Q) + 2s6i+tt2) s. 
2s+n+1/2 2s+n+1/2 2s+n+1/2 

Here Q = ) Rea. I a.) (a. 1 n -I d Rea. d Im ex is the operator of the 

"coordinate" of the harmonic oscillator representing this mode, and 

s = r I a.) (a. I ((2s+ n) nt'l2 exp {- (R_ea~2 - (In: a)'} n-ldRea.d lma. 
J 2s+n n 

is the density operator, with I Sap (8) dU = Rt 0>. Hence, optimal 

estimation of the amplitude of a· Gaussian signal is reduced to mea
suring the coordinate operator Q, whose result q delerminPs the optimal 
estimate 

x = 2sq/(2s + ,-; -;- 112) 

with a minimal mean square error 

2.3.3.2 

criterion 

a 2 = 2s (n + 1/2) (2s -;- ,; ...! l ~). 

The Optimal Estimation Problem in the 
Multidimensional Case 

In this case (11 > 1) evpn for the quadratic quality 

" (1 (0)~ ~ (x1-61)2 
i=l 

thP general solution to problem (~-~.3.5) !s unknown. Only in the 

particular case where the operators x {.rj} olwying Eq. (~.:Ll.7), 
with 
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commute with each other (xixi = X;Xj), optimal estimation is 
reduced, obviously, to joint measurement of these operators. 

In general, a good estimate of parameters ei can be obta!ned by 

an indirect measurement of noncommutative operators {x;} (see 
Section 2.3.2.2). However, this estimate is not necessarily optimal, 
eYen if the indirect measurement is ideal. 

For an example let us take the complex-valued one-dimensional 
case (X = fl), which can also be interpreted as the real-valued two
dimensional: 

C"(8)= I x-f:li 2 =(Re(x-8))2 +(Im(x-8)) 2
• 

An exact solution to the problem of optimal estimation of a single 
parameter e has been obtained in [2.11 I for this case of a quadratic 
penalty function, a Gaussian state Sa: of the form (2.3.3.8), with 
8 E (1, and a Gaussian a priori probability density 

p (8) = "S-r exp {-I e 12/s}, s= <I e 12). 

The density p (8) is normalized with respect to 

dlv (8) = n-1d Re Sd Im 8. 

(2.3.3.9) 

In this case, by the standard formulas of Gaussian integration, we 
can easily find the mean decision cost operator 

R,= (x*- s A*) S (x- s A)+ s(n+il S, 
n+s+1 n+s+1 s+n+1 

where A = J a I a) (a I drt (a) is the quantum annihilation oper
ator, and 

s = I I a) (a 1 ~ exp {- ~a ~
2

} df. (a) 
J s+n -~+n 

is the density operator S = J Sap (8) d/.. (8). Assuming that 

A-- _:'(n+1l s, II (1 _j n+1) ) Xx=C- ,--s- X' s+n+1 
where I a), a= (1 + (n + 1)/S) x, are coherent vectors, and c = 

si(S + n + 1) is a coeflicient that can be found from condition 
(2.3.3.4) if we allow for the completeness of coherent states 

J la)(aldlv(a)=l, 

and allowing for the equation A I a) = a I a), we find that con
ditions (2.3.3.5) are met: 

(x*-cA*) S(x- cA)~O, (x*- cA*) S(x- cA)Ic- 1x) = 0. 
(2.3.3.10) 
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Thu:o:, optimal estimation in the one-dimensional complex-valued 
quadratic-Gaussian case is reduced to a coherent measurement de
,;cribiug an ideal proper indirect measurement of the annihilation 
operator .-1 whose result a. determines the estimate 

s 
X=_ Cl 

s+n+l 

with a minimal error 

• s(il,o 
cr- = -=---'-==-'--"-'-s+n+1 

This error is equal to the error of the appropriate classical problem of 
estimation in a Gaussian linear channel with a noise intensity of 
n --, I. The quantity n (the mean number of the noise quanta) is 
determined by the noise proper in the wave channel, while the unity 
corresponds to the "effective noise" thanks to the inaccuracy in the 
ideal indirect measurement. The measurement noise of unit in
tensity can be interpreted as the noise produced by an ideal wave 
amplifier or as the noise produced by an ideal optical helerodyue. 

2.:1.3.3 Optimal Measurement of Wave States 

Let X be a set of hypotheses concerning the slates of 

a waH field, and {R.,, x E X} the respective decomposable family 
of deusity operators Rx o EB R~"' in the Hilbert ~pace Q.l{ = EB Cit<">. 

n _ n 
Then the set·of measurements described by operator-valued measmes 

.lf on X (Jl (.) ~ 0, J M (dx) = /) of the decomposable form 

.ll (d.r) = EB .l/<"> dx is sufficient. The optimal strategy is described 
n 

by the family of operator-valued measures !l/<"l on X (lll<"l ( ·) ~ 0, 
.\ .l/<"l (dx) = J!"l) dcl'med independently in QJ{~''l for every 11 by 

the ruuditions 

(R~"' - .\<">) .l/<"l (dx) ~- 0, R~nt ~ A<"l 'V x EX (2.3.:1.11) 

(the maximum iutensily criterion). Here .\<"> are Hermitian trace 
ria,-,; opPrators in C:)i <"> that are nonnegative (for R:.!" ~ 0) and can 
hl' n•presenled in the form 

.\~. _ ~ Jl';".lW> (dx) R';' 1• 

l'ro!Jiem (:!.:L:I.ll) is inromparably simpll•r lhau the geucral proh
h•JIJ of optimal di,-rrimiualiou of a (illdet·omposable) family {Hx) 
a11d for l'Vl'J"\' II has a i"lllile-diml'IISiOII of span• cii (") if the sigual 
,_;pacl' .'£ is I"JI.JiiP-dimt•Jisioual. lu what follow,;, the index 11 will he 
droppl'd. 
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Let q},,. = R,.QJt be the range of values of operators R:r in i/f!, let 
r 

qL (dx) be their algebraic sum for all x E dx, and let 91 = j q{ (dx) 

be the sum of all the subs paces qj,x c QJe. Each nonnegative operator 
Rx can be represented in the form R., = ,~.,'(l;, where ~Jx is the 
operator from qj,_., into qL, The following conjectures are multidimen
sional generalizations of the appropriate assertions of Theorem 
2.2.2.2 (for a discrete set X). 

Theorem 2.3.3.2 (1) Subspace q{ is sufficient for solving problem 
(2.3.3.11). Euery operator A satisfying conditions A> R., V x EX 
for R., > 0 has an inL·erse A -l in qL, 

(2) The solution to problem (2.3.3.11) in the sufficient space 9l has the 
form 

M (dx) = A-1 ¢x~ (dx) 1J_·;A-1, where .\ = () ¢x~(dxH·~ r12 

(2.:U.12} . . 
and f.t is a measure on X whose ualues ~l (dx) are nonnegatice operators 
in qj,x defined by the conditions 

(¢;A-1¢x- I x) ft (dx) = 0, ¢;A-1IJ:x::;;:;/ x 'r/x EX 
(2.3.3.13) 

(/ x is the identity element in q],x). 
(3) If the subspace qj (dx) does not intersect with thlf_ sum 91 (dx) of 

all the remaining subspaces qLY, y ~ dx, the operator ft (dx) is strictly 
positiFe in qj,., and is defined by the condition 'lj.•;A - 1¢., = I"'' x E X. 

2.3.3.4 Fields with Group Symmetry 

Equations (2.3.3.13) are considerably simpler than 
Eqs. (2.3.3.11) since the dimensionality of each operator equation 
in (2.3.3.13) is equal to rank r (R.,). For the case where r (Rx) c= 1 
the solution has been found [2.4] under the condition that the square 
root of the correlation matrix hp;¢ul has equal diagonal elements. 
An analog of this condition in the general case where r (R,J > 1 is 
the condition of group (say, cyclic in [~.51) symmetry of the family 
{Rx }. 

Let X be a homogeneous set with respect to a group G, that is, 
group G acts on X transitively, and let lJ (g), g E G, be a unitary 
representation of G in 'Yi'. The family {Rx, x E X} is said to be G
homogeneous (or G-invariant) if X is a homogeneous set with respect. 
to group G and U (g) R-g~U+ (g) = Rx. 

Let G be a fmite compact or locally compact group, dg be the left 
Haar measure on G, the family {Rx} be homogeneous and continuous 
in U (g). The following conjectures are true: 

Theorem 2.3.3.3 (1) The sufficient space qL is a subspace in i/f! 
cyclically generated by the family { U (g), g E G} over qj, 0 = R,, {i{;, 
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where .r 0 is any element belonging to X. The operators R:r: in :U can be 
represented in the form 

R:r: = U(g)IJJ~t•U•(g) 'r/gEG, 

where U (g) i.~ a subrepre.~entation induced in ''IL c: dlt, 1jJ an operator 
from U0 into -U, and Gx the left coset G., = {g: gx0 = x} over the 
stationary subgroup G0 = Gx, of element x 0 • 

(2) The optimal strategy (2.3.3.12) has the covariant form 

M(dx)= \ U(g)A-11jl~ljl·A-1U•(g)dg, (2.3.3.14) 
c·:d.<) 

ll"here .\ = ( \ U (g) ljl~'ljl·U• (g) dgt
2 

is the G-inuariant, G (dx) = 

U Gx the union of the Gx over all x E dx, and fl. a non-negative 
xEtiJ: 

operator in Gtl. 0 satisfying the conditions 
. . 

(¢•A-'Ijl- I) fl.= 0, ¢•A-11jJ:::;;;;I. (2.3.3.15) 

0) If the representation U (g) in Gf.L is topologically irreducible, 

then operator A is a m'!ltiple of the identity element j of space .. :U0: 

.\ = 'A./ .and operator fl. is proportional to the proper projec!or n .of 

operator R = ¢•1jJ corresponding to its maximal eigenvalue A.: fl = fl.l't, . . 
(R- A) n = 0. 

The proportionality factor can be made equal to unity by appropriately 
renormalizing dg. For the particular case where G is finite and its action on X 
is efl~ctive this result was obtained earlier in [2.24]. If G is an Abelian group, the 
case is trivial and can be of no interest. 

(4) Let U., (g), uJ E Q, be the field of nonequivalent irreducible 
representations U.., (g) in space Ilt.,, and dw the Plancherel measure. 
Then (2.3.3.15) can be represented in the form 

ll"here R.., 

~ Trx,. (ll.,~) 1 1 2 dw = ~. ) Tr.'7C., (R.,~t't2 R., dw:::;;;; i, 
Q 0 

(2.3.:1. 16) 

.\; (g) u·., (g) dg is the Fourier transform of the operator 

currelatiun funcliun r tg) = ¢•U• (g) ljJ. If the family {U.., (· )} is 
clisrrt'lr and duJ is the dimensionality of representations U"' (g) (/ormally, 
if . ,,, is infinite-dimensional), then curuiitions (2.3.3.16) assume the 
form . . 

TrY., (llwft}- 112 Rw d(u:::;;;;l. 

(2.3.3.17) 
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If '1/ 0 is one-dimensional, (2.3.3.16) and (2.3.3.17) lead us to the following 
solutions: 

fL= ( J Tr,JCw R~/2 dw r. fL= ( ~ Trffew R~/2 dw) 112
, 

!l !l 

which were found in [2.25] (that is, the case .of group symmetry for pure slates 

is "equidiagonal"). The rank of operators Rw determines the multiplicity of 
representations U"' (g) in the representation U (g) in 'II. 

(5) Suppose that the multiplicity of represent.ations U"' (g) in the 

representation U (g) is unity. Then the operators R., are one-dimension

al, R., = 'ljl~ ® 'IIJw, and Eqs. (2.3.3.16) and (2.3.3.17) assume the form 

0 Swdwlcw-h~=O, (~ Swdw!cw-fw)~=O, 
A A 

where S., =True Rw, and c,0 = [Tr'lt (Sw~-t)J'I2 • 
(d "' 0 

In particular, if all Sw are c~mmutatiz;e, t~en operatcr I! is a 

multiple of the proper projector :n: of operators Sw, which corresponds 
r 2 to the eigenvalues i."' with maximal ~l = ( J A.~12 dw) {or 11 = 

{ ~ },tj2 dw) 
2

) : ~l = 11~• (Sw -- Aw) ~ = 0. 

2.3.3.5 Application to Fields with Indeterminate Phase 
and Group Symmetry 

To apply the aboYe results to the case of a decomposable 
G-homogeneous family of density operators S"' = EB R';'' it is 

n 
sufficient to supply all the spaces and operators in (2.3.:·U1)
(2.3.3.16) with an index nand then sum ovet n. In particular, if the 
representations U<"l (g) in It <nJ are nth tensor powers of the represent
ation of U (g) in :£, then the solution of the problem of optimal 
recognition of audio and optical ftelds is reduced to fmding tho ir
reducible representations U w (g) contained in U<nl (g). The oper
ators R~~, determining (2.3.3.16) and (2.3.3.17) are 

it.~,= .\ ;.(")(g) u"' (g) ag 
where 

r<n) (g)= t<")+ij(") (g-1) lj;<n>. 

For example, if the states Sx are Gaussian, the family of signals 
{ ({lx, x E X} is G-homogeneous: U (g) qJgx = qJx, and the correlation 
noise operator L (or X) is G-invariant: U (g) LU+ (g) = L, then the 
family of the R<"l operators is also G-homogeneous with respect 
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to the appropriate tensor powers U<"> (g) of the representation U (g) 
in the subspace U generated hy vector!{' -' !{x, for a certain x 0 E .Y. 
In this manner we can l'md the exact solution to the following prob
ll'ms: re!<olution of several nonorthogonal partially coherent signals 
or fwlds that form a homogeneous family of permutations with re
spect to a certain group (symmetry gtoups S (r) and their subgroups), 
estimation of the time lag of pulsed signals and the carrier frequency 
in quasiperiodic signals (cyclic Z groups). joint measurement of the 
duration and the frequency of a wave packet (the symplectic group), 
separate or joint measurement of momenta and position of quantum 
systems (and ensembles of such systems) with r degrees of freedom 
(thl' Z (r) groups), detection of photon polarization and electron 
spin (the SL' (2) group), detection of complex signals and ftelds 
with equal intensities of rank r against a thermal background (the 
SC (r) groups and their subgroups), and the like. 
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3 Mathematical Models 
in Computer-component Technology: 
Asymptotic Methods of Solution 

V. G. Danilov, V. P. Maslov and K. A. Volosov 

3.0 A Brief Survey 
The most important electrophysical parameters of modem 

microelectronics de,·ices and the quality, reliability, and effective
ness of the technology for designing such devices depend to a great 
Pxtent on how extensively and intelligently the results of the model
ing of the various stages in the technological processes are employed. 
There exists a vast literature devoted to this subject (e.g. see [3.1)). 

Active employment of modeling techniques re~ults in the follow-
ing: 

(a) designing of microelectronics devices take~ less time; 
(b) designing errors are eliminated; 
(c) designing and manufacturing expenses are reduced. 
!llodeling in the freld considered here is a \\·a~· of optimizing the 

separate manufacturing processes, such as lithography, etching, and 
precipitation, that has gained wide acceptance and proved it~ 
worth. It is convenient for study of the complex links between thP 
comp£>ti t i ve physical mechanisms in succe~;;i v£' multistage tee hnol
ogical proc£'sses. 

In designing computer components, modeling is employetl tn 
calculate the modes of functioning of these rompon£'nts. lls succe:;::;: 
has call£'d for development of more exact modeb. which in mo:;:t 
cases prove to h£' nonlinear. 

The various stages of the production technology in microelectron
ics include thC' control of processes involvC'd in thC' transfer of mom
C'ntum. nwss. C'IC'rlric charge, and energy. Although lhC' physical 
procP.'-'~l'~ man ifl'sl i ng t hem~ches in lhe~e lransfN m£'chan isms are 
highly din'rse, thr~· are described by equations of a special type. 
namrl~·. thP pqual ions of momentum tran~fer (sa~·. in th£' i'iavirr
Stokps form) and quasilinear parabolic equations of diffusion. rhem
irnl ];inPI ics, and l'nPrg~· of charge transfer . 

. \I prt''-'Pn t i 11 I L t' stud\ of transfer process!'" w i I h a view to obtain
ing rPsults thnl ~-:ivl' a rnor£' precise rlescripl ion of physical r£'ality, 
thr forn~ Ira~ shiftl'd to nonlinear math£>mnl ira! rnorlels. 

,\n imporlnnl fpalure of computer-componl'nl production t£>chnol
og~· is that thP rquations constituting tlr£' mathematical models 
eoutniu ."lllnll parameters. This is due to th£' rmnp£>1ition between 
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the various forces acting simultaneously in a model. Thus, a small 
parameter emerges when we apply the method of similarity and 
dimensional analysis [3.2) and is connected with scaling criteria. 

The presence of a small parameter enables the researcher to apply 
asymptotic methods, say, those discussed in [3.3). This, in turn, 
makes it possible to considerably broaden the class of problems that 
allow for analytical solutions and to consider the effect of the in
homogeneity of the medium and nonlinearity of the process. Asymp
totic formulas make it possible to calculate the characteristics of 
a process in much less time and with considerably fewer other re
sources of a computer than by direct numerical integration. This 
aspect becomes especially important when flexible technological 
modules and complexes are introduced. 

All mathematical models of transfer processes can be divided 
into two large classes. The first covers models in which the transfer 
coefficient is constant, that is, does not depend on the transferred 
quantity u. The second covers models in which the transfer eoefflcient 
K (u) is a function of the transferred quantity u. In the second class 
the models of special interest are those in which the function K (u) 
has a singularity at a certain value of the transferred quantity 
u = const, that is, a derivative of this function, aaKfaua, a;> 1, 
has a discontinuity or, in other words, experiences a jump. From 
the mathematical point of view this second class has localized so
lutions and is characterized by a fmite speed of propagation of per
turbations. 

The methods used in studying the second cla~~ have been discussed 
in detail in [3.31. The present paper is restricted to examples of 
mathematical models that describe the diffusion of a light beam 
along an optical wave guide, the heat transfer in a superconductor, 
and the like. 

The first class of models has long been developed in the literature. 
There are more than one hundred papers on the subject, but very 
few mathematical studies have employed nontrivial asymptotic 
methods. The present paper fills this gap to some extent. We will 
discuss these methods using models of processes of precipitation, 
oxidation, diffusion, thermal conduction, and the like. 

The plan for the discussion follows. In Section 3. t we explain 
the mathematical statements of the above-posed problems and 
provide examples of exact solutions. In these the solution of the 
initial problem is expressed in terms of solutions of certain non
linear ordinary differential equations known as standard equations. In 
the simplest cases the solutions prove to be self-similar (or invariant). 

In Section 3.2 we giYe the necessary data on the properties of, 
and methods used for studying, standard equations. 

In Section 3.3 and in the subsequent sections we solve the problems 
posed in 3.1. The models employed describe the respective processes 
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with snfticient accuracy. For this reason the mathematical problems 
are quitP complicated, and it is usually impossible to construct 
exact solutions. However, the presence of a small parameter makes 
it possible to use asymptotic methods for constructing the solution. 
:\nd it has been found that the asymptotic solutions can be construct
ed from the solutions of the standard equations. In Section 3.3 we 
consider a time-dependent model of silicon oxidation in dry oxygen. 1 

In Section 3.4 we discuss a model for silicon oxidation in halogen
containing media. 

Section :3.5 is devoted to models of mass transfer. For one, we 
bu i!d an asymptotic solution of the precipitation problem. In Sec
tiou :~.G the topic is the diffusion of light in an active medium and 
the propagation of nonlinear thermal waves. Section 3.7 is devoted 
to models associated with Ginzburg-Landau equations. Finally, in 
Sec lion 3.8 we give typical exact and asymptotically bounded as 
e -+ 0 solutions (which we term bounded synergets) of quasilinear 
and semilinear hyperbolic and parabolic equations that emerge in 
pmblems associated with microelectronics component-production 
technology. 

:~. 1 Models of Stages of Production 
and the Functioning of Computer Components 

3.1. t Models of Stages of Production 
of Computer Components 

In this section we formulate the problems that lead to quasilinear 
and semilinear parabolic equations and systems of such equations. It has been 
demonstrated that in dimensionless variables these equations contain a small 
parameter. In accordance with the plan outlined in the brief survey, this section 
gives the mathematical models for all the physical and chemical processes 
ronsidPred in the papPr. The solutions to the problems formulated are given in 
'ubsPqucnl chapters, 

3.1.1.1 Processes of Silicon Oxidation 

In modern production technology of microelectronics 
rou1po11P111~. the hetel"Ogeneous processes, that is. processes that 
pron·t•t! iu the bulk or at an interface between two or more phases, 
arc Pmploycd in obtaining ,·arious fdm coatings, in surface and bulk 
illloyin~-: of ~emicouductors, in epitaxial growth of single-crystal 
materials, and in ~-:etlcring of various harmful impurities in micro
PIPrtronirs rompmH'IIts [:\.-1, :L:i). 

1 Tlw mn~l cnmplel<> physical model o[ this process can bt' found 
in thP work>< of N. A. Knlobnv [3.3-3.fi]. 
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One of the most important basic processes in the production of 
microelectronics components is the high-temperature oxidation of 
silicon, which is widely used in manufacturing high-quality insu
lator-semiconductor systems (IS systems). Under thermal oxidation 
three phases participate in the formation of IS systems, namely, 
the gas (the oxidizer), the oxide fi.lm, and the surface region of the 
semiconductor substrate, and the oxidation reaction takes place at 
the interface between the two solid phases, which considerably com
plicates the picture of the processes occurring in the system and thus 

tT 

Gas 
Si02 

I ~ lgJ I~ 
20 

Bh 

4h 

0 6.::1t 18.:::lt t 

0 y (17)=12h y 
0 

Fig. 3.1 

requires developing a detailed physical model, whose perfection 
determines entirely the range of applkability and the accuracy of 
the mathematical models suggested. 

The physical complexity of the oxidation process leads to an 
extremely complex general model [3.3]. The methods used to study 
this model can be applied to models of other heterogeneous processes. 

Generally the oxidation of semiconductors amounts to the inter
action of these semiconductors with oxidizing agents-oxygen, water, 
carbon and nitrogen oxides, and the like-leading to the formation 
of soluble, volatile, or stable oxides [3.4, :3.5]. 

The mathematical model of the oxidation process consists of an 
equation describing the diffusion of oxygen in silicon in the field 
of the space charge (Figure 3.1) and a Poisson equation describing 
the potential distribution. Curves 1 depict the distribution of oxygen 
concentration in silicon dioxide and eurves 2, the distribution of 
potential. 

16-0105 
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In dimensionless form, the diffusion equation is 

!!:_ __ 1_~+-1 _ _!__ (v~) =0 
iJt Pc iJy 2 Pe iJy iJy ' 

(3. t. 1.1) 

where y, t, .z· 0 , t0 , Pe = x~l(t 0D), cp = eCbikT, and v = C (x, t)/C0 
arc, respectively, the dimensionless coordinate, the dimensionless 
I ime, I he characteristic size (thickness of the silicon dioxide film), 
the characteristic time, the Peclet number (with D the diffusion 
coeflicient), the dimensionless potential, and the dimensionless 
COJil'Cnlration. In the expression for the dimensionless potential, 
ell (.1·, t) is the dimensional potential of the space charge at the in
ter·facP between the silicon and silicon dioxide, k the Boltzmann con
slant, T the dimensional temperature, and e the electron charge. 
Finally, in the expression for the dimensionless concentration, C0 is 
the dimensional concentration of oxygen at the gas-solid interface 
(the ~olid is the silicon dioxide lilm). 

The experimental data [3.4, :).;)) suggest that Pe < 1, which 
makes it possible to introduce a small parameter, e -= Pe. The 
boundary conditions for the diffusion equation have the form 

v (0, t, e) = 1, v (y 0 (t), t, e) = 0. (3.1.1.2) 

Here Yo Yo (1) is the unknown dimensionless coordinate of the 
intemal silicon-silicon dioxide interface; this will be found in the 
rourse of solYing the problem. 

To calculate the potential distribution in the oxide we ·must solve 
the appropriate Poisson equation, which in the one-dimensional case 
assumes the form 

d2<1J (.r, I) 
-~·-· 

I e I Q (x, I) 

£Eo 
(3.1.1.3) 

where Q (x, t) is the space charge in the oxide, and e ami fo are the 
dielectric ronstant of the oxide and the permittivity of empty space. 

The physical model of the process implies (see [:L1-:Li]) that at 
the inlcmal interface between the silicon and the siliron dioxide 
lhPre is a negaliw potential <1> 0 , whose size is determirwd hy the 
PnPrg~· balance of the free energy liberated in oxidation. 

If lhP mohilr rhargc rarricrs obey the l\laxwell-Boltzmann slati~tic.s 
(and this agn•Ps PnlirPiy with the rasP considrred hrre). 'l~t•n 

(J (.1. I) 
. I ( t·<l•(.r. I)) 1-,.t[l(.r, l))l I e I ( (x) Pxp - -A--7-.- --1':\jl -,-.7-.- ' 

I . I. I I 
~ i ,. 1 C(Ij ,· I ('·l[l(.rl) 

fPu . Ill I t:T , 

IJiffn~ion prorcsses prorl'ed 111 a ron:<rderabl\' lowl'r .. ,,,. than 
t'll't'lrnd~·rramind prorl'.".""" 111'111'!', 111 1111• 11111;IPI run,.;lol•'l'l'ol llrP 
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electric potential at the silicon-silicon 
weakly on time. 

dioxide interface depends 

In dimensionless form, the equation 
form 

for Lhe potential has the 

(3.1.1.5) 

Let us assume that e312 = Lulx0 < 1, which agrees with the case 
considered, with Lh =c ee 0kT/2 \ e \2 C 0 the square of the Debye 
shielding length. 

The boundary conditions have the form 

cp(O, t,e)=O, cp(y0 (t), t)~<D0 <0. UU.1.6) 

Remark 3.1.1.1 Generally speaking, the equation for potential <D 
must be solved in the region 0 < x < oo with the boundary con
dition <D (-oo, t) = 0. We can assume that the potential is shielded 
by mobile charge carriers of both signs (negatively charged molecular 
ions of oxygen, 0~, and oxygen vacancies of the oxide, v;, may 
sen·e as such carriers). Then, estimating the potential Yia Gauss's. 
theorem, we can formulate the problem for cp on a fmite interval. 
The boundary conditions then have the form of (3.1.1.6) and are 
approximate. Such an approach makes it possible to disregard the 
processes occurring outside the oxide film. 

Summing up, we arrive at the following system of equations: 

a!!:_ 2~ + z.!__ ( ~ \) -0 e at e ay• e ay v ay - ' 
a•fjl 

e3 --;;---z =v(y, t)sinhcp. 
uy 

(3.1.1.7) 

The movement of the silicon-silicon dioxide interface is determined 
by the flux balance equation 

~= C* ( -~+v~) / 
dt {)y {)y Y=Yo( t) ' 

(3.1.1.8) 

where C* is a given constant [3.3-3.5]. 
Thus, Eqs. (3.1.1.7) and (3.1.1.8) together with the boundary 

conditions (3.1.1.2) and (:).1.1.6) constitute a complete mathematical 
model of the process of thermal oxidation of silicon whe11 the J,inetics 
of thermal oxidation is close to steady-slate. 

3.1.1.2 Distribution of Chlorine in Silicon Dioxide 

Let us examine the diff11Sion of chlorine in a silicon 
crystal. When gaseous chlorine comes into contact with a silicon 
plate, there occurs classical diffusion of chlorine in silicc:i. The 
distribution of the chlorine concentration in the neighhorhoorl of 

16* 
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point I 0 is shown in Figure 3.2. This distribution resembles a 
houlldary layPr distribution, and on the whole the chlorine is dis
:--ohl'd poorly ill silicon. The situation c.hanges drastically when 
oxygt•n appears at the beginning of the solid-phase ehemical reaction. 
Tlli;: reaction leads to the emergence of an elastic stress field at the 
:<iliron-silicon ilioxidr interface, and the lield promotes an anomal
ous di~trihution of chlorine as an impurity. Let us study more eare
fully tlu.• physical rea:<on!" for this anomalous distribution of chlorine 
in lhP Si-Si02 !<Y!<Iem. 

: 
' -I 

r: I!! 

Cl ---------------f\ 
/ xL.--o-----c---<s'-

X 

Fig. 3.2 

.. 
X 

It has hel'n established experimentally that at the Si-Si02 bound
ar~·. which mo,·es at a rate voxide• the distribution of the impurity 
has a pronounced maximum whose position is dosely related to the 
transition region helwl'en the silicon and the silicon dioxide 13.1-:Ui). 
.Fonnal ion of thl' I ran!"i t ion region depends to a great extent on the 
c.hall!-(l' in thP frPe volume of the unit cell of the crystal when the 
transition is made fwm the Si phase to the Si02 phase. 

\\"p siJ!-(gPsl t hl' followillg mer han ism of format ion of anomalous 
distrihutioll of impurilil's [:,.:,]. The impurity particles diffuse into 
till' solid phasl' and simullam•ously thl're occurs a solid-phase rhemi
ral rParlion, which ]pad;: to a local deformation at the Si-Si0 2 inter
far!' and, ill tum. gl'nPratrs an p]aslir stre!"s lield (note that in an 
cla;:tir stress fil'ld tht• rr~te of solid-phase reac.tion increases [:,.7)). 
ThP products of the reartion of chlorine with the substances of the 
transition region are assum!'d to he stable only in the elastie stress 
lield ami disintegrate outside this region. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the experimental distribution (13.41, and later 
[3.81) of chlorine concentration in the Si-Si02 system. The maximal 
value of the concentration is taken for unity. In the same figure we 
depict the assumed distribution of the elastic stress field. In the bulk 
of Si0 2 , the high gradient of the chlorine concentration is in oppo
sition to the flux and is maintained owing to the elastic field stress. 

An elastic stress field appears not only in chemical reactions ac
companied by a significant change in the volume of the crystal lat
tice, as is the case in the above example, but may also be generated by 

(a) a gradient in the impurity concentration, 
(b) a temperatnre gradient produced in pulsed heating of the 

sample, 
(c) electro- and magneto-elastic effects, 
(d) ultrasound waves. 
On the basis of these assumptions we offer in this section a phenom

enological mathematical model suggested by N.A. Kolobov together 
with the present authors that takes into account the chemical reac
tion and the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the impurity 
concentration and its gradient [3.4). 

The existence of solutions that can describe, say, the distri h11tion 
of an admixture of chlorine was discovered in mathematical models 
of transfer processes [3.3). 

Let C (x, t) be the concentration of chlorine in the solid, with x 
and t the coordinate and time, and let the diffusion coeflicient have 
the form 

D Do 
= t+P1 I &C/&x I ' (3.1.1.9) 

where ~ 1 and D 0 are constants. This formula describes the decrease 
in the diffusion coefficient as the concentration gradient grows, with 
D 0 the diffusion coefficient at a given temperature. By virtue of 
formula (3.1.1.9), which is a generalization of Fick's law, the diffusion 
nux is expressed thus: 

J D 0 oC 
= t+P1 I oCJ&x I ox • 

We introduce the function F 0 (C), which models the solid-phase 
chemical reaction proceeding in the medium: 

G(atl=O, F 0 (C)=CqG(C), 

G(O)= o, acJaC 1£=a, < 0, 
G(C)>O 

G(a 2)=0, G(a3)=0, 

dG!dC lc=a, < 0, (3.1.1.10) 

with G (C) > 0 for 0 < C < a1 , G (C) > 0 for a2 < C < a 3 • and 
Cmax = a3, q > 1. 

An example of function G (C) may be the following function: 
G (C)= AC (C- a1) (a 2 - C) (C- a3 ) exp C, with A = const~ J. 
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The equation describing the diffusion of the impurity has the form 

ac a ( D0 ac) 
at'-az 1+~1 liJC/iJzl ax -Fo(C)=O. (3.1.1.11) 

Now let us go over to dimensionles.~ variab)p, in this equation, as
suming that 

C (x, t)/Cmax = V (x, t), .r/:J. 0 = y, t' /t0 = t, x~!t 0D0 =~ Pe. 

with('"'"'' .T 0 , and t 0 the maximal concentration and the characteris
tic size and time, respecth·ely, and putting a/Cnwx =a;. Snhstitut-

u 

a, 

- ........ 

" \ ---------------~--

..L 
\ g2 

\ 
\ 

----------------- ~-_,-,._ __ 
X 

Fig. 3.3 

ing into the expression for the Peclet number the values of the quan
tities characterizing the given process, namely, 

x0 ,_~X 10-4 m, t0 - 103 s, D0 - 10-11 m2/s, 

WP obtain the e"'timate 

Pe- 10. 

A~"'"ninl-( that Pe-1 is a small parameter, f = Pe-•. wp ran rewrite 
Eq. (l.l.l.ll) in the new variables thus: 

~ F (t·) · 0, 
f 1 

(1.1.1.12) 

with ~~a po:-:ilivP ron!'lanl ancl function F 1 (1") !'ati:.;fying thr follow
int: cond 11 ions: 

Fdv)~ vqG(1·), (;(;;-;)= 0, 1. :!, (;(1) 0, 

G(0)-0, (J(;fdr!,~~.<O. dG/drl, 1 <11, 

where G (t·) is po!'itive for I' E rll. ,-;-,) and nPgatin• for 1· E (a 1• a 2). 
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The boundary conditions for Eq. (3.1.1.12) assume the form 

v lx-+-00 = 0, v lx-++oo = al. 

We will study this equation in Section 3.4. 
The solution to Eq. (3.1.1.12) is depicted in Figure 3.3 and de

scribes a formed impurity front moving into the bulk of the crystal. 
The rate of motion of this front is bounded above: 

b < 2 V ;e / :v ( 1+:.(~)d~~dt I ) lv=a,' 
The authors of this paper developed, together with N .A. Kolobov, 

a general model for the process of anomalous diffusion of chlorine: 

OU 1 0
2

U + I 0 
at-~Tx' '\'1UT'\'2P= • 

av 1 a•v ' ., 0 at- Pez ax• ,-61v+62p+u3Z= ' 

~~ -~ 1v-~2u- ~3p+~4z=0, 
ap 1 a•p , 
-a --P -a • +llv-,l2v=0, t e3 x 

Here u, v, w, p, and z are the concentrations of, respectively, molec
ular oxygen, silicon, silicon dioxide, atomic oxygen, and the 
ehlorine impurity (see Figure 3.2). The region where the given system 
is studied can roughly be divided into three zones: the silicon di
oxide zone (I), the transition region between the silicon and the silicon 
dioxide with an admixture of chlorine (the region is filled with 
Sia.O~Clv of unknown stoichiometry and is characterized by strong 
inner stresses caused by the difference in the lattice parameters) (II), 
and the silicon phase zone (III). By Pe; we denote the diffusion Peclet 
numbers Pe; = £2/(D ;t 0 ), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where L and t 0 are the 
eharacteristic thickness of the silicon dioxide layer and the character
istic time during which the process sets in (i.e. the time it takes for 
the law of growth of the silicon dioxide layer with time to become 
linear [3.3, 3.61), D; are the diffusion coeff1cient: 

{ 

D; 1 in zone I, 
D; = D; 2 in zone II, 

D; 3 in zone III, 

and '\';, 6;, [3;, l; and fl; are the reaction rates fixed for each zone. 
The coeflicient of chlorine diffusion in the elastic stress Jield is 
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inversely proportional to the concentration gradient: 

K (~) = 1 
il.c I +A I azja.c I~ . 

The boundary conditions have the form 

U 1.<=0 = 1, V lx=O =0, IV Lr=O =~ 1, P lx=O =~ 0, 

zix=o~ 0. uix-..,=~0, vlx-oo=1, wlx-o=O, 

Plx-"'=0, zlx-oo=O. 

The constants f1 1 , f1 2 , f1 3 , b~, and ~~ change sign depeuding on the 
sign of oz/ax, namely, they are all positive for oz!iJ.1· negatiYe and 
negative for az/ax positive. Further discussion of this model lies 
nu tside the scope of the present article. 

Hence, there exists a real possibility in a number of cases of select
ing a chemical reaction that will enable alloying various crystals 
with poorly soluble impurities. This, in turn, may lead to fabric
ation of new microelectronics elements with unique properties. 

:1.1.1.3 Sorption, Adsorption, and Precipitation 

These processes occur in the gaseous and liquid pha,.es. 
The physical bases of oxidation adsorption at the interface between 
the gas and the hydroxylated surface of the oxide are discu:>:"ed iu 
great detail by N.A. KoloboY in the Appendix to [:~.:~) (sep also 
[:~.~. :~Ui, :~.~1). The Appeudix also contains the model of tlie JHncess: 

au au 1 aw a ( ilu ) ilw f ·> 1 1 13 -o-+ f!V-c- + --0-=E-) -
1
- , -a-~-. (u, IC), (a. . . ) 

ot dy m 1 ut r y r y t 

with p aud m1 constants, u the dimensionless concentration of the 
suhstauce contained in the medium surrounding the surface. II' the 
dirneusionless concentration of the substance depositPd on the sur
face, y the dimensionless coordinate in the dirPction normal to the 
surface, f the isotherm of the process, and e = Df 0,f.~ the ,.:mall 
parameter (here n is the diffusion coeflicient, 1., thl' charartl'ristic 
time, and /,the characteristic size). Similar models describe ,.1uious 
modil'rcations of the precipitation process, say, cl!l'misorption. 

In the liquid phase the precipitation is sometimes accompanied 
hy rhrrnical reactions, with the rl'sult that thP mathematical model 
a~,.:umt•,.: the form 

ow 
Tt=/(11, 11'), (3.1.1.14) 

with p allll 111 1 roustauts. The lirst equation descrihe,.: ma,.:,.: lrausfer 
acrompauied h~· rhemical reactions, and the second (kunwn a~ the 
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kinetic equation) describes the properties of the chemical process 
(its kinetics). In (3.1.1.14) the functions u and w stand for the con
centration of the substance contained in the phase surrounding the 
surface and the concentration of the substance on the surface, 
v (x, t) is the rate of admission of the substance, F (u) is a smooth 
function describing the variation in u due to chemical reactions, 
f is the isotherm of the process, and Pe is the diffusion Peclet number, 
Pe = £2/(Dt0 ), which is a small or large parameter. Methods for 
constructing asymptotic solutions to (:3.1.1. 14) are developed in 
[::l.3]. 

3.1. 1.4 Microwelding of Current Leads in Computer Components 

Microwelding is widely used in the manufacture of non
detachable contacts in assembling computer components and other· 
electronic devices. To calculate the heat condition in this process 
it is usually necessary to know the temperature fi.eld generated by 
a number of point heat sources combined in a certain configuration. 
The results are then employed to select a configuration of the sources,. 
a shape of heat pulses, and a design so that one of the following 
conditions is met: 

(a) no complex phase transitions haYe time to occur in the mino
welding zone, or 

(b) the thermal effect must be such that only selected phase tran
sitions occur in the microwelding zone in the necessary direction. 

In the fi.rst case we must ensure that the temperature in Lhe vi
cinity of the heat source drops off rapidly in time; in the second we 
must select the given temperature distribution. 

The process of heat transfer in microwelding is de~cribed by a: 
heat equation, which in dimensionless form is 

p (u, x) C (u, x) ~~ - e2 (V, A (u, x) Vu) + R (x, t) = 0, 

(3.1.1.15) 

where (,) stands for the scalar product, {J, c, and A are the den~i ty, 
specifi.c heat, and heat conductivity and constitute dimensionless 
positive functions (these piecewise linear functions are replaced in 
a mathematical model with smooth functions), R (x, t) is the dimen
sionless source function describing the configuration of the heat 
sources (x E R 2

, t E R + ), u = TIT 0 is the dimensionless temper a lure, 
and e2 = A0 t 0/(p 0C0L 2) is a parameter, with (J 0 , C0 , A0 , L, and t 0 

the characteristic values of density, specific heat, therma I cond nc
tivity, distance, and time, respectively. 

The problem involving only one electrode has been considered in 
[3.101. If there are n electrodes, the function R (x, t), which models. 
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the distribution of the sources, has the form 
11 3 

R (x, t) =' ~ A;(x. t) exp {- aj' ~ (x- x1)2}, (3. 1.1.16) 
i=l i=l 

~where the A; are linite smooth funl'lions, xi the dimensionless coot·
<linates of the electrodes, ami a; constants that determine the 
fractional width of the heat pulses. 

3.1.1.5 Liquid Epitaxy 

This method is employed in the manufacture of micro
electronics elements so as to obtain high-quality-low-defect single
crystal semiconductor materials. The epitaxy method [3.111 consists 
of crystallizing a substance from its solution or melt (the solution 
~f thr melted components that we wish to crystallize in a low-melting 
soh·ent). The parameters and structure of the epitaxial layer are 
controllrd on Earth by varyiug the temperature, the rate of growth 
of the layer, the cooling rate, container geometry, the placing of the 
~ubstratP. etc. In outer space in conditions of low acceleration 
there is the possibility of varying the size of the vector of residual ac
eelerations that directly influence the quality of the layer. 

The epitaxy process is described by a system of Navier-Stokes equa
tions in the Boussinesq approximation of slow flow of a fluid [:1.11): 

w=V 211· ~-Lu~-Lv ~=V2!tl...LF. "'' at ax · ay , 
ac oc ac V 2C 
at - u --a;:- -:- v ---ay = ---sc ' 

alj; aljl 
rt=-ay• V=-ax• 

whereF=(~coscp+!.E..o-incp)Gr are the bulk forcP:s, Gr= ax ay 
g~L 3Co'v~ tlw Grashof number, ~ = (op/oC)p, Tp-1, 0 < y < 1, 
0 < x < 1. Here g, ~. !., C0 , v, p, u, and v the acceleration gPner
ated h~- the mass force, the Pxpansibility at constant pressure and 
ternprrnture, the characteristic di:stance, the concentratiou calcu
lated from the composition-property diagram, the kinematic viscos
ity, the density, and the components of the velocity vector; Sc = 
••D i~ the Schmidt number, and w,'ljl,andCarelhedimensionless 
hnlrod\"llillllir YortPx and :-dream functions and the concPntration. 
·r"hr di;·et'lion of the arceh•ratiou raused by the mass forrc makes 
an ang-le <j with they axi><. . 

The IJIJiilldar~- rondition>' an• 

C ~~ Cv, 11 =II, 1· ~~~ U, :r = 0, :r =I, 0 <!I< I, 
uC!uy = u, 11 = 11, 1· ~ o, y -~- u, y =I, o < .c <I, 

whPrl' (' 0 is a constant. 
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The Grashof number may be either greater or less thau unity, 
which makes it possible to introduce a small parameter, e. The 
Schmidt number exceeds unity considerably, say, when GaAs lay
ers are grown. 

In the present model we assume that the temperature of the melt 
is constant and that only the flow of the liquid and the concentra
tion distribution of the crystallizing component in the low-melting 
solvent are considered. The liquid-solid phase transition is accom
panied by liberation of I a tent heat of fusion, and the temperature 
distribution also affects the process. 

3.1.1.6 A Mathematical Model for Phase Transitions 

In dimensionless variab]P.s this model has the form 
FL12l: 

f _!!::__ - _!!___ K (u) _!!!:___- " ( u"- uno (x t)) ·= 0, at ax a.r ' ' 
R ( dx, (t) ) = [K (u) _!!::_Jx=xl+, ( ) 3 1 1 1-) P d a . U X l' t = Un l, ( . . . I 

t , X X=Xl-

lim a (u"- uj' (x, t))lox = 0, n= 1 or n ·= 4, 
::\"-+±OC 

where y is a constant, u1 (x, t) a given function describing the tem
[Jerature in the external medium, un 1 the temperature of the phase 
transition (a known eonstnnt), e = Pe < 1 is one small parameter, 
[1 = a '(}.Tg) < 1 is the second small parameter of the problem, and 
o, 'A, and T 0 are the normalized Stefan-Boltzmann constant, which 
allows for the degree of blackness of the body, the characteristic, 
value of thermal ronductivity, and the temperature. The thermal 
flux in the phase transition is specified by the following relationship: 

K (u) :~ = ~ (u;; 1 -un). 

Here we haYe assumed that heat transfer by radiation plays Hll im
portant role. 

3.1.1.7 Electron and Hole Transfer in Semiconductors 

The mathematical model of this proress [3.13] coHsists 
of a system of parabolic and elliptic equations, which in dimension
less yariables have the form 

V 2qJ = Q (n- p-/), 
an 
at''· (V. f.ln (Vn- nVqJ)) + g, (:1.1. I. I il) 

~~ =<V.~tp(Vp-;-pVcp))-g. 
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where (j• is the electric potential, 11 and p are the electron and hole 
t'onr£>nlrations, 11 1 and p 1 are the maximal values of these concent
rations, q, ~1 1, and ~~n are the charge of the particles and thf'ir mobil
ities, K is the recombination generation function, Q = qn,.(£ 1fqq'T)• 

( 
1 fl~ax ) I Ill = ~lmm + , 

I+ (///oil"; 1 +I V<f/Eol 111111 

g ~c (np- 11~) [t 1, (n ,- n.) + tn (p - p 1)1, 11 0 is the intrinsic 
eleclron concentration in the semiconductor, e 1 and Eo are the di
electric constant of the medium and the permittivity of empty space, 
f (x, y, t) is a known smooth function describing the total density 
of impurities in the semiconductor (donors and acceptors), the Yari
ahle l assumes one of two valul's (n or p), the subscript i assunws 
two Yalues (1 and 2), Tp and tn are the lifetimes of holes and 
eledrons prior to recombination, and CfT• q, p:n.,, fdnin. Eor, ~" 
and A; are lixed constants. 

del 
The quantity E == Q (Q ~ 10-3) is the small parameter in this 

model. For a concentration characteristic of the problem discussed. 
a second small parameter (the diffusion Peclet number) can be con
,.:lrurted using the characteristic values of mobility flo~t the charac
lrrist ic time in trrval (say, t 1,), and the characteristic distance. 

:u.2 ~lodels or Functioning or Computer Comp01ients 

In this section we describe models for heat transfer in a supercon
ducting matrix, the diffusion of a light beam in an optical fiber. and the forma
tion of stable spin waves in ferromagnetic liquid. 

3.1.2.1 Heat Conduction in a Superconducting :\latt·ix 

!11 viPw of the recent di~rovery of a new type of supercoll
duclillg lllittl'riab with a trausitio11 temperature of about \111-ltlU K 
a11d higltl'r, the u~c of such materiab i11 technology and romputl'r 
l'ompo11cnts hl'romPs l'Yl'r mort> importa11t. The desig11 of a supl'lTon
dllrtor resistance matrix presupposes good heat rondudio11 a11d a 
g-ood lhl'!'mal contact of thl' ~npcrrolldul'ling mal£>rial with lht> llit
rogcn I hl'rmoslal. Su Jll'rrolHI urti11g matrrials wi I h a high rri I il'al 
liPid (t~·pe II ~tJ(II'IToJHIIIrtor~) usuHily havl' a low mea11 free path of 
ell'rlrons and, hcnrc, a lowl'r lhl'rmal ro11d11ctivit~·. whirh poll'lllial-
1~· makl'~ Lltl'lll IJII~laldl' l:t I '1. :\.];,1, The ropp1•r layl'rs, which form 
ihl' framework of thl' malri:x. arl' in,.:11lators (compan•d with the "Il
l l'l'<'olldllrlor) a11d po~~l'~s high thermal conductivit~·. 

I .PI 11;: co11sid1•r a s11 (ll'rro11d Ill' I i ng rc:<ista11rc ma I rix i mnter,..L•d i 11 
a nitrot.:"PII llll'rlllo:<lal with a ll'lll)ll'rillllre 7'., l:l.J.-,. :l.ltil. In the 
drstrurtion of thl' sllpl'rl'otHIIIrlin~ slate (lhl.' pha;:l' tran,.:iliolt from 
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the superconducting state to the normal conducting state), the tem
perature of the superconductor changes from T 0 to the critical tem
perature T c above which the superconducting state is destroyed. There 
exist!' a distinct boundary between the superconducting state and 
the normal metal state (Figure 3. ';). Three zones can be specified on 
the diagram: w1 , or the region of normal conductivit~·. w2 , or the 

~ ----,---
1 

I 
I 

S=O 

Fig. 3.4 

T 

w, 

0 X 

narrow transition region (which is natural for type II superconduc
tors), and w3 , or the region of the superconducting state. The bound
ary between w2 and w3 can move in either direction. Since the 
phase transition occurs fairly rapidly, we must retain the second 
time derivative in the heat equation [:-3.14-3.17]. 

Heat conduction in a composite superconductor consisting of the 
resistance matrix and the superconducting layers is described in a 
uniform magnetic field by the following equation [:1.16<U 71: 

pC(u) ( ~~ + t0 ~~~) -E :x ( K(u) ~~) 
+ F (u, x, t) = 0, (3.1.2.1) 

where p is the dimensionless density of the medium, K (u) is a posi
tive function describing the thermal conductivity coefficient of the 
medium, u = TIT 0 , F ~= [ - .J~R :- a (u - 1)1~, ~~ = consl. 
a= T 0/(Tc- T 0 ), .1 0 =.!- .lm (1- BIRm- a (u -1)), 
1 - B'Bm- a (u - 1) > 0, with .! the current 11owing in the re
sistor matrix, .Tm and Bm are the upper values of the critical cur
rent and of the magnetic f1eld induction for a given superconductor, 
T 0 is the temperature maintained in the nitrogen thermostat, R = 
a1 _!_ a2B is the resistance of the composite semiconductor, 
C = aau 3 is the volume specific heat of the superconductor, ai = 
const >0, i = 1, 2, 3, F (u, x, t) is the source-sink distribution 
funclion (the rate of heat release), and e-1 = p0C0 L2/('A 0 t 0 ) is the 
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small parameter of the problem, with the quantities supplied with 
the "0" subscript being the charaderislic values of the density, spe
dfic h£>at, thermal conductivity, and time, and /, being the char
acteri~tic distance in the problem. 

3.1.2.2 Diffusion of a Ligbt Beam in an Optical Fiber 
and in an Optically Active Medium 

Let us cousidf'r the problem of light diffu~ion in a medi
tlln wil11 small transparent reflecting particles. At a certaiu mom£>nt 
in time the medium is illuminated by light from a source. The source 
i!< then ~witched orr. Obvious!~·. the intensity of the beam at the wave 
guide exit will become equal to Zf'ro, since the beam undergoes mul
tiple rerlection in the medium, that is, the beam must traHI a ,·ery 
long path before it arrives at the exit. Employing prohabilistir ideas 
to the motion of a particle a11d calculating the rel1ection and absorp
tion probabilities of the particle, the authors of [:{.18) arriw at the 
following hyperbolic equation: 

cJ2u 1 a2u ' 2\' au 
ax2 C2 ~-;-~at' 

w'1l•re c and v are the speed of light in the medium amlthe frequency. 
\\"hen light passes through an active medium, we mu~t add, start

ing from a certain valuP of light intensity, a certain number of par
tirle~ to the intensity of the flux. The flux inten:-ity reach.~>;: ih max
imum and then decreases as the population inver;:ion of the upper 
energ~· levels decreases due to the presence of excited particles. In 
this ca!"e the intensity is described by the equation 

~_0:_ t--1- a•" _ _!!__ (~)-F(u) =0, 
r 2 at c2 iJt 2 <J:r: o:r: 

F (a 0 ) IJ, F (a 1) 0, dF.du I u "· =I= 0, i = 0, I. In dimension
ll•ss variables, Eq. (:1.1.:!.2) has i11

1 

one of thP approxinliltion!' the 
form 

when• tht> \aria hiP;: marked with a tilde plared over thPtn are dimen
~iordP~~. 

:1.1.2.:1 Formulion of Sla!Jie Spin Waves in a Ferrumal!nl'ti•· 
Sub;Lant"t' 

This prores~ ran hl' liSl'd in the !lll'mo:·ie;: of nwdl'l'll ,·onl
p<lll'rs ·"'" in llw hiolog-ir;JI roll!pniPr;: of thP fntnrr [:1.1~1. :1.:201. 
i"l11• '"''''. lrrnd ill liJP dPI'Plnp111Pnt nf llllliiPrn 1111'111<11\. ·It>\ lt'P;: i~ 
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still an increase in the storage density and storage space. We be
lieve that this trend will continue. 

For certain values of the parameters there appears in a ferromag
netic film a steady-state (stable) modulation in the form of a quasi
periodic "focusing." This is reflected in the distribution of the maxi
ma and minima of the magnetization vector. As the magnitude of 
the "supercriticality" increases as the system goes through a serie~ 
of stages of "development," against the background of large modula
tions there appear modulations on a smaller scale. The generation 
of capillary waves on the surface of a liquid may serve as an analog 
of this physical process and is easily observed in experiment~ 
[3.21-3.24]. The mathematical models of these pheriomena are ex
tremely close. 

The same phenomenon is obsened in the generation of Langmuir 
waves in a plasma and the generation of waves on the surface of a 
liquid insulator in an electric field or of a liquid ferromagnetic sub
stance placed in a variable magnetic field. The generation of steady
state waves was also observed on the surface of melted metal heated 
by modulated ionic beams [3.23]. 

All the phenomena mentioned above are described by a single
mathematical model. 

To study the dynamics of the wave lield we can employ aYeraged 
equations. The deviation of the level of the surface, ~ (x, y, t), can 
be represented in the form of a sum of four terms [3.2:-H: 

~ = f (a+eihx + a_e-ihx + b+eihy + b_e-ihyl[e-iwt + c.c., 

where c .c. stands for the complex conjugate of the first term, k 
is the wave number, and w the frequency. 

The common method of deriving the truncated equations is to 
employ the results of the Hamiltonian description of the nonlinear 
interaction of gravitation-capillary waves [3.24]. When going over 
to the wave packet approximation, we must retain four par kets cor
responding to two pairs of counterrunning waves. 

The system of equations for the envelopes has the form [:~.241 

aa± + V~ i)a+ - _i_ ~ iJ2a± - iVg iJ2a± 
'Jt - ' ii:r 4 k iix 2 2k ,Jy2 - - ya"' 

c i (H-i- Fb+b_) a~-- ia± [ 1' Ja± JZ- S! th 

-H(Jb+J2+Jh_Jz)]. 

y/1-r_ i(H -Fa 1 a_)h'o. i/1 1 J7'ih" 1 2 ~ -'., ii1+ 12 

R I! a~ ! 2 ~ I a_ : Z)], 
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where 1', S, R, F, and H are ronstants, y is the damping constant, 
and c~ i,: thP group \'Plorily. This model will be analyzed in 
SPrtion :1.7. 

3.1.3 Examplt>S of Simp!(' Mathemati('al Models 

In this section we discuss simple models referring to equilibrium 
prl'cipitation dynamics and a mod<>l of modulation of stPady-state spin waves in 
.a ferromagnetic substance. We also build new solutions to tbe Ginzburg-Landau 
equation. Some of the mathematical models discussed in Sections 3.1. t and 
3.1.:.! allow exact solution in particular cases; for othPrs no exact solutions 
.art> known. We will give thl' exact solutions in cases where they are known and 
tht>rt>b~· dPmonstrate a class of solutions that constitute boundPd (as f -+ 0) 
~ynprg .. ts. ThPSP will bP discuss<>d in Spct ions 3.S and 3.7. 

3. 1.3.1 The Exact Solution to the Model of Equilibrium 
Precipitation Dynamics 

\\'hen the influx of the precipitated ~ubstanre to thl' sur
fare is constant, the mathematical model of the dynamics of the 
1lto1Prnlar proress is [:1.91 · 

~ -~ U ..!!..!:_..!..~~=ED~ . V o= ( - 1-1 
-) i. at ay ' m <)I ay2 a -If ' 

z•l.,--,_--+1_. ov/oyl,,--oc-+0, vl.,=ct=(bla/, 

-oo~y~Ct. 

·(Here C is an unknown constant lhal must be found, and a and b 
are ronstants that satisfy the condition a - b = 1.) Assuming that 
v = c (T), !p = rp (T), and 't = (y - Cf)ie (in this example we assume 
that 1:: = I, ~o that T c~ y- Ct), we arrive at an ordizHir~· differ
ential pquation for the Junction r (T): 

TliP boundary conditions for v ('t) an• 

v( -oo) 
dv · 

1, dl(-oo). 0, z·(U) (h!a(. 

lntPgr;lling (:t t.:l.l ). wP g{'\ a lirst-ordl'r equation: 

<li-DdT 

(:~.U.1) 

J\ss11rning that r and dr· dT 0 as T--oo aud allowing for 
lhl' condition a- h -= I, WP l"rnd that C 11111 (m I). A parti-
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cular solution to Eq. (3.1.3 3) has the form 
11 

f ~=m+in 
J v-<p u 

(b/a)). 

'! v
1
'" dv J v<'J..+on._avii'J..+b . 

(b/a)). 
(3.1.3.4) 

The denominator of the integrand vanishes at v = 1, since a- b = 
1. IFwe denote expression on the left-hand side of (3.1.3.4) by 
/ 1 (v)," we get • = / 1 (v). 

'( 

~~~d~W~ 

Fig. 3.5 

'to I 
I 
I 
I 

Generally speaking, the improper integral in / 1 (v) is divergent at 
v = 1_, that is, •-+ - oo as v-+ 1_, but the inverse function 
v = v (•) exists because the conditions of the theorem on inverse 
functions are met. 

·.:Let us restrict our discussion to the case where 'A = 1. We have 
v 

l(v)=D m+1 r vdv 
1 u J v2-av+b 

b/a 

=D m~1 [ln I vz-av+b 1112 

+ T ) (v-1~~v- b) J 1:/a 

=Dm+1In[iv2-av+bil"-11a/(!-b)]1/21v. 
u v-b b/a 

(3.1.3.5) 
17-0105 
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The ~olution 't' (v) is depicted in Figure 3.5, and the curve 

J a- bfvli"A if v > (bla)"A. 
cp (T) - l 0 if v~(b/a)"A 

is depicled in Figure 3.6. 

Fig. 3.6 

'll1P raoe invohing a variable flow velocity 11 (y, t) .and other 
f'asl'sofmodelsofprecipitationwill be discussed in greater detail in 
Section 3.;j, 

3.1.3.2 Spin Waves in a Ferromagnetic Substance 

Let us takr thl' simple example of the modulation of 
stl•ady-statP spin waves in a ferromagnrtic substance (the statement 
of problems of this class has been carried out in Section ~.1.2). 
This phenomenon can easily be elucidated if wl' employ the model 
of capillary waves on the surface of a liquid. 

Let us examine the nonlinear interaction of two wave packets. 
lr in Eqs. (3.1.2.4) we put a~~ a (y, t) and b± '~ 0 for the amplitude 
o[ thl' Pnvelope, we obtain the following equation: 

iJa i vg ata _j 'II + I . [ T + S] I a I~ ..J.- iAa' flt-- 2 k i)yt ,- ya '~ I a ,- Ia p 

(~.1.3.6) 

whl'rP 11 (;k.'(-'lw), (; ~ cons!, T 0.062!i w/.·Z, S 0.62!'ic.Jk2, 
y '2vk is thr d11mping constaul, nnd ~ ,_, const. 

lu this situation the Ruthors nf r:t:?:l] observed a series of grooves 
011 silicon (Figure :~.7) at the following values of the constants: 
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density p = 0.9 x 103 kg/m~, surface tension a = 23 X 10-a N/m, 
kinematic viscosity v = 4 X 10-6 m2/s, wavelength 'A = 3.2 X 
10-3 m, w = 2n X 70 rad/s, and the characteristic size of the re
gion studied was 0.2 m. At these Yalues of the physical parameters 
the "deep water" approximation is valid. 

'7 

--V2 

Fig. 3.7 

The typical modulation period is equal to m'A, with m varying 
between 2 and 4. The characteristic ratios in this case are rlw = 
0.07 and vgfy'i-. = 3.4. 

These values of the parameters suggest that Eq. (3.1.3.6) can be 
made dimensionless and that there is a small parameter, 0 < e < 1. 
in the model. 

Suppose that 11 = yi('Am), T = ty, u = a I(S + T)/rJit2 , G = [3/r, 
h = Hly, and e2 = L"g/(2k''A2yam2

) < 1, where e is the small pa
rameter. Then Eq. (3.1.3.6) assumes the form 

:~ -ie2 :~~ -r-u=ihu*+iulul 2 -iau. (3.1.3.7) 

The value h = 1 is said to be the threshold value, and the first 
stable "quasiperiodic focusing" mode is observed at h = 1 + eh

0
, 

where eh0 is the small supercriticality term. 
We will seek the solution to Eq. (3.1.3. 7) in the form 

u (<, 11. e) = U (11, e)+ eW (<, 1], e)+ 0 (e2). 

Then for the functions U and W we arrive at the following equations; 

17• 

- ie2 ~~ + iU I U 1
2

- iUa + iU*- U = 0, (3.1,3.8) 

8

8~ - ie2 :~~ + W -~ ih0U* + iH' I U 12 

+ 2i I uw I w- iGW. (3.1.3.9) 
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If we put 
U =n1+ in2 , 

we get the following system of equations: 

e2 ~~": +(-1+o)n2 -n 1 -n2 (n~+n:)=0, 
2 0

1
111 ( 1 ) ( I I) 0 - e 01)' -, -a n1 - n2 + n1 n1 + n1 = . 

(3.1.3. 10) 

Near the threshold of parametric wave excitation [3.23), it is 
necessary that n1 = n 2C = n, where the constant C in view of 

X 

'l 
Fig. 3.8 

(3.1.3.10), identically unity, C = 1 (see also [3.21, 3.22)). Then from 
system (3. 1 .3. to) we obtain the equation 

d2n 
-e2 dtf~ +un-2n3 =0, (3.1.3.11) 

whose exact solution has the form 2 

n == (crl2) 1' 2 w (lJ Vole), (!)± = ± V21cosh £, 6 = 1J Vale. 

Equation (3. 1.:1.11) has two steady-stale stable solutions: w = 1 
and w = -1. The function I w_ I is exponentially dose to unity 
at a sufficient distance from point 11 = 0, namely, the following e~li
mates hold true: 

w_= { eN+o(eN) if N>1 and 1J>_-N(lne1Vcr=6, 

eN+ o (eN) if 1] < Ne In el V u. 
(3.1.3.12) 

Similar estimates holrl true for ul +· 

2 Thl' fact that param('t('r r is small will be employed below to 
construct the asymptotic solution (3.1.;{.1 1). Thl' ('X act solution is w~ll-knnwn 
and can bo obtain('d in a trivial manm•r. 
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The function w _ (£) can be matched with the steady-state solu
tions via the so-called decomposition-of-unity procedure. We de-

note this new function by-;;;_ m. with £ = T] Yale. 
Let 

E1 (~)= { ~ if TJ<6, 
if TJ> 6+61> 61>0, 

E2 (~) = { ~ if T] >- 6, 

if TJ<-6-6[ 

be two smooth, infinitely differentiable functions. Then 

Fig. 3.9 

if £~0. 

if ~::::;;;o. 

(3.1.3.13) 

(3.1.3.14) 

Let us describe how the function ~ .. can be used to construct a 
single groove (Figures :-3.8 and 3.9). Note that Eq. (3.1.3.11) and 
the functions w_ are invariant with respect to the translation group, 
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The functions E 1 are also shifted by a quantity th: 

if '1 + lJt < ll, E.( '1~,11) ={ ~ 
E2 ( '1~'11) = { ~ 

if TJ+ lJt > 6+6., ll> 0, 
l
'f + .., (3.1.3.15) 

TJ lJt > -u, 

Jn a manner similar to that employed in (3.1.3.14), we ean set up 

the funetion ;;;_ (~): 

w_ (~+ ~.) 

{ 
[w_(~+~1)(1-Ed~+~1)) if ~+~1 >0, 

= [w_(~+~1)(1+E~(~+~1)) if ~+~1 <0. 
~~ = const > l\1• (3.1.3.16) 

Then functions (3.1.3.14) and (3.1.3.16) can be employed to construct 
a single groove (the asymptotic solution to Eq. (3.1.3.7)): 

u = (1 + i) (cr/2)112 ';;;_ (~) + 0 (e). (3.1.3.17) 

A more detailed study of problems of this kind will be carried 
out in Section 3.7. In the two-dimensional case the similar solu-

( 
81w a•w ) tion to the equation e2 --aT+ 

8
•2 - w + w3 = 0 has . the form '1 ~ 

w 0= V21cosh ( '1+~). 
e 1'2 

~.2 Properties of Standard Equations 
Here we list the properties of ordinary d iflprential equation~ that 

will be needed in our future discoursP. 

3.2. t Semilinear Differential Equations 

In this section we discuss the basic properties of spmilinear stan
dard equation~. 

The l'Xacl ~olutioll to llll' model or dirfusioll of a light beam in an 
optir<1l 1"1uer (lhc> modc>l rotL•trurted in Sc>rtion 3.1.2) has thc> form 

u (.r, I. n) z ( ~) , 

whPre the function X ('r) ~alisflt•!=< thl' ~tandard differential equation 

b.!!.!_-~ ((u (X) --I!~)_!_!_) -R(x) ceO, 
dT dT ' dT 

(3.2.1.1) 
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This equation belongs to the class of ordinary differential equations 
of the type 

dy,_ d ( dX ) R O b--- K(x)- - (X)= , 
a~ a~ a~ 

(3.2.1.2) 

which represents all the standard equations encountered in this paper. 
At K (')() = 1 such equations are known as semilinear: 

d8 d28 
bar- as• - R (8) = o. (3.2.1.3) 

The properties of monotone semilinear solutions to Eq. (3.2.1.3) 
for an R (8) =;!= 0 that has only two roots on the closed interval 
[0, 1] have been investigated in two situations [3.25-3.29]: 

REC1 ([0,1]), R(O)=O, R(1)=0, 

dR I dR I <0· de 6=0 X "dff 6=1 ' 

REC1 ([0 1]), R(O)=O, R(1)=0, 

ddR8 I = 0, dd8R I < 0, R (8) > 0. 
6=0 6=1 

(3.2.1.4) 

(3.2.1.5) 

Equation (3.2.1.3) in which the function R (8) satisfies conditions 
(3.2.1.4) is known as a Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov (KPP) 
equation after the mathematicians who obtained these equations 
and studied them in the now classical work [3.26] and who arrived at 
nontrivial results. It is now well-known that when conditions 
(3.2.1.4) are met, Eq. (3.2.1.3) possesses smooth monotone solutions 
o::s;;; 8 (S)::s;;; 1 only if b? 2y I dR/d8 1 6=o I, with 

8(6)-1-exp(-l0s) as 6-+ oo, 

8 (6)- exp (16) as 6 --+- oo, b > 2 VI dR/d8 le=o I, 

em-clexp(ls)+ c26exp(l6) as 6-+-oo, 

b=2 VI dR/d81e=o 1, (3.2.1.6) 

when dR/d8 I 6=0 > 0. When dR1d8 I e=o < 0, one should simply 
substitute 1 - 8 for 8. S"'e [3.<'13] and the Remark on p. 320. 

Equation (3.2.1.3) in which the funetion R (8) satisfies conditions 
(3.2.1.5) is known as the Zeldovich equation [3.3, 3.28] and dil'fPrs 
in principle from the KPP equation. First, the solution to the Zelclo
vich equation that satisfies the conditions 8 (~) -+ 1 as £ -+ oo and 
8 (£)-+ 0 as £-+ - oo exists only for a single value of parameter 
band behaves, as I£ 1-+ oo, in the same manner as (3.2.1.6). Ser· 
ond, a reversal of sign of H (E::l) in the Zeldovich equation lead~ to 
an equation with entirely different properties. 
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Kolmogorov-Petrowkii-Piskunov EquatloDB 

A particular case of Eq. (3.2.1.3) is the equation 

de d19 
bdf- ~~ -8(1 -8) = 0. (3.2.1.7) 

Thi;; equation has an infmitude of solutions of the traveling-wave 
type, that is, functions that satisfy the conditions 

0 ~ 8 ~ 1, 8(-oo) = 0, 8(+oo) = 1, 

d81~=1=0 for TE(-oo, oo), (3.2.1.8) 

with b~ bmln = 2. The following theorem (see [3.26] and also 
[:~.25]) holds true: 

Theorem 3.2.1.1 For e~·ery b ~ 2 there exists a solution to Eq. 
(:~.2.1. 7) satisfying conditions (3.2.1.8). 

The results of this theorem are generalized in [3.3] to incorporate 
equations of the (3.2.1.2) type in whirh the function 8 (1 - 8) is 
replaced with an R (8) that is smooth for 0 ~ 8 ~ 1 and satisfies the 
following conditions: 

R(8)>0 for 0<8<1, R(O)=R(1)=0, 

dR I dR I -de >O, -de <0. e=O e-1 

(3.2.1.9) 

As is well known, solutions of the traveling-wave type (i.e. solu
tions satisfying (3.2.1.8)) exist in this case if 

b ~bm 1n = 2 VI dR/d8 le=o ]. (3.2.1.10) 

Let us calrulate the constants land l0 in (3.2.1.6). After we differen
tiate Eq. (3.2.1.3) with respect to sand apply L'Hospital's rule, we 
l"lnd that, as £-+- oo, 

(3.2.1.1!) 

This functiou is depictPd in Figure :{.10. Obviously, if b > bm 1o 
(il given ronstant), then 

0 <Ill < oo, l, b/2-V b~/4- dR!d8le=o . 

Let us ralrulate the constant [0 • Followiug the same line of reasouing 
a~ ill deriving (:1.~.1.11), we lind that' as s-+oo, 

] dR/de le=tl l der d2efd~• I 
b ~ lu + '• , o detd"f;. '="" < 0. 

(3.2.1.12) 
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This function is depicted in Figure 3.11. Since 8-+ 1 as~-+ oo and 
the value of b (l) is finite (nonzero), we obtain 

. [ d2efd's2 J 
hm d8/d" = lo, ,_.., \, 

l8 = - b/2 + Vb """2,.,.-1 4~+--:-1 d""'R"""'!,...,.d8~1a_=_tl· 

Whence the following relationships: 

8=1-exp(-llols)+o(exp(-llols)), s-+ <X>, 

d81d6= llo I Pxp( -llo I s)+o(exp( -llo Is)) 

= -llo I (1- exp ( -llo I 6)) + llo I 
+ o (ex p ( -I l0 I 6)) 

= -llo 18 + llo I+ o (exp (- llo 16)) 
=llol(1-8)+o(exp(-llols)), s-+ oo. 

The above reasoning proves the validity of Theorem 3.2.1.1. 

B v 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Fig. 3.10 

8 

Fig. 3.11 

In applicatious an imvortant equation is the one involving the 
sink function: 

de d28 
bdf- d£2 +R(8)~=0, R(8)>0 for 8E(0, 1). 

This is combined with conditions (3.2.1.4) and the conditions 

Blt;-+ .. =1, Ell~;-- .. =0. 
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The velority of a simple wave in this problem is negative, 
I +.., 

b = _ 0 R(A)d8)() ( ~~ r dgr 1
• 

0 

and the following estimates hold true: 

8 ~ exp (iS), l = b/2 + V b2!4 + dR!d8 le=l > 0, 

~ -+-oo, 

8 ~ 1-exp ( -l1~). l 1 ~ -b/2 + Vb2!4 -(dR!d8 la=tl, 

~- + oo, 
so that the wave travels with the velocity 

b::;;;bmln = -2 VI dR/d8 le=t [. 

Finally, here is an example that illustrates how important it is 
that the derivative of the source-sink function, dR/d8, for A E [0, 11 
in Eq. (3.2.1.3) be continuous. In the papers [3.26, 3.271 this condi
tion is ignored. 

Let us consider the function 

_ { exp ( -11~) if ~~0. 
em- 0 if ~<0. (3.2.1.13) 

which is smooth for £ E R 1 and satisfies the simple wave equation 
for equations of the KPP type [3.26) 

d8 dl8 
b"Cif"- ~2 -8ln2 8[b-ln8(2+ln8)]=0, 8E[0,1]. 

In this case the function R in Eq. (3.2.1.3) has the form 

R = 8 ln2 8 [b - In 8 (2 + In 8)1 

(3.2.1.14) 

and Ita~ an unbounded lirst derivative at point !3 ~ U. This results 
iu the localization of solution (:3.2.1.13) to Eq. (:3.2.l.H). 

3.2.1.2 Zeldovlch Equations 

:\ particular case of Eq. (:t2.1.3) in which the function 
li ((:!) ~111i~l"1es the conditions (:-3.2.1.5) is the following oue: 

d8 d18 " b0 "Cif"- d;a -tl-(1-8) -0. (3.2.1.15) 

Tht· 1':\<tct monolunP solution lu thi~ t•quation has lhl' form 

(3.2.1.16) 
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The constant b0 , known as the Zeldovich constant, is in the present 
case equal to UV2. As I~ 1-+ oo, we obtain the following esti
mates: 

{ 
0 (exp (b0£)) as £ -+- oo, 

8-
- 1-exp(-b0£)+o(exp(-b0£)) as -++oo. 

These results can be generalized to incorporate equations of the 
(3.2.1.3) type in which the function 8 2 (1 - 8) is replaced with a 
smooth function R (8) satisfying conditions (3.2.1.5). As is known 
(see [3.3)), in this case the traveling-wave solution (i.e. satisfying 
condition (3.2.1.8)) exists only for a single value of constant b and, 
as I £ 1-+ oo, we arrive at estimates of the (3.2.1.6) type, with 
I = 10 . 

The Zeldovich equations have been studied in [3.30) in connection 
with problems of the theory of combustion. The physics of these 
problems implies that the function R (8) must be nonnegative. How
ever, a study of localized solutions to nonlinear equations (see 
Section 3.8 and the book [3.3)) leads to the need to study equations 
of simple waves for the Zeldovich equations with a nonpositive 
R (8). 

A particular case of the Zeldovich equation with a nonpositive 
R (8) is 

(3.2.1.17) 

Let us prove that the solution to this equation satisfying the 
conditions 

d8/d'£=1=0, 8 1;--oo-+ 0, 8 ls-+oo-+ 1, (3.2.1.18) 

has no exponential asymptotic as £-+ -oo. The existence of such 
a solution is proved below. 

Let us assume that the contrary is true, that is, that there are 
positive constants 11 < 0 and 12 > 0 such that 

S={ 1-exp(11s)+o(exp(l11;)) as£ -++oo, 
O(exp(l21;)) as£ -+-oo. 

Thrn, as lsi-+ oo, (3.2.1.17) yields 

-bll + ~~ + 1 c=Q, b/2 -~~ = Q. 

Heal solutions 11 exist only if b;;;;. 2. The second equation implies 
that b = 12 • Note that the following equalities are valid: 

00 1 

b J ( ~~ )2
d£=-- .\ f)2(1-8)d8=- 1

1
2. 

0 

H cnce, band 12 are negative, which contradicts the initial assumption. 
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It can easily be verified that the solution to Eq. (3.2.1.17) satis
fying the conditions (3.2.1.18) has the following asymptotic behav
ior: 

8 (~) = 0 ( 1 I I ~ I) as ~ -+ - oo, 

6(~)=1-exp(l1~)+o(exp(l1~)) as ~-++oo, (3.2.1.19) 

l1=bt2- Vb2t4-1. 

The condition b > 2 is the necessary condition for the existence of a 
solution. 

Suppose that the function R(8) in Eq. (3.2.1.3) is differentiable 
on the closed interval [0, 11 and satisfies the conditions 

R (8) < 0 for 0 < 8 < 1, R (0) = R (1) = 0, 
(3.2.1.20) 

:= 19=0 = o, ~: 19=1 > 0· 

Then the following assertion is true: 
Lemma 3.2.1.1 If conditions (3.2.1.20) are met, then there exists 

a solution to Eq. (3.2.1.3) satisfying conditions (3.2.1.18). 

c 

Fig. 3.12 

Proof. The proof follows from an analysis of 
of the 1"1r:-t-order ordinary differential equation 

dp __ bp-R (8) 
d8 --- r 

b<O, 

the phase portrait 

to whirh Eq. (1.2. 1 .:l) can he reduced H•e Figure :3. 12, wherl' the 
I'III"VC' :I Cl/ corrl':<ponds to thP funcl ion/' , R (8) 1/J and the ··minus" 
~ign singles out the region where the derivative dtdd8 is negative). 
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The singular point A is a complicated singular point of the saddle
node type with a single distinct direction (direction 1 in Figure 3.12). 
The singular point B is a node for I b I > 2Y dR/d81e=t (a 
confluent node for I b I = 2Y dR!d8 I e=d· The eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the linearized equation have the form 

'A±= b/2 ± Vb214- dR/d81e=t , v_= ('A._, 1), 

V+= (f..+, 1). 

The integral curve ADB, which corresponds to the solution to Eq. 
(:1.2.1.17) that satisfies conditions (3.2.1.18), enters the singular 
point B along the direction of the eigenvector v _. The proof of Lem
ma 3.2.1.1 is complete. 

There exists a natural generalization of Lemma 3.2.1.1, namely, 
Lemma 3.2.1.2 Suppose that the function R (8) in Eq. (3.2.1.3) 

satisfies conditions (3.2.1.20) and point 8 = 0 is an algebraic branch 
point of this function, R (8) ~ 8P, ~ > 1. Then the solution 8 (S) 
satisfying conditions (3.2.1.18) has the following asymptotic behavior: 

8(~)=0(1~1- 11<P-O) as~ -+-oo, 

8(~)=1-exp(l~)+o(exp(l~)) as~ -++oo, 

l=b/2- Vb2/4- dR/d81a=t <0. 

Proof. The proof can be obtained in the same manner as was done 
with Lemma 3.2.1.1 and is not discussed here. 

3.2.2 Nonlinear Standard EquatiJns 

In this section we consider a method for studying nonlinear stan
dard equations. The method is based on the reduction of the standard equation 
to known equations for simple waves for the KPP equation [3.26) of the Zel
dovich equations [3.30). The properties of the solutions to these equations are 
given below. The main results concerning the properties of localized solutions of 
standard equations are contained in Theorems 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2. 

Let us take an ordinary differential equation with constant coeffl
cienLs, 

dx d ( dx ) b--- K(x.)- -F(x.)=O d-r d-r d"t , (3.2.2.1) 

where K (X.) and F (X.) are positive for 'X. E (0, 1), K (0) = 0, K (I) > 
0, and K (X.)~ x."--1 as X-+ 0, k > 1. By 8 (S) we denote the 
smooth monotone solution to 

de d26 
b~- d£2 -R(8)=0, (:U.2.2) 

where dR (8)/d8 is a continuous function of 8 E [0, 1]. 
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Theorem 3.2.2.1 The transformation 

dx d9 
K (X) lit= dV (t (X)) (:1.2.2.3) 

reduct>s Eq. (3.2.2.2) to Eq. (3.2.2.1), where F (X)= R (X), I\. ('X.)
Hemark 3.2.2.1 The inverse of function "/.. (t), or t ("/..). exists be

cau~e of the assumption that 8 a) is monotone. Indeed, Eq. 
(3.2.2.:~) and the monotonici ty of em imply the monotonicity of"/.. (t). 

Remark. 3.2.2.1' We get. the same results using-
8 = exp[(b+ Y b2-b~1n) t/2], t-+-oo (see p. 320). 

Proof. Transformation (3.2.2.3) leads to the following: 

dz I d9 (1: (X)) 
"""liT= K (X) ~ 

.!!____ ( K ( ) ~ ) _ d29 1 dz 
d• x d• - ds• de (• (xll/d'C d• 

dZ8 1 1 d8 ('t (X)) 
= dG2 ,d8 (1: (X))/dG K (X) ds 

l'~ing these relationships to express the derivatives of e and sub
stituting the result into (3.2.2.1), we arrive at (3.2.2.2). The proof 
of the theorem is complete. 

Th£' left-hand side in (3.2.2.3) contains an expression that has the 
physical meaning of the flux of the transferred quantity. The tran~
formation (3.2.2.3) is known as the localization transformation and 
has been introduced in [3.31. 

Remark ~.2.2.2 If the function R ("/..), K (X) has a singularity at 
"/.. - 0, then instead of Eq. (3.2.2.1) we should consider the equation 

[ dx d ( dx ) J K(xl b--- K(x)- +R(x)~ o. d't d't dT 

Examples involving the construction of some exact solutions to 
equations of the (3.2.2.2) type and the respective partial differential 
equations are discussed in [:~.3) (sC'e also Section 3.8). 

Let us now turn to Eq. (:~.2.2.1) and as~ume that the source-~ink 
function Fin this equation is th£' ratio 11 (X) K (X), with II !'atis
f~·ing conditions 13.2.1.9). Then tlw solution to Eq. (3.2.2.1) can 
be C'XpressPd in terms of the solution to th£' equation of simple waves 
for thP KPI' Pquation hy th£' method discussed in Theorem :~.2.2.1. 
LPt 11.~ illu~trate this pirtorially. LC't A(~) hC' the solution to the 
simple-wav£' NJnalion 

-b~ + d'l-1 +II (H) 0. ds d~' 
(U.2.4) 
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Curve 1 in Figure :1.13 represents the function <:> (~). the solution to 
Eq. (3.2.2.4). In the same ligure curve 2 represents the derivative 
d8!d£. The graph of the function f (8) = (d8/d£) (8-1 (8)), with 

8,d8/d ~ 

Fig. 3.t3 

8-1 (8) the inverse of 8 = 8 (£), is shown in Figure 3.14. Both Fig
ure 3.14 and Theorem 3.2.2.1 imply that Eq. (3.2.2.1) with F (X) 
equal to R (yJI K (X) has a solution X (<) with a semi-bounded sup
port (this solution is shown in Figure 3.15). 

e 

Fig. 3.t4 

Let us study the behaYior of the function X as X-+ 0 and x-+ 1. 
Without lo~s of generality, we can consider the case where the front 
of the weak discontinuity lies at point • = 0. As '-+ 0, we have 

X(<) = •" ('1' 1 + o (1)), (3.2.2.5) 

where '\'1 = '\'1 (a) is a certain constant. Indeed, in view of (3.2.2.3), 
it is sufficient to prove that the function depicted in Figure 3.14 
satisfie~ the condition df/d8!e=o =1= 0. To establish~ the validity of 
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(:~.2.2.5), we calculate the derivative 

df (8) I = _.!!.._ ( .!!!_ <B-1 '8))) I de e=o de ds e=o 

_ d28/f4.1 I del l 
- d8/4 ~=-ex>- . 

The estimate (3.2.2.5) then follows from (3.2.2.3) and the estimate 
(3.2.1.6) as s----+- -oo. 

Let us consider the behavior of X as X----+- 1. For the function 
f) (~) the asymptotic behavior as s ----+- + oo is specified in (3.2.1.6). 

x(r) 

Fig. 3.15 

This together with (3.2.2.3) implies that X has the following asympto
tic. hehavior as T----+- oo: 

""-1 . ( lloiT) ( ( lloiT)) x - -exp -KW +o exp -KW . 

The estimates for x when R (B) satisfies conditions (3.2.1.5) or 
(3.2.1.:20) can be established in a similar manner. 

Summing up the above statements we arrive at an important theo
rem concerning the solutions to Eq. (3.2.2.1): 

TbC'orern :~.2.2.2 Let the functions F (X) and K (X) in Eq. (3.2.2.1) 
hare thP form F (X) = xqG (X), q > 0, k > 1, and K (X) = 
kp (z) xh-t. with the functions fl (X) and(; (z) beinf{ continuously 
difJerPntia/J/e for x> 0, (; (x) =I= 0 for 'l. E [U, 1), (; (1) = 0, and 
dF!dz l1.~t =1= 0. Then there exists a monotone continuous nonnegative 
solution to Fq. (3.2.2.1) that has a semi-bounded support (X(<)= 0 
for T < 0). sati.~fies the condition dx"ldT I1.=0 ~c II, and is snch that 
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(a) if k + q >21 q~ 11 and G (X) >0 for x E [01 1)1 then 

X (T) = 0 ('t 1 1<~<-o as T -+ 01 

x (T) = 1 - exp ( - ~) + o ( exp ( - p t;; k ) ) as T-+oo I 

l0 = - b/2 + Vb214- dR/d8ia=t 1 

where b = b0 is the Zeldovich constant in Zeldovich equation 

d8 d28 
b0 T- dsa -R (8) =0; 

(b) if k+q=2, q<1 andG(x)>O for xE[O, 1), then 

X (T) = 0 (•1/(k-1)) = 0 (•1/(Hl) as T -+ 01 

X (-c)= 1- exp ( -l3-c) + o (exp ( -l3-c)) as T-+ oo, 

where 

l3 = ( -b/2 + Vb214 +I dR/d81e=tl)/ (kp (1)), 

b>2 V dR/d8ie=o; 

(c) if k + q > 2 1 q < 1 I and G (X) < 0 for X E [0 1 1), then 

X (•) = 0 (•11<1-ql) as T-+ 01 

X(•)=1-exp(-l4•)+o(exp(-l4T)) as T-+ oo, 

l, = (b/2 - Vb2/4 - dR!d8ie=t )/ (kp (1)) < 0, 

b,::;;; -2 V dR/d8ie=h 

where R (8) = kp (8) 8n•q-1C (8), p(O) > 0. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem follows from Eq. (3.2.2.3) and 

the properties of the solution to Eq. (3.2.1.3) (see also Eq. (3.2.2.2)) 
discussed in Section 3.2.1. 

Let us consider the ordinary differential equation 

' d d ( d ) b N (X) d; - lh K (X) d; - F (X)= 0, (3.2.2.6) 

where K (X) and N (X) are positive functions, F (z) > 0 for x E 
(0, 1), K (0) = 0, K (1) > 0, and K (X) = kp (X) x"-1

• By 8 (£) 
we denote the smooth monotone solution to the equation 

' d8 d28 
bN (8) df -~- R (8) = 0, (:i.2.2.7) 

where dR (8)/d8 is continuous in 8 E [0, 11. There is a theorem I hat 
is similar to Theorem :1.2.2.1: 
1~-0105 
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Theorem 3.2.2.3 The transformation 

dx de 
K (X) Itt= df" (T (X)) (3.2.2.8) 

reduces Eq. (3.2.2. 7) to Eq. (3.2.2.6) with F (X) == R (z)/ 1\ (z). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for Theorem 3.:2.2.1. 
The properties of the solutions to Eq. ((3.2.2.7) are specified by the 

following 
Lemma 3.2.2.1 Let the function R (8) in Eq. (3.2.2. 7) ha~·e the 

properties specified by one of the conditions (3.2.1.4), (3.2.1.5), or 
(:1.2.1.20). Then there exists a monotone nonnegath·e solution to Eq. 
(3.2.2.7) with 8 E [0, 1) such that 

(a) if R (8) satisfies (3.2.1.5), then 

8(S)~exp(l~). l=bN(O), as£ -+-oo, 

8m~1-exp(-lo~) as~-+ oo, 

l 0 = -bN (1)/2 + V b2N2 (1)/4 +I dR/d81e=t I; 
(b) if R (8) satisfies (3.2.1.4), then 

8~PXp(ls) as~ -+-oo, 

8 ~ 1 - ex p ( -l3~) as ~ -+ + oo, 

l = bN (0)/2- V b2N 2 (0)/4- dR/d8 I e=o , 

~ =c -bN (1)/2 + V b2N 2 (1)/4 +I dR/d8 le=l I, 

where b>2N-1 (0) V dR/d8 le=o; 
(c) if R (<--l) satisfies (3.2.1.20) and has an algebraic branch point at 

(-J = U, or H (8)- 811, ~ >1, then 

em~ousl-l/(fl-1)) as ~-+-oo, 

A(~)~ 1-exp(l4s) ass -++oo, 

1, = bN (1)/2- V b2N 2 (1)/4- dR/d8 le=t < 0, 

11'/iere i <- 2.1\'- 1 (I) V dR/d8 le=t· 
l'rooj. To prove this lemma, one can employ the line of reasoning 

u;-.ed in Section 3.2.1. 
Summing up the aforesaid, we arrive at the following theorem on 

the properties of the solution to Eq. (3.2.2.6). 
ThPorem :t2.2.·'1 !.el the functions F (X) and K (X) in Eq. (3.2.2.G) 

hare lilt· form F (X) =, "I!G (x), q > 0, k > 1, dF!dxlx=t =F 0, 
and 1\ (Zl kp ("/J xh-1, and let the functions p (x), G (X), and 
.r (Z) IN: conliiii/1/IIS/y di[lerenliable for x;;:. 0, G (X) =F 0 for 
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x E [0, 1), and G (1) = 0. Then there exists a continuous monotone 
nonnegative solution to Eq. (3.2.2.6) that has a semi-bounded support 
(z (<) = 0 for 't < 0), satisfies the conditions d·lld< I x=o = 0, and 
is such that 

(a) if k + q >2, q >1, and G (X) >0 for x E 10, 1), then 

X(<}~ 0 (<lf(k-IJ) as' -+ 0, 

x(•)~1-exp(-lo't/kp(1)) as <-++oo; 

(b) if k+q~~z, q<1, and G(x)>O for xE[O, 1), then 

x (<) ~ 0 (<11<k-IJ) = 0 (<1/(Hl) as 't -+ 0, 

x(•)~1-exp(-~•), ~=li(kp(1}), as <-++oo 

(here b>2N- 1 (0) V dR!d8 le=l); 
(c) if k+q>2, q<1, and G(x)<O for xE[O, 1), then 

X(<)~ 0(<1f<l-ql) as 't-+ 0, . 
X(<)~ 1-exp( -l4<) as 't -++ oo, 

i,=Z4/(kp(1)}, b~-2N-1 (1)"VdR/d8ie=!, 

trhere R (8) = kp (8) 8h+q-lG (8), p(O) > 0. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 

3.2.2.2. 

3.3 A Time-dependent Model of Thermal Oxidation 
of Silicon 
In this section we consider a time-dependent model of thermal 

oxidation of silicon for the case where the effective Debye shielding length rle
pends on the coordinate in the region occupied by a growing oxide layer. 3 

A model of thermal oxidation of silicon has been described in Sec
tion :~.1. It consisted of the equation for diffusion of oxygen in a 
solid and of a Poisson equation describing the potential generated 
by the space charge formed in the Si-Si0 2 interface. The mathema ti
cal statement of the problem is 

a av 2 iJ2 v + 2 a ( acp ) - 0 e Tt- e iiy2 e ay vay- _ , (3.:H.I) 

e3 azq> = v (y t e) sinh <p 
8y2 ' ' . 

a See also [3.3-3.6]. 

t8• 
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The movement of the Si-Si0 2 interface is spec.ifled by the equation 

(3.3.0.2) 

where C* is a given constant. The boundary conditions have the 
form 

v(O,t,e)=1, v(y0 (t),t,e)=0, 

~p(O, t,e)=O, 1p(y0 (t), t, e)o~<l>0 <0. 
(3.3.0.3) 

Equations (3.3.0.1) and (3.3.0.2) together with the boundary coll
ditions (3.3.0.3) constitute a complete mathematical model of the 
process of thermal oxidation of silicon in the case where the kine! irs 
of the thermal oxidation is close to steady-state. 

We will seek the asymptotic solution of the problem formulated 
above in the form 

v (y, t, e)= [eW0 (y, t, -c)+ e2H'dy, t, -c) 

+ 0 (e3 ))~=S(y, I, e)/Et (3.::\.0.4) 

~p(y, t, e)=[F0 (-c) +eFdy, t, -c)-j-O(e2)l~=S!y. '·'' ,, 

where S (y, t, e) = S 0 (y, t) + eS1 (y, t, e), with :so (y, t) = 
~ (t) (y 0 (t) - y), ~ (t), and S1 (y, t, e) being smooth functions. 

Ilere is a theorem that describes the structure of the asymptotic 
solution and provides a method for solution. 

Theorem 3.3.0.1 Problem (3.3.0.1)-(3.3.0.3) has an ·asymptotic 
solution of the form (:1.3.0.4). The function W 0 (-c) is then determined 
thus: 

~ 

W0 (-c)= (y0( t))2i 3[ exp (F0 (-c))]~ exp ( -F0 (-c')d-c', (3.3.0.5) 
0 

with W0 (-c)- C-c as -c-+ +oo, and the function F 0 (-c) is the solu
tion to the boundary value problem 

~ 

d~: =(expF0)(sinhF0)(~ exp(-F0 (-c'))d-c'), 
0 

Fo 'T=O --~<Do, Fo IT- ... c-_ 0. 

Th1· function S has the form S (:r, I) ' (!/(I)- y) -T- eS1 (x, t). 
The mn~·emcnt of the boundary of the region (the interface) is specifted 
/J!f 11 twrabolic lou•, that is, 

Yo (t) V ~C*t + !lo (0). (3.:U.G) 

l'nlfJf. \\'e !-'llh~litutl' ~olulion (3.:~.0.1) in (Eq. (:l.3.U.1) and nulli
fy the l'oPft'll·i,·IJI of lhP ~am!' powers of f. \\'p nrl'ive at a ·~·sLe111 of 
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equations of the type 

The 

e': _ &2W0 ( &S0 )2 ...L_!_ (w &F0 ) ( &S0 )2=0 
i/1:2 {!y I i/1: 0 i/1: i/y ' 

(3.3.0.7) 
{!
2
Fo ( &So ) 2 JX! • I F --a:t2 -ay = , 0 sm 1 0 ; 

2 o2F0 &S0 oS 1 + &2F 1 ( &S0 )2 
01:2 oy oy o1:2 oy 

(3.3.0.8) 

boundary conditions 

Wo l,=o = 0, 

= W 0F 1 cosh F0 + W 1 sinh:F0• 

for system (3.3.0. 7) are 

Fo lt=o=<l>o<O, 

Wo 1"~.., = 1; 
Fo 1,~.., = 0. 

(3.3.0.9) 

Let us consider system (3.3.0. 7). In view of the first condition in 
(3.3.0.9) and the fact that S I y=y,(t) = 0 we get 

'( 

W0 ('r)=Cexp(F0 (-r)) J exp(-F(-r'))d-r', 
0 

(3.3.0.10) 

where C = C (y, t) is an unknown function. Susbtituting this expres
sion for function (3.3.0.10) into the second equation in (3.3.0. 7), 
we arrive at an equation for finding F 0 : 

' ~2 o2F r C o1:2° =(sinhF0)exp(F0 (-r)) J exp(-F0 (-r'))d-r', 
0 

(3.3.0.11) 
Fo 1<=0 =<Do< 0, Fo 1"~..., = 0. 

Let us study the behavior of (3.3.0.10) as -r -+ oo. Obviously, 

(3.3.0.12) 

Note that at y = y 0 (t) the functionS (y, t, e )/e grows without lim
it as e-+ 0. For this reason the boundarv conditions of the initial 
problem correspond at y = Yo (t) to the. boundary conditions as 
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t---.. oo belonging to the system of equations (3.3.0.7), (3.3.0.8). 
Thus, (~.3.0.9) yields 

CPYo (t)= 1. 

!Jeure. C = C (t). Without loss of generality we can put p2 = C, 
since in the problem studied here, in view of (:-3.3.0.11), a change in 

u 
Gas Si02 IY' IY' - 30 ------- S[ --
c2 

0.5 

Fig. 3.16 

B leads to the renormalizalion of S and ha~ no effect on the llnal re
sult (~ee [3.3]). The final result is 

\"ow, from the nux balance equation (:"l.:\.0.2) we ran lind Yo (1), 

which determine~ the movem<'ul of th<' ~i-~i0 2 inlf'rfncc. ludeed, 
in YiP\\" of (:"L:·L0.2), we havr, a~ t-+ oo, 

but llw la"l term decreases rxpum•nlially a::; t-+ oo, whl'ncf' 

dy0/dt C*ly0 (t), y0 (t)--V2C*t+y0 (0). 

A!' a rrsull of a number of manipulaliott~. "~·~lrm (:t:~.O.S) ran hr n•
ducPJ to the following system of equation" for functions 11"1 
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_ a2W1 +_!__ (w aF1 +W aFo) 
a't2 a't oa't la't 

= 2 a2W0 aS1 _ 2 _!_(W aF0 ) ast ( 3.3.0 .13) 
a1:2 ay aT 0 a1: ay ' 

a2Ft Rz "VF hF W . hF- 2 a2Fo R ast 
a1:2 p - v o 1 COS o- I Sin o - - ~ t' ay , 

The boundary conditions are 

W1 1~=o =0, W1 1~~ .. =0, 
F 1 l~=o = 0, F 1 1~~ .. = 0. 

(3.3.0.14) 

Relining the solution, that is, the solution to higher-order equations 1 

does not lead to qualitatively new results, and we will not under
take it here. 

In conclusion we note that the above result (the law of motion of 
the Si-Si0 2 interface) is in good agreement with the entire body of 
experimental data and with the existing empirical models. In 
Figure 3.16 we have collected the results of numerical calculations 
of problem (3.3.0.1)-(3.3.0.3) (see also Figure 3.1), where the dotted 
curves correspond to the principal terms W 0 and F 0 in the asymptot
ic solution specified in Theorem 3.3.0.1. All constants are listed in 
Table 3.3.1. 

Table 3.3.1 

-20 
-30 

0.02 
0.02 

h 

0.025 
0.025 

3.4 Oxidation of Silicon 

c• Pe 

1()-! 

t0-4 

in a Halogen-containing Medium 

Figure 

3.1 

3.1G 

In this section we discuss a simple phenomenological model of 
Lhe diffusion of chlorine in silicon. When gaseous chlorine is brought into con
tact with a silicon crystal, classical diffusion of chlorine into silicon occurs 
(on the whole, chlorine is poorly dissolved in silicon). The situation changes 
drastically when oxygen is admitted and the solid-phase chemical reaction starts. 
A pronounced maximum in the chlorine concentration is formPd as a result of 
this process and it is localized at the Si-SiO• interface and moves in space. This 
section is devoted to the study of this process. 
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3.4.1 The Model Problem 

In this section we define a localized asymptotic solution and build 
such a solution [or a nonlinear equation with constant copfficients. 

In the phenomenological model of silicon oxidation in a halogen
containing medium, the diffusion coefficient depends on the concen
uation gradient (see Section 3.1.1.2). Such a model has been studied 
in [3.31). 

Asymptotic solutions with a compact support for quasilinear para
bolic equations have been built in [3.3). In the one-dimensional case 
the left and right fronts of the weak discontinuity move in oppo
sition to each other at the same speed, so that the solution support 

u 

1. 

Fig. 3.17 

spreads or contracts with respect to a f1xed point (the ··center"). 
1\lultidimensionallocalized asymptotic solutions with a compact sup
port have a similar property. In this section we build one-~ided lo
calized asymptotic solutions for a quasilincar parabolic equation; 
the maxima of these solutions propagate in space (see Figure :1.17). 
Such solution~ are similar to solitary waves (solitons) in the theory 
of wave proces~es, but have not been previously mentioned in the 
literature. 

Biologi,.;ts [:~.25] aud ~pecialists in the lield of technology [::UI 
hanl loug known of the effC'ct of self-motion of structure~. that i~. 
motion not associated with that of the external active mC'dium. The 
solutiuus set up in this section dcscrihl• the ~elf-motion of a dissipa
li\e~trurture aud may hP used for malhcmatiral modeling of pm
ces.!'es ohsPrvcd in cxpPrimenls. \\·c will rail surh solutions solitary 
syner~:ets. 
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Let u's consider the quasilinear parabolic equation 

L , au 2 a ( ).. (x, t) au ) 2 ( ) F ( ) 0 U=e,at-e ax 1+~1aujax1Tx -'\' x,t U =' 

(3.4.1.1) 
xER1, tE[O, T], 

in which the function F (u) has four roots, u1 = 0, u 2 = a1 > 0, 
u 3 = a2 > 0, u 4 = 1, a1 < a2 < 1, and satisfies the following con
ditions; 

dF/du lu=O > 0, dF/du lu=a1 < 0, dF/du lu=a2 > 0, 
(3.4.1.2) 

dF/du lu=l <0, F(u),..., uq(q~1) as u-+ 0. 

Definition 3.4.1.1 An asymptotic solution to Eq. (:-~.4.1.1) 
of the solitary synerget type is a continuous function u (x, t, e) 
bounded below by a positive (and independent of e) constant on a 
set with positive measure and such that 

(a) Lu = Q (x, t, e), where Q is a bounded function (as e-+ 0) 
for which the following estimates (or bounds) are valid: 

I 
ao:I.I.Q I<C61,e2-0-I.I., Co~.~.=const, 
at axl.l. 

f.t, 6EZ+, 6+f.t:(;[1+1/(k- 1)] 

(here (A] stands for the integral part of number A); 
(b) the transferred-quantity flux is continuous: 

ouh ] 0 1 au / 0 p--ax x-o. -+ ' 1 + ~ 1 au fox 1 ax rxr-oo -+ ; 

(c) (fJu/fJt)l(fJu!Dx) >0 as I Vu 1-+ max. 
Let us study Eq. (3.4.1.1) with constant coefflcients: 

L _ au 2 a ( 1 au) F ) _ O U-ea~ -e ax 1+~ I aujfJx I ax - (u - ' 

xE Rt, t E [0, T], u:;?;:O, 

where F (u) = uqG (u), q:;?;: 1. 

(3.4.1.3) 

The function F (u) vanishes four times on the segment u E [0, 1) 
and satisfies conditions (3.4.1.2). The asymptotic solution of the 
solit'ary synerget type to Eq. (3.4.1.3) satisfies the following bounda
ry conditions: 

u lx--oo-+ 0, u lx-+oo-+ ai, fJu/fJx lx--oo -+ 0. 
(3.4. 1.4) 

The part of the solution of Lite solitary-synerget type corresponding 
to the nonzero boundary coll([ition is constructed by employing the 
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solution of the simple-wave type [3.26-3.28] (see Figure 3.3), and 
the part corresponding to the boundary condition as x- + oo in 
(3.4.1.4) is constructed on the basis of a simple wave (see [3] and 
Chapter 6). 

\\'hen the coefficients are constant, the solution of the solitary
synergel type to Eq. (3.4. 1.1) can be constructed by employing the 
in\'ariant solutions to Eq. (3.4.1.3). These are determined by the 
solutions x (-r) of the ordinary differential equation 

b..'!l:__..!!.._( 1 ~)-F( )-0 
d,; d,; 1 + ~ I dXfd,; I d,; X - . (3.4.1.5) 

The following lemma holds true: 
Lemma 3.4.1.1 Let 

dF!dx lx=o > 0, dF/dx lx=t < 0, dF!dx lx=a1 < 0, 

b1< 2 V dF/dx I x=a., b; >I dF/d
1
x la

1
l ( I dF!dx la1 l3 -1), 

I 

J F (X) dx > 0, i = 1, 2. (3.4.1.6) 
0 

For one thing, b1>2V dF'dX lx=o if q = 1 orb = b0 are the constants 
of the Zeldovich type in the equation 

b~-..!!.._( 1 ..'!1:....)-F()-0 >1 0 d,; d,; 1 + ~ I dxfd,; I d,; X - ' q. . 

Then there exists a monotone solution X1 to 

b dXl d ( 1 dXl ) F ( ) - 0 
CJ:t- d. 1..L~ ldXtfd"tl liT - Xt -

satisfying the conditions O~X1 ~1, 

x1('t) ·= O(exp (l't)), l = b/2 + V b;t4 -dFidx I x=O• 
as 't--oo, 

x1 ('t) = 1-exp (/1T) + o (exp (l1-r)), 

l 1 = -b112- Vb:/4 -dF!dx I x=lt as 't-+ oo 

and a monotone solution z2 (-r) to 

b2 ~~·- :. { t-~(~x.Jd-r) ~~·) -F(x2l=O 

satisfying the conditions a 1 ~X2 (T)~1, 
X2('t)·- 1-Pxp(/2TH-o(Pxp(/2T)) as T--oo. 

X2 ("t)- a1 +exp(-/3-c)+o(exp(-/3T}) as 't -+oo, 
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l3 = b2/2 + Yb;/4- I dF!dx lx=a1 l , 
Z2= -b2/2+ Yb!/4-1 dF!dx lr.=l • 

Theorem 3.4.1. 1 The asymptotic solution of the local-solitary-syn-
erget type to problem (:-3.4.1. 1), (\.4.1.2), (3.4.1.4) has the form 

ut(x,t,E)=[x~(x ~b,t) (t-Et (x+Eb,t -mt)) 

+Et ( x+Eb,t -mt) J [ X2 ( x+eb•t) 

X ( 1- E2 ( x+Eb•t - m2)) -+- E2 ( x~ b•t - m2) J ' 
(3.4.1.7) 

1rltere m; = const, m; > 0, 
funct ions: 4 

and the E; (£) are smooth nonnegative 

{ 
0 if 

E; (s)= 1 if 
6"( 0, 

6~60;>0, i = 1, 2. 
(3.4.1. 7') 

This solution satisfies Eq. (:-~.4.1. 1) to within 0 (eN), where the estimate 
0 is uniform in variables x and t, and N is any positive number. 

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.4.1.1. 
In variables x and t Lhe function Xt constitutes a wave moving to 

the left, while the function x2 describes the "tail" of solution (3.4.1. 7), 
which tail in variables x and t is a wave moving also to the left 
(see Figure 3.3). 

Proof of Lemma 3.4.1.1 We start by studying the first-order ordin
ary differential equation 

~~ =[bp-F(x)l(1+~1PI)2/p, (3.4.1.8) 

which is obtained from Eq. (3.4.1.5) by substituting p (X) for 
dx'd·r:. In the p, Y. plane, Eq. (3.4.1.8) has four singular points (Fig
ure 3.18), namely, 

A (0, 0), B (1, 0), C (a" 0) D (a 2 , 0). 

The point A (0, 0) is a nonstable node [3.:)2] at q = 1. Indeed, the 
eigenvalues of the linearized system of ordinary differential equa
tions corresponding to (3.4.1.8) are 

A.~, 2 = b/2 ± V b2/4- dF (x)ldx lx=o 
By !typothesis, 

b~2 Y dF!dx lr.=O, 

4 These functions are used to match Xt and X2 with unity. 
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which implies that the eigenvalues A. 1•2 are real and of the same sign. 
The corresponding eigenvectors have the form 

V1 = (A. 1 , 1), V2 = (A2, 1). 

The pattcru of integral curves in the neighborhood of poiut A for 
tf~ I is depicted in Figure 3.18. On curve 1 we have p = F (X) and 

p 

Fig. :J.tB 

dJ> dz U. For q >I point A is a >'ilddle-nodl' l:l.:t:j, and thP din•c
tiolls at which the i11tegral rti!"YPS l'lllPrgt• rrolll thi~ point coincide. 

l'oi11t C (u 1, 0) is a ,.;addiP, since th1• l'i!.!;I'IIYalurs have difrerrnt 
,.;igns: 

Thl' rorrt'SJH>nding Pigl'll\·,.t·tor,.; arP 

t• 1 - (/. 1, 1 ), r·, (i.,, 1), i. 2 <II. 

The ilill'gral 1'111'\'C :! lllllst pa,;s ill tht• lll'ighhorhnot! or point c ilS 

sho\\11 i11 Fig11n' :1.1:-1 a11d 111ajurilt' ,.,,ne /, n11 ''hirh p 
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!dFidx I x=a, 1 (a1 - x) + o (a1 - x). Thus, 

A.;' ~ dF I dx I x=a11 

from which it follows that 

b >I dF!dx lx=a1 l-1 (I dF!dx lx=a1 l3 - 1). 

At point D (a2 , 0), which is an unstable focus 13.33], the eigenval
ues and eigenvectors are 

A-
1

, 
2 

= b/2 ± V b;-;;2"1 4,..--d'F"!"d'x-cl x_=_a_
2 

, 

V1 = (/, 11 1), V2 = (i.2 , 1). 

By the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4.1.1, 

b < 2 V dF!dx lx=a2 

and, hence, the eigenvalues are complex-valued, with Re A-1 , 2 posi
tive. 

The point B (1, 0) is a saddle point. 
To study the behavior of the integral curves at infinity, we ex Lend 

the Euclidean plane II to the RP2 projective plane referred to homo
geneous coordinates X, Y, Z. \Ve will restrict our discussion to the 
case F ~ v0xq, q> 4, as X-+=, with v0 = const < 0. 

Equation (3.4.1.8) in the X, Y, Z coordinates has tlte form [3.33] 

dX dY dZ 

X Y Z =0, (3.4.1.9) 
P* Q* 0 

where P* = yzq-I and Q* = yzq-1 - v
0
Xq. 

Equation (3.4.1. 9) has the form 

-ZQ*dX + ZP*dY + (XQ*- YP*) dZ = 0. (3.4.1.10) 

If we nullify the expressions that are the cofactors of dX, dY, and 
dZ, we will find the coordinates of the singular point <D aL infinity: 

X = 0, Y = 1, Z = 0. 

At the singular point 11> we must go over to the coordinates 

x = X IY, z = ZIY. 

Putting Y = 1, dY = 0, X = x, and Z = z in (:3.4.1.10), we arrive 
at the following system of equations 

.!:!.... = zqb- v zxq 
dJ.l 0 ' 

dx = xbzq-1 - ,. xq+l- zq-1 
d!l 0 
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Jn the neighborhood of point z = 0, x = U we have dz, dx = zlx, 
that is, point <I> is a saddle-node point. We can calculate the lirst 
term in the power expansion of z (which specilies the direction of 
entrance into the singular point): 

= ( - ~) l/(q-1) (q+t)/(q-1) + 
Z q+ t X •••• 

The curve ANB in Figure 3.18 corresponds to solution 'X.1 to Eq. 
(3.4.1.5). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.1.1. The solutions 
x1 and x2 are then used to build the solution discussed in Theorem 
3.4.1.1. 

Remark 3.4.1.1 A priori it is not known whether or not there exists 
a constant b that satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3.4. 1.1. 
When q = 1, the conditions in the neighborhood of singular points 
assume the form of inequalities and there exists a certain arbitrari
ness in the choice of constant b for each case. l\'umerical integration 
of Eq. (3.4.1.5) has corroborated the possibility of choosing a con
stant b for which all the conditions of the lemma are met. 

For q > 1, the transformation (3.2.2.3) can be used to reduce Eq. 
(3.4.1.5) to an equation of the (3.2.2.2) type, whose properties at. 
8 ~ 0 are close to those of the Zeldovich equation (see Section 
3.2.1). It is then natural to expect that some of the conditions for 
b in Lemma 3.4.1.1 will be of the equation type, with the result 
that there is no guarantee that the emerging equations will be com
patible. If, nevertlwless, for q > 1 there exists a solution z1 (T) to 
Eq. (3.4.1.5) that salislies the required conditions, we can use this 
solution to build a solution to Eq. (3.4.1.1) of the local-solitary
synerget type. 

3.4.2 Local Solitary Synergets in a Nonhomogeneous Ml:'dium 

In this section we dPscribe a method for builtling asymptotic snlu
tions of the local-solitary-synerget type to equations with variable coefficient,-. 
The I'Xistence of such solutions means that the asymptotic solutions of the lncal
'olitary-synerget type are stable under slow perturbations of the externalmPd i tlln. 

Let u~ study the following quasilinear parabolic equation with a 
small parameter acting as coeffteients of the derivative.": 

l.u ~- e ~~ -£
2 :x [ ( i.(x, t) t+ 18:1/il.rl~) ~: J 

-I' (x, t) G (u) uq ,-, 0, (3.4.2.1) 

where x E ll 1 , IE [ll, 7'1, u E [0, 1), 0 < e < 1, q~ 1. 
The function uq(; (u) satisfies conditions (:3.1.1.:.!) formulated in 

~Pelion :1.-1.1, and A (x, t) and 1' (x, t) arc smooth positive function~. 
\\'c ~tart our discussion by giving an algorithm for building the 
a~ymptot ic solution u , __ 11 (x, t, e) to Eq. (:1.4.2.1) that satisfies the 
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followiug conditions: 

u lx--oo-+ 0, oulox lx--oo-+ 0, 
U [x-+oo-+ 1. (3.4.2.2) 

A solution that satisfies conditions (3.4.2.2) is similar to the solu
tion 

( ) (
x+b 1t} ut x, t, e =Xt --2-

to Eq. (3.4.1.1). The following theorem holds true: 
Theorem 3.4.2.1 Suppose; that conditions of the hypothesis of 

Lemma 3.4.1.1 are met. Then the asymptotic solution to Eq. (3.4.2.1) 
satisfying conditions (3.4.2.2) exists and has the form 

u1 (x, t, e)= l X1 (1:) + eW1 (t, 't)][,=S,/e 

X ( 1- E
1 

( f3dxe+qJ,) m)} 
+ E ( f3dx+qJ,) -- m ) 

· l E l ' 

where 61 = const > 1 and m 1 ~ max (~~ (e6 1 ~u)). 
IE[O,T] 

The function S 1 (x, t, e) has the form 

Sdx, t, e)= ~dt) (x + cpdt)) + ~ 11 (t) (x + <pdt))2 

+ eS10 (x, t), 

(3.4.2.3) 

with the functions ~1 (t) and cp 1 (t) determined by the system of equations 

13~(~q>:l~)t) =1, ~~ ~;'=y(-cpl,t)bl, (3.4.2.4} 

and the function ~~~ (t) defined thus: 

~u=-[~t ~: lx=-<Plz- d!e' :;, 

+ :: lx=-<PJ ~~·] [2A.(-cp1, t}l(2l-b1}t
1

• (3.4.2.5) 

ThejunctionE 1 (S) is defined in Eq. (3.4.1.7'), andx1 (,;)is the solution 
to Eq. (3.4.1.5). The function 8 10 is determined by solving the equa
tion 

- oSlO + 2/, (- <ft• t) ~~ oS,o l + ~~ !!:.___ \ l ot ox ax x=-<Pl 
+ 2~11 A. (- fp 1, t) = 0. 

Finally, the function W1 is defined in 
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Lemma 3.4.2.1 The function W 1 (t, T) has the form 

where 

-oo -oo 

V = exp { b1 J ( 1 + ~ ~;1 
) 

2 
d'f} , 

It= [~~(T-S\0) :: lx=-<PI 

+ 2~ 1 A ( -cp1, t) { 
2
::1 (T-S10) + a:;• } ] 

a ( 1 dX1 ) 
X 8-r 1 + ~ (dX1/d1:) d,; 

(3.4.2.6) 

_ dX1 [ aslO + ( 2~ d<p1 + d~1 ) 1:-Su J 
d,; at 11 dt dt ~ 1 

+!1.1 1:-S1o F(x
1
)+ 2~u~(-<p~o t) dX1 

ax x=-<Pt ~ 1 1+~(dX1/d't) """"JT· 
The following estimates hold true: 

W1 ~0[Hxp(2l'f)+exp(h)J as 'f-+-oo. 
(3.4.2.6') 

Let us now prove the above-stated assertions. 
Proof. We construct the monotone solution u (x, t, e) that satis

,lil's the conditions 

U lx-oo-+ 1, U lx--oo-+ 0. 

l11 view of the monotonicity of u (x, t, e) we must put I ou/r).x I = 
uu'u.x in Eq. (:1.4.2.1). Let us substitute u (x, t, e)= W 0 (S e),
eiV1 (8/e, t) into Eq. (:~.4.2.1). The result is 

Lu = { ~~ ~';1 a a~" - ~~i. (-{Pit t) :,; [ 1 + ~ (!IVofa,;) 8~o J 
-y(-{{'pl)F(H'0)}- e{-:,; ( 1 +~(!1Vo/a,;) a~~~.)~:: L -rp ~~ 

> (<-810)-2~ 1 ( 
2~11 1 (T-S10 ) t a:~•) A(-q>p t) 

a ( 1 aw. ) 1 R•i-( t) ..<at 1+tlo(aW0 /aT) -----aT - ~-' 1 -qJp 

. { II a { iJII'o iJH', ) 
/ 1-'-~(iJIV0/iJT)' 8-r -;;:[---;JT 
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pz oW 1/ot" 8W0 o2W0 1 o2W 1 
+ (1+P(oW0/ot"))2 ot" --a:t'- 1+Po(oW0/oT) --a:t' 

p(oWtfilt") o2W0 }+R d~p1 8W1 _ (- t) dF(Wolw 
1+P(oW0/8t") iJt"2 t't dt ot" y IJlt• dW0 t 

+ ( 2B d~p 1 + dP 1 ) T-810 oW0 _ !lj T-810 F(W) 
11 dt dt P1 ot" ox x=-cp1 P1 ° 

, oWo oSlo 2Pu ' ( t) 8Wo} -+-0 ( 2) (3 4 2 7) 
-1 ---a:tB"t- 1+P(8W0jo,;) " -cp1' ----a:t · E • • • • 

Here we have allowed for the following relations: 

oS1 = R d!p1 -l- ( dP1 + 2R dcp1 } e (t"-S1ol 
ot t't at ' at t'11 dt 1P1 

+ E 
0!:0 + 0 ((et)2

) I~=S/e, 
oS1 R 2Pu ( S ) oSlo 0(( )2) I ---a:x-=p 1 -j-~e t- 10 +e---a:r-+ et ~=s11, 

( ) e (1:-S1ol 0 (( )2) I x+ IJlt = p1 + ET -r:=St/t• 

8281 
--ai2 = 2~11 + 0 (et) I•=S/e• 

'A(x, t) = ['A( -cp1, t)+ ~: lx=-flll 

+- 0 ((<e)
2

) J l-r:=S1/"' 

y(x, t)= [ y( cp1, t)+ :~ !x=-cp
1 

+ 0 ((<e)2)] \ . 
't=S1/e 

Since the function W 0 = Xt (<) is a solution to 

(3.4.2.8) 

bt ~;1 
- -: .. ( 1 +P (!x1/dt") d:; ) - y (- cp 1 , t) F (X1) = 0, 

(3.4.2.9) 

and the functions ~1 (t) and cp 1 (t) satisfy system (0.4.2.4), 
relationship Lu = 0 (e2

) to be valid it is sufficient that 

R dcp1 oW1 +R'f..( t) { p 8 ( oW0 oW1) 
t'tdl---a:t t'l -cpt, (t+P(oWofot"))za:t -a:t----aT 

P2 (oW1/ot") oW0 o2W0 1 o2W1 

for the 

+(1-l-P(oWofot"))2 [ot" ~- 1+P(oW0/oT) ~ 
P(oW1f8,;) o2W0 } dF(W0 ) f 

(3.4.2.10) 

1-J-P(oWo/ot") ~ -y(-cpl, t) dWo WI= t• 

19-0105 
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where 

ft~ :t ( 1+ll(aWo/ih) a~o) p,(T-S,o) ~~ L=-cp
1 

2A ( 2lln ( 8 ) as 10 ) • ( ) a + t'l ~ T- 10 +--a;- A - cpp t a:t 

X ( aWoliJt ) _ ( 2p dcr, +~) T-810 aW0 

1 +II (aW0tat) 11 dl dl 11 1 at 
+~\ T-SuF(Wo)-{}Wo as,o 

{Jx X=-'l't 1!1 {JT {}I 

...L 211 11 1 ( t) aw 0 
' 1+11 ({}W0f{}t) ' -cpp ----aT· 

The function XI m can be found by solving Eq. (3.4.2.9) and is there
fore a known function of its argument ~. The boundary conditions 
for Eq. (3.4.2.10) have the form 

w, 1~-"'-+ 0, w, 1~--CX>-+ 0. (3.4.2.11) 

Thr genPral solution to Eq. (3.4.2.10) has the form 
~ 

W 1 =C1W 11 +C2W12 + llfJ-(~1~ 1 , I) ) ;,, 

6 ~ 

X ( J ''~ 11 dT)d~, (3.4,2.12) 
.J-C"C:' 

where 

7 1 [ -II ax, + 1 
1 = 1 (1 + 11 (dx,td·tW --a:t 1 + 11 (ax,tat) 

~ 

W dx, ur w I' v d 
11 =d."" • n 12 = II J W~, T. 

The fuuclion l', or the \\"rouskian of Eq. (3.4.2.10), has the form 

1/ ~ exp { b1 ) ( 1 + P ~~~ r dT} , 
and the function x1 has the following asymptotic form a~ T-+ -oc: 

X1 = rxp (lT) + rxp (2lT) + 0 (Pxp (3lT)). (3.4.2.13) 

In view of the estimates given in Lemma 3.4.1.1, as T-+ -oo, we 
gel 

71 = 0 (exp (lT)), V- 0 (exp (b1T)), (3.4.2.14) 

and the integrals in (3.4.2.12) are divergent for arbitrary functions 
~II and Sio· 
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Nullifying the sum of the coefficients of -r exp (l-r), -r-+ -oo, we 
arrive at the equation 

;; lx=-fllt ~ 1 l2 + 4A. ( -cp~, t) ~~~zz 
- (2R dq>t + dflt ) ...!:._+_!:]___I ___!__ ~ 0. (3 4 2 15) 

t'll dt dt fit iJx x=-fllt fit • · · 

This leads to an equation for ~ 11 : 

~ - -[~~I zz_~...!:._ 
11- 1 iJx x=-fllt dt fit 

+ :: lx=-fllt ;J [ 4A. (- fllt• t) [2- :t dltt l]. 
(3.4.2.16) 

Let us prove that the denominator in (3.4.2.16) does not vanish, 
Obviously, 

4l2
- 2lb1 =1= 0, l = b112 + Vb~/4- dF!dx lx=o· 

By Lemma 3.4.1.1, 

Y b'""~..,..,/ 4~--d--=-'F""J--=-d X---:-1 x---o =I= 0. 

We nullify the sum of coefftcients of exp (h) as -r-+ -co and arrive 
at the equation 

_ z iJS to + 2A ( _ t) [2R iJS to 
iJt cp1, t'l iJx 

R iJ'), I zs A iJ'), 
- t'l -i) l 10 + t'l -i) l 

X :1:=-fllt X x=-'l>t 

+2~11 A.(-rpp t) -4~11A.(-cp 1 , t) S10ZZ 

+ [ 2A dept + dflt J lSto 
t'll dt dt fit 

+~/ Sto -O 
iJx x=-q>, fit - • 

(3.4.2.17) 

Combining (3.4.2.16) and (3.4.2.17) results in an equation for S10: 

- iJSto +A. (- cpl, t) 2~1 iJSto l +~~!!:___I l 
iJt iJx iJx x=-fllt 

+ 2~11A. (- cpl, t) = 0. 

We continue with the study of (3.4.2.12). Estimate (3.4.2.13) im

plies that if Eq. (3.4.2.15) is valid, function ft has the following be. 
havior as -r-+ - co: 

/ 1 = 0 (-rexp (2h)). 
19* 
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Moreover, as 't--oo, WP have 

- dX 
/ 1 d/ v-'=0('texp{(3l-b1)'t}), 

v ( ~~~ r 2 
= 0 (exp {(b,- 2l) 't}). 

(3.4.2.17') 

The inner integral in (3.4.2.12) converges as 't- -oo if 3b - b1 
is positive. In general, the following estimate holds true: 

i y-tf: ~~~ dT=0(£exp{(3l-b)£}) as £--oo. 

Let us consider the behavior of the integrand in (3.4.2.12) as s -
+ oo. By virtue of the estimate 

')(1 -1- exp ( -11£), 

l, = - b,/2 + Vb~/4 +I dF!dx, lx,=t I , 

we have (as £-+ oo) 

- dX 
/ 1 d·/ IV=0{uxp[(-2l1-b1)Tl}, 

(3.4.2.18) 

By virtue of the estimates (3.4.2.18), the inner integral in (3.4.2.12) 
is convergent. We also have the estimate 

CD 

j t;v-1 ~~~ dT=0{Texp[(3l-b1)TJ}, 
"t 

and C2 = 0 in (3.4.2.12). Then (:3.4.2.12) assumes the form given 
in Lemma 3.4.2.1. The above estimates imply that 

{ 
0('t~exp(-/ 1 T)) as T->- oo, 

W, ~ 0 
0(Tcxp(2l't)) as T--oo. 

We have Lhu:- constructed an asymptotic. solution of problem 
(1.1.2. 1 ), (:i.'l.2.2) to within () (~-: 2 ). 

At this poiut it is important to note that for 0 < const < S1 

the function XI (s, (T, I, e)) I •=S.tr becomes exponentially close 
to unity as e- 0, hy virtue of LPmma :~.4.1.1. This makes it possi
ble to sel up a global asymptotic solution by matching XI to unity, 
ju:;t a:< was doue in Section :~.1.1 and in [3.:~1. This matching is per
formPd by employiug thP functions /:";.Till' def111ition (3.4.1.7') for 
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wnere 

m1 def max I ~~/ ( e~11 ) I . 
tE[O, T} 

(3.4.2.18') 

The proofs of Theorem 3.4.2.1 and Lemma 3.4.2.1 are complete. 
To build an analog of the solution 'Xz given in Lemma 3.4.1.1 

we must construct an asymptotic solution with the same properties 

as the exact solution 'Xz (x~bt} to Eq. (3.4.1.5). 

Here is an algorithm that can be used to construct the asymptot
ic solution u (x, t, e) to Eq. (3.4.2.1) satisfying the following con
ditions 

u(x, t, e) lx~-oc-+ 1, ~I - o ax x--oo ' 

~~ -o fJx x-+oo · 

(3.4.2.19) 

A solution to Eq. (3.4.2.1) that satisfies conditions (3.4.2.19) 
is smooth. Hence, the algorithm of building an asymptotic solution 
to be discussed differs from the algorithm employed in Section 3.4.1. 
The main difference in the form of representation of the asymptotic 
solution lies in the choice of the representation for the "phase", the 
function S (x, t, e). 

The formula given in Theorem 3.4.2.1 is similar, on the one hand, 
to the formulas given in this and previous sections and, on the other, 
to the for umlas used in wave theory to build asymptotic solutions. 
Just as we did with (3.4.2.18'), let us intreduce a continuously differ
entiable function E 2 that matches the solution to unity. Then we have 

Theorem 3.4.2.2 Assume that the conditions of Lemma 3.4.1.1 
are met. Then the solution to Eq. (3.4.2.1) satisfying conditions 
(3.4.2.19) exists and has the form 

U 2 (x, t, e)= (wo ( :•) +eW 1 ( :•, t, e)) E 2 ( ~.(x:(Jl2) -m2 ) 

-E(~2 (x+~p2) )+1 z 
8 

mz , 

where m 2 = max 1~:/(e6~~ 21) 1, with 6~ = const > 1. The function 
tE[O, T) 

s2 (x, t, e) has the form 

S 2(X, t, e)=~2 (t)(x+<p 2 (t))+~21 (t)(x+cp2 (t))2 +eS20 (:r, t), 
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the fund ions ji1 (t) and q11 (t) are defined through the system of equations 

PIA (- cp., f) = 1 A dcpl (f) = y (- m I) b ( 3 4 2 20) 
1 ( -cp1, t) ' 1'1 dl Tt• s• · · · 

and the junction Pn (t) is defined thus: 

P --(P~I r.-~J.L-!.....!!.1 p-·) 
II- ! iJz :>:=-•• I dt P. , iJz JC=-•• • 

x[2A.(-ql:• t)l1 (2l1 -~}r'. (3.4.2.21) 

The function S 10 can be found by solving the equation 

-
8!:" /3+2A.(-qlt• t>Pz[ 8

:: I,+ 2
::

1 
(/0 -I,S1o)] 

iJ). I +liz 8% :.:=-•· (I.-I,S2o) 

-(~!I d~~ T 1,•) ;I (/z-/~to) 
-7- -i- aiJy I (/s -I.S10) + 2P21 j. (- ql2 , t) I,= 0, 

.... z X=-·· 
UJhere the integrals I 0 to / 6 are calculated by the formulas (3.4.2.30) 
ginm below. The function W1 has the form 

'1: 

w = c dx1 _ t dx. \ v ( dx. ) - z 
I dT P,.l). ( -cp1, I) dT' J d"t' _.., 

X ( r ft(t-p(dX1~~)1 (dXJ~ ~) dT', 
_.., 

where 
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Proof. We will set up an analog of the monotone solution x2 and, 
therefore, we will assume that I fJu 218x I = - 8ulfJx. We ~ubsti
tute the function u (x, t, e) ,= W 0 (S (x, t)/e) + eW1 (x, t, S (x, t)/ 
e) into Eq. (3.4.2.1) and get 

Lu={~. dd~• a~o -~~A(-qJ., t) :, [ 

-y(-qJ2 , t)F(W0)} 

+e{-:, ( 1-~(:W0Jo<) a:;o) ::Jx=-cp,~2 (-r-S20) 

- 2~• ( 2::1 (-r- S2o) + a;;o ) A (- qJ2, t) :, ( 1- ~ (i11Wo/il<) 

R• [ - ~ a ( iiWo aw 1 ) 
+,....A(-qJ., t) (1-~(oW0/o<)) 2 a:t ---a-t~ 

~·(oW 1/il•) oW0 a•wo 1 a•w 1 
+(1-~(oW0/o<))•a:t----a:t2- 1-~(oW0/ii<) ---a:t2 

I ~ (iiWtfo<) o2Wo l _I R dcpz dWl - (- t) dF(Wo) w 
T 1-~oWo/O"t ii<2 J r ~-' 2 dt d< '\' qJ., dWo 1 

+ ( 2~21 dq>z + a~. ) •-Szo dWo -~I 1:-S.o F (Wo) . 
dt dt ~2 d1: OX X=-<!>s ~2 

+ a:;o a~;o- 1-~2~~o/o<) A(-qJ., t) a:;o}+O(e2). (3.4.2.22) 

Here we have employed (3.4.2.8), with the functions ~ 1 , ~w S 10 , 

and S1 replaced by ~ 2 , ~ 21 , S 20 , and S 2 , respectively. 
Since the function W 0 = X2 (-r) is a solution to 

b• 
8J.•- :, ( 1 -~<!x.to•) 00~2 )-y(-qJ2 , t)F(X2)=0, (3.4.2.23) 

x.l.~-oo = 1, x.l.~+oo =a!+ 0, 
and the functions ~ 2 (t, e) and qJ 2 (t, e) satisfy system (3.4.2.20) 
for Lu = 0 (e2

) to be valid it is sufficient that the following equation 
he satisfied: 

R dcpz awl +R A( ) { -~ il (iiWo awl) 
,.... """(it~ 1-'2 - qJ., t (1-~ (oWo/o't))• a:r 8:r aT 

~· (iiW1/o<) oW0 a•wo 1 a•w 1 
+ (1-~(oW0/o<)) 2 ~---a:tZ- 1-~(iiW0/o<) ---a:t2 

~ oW1 a•wo } 
+ 1-~(iiW0/o<) ~ ---a:t2 

dF(W0 ) 

-y(-qJ., t) dWo W!=fH (3.4.2.24) 
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where 

f.= :-r: ( 1-P(iiWo/il-r:) a;:o) ~.(-r-Sao) :~ 1.,=-IP• 
+ 2~ 2 ( 

2
::

1 (-r- S 2o) + 11!: ) ~" (- q> 2 , t) 

X II ( 1 8W0 ) 
' a:t 1-P (8W0 ta-r:) ----aT 
- (2A. dCJl. L ap. ) "t-S.o awo 

~' 21 dt ' at P. a-r: 

-+- ~I "t-S.o F(W)- awo as.o 
az :1:=-q>, P. 0 a-r: at 

+ 2~2tA( -q>., t) a!:o / ( 1-~ a;:o). 
The function X2 (-r) can be found by solving Eq. (3.4.3.23). 

The boundary conditions for Eq. (3.4.2.24) are 

Wd .. -"'- 0, Wd~--"'- 0. (3.4.2.25) 

The general solution to Eq. (3.4.2.24) is 

. (3.4.2.26 ~ 

where 
't 

/2 =It 11 _p (~x.td-r:JI• , W 11 = ~~· , W 12 = W 11 ) :;, d-r. 

The function V, which i" Wronskian of Eq. (3.4.2.24), has tlw 
form 

As T-+- oo, the function x2 behaves in the following manner: 

x2 -1-exp(l2-r)-<'xp(2l2-r). (3.4.2.27) 

Hy virtue of the estimates carried out in Lemma· 3.4.1.1, as -r -+ -oo. 
we get 

and thP integrab in (3.4.2.26) with arbitrary ~ 21 and S 20 are diver
gent. 
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If we nullify the sum of coefficients of 1: exp (l 21:) on the right-hand 
side .f2 of Eq. (3.4.2.24). we arrive, as 1:-+- oo, at the equation 

~: 1 .. =-'1'• ~2z: + 4A (- cp2, t) !l21z; 

- (2 P:t dd(jl2 + ddp2 ) l2 + aay I + = 0. (3.4.2.28) 
p 2 t t x x=-q>, p 2 

From this follows the expression (3.4.2.21) for the function ~ 21 . 
The denominator in (3.4.2.21) does not vanish; this can be proved 

in the same manner as in Theorem 3.4.2.1. 
Let us continue our study of (3.4.2.26). From estimate (3.lr.2.27) 

it follows that if (3.4.2.28) is valid, then f 2 behaves, as 1:--+ -oo, 
in the following manner: 

~ = 0 (1: exp (2121:) + cxp (l21:)). 

Moreover, as 1:-+- oo, we have 

~ !~2 /V = 0(1:exp {(3l2 -b2) 1:} +exp {(2l2 -b2 ) 1:}), 

(
dX2)- 2 

V d-C =0(exp{(b2 -2l2)1:}). 

The inner integral in (3.4.2.26) converges as 1: -+ - oo. The follow
ing is the necessary condition for W 1 to descrease as 1: --+ + oo: 

1~ f {~ ~~ (1-~ aa~ ) 2
}V-1d1:=0, (3.4.2.29) 

and C2 = const = 0. From (3.4.2.17) follows an equation for deteJ
mining s20: 

- aa~20 I a+ 2/.. (- (jl2, t) ~2 [ iJ~';o II+ 2 P;2l (/o- /IS2o) J 
aA. I +~2 ax X=-q>, (/o-l!S2o) 

-(2fl2 1 ~~2 +d!2 ) p
1
2 

(/2-/3S2o) 

+p
1
2 

:; lx=-q>,(/s-I6S2o)+2~21A.(-cp2, t)l~=O, 
where the integrals / 0 to / 6 are specified as follows: 
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~ 

/2= J 'fN dd~ dt:, 13 = J N ~~3 d-r, (3.4.2.30) 
-oo -oc 

.. .. 
/5= J NF(X2 )t:d-r, le= J NF(X2 )d-r, 

-~ -~ 

with 
t 

N = ( 1-~ ~2 r dd~2 l'XP {- b2 j ( 1- ~ dd~ r d-r}. 

Tile integral in (3.4.2.29) has the following properties: 

1=0(-r:exp{(3l2 -b2)-r}+exp{(2l2-b2)-r}) as T-+-oo, 

1=0(-r:exp{(2l3 -b2)-r:}) as 1:-++oo, 

and the following estimates hold true: 

W1 =0(-r:exp(2l2t:)-f-exp(l2T)) as T:-+-oo, 

W1 =0(-r:2 exp(l3-r:)) as t:-++oo 

(for the case where -r:-+ + oo we have used estimates of x_ 2 ; see 
Lemma 3.4.1.1 ). 

Thus, we have bu-ilt an asymptotic solution to problem (3.4.2.1), 
(0.4.2.2) to within 0 (e2). We can then employ the unity decomposi
tion technique and match the solution with unity, as in Section 
3.4.1. The proof of the Theorem 3.4.2.2 is complete. The two asymptot
ic solutions, one built in Theorem 3.4.2.1 and the other in Theorem 
:~.4.2.2, can be used to construct a new asymptotic solution, the 
solitary synerget 

11 (x, t, e) = u 1 (x, t, e) u 2 (x, t, e) 

(~ce Figure 3.17). 
He mark 3.4.2.1 The algorithm developed in Theorems 3.4 .I. I 

all!l :~.4.2.1 makes it possible to construct any number of terms in the 
a~ymptotics of the solution of the solitary-synerget type, that is, 
con~trurt the solution to Lu = QN (x, t, e) (sec Defmition 3.4.1.1), 
where (j s satisfies the following condition: 

I 
aH~'QN I< C eN-o-~' C = const 
atoax~' o,, ' o,, ' 

6, 1!-EZ+, 6+ ll~[N + k~t] 
(lien• Ia I ~lands for the integral part of the number a for all.\" > 1). 
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3.5 Models of Mass Transfer 
In this section we discuss mathematical models of processes of 

precipitation and coprecipitation of ions. From the standpoint of the theory of 
differential equations these models represent boundary value problems Ior a 
system of quasilinear parabolic equations. In some cases (which are discussed 
in this section) the system consists of two equations: a quasi linear (or linear) para
bolic equation and an ordinary differential (or algebraic) nonlinear equation. 
The processes described by these models are used, for example, to extract, con
centrate, and separate radionuclides. Obtaining quantitative as well as qualita
tive estimates of the parameters of these processes has important scientific and 
practical significance. For one thing, a study of the laws governing the precipita
tion and coprecipitation of radionuclides is necessary for forecasting the distri
bution of the nuclides in the ecological chains, which is important in environ
mental protection and the health services. 

Dynamic precipitation and coprecipitation of ions occur during the filtration 
of electrolyte solutions through a dispersion medium. The parameters may vary 
in time and in space in the process owing to the action of acoustic waves, a tem
perature gradient, and other agents. 

In this section we build asymptotic solutions for the mathematical models 
of the physico-chemical processes of the heterogeneous and interphase distrib
ution of ions and analyze variants of the isotherm equation for the precipita
tion of a metal's hydroxide both with and without aquohydrocomplex forma
tion and the isotherm equation for precipitation of salts of polybasic acids. 
The results of such studies can be used in calculating precipitation chroma
tography [3.9) and in other fields of physical chemistry and chemical 
technology. 

3.5.1 Time-dependent Models of Mass Transfer 

Let us consider the heterogeneous process of filtration of an elec
trolyte solution through a dispersion medium. The pumping of the substance 
through the medium can be carried out at a variable rate, with the variations 
in the rate caused by some external agent. The electrolyte solution contains 
the ions of the precipitating substance (rations) and the ions of the substance
precipitator (anions), and the two enter into a chemical reaction. The ions of the 
precipitating substance enter into the forming precipitate. The solution is fil
trated by the dispersion medium, on which a layer of the sorbent grows as a 
result. We will assume all along that diffusion of the precipitating substance 
also takes place. 

Here is an equation of mass conservation in dimensionless form: 

iJv au E iJcp a ( av ) -at+u(y, t)a-y+-;na~=e-ay D(y, t) oy , 

e = Pe- 1, m = const. (3.5.1.1) 

Here u is the dimensionless concentration of the sorbate in the so
lution (the mobile phase), q; the dimensionless concentration of the 
same in the immobile phase, u (y, t) is the linear dimensionless 
transfer rate of the mobile phase, D (y, t) > 0 the dimensionless 
quasidiffnsion coefficient (which depends on the spatial coordinate 
and time in the case of slow perturbations of the medium), Pe the 
diffusion Peclet number, y the dimensionless spatial coordinate di
rected along the flow, and t the dimensionless temporal variable. 
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This equation is augmented by a simple relationship that de
srribes the sorption kinetics in dimensionless forrn:b 

8tp Tt =I (v, <p). (3.5.1.2) 

\\'hen dynamical equilibrium sets in, the kinetic equation ran be 
replaced by the isotherm equation 

cp = I (v). (3.5.1.3) 

Then the given system of equations describes equilibrium sorption. 
The isotherm may have, say, the form cp = a - bfvi!A, with a, 
b, and A constants and a - b = 1 in all cases. In this form it is a 
corollary of the mass balance equations for a chemical reaction and 
of the law of mass action, with A a constant equal to the ratio of the 
stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction. A system of equations 
describing precipitation processes has been derived in [3.9] and dis
cussed in detail in [3.3]. 

An example of an exact solution with u = const in Eq. (3.5.1.1) 
was discussed in Section 3.1.3. But if u = u (y, t), that is, if the rate 
of admission or extraction of the precipitating substance varies, 
the self-similar solution set up in Seetion 3.1 does not satisfy Eqs. 
(3.5.1.1) and (3.5.1.3). The shape of the solution, however, is pre
sened (see Figures 3.5 and 3.6), which makes it possible to employ the 
methods developed in [3.3] to construct an approximate solution. 

3.5.2 An Asymptotic Solution to the Kinetic Equation 
for Equilibrium Adsorption (Desorption) 
in the Case of Soluble Precipitates 

In this section we construct an asymptotic solution to the system 
of parabolic equations describing the precipitation process in the case of soluble 
precip i tales. 

Let us as;;ume that the rate function u in Eq. (3.5.1.1) depend;; on 
(y, t), or u ~. u (y, t) E C"", and D (y, t) E C"", that i~. thP properties 
of the medium (say, its tempC'raturC') ,·ary ;;low!~·. Let us al,.:o as
sumethattheronstantsaandbhavetheforma -' e- 1 andb = e- 1

- I 
(which means that the chemical substances taking part in the reac
tion and thC'ir r hemical compounds have a high solubility). \\' P "i"h 
to calculate the function z· =' z· (cr): 

V = ( a~ <p } ). = ( 1 ~~: } ). 
= 1 !-- AE ( cp- 1) + Aez [ t. ;- 1 ( cp _ 1 )Z 

-[-<p(!p-1)]! ... . (3.:-•.2.1) 

'The boundary conditions for Eq. (3.5.1.1) depend on the type 
of kinetic equation and will be given below for each case separately. 
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Substituting this into Eq. (3.5.1.1), we get 

e (A+!}~~ +Aeu(y, t) ~: -e2A a~ ( D(y, t) ~:) = -e2Ltf (!Jl), 

!Jllu=-11J(t)=0, !Jlly-+-co-+1-0, aaq~ I -+0, 
Y y-+oo 

-oo::=;;;,y::=;;;, -\jl(t). (3.5.2.2) 

Here \jJ (t) is an unknown function yet to be defined, 

L1 =A(:t +u :y-e :y (D(y, t) :y)), 
A.-1 1 f (!Jl) = -2- (qJ-1)2+ (jl (!Jl- ). 

Equation (3.5.2.2) is one with a small nonlinearity. The algorithm 
of its solution is based on the fact that due to the nonhomogeneity 
of the principal part of the equation with respect to the orders of the 
derivatives the nonlinearity generates no resonance terms and can be 
taken into account by regular perturbation theory methods. 

We will seek the asymptotic solution to Eq. (3.5.2.2) in the form 

!p(y, t, e)=[W0 (y, t, e)+eW1 (y, t, 't)li-.:=S/e• (3.5.2.3) 
where 6 

W;EB<Z, i=O, 1, S(y, t)=~(t)(y+¢(t))+~dt)(Y+1Jl(t))2 • 

It can be easily verified that in this case a must be equal to unity 
and the W; satisfy the following conditions: 

W 0 (y, t, 0) = 0, lim W 0 (y, t, 't) = 1, 
't--oo 

(3.5.2.4) wj (y, t, 0) = 0, lim WI (y, t, 't) = 0. 

The main result of this section is formulated in 

6 Here Ba. is the function space introduced in [3.3]. It is said that 
a function W (y, t, 't) belongs to class Ba. if 

(i) W (y, t, 't) E C"" (Rn X [0, T] X (R "- {0))); 
(ii) for all (y, t) E Rn X [0, T] the function W (y, t, 't) is continuous in t', 

W (y, t, t') > 0 for t' > 0, and W (y, t, t') == 0 for t',;;; 0; 
(iii) there are functions tp0 (y, t) E C"" (Rn X [0, T)) and 'I' (y, t, t') E C"" 

X [Rn X [0, T] X R +',{0))], with 'I' (y, t, t') = 0 ('t"') as 't -+ 0 and w > 0, 
such that 

W (y, t, 't) = 'ta. [1jl0 (y, t) + 'I' (y, t, 't)] as 't -+ 0; 

(iv) lim W (y, t, 't) = V (y, t), with V (y, t) E C"" and the difference 
1:-+00 

W (y, t, 't) - V (y, t) decreasin~ faster than any negative power of 't as 't -+ oo; 
(v) for every multi-index ll E Z': and every v E Z +, the derivatives 

a'~ 1 + " w ( l · f h d · · d · · ') · -.-- y, t, t' satts y t e con ttwns state m assertwns (1 -(tv). 
ax~ at" 
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Tlworem 3.5.2.1 Let the system of differential equations 

(1+ ~A) ~;+u(-ljl(t), t)-D(-~o(t), t)~(t)=O, 

'J: + 2~ 1 dd~ -~ ( 1 +~A}-'[~~~ lu=-~(t) 
-H~1 D(-IJ;(t), t)-u(-11·(t), t) ~;gi 

au I J- 0 -Ty y=-~(1) - • 

2~,D(-1p(t),t)+~ aan I 
y Jl=-¢(1) 

-/.~(t) ~; -/.~(t)u(-¢(t), t)+I.~2D(-¢(t), t)=O 

hare a smooth solution. Then there exists an asymptotic solution to 
problem (3.5.2.2) of the (3.5.2.3) type and 

ll'here 

_ _ {1-exp-r if -r<O, 
Wo-Wo(-r)- 0 "f 0 

' 't~ ' 

{
G(exp2-r-Pxp-r) if -r<O, 

W,=W.(t, -r)= 0 I 0 
i 't~' 

G (1.+1)(2D(-~'(t), t)~2(t) [~(t) d~!t) 
, 

-Hu(-IJ;(t), t)-~2 (t)D(-¢lt). t)-1j-

Proof. Substituting :;;olution (3.5.2.3) into Eq. (3.5.2.2) and nul-
lil\ing lite coeflidenls of the like powers of e, we get 

FU: r~-~ ~i +~ iJ1p~iJt +f.u(-ljl(t), t)~J ~~o 

- D (- 1p (t), t) 1.~2 (t) d:;;• = 0, 

e•: aw. (t. +_!_) f" d~ + 2~ a.p J 2. 
i)'( m L dt 1 dt ~ 

ill\'] ( i. I...!.) B ~ 
<IT m dt 

i ~n [au/ +~u(-~· t)Jt-j-A ila~ 1 u(-~·. f)~ 
. tiT • ay Juoc-lj>(l) ~ ' • 

. D . ) Rz a•"·~ i a•w. [!.D . ) R an / RJ 
-1. (-~,I I' -a 2 -·-a 2 J (-~, t P2t+~ tp 

' 't •Y u=-lj> 

(3.5.2.5) 
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-A.!.!l__/ ~ awo -'AD(-¢, t) awo 2~t 
ay y=-w "' ·"' 

= _d:ro [A.~~; +A.~u (-'IJ, t)]!('A-1) (W0 -1)+2W8 -1] 

+ 'J.,.~ZD (- 'IJ, t) ( d;.;;o [(A.-1) (W0-1) + 2W0-1] 

+ ( d:.; o ) z (A.+ 1)) . 

Here we have used the following relationships: 

Y+¢ (t)= 
6
; +0 ((n:)2

) I~=S/e• 

~ = ~ 8'1l + ( ~ + 2~ ~) ~ + 0 ((Te )2) I 
ot ot ot I dt ~ ~=S/e ' 

aas = ~ + 2~t ': + 0 ((Te)Z) I . 
Y 1-' ~=Sfe 

The solution to Eq. (3.5.2.5) has the form W 0 = E + BeVT, where 
E = const and 

{1o+ 1/m) (dlj;/dt) +AU (- 1jl (t), t) 
"Y = !..~ (t) D( -1jl (t), t) 

(3.:i.2.6) 

This formula and the definition of S 0 imply that we can assume that 
1' = 1 without loss of generality (otherwise we can change lhe 
definition of ~ (t)). The final result is that W 0 is the solution to 

with 

(3.5.2.7) 

(A.+ 11m)"~?) +A.u(-ljl(t), t)-A.D(-Ijl(t), t) ~(t)~cO. 
(3.5.2.8) 

Equation (3.5.2.7) yields 

{
1-expT if T~O, 

W= 0 0 if T>O. 
(3.5.2.9) 

Nullifying the coefficient of e\ we get the following equation 

f,.D(-Ijl, t)~Z a;.;;1 - 0~1 ((A.+!)~(t) ~i+Au(-ljl1 t)~(t)) =f, 

(3.5.2.10) 
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where 

/=Ae~'trp ~D 
1 

+4P,D(-'IJ.'· t) 
uy 11=-,(1) 

- ( 1 + ~A ) ( ~~ + 2P• ~i ) I p 

-u (- 'IJl, t) 2p,jp- ~u / J 
uy 11=-¢(1) 

+ 'Ae" [ 2p1D (- ¢, t) + P ~~ /ll=-11> -'AP ~': -'Apu(- ¢, t) 

+'AP2D( -¢, t)J + 'Ae2" [ (P ~i -pu(- 'IJl, t) 

-P2D(-'1Jl, t)-1) ('A+t>J. (3.5.2.11) 

By virtue of (3.5.2.8), Eq. (3.5.2.10) can he rewritten thus: 

/.D( _ ¢, t)p2 ( o;~l _ d:.:1} =f. 

From this it follows that if the expressions inside the first two 

!I 

Fig. 3.19 

pair~ or lite square brackets in (3 .. 5.2.11) vanish, that is, if 

P :~ lu=-¢. t 4p.n (- 'i'· t>- ( 1 + -m\-) ( ~~ + 2pl :n 1 P 

-u(-~·. t)2P/P- ~~ / 11=->~>=0, (3.5.2.12) 

2P 1D(- •1·. t) t· P D'U I -P ~.p -Bu ( tj·. I)+ WD (- ~'• t) ~ 0, 
'Jl u=-¢ "' 
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then the particular solution W1 to Eq. (3.5.2.10) has the form 

W1 = Gexp 2"C, G= (2D( -1jl, t)Wt1 (~'P 
+~u(-1p, t)-~2D(-1Jl, t)-1). 

The general solution to Eq. (3.5.2.10) satisfying the boundary con
ditions (3.5.2.4) has, therefore, the form 

W1 = G exp 2• - G exp • 

(note that G exp • appears as a solution to the homogeneous counter
part of Eq. (3.5.2.10)). The relationships in (:1.5.2.12) can easily 
be transformed into those that are present in the theorem, and this 
completes the proof of the theorem. 

The graphs of concentrations cp (y, t, e) and v (y, t, e) are depicted 
in Figure 3.19, where Yo (0) = const c= -ljl (0) specifies the initial 
position of the phase boundary. 

3.5.3 An Asymptotic Solution to the Kinetic Equation 
for Nonequilibrium Molecular Processes 
that Allows for External Diffusion Effects 

In this section we study a mathematical model of none<\uilibrium 
precipitation, assuming that the solubility of the substances participating in 
the process is high: a = e-1 and b = a - 1 = e-1 - 1. 

Let us take the system of equation~ 

~...Lu~...L~~-e~ (n!!..!!_) ~o 
ot ' oy ' m ot oy dy - ' 

~; = f!t [ v- ( a~!p rJ. (3.5.3.1) 

Here the boundary conditions for cp are the same as in Eq. (3.5.2.2), 
and the boundary conditions for v are 

I 1 I - 1 ' 2 I. (I. -1) 
V y~-oo--* , v y=-1J>(t)- -~~.e-e 2 . 

Let us assume that fl 1 ~~ e - 2fl, with fl == const. This means that 
the rate of the internal diffusion of the substance to the sorbent par
ticles is fairly high. The solution to the system of equations (:1.5.:1.1) 
will be sought in the form 

<p=[W0 (y, t, •)+eWt(y, t, •)J/,=S/e• 

v = [Z0 (y, t, •) + eZ1 (y, t, •) 

+ E2Z2 (y, t, •)llc=S/e• 

(3.5.3.2) 

where S (y, t) = ~ (t) (y -i-1Jl (t)) -i- ~~ (t) (y + 'ij (t))~. Z,, Wi E Bt, 
and, as •-+- oo, W1 c- 0 (Z1 ) and Z2 = 0 (Z1). The couditions 
20-0105 
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similar to (3.5.2.4) in this case are 

W 0 (y, t, 0)=0, lim W 0 (y, t, 't)~ 1, 
't- -DO (3.5.3.3) 

Wt(y, t, 0) = 0, lim Wt(y, t, 't) = 0, 

Z8 (y, t, 0)= 1, lim Z0 (y, t, 't) = 1, 
't--ao 

(3.5.3.4) 
Z1 (y, t, 0) ~ -A, lim Z;(y ,t, 't) = 0, i;;;;;, 1. 

't--CID 

Z 2 (y, t, O)=A(A-1)/2, 

and the conditions for the Z; at e = 0 follow from the expausion 

The main result of this section is formulated in the following 
Theorem 3.5.3.1 Under the above assumptions, there exists an 

asymptotic solution to (3.5.3.1) satisfying conditions (3.5.3.3) and 
(3.5.3.4) if the system of equations (3.5.3.26) has smooth solutions and if 
(d'¢/dt)-1 (d'¢/dt + u (- '¢, t)) < -(A.m)-1

• Here Z0 == 1 and 

(~o) = _ (A+ CY1-a-;b) (y2-a)} ( y1 ~a) expy1't 

where 

( 
d¢ ) - I ( d¢ ) - I 

a= - Af.1 fi dt , b = f.1 fi dt • 

Y1,2 =(a+ d ± V (a- d)2 + 4cb)i2, 

ci¢ D c = dt (m (- '¢, t) fi), 

d = ( :; + u (- ¢, t)) (Dfit•. 

The functions IV1 and Z2 zl'i/1 be defined later in formulas (3.5.3.24), 
and the functions ~. '¢, and ~ 1 can be found by soluing the system of 
equations (3.5.3.26). 

Proof. Substituting into (:1.5.3.1) the expansion [b·(a- <p}P- = 
1 -, Ae (!~· - 1) + 0 (e2), we rau rewrite system (3.5.3.1) as 
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follows: 
av dv e2 ocp 2 a ( D ov ) O 

e Tt + ue oy + -,;:;-; Tt- e ay 1 ay = , 

e ~'P =...!..flo (v- 1)- flA ( <p- 1) - eA. [((A. -1)/2) ( <p -1)2 
vt E 

+<p(<p-1)]+0(e2). (3.5.3.6) 

The function S (y, t) has the form 

S (y, t) = ~ (t) (y + \jJ (f))+ ~I (t) (y + \jJ (t))2 • 

It can easily be verified that 

~=R ~+ ( d~ +2R ~) (~-- ~t(TE) 2 ) 
ot p dt · dt PI dt p p• 

+ ~ (e't)• + 0 ((e-c)3) I ' 
dt ~2 t=S/e 

!!_ = R + 2R (~- Pt (Te)•) +0 ((e<)3) I . ox p PI p ps t=S/e 

Substituting into (3.5.3.5) and (3.5.3.6) the formulas for the so
lutions (3.5.3.2) given at the beginning of this section, nullifying 
the coefficients of the higher powers of e, and allowing for the esti
mates of the derivatives aS/at and iJS/ax, we get 

( 
olj> ) dZ0 d2Z0 eo: Tt+u(-ljJ, t) lh-D(-IjJ(t), t)~ d't• =0, 

(3.5.3.6') 
e-1: Z0 -1 = 0. 

Obviously, the only solution to the last system of equations is the 
function 

Z0 = 1. (3.5.3. 7) 

Conditions (3.5.3.4) are also met. Substituting the solutions 
(3.5.3.2) into system (3.5.3.1) and nullifying the coefficients of the 
first and zero powers of e, we get 

e': azt R ~ + u ( _ '" t) R oZ 1 + 1.. ~ oW0 

o't P at "'' P o't m ot o't 

- D ( -ljJ, t) W a;;.1 = 0, (3.5.3.8) 

oW0 olj> 
e0

: "8-t ~ at = f.tZ 1 - Afl ( W 0 - 1). 

The boundary conditions for this system of equations are as follows: 

W0 l,=o= 0, lim W 0 = 1, 
't-+-00 

Z1 l,=o= -A., lim Z1 =0. (3.5.3.9) 
't-+- OD 
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Integrating the lirst equation in (:t5.3.8), we get, in view of the 
boundary conditioll!' as T--+- -oo, 

(~ :~ +u(-~·. t)~) Z 1 -Dd-~·. t)W aa~1 

= _1.._ iJ¢ (W -1) 
m1 iJt 0 • 

(3.5.3.10) 

Thus, for determining W 0 aud Z 1 we have the followiug system of 
ordinary differential equations: 

We 

oWo fl z , ),fl lr Aflo 
----a:f P (d\1'/dt) IT p (dljl/dt) . 0 = P (dljl/dt) 

iJZt _ d'l'/dt --;- u z _ dljl/dt W _ ~ _ dljl/dt 
iJT DP 1 mDp 0 mDp ' 

denote by A a matrix of the form (; !). wilh 

Afl fl 
a= - ~ (dljl/dt) b ~ ~ (dljl/dt) ' 

dljl/dl 
C= mDP ' d (d¢/dt + u)/(~), 

(3.5.3.11) 

(:t5.3.12) 

aud D = D ( -'ljl, t) aud u u ( -1~, t). Then the general solu-
tion to system (3.;i.:1.11) i~ 

( 
w 0) ( - i.~luf (~dlj-1 dt) ) 
z, ~ CIJI exp i'tT -:- C212 exp i'2T-!- A-t (d~·ldt)I(D~m) ' 

(3.5.3.13) 

where (;1 and C2 are aruitrar~· t'OilstantS (i.e. functions of \·ariaule 
/), 1't and y 2 are the eigenvalue~ of matrix A, and 11 and I~ are the 
eorresponding eigenvectors of this matrix (we will shortly show that 
1'1 can be assumed unequal to y 2 wi thoul any loss of genera lily). 

For solution (3.;,_:l.J:{) lo sal isfy the boundary ronditions, at least 
oue of the eigenvalues must he posit in•. ObYiou:<ly, the formula for 
l ht• eigenvalues i:< 

n d ± lr(a-d)2 ; 4bc 
1'1.2°~ ., (Li.~.l4) 

or, in grraler dPiail. 

I { rl'l•!dt · u (--'I'. t) fiA 
i'1.2 = 2 D~ ~ (dljJ!dt) 

± VI ftA'(~ d'l•idt) ; (d~,/dt ...;_ u) /D~f-+-4~/(mD~)}. 
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Let us assume that the eigenvalues of matrix A are positive. This 
condition is equivalent to the following inequalities: 

a--~- d >0, ad- be >0, 

or, allowing for (3.5.:-3.12), 

- A.~-ti(d~,;dt) < (d'iJ.dl + u)/D, 

- (d'iJ.'dt + u)/(d'iJ. dt) > VmA.. 

The second condition implies that a solution that is bounded as 
T-+ oo exists only if 

~i ( ~i + u) < 0. 

(Note that this condition is met for the exact solution given in Sec
tion 3.1.3, where d'iJ dt '' -C ~ -um/(m -, 1).) 

The final necessary condition that a solution of (3.5.3.2) exists is 
formulated in the form of two inequalities: 

u d'); dljl 
1-1-1/(i.m) <dt <O, dt+u>O. 

In this case the solution l hat is bounrlcd as T--+- oo has the form 

(::o)=c,( Yl~a)expy1T+C2 ( Y2~a )expy2•+(;). 

(3.5.3.15) 

The boundary conditions yield the following system of equations: 

(T=O) f+C,+C2 = -)., 

l +C1b/(y 1 -a)+C2b/(y2 -a)~O, 
('t--+-oo) l=:'l, f-=0-

Equations (3.5.3.12) yield 

C1 = -A.-C2 , C2 ~=(y 1 -a-A.b)(y2 -a)/b, 

(3.5.3.16) 

(3.5.3.17) 

(3.5.3.18) 

It can easily be verified that Eq. (:1.5.3.17) is satisfied identically. 
Let us cousider the system of equations for the next approxima

tion: 

R d')J awl z ')'-V '("-+lurz 'W i.-1) I 
1-' dt o't -~-t-z+!-t•• ,+1\o -z-no-1\o o+-2- = '' 

(3.5.3.19) 

az. (R diJl , R) ~ diJl aw1 2 a•z. a:t ~-'dl'u(-'1', t)p +-;n;-Tt---a:r-D(-1p, t)~ ---a:i2=f2 , 
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with 

I =_ iJWo _ _!!! iJWe _ 2 d'IJ A iJW8 

I iJI dl iiT dl 'tpt iiT ' 

t ·=_az1 +..!._~ az1+ 2 d¢ (A~)...!... 
2 ill · ~ dl 't ch dt 'tpt iJT ~ 

+ au I 't iiZ1 + u ( _ 'i' t) 2~ T iJZ1 ...!... 
iJy y=-¢ iJT ' I OT ~ 

+...!... iJWo +1. iJWo ~-~ iJD I az, 
m ill m iiT dl oy 11=-11> iJT 

-2D(-'):, t)~ 1 a;/ 
iJ2Z, iiD I iJ'Zl 

- D (- "'· t) 4T~I -i) 2 - ~ -il 't -0 •. 
T y y=-"' T· 

The system of equations (3.5.3.19) can be solved in a manner similar 
to that used in solving Eq. (3.5.2.10). 

Let us transform the expressions for / 1 and / 2 using (3.5.3.6') 
and (3.5.3. 7): 

/ 1 ~= G1 exp {y1T} + G2 exp {1'2't} + K1-rexp {Y1T} + K2-rexp {1'2't} 
+ B0 exp {(y1 + y2) T} + B 1 exp {2y1't} + B2 exp {2y2T}, (3.5.3.20) 

where 

/ 2 =- [N1 (t) exp {'\'1't} + N 2 PXp {'\'2T} + <D1't exp {'\'1T} 

+<D2't l'XP{'\'2T}], 

G.- -C·l· . - ii(C;!H) ,- , •I'· ot 
il)'i 

K 1 =- C;lit at ~ 1C;l; 1 '\';, 

B;= -A.(A.+1)Cltl1/2, i=1, 2, 

8 0 =-A (J. + 1) C1C2l 11l12 , 

N = {...:!.__ ( C l + C ,In ) + ( !_ dlf l 
1 dt 1 12 m m dl 11 

-~ il~ 1 zi2-2D(-w. t)~~~~~) c11'1}, 
vy y=-11> 

N 2= { ~~ (C2/H-t-C2/21/m) + ( ~ -~~ /22 

-~ !~lu=-li'l 2 1-2D(-,., t)~ 1 l 22 )C2y2 }, 
<D ( ay1 . 1 d~ . 2 d'l· A 

I ~ at ! If dt 1'1 ;- dt t'l'l'l 
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1 c l av. + m- 2 21 --at· 

l11 =bl(-y1 -a), l12 =1, l21 =bl(-y2 -a), l22 =1, 

C1 = -'A-(-y1 -a-f..b)("Y2 -a)lb, 

C2 = (Yt- a- f..b) ("?2 -a)/b. 

Integrating the second equation in (3.5.3.19) with respect to 
T from -oo toT, we reduce system (3.5.3.19) to a system of first
order equations: 

aw 1 I ( d'i' ) 1 ( d'll ) a;r-Zt!l ~Cit +Wt!!A ~dt =ft, 

aa~2 - ( :i + u) Z2/(D~) 
(3.5.3.21) 

d'lll ~ -W1 dl (mD~)=/2 , 

where / 1 is defined in (3.5.3.20) and 
~ N N <tJ 
/ 2 =-1 exp(wr)+-2 exp (y2-r)+-1 (-r-i)exp (y1-r) Yt Y• Yt 

+ ~ (-r -1) exp (y2-r). V2 

Note that in view of the above remark, y1 =1= -y 2 • Precisely, in view 
of (3.5.3.14) we have y1 > y 2 , which implies that, for -oo < T < 0, 

exp (y1-r) + Tk exp (y2-r) = 0 (exp (y1-r)). (3.5.3.22) 

This estimate shows that the terms in the solution to system 
(3.5.3.21) that have the form Tk exp (y 2-r) do not "worsen" the gene
ral estimate of the solution in the presence of terms of the exp (y1-r). 

Hence the solution to (:J.5.:~.21) that allows for the estimate 
0 (exp (y1-c)) exists if 

<1>1 =0, K 1 =0, 

(3.5.3.23) 
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where I~ is the eigenvector of matrix A* that corresponds to the ei
genvalue y 1 • The solution to system (3.5.:1.21) has the form 

(
W1) (b/(y1-a)) (b/(y2 -a)) 
z2 ·-~ CJ 1 exp (y,T) + c, 1 exp ('\'21:) 

, 1 r ( dK 2 _ bctJ2/'\'~ ) 
., ad-cb - -cK2+acD21y. Texp(y.T) 

+Bo(_~) exp ((y 1 +y~)T)-I-B 1 (_:) PX[l (2wr) 

+B2 (_:) t•xp (2y2T) J 

+ (y1/- At1 
( N~;'\'.) exp (y11:). (Ld.24) 

:\ole that vector (y1/-At1 ( N ~~.) is well-defined thanb lo con

ditions (:1.5.:1.23) (to within the elements of the kernel of matrix 
y1/- A); we will selecl a fixed Yalue for this Yector. 

The boundary conditions for the functions WI and z2 han• the form 

W,J~~o ~0, W1 J~--oo-+0, 
(3.5.3.25) 

Substituting solution (:L).3.24) into (:-!.5.3.2;1), we get a system 
of equations for l'u1ding C3 and C4 : 

C3bl(y1 - a)+ C,bl(y2 - a)+ B 0d + B 1d + B 2d 

+ b (I I*) <( G/• ) ' g) = 0, (y.-a)(yi-'1'2) h 2 N 1 '\'1 -

C3 f-C,-B0c-B1c+ ( _ 
1
)(l I*)((,~: ). 1;) ~0. 

Yl Y2 2• I J••'i'l 
Solving the system, we gel (sec p. 310) 

C _ (B0 ·[-B, i-B2 !-B.) (dy 1 -·-da-f-bc) (y2-a) 
~-- b(yt-Y2) 

C3 ~ -C, i(B0 -i-B1 +B2 +B5)c, 
Whf'fl' 
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Equations (3.5.3.23) are the equations for finding the unknown 
functions 'I' (t), ~ (t), and ~ 1 (t). Let us rewrite these equations by 
employing the notations introduced above : 

~~~ + 2 ~; ~t1't = 0, 

1 d~ _L ou I + 2 (- •h t) A •A lf dt 1't I Dy y=-11> 1't u 'I'' P11'tiP 

- 4D (- ¢, t) ~~1'~ 

-v:~ ~~ ly=-11> + m (1'~ -a) = O, 

1'1 -a d ( ~ dljl A oD I _1'_t_dt(C,-j-C,Zu)+C, mdtlu-Pay y=-11> 

(3.5.3.26) 

-2D(-~'. t)~ 1 l11 )-C1 l 11 A.- :t (C1Z11)-C,lu1't ~~ =0. 

When the eigenvalues (3.5.:3.14) of matrix A have different signs, 
the solution to (:1.5.3.11) that is bounded as T--+ -oo ha~ the form 
(for y1 > 0) 

Another necessary condition here is 

Y1 - a - 'A.b = 0. (3.5.:-!.27} 

Other relationships linking 1j1, ~'and ~1 that are similar to (:-l.5.:3.2G) 

can be obtained from the existence condition on (~: ). The right

hand sides of the system of equations (3.5.:-l.lU) are determined by 
formulas (3.5.3.20), where we must put 

C2 =0, l 11 = -1/A., l12 = -1, C1 = -A.. (3 .. ).3.28} 

A necessary condition for the existence of a solution to the syslem 
of equations (3.5.3.11) with an estimate 0 (exp (y1T)) as T--+- oo 
is (3.5.3.23) (where we have allowed for (:3.5.3.28)). It can easily 
be verified that the system of equations (:-!.5.3.2:3) augmented with 
Eq. (3.5.3.27) is overdetermined (four equations and three unknowns 
¢ (t), ~ (t), and B1 (t)). Therefore, when the eigenvalues of matrix 
A have different signs, the initial problem has no asymptotic solu
tion of the n.!>.:-l.2) type. 
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3.5.4 Equilibrium Precipitation (Coprecipitation) 
Accompanied by Other Intensive Chemical Reaetions 

In this section we build an asymptotic solution for a system de
scribing precipitation in the case where the source-sink fUDction has zeros. 

In this case Eq. (3.5.2.1) is replaced by 

iiv iJv , E iJq> D iJ2v 
a,+u iJy ~-;na,=e Tyt-F(v, y, t). (3.5.4. I) 

Thi~ equation is augmented with the isotherm equation of precipi
tation, If = q> (t·). 

Let us consider the case where F (~·. y, t) satisfies the conditions 
U5'ually imposed on the source-sink function in the KPP equation, 
which was extensively discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.6. Thus, we 
iwve the problem 

( 
iiv iiv ) : E 2 iicp 

e a,+u(y, t) oy 'In-at 

-e~.!..__ (D( t) iJv) _ F (v, y. t) 
iJy y, iJy E 

!J!=a-b:t·lli·, F(f)=O, F(A)=O, 

=0, 
(3.5.4.2) 

O<A<t, O<e<f, 

where F can be equal, say, to d {y, t) {A {y, t)- v) (L·.....:... 1). d >0 
with u, D, and A positive and continuously diffE'rE.'ntiable functions. 

The boundary rondi lions have thE' form 

Vlop=O =L'o(t), !J! (11=1/o!ll=O, 
1/=1/1 (1) (3.5.4.3) 

v !11--"" = t, If [y--"" = t. 

\\'e di\'ide thE' dillE'rE'ntial equation in {::1.5.4.~) byE and transform 
it to 

(3.5.4.4) 

\Yl' ~Pl'k thr solution t· in the form 

v(y, t, f)c=(ll'0 (y, t, T) .:..fW1(y, t, T))[~-=Sr• (3.5.4.5) 

with .'iII. I, t') ~ ~(I) (I 'I') -- p1 (I. I) (I - ¢f -- £S1 (I, t). 
ThE' a·~·mptntir !"olutiou to the gin•n prnblE'm i" gin•n in thE' fol
lowiug 
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Theorem 3.5.4.1 Let the system of ordinary differential equations 

~(~i +u(-1j:, t))=(1-A(-IjJ, t))b0d(-1jJ, t), 

Dd-1Jl, t)~2 =(1-A(-IjJ, t))d(-ljJ, t), b0 =const>2, 

have smooth solutions ~ = ~ (t) and 1jJ = 1jJ (t). Then there exists an 
asymptotic solution to (3.5.4.4), (3.5.4.3) of the (3.5.4.5) type, with 

W 0 =W0 (t, T)=1+(A(-~'· t)-1)X(T), 

where X ('t) solves the problem 

dx d2x b ----x(t-x)=O 
0 d-r: d-r;2 ' 

xl,~-oo--+0, xl,~+oo--+1. 
(3.5.4.6) 

The function W1 = W1 (t, 't) is defined for - oo ~ 't~ 0 through 
the formula 

"t 

X ( aw0 ) -2 ( (' t (aW0Ja~') d't') d't, 
a-r: .l exp (b0-r: ) 

0 

with b0 the speed of the wave, the function ~ 1 will be defined below through 
formula (3.5.4.24), and sl is the solution to the boundary value problem 
for Eq. (3.5.4.23) (see below) satisfying the boundary condition 

S ( ) I _1 ( v0 (t) -1 } 
I x, t X=-~·= X A (-'ljl, t)-1 ' (3.5.4.7) 

with x-1 the inverse of X('t). 
Proof. Substituting (3.5.4.5) into Eq. (3.5.4.4) and nullifying the 

coefficient of e0 , we get 

aw o A ~ + u ( - •IJ t) aw o R 
a-r: P at ~ • a-r:2 " 

'2W 
- D( -ljJ, t) 

0 
a-r:2° W + F (W0, -11· (t), t) = 0. (3.5.4.8) 

Nullifying the coefficient of e1 , we gel 

_b_ aW0 A a'ljl _,__ W <'-+1ll'- { aW0 (...!._ ~--+--~ a'ljl) ('t-S) 
m"J,. a-r: " at ' o a-r: ~ at · ~ at 1 

+ aw1 ~a¢ +~u(-~: t) aw1 +u(-~: t) awo ~ (T-S,) 
a-r: at ' aT ' aT ~ 

S au I awo a2Wo s +('t- ,)-a -a--D( -1jJ, t) -a., 4~~ (T- ,) Y v=->t -r: -r:-
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(3.5.4.9) 

In this equation we haYe used Lhe following expressions for the de
riyatives of S (y, t): 

as -[R!!!. -L (~ , ?R ~) "t-S1 + as, 
rlt - t' dt dt T -t'l dt e ~ e ot 

~O((e ('t-81)) 2)] I , 
~=S/£ 

~=[R-2Re "t-S, ..l-eas, ~O((E('t-S)) 2)ll 
Oy t' ' t'l ~ ' OX ' I .J T=S/£ , 

(!!.._)2= [f32...L2f3(e2f3t "t-S, ...Le~) 
ay · ~ ax 

+O((e('t-s.wJI , 
T=S/£ 

a•s 
ay• = [2f31 ...L 0 (f ('t-S1))]1,=ste• 

y -7- '¢=(f. ('t- S 1)lf3+0 ((e ('t- S1))2)]1,=S/e· 

Lel us study Eq. (3.5.4.8) in greater detail. If we put 

W 0 (t, T)=1~[A(-'¢, t)-l];<('t) 

and assume that 

~(t)(otfot--'-u(-ljl,t)) --b- t>O 
(A(-Ij:, 1)-l)d(-'1', t) - -COilS ' 

D(-lj·. 1)~ 2 (1) = -l, 
(A(--'!', 1)-t)d(-IJ'. I) 

(~.5.4.10) 

(3.5.4.11) 

theu for the fuuclion z (T) we gel a simple-wave equation of the 
KPP t~·pe (~er Srrlion :1.2.1): 

dz a•x . 
h d"t - d"t" -x (1- ;:) = o. (:Li.4.12) 

We kuow that a ~olutiou z (T) !<alisfyiug the rouditions 

z (+oo) -=I, z (- oo) ·= 0 (;Li.4.1:1) 
ex isis if 

b > 2. (t5.4.1-'t) 
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Equations (3.5.4.11) must be considered as comprising a system of 
equations for finding the unknown functions ~ and 'ljl. 

The second term W1 in the expansion of the solution to Eq. 
(3.5.4.5) and ~ 1 are constructed in the same manner as in Section 
3.6.2 (see below). 

The function x has the following estimates: 

X- exp (h)- C0 exp (2lT) as 't-+- oo. (3.5.4.15) 

We rewrite Eq. (3.5.4.9) in the form 
a•w1 awl t 
--a:t2-b---ar-Wd1-2x)= A(-'Jl, t)- 1 , (3.5.4.16) 

1\'ote (see Section 3.2.1 and Eq. (3.5.4.10)) that the following esti
mates hold true: 

aw 
---af-~~O(exp(l't))as 't-+-oo, 

W 0 -1 = 0 (exp (h)) as 't-+- oo. 

The Wronskian of Eq. (3.5.4.16) has the form 

V = exp (b/"t). 

(3.5.4.17) 

(3.5.4.1~) 

The general solution to Eq. (3.5.4.16) is specified by the formula 
't ,. 

oW0 /8< " ( (' ! oW0/8<" d<" ) V d<' 
WI \ ' A ( -'IJ, t) -1 , .. V (8W0/8<') 2 

't 

c oWo I c awo \ v d<' + I a:t T 2 ---aT ,) (8Wof8<')2 . (:-~.5.'..19) 
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The function f has the following estimate: 

f = 0 ( Hxp (h)) as 't--+-- oo. (3.4.5.20) 

Hence, just as in Section 3.4 (see also Section 3.6), for arbitrary 
~]and sl the integrals in (3.5.4.19) are divergent. 

If in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5.4.16) we nullify the sum of 
terms with the asymptotic behavior exp (l't) as 't--+- -oo, we get 
the following equation: 

b d'i' 
mi""~di(A(-tp, t)-1)l 

_ (i-?, + 2~ 1 ~n Stl+(A(-¢, t)-1) 

+ iiA(;;'i',t)_u(-¢,t)2~dA(-tp, t)-1)S1 l/~ 

-~u I lSdA(-tp, t)-l) 
vy u=-11> 

+ D ( -¢, t) l24~ 1SdA (- tp, t)-1) + ;~ lu=-11> ~S 1P (A(-~', t)- I) 

-~(A(-¢, t)-1) :~ lu=-'i>l-D(-tp, t)(A(-¢, t)-1)2~/ 

+d(-¢, t) ;: !u=-'i>SdA(-'IJ, t)-1)/~ 
+ ild(y, I) I (A(-'IJ, t)-1)(A(-tp, t)-1)/~ 

oy u=-~· 

+ 80~ 1 l(A(-Ij;, t)-1)+u(-'IJ, t) 
8

0~1 (A(-¢, t)-1)1 
as 

- FD (- ¢, t) 2~ oy1 (A (- '1', t) -1) = 0. (3.5.4.21) 

If we nullify in (3.5.4.16) the sum of terms with the asymptotic be
havior 't (exp (h)) as 't--+- -oo, we arrive at an equation for ~1 : 

~-I ( dd~ + 2~1 dd'i' ) l + 2~!lu (- tp, t)/~ + l oau / 
1 t Y u=-11> 

- D (-¢, t) 4A zz- oD I ~P - od (y, I) I (A ( -ljl, t) -1 )/~ 
t't oy u=-11> oy u=->1> 

- d (- '!:. t) ~A I /~ = 0. (3.5.4.22) 
uy u=-11> 

Combining (:~.5.2.21) and (3.5.2.22) results in the following equation 
for S 1: 

oA(-~', t)+_b_~ ~(A(-¢, t)-1)1-~(.4(-¢, t)-1)l 0DI 
iit m'A dt oy ,,~-11> 

-D(-Ijl, t)2~l(A(-Ijl, t)-1)+ 
0
:,1 l(A(-Ijl, t)-1) 

-f-u(-lj;, t) a;; l(A(-~·. t)-1)-l~D(-¢, t)2~ a:Y1 ~~o. 
(3.5.4.:!:~) 
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Solving (3.5.4.22), we can find ~ 1 (by employing (3.5.4.11)). 

~I=[.£~+ l ~I - &D I ~l2- &d(y, t) I St(A (-'ljl, t)-1) 
~ dt &y y=-'1> &y y=->1> &y u=->1> ~ 

-d <-"'· t) ~: 1~~=-"';~ J tn <- "'· t> 2z Vb2
- 4r

1

• (3.5.4.24) 

This implies that b > 2, just as in Section 3.2.1. 
Allowing for Eqs. (3.5.4.21) and (3.5.4.22) yields a new estimate 

for function f as T-+ -oo: 
&W 

/=0(texp(2lT)), w-l a/ =0(texp{(3l-b)•}), 

vj(d:·) 2
=0(exp{(b-2l)•}). 

Let us analyze the exponent in the last estimate. Equation (3.5.4.12) 
implies that l = (b- Vb 2 - 4)/2, so that b- 2l = Yb 2 -4 >0. 
Hence the integrals in (3.5.4.19) exist and, by virtue of the boundary 
condition for Wl at T = 0, 

0 

C - 1 r V-1f · &Wo d C - 0 
2 - A(-'\jl, t)-1 J a;t T, 1- · 

By virtue of the boundary condition at y = -¢ (t), 

W 0 (y, t)lu=-¢(t)=1+[A(-¢, t)-1Jx(S1(-¢, t))=v0 (t). 

The last equation can be used to determine S 1 ( -¢, t), the bounda
ry condition (3.5.4.7) for Eq. (3.~.4.23). After carrying out the nec
essary substitutions and transformations we arrive at the linal ex
pression for the function W1 specified in the hypothesis of Theorem 
3.5.4.1, with wl = 0 (T exp (2LT)) as T-+ -00. The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 

Example 3.5.4.1 If d, u, A, and D are constant, that is, if the 
medium has not been excited, then 

Vo(f)=(b/a)\ x(O)=[(b/a)"'-1J(A-1t1, 

T=y+t, ¢=b1t, ~= 1, b=(b1+u)/[(A-i)d]. 

The function qJ can be expressed in terms of v (see (3.5.4.2)). 
Thus, the rate at which the interphase is formed depends on the 

rate of admission u of the substance, the reaction rate, and the diffu
sion coeflicient. Equation (3.5.4.11) yields 

b1 = (1 -A) bd- u, D = (1 -A) d. 

The graphs of these solutions v and qJ are similar to those depicted 
in Figures 3.5. and 3.6. 
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:Hi Diffusion of Light in an Active Medium 
In this section we study the asymptotic solutions for a semi-linear 

hyperbolic equation and compare them with similar solutions for semi-linear 
parabolic equations. For a discussed classe of perturbations in th 
medium there can be no asymptotic solution to a sl'mi-linear parabolic equation 
{the K PP problem) at the minimal speed of propagation of the wave. 

3.6.1 Diffusion of Light in an Active Medium 

The hyperbolic diflusion equation (the heat equation or telegraph
er's equation) emerges in the following problems: (a) diffusion of light in an act
iYe medium, (b) propagation of thermal waves in continuous media, (c) turbu
lent diffusion, (d) the random walk of particles described by the Fokker-Planck 
equation (K. H. Cramer and S. Chandrasc·khar), and in other problems (for a 
complete bibliography on the subject see [3.3, 3.34)). 

Generally speaking, a hyperbolic transport equation appears in problems 
in which we cannot assume the diffusion rate to be infinitely high and the mean 
free path of particles infinitely small and/or in which there are high gradients of 
temperature, concentration, and intensity (of the quantity transferred). 

In dimensionless form, for large Yalues of timet= t e, the prob
lem is formulated a~ follows: 

l.n '::
1 

e ~~-t-e2 ~2

1~-e" :-.: (!.(x, t)K(u) :~)-F(u) cO, 

xER, tE[O, TJ, O::(;e<1, u>O, K(u)>O, (3.6.1.1) 

F(a;) 0, a;~ const, i= 0, 1, a1 >a0 , dF/ditla;=/=0. 

Here e is a small parameter, which appears natmally if we consider 

the solution to Eq. (3.6.1.1) for large t =tie (what interests specia
lists in all applications is whether the solution of a perturbation 
problem "reaches" the limiting wave, which propagates with the min
imal speed; see [:i.Z:i-3.29)); F is lhe source distribution function; 
the functions F (u). K (u), K (u) iJu dx, and /. (x, t) are intinitely 
diHerenliable and positi,·e (the l'rrst three for· 11 ::(; a 1): and the func
tion i. (x, t) ~ b ' const > 0 characterizes the slowly Yilr~·ing 
propertiPs of llrt• nwdium. The boundary roudilions arc 

lllx--·oo---=.o-al, lllx-.. -oo-+Uo· 

The ~ulu Lion 
erpra I ion K (11) 

lo lire problem dept>nds es~entially on 
/J has a root. 

r~.6.t.2) 

whether 

Remark In what follow~ we considl'r all thl' ca~!'~. \'urianl (:Ui.t.3) 
can be reduced to the K PI' equation (s<'l' p. :1:13) and corrl'sponds to thf' 
case when the stamlanl l'IJUalion has an asymptotic solution o[ the 
(J.2.1.tl) tYpe.'. In "'me instnncl's [:\.43) whl'n there is an asymptotic solution 
wilh th!' property fl- T c>xp (bmrn T/2), b~~bmrn· T-•--oo, the method given 
in :o;N·. :1.{>.1 ran hc> used. 
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The following variants are possible: 

(1) K (u) =I= b2
, u E lao, a1l. 

(2) K (a0 ) = b2 , or 

(3) K (a1 ) = b2
, 

where b is the speed of propagation of the wave. 

(3.6.1.3) 

(3.6.1.4) 

(3.6.1.5) 

Moreover, the manner in which K (u) depends on u also has a 
strong effect on the properties of the solution. 

For one dimension, variants (3.6.1.4) and (3.6.1.5) have been 
extensively treated in [3.3], while for many dimensions the solu
tion for these variants is constructed in Sections 3.6.4 and 3.6.5. 
In the present section we study the case of (3.6.1.3), where all the 
assertions remain valid for K = 1, too. 

Definition 3.6.1.1 A nonnegative continuous solution u (x, t, 
e) to Eq. (3.6.1.1) is said to be a formed wave if 

a0 ~u(x, t, e)~a 1 ; u(x, t, e)=a0 +6t(e), xEQ1; 

u(x, t, e)=a1-62 (e), xEQ 2 ; 6;(e)=O(em), m>O, i=-1, 2, 

where Q; are regions in R. 
We will seek the asymptotic solution to problem (3.6.1.1), 

(3.6.1.2) in the form 

u(x, t, e)=X(T)+dF1 (t, T)+O(e2)I~=S(x,t,e)/e·(3.6.1.6) 

Theorem 3.6.1.1 Problem (3.6.1.1 ), (3.6.1.2) has an asymptotic 
solution of the (3.6.1.6) type, with function x (T) satisfying the simple
wat·e equation 

ax a ( ax ) b --- (K(x)-b2)- -F(x)=O 
dT dT dT 1 (3.6.1.7) 

r.l~--oo=a0 +0, xl~-+oo=a1 -0, K(x)-b2 >0. 

The following inequalities hold true: 

dR/dxix=a, > 0, dR!dx!x=a, < 0, 

with R = F (X) (K (X)- b2
) > 0, X E (a0 , a,), and b > bmtn = 

2 {[(dF/dxlx=a,) K (ao)l X [1 + 4 (dF/dxlx=a,)t1}11 2 , and the following 
estimates hold true (see the Remark on p. 320): 

) 
h 

X(T ~aJ + exp K(ao)-bZ as T--oo, 

l = (b- V(b2 -b;,.in) (1+4(dF!dxix=a,)) )/2; 

) 
-/1T 

X(T -a1 - exp K(a
1
)-b2 as T -+oo, 

l1 = - b/2 + Vb214 + dF!dxix=a, (K (a1) -b2) > 0. 
21-0105 
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The function S (x, t, e) has the form 

S(x, t, e) =~(t)(x+cp(t))+~dx+cp(t))2·+eSdx, t), 

where the functions ~ and cp can be found by solving the system of equa
tions 

~(t)=(A.(-cp, t))-11 2, ~dcp/dt=b=const>O. (3.6.1.8) 

The function ~1 (I) is specified by the following formula: 

~. (t) = {- ~-· 1, 
Zl d<p d~ 1 ~ &'A. I lK (a0) } 

- dt dt K (a0)-b 2 + ax x=-q> K (a0)-b2 

x{-2A.(-cp, t)[b+2ll}-1. (3.6.1.9) 

The function S 1 can be found by solving the equation 

_ &:et _ K (;o~~-b• d~ &~1 _ [ -:e ( ~ ~;) + 2~1 ( ~; rJ 
&'A./ K ( ) + 2A. ( t) lK (a0) R &S 1 __ O +ax r=-q> ao -cp, K (a

0
)-b2 t' ox -- • 

The junction W 1 has the form 
t t' 

dX 1 dX. \' (dX )-2 ( l' /(dX./dr:)d-r) , 
W.=Ctd,;+ 'A.(-<p, l)~•d-t . V dr:' .) V(K(z)-b•) d't. 

+oo 

The functions f and V will be defined later (see (3.6.1.11') and 
(3.6.1.13')) and the following estimates hold true: 

llllrl 

W 1 =0 (exp i~:;/!_~,) as 't-+--oo, 

3bmtn f1+4dF/dx. lx=n 
b <"'b< " . 

min --- V 8-36dF/dz I _ ' .. x-ao 

'

,. 0 ( 0 (b-l)r: ) 
• 1 .- t·exp K(ao)-b" as t-+-- oo 1 

3f1+4(dF;dZ1za). 
b~ 

V8+36(dFidi( lx=a) ' 

lV 1 - 0 (tl'XJl K(<~;1_b 2 ) as T ~-oo, 
:I v 1 t, (df 'dy_ I Z=<l) 

h > --'=======""-VR 3ti (df:;df.:, ,) 

0 ( 
., -IT ) 

T- PXp K (a 1) ·-1• 2 liS 't-++ 00, 
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Proof. The main equations obtained after we substitute solutions 
(3.6.1.6) into Eq. (3.6.1.1) have the form 

dtp ax ( dcp ) 2 a•x 
~ dt """(Ft + ~ dt d1:2 

a ( dz ) - ~2 /.. (- <p, t) d-t K (X) d~ - F (X)= 0, 

(3.6.1.10) 

R _!!5£. dW 1 : ( R ~ ) 2 d
2
W 1 

I' dt d't ' I' dt d1: 2 

R2 d2 dF (X) 
- p 1.. ( -<p, t) d1:• (K (X) Wt)-dXW 1 = /, 

(3.6.1.11) 

where 

1 = _ax [ 1:-S1 (~ + 2~ acp) -l-~] 
d1: ~ dt I dt ' iJt 

- &•x [2~ .!!5£._ ~ + 2 (•-S) acp (~ + 2~ acp) J 
()1:2 dt iJt I dt dt I iJt 

(3.6.1.11') 

Here we have used the following relationships: 

aS=Rdtp+ (~-i- 2Rdcp) 1:-S1+ as1+0(( )2)1 
at P dt e dt ~-' 1 dt ~ e at •e ~=S/e • 

::~ = d~ ( ~ ~~) + 2~d ~~ r + O (e"t) '-=S!e ' 

~s =~+2 ~1 e(•-S1)-e a! 1 +0((n)2)/ , 
vX p vX t=S/< 

0a
2

~ = 2~ 1 + 0 ((n)) / , 
X ~=S/e 

x + <p = e IT;SJ) + 0 ((eT)2) / . 
t=Sfe 

The function 'X solves the equation 

(3.6.1.12) 

21* 
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and the functions ~ (t} and <r (t) ~atisfy system (3.6.1.8). Hence, for 
Lu = U (e2

) to he valid it is sufficient that (:-!.6.1.11) be valid and 
that 

H" 1 lt--oc~O, W.it-+ao'~O. 

The general solution to Eq. (3.6.1.11) has the form 
t 

w = c .!!:1:.. + c .!!:1:.. r v ( .!!:1:..) - 2 a. 
I I dT 2 dT .) dT 

t ,. 

i d"f. \. ( d"f. ) -2 ( \~ f (d"f./dT) dT ) , + ~21-(-!p, t) d. . V dt' . V(K(x)-b2) d't · (3.6.1.13) 
+ao 

The function 1·, or the Wronskian of Eq. (3.6.1.11), has the form 
t 

" -- (K ( ) b2)-2 - ( b (" dt ) • - X- exp .' K(x)-b2 • (3.6.1.13') 

Since, by the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6.1.1, K (a 0 ) - b2 is posi
tive and in view of the resul Ls established in Sec lion 3.2, the func
tion X has the following asymptotic behavior as T--+- - oo: 

where 

- - - I 
x-ao+expl't..J..pxp2l<+ ... , [c- K(ao)-b'' 

l = b/2-V b2/4- (K (a0)- b2 ) (dFidxlx= .. ,) 

= ~ (b -- fl l/ b2
- binin) > 0, 

~~ = V 1 + 4 (dF/dxlx=a,) 

(see Section :-!.2). 
The minimal spee!l ca11 he found from the ronditio11 that the dis

rrimillalll he 11011negalive: 

The followi11g e"limalps hold true: 

/o O(TPXp(lt)) HS T--+--00, 

V = 0 ( ex p 1\ I>)T 1 .. ) as <--+- - oo, 
(ao - ,~ 

and Lite integrals i11 (:Ui.l.t:{) are divergent for arbitrary ~ 1 and 
sl. 
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Nullifying the sum of eoefficients of exp (lT) as T--+- oo, wear
rive at the following equation 

-I [E.l- §.J_ ( ~ + 2~ !!_p_) J 
at ~ dt 1 dt 

- [z [2R__r!_p_ ~- 2S ~ (~ .J 2R ~) J 
~'-' at at 1 dt dt ' ~'-' 1 at 

-z[_!_(~~)+2~ (dfll) 2]-~~~ K(a)I2 
dt dt 1 dt ax X=-(j> O 

(3.6.1.14) 

Nullifying the sum of roeflieients ofT exp (l<) as T--+- oo, we get 

__ _]_ (~+2~ !!_p_) -2[2~ (~+2~ ~) 
~ dt 1 dt dt dt 1 dt (3.6.1.15) 

a~. I - -+ ~ Dx x=-(j) f2K (a0 ) + 4~ 1 "- (- cp, t) ZZK (a0 ) = 0, 

from which Eq. (iUU .\J) follows. 
Combining (:1.6.1.14) with (3.6.1.15) yields an equation for finding 

St: 

as1_ [2~~ ~- [_!_ (~ ~) + 2~ (~)zl 
at dt at dt dt 1 dt J 

af... I - asl + ~ Dx x=-<r K (a0 ) + 2"- ( -cp, t) 1K (a0 ) ~---a;-= 0. (3.6.1.15') 

Let us investigate the denominator in (3.6.1.8) (see also (3.6.1.15)). 
Allowing for Eq. (3.G.1.8), we get 

2 dqJ - (. dqJ ) 2 --If dt-41 dt +4"-(-cp, t)1K(a0 ) (3.6.1.16) 

= 2],. (- cp, t)l-b- 2lb2 + 2lK (a0)] = -2A (- cp, t) [b-21]~0. 

We see that the denominator can vanish. 
Let us eontinue investigating (3.6.1.13). Equation (3.6.1.11) 

implies that if conditions (3.6.1.14.) and (3.6.1.15) are met, the 
function f has an estimate 

f=0(Texp2ZT) as T--+-oo. (3.6.1.17) 

Moreover, as T-+-oo, the following estimates hold true: 

f ~~ V- 1=0 (Texp{(3t- K(au~-bz)T}), 

V ( ~~ r 2 
= 0 (ex p { ( K (ao~ _ b• - 2l) T}) . 
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Let us examine the behavior of the exponent in the last expression 
as 't-+- oo: 

b - b-21 
K(a0)-b 2 21

=K(ao-b') 

2llb2/4-(K (a0)-b 2) (dF/dx! 1=a,) 
= K (a

0
)-b2 > O, (3.6. US) 

where we haYe employed an equation that follows from (3.6.1.12) and 
from the results obtained in Section 3.2.1, namely 

b=l+ K(a0)-b
2 

dF I , 
I dx x=a, 

with 

. ( d•e j de ) l= lim 72 7 >0. 
'(--CICI l; f:, 

Condition (3.6.1.18) implies that 

3i- K(ao~-b• = (+-+11 Vb2 -b"min)j(K(a0)-b2)>0, 
with 

b <b< 3bmln(t+4(dF/d!: lx=,)) 

min VB+36(dF/dx lx=a,l 

Hence, the inner integral in (3.6.1.13) has the estimate 
~ 

l f(dX./dt)dt ( . (31-b)t) 
I= .1 V(K(X)-b')-0 'texp K(ao)-b• (3.6.1.19) 

\' 

and, as 't-+-- oo, is convergent for 
3b m 1 n 1 I 71 _,__...,., -;4-;( d7 F""'t'"""'d-X 71 x-_-

0
....,.) 

b <b< y -. 
min y'8+36(dF/dX.Ix=a.l 

and divergent for b;;;.:(3tV8) bmin· 
The following estimatc> holds true: 

-;"'7";;-;:-:-;-----, 
" 3bm 111 V 1 +4 (dF!dX. lx=a,l 

I= O(t-) b= , 
' y'B+36(dF/dx lx=a,> 

(3.6.1.20) 

and, as 't--oo, tlw following estimates hold true: 
t t' 

Io , _ \ V ( rlz ) - ~ ( \. t (dx/d';l d; ) dt' 
,1 dt . V(K(z)-b 2) 

+oo 

( 
(b- 21) t ) 

-~0 t'Xp K(ao)-b' , b- 21>0, 
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for 

b <b< 3bmtnfl. . 
min VB+36(dFJdX lx=a,l' 

I -0 ( 2 (b-2/)'t ) 
o- 't exp K (ao)-b2 t b _ 3bmtnfl. • 

a - ' 
V 8+ 36 (dF/dX I x=a,l 

lo=O ('texp K(a:)T-b2) 
for b > 3bmtnfl. 

V 8+36 (dF/dXIx=a) 

Thus, C2 == 0 in (3.6.1.13), which implies the validity of (3.6.1.10) 
and the following estimates (as 't-+ - oo ): 

W -0 (ex (b-/)'t ) b <b< 3f.lbmtn • 
1- P K(a0)-b2 'min VB+36(dFfdXIx=a/ 

W -0 ('t2ex (b-l)'t ) b- 3fl.bmln . 
1

- PK(ao)-b2
' -VB+36(dF/dxlx=a)' (3.6.1.21) 

WI = 0 ( 't exp K (a~~~ b2 ) ' b > 3f.lbmtn 
VB+36(dF/dX lx=a,l 

Let us study the asymptotic behavior of W1 as 't-+ + oo. The 
estimate 

X.('t) = a1 -exp (-l1't) + o (exp( -l1't)) as 't-++ oo, 
- lt ,; 
l1= K(at)-b•, l1= -b/2+ v b214+(dF/dx.ix=a)(K(a1)-b2

) >0, 

implies that 
't 

/l =l f(dX/d-c)dT o(. -(2!t+b)T) 
J V(K(x)-b2),..... 'texp K(at)-b2 as 't-++oo, 

+oo 

(
dx)-2 ( (b+2l 1)-c) V y. =0 exp K(a

1
)-b2 as 't-++oo, 

and the integral / 1 converges as 't-+ + oo. Then we have the fol
lowing estimate: 

(3.6.1.22) 

We have, therefore, constructed an asymptotic solution to problem 
(3.6.1.1), (3.6.1.2), so that the proof of Theorem 3.6.1.1 is complete. 

The solution to problem (3.6.1.1), (3.6.1.2) is stable with respect 
to smooth perturbations and can be compared to the solution to a 
similar problem for the parabolic equation in Section 3.6.3 (see 
below). 
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3.6.2 Diffusion of Light in an Active Medium (Continued) 

In this section we considPr another variant of the model used to 
dPscribt• the propagation of light in an active medium. 

Lct11s again take up problem (3.6.1.1), (:1.6.1.2). Suppose that the 
algebraic eq11ation (:tn.t.:~) ha~ no root~ K (u} =F b~ for u E (a 0 , a 1 ) 

and that K (a 0)- b~ < 0, for the sake of deliuiteuess. The asymptot
ic solution to problem (3.6.1.1 }, (3.6.1.2) is of the (3.6.1.6) type. 
The following theorem is valid: 

Theorem :t6.2.1 Problem (:UU .I), (:3.1i.1.2) has an asymptotic 
solution of the (:t6.1.G) type, with X (T) satisfying the simple-lcat·e equa
tiOII 

b ~~ + :T ( iK (X)- b2i :; ) -F (X}-= 0, 

Xlt-+oo=ca!, Xlt--oo~aJo K(z)-h2 <0. 
(3.6.2.1) 

The following inequalities hold true: 

R c= F(x)(K(x)- b2)<0, ddR I <0, _:_I!!__ I >0 
X x=n, dx_ x=a, 

(3.6.2.2) 

and the following estimates /wid /me (see tl1e Remark on p . .3:!0): 

X a m·n ItT a" T---+- 00 
.-1-'-'r-- 1/\(ad-b"l ., -' 

11 =- b/2 + Vb 2!4- idF/dx lx=a, (K (a 1)- b2)1 > 0; 
-l0T 

x-au+exp IK(ao)-b21 as T---+---i-oo, 

/ 0 ~' b/2 + V b2 14 + (dF/dxix=n,) iK (a0)- b2 1 >0. 
The function S (x, I, t} has the form 

S (.r, i, t} "'--' ~ (t) (.r + q (/)} + ~.(t) (.r + !f (1))2 + eS .(.r, t) 
(3.6.2.3) 

where the functions~ and !jJ can be found from the system of equations 

~(I) 1 
, ~ ~ 'b ~' con~l < 0, (3.G.2.3') 

1/i-. ( -<[', I) dt 

the june/ion ~~ is defined as fulloll's: 

R ( ) = {R-1 ~ _ ">f ..'0:_ ~ --,--;-:-;---7----;-:;--:-
l'l I P dt - 0 dt dt I 1\ (a0) -b2 I 

;_ R _.!!!:_I. loK (no) } r·>; (- I) (b- 2/ )1-1 
' 1' tlr x=•r I K (n0)-b 2 I •- · !f, 0 ' 

(:H.2.3") 
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and the function S 1 can be determined by solving the equation 

as 1 2!0~ dcp as, [ d ( a<p) 2A acp) 2] 
---at- I K (a0 )- b2 I ~ at+ dt ~ dt + ~-' 1 t dl 

A OA I K ( ) 21.. ( ) loK (ao) A as 1 0 -pih x~-q> ao + - cp, t 1 K (a
0
)-b 2 1 ~-'ax~ · 

The function W 1 has the form 
• 1] 

w c ax 1 ax p\ v ( ax ) -2 ( r 1 (ax; a,) a, ) d 
1 = 1JT- "A(-cp, t)~•d.. aTJ ·' V(K(x)-b 2 ) 1J, 

+oo +oo 

where f and V are defined in (:1.6.1.11') and (3.6.1.6) (see below). The 
following estimates hold true: 

W O ( -210-r; ) 1 ~ Texp 
1 
K(ao)-b2 l as T-++oo, 

0 ( 
-(lt+b)-r;) 

W 1 = cxp 
1 
K(at)-b•l as T-+- oo. 

Proof. The main equations, obtained by substituting solution 
(3.6.1.6) into Eq. U~.6.1.1), have the form (:).!i.1.10), (3.6.1.11). 

The function x (T) is the solution to the ordinary differential equ
ation 

b ~~ + :, (JK(x)-b2 J ~~ )-F(x)=cO, (3.6.2.4) 

Xi•-+"" = ao, Xi<-+-oo ~ a1· 

1\ote that in this equation there is a "plus" in front of the second de
rivative. The functions ~ (t) and cp (t) satisfy system (3.6.2.1), and 
for Lu = 0 (e2

) to be valid it is sufficient that Eq. (3.6.1.11) be 
valid and that the boundary conditions 

be met. 
The general solution to Eq. (3.6.1.11) has the form 

• 
W 1 ~ C 1 ~~ + C 2 ~~ ~ V ( ~~ r I dT (3.6.2.5) 

' n 
1 ~ r v (ax) -2 ( r 1 cax;aT) a, ) d 

~2Jo(-cp,t) d-r; .) dTJ ,\ V(K(X)-b 2 ) 1]. 
+XI +oo 

The function V, or the Wronskian of Eq. (3.6.1.11), is 

• 
V ~, (K ('l.)- b2)-2 exp (b \ a-r; ) 

• J K(xJ-b2 . 
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Equation (3.6.2.4), as shown in Section 3.2, is related to the equa
tion 

d8 d28 
b ds - d;2 -R (8) = 0, R = F (8) (K(8)-b2) <0, 

with 8 E (a0 , a 1), and has a monotone solution, d8/d6 ~ 0, that 
satisfies the conditious 

81;-+ao=a1, 81;--ao=a0 • 

This equation can be studied by the same methods as were applied 
in Section 3.2 (the Zeldovich equation with a nonpositive sink 
function). 

Here the constant b is negatiYe (see Section 3.2) and the following 
estimates hold true: 

8-a1-exp(-l16) as 6--++oo, 

z.= -b/2+ Vb2/4+(dF(8)/d81e=a,)IK(a.)-b2 1 >0; 

8-a0 +exp(l06) as 6--+-oo, 

10 = b/2 + V b2!4 + (dF (8)/d81e=a,) IK (a0)- b2 1 > 0. 

There exists an inequality that determines the maximal speed: 

( 
I dF (8)/d8 I e=a, I K (a.)) 112 

b>bmax= - 2 41dF(8)/d8 I _ 1-1 · 
8-a1 

In view of the results arrived at in Section 3.2, the function X has 
the asymptotic form, as T--+- oo, 

- ItT - 21,T 
x-a.-rxp IK(ai)-b2 1-exp I K(a,)-b2 1 (3.6.2.7) 

and the following estimate holds true: 

X -a0 -;- Pxp { - I K (a~l'~- b• I} + ... as T--+ + oo. 

The fuudio11 z is muuoloue, dxldT < 0. 
The folluwillg e.,limales hold true: 

I c 0 ( 'tl'\P 1 K (-:::~b•l} as T--+ + oo, 

V ,o{l·xp
1 
K(~)b~b'l) as •-+oo, 

and the iulegrals iu (3.u.2.5) are divergent for arbitrary~~ and S 1• 
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Nullifying the sum of coefficients of exp 
1 

K (:"0~~b•l as T-++ oo, 
we get the following equation: 

[ ast_!..l_ (~+ 2~ ~)l at p dt 1 dt _ 

-I K (a:i-b• I [ 2~ :~ a;/ -281 :~ ( ~~ + 2~1 :~)] 

+ [ :t ( ~ ~~) + 2~d ~~ rJ- ~ ~~ lx=-~ I :(!~i)_!_0b2 I 
A a;.. I -pax- x=-Q>K(a0)-2~1 /.(-q:, t)K(a0 ) 

-4~ 1A.(-<p, t)S1K(a0 ) I K(a:i-b•l 

+ 2A. ( -<p, t) K (ao) ~ a!t I K (a:)o-b• I 0. (3.6.2.8) 

Nullifying the sum of coefficients of T exp 
1 

K (-::~ b' 
1 

, we get 

an equation for determining ~ 1 (t): 

~-I { ~~ + 2~/d~ ) - 2 1 K (a0~ 0- b2 I d~ { 1 + 2~ 1 ~; } 

+A o/..1 loK (ao) + 4A A ( t) loK (ao) 0 
Pox x=-'P I K(a0)-b2 1 PI - <p, I K(a0)-b2 1 = · 

( :3.6 .2.9) 

From this follows formula (3.6.2.3') for function ~ 1 • Combining 
Eqs. (3.6.2.8) and (3.6.2.9), we obtain an equation for determining 
Sl: 

8~t1 - 1 K c!:i~b' 1 ~; 8:t1 + [ :t (~ aa~) + 2~1 ( aa~) 
2] 

-A a;.. I K ( ) ...L 2A ( - ) . loK (ao) A ~- 0 
Pox x=-'1' ao ' <p, t 1 K(a0)-b 2 11' ox-- · 

(3.6.2.10) 

Let us consider the denominator in (3.6.2.:·3") (see also (3.6.1.15)). 
If we use (3.6.2.3'}, we get 

2A dcp 4 10 { dcp )2 + 41 ( t) l0 K (a0) 
PTt- IK(a0)-b2 1 dt · -cp, IK(a0)-b2 1 

2' ( ) [b 2 lob
2 

2 l0 K (a0) J 
= A -<p, t - I K(a

0
)-b2 1 + I K(a

0
)-b 2 1 

=2A(-cp, t)[b-2l0 ]<0. 

We see that the denominator does not vanish. 
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Let us rontinue with the study of (3.6.2.5). Equation (3.6.1.11) 
implies that if Eqs. (3.6.2.8) and (3.6.2.9) are satisfied, the funrtion 
I has the following estimate: 

f 0 ( 
. -21ot } 

= T ex p I K (ao)- b• I as T--+- + oo. 

The following estimates also hold true: 

-t(dX) 0( . (b-3/o)T) IV dT" = Texp 1 K(aol-b 2 1 
as T --+- -:- oo , 

( dx}-2 ( (21-b)T) 
V dt =0 expiK(:o)-b•l as T--+-+oo. 

The inner integral in (3.6.2.5) has the estimate 
t 

(' 1'"-l (dX) d ·-·O ( . (b-3l0)T ) 
·' • dT" T-- T exp I K(ao)-b2 1 

as T-+- + oo 

and is rouvergent, sinctl b - 31 0 < 0. 
The outer integral in (3.6.2.5) has the estimate 

0 ( -10T ) 
= Texp 1 K (ao)-b 2 1 • 

Thus, the following estimate holds true: 

W 1 --= 0 ( Texp 
1 

K ~.~~b• 
1

) as T--+- + oo. 

Let us study the behavior of W1 as T --+- - oo. By virtue of esti
mate (3.(i.2.7), we have 

f 0 ( 
_ l 1T ) • 

. ~ TexpiK(atJ-b•l a,.T-+-oo, 

and thl' following estimates hold true: 

f ( dd~) r-• 0 ( (b--2t.lT ) 
• TPX)J I K(a,)-b'! as T~-oo, 

1 ( dz} -~ _ (, _ -(b-l-:.!ltl T) --+--
1 dT -0 np!/\(a,)-b'l. as T oo. 

Since b -;· :21 1 > tJ, the inner integral in (:Ui.:2.:i) i:- ron,·ergent 

~ jV-l ( ~~) dT Con~l. t 2 =:0, 
+oc 
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while for the outer integral we have the estimate 

I 0 ( 
. --(b+21,) T) 

1 = exp 1 K(a,)-b'l as T-+-oo. 

Thus, we have the following estimate 

u O ( -(b-!-[,)T) 
rl1 = exp I K(a,)-b•l as T-+-oo 

since -b - l, > 0 hecauEe b < 0. 
\\'e have just constructed an asymptotic, solution to problem 

(3.6.1.1), (3.6.1.2) forK (z)- b2 < 0. The proof of Theorem 3.6.2.1 
is complete. 

The results of Theorems :1.6. 1.1 and 3.6.2.1 suggest the following 
Remark :1.6.2.1 The following estimate holds true: 

w,, IVo c= 0 (1) as IT ,_ 00 

if c, = 0. 

3.6.3 KPP Waves in Nonhomogeneous Media 

In this section we give formulas describing the propagation of Kol
mogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov (KPP) waves in nonhomogeneous media with 
slowly varying properties. It appears that in the class of smooth perturbations 
a wave with the minimal speed is unstable, contrary to the result obtained in 
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. 

3.6.3.1 An Asymptotic Solution to the Semi-linear Parabolic Equation 
with Constant Roots in the Equation F(u) = 0 

The wave solutions to the Kl'l' equation (see Seetion 
3.2.1) have been studied in the classical work of Kolmogorov, Pet
rovskii, and Piskunov [:1.26]. The equation is 

au 82 u 
Tt-7JX2-R (u) =0. (3.6.3.1) 

The invariant solutions to this equation are of the form u (x, t) = 
e (x + bt), where the function (-:) = (-) (£) is the solution to the 
following boundary value problem ("·e assume that R (0) = 0, 
R (1) = 0, R (u) >0 for u E (0, 1)): 

dE> d2E> 
b a; -dV-R(0)=0, 

lim 0(£)=0, lim 0(6)=1. 
i-+-oo S-++oo 

(3.6.3.2) 

This boundary value problem has a solution if b > bmln = 

2 (dR!d 0 le=o)1
'

2 (see Section 3.2.1, where we set forth the 
results of [3.25, 3.26]). An interesting property of the KPP equation 
is the tendency of the solution to the Cauchy problem to become, 
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as t --.. oo , an invariant solution corresponding to b = bmtn· In 
other words, the solution to the KPP equation, u (x, t), such that 
u (x, 0) = a (x), with 0 :::;;; a (x):::;;; 1, a (x) == 1, x ~ 1, a (x) == 0, 
x « 0, and da/dx ~ 0, possesses the following estimate [3.25-3.30)7 

u (x, t) = 8 (x + tbm10) - 6 (x, t), 
II 6 (x, t) II C(Rll--.. 0, as t--.. oo. 

X 

In some papers this property is called the stability of a simple wave 
with the minimal speed. 

Let us consider the KPP equation with variable coefficients and a 
small parameter acting as a coefficient of the derivatives: 

au a ( au ) 2 • Lu=e 81 - e2 Tx l..(x, t)Tx -'V (x, t)R(u)=0,(3.6.3.3) 

where 1.. (x, t) and '\' (x, t) are smooth positive functions. Parameter 
e in the equation emerges, for instance, if the solution to the initial 

KPP equation (3.6.3.1) is considered for large times t- t, e and 

"large";;_ z,e. (Going over to variables';; and tin Eq. (3.6.3.1) 
and canceling out the wave, we arrive at Eq. (3.6.3.1) with 1.. == 1 
and'\'= 1.) Below we construct asymptotic solutions to Eq. (3.6.3.1) 
of the form 

u (x, t) = 8 (S,'e) + e lV1 (S. e, t, e), (3.6.3.4) 
where 

S (x, t) = ~ (t) (x + (f!) + ~ 1 (t) (x + (f! 2
) + eS1 (x, t). 

Essentially these solutions are distorted simple waves, and the exist
ence of such waH's means that the Kl'P waves are stable under slow 
variations of the properties of the external medium. 

It appear~. however, that the solution to Eq. (~-l.6.:t1) of the form 
(:~.fi.:~.4) rxi!'h only for b > b11 "n and, hence, the wave with the 
millimal ~perd proves to he Ullslable under such variations of the 
properties of the medium. 

(Jil the olhrr hand, if nil the terms in the law of energy conserva
tioll are takell into arrom1t, that i!", if tl1e term (Pu/8t 2 is retained, 
the rr~ult i~ a o:tahle wave ill relation to this class of medium pertur
batioll~. 

Ill Sectioll>' :l.li.l alld :~.11.2 Wl' gave the result of the investigation 
of tl1P ror11plplp P<prntion (it can he a~!"umed that K (u) = 1). Delow 

' Pro\"idrrlthnt a (~).is not a solution to Eq. (3.fl.2.2) for any value 
b > """"'In (:1.251 there are rrfl'renc!'S to thP works nf H.A. Fisher, Y.A. Kana!. 
P.G. l:ill', J .B. ~lcLNJI(, D.G. Aronson, H.F. Weinberger, and others (see also 
j3.:!7.:L~!II}. 
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we employ this result in connection with Eq. (3.6.3.3). Let us give 
a formal solution to problem (3.6.3.3). We have 

Theorem 3.6.3.1 Let R (u) >0, u E (0, 1). Then an asymptotic 
solution of the (3.6.3.4) type to problem (3.6.3.3) exists, and the func
tion 8 is a solution to problem (3.6.3.2) for b > bm 1n- The functions 
~ (t) and cp (t) are defined through the system of equations 

~2f,. (- cp, t) = '\' ( -cp (t), t), ~ ~~ ~ 1' (- cp (t), t) b, (3.6.3.5) 

and the function ~~ (t) is defined thus: 

A (t)= [~ a')../ Z2-~ __!__+ !lf ~-'] 
t'l ax X=-q> dt p ax X=-rp 

x [2/.. (- cp, t) l Vb2 - b~,nr' (3.6.3.6) 

where 

bmln = 2 Y dR/d8ie=O• l = (b- Yb2 -b~in)/2. 

The function 8 1 can be found by solving the equation 

_ a!l + 2f.. ( -cp, t) ~l a:x1 + ~ :~ fx=-rp + 2~ 1 /.. (- rp, t) = 0. 

The function W 1 has the form 

Wt(~. t)=C1 ~~ -.t..-'(-cp, t)~-2 ~~ 
s ~-

X ~ V ( ~~) -
2 

( ~ /V-1 ~~ dfl) ~' (3.6.3.7) 

and the following estimates hold true (see the Remark on p. 320): 

3 
W1 =0(£exp(2l~)) as s-+-oo, b> ys bm1n; 

W1 =0(1;2 exp((b-l)£)) as s-+-oo, b= :sbm1n, 

b-l > l; 
3 

W 1 = 0 (exp ((b-l) £)) as £-+- oo, bmln < b <VB bmln• 

W1 =0(1;2 exp(-l06)) as s-+oo. 

Remark 3.6.3.1 An asymptotic solution to problem (3.6.3.3) 
is generally described by formulas given in Theorem 3.6.3.1 only 
for the values of variables x and t that obey the condition 
~(x-i- rp) + ~ 1 (x + cp) 2 ~ (x + cp). Outside this region the solu
tion is continued by zero and unity, respectively, just as in Section 
3.4. 
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Proof. Let us substitute the function (3.6.3.4) into Eq. (3.6.3.3). 
As ill Secliou :1.4.1, we obtaiu 

Lu = { ~ ~~ ~~ - ~2'A. (- rp, t) ~~ -y (- rp, t) R (8)} 

{
A d!f' awl A2, a•w1 aR (8) w} +e pdt ~ -p "( -rp, t) ~-y( -qJ, I)~ 1 

[ { m. I a29 d8 a;. I + E - ~ o;:- X=-cp (£- S,) d~2 + ~ df 7);" x=-cp 

a8 a•8 
+2~1 'A.(-rp, t) ~+4~.<·-q', t)(£-S,) as• 
_!!!.___(2~.~+~)~-s~ ~+_!!_!_I ~-s~R((-))} 

dt dt dt ~ d~ OX X=-cp ~ 

{ 
a8 as 1 , a•8 2A as 1 } J 0 2 3 6 3 B) +e d[ ----;J"t-.r.(-rp, t) a;• p-Tx + (e). ( ... 

If ~ (t) and lji (I) are found by solving system (3.6.3.5) and 8 is 
the solution to problem (:1.6.3.2), then Lu = 0 (e). For the condi
tion Lu = 0 (e) to be salisf1ed, it is sufficient that the following he 
valid: 

A acp aw, A2, ) a•w1 dR (8) W I ) 
P(it a~-.., "(-rp, t ---av-y(-IJl, t) """"de 1 = (t, e, 

(3.6.3.!)) 

where f stands for the sum inside the square brackets in (:tG.:tS). 
The boundary conditions (3.G.3.:1) imply the following boundary 

conditions for W1 : 

Wtii--oo = 0, ~-~~~-+<» =0. 

The geueral solution to Eq. (:1.G.3.U) has the form 

[; 
dB d8 · ( d8 ) - 2 , 

W 1 C1 ~-!-C2 d£ ) V d£' d£ 

':: t• . " 
a8 ·· ( ae ) - 2 ( · a8 ) ~- i.-• (- tf, I) ~-2 a; ) V a~: ~ fV-• a; d£ d~', 

"" 

with I' I'(;) the \\'ron!'kiau of Eq. (:~.li.:2.!J), 

I' • • exp (/1~). 

(:U.:-3.10) 

As £-+- oo the following estimate holds true (see Sed ion :1.2): 

H (£) .- l'XJI (l£H- C3Pxp (21£)+ ... , k (b-y' b2
- bf.,in)/2. 

(3.G.3.11) 
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Hence, as s-+- oo, we have the estimates 

f=O(sexp (l£)) +O(exp (ls)), 

v = o (exp (bs)), 

and the inner integral in (3.6.3.10) is divergent as s -+ - oo for 
arbitrary ~ 1 and S1 , since 2l- b < 0. 

1\"ullifying the sum of coefficients of exp (n) as ~-+- oo, we 
get the equation 

-l 081 +2A(- ,t)lz~oSr_~~~ ZZS +~t~j Ot (jl OX OX X=-q> j OX X=-<j' 

+2~1A(-cp, t)l-4~1A(-cp, t)Sp 

, [ 2~dq>+d~]IS1 _!.1..~~ =O. 
T 1 dt dt J ~ ~ OX X=-q> 

(3.6.3.12) 

;'\ullifying the sum of coefficients of £ exp (ls) as ~-+- oo, we 
get the equation for ~ 1 : 

Azzo"i..j +4AA,(- t)ZZ-[2A d(jl_,_~J...!:... 
I' ox x=-q> 1-'l cp, 1-'l dt ' dt 11 

+~-l!lj =0. 
ox x=-q> 

(3.6.3.13) 

Combining Eqs. (3.6.3.12) and (3.6.3.13) yields an equation for S 1: 

_oS 1 +A(-cp, t) 2~zoSr+~l~, 
ot ox ox x=-q> 

+ 2~ 1 ;\., (- cp, t) = 0. (3.6.3.14) 

The solution to Eq. (3.6.3.13) has the form 

~dt)= -[zz~~~ _i_~+~-1!lj J 
ox :r=-<p ~ dt ox x=-<P 

x [ 4A(-cp, t)ZZ-2-f- ~n- 1 • (3.6.~.15) 

Let us calculate the denominator in (3.6.3.15). Substituting 
dcpidt and~ from system (3.6.3.6) and the value of l from the hypothe
sis of Theorem 3.6.3.1, we obtain 

-4;\.,(-cp, t)l2 + 2~ ~; =2A{-cp, t)ZVb2 -b:n•n>0. 

Let us continue with the study of (3.6.3.10). If Eqs. (3.6.:1.13) 
and (3.6.3.14) are valid, the function f has the estimale 

j = 0 (s exp 2Zs) as £ -+ - oo. (3.6.3.16) 
22-0105 
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l\lorPover, LIH.'re are the following estimates (as ~-+ - oo): 

jV- 1 ~~ =0(6exp((3l-bH)), 

( 
d9 ) -2 V df =O(exp((b-21)6)), b-21>0. 

Let us analyze the exponents as 't-+ - oo: 

b-21= )fb2 -b~in>0, 

31- b = b/2- (3/2) )f b"""2----:bc::-~-in > 0 

for b11110 < b < (3/)18} bmtn· 

(3.6.3.17) 

(3.6.3. 18) 

Thus, the following estimate holds true for the inner integral in 
(3.6.3.10): 

;. 

\
. d9 

I=. /dfV-1 ~=0(Hxp((31-b)'t)), 

and for bmtn < b < (3/VF) mtn the integral is convergent as 
6-+- oo, while forb~ (3/)18) bmtn it is divergent as £-+- oo. 
The following estimate holds true: 

I= 0 (62), b = (3/YB) bmtn· 

As 't-+ - oo the following estimates hold true: 
~ ,. 

I = \' V ~ ( I jV-1 ~ dt) -~t' 
o • d~' J ds - us 

+ao 

=O(exp((b-21)£)), b-21>0, 

bmln < b < (3/)fS) bmln; 

I 0 =0(6exp(l6)), b>(3!VB)bmtn; 

I 0 = 0 (62 exp ((b- 21)6)), b = (3/VB) bmtn· 

Thus, C 2 = 0 and (3.G.a.7) hold::; true a~ 't-+- oo. This implies 
that the following estimates hold true: 

WI 0 0 (Pxp ((b-1) m. bmln < b < (3/VB> bmln; 

IV 1 = 0 (£2 exp ((b -l) ~), b = (3FV8) bmtn• b-l > l; 
(3.6.3.19) 

Let us consider the behavior of the integrand in t3.t;_;L7) a~ 
~--.. oo. J:y virtue of the estimate (sec Scrtion ~1.~) 

(-1-1-Pxp(-10~). 10 - h/2+ Yb2/4+1dH/dHJe=d>0, 
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we l1ave (as ~-+ oo) 
~ 

J JV-t ~~ ~ = 0 (~ exp ((2l0 - b) S)), 

V ( ~~ r 2 
= 0 (exp (b + 2l0) ~)). 

(3.6.3.20) 

In view of the first estimate in (3.6.3.20), the outer integral in 
(3.6.3. 7) is convergent as £ -+ oo. This formula yields the estimate 

W1 =0(~2 exp(-l0~)) as ~-+ oo. 

The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Let us investigate the condition b > bmln used in the proof of 

the theorem. If b = bmtn the denominator in (3.6.3.16) nnishes 
and, hence, the equation for finding ~ 1 (t) has no solution and the 
function jV-1 (dE>/d'£) grows in direct proportion to I s I ass-+ - =· 
Thus, at b = bm!n the integral in (3.6.3.18) has no finite value for 
£' < = and, as can easily be seen, the equation for fmding IV1 
has no useful solution (i.e. a solution that decreases as I s 1-+ =). 
One could attempt to construct the next term in the asymptotic ex
pansion of the solution by employing the method of the "operator
valued symbol" [3.3], that is, by writing a partial differential equa
tion for W1 (retaining the derivatives e (8W1/ot) and e (8W1/dx)), 
which is a linear equation with variable coefficients: 

e 
0
:;

1 =A ( :, , e a: ) W1 + f, 
The operator-valued symbol A (8/or:, p) in this case proves to he 
nonhermitian (because of the presence of awl/or:), but a unitary 
transformation can be applied to reduce this operator to a hermitian 
nonpositive operator in the L 2 (R 1

) space with a weight fuuction 
exp (- b£). However, the fact that the equation for ~ 1 (t) has 110 
solution at b = bm!n means that the new right-hand side does not 
belong to L 2 (R 1

) with the weight function exp ( - b£). 
The propagation of a distorted KPP wave at b = bmtn is po;;sihle 

only if A = A (t), y = y (t), and A/y = const. Then Eq. (3.6.::1.13) 
becomes an identity for every ~ 1 (t). 1\'ote that in this case Eq. 

t 

(3.fU.:i) in variables x and t = ~A (t)dt is an equatio11 with 
0 

constant coefftcients and possesses an exact invariant solution of l he 
wave type. There are also other ways of constructing;the second lerm 
in the asymptotic solution, but in Theorem 3.6.3.1 we have em
ployed the method in which the following estimates hold true: 

WI!Wo=o(1) ass-+ -oo if CI=O, 
W 1/W0 = o (1) as s-+ oo since lim W 0 = 1-0. 

~--00 

22* 
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3.6.3.2 An Asymptotic Solution to the Semi·linear 
Equation with a Variable Root of the Equation F = 0 

In this section we provide a solution to the problem of a parabolic 
equation of the (3.6.3.1) type with a variable root of the equation 
F (u, x, t) = 0. The problem has the form 

au. a ( au. ) ETt-E2 -az l.(x, t)az- -y(x, t)u(J.L(x)-u)=O, 

(3.6.3.21) 

u(-oo, t)=O, u(oo, t)=J.L(X, t). 

The asymptotic solution to problem (3.6.3.21) will be sought in the 
form 

u (x, t, E)= J.L (x) (8 (S/e) + eW1 (SIE, t)], 

where the function S has the form 

S (x, t, E) = ~ (t) (x + rp (t)) + ~ 1 (t) (x + rp (t))2 

+ eS1 (x, t). 

If J.L = J.L (x, t), the algorithm for constructing the solution is giYen 
in (3.3]. 

Theorem 3.6.3.2 Problem (3.6.3.21) has an asymptotic solution of 
the (3.6.3.22) type. The function 8 m is the solution to . 

d8 d28 
bdf- ciS• -8(1-8)=0, 

8(-oo)=O, 8(oo)=1. 
(3.6.3.2:1) 

The functions~ and rp can be found by solving the system of equations 

(3.6.3.24) 

The function ~ 1 has the form 

~~ ~- - f ~F a (Afl) I - J.L (-!f)~_!__ 
._ clx =-<P dl ~ 

~-~ a (Yf1
2

) 1 _ l !!T._ afl I J + iJ:r :r--ql dt ax :r=-ljl 

;..: [2i.(-!f, t)fl(-I!)BJ-1, 

B = l- V b~-binmo l ~ (h- V b~- 4)/2, !Jmln = 2. p.li.3.2·n 
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The function S 1 (x, t) can be found by solving the equation 

asl "(-cp)l-1..(-<p t)~.t(-cp)lz2~ as1 
iJt r ' ox 

- /.1. (- <p) l~ :: ""=-<P- A (- <p, t) 2l~ ~~ lx=-<P 

-2~1 1..(-<p, t)~.t(-cp)l=O. 

The function W 1 has the form 

Wd£. t)=CI ~~ -A-1 (-<p, t)~-Z(t) ~~ 
6 6' 

X J V ( :~ ) -
2 

( J fV- 1 ~~ df.t) d6', (3.6.3.25) 
+oo 

with 

{ aJ... I d
2e de aJ... I I=- ~ax X=-<P(£-SI) d1;2 +~~ax x=-Q> 

d8 d28 + 2~t~' ( -<p, t) ~ + 4~tA ( -<p, t) (s-St)~ 

- (2~ ~+~) £-Sl ~+~I 1;.-Sl F(8)} 
I dt dt ~ dl; OX X=-<P ~ 

+{( asl -J-A .!!P_)~A.(- t) d•e 2A as1} 
at P3 dt dl; <p, d£2 P ax ' 

v = exp (bs) 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 
:1.6.:1.1. Obviously, for 1.1. = 1 Eqs. (3.6.3.24) and (3.6.3.25) trans
form into the corresponding formulas in Theorem 3.6.3.1. At 
b = brnln the denominator in (3.6.3.24') vanishes, that is, in this 
case there is no asymptotic solution of the type considered. 

3.6.4 The Zeldovich and Semyonov Waves 
in Nonhomogeneous Medias 

In this section we study the asymptotic solutions to the Zeldovieh 
and Semyonov equations. We will demonstrate that, in contrast to the above 
solution to the KPP equation, these solutions are always stable in the class of 
smooth perturbations. 

3.6.4.1 The Zeldovich Equation 

The theory of propagation of the laminar front of flame 
(plasma-gas) widely employs a model first proposed by Ya. B. Zeldo
\'ieh. In this section \Ye briefly discuss an algorithm for constructing 

8 In the English-language literature the Semyonov equation is 
sometimes called the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation. 
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an asymptotic solution describing the diffusion-thermal structure 
of the flame front in a nonhomogeneous medium. Within the frame
work of the Zeldovich model, the propagation of a flame front is 
described by the following semi-linear equation: 

e :~ -e2 ~z ('-(x, t) :;)-y(x, t)R(u)=O, 
(3.6.4.1) 

xER 1, tE[O,'_t'], t'>O. 

The function~R (u) has two roots: R (0) = 0 and R (1) = 0, with 

dR/du I u=o = 0, dR/du I u=t > 0, R > 0 for u E (0, 1). (3.6.4.2) 

Let us construct an asymptotic solution to Eq. (3.6.4.1) satisfying 
the boundary conditions 

(3.6.4.3) 

An asymptotic solution to problem (:3.6.4.1 )-(:-L6.4.3) can be con
structed by the method developed in Section 3.li.:~ and has the form 
(3.6.3.4). For this reason we give only the result and comments on it. 

Theorem 3.6.4.1 Let the conditions (3.6.4.2) be met. Then problem 
(3.6.4.1)-(3.6.4.3) has an asymptotic solution of the form (3.6.3.4), 
with 8 the solution to 

d6 d26 
b0 df-~-R(8)~0, 

81~-+-<» ·= 0, 81; .... .., = 1. 

The function S (x, I, e) has the form 

S (x, t, e)=(~ (t) + e~2 (t}) (x + cp (t)) 

+ ~~ (t) (x + «p (t)F + ES1 (t), 

u·ith b0 the Zeldodch constant (see Section 3.2). 
The functions ~ (t) and cp (t) can be found by soll'ing the system of 

equations 

~2 (t)l.(-cp, t)=y(-cp(t), t), ~ ~i =y(-cp, t)b0 , (1.1i.t..:n 

and the function ~ 1 (t) is defined thus: 

~I (t) -[~~I b2 -1-~ _clj!_- B-1 _E1_ I J 
iJx x=-cp 0 ' ~ dt iJz x=-'1' 

x !21.(-cp, t)b~r 1 • (:U.4.4) 

Tlte functions sl and B2 can be found by soll"ing /he equaliuns 

- iJiJ~!..-~2 ~; +21.(-«p, t)~t~ 

+~l :; lx=-Cj) +2~ 1 /.(-(j', t)c 0, (3.li.4.J) 
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-oo 

- [~ :; /x=-~ (s-St) ~:~ +~ !~ lx=-~ ~~ 
- (2~, ~+~)_!_~(s-st) 

dt dt ~ ds 
- ~- 1 

:; lx=-~ F (8) (6- St) ]} : tiS= 0. (3.6.4.6) 

The function W 1 has the form 
~ ~.' 

W __ C d8 0 -I ( ) R-2 d8 f V ( d8 ) -2 ( \' jV-1 d8 d ) dt' 
I- I~- r. - (jl, t p ""df" j dF J dj1 f.L '::1 ' 

and the following estimates hold true: 8 

W1 =0(6exp(2b06)) as£- -oo, 

Wt=0(62 exp(-l06)) as£- oo. 

l0 = -b0!2+ lfb:l4+1dR/d8ia=tl· 

-00 

(3.6.4. 7) 

(3.6.4.8) 

Proof. Substituting (3.6.3.4) into Eq. (3.6.4.1 ), we get (3.6.3.8). 
The solution of the standard equation is obvious (see Theorem 
3.2.2.2). 

Let us now analyze problem (3.6.3.9), following the pattern used 
in Section 3.6.3. Differences appear only in the solution of Eq. 
(3.6.3.13). 

Let us calculate the denominator in (3.6.3.15): 

A ~ ~ 2 1l.(-cp, t)ZZ-T--at=2A.(-cp, t)l( l-b0). 

In Section 3.2.1 it was found that b0 = l for equations of the Zeldo
vich kind, whereby 

41.. (- cp, t) 12-
2~ ~; = 21.. (- qJ, t) b~ > 0. 

Hence, for equations of the Zeldovich kind the equation for finding 
P1 always has a solution. Equation (3.6.4.6) follows from the ortho
gonality condition 

00 

j' w-t ~~ as= o. 

& See Remark 3.6.3.1. 
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In Yirw of thP fact that conditions (3.6.4.4) and (3.6.4.5) are met, 
I hP integral in the orthogonality condition has a finite value. The 
proof of thr thPorPm is complete. 

3.6.4.2 The Semyonov Equation 

In the mathematical model of autocatalytic chain chem
ical reactions proposed by N. N. Semyonov there emerges a semi
linPar parabolic equation with a small parameter e acting as a 
coPfficient of the derivatives: 

e~-e2 _!____ (A(x t)~}-R(u)=O at ax • ax ' (3.6.4.9) 
xER 1, tE[O, T]. 

Here, in contrast to the equations considered earlier, the function 
R (11} has three zPros on the segment [0, 1): 

and 
R(O)=O, R(a1)=0, R(1)=0, a0 E(0, 1), 

dR!d8Je=o < 0, dR/d8Ja=a 1 > 0, dR!d8Je=t < 0. 
(3.6.4.10) 

Let us construct an asymptotic solution to Eq. (3.6.4.1) satisfying 
the following conditions: 

uJ,. .... _.,..=l, uJo: ....... =O. (3.6.4.11) 
Actually an algorithm for solving problem (3.6.4.9)-(3.6.4.11) is 
given in Section 3.4, so that here we only formulate the i·esult. 

Theorem 3.6.4.2 Suppose that conditions (3.6.4.10) are met. Then 
problem (3.6.4.. 9)-(3.6.4.11) has an asymptotic solution of the (3.6.3.4) 
type. The function S (x, t, e) has the form 

S(x, t, E)=(~(t)+e~2 (t))(x+rp(t)) 
+~dt)(x+rp(t))2 +eSdx, t). 

The function 8 constitutes a solution to the problem 10 

d9 d29 
b d;- d;" -R(El)=O, (-lJ; .... -oo=O, 8J~ .... ..,= 1, 

(3.6.4.1:.!) 

u·lzere iJ < 2 v· dR,'c/(-)tJ=ul' and the following estimates hold true 

A-1-Pxp(/~) ass-+ -oo, 

H- 0(Pxp(-/0m as~- oo, 

l /JI']. -;- VtJ~/4 -;-J dR/d<-li!i=O J, 
/0 -.c -bf'.!. + V IN~ -;-J d/{/dt-Jjflo 1 J. 

(3.6.4.13) 

(3.6.4.14) 

,., Thi~ problem has been studied extensively in Section 3.4.2. 
,..,. a'"' I he RPmark on p. 3:!0. 
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The functions ~ (t) and cp (t) can be found by solving the system of 
equations 

WJ..(-cp, t)=Y(-cp, t), ~ ~i =by(-cp, t), 

and ~dt) is defined thus: 

R. (t)- -[~~~ ZZ-~_i__+~l _!_] 
t'l -- ox :t=-<P dt ~ ox :t=-<P ~ 

X [4J.. (- cp, t) l v b2!4 +I dR!d8!e=O n-l. 
The functions S1 and ~ 2 can be found by solving the system of equations 
(3.6.4.5) and (3.6.4.6). The function W1 is of the (:1.6.4.7) type. and 
the following estimates hold true: 

W 1 = 0 (£ exp (21£)) as £-+ -oo, 

£-+ +oo. W 1 = 0 (s2 exp ( -l0s)) as 

Proof. The proof is similar to the one used for Theorem 3.G.:1.l. 
We note only that in this case, as in equations of the Zeldovich kind, 
the denominator in formula (3.6.3.15) never vanishes. Indeed, suff1ce 
it to check the inequality 2/ - b > 0, which follows from formula 
(3.6.4.14) for l. 

3.6.5 Propagation of Nonlinear Thermal Waves 

In this section we consider the problem of a formed thermal wave 
whose wavefront can release energy (e.g. see [3.34-3.36)). We assume that this 
energy release is caused by an intensive plasma-chemical reaction proceeding 
in a definite temperature intPrval and that the thermal conductivity coefficient 
decreases as u grows. 

The process of propagation of a thermal wave is described by the 
following equation (in dimensionless form): 

ou 82u 
eTt+e2 "'8i'2-e2V(J..(x, t)K(u)Vu)-F(u)=O, (3.6.5.1) 

where 

xER3 , tE[O, T], O:::;;;e<1, u~O. 
K(u)>O, F(a;)=O, a;=const>O, i=O, 1, a1>a0 • 

Here u = TIT O• X =~ xlxo, e = Xotolx~ < 1 is the small parameter 
in the problem, t = tl(t0e), t0 = x 0/c, with x and t the dimensional 
coordinate and time, T 0 is the characteristic unperturbed temperature 
of the medium at which heat liberation begins, x 0 is the mean free 
path of the radiation in the medium, cis the speed of the steady-state 
thermal wave, and x 0 is the thermal diffusivity of the medium. 

The functions F (u), K (u), K (u) Vu, and A (x, t) are contin
uously differentiable (the fJI'St three, for u > 0), F (u) is the dimeu-
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sionless source function, K (u) is the dimensionless thermal con
ductivity of the medium, and 'A (x, t) ~ 6 = const > 0 characterizes 
the slowly varying properties of the medium. When the internal ener
gy of the gas is proportional to the temperature and the mean free 

w 

0 

Fig. 3.20 

path of the radiation is a power function of the temperature, it is 
natural to assume that as u--.. a1 _ we have 

K (u) = ';;1 + K0 (a1 - u)/(K0 -1), 1 < K0 = const < 2. (3.6.5.2) 

The thermal wave is said to be formed if it is represented by a 
continuous nonnegative solution u (x, t, e) to Eq. (3.6.5.1) such 
that for a0 :::;;; 11 (x, t, e):::;;; a1 

u(x, t, e)=a0 +6(e), li(e)>O, 

li(e)=O(em), m>O for xEQ1, (3.6.5.3) 

u(x, t, e)=:=a1 for xEQ1 , 

wh('re Q 1 and Q~ are r('gions in R 3 • 

In the one-dimensional case, the solution constructed in this 
section is depicted in Figure :1.20. The problem of the propagation 
of a form('d thermal wave in the one-din)('nsional case (x E R 1

) 

aud with second-order lime derivatives ignored has been considered 
i11 1:1.:{::,, :t:lfil, where the solution was constructed by matching the 
~ell'-similar part describing the motion of the wavefront of the thermal 
w;~\·e with a certain constant describing the temperature in the inner 
reg-iou, and the graph of this solution resembles the one shown in 
Fig-ure :1.:W. On the whole, however, the constructed thermal wave 
does uot satisf~· the heat equation with constant coeflicients discus
sPd in j:l,;{;), :LIOI due to the presence of discontinuous derivatives. 
Tilt' 111ethod of run.-truding the asymptotic solution described in 
thP JH'CSl'lll paper its close to the one discussed in [J.:~]. 

The 111ain rc,.ull uf the present seclion can he formulateJ in the 
followiug 
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Theorem 3.6.5.1 The asymptotic solution to the problem of pro
pagation of a formed thermal wave is 

u(x, t, e)=W0 (x, T)+eWdx, T)+O(e2)I~=S(x.t)fe (3.6.5.4) 

with W 0 = X (T), where the function X (T) is the solution to the boundary 
wlue problem for the ordinary differential equation 

b .!:1..._ + b2 a•x - _i_ ( K (X) .!:1..._) - F (X)= 0, 
dT: dT: 2 dT: dT: 

(3.6.5.5) 

and the following estimates hold true: x = a1 - 0 (Ta) as T-+ 0, 
o: = 1/(1 - q), a > 0 and X~ a0 + exp {l0 T) as T-+ -oo (l 0 = 
const). The function S (x, t) has the form 

S (x, t) = b (t + "¢ (x)) + qJ 1 (x) (t + "¢ (x)) 2
, 

where b ;;;;. 2 Y dR!dx lx=a, and R = F (X) (K (X) - b2
), and the 

junction "¢ (x) satisfies the equation 

(3.6.5.6) 

The surface r (t) of weak discontinuity of the solution has the form 

r (t) = {x: "¢ (x) = -t}, 

and the surface r (0) is considered fixed, 

Q1 c {x: 1j: (x) <- t}, Q2 c {x: ljJ (x) > - t}. 

The necessary condition for the existence of a type (3.6.4.4) solution 
is b = V K (a1).u 

The function W1 has the form 
~ ~· 

Wi = _ aa~ \' [v (.!:1....) -2 r t (dxtd£J a; J d , (3 6 ~ 7) , J d< JV(K(X)-b2) T, .. J. 
0 

where 

({l1 (x) dx a•x ax f = 2 -b- T -;h + 4qJ1 (x) T d•" + 2qJ 1 (x) -;h 

V ax 
-b (V"¢, A.lt=-11><x>> K (X) £h 

- K (X)~ A. (x, -"¢ (x))[bV2¢+ 2qJ1 jV1pj2 + 2 (VqJ, V1j:)) 

11 This condition means that the speed of the thermal wave is 
equal to the effective speed of sound inside the wave and was first proposed on 
physical grounds by A.S. Kompaneyets. 
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- :~ l,=-¢<xl• :T (K(X) ~~) b IV¢1 2 

-i.(x, -¢(x)) :T (K(x) ~~) 2• (<V¢, V~p) 

.L 
2
:• jV1W} , (3.6.;j.R) 

ami 1". the Wronskian of the equation for finding W1 , ha.~ the form 

V = (K (X)- b2t 2 exp ( b J (K (X~'_ b2) ) • (3.6 .. ).9) 

The boundary conditions for W 1 have the form 

W 1k ... -ao=0, lV.I,=o=O. 
The equation for finding !p1 (x) follou·s from the necessary condition 
oj solmbility, u:lzich for q < 1 and k --;- q > 2 has the form 

0 ,. 

lim [ \ v ( :x. ) 2 
( r ~~~~~~~~:2) ) d•' l = 0. , ... o • T J Y. -' 

"t: -ao 

The function f is given by formula (3.6.5.8). 
If we put 

0 ,. 

10 = ) -~~. <•'> ( .\ T (d:/~~r dT ) a.-. 
't -co 

0 ,. 

It= j' .l/1 (•') ( .1 (d~:~~;dT ) d"t', 

• 
0 ,. 

/ 2 = ~· .l/.(1:') ( ~ K(X)~y(~~T)
2

dT) d"t', (3.6.5. tO) 
T -oo 

f ( ,. 
13= ·' JI,("t') J 

a ( a, } ax ) 
T dt K (z) --;h- dT dT d1:'' 

.\/ (T) 

0 ,. 

I = I 1f ( ') ( r T (d;</dT) (d'xlcJT2) c!T ) a~·. \ J ' I "t j .U (T) • 
t -co 

then 

<Ji 1 = lim 
r-n 
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x{b<VIf, VJ..it=-¢<x>>J2 

+J..(x, -'ljJ(x))(bV211J+2<Vcp, V¢))12 

+ l 3b IV'IJI 2 aa~t. I + 13/, (x, -'If (x)) 2 (Vcp, VIJ.·>}]. t=-1l>(x) 
(3.6.5.11) 

Proof. The main equation obtained as a result of substituting 
solution (3.6.5.4) into Eq. (3.6.5.1) has the form 

( aw. +e aw1 ) ~+ ( azw. J..e a2
W 1 ) (~)2 a, a, a, a,2 I a,2 at 

aw. aw. a2S + 1 O( z) 
+eat+ea:r fit 2 • • · ' e 

-e(V/,(x, t), VS) K(W0) a!~• -e/,(x, t)K(Wu) a:;• V2_~· 

-i,(x, t) :, {K(W0) a;~o ,e :, (K(W 0)W1)+ ... +O(e2)} 

- F(W0) -e ::. Wt = 0. (3.6.5.12) 

The function S (x, t, e) has the form 

S (x, t, e)= <p (x) (t + 1jJ (x)) + cp 1(x) (t + 1jJ (x))2 

(~l'l' [:~.3]), with the following estimates holding true: 

~~ = [ <p (x) + 2cp1 rp8~) + 0 ((e-r)2) J.=S/e, 

VS=[cp(x)VIj:+2 (Vcp+ 
2

Cf! 1 V'lf) +O((e-r)z)JI , 
Cf! tp -r=B!e 

(VS)2 = [ cp2 jVIW-i-2e't(V¢, '<p) 

+4e•.2£!..1V'Ifiz+O((e-r)2)JI ' 
tp <=8/e 

V 2S = cpV21jJ + 2 (Vq;, V1jJ) + 2<p1 (V1jJ)2 + 0 (e't) 1-r=S/e. 
iJ2S 

--at2 =2cp1 +0('te)[,=S/e· 

l\ullifying the sum of coeff1cients of e0 and of e1 in (3.(j.5.12), we 
arrive at the two following equations 

aw. ( ) + a2
W0 2 ( ) ol: <p X 01:2 <p X 

--/,(x, -1jJ(x)) :, (K(W 0 ) 
8!~•) <p2 (V'IjJ)2 -F(W0)~0, (3.6.5.13) 

awl _j z iJ2Wl • ( a2 <ra:t-r<"P ----a:t2-1. x, -~·(x)) 0, 2 (K(W0)W 1)q;Z[V~·j2 

- dd;o W 1 =- /, (3.6.5.14.) 
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where 

I = 2<!'1 l" iiW0 + 4 T ii
2
W0 +Z iiW0 

<jl iiT Cflt i1T2 Cflt iiT 

- c:p (V~·. VA.! t=-lt<x>) K (W0) 
11
:::

0 

illY 
- K (W0) Tt A (x, -It (x)) [c:pV21Jl 

+ 2 (Vc:p, VIJl) + 2cp1 (V'Ijl)2) 

_...!..._ (K (W) iiWo) l" [~I 2(V•~)2 
iiT O iiT ilt 1=-$ lp 'I' 

+A(x, -1Jl(x))2 (<Vcp, VIJl>+ 
2
:

1 !VIJl!2)J. 
Assuming that b = cp (x) and A (x, -'ljl (x)) b2 (V1jJ) 2 = 1, we find 
that the function W 0 = X (-r) is the solution to problem (3.6.5.5). 
The change of variables carried out in Section 3.2 (see Eq. (3.2.2.3)) 
results in the following equation: 

where 

ae a•e 
bdf"- a~· -R (8) = o, 

R (B)= (K (a1-8)-b2) F (8), b > 0, 

8!~-+-ro=a 10 8!~-++ro=a0 , d8/~?;30. 

This equation was used in Section 3.2 in connection witlt the C<lse 
where 

dR (El).'dE-) le=o = 0 

(see also [3.3]). 
Introduction of V = a1 - 8 yields the following equation: 

av d2 1" ~ 
b a; -as" +R(V)=O, 

Vi;-+-ro='a 1-a0 , V!~-++..,=0, dV/~~0, 

wherr the function V possesses the following e,:timates: 

V - 1!£ as ~ -+ oo 

l' .-al-a0 -l'Xp(l0s) ass-+ -oo, 

wht•rt' 

Furwlion ~- con~litutr~ a solution to the prohll'm 
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At time t t,he wavefront is described by the reference12 

r (t} = {x: 'ljJ (x} = -t}, 

which separates the regions 

Q1 c {x: 'ljJ (x} > -t), Q 2 c {x: 'ljJ (x}::;;;;; -t). 

Employing (3.2.2.3}, we can transform these estimates into 

x.=a1 -0('t") as 't-+0 (ct=1!(1-q}}, 

x.-a0 +exp{l0't) as 't-+ -oo. 

Thus, there exists a one-sided localized solution to problem (3.6.;) .. )) 
related to a traveling wave. Let us rewrite the equation for finding 
wl in the form 

o2W1 _ oW1 b-20K (W0)/oT ...L W o21l. (W0)/oT2 +dF(W0)/dW0 

oT2 o't K (W0)-b2 1 1 K (W0)-b2 

= - K (~)-b2 , (3.6.5.15) 

W~l~-++oc=O, Wd~-+-oc=O, 

where f is defined in (3.6.5.14). 
The Wronskian of the ordinary differential equation in variable 't 

has the form (3.6.5.9). Equation (3.6.5.15) can be analyzed in the 
same manner as in [3.3]. The solution has the form (3.6.5.7). 

The function cp1 is found from the necessary condition of solYability 
of the problem and has the form (3.6.5.11). The integrals Ji, i = 
1, 2, 3, 4 are found by formulas (3.6.5.10). 

3.6.6 Propagation of Nonlinear Thermal Waves (Continued) 

The algorithm for constructing an asymptotic solution changes 
little when the thermal conductivity coefficient increases with u. This modified 
algorithm is given below. 

Let us consider problem (3.6.5.1) for the case where K (u) has 
the form 

(:H.G.l} 

where a1 and K 0 are positive constants. v\'e will seek the asymptotic 
solution to problem (3.6.5.1), (3.6.6.1) in the form 

u(x, t, e)= W 0 (x, 't)+eWdx, -r)+O(e2)I~=S(x, t,e)/e (3.6.6.1') 

The main assertion of this section is formulated in the following 

12 Here and in what follows it is assumed that on a surface r (0) 
the trajectories of the corresponding system of ordinary differential equations 
are projected in a unique manner on Ri,. 
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Theorem 3.6.6.1 Problem (3.6.5.1), (3.6.6.1) has an asymptotic 
solution of the form (3.15.15.1 ')with W 0 = X ('t), where the function X ('t) 
is the solution to the boundary value problem 

b ~~ +b2 ~~- :t (K(X) ~~ )-F(x)=O, 

xi~-+-CD = aQI xi~-+CD = ajt 

1chere 

and the following estimates hold true: 

x-a1 -0(~) as 't--+ 0. tt=il(k-1), tt>O, 

x-ao+exp(lo't) as 't--+ -oo. 

The function S (x, t) has the form 

(3.6.6.2) 

(3.6.6.3) 

S (x, t) = «p (x) (x + 1!J (x)) + «p 1 (x) (x + 1!J (x))2
, 

u·ith 1p (x) satisfying the equation 

I V1!J 12 = (b 2A. (x, -'I!J (x)))-1• 

The surface r (t) of weak (removable) discontinuity of the solution has 
the form 

f(t) ~{x: 'I!J(X)= -t}, 

u•ith r (0) assumed given, 

Q1 c{x: IJ:(x)<-t}, Q1 c{x: ljl(x)>-t}. 

The necessary condition for the existence of a solution of the (3.6.5.4) 
type is b = V K (a1). 

The function wl has the form (3.6.5.7). The function I is defined in 
(:i.l5.:i.K), and the necessary condition for the solvability of the problem 
i 11 the case (:i.6.G.1) has the form 

0 
l" t (dx/dtl dt _ 0 J l' (K (X)- bl) - • 

Ftlltcliolt <r 1 is defined in (3.6.5.11) with 
0 0 

I _ \' T (dx/dr) 2 dt I _ \" (dX/dr)i dr 
o-. M • s- . .If _.., 

0 

1 _ \. K Cxl (dx/dr)' dt 
~- ' .If I (3.li.fi.4) 
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Proof. Equations (3.6.5.12)-(3.6.5.14) remain valid, W 0 =='X (-r). 
By substituting a1 - EJ for X and applying (3.2:2.3) we can transform 
Eq. (3.6.6.2) into 

ae a2e 
bdf- d£2 -R(El)=O, R(8)=(K(El)-b2)F(8), 

8!G...,._"'=a1, 8iG ..... +"'=a0, d8!d6<0. 

This is the Zeldovich equation studied in Section 3.2 (see The
orem 3.2.2.2). Indeed, the substitution V = a 1 - 8 yields 

dV d2V -
b (if"- ds2 + R (V) = 0, 

where R (V) < 0 and V E [0, a 1 - a0), with 

Vi~-+"'=a1 -a0 , Vis--"'=0, dV/d~>O. 

The function V has the following estimates: 

where 

and 

where 

V=a1 -a0 -exp(-l1~) as ~-+oo, 

l1 = -b/2+ Vb2!4+ldR/dViv=a1-a0 l, 

b>2 VldR/dVi,·=ol. 

V = exp (l~) as s-+ - oo, 

l=b/2- Vb214-ldR!dViv=ol· 

From this follow the estimates for x(-r): 

X(•)-a1 -0(-rr<) as -r-+0, a=1/(k-1), 

'X (•) ~ a0 + exp (l0-r) as •-+ - oo (l0 = const). 

The remainder of the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.6.5.1. 
The necessary solvability condition for q ~ 1 or q < 1 and K (u) < 
b2 has the form 

23-0105 

0 
\ 1 (dx/d<) a, _ 0 J V(K(x)-b2) - . 
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The function t:p1 is delined in (3.6.5.1) in which the I; are calculated 
via (3.6.6.4). As shown in Section 3.2, all these integrals exist. The 
proof of the theorem is complete. 

Let us give some examples of the solution of model problems in
volving Eq. (3.6.5.5). This equation is similar to the one that de-

w 

c 0 

Fig. 3.21 

scri!Jes diffusion of light in an active medium and the heat equation, 
for one thing, the heat transfer in a superconducting matrix (see 
(3.1.2.2) and (3.1.2.1)). 

Suppose that 

K(u)=1+Yu-1, F(11)~2Yu-1(4Vu-1-3u+2): (:U.6.5) 

In this ra~e a 0 -c 1 and a 1 ,_, 2 are the roots of the equation F 111) 
0, q = 1 2, k - J 2, that is, 

K (11)- (11- t)h-l I. II---+ I; F (11)- (11- 1)'1, 

II ---+ 1 =ft 0. (:Ui.li.ti) 

ThP Pqualion 

au cJ2u ., rl ( riu ) F ~- LE2--_, -f-- K(11)- - (11)-~0 
(Jt ' at~ (/.r rl.r 

(3.n.6.7) 

ha~ an t•xart ~oluliou of lhP form 11 (:r, t, E) II" (T}. with T = 
x- bt. ThP funrlion IV (T) ~ali~I"IP:< lhP ~landard Pqualion 

b~-__:!_ (<K(II')-b~)~)-F(II')c~O. 
dT d"t dt 

(:U.6.8) 

whose propPrtiP" wPn' :<lndiPd in SPrtion :{.:.!. 
:\t b 1 thP ~olution lo Eq. (l.li .. -l .. -l) ha:< tlw form 

1 
__ { 1+(1-Pxp(-1'-C)f if T> -1 (C 

IJ(-r)- 1'f 1 
I -r<-. 

consl > 0), 
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The graph representing this solution is shown in Figure :~.21. Sup
pose that in Eq. (3.6.6.8) 

K(u)=4+V2-u, F(u)=2V2--u(9-6V2-u-3u), (3.6.6.9) 

where a0 = 1, a1 = 2, q = 1/2, and k = 3/2. Then the solution to 
Eq. (3.6.6.8) has the form 

{ 
2 if 't > 0 

W = 2-(1--exp-r)2 if -r<O. (3.6.6.10) 

The graph of this solution is shown in Figure :3.20. 

3.7 Solution of Equations 
of the Ginzburg-Landau Type. 
w· aves in Ferromagnetic Substances 
In this chapter we build the asymptotic solution to parabolic semi

linear equations of the Ginzburg-Landau type, a solution that describes the 
spin waves in a ferromagnetic substance, one of the initial stages in the devel
opment of turbulence on the surface of a liquid under parametric excitation, 
and some other phenomena. 

The nonlinear problem of regular struetures emerging on the sur
face of a liquid and of the complication of these structures and their 
stochastization is important to many fields of physics, to such 
phenomena as the Langmuir waves in plasmas, the Tolmien-Schlicht
ing waves in fluid mechanics, waves on shallow water, spin waves 
in ferromagnetic substances, and waves on the surface of liquid in
sJJiators placed in an electric field or on the surface of ferromagnetic 
liquids placed in a variable magnetic field. Similar phenomena are 
observed when surfaces are exposed to ion and laser beams [:1.2:11. 

A theory concerning these phenomena and based on the approacl1 
used in studying capillary waves has been developed in [:3.21, :1.221. 
The emergence of strurtmes on the smface of a liquid, the so-called 
Faraday ripples, is due to the parametric generation of counter
running waves. The conditions under which the complex-valued 
amplitude of such a wave varies smoothly in spare have been for
mulated in [3.2:1]. The reader interested in the lheorv of such waves 
can also refer to [:1.:n-:1.:1n1. " 

\Vhen a pair of such waves interact, the graph of the absolute 
value of the complex-valued amplitude shows, in a rertaiu interval 
of values of the parameters (see [:1.2:1]), a number of sufficiently 
stable grooves, or bands (see Figure :1.7), while as the system evolves 
a sequence of dark bands emerges, and against the background of 
these dark bands smaller structmes de1·elop. Apparently, these 
structures can be described in the nonlinear approximation because 
the model describing this system has a small dimensionless parameter. 

23* 
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The system of equations for the envelopes has the form 
ila~ ila.._ i vg iJ2a± . llg iJ2a~ 
ilt- ± vg a; - T T ----a%2 -l 2k ai + ya± 

= i(H + Fb+b_) a~+ ia± [T [a± [2+ S la=F 12 + R ( lb+ 12 + lb-12)], 
(3.7.0.1) 

iJb± • ilb:= i Vg iJ2b± . Vg iJ2b± 
at± Lg----ay-TT ~-l 2k ----a%2 +Yb± 

= i (H-!-- Fa+a_) b~ + ib± [T lb±I2+S lb'~=I 2 +R (la+l2+ la-12)], 

where y is the damping constant, a and b the dimensional complex
valued amplitudes of the wave, ug the group velocity of the wave, k 
the wave number, and F, H, R, S, and T are constants (see Sec
tion 3.1). 

The characteristic values of the parameters for steady-state capil
lary waves are F = 0.33 wk2

, H = [k/(4w)l c, R = -0.18wk\ S = 
0.625wk\ T = 0.0625w/,·2, y = 2vk2, L'g/f...y = 3.4, and k = 20 X 
10-~ m-1, with f.. the wavelength and w the frequency. 

The excitation of a pair of waves modulated across the wavefront 
(i.e. along the y-axis) is described by an analog of the Ginzburg
Landau equation [3.231, which in dimensionless variables has the 
form 

ilu . 2 iJ2u t "h * . I I + . 0 --10"£ -- U-l U -IU U &0"11= 1 ilt: 01]2 
(3.7.0.2) 

where a is a constant equal to ~/y (see Section :t 1 ), '1 = t/(f...m), 
T = ty, u = a [(S + T)/y)112, h = Hly = 1 + h 0 , h0 - £, l = 
L"g (2k/.2ym2)-1, and m an integer. Here £ = vra = kg (2H2 X 
I'O"m~)- 1 ]112 is a small parameter (e < 1). 

The boundary conditions are 

uln-+oo = 1, uln--oo = 1. (3.7.0.2') 

The following theorem holds true: 
Theorem 3.7 .0.1 Problem (:J. 7 .0.2), (3.7 .0.2') has an asymptotic 

solution of the form 

u ~ V a/2 (zc 2 + iw2), 

n 

wz = 2: w_ ( TJ~TJ 1 Va) 
1=1 

where 111 : /62 , 62 > 26, with /) the period of the structure, 

1r2 t=tllro, 
C•J_ (6) - co~h; ' "' E 
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and the following estimate holds true: 
- I ('Wg )1/2 -V2Nelne<62 < N -,- , N 1, N>1. 

· m (2e' l)li• ,.,y 

Proof. Equation (3.7.0.2) implies the equation (see Section :3.1.3) 

- iJ2w _!_, (1- 2)-0 
iJ~2 I (I} (I} - ' 

where u =, n (1 --- i) = (1 · ·· i) Va 2w (~). 
two trivial stable solutions w = ±1 and 

w± = ± y2/cosh ~. 

(3.7.0.3) 

Equation (3.7.0.3) has 
the solution 

(3.7.0.4) 

The graph of function (3.7.0.4) is given in Figure 3.9 (cun·e J). 
A constructive method of building solutions of the (3.7.0.4) type and 
time-dependent solutions for more general quasilinear parabolic 
equations is discussed in [3.3]. The func lion (3. 7 .0.4) is exponenti
ally dose to 0 at a fairly small distance from point 11 = 0; precisely, 
for w_ the following estimates hold true: 

w ={ 1-eN+o(eN), N>1, ~>6Va!e= -Nine, 3 05 
- -l+eN+o(eN), N>l, ~<Nine. ( ·

7
· ·) 

Similar estimates exist in relation to solution w +· 
Equation (3.7.0.:-l) is invariant with respect to the translation 

group; hence, the function 

( 1) 1-exp((TJ+TJtl v'2;e) 
(I)+ l]/e = - ' 

l+exp ((TJ+TJ 1) V2/E) 

W>~ - V2/cosh (~ + ~ 1 ), ~ 1 = const 
(3.7.0.6) 

is also a solution to this equation. The grapli of function u~ _ is shown 
in Figure 3.9 (curve 2). Obviously, it is easy to select constants .V, 
6, and 61 in such a manner that all the necessary conditions are sa tis
lied. The function u (111e) + u ((11 - 11 1Jie) is also, to within 0 (eN)", 
an asymptotic solution to (3.7.0.2). The graph of this function is 
shown in Figme :3.8 (the cross section x = const). Apparently, the 
sequence ·of grooves can be described by the formula 

rt 

U= (1-i- i) ~ (JJ_(~+ ~~) (3.7.0.7) 
.l~l 

where fl = /£1 , ~ 1 = 6-£, 62 < 26, and 62 is the period of the struc
ture. 

The steady-state distribution of the amplitude, that is, Lhe graph 
of the functions I u I = a I W 1 1. j -~ 1, 2, is shown in Figure :1.7. 
The functions 

(3.7.0.8) 
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are asymptotic ~olutions to Eq. (3.7.0.2) to within 0 (eN) uniformly 
in variable ll· The solutions thus constructed are stable within a 
certain interval of parameters. Their stability has been studied in 
[3.231. where tlw solution to Eq. (3.7.0.2) was sought in the form 
u ~ Ust.·st -+ ~· (l], T) and a linearized equation for 'Jl was studied. 
The solution of this linearized equation was sought in the form of 
plane waves. The characteristic modulation period in variable l] 
must not exceed 62 = [(2h0)-'i~/m] (:rwg/(yA.)) 1 i~. Thus, the ,·alue of 
the period has the following upper and lower bounds: 

- y2Ne lne < 62 < [(2eN•t't~/m] (nvg/(yA.))I/2. 

In conclusion we give the following 
Theorem 3. 7 .0.2 The semi-linear equation 

au o2 u 1 00 
ea~-e2 ax2 -u( -u2)=0, uEC (3.7.0.8') 

(e is a small parameter), has an exact two-phase solution of the form 

( 
c)= 1-Aexp(±1''2x/e) 

U I, f, c ,/" r 
1-j-Aexp(±r 2x/E)+Bexp{(±x/V 2-31/2)/E) 

( 3.7 .0 .8") 

u·ith A and B constants. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is giveu in [:t:1] and can be carried 

out h~· directly substituting into Eq. (3.7.0.8') a function of the form 
11 (x, I. E) = F (x, I, e) 1G (x, t, e). 

Function (:1.7.0.R") depends on two "phases" (functious), ± V2"xle 
aud (±x y:f- 31 2); e, and satisfies, say, for the plus sign in the expo
nent~. the following conditions: 

Ulz-oo- -1, uLx--oo- 1. 

Two-phase solutions to semi-linear parabolic equations have, appa
rently, not heen studied up till now. 

:1.X As~·mptotic and Characteristic Exact Solutions 
to Semi-Linear and Quasilinear Parabolic 
and Hyperbolic Equations 
(\\"an Type Solutions; Synergl'ls Boundt'd a~ e-+ 0) 

A numbt•r of papl'rS and books by till' authors of lhe presenl arlicle 
(primarily ]3.3]) and otlwr invesligators, ~y (:i.:!!\-3.30, 3.3i-3.40], devoled ~o 
lhe ~tudy of propertil's of semi-linear and qua~ilint•ar parabolic and hyperbolic 
~qual ion~ involving a small parameler r have matlt• tl pos~tble lo clearl_y speetfy 
sonw cla~'C·s of ~olutions to such pquattons. Jlpn• we ~r•ve the solultnns lltal 
aro characlt>ristic only of lwo olassL•s. 
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In this section we deal with nonlocalized synergets of semi-linear and quasi
linear hyperbolic and parabolic equations that are bounded as e ...... 0. For com
parison, in Subsections 1.6, 1. 7, and 1.8 we give without proof the formulas for 
localized solutions to singular parabolic equations bounded as e ...... 0 [3.3). 
None but the one-dimensional case will be considered. 

1.1. Semi-linear parabolic equations with constant coefficients: 

Bz 82z - O at-7ft2-f(z)=, I(z)EC' (a11 a 2 ). (3.8.0.1) 

The equation .F (z) = 0 has two roots: z = a;, i c~ 1, 2. (The scaling 
transformation z = u (a2 - a1 ) + a 1 reduces this equation to 
F (u) = 0 with roots u = 0 and u = 1.) The characteristic exact 
solutions have the form u (x, t) = 8 (£), £ = a.x + bt. Depending 
on the properties of F (u), Eqs. (3.8.0.1) are defined as follows: 

1.1.A. Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov equations (KPP equa-
tions): 

dF I dF I F(O)=O, F(1)=0, au u~o>O, a;;- u=t <0. (3.8.0.2) 

A.l. F=u(1-uv), El=[es/(1+es)] 21
v, a.-cv/V4+2v, b= 

(4+v)v/(4+2v) (see alsop. 184 in [3.3]). 
A.2. F = (u -1) (1- (1- u)v), 8 = [(1 + es) 21v- eZs/'')/(1 + es) 21v, 

a.=v/V4+2v, b=-v(4+v)/(4+2v) (see alsop. 184 in [3.3]). 
A.3. F~~u(1-uv), El=wO(S), a.=1, 6>0, v>O, A0£= 

"' J [ w ( 1- w6vf 2 )t1 dw, A 0 = [- (2 + 6v) ± ( 16-126 + 62v + 63v2)'12] x 
0 
[4(6-1)t 1, b= -6v/2 (see [3.371). 

1.1.8. Zeldovich equations: 

F(O) =0, F (1) = 0, ddF I = 0, 
U U=O 

dF 1 "d.; u~l < 0. (3.8.0.3) 

B.l. F(u)=u2 (1-u), El=[1-e-st¥2t', 
(see p. 198 in [:~.3]). 

a. = ± 1, b = vv 2 

Lt. C. Semyonov equatious (Fi Lzhugh-1\" agumo equations): 

F(O)=O, F(a 1)=0, F(1)==0, a 1 E(0, 1), 

_.!.!_I <0 .!!_I >0 ~I <0 
du u~o ' du u~a 1 ' du u=l • 

(3.8.0.4) 

C.Z. Two wave-type solutions: F = -f!Ua + (!1 + v) u2 - vu, 
a1 = v/f! < 1, u = (1 + es)- 1

, a. = ±Vf!/2, b ~v -fl/2(seep.193 
in [3.3)); u = a1 (1 + es)- 1

, a. = ±v (2!1)- 112 , b = v (2f!- v) x 
(2f!)- 1 (see p. 197 in (:UJ). 

t.t.D. If condition FE C1 (0, 1) is nol met, Eqs. (:~.8.0.1) may 
have localized solutions. 
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D.l. If F(O)=O, F(1)=0, ddF I =-oo, _dd!_l >0, say, 
U u=O U u=l 

F= -yu9(f-u0-?)/2), y<O, O<q< 1, then 

f)={ (t-exp[- !+: y~!b]r'O-?> if •<0, 

0 if 't > 0, 

b=[-2(1+qtly]l12 , a.= -1 (see [3.40]). 

D.2. If F(O)=O, F(1)=0, ddF I = -oo, ddF j =0, say, 
U u=O U U=l 

F=uln2 u[b-Jnu(2+Inu)], b=const, a.=1, then 

{ 
exp ( -1/s) if ~;;:;::.0, 

8
= o if s<o 

(see p. 73 in [3.31). 

1.2. Semi-linear parabolic equations with mriable coefftcients: 13 

au . a ( au ) ea~-f}Tx A.(x, l)Tx -y(x, t)F(u)=O, (3.8.0.5) 

u(-oo, 1)=0, u(oo, t)= 1. 

The basic formula!< for constructing asymptotic solutions: 

u(x, t, £)=[8(s)+eWt(s, t)]/i,=Si< 

S(x, t, e)~c(~(t)+e~3 (t))(x+~p(t)) 

+~~(I) (x + !p (t))2 + £8 1, (3.8.0.7) 
bde dte . 

d'; - d£ 2 - F (8) = 0, (-1;- ->o ·= 0. 8j;_ +oc = l (J.8.0.8) 

8 -~ exp (ls) + o (exp (l£)) as £-+ - oo, 
(-)~ l-exp(-l0s)+o(exp(-/0£)) as£---+- oo, 

~21.. (- !p (1), f)=- 'V (- q; (t), 1), ~ ~; . '\' (-~(f). I) b, (:t8.0.9) 

~.(f)~ - [ F~ ~: "=-~- :~~ T 
_!__~~ ]t:!J.(-!r, t)B[- 1 , 
~ t!.r x= -cp 

(:U.O.lO) 

lv t (' <18 '-I ( . ) R-~ ( ) ~ .(s, /) •----;J[- r. - ~. t t' t d; 

"' Jlere and below Wl' assume that the variable coeflicil'nts in 
the equatJuJJs are smooth function~ uf .r and t and vani~h nowhere. 
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~ 6' 

X ) V ( :~ r 2 0 fV,- 1 ~~ dfl) ds', (3.8.0.11) 
-oo a 

{ 
(J'A I d28 ()').. l d8 t=- ~ax x=-(j) (~- 81> a;2 +~-ax x=-(j) df" 

ae ~e + 2~2 A. (- <p, t) df" + 4~1A (- <p, t) (~- S1) ~ 

-[2~ ~+~] 1;-Sl ~-+~I 1;-Sl F(8)} 
1 dt dt ~ d1; ox x=-<P ~ 

-t { ( ~~~ + ~3 ~; ) ~~ -I. (- <p, t) 2~ ~~~ ~J:1 } , 

V = exp (b~), (3.8.0.12) 

- fJS 1 
- R ~ + A ( - t) 2RY l + R[ ~ I fit t'J dt rp, t' t' fix x=-<P 

-+ 2~1}.. (- <p, t) = 0, (3.8.0.13) 
oc 

) exp(b~) { ( iJ~1 +~a~;) ~~ 

d28 [ a•e fi'J.. I 
-A (- rp, I) 2~~3 d~,2 - ~ (~- S1) ~ax- X=-<jl 

-t~~~~ -[z~ ~+~] 1;-St ~ ds iJx x=-(j) 1 dt dt ~ ds 
-F((~)) sj;sl ~; L,-<jl]} ~~ d~=o. (3.8.0.14) 

1.2.A. Kl'P equatio11s (see r-~.8.0.2)). The asymptotic solution to 
problem (:1.8.0.5) has the form (:-3.8.0.6). Function e can be found by 
solving problem (:1.8.0.8), with l ~ [b- (b 2 - b:r,; 11 ) 1 i 2 ] 2. /0 = 
-b,'2 1 (b 2i4 1 I dF,df:-) lt>=t 1)112

, ~ 3 = 0, and S1 = S1 (x, t) in 
(3.8.0.7). For functions~ and (jJ we have system (3.8.0.9). Function 
~ 1 is delined via formula (:1.8.0.10), where B = l (b2 

- /J~11 n) 1 1 2 , 
and b > brn;n = 2 (dF!d8 I~J=o) 1 1 2 • For function S1 (x, t) we have 
Eq. (3.8.0. 1:3), withY = iJS 1,iJx. Function W1 has the form (:·\.8.0.11), 
where a = 1 oo (see Remark, p. 320): 

W1 =0(~exp{2l~}) as£-+ -oo, b>(3/VS)bm;11 ; 

W1="0(£2 exp{(b-l)£}) as£~ -oo, 

b~ (3/V S)bmln• b-l> l; 

W1=0(exp{(b-l)S}) as~-+ -oo, 

bmin < b < (:1/VS) bm1n; 
W1=0(£2 exp{-10£}) as~-+ oo. 
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t.2.8. Zeldovich equations (see (3.8.0.:i)). The asymptotic solution 
to problem (3.8.0.5) has the form (:~.8.0.G). Function 8 (~) can be 
found by solving problem (:1.8.0.8), with b = b0 the Zeldovich con
stant. I = b 0 • 10 -b0 12 -i- (b~ 4 -; I dF d(~ le=1 1)11~, and S1 == 
S 1 (l) in (:1.8.0.7). For functions ~ and cp we have system (:~.8.0.9). 
Function ~ 1 is del'med via formula (:~.8.0. to), where B ~ b!. For 
functious S 1 (l) and ~:1 (l) we have the system of equations (:~.8.0.13), 
(3.8.0.14), with }' ~ 3 and l = b = b0 • Functiou W 1 is delined in 
(3.8.0.11), where a -oo, while in (:1.8.0.12), 

W 1 =0(sexp{2b0s}) ass-+ -oo; 

W 1 =0(£2 exp{-Z06}) ass-+ oo; ~~· =~3· 

t.2.C. Semyonov equations (see (3.8.0.4)). The asymptotic solu
tion to problem (3.8.0.5) has the form (:l8.0.1i). Function 8 can be 
found by solving problem (3.8.0.8), with l = b/2 + m, m = (b2/4 + 
I dF/d8 le=o 1)112

, 10 = -b12 _! (b 2 1 I dFdA IH 1 1) 11 ~. and S, = 
S1 (l) in (3.8.0.7). For functions ~ and (jJ we ha,·e system (:1.8.0.!J). 
Function ~~ is defined via formula (3.8.0.10), where IJ :!.mi. For 
function~ S 1 (t) aud ~a (t) we have the system of equations (:~.8.0.1:1), 
(3.8.0.14). Function W 1 is defined in (1.8.0.11), where a ~ -oo, 
while in (3.8.0.12) as.iax = ~~ aud b < 2 (dFtd(-J IH· n,) 112

• Function 
W1 ha~ the following estimatt:>: 

W 1 =0(s t:>Xp {2n}) ass-+- oo; 

ll' 1 ~ 0 W exp { -/0£}) as £--+- oo. 

1.3. Quasilinear parabolic equations: 

p (u) ~~ - :x [ K ( u, :~~ ) ~~ J- .i (u) 0. 

The t•xact solutions to the equation 

(W ) dW0 _ _:!___ [- K (It" . dW 0 ) dll"o J _ F (II" ) == O 
p O dt dt O dT dt O 

are rPiatt•d lo the solution H (s) to l11e Pqualion 

de d2e . ( de ) 
p(A) d';- a;2 -F(H)A H, d; =P (:U.0.14') 

througlr the relationship 

K ( Wo, d;!··) d~l~o - ~~ (~ (ll"o)), 

wht•n• ; (11"0 ) i!" thP inn•r!"P of funrlion H (;) ralrula!Pd at point 
H 11·.,. 
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1.4. Quasilinear parabolic nonsingular equations: 

ep (u) c (x. t) ~~ - e2 aax [ K ( u, :~ ) A (x, t) :~ J-y (x, t) F (u) =0, 

p (u) > 0, K ( u, :: ) > 0, (::1.8.0.15) 

u(oo, t)=1, u(-oo, t)=O. 

The basic formulas for conslructing asymptotic solutions: 

u(x, t, e)=[W0 ("t)+eWd•, t)llt=S!•• (3.8.0.15') 

S (x, t, e)=(~ (t) + e~J (t)) (x + cp(t)) + ~dx + cp)2 + eS1, (3.8.0.16) 

bp (Wo) dd~"- ;, [ K (wo, d~o) d;-o J -F (Wo)=O, 

W(oo)=1, W(- oo)=O, 

~2/,(-cp, t)=y(-cp(t), t), 

c(-cp(t), t)~ d~?) =by(-cp(t), t), 

~dt)=- [~ZZK(O, 0)..!!::._1 _J_~c(-cp, t) p(O) ax X=-,. ~ dt 

(3.8.0.17) 

(3.8.0.18) 

-~~.!!..:._~ p(O)l+~l ..!_ ,1[2/,(-cp, t)Bt1 , 
d/ ax X=-(j) ax X=-(j) ~ " 

(3.8.0.19) 
t "(' 

Wl(T, t)=Cl d:~· -1.-1(-cp, t)~-Z(t) d~o ~ v( ~~· r2 0 /d~o 
a 

X [ V ( K ( W 0 , d~~o ) ) + d;-o oK ~~0 ' i!)J -I dT) dT', 

(3.8.0.20) 

(3.8.0.21) 
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,., ) } 

11 = K (w aw.) dWo 
0' dT dT ' 

(- ':,~· -~3 :; ) p(O)c(-cp, t)+J.(-cp, t)l 2~K(O, O)Y 

OA I + ~K (0, 0) Tx X=-!j) + 2~,A (- cp, t) K (0, 0) = 0, 

oc 

(3.R.0.22) 

~ .H{(a:/ +~3 ~i)p(W0)c(-cp, t)II d;~0 -2A(-cp,t)~~3n ~~ 
-oo 

an r fi'J.. I J - ~~~ TT (T- s~>- L~ ax :c=-<+ + z~,A <- cp, t) rP 

-4~ 1 A( -cp, t)ll ~? (T-8 1)+~ ~i p(W0)11 
1 j/' d~o 

.L(?R ~...L~)__!__Il( -S) dWo 
-PI dt ' dt ~ 1' I dt 

- ~ IIF(lV0)(T-S1) ;; lx=-'l'}dT~~O, (3.8.0.23) 

.11 ~- t•xp [- ~ { bp (W0 ) K- 1 ( W 0 , d~~·) 

_ K-• ( W dW0 ) ...!!___ ( oW0 ilK (W0 , It) ) } dT] 
0 ' d-r iJT fiT r)fl ' 

I A.A. E1JIIalion (l.8.U.1!i) wilh F satisfying ({.8.0.2). ThP a~ymp
lotic ~olution lo problem (:1.8.0.1:>) has lhl' form (~.8.11.15'). For 
fuul'l ion W 11 (T) we have problem (:~.8.1!.17). wi l h ~~ = 0 aud S 1 = 
S 1 (I, l) ill (~.8.ll.IU). Fur fnurlions ~ and !f. WI' havl' sy~lem 
(qUI.I8). Funrlion ~ 1 is rlel'lued via (~.8.0.1\J), wherl' 

Bo 2l[h2p:!(0)/4-K(O, O)(dFldW0]w,=n)J'12, 

h>l>mln° (2/p(O))IK(O, O)(dF/dW0 ]n,=o)] 112 , 

l (h-Vh2 -hiuin)r(0)(2K(O, 0))= 1. 

For fnurlion S 1 (I. /)we han• Eq. (Ul.0.22). with)' ~, 1 . Finally, 
fnnclion IV1 ha:-: lhl• form (:U·L0.20), whl•rt• a ;·oo (>Wl' p. :~21!). 

1.-1.8. Equation (:I.H.O.I:-1) with F sali!<fying (1.8.0.:~). Thl' a:<~·mp
lolic ~olnlion to prohll'm (:l.H.tl.l:>) ha!< lhr form (;~.8.0.1:-1·). For 
funcliou II'., (T) wl' ha\'l' prohlt•m (:l.H.ll.17), with b l1i1 lhr Zl'ldo-
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vich constant for Eq. (3.8.0.14'), and S 1 = S 1 (t) in (3.8.0.16). 
For functions ~ and cp we have system (3.8.0.18). Function ~ 1 is 
defined Yia (3.8.0.19), where 

B = (b0p (0))2K-t (0, 0), l = b0p (0)/ K (0, 0). 

For functions S 1 (t) and ~ 3 (t) we have the system of equations 
(3.8.0.22), (3.8.0.23), with Y = ~ 3 . Function W1 and Wronskian 1' 
are defined via (t8.0.20) and (:-3.8.0.21), with a = -oo. 

t.4.C. Equation (3.8.0.15) with F satisfying (3.8.0.4). The asymp
totic solution to problem (3.8.0.15) has the form (3.8.0.15'). For 
function Wo we haYe problem (:-3.8.0.17), with sl = sl (t) in 
(:-3.8.0.6). For functions ~ and cp we have system (:i.8.0.18). Function 
~ 1 is defined via (3.8.0.19), where 

B=2ml, l=[lp(O)f2+m]K-1 (0, 0), 

m = [b2p2 (0)!4 + K (0, 0) dFfdW0 [w,=ol 12 • 

For functions S 1 (t) and ~ 3 (t) we have the system of equations 
(:-3.8.0.22). (3.8.0.2:-l), with Y = ~ 3 • For function W1 we have 
(:-3.8.0.20), with a = -oo. 

1.4.0. The asymptotic solution to the boundary value problem 
for the KPP equation with a variable root of the equation 
.IF (x, t, u) = 0, that is, 

au 2 a ( ') au ) 0 eat-e ai .(X, t)~ -y(x, t)U(J.I(X)-u)=, 

u[x-+oo=J.I(X)Ix-oo• U[x--oo=O, O<J-1<1, 

has the form 

u (x, t, e) = 1-1 (x) [8 (S. e)+ eW1 (Silo, t)], 

where function s has the form (3.8.0.7), ~3 = 0, s) = s) (x, f), 
function 8 (£) solves problem (:-3.8.0.8), and functions ~ (t) and 
q: (t) are found by solving the following system of equations: 

~ :; =by(-cp, t)J.~(-!p), 1.(-cp, t)~z=y(-<:p, t)!-1(-cp). 

Function ~~ has the form 

Rt=-[Rtz a(Af.t)l - (- )..£._~ 
I"' I"' ax X=-q; 1-1 Cf! II dt 

+...!... a(yf.t2) I -z dtp~l Jt21.(-cp, t}J-1(-<y)btt, 
II ax x=-q> dt ax x=-q; 
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where B = l (b2
- b~;n)l/2 , l = (b- (b2

- 4)112);2, and bmin = 2 
(see Subsection 1.4.A). Function S 1 is found from the equation 

~ ~ n/ -af~t(-cp)/+21..(-cp, t)~t(-cp)/2~---;d--+~t(-cp)/~a;- :t=-q> 

+21..(-<j', t) ~~ lx=-'1'1~+2~ 1 1..(-cp, l)fl(-cp)/~0. 

Function W1 has the form (3.8.0.11 ), with a = +oo, and I is defined 
by the formula 

I= {ll(-cp) (2~, ~i + ~n s~SI ~~ 

V =o exp(b£). 

· The a~ymplotir solution to a problem inYolving the Zeldovich or 
Semyonov equation with a variable root f.l = ~~ (x, t) can be con
strurterl by reasoning along similar lines (seep. 87 in [:L1)). Another 
a~ymplotir solution to the semi-linear parabolic equation is given 
in [:Uo). 

1.5. Hyperbolic quasilinear nonsingular equation (for the one
dimen~ional rase see 1:1.:11, while the multi-dimensional rase has been 
considered in Sections :1.6.5 and :t6.1i). 

The boundary value problem: 

au a•u . D ( K au ) - ) O 
fdi-'F 2 Dt2-E2 Tx A.(x,t) (u)a:;- -.f(u~, (3.8.0.24) 

Tht• ha!'ic formulas for constructing asymptotic solutions: 

u(x, I, E)=X(T)+d1'.(T, t), (3.8.0.25) 

S(x, I, t')=~(t)(x+cp(t))-j~.(t)(.r+cp(t))LhS.(.r, t) (3.8.0.26) 

(3.8.0.27) 
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X ( - oo) = a0 , X ( + oo) = a17 

~2(t)f..(-<p, t)=1, ~ ~; =b, 

R (t) = {-~~-2~~~JK(a)-b2 J- 1 
1'1 f3 dt dt dt 0 

(3.8.0.28) 

(3.8.0.29) 

+~lK(a0) ;; lx=-(j) !K(a0)-b2J- 1}(-2t..(-<p, t)(b-t-2lf!)t1, 

as, _ 2113 d<p as [ d ( d<p ) 
- /-! ----a! - I K (a

0
)- b2 1 dt Tx - /-! dt ~ dt 

+ 2~t{ ~; tJ + f!K (a 0 ) ~ :~ I x=-(j) 
-t- 2f..(-<p, t)lK(a0 ) ~ iJS 1 -O 

I K (a0 )- b2 1 iJx - ' 

Wt(T, t)=C1 ~~ +t..- 1 (-<p, t)~-z(t) :: 

~ ~· (:3.8.0.30) 

X \ V ( :-,;~ ) -
2 

( .\ f ~~ V- 1 (K (X)-h2t 1 dT) dT', 

' V = (K(x)-b2t 2 exp (b.\ [K(x)-b2t 1 d•), fl=K(x) ~;. 
(3.8.0.32) 

t.5.A. The asymptotic solution to problem (3.8.0.24) with 

d! I u=a, > 0, ~: I u=a, <0, K (X)-b2> 0 

for X E [a0 , a1 ) has the form (3.8.0.25 ). For function x we haYe prob
lem (3.8.0.27), with 

{ d.~ I r d[F I J-1}112 b>bm!n=2 -d· K(a0) 1+4-d· _ . z r.=ao - z x-ao 
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For functions ~ aud IJ• we have system (:t8.0.28). Function ~ 1 is 
defiued via (:t8.0.29), with f.t = 1 and I = bi2 - {(b2 - b~;n) X 
I 1 + 4 (d.'t ldx lx=a,)l ) 1 1~ 2. For function S 1 we have Eq. (3.8.0.30). 
Finally, function W1 is defined via (3.8.0.31 ), (3.8.0.32). 

1.5.8. The asymptotic solution to problem (3.8.0.24) with 

d¥ I > 0, d!f I <0, K (X)-b2 <0 
du u=a0 du u=a1 

for X E )a 0 , ad has the form (3.8.0.25). For function X we have 
problem (:t8.0.27), with 

b < bm." = -II d.Fidxix=a, I K (a1)(41 df ld;:l x=a,l-1)-1]'12 • 

For functions ~ and q we have system (3.8.0.28). Function ~ 1 is 
delinrd via (3.8.0.29). with p = -1 and 

I= b/2 + ]b2/4--:- (d.i'/dxlx=a,) !K (a0)- b2 1 ]112• 

Fot· function S1 we have Eq. (3.8.0.30), and function W1 is defined 
via n.s.0.31) and (3.8.0.32). 

The asymptotic solution to problem (3.8.0.24) involving equations 
with the function ff satisfying (3.8.0.3) or (3.8.0.4) can be built by 
reasoning along similar lines (see [3.3)). 
1.6. Quasi/inear singular parabolic equations: 

e !.!!.._ - e2 .!...._ ( K (u) !..!!:.. ) - F (u) = 0 
~ ~ b ' 

K(O)=O, K(u)>O for u>O, 

u(-oo, t)=O, u(oo, t)=1. 

t.6.A. Characteristic Pxact solutions to Eq. (3.8.0.33): 

A.!. K(u)=(2-q)ut-q, .F= (t~;). (1-u2<t-ql) 

X [ 
(l-q)b-2+q + u2<t-q>J 

m ' 

0<q<1, b> 2

1
-q, m=(3-2q)(2-q), 
-q 

(3.8.0.33) 

II~ {[tan ( x+~t-xo ) r/(l-q) for X-Xo+bt> 0, 

0 for .r-x0 +bt:::;:;O 

(see p. ::13 in )3.3]). 
A 9 Kc Dum, F=uq(1-u''), m, q>O, m+q=1, v>O, 

u =X (s)l;=<ax, '">/•• ct= 1, b= (4+ v) v/(4+ 2v), 
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D = v2/(4 + 2v) (see p. 78 in [3.3)). Function X (£) is given by the 
integral 

X r xm-ldx = ~. 
J t-x"'2 2 
0 

A.3. K(u) = 2u, F = u [1-2u(1 +2ln u) ln u]ln2 u, 

{
exp (- 't-1) if 't;;;;:. 0, 

u =X (s) 16=<x+tlfe• X= 0 if 't < o. 
A.4. The asymptotic localized solution to Eq. (3.8.0.33) (the 

"product" of exact solutions): 

u=[w(x~b1 )(1-E1)+E1][w( -x~bt+y1 ) (1-E2)+E2 ], 

where W (£) is an exact solution to problem (3.8.0.33), and E 1 and 
E 2 are infinitely differentiable functions, 

{
0 if x< -bt-a0 , 

Et= 1 if x> -bt-a0 +61 , 0<61 <1, 

{
0 if x > bt+ y1 -a0 , 

F~= 1 if x<bt+y1-a0 -61 

(see [3.3) and Section 3. 7). 

1.7. Quasilinear parabolic singular equations with variable co
efficients: 

A .1. The asymptotic localized solution to the boundary value 
problem 

au 2 a ( , ( K au ) F ) O e Tt- e Tx II. x, t) (u) ax - (u, x, t = ' 

K(O)=O, F(O)=O, F(1)=0, 
K (u) ,_, uk-1 and F (u) ,_, y2 (x, t) uq as u-+ 0, 

u(-oo, t)=O, u(oo, t)=1, 

has the form 

U= [W0 (S/e) + eWdS!e, t)]. 

(3.8.0.34) 

Let us put K (u) = uk-1p (u) and F = y2 (x, t) uqG (u), with 
p (0) =I= 0, G (0) =I= 0, and G (1) = 0. Function W 0 ('t) satisfies the 
equation 

b dWo- .!:..__ (K(W) dWo) -F(W) =0 
d't d't 0 d't 0 ' 

Wo('t)l~=o=O, W0 ('t)l~~oo-+1-0. 
1/2 24-010~ 
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Funetion S (.r, t, e) has the formu 

S(x, t, e)=P(t, e)(x-:-cp(t, e))+~dt, E)(x+cp(t, e))2, 

where functions ~ and cp are defined via the system of equatio1·. 

PYA(-cp, t)=v(-cp, t), p !i =y2 (-cp, t)b. 

For function W 0 the following estimates hold true: 

W0 (1") = O("ta) as "t-0, 

( 1/tiT) ( ( lltiT)) W 0 =1-exp -""""ji(i") f-o exp ---pfi) as ,._ oo. 

Here 
(a} if k-:- q > 2, q ~I, and F (u} >0 for u E (0, 1), then 

a = 1/(k- I) and l 1 = -b 0 !'2 + [b~'4 + dR/df:) le=1 J112
, with b0 

the ZeldoYich constant in the Zeldovich equation 

ae aza 
b0 df"- d£2 -R(A)=O; 

(b) if k-, q = 2, q< 1, and F(u) >0 for u E (0, 1), then a= 
(k- 1)-1 = (1 - q)-1 , l = -b/'2 + W/4- dR!d8 le=1 )112 and b > 
2 (dR 1d8 le=o) 1 1~; 

(c) if k + q > 2, 
then a = (1 - q)-', 
b ~ -2(dR!d8 le=t)'/2 , 

K (8) F (8). 

q < 1, and F (u) < 0 for u E (0, 1), 
l 1 = b/2 - W/4 - dRid8 le= 1 )11~, and 

where R (8) = p (8} 8"+4- 1G (8} = 

Funr tion W1 (1", t) has the form 

~ ~· . r ( V ( f(t. £) (oW0 /o£) ) 
X ,) (oWo/O"t')2 J VK (IV

0
) d~ d,-'. 

0 a 

llere 
(a} if q ~ I. k + q > 2, then the lower limit 

integral iu ,:l.H.U.:-l5) vnui~hP~; 
(b) if q < I anrl k - q = 2, then n = 0: 
(r) if q < I nud k - q > 2, then a = -!--oo. 

Functions F nnd f nrl' dl'flned thus: 

l/ · A"-" (11" 11 ) exp (b .\ K- 1 d"t), 

(~.8.0.35) 

a in the inner 

u H~re and lll'lnw, if functions ~- <p, and ~ 1 ar~ inrl~pendent of 
f at t • 0. we 1111151 put ~ (I, 0), •r (I, lll. and ~ 1 (t, 0) in all formula-. 
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I= {2~ 1 ~( -cp, t)K (W 0) dd~o +4~1T :, ( K (W0) dd~o) ~(- cp, t) 

- [ 2~1 ~i + ~~ J ~ dd~o + iJy2d:' t) I x=-~ ~ F (Wo) 

+~~~ T~ (K(Wo) dWo) ax X=-~ d"t d"t 

+~~~ K(Wo) dWo }. ax x=-~ d< 

The following estimates hold true: 

W 1 =0(Ttt+ 1) as T-+0; 

W 1 = 0 ( ,z exp ( - 1~1 ~ 1; )) as •-+ oo . 

Function ~ 1 is specified by the condition 

"" 
(i) \ f(t, •) ddWo V-1K-1(fl"o)a•=0 

• "t 
0 

if k + q > 2 and q > 1 
or if k -'- q = 2 and q < 1 
or by the condition 

~ ~· 

(ii) lim{\v(dw.)-
2

(1tdWov-tK-1(W0 (£))a£)a•'}=Oio 
~-o o d-r: .) d~ 

0 +oo 

if k + q > 2 and q < 1, and is given l;y the following formulas: 
(1) if k + q > 2, q > 1, 
or if k + q = 2, q < 1, then 

~ 1 (t, e)={2l2/,(-cp, t)+4f0A. (-rp, t)- ~ ~ I,r 1 

X { -~/0 ~~ I x=-<P- ~/2 ~: I x=-<p 

1 dB 1 iJy21 } 
+lf dt / 1-lf 13 ax X=-~ ' 

"" 00 

fo= ~ N• :, (K(W 0 ) a;~o) d•, 12 = ~ NK(W0 ) d::• a., 
0 0 

00 00 

' dW ' 
II= .\ N• Fa •. I a=-~ NTF (Wo) a •. 

0 0 

16 The condition (ii) can be rewritten in Lhe form of (i). 
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N=K(W0) d:• exp ( -b ~ K~~o) ); 

(2) if k+q>2, q<i, then 

~.(t, e)= lim [{2M2/,(-cp, t)+4M0A.(-cp, t)- ~ ~ M 1}-t 
~-o "' dt 

X {-~M ~~ + M 1 ~-~M ~~ 0 iJz x=-cp p dt 2 iJz x=-cp 

M, ays I }] -Taz r=-cp • 

where 

~ ~ 

M 0 = ~ V ( d:;o r2 n N(•')•' d~' (K(W 0) ~~·) d•') do, 
0 .., 

~ 't 

M 1 = ~ V ( d:;o ) -z n N (•') •' ~~· d•') d•, 
0 .., 

~ 't 

M 2 = ~ V ( dd~o r 2n N(•')K(W0 ) d:? d•') dT, 
0 .., 

't 't 

M 3 = ~ V (dd~"r
2 n N(•')•'F(W0)d•')d•. 

0 .., 

For the multidimensional' case see [3.3]. 

1.8. The equation 

au iJ ( iJull ) 6 au ea~-e2 & A.(x, t)az- (x, t)az 

-y2 (x, t)uq[A(x, t)-u~>]v=O, 

u(-oo, t)=O, u(oo, t)=i 

with a variable root of the equation§ (x, t, u) = 0. 
The asymptotic. localized solution to it has the form 

(3.8.0.36) 

u(x, t, e)=W((S/e+eg(S/e, t, e)+O(e2
)], t, e) 

=A 1 1~> (x, t) X (S/e + eg (Sie, t, e)+ 0 (e2
)) 

if k >I, q > 0, k + q;;;;;, 2, ~~ > 0, and function A (x, t) satislies 

iJA iJA 
Tt- 6 (:r, t)Tr = 0, (3.8.0.37) 
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which is the limiting equation as e -+ 0, with u~' -+A 0 The function 
x (s) solves the boundary value problem 

"ax a•x" ax" 1 bdfl- as• -vxq(1-x")=O, xl~=o=O, xls-..,=1, df" ~=0 =0o 
(3.800038) 

Function S (x, t, e) has the form 

S (x, t, e)=~ (t, e) (x + q> (t, e)) + ~~ (t, e) (x + q> (t, e))2, 

where functions ~ and cp can be found by solving the system of 
equations 

~ACI-q)/ll-1(-cp, t) (:i'-6(-cp, t))=byZ(-cp, t), 

~ZA.(-q>, t)ACk-q)f!l-1(-cp, t)=yZ(-cp, t)o 
(3o8o0.39) 

For function x. (<) the following estimates hold true: 

x=C1sa-C2£a+ll+o(£'<+~) as s-+0, 

x=1-exp(-los/k)+o(exp(-loslk)) as s-+oo. 

(a) If k+q>2, q> 1, and v=1, then a=(k-1)-1 and~= 
1 + (q-1) (k-1t 1 and l0 = - b0/2+[b~/4- (dR/d8ie=t)Jll2 , where b0 
is the Zeldovich constant in the equation 

ae a•e 
b0 ar ---;w-- R (8) = 0; 

(b) if k+q=2, q<1, and v=1, then a=(k-1)-1 =(1-qt1 , 

l0 = -b/2+ [b 2/4-(dR!d8/6 =t)]112 , b > 2 (dR/d8ie=o) 112 = 2 V'k. 
A_ a.kz (k+ 1)-zb+ [(a.kzZ (k+ 1) -zb)2 +4kz (q + kz'a'k- ba.z)]l/2 

t'- 2kz2 ' 

b ± (b2-4k)1f2 1 o 

z = 2ak (see Remark 3020201 , Po 270), 

(c) if k + q > 2, q < 1, and v = -1, then a = (1 - q)-1
, ~ = 

(k- 1) (1 - q)-1 - 1, l 0 = b/2- (b2/4- (dR/d8 le=1)PI2
, and 

b > 2 (dR/d8 le=1 ) 112 , where R (8) = vk8k+q-1 (1 - 8~-')o 
Function g (<, t, 0) has the form 

't s 
g(<, t, 0)=- ~ exp(l(s)) [.\ f('IJ, t) exp (-l('IJ))d-q]d£, 

0 a 
(3o8o0o40) 
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with , 
I (TJ) = \·. (~ x•-"- 2 ..!£__In ax" ) d~ 

" k as as 
and function 7 defined thus: 

f (E t)-
1 

-' - A"'"' (-cp, t)j32A(-q;. t)(dx"ldSl 

>: { -~ ~~ A•'"'(-cp, t) ~ ( d!t +2~1 ~;) 

+ 6 a;~" A"'"' (- !p, t) [~ ~; I x=-<P 7 4~ 1 1.{- !p, t) J 
dz" +A"'"' (- !p, t) 2~ 1 1- (- !p, t) df"" 

+~~I A"'"' ( -!p, t) d~h ax :X=-q> d~ 

aA"'"'/ ax" + 21. (- !p, t) --a;- :x=-q> ~"""'df" 

+v___r_ i_Xq(1-x"')A'l'"'+•(-!p, t) a • J . 

ax x=-<P 13 

__:__ 6 ( -!p t) A 111J. ( -!p t) E .!!1_ 2~ 1 
, ' ' - a; ~ 

-:-~1 sA 1 ' 11 (-'f• t) a;-}. ax x=-q> d~ 

If k + q >~and q ~ I, then the lower limit q in the inner integral 
in (:~.i:l.0.40) is zero; if q < I and k -- q = ~. then a = 0. 

If q < 1 and k , q > 2, then a = oo. 
For function g (T, t, 0) the following e:o;tinwtes hold true: 

g cO(t2 ) as T-0; 

g=O(t2 exp (-/0T k)) as t-oo. 

Function ~ 1 (t, E) is defined thus: ~ 1 (1, f) = ~ 1 if a = 0. ~~ = 

lim~~ if a = --;- oo, 
t-0 

.....,dd ') d 
~. [ B ·"'"'( -~r. I) ( ,~ -6 ( -q;, t)) 1~ 

-·11.(-!p, t)f,.·l" 11 (-q, t) 

-:!i.(-•1.nJ:J"I"11(-•r. ()]
-I 
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x [At;k (- rp, t) ( .!i_l _ _!_ ~) I ox x=-q> ~ at 2 

+AkiV.(-rp, t)~ ~~ lx=-q>I~ 

+~ ( :; lx=-Q>Ak!V.(-rp, t) 

aA~<rv.l ) 
+2A.(-fj), t)-----az X=-Q> /3 

+ ay•l _!_ Aq;k+t (- rp, t) Is]' ax x=-q> ~ 

where if a = 0, the integrals are evaluated according to the formulas 

~ ~ 

I - [' ax~< ( b r t-k d!:') !: ax d'" 
2 - .' df" exp - k J X "' "'df '=• 

0 

T S 
1 (a ~~.)2 ( b . ) I3 = J ~ exp - T ~ xt-~< d£' d£, 
0 

~ 6 

I~= ~ ~r exp (-! ~ xt-kds') sa;~: d£, 

(3.8.0.41) 

0 

~ s 
Is=~ :r exp (-! ~ xt-kd£') sxq(1-x~'-)d£, 

0 

while if a= +oo, the integrals are evaluated according to Lhe 
formulas 

t ; ~ 

I 2 = ~ exp (! ~ xt-~<ds'){ ~rr2 [,\ a:; 
0 6 

;· 

X exp ( - ! ~ xt-k d£) s' ~~· d£' J d£, 

T S oo 

I3= ~ exp (! ~xt-kds')(:rr 2

u (:tr 
0 ~ 

s' 
x exp ( - ! ~ xt-k d£) d£' J d£, (3.8.0.42) 

T S oo 

I~=\ (~)- 2 
exp (.!!.... \ xt-kd£') [\ a~k " as k ' . r/_ 

0 ; 
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,. 
x exp (- ! ~ x'-" d~) 6' ~~: d~'] d~. 

Let us describe the case where function A (x, t) does not satisfy 
Eq. (3.8.0.37) and k > 1, q > 0, k + q ~ 2, and !l > 0. Then the 
asymptotic to within 0 (e2

) solution to problem (3.8.0.36) exists and 
has the form 

u(x, t, e)=A111.L(x, t)x(6+0(e2)). 

Function x solves problem (3.8.0.38), and functions ~ and ~p are 
defined via system (3.8.0.39). In view of the fact that function 
g (~. t, x, e) can not be expanded in a Taylor series at point ~ = • 
in such a manner that the uniform (in •) estimate of the remainder 
term remains valid, g (S, t, x, 0) has the form 

~ 6 

g (6, t, .1:, 0) = - ~ exp (l (6)) U f (TJ) exp (-I (TJ)) d1J J d£, 
0 a 

l] 

l(TJ) = ~ (! x'-"-2 !
6 

In a~") d£; 
0 

as ~ ->- oo, the following estimate holds true uniformly in x, 
t, and e: 

0) k ( • los ) ( g (~, t, .c, ~I; exp k w0 x, t), 

where 

u>0 (x, t) =lim ~; g(6, t, x, 0); 
"[-DO u.le 

finally, 
g ~- 0 ( ~2) as 6-+ 0. 

Function f is delermincd by the expression 

f(~. t)- 1 
- A111 1.L (- !!', I) l\2i. (- q>, I) (dXItfd;) 

{ -E~ Alii.L (- t) _!_ (~ + 2R ~) X - d; qJ, II dl l"l dl 
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+ 6 ~{z" A"'" (- cp, t) [ ~ :; I X=-q> + 4~.~ ( -cp, t) J 

dx" +A"'"(-cp, t)2~1 ~(-cp, t)dr 

ax" a'}.. 1 + ~Ak/f.t (- t:p, t) d[" ax r=-q> 

dx" aA"1" 1 + 2~ (- cp, t) ~T------ax r=-q> 

+vay
2

/ l_Xq(1-x~>)Aql~>+1(-cp, t) ax r·=-q> ~ 

~ ax 2~1 + u (- cp, t) All~> ( -cp, t)S df-p-

+ £Alii' (- cp, t) .!:1:.. ~I 
d~ ax x~-q> 

+X {6) [ _ a A Ill' ~-;-cp, t) + c5 ( _ cp, t) aA 1 i~>a~ -cp, t)J}. 
If q;;:;. 1, k + q > 2, then tlte lower limit a in the inner integral 

is zero. 
If q < 1 and k + q = 2, then a = 0. 
If q < 1 and k + q > 2, then a = +oo. 
Function ~ 1 (t, e) is defmed thus: ~~ (t, e) = ~~ if a = 0, 

~~ (t, e) = lim~ if a = + oo, 
~~o 

~~d~{2A11~>(-t:p, t)I2 [~~ -6(-cp, t)]~-t 

-4~(-cp, t)Akf~>(-cp, t)I~-2~(-cp, t)I3 Ahh•(-!p, l)r1 

{ ( a61 1 d~ ) x AI'"' (- cp, t) I2 ax x=-<p -lf Tt 

+A"'"' (- cp, t) 14~ :; I X=-QJ 

+ ~/3 [ Allll' (- cp, t) :: I x=-<p 

+ 2~ (- <p, t) aA"'" ~;fl'· t) I x=-q>J 

+~ IsAq'JL+I (- cp, t) 8y2 I } . p 8x X=-lj! 

If k + q > 2 and q ;;:;. 1 or k + q = 2 and q < 1, then a = 0 
and the integrals I m are evaluated by formulas (3.8.0.41 ). 

If q < 1 and k + q > 2, then a = += and the integrals I m 

are evaluated by formulas (3.8.0.42). 

25-0 I 05 
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1.9. Quasilinear hyperbolic equations: 

e :~ + e2 ~:~ - e2 :z (A (x, t) K (u) ::) - !F (u) = 0, (3.8.0.43) 

.~(a;)=O, i~O. 1, 0<a0 <a1• K(u)>O, dK/du=I=O 

for u E (a0 , a1). 

The boundary conditions: 

The basic formulas: 

u(x, t, E)~-W(Sie+eg(SI£, t, x)+O(e2)), 

S (x, t, e)= ji (t) (x + cp (t)) + jit(t) (x + cp (t))2, 

(3.8.0.44) 

(3.8.0.45) 

bad~-:; (<K(W)-b2
) a;)-f(W)=O, ~="t+eg, (3.8.0.46) 

a0 <W<a1 , l-'J!I~=o=a0 , W;-+ ... =ap (K(lr)-b2
) dd~ /. =0, s <;=0 

(3.8.0.4i) 

d8 d28 -
b0 y- d'2 -R(8)=0, where R(B)=(K(8)-b2).1- (8), 

~ ~ 

. (3.8.0.48) 

~ ' 
g ("t, t, 0) = - \ (exp I(~)) [ \ f ('IJ, t) exp [-I ('IJ)l d'IJ J ds, 

0 a 

(3.8.0.49) 
i 

I(~) -2ln [A"(H") a:r -b2 da~]+ ~ b(K(W)-b2
)- 1 ds, 

l c [dW(K(W)-b~)J-!{dW l_(~ ?A~) 
d~ tt; p dt T -t'l dt 

., d2l\" ~ d<f ( ') dq; dp ) dW [ d (A d<f ) +- d~· I; dt -lit dt +-----;[~ + df" dt t' dt 

+~~-?A (!!.i) 2 J_t..!!._(K(W)d»")(4~i.(-cp. t) 
dt dt · ~" 1 dt ., d~ a; 1 

+~oi.f )-K(W)d11.(2~A(- ,t)-t-~al., )}· 
rlr I Xcc-cp a; I !p dr -~=-cr 

g=0(T~) 3!< T--->-0, 

g~ O(T~ PXp l-l0T(K(a 1)-h2)-11) as T--+-00, (~.8.0.:-10) 



!!ere 

where 

ort6 
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(3.8.0.51) 

00 

10 = .\ £(~~ r Md~)~, 
0 

00 

11 = ~ (a; V M!m:a~. 
0 

00 

12 = ~ (aa~) 2 K(W)Md6)d6, (3.8.0.52) 
0 

00 

(' dW d ( dW) Ia= ,I df 6 df K(W) df M 1 (6) d!;, 
0 

s 
Mt(6)=(K(W)-b2 ) exp[- ~ b(K(W)-b2)-tdS], 

~ 00 

Io= .\ M(6l ( ~ ( ~~ )
2

£'Md~')ds') a5, 
0 s 
~ 00 

I,= ~ M (6) ( ~ ( ~) 2 
M1 (6') d6') ~. 

0 s 
~ 00 

12= ~ M(sl ( ~ ( ~~ V M!(s'JK(W)d6') a5, (3.8.o.s3) 
0 s 

16 Below we will discuss which formulas for/, (3.8.0.52) or (3.8.0.53), 
should he used in each specific case. 

25* 
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"( ... 

13 = ~ M (~) 0 ~ ~· ( K(W) ~) MdS')dS') d£, 
0 ~ 

"( ... 
I,= ~ M (S) n ~· ~~~ Md£') d~') d~, 

0 ~ 

where 
~ 

M(~)=(K(W)-bztzexp (- ~ b(K(W)-bzttd~). 

A.l. Suppose that 1 <k<2, q >0, J.1 >0, and K (u)

K (a0) + J.1 (u- a 0)1t-l and .F (u)- (u - a0 )q as u-+ a0 , with 
d!Fidu IU=a, < 0. The asymptotic solution to problem (3.8.0.43) 
has the form (3.8.0.44). Function W m is a partial solution to prob
lem (3.8.0.46), function S has the form (3.8.0.45), and functions 
P and cp can be found by solving system (3.8.0.47). 

The asymptotic expansion of W as s-+ 0 has the form 

(3.8.0.54) 

and the following estimate holds true: 

(3.8.0.55) 

lf q ;;:;. 1 and k + q = 2 or q < 1 and k + q = 2, then [1 = 
-b/2 + [b2/4 - (dR!d8 le=a, ))11~. 

If q < 1 and k + q > 2, then [1 = b/2 - [b2/4 - (dRid8 la=a,)PI2
• 

If J.: + q = 2, then b > 2 (dR!d8 le=a,)112 (see Remark 
3.2.2.1'). 

If k + q > 2, then b = b0 is the Zeldovich constant. 
The neressarv condition for the ('Xistence of a solution of the 

(3.8.0.41) type· is that b2 = K (a 0 ). Function g ('t', t, e) is deftned 
via (:U\.0.49) and pos~e~ses the estimate (3.8.0.50). 

If q >I, J.: + q > 2, or q < I, k + q = 2, then the lower 
limit a in the inner integral in (:1.8.0.49) is zero. 

If q < I and k -; q > 2, then a = -f-oo. 

Function ~ 1 ==~~is d('ftncd via (3.8.0.51), where 

(a) ifq ;::;.1, k + q >2. or q < 1, k + q = 2, then the integral~ 
are evaluated via formula;; (:~.8.0.52); and 

(b) if q < 1, k + q;;:;. :!, ~~=lim~~ th('n lhe inlegrab arc 
-.:-o 

evaluated via formulas (:U\.0.:>:~). 
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A.2. Suppose that 1-t < 0, q >0, k + q > 2, K (u) = K (a0 ) + 
1-t (u- a 0)"-1, ff (u) ~ (u- a0 )q, and d.fldu lu=a, < 0. The 
asymptotic solution to problem (3.8.0.43) has the form (3.8.0.44). 
Function W (~) solves problem (3.8.0.46), function S has the form 
(3.8.0.45), and functions ~ and cp can be found by solving system 
(3.8.0.47). 

The asymptotic expansion of W as £ -+ 0 has the form 

W = ao + C1£et + o (set), a= (1 - q)-1, 

and the following estimate holds true: 

W ~ a1 - exp (-ll1 (K (a1)- b2
)-

1 I~) as £-+ oo. 

The necessary condition for the existence of a solution of the 
(3.8.0.44) type is that b2 = K (a0 ). Functions g and ~ 1 are defined 
in the same way as in Subsection A .1, that is, by (3.8.0.49) when 
a = oo and by (3.8.0.51) when a = 0. 

A .3. Suppose that q > 0, !J. < 0, K (u) = K (a1 ) - 1-t (a1 - u)"-1, 
J (u) ~ (a1 - u)q, and dff/du lu=a, > 0. The asymptotic solution 
to problem (3.8.0.43) has the form (3.8.0.44). Function W (£)solves 
problem (3.8.0.46), where a0 ~ W ~ a1 , W 1~-+-oo-+ a0 , W 1£-+o = 
a1 , and (K (W) - b2) (dW!d£ ls=o) = 0. 

If k + q = 2, then b > 2 (I dR!dW lw=a,i)l/2
• 

If k + q > 2, then b = b0 is the Zeldovich constant in Eq. 
(3.8.0.48). 

The asymptotic expansion of W has the form 

W = a1 - C1 £et + o (set), a = (k- 1)-I, (3.8.0.56) 

and the following estimate holds true: 

W-a0 +exp(ll1 (K(a0)-b2t 1 ls) as £-+-oo; (3.8.0.57) 

here if q > 1, k + q > 2 or q < 1, k + q = 2, then l1 = -b/2 + 
fb2/4 - (dR/d8 le=a,)P/2

• 

The necessary condition for the existence of a solution of the 
(3.8.0.44) type is that b2 = K (a1). Function g ('r, t, e) is defined 
via (3.8.0.49) when a = -oo, while in formulas (3.8.0.52) and 
(3.8.0.53) the integration limit oo should be replaced with -oo. 
_A.4. Suppose that ~-t>O, 0<q<1, k+q>2, K(u)= 

K (a1)- !J. (a1 - u)"-I, .F (u) ~ (a1 - u)q, and d_ff/du lu=a, > 0. 
The asymptotic solution to problem (3.8.0.43) has the form 

(3.8.0.44). Function W (S) solves problem (3.8.0.46), where a0 :::;;; 

W < al, W 1~ ..... -oo-+ ao, W ls=O = a1 , (K (W) - b2) (dW!d~ ls=o) = 
0, and b > 2 (I dR!dW lw=a,l) 112

. 

The asymptotic expansion of W as £ -+ 0 has the form 

W ~ a1 - C1 set + o (£et), a= (1 - q)-1, 
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and estimate (3.8.0.54) holds true. Functions g ad ~ 1 are defmed 
in the same way as in Subsection A.3. The necessary condition for 
the existence of a solution of the (3.8.0.44) type is that b2 = K (a 1). 
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